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Message from the
RAID 2020 Program Co-Chairs
Welcome to the 23rd International Symposium on Research in Attacks, Intrusions and Defenses (RAID 2020)!
We are proud to present the proceedings of RAID 2020—of course, the ongoing pandemic has left its mark also on the RAID
symposium and forced us to run the symposium in a virtual manner. Despite the additional effort this entails, especially on
the general chair and his team, we are excited about the program that the program committee put together and we are happy
to have received many excellent submissions.
This year, the symposium received 121 submissions, of which 31 were accepted (a 26% acceptance rate). As in previous years,
the symposium adopted a double-blind reviewing process to ensure that the reviewers remained unaware of the authors’
names and affiliations during review and subsequent discussions. Each paper received at least three reviews and the final
decision for each paper was made during an 8-hour long online PC meeting in May 2020.
The quality and commitment of the Program Committee is paramount to the success of any conference. This year, we were
fortunate to feature an international and diverse PC consisting of 36 members in total—33% of the PC members hailed from
outside the US and, as has gotten customary for RAID, approximately 20% were from government, industry, or a mix. The
PC included veteran PC members who have already served several times on the RAID PC, as well as many new members
who served for the first time. We are grateful to the PC members for the effort they invested in selecting the best possible
program from the pool of submissions.
In 2018, RAID introduced an annual Best Paper award. A subset of PC members were selected by the chairs and served as
the award committee. Selected papers were discussed amongst the awards committee and then a vote amongst the committee
decided the award winner. The winner will be announced during the opening session, stay tuned!
Starting last year, RAID switched to an open access license to publish the proceedings of the conference. Now for the second
time, the proceedings are published by USENIX, and all papers are available online on the opening day of RAID 2020.
As a significant and positive aspect, USENIX allows authors to retain ownership of the copyright in their works, requesting
only that USENIX be granted the right to be the first publisher of that work. We hope that this change will have a positive
impact on the conference and the scientific community at large.
RAID only exists because of the community that supports it. Indeed, RAID is completely self-funded. Every organizer
independently shoulders the financial risks associated with the symposium’s organization. The sponsors, therefore, play an
essential role and ensure that the registration fees remain very reasonable. To this end, we want to take this opportunity to
thank our Gold Sponsor, the Basque Cybersecurity Centre (BCSC), and our Bronze Sponsors Aruba and ZIUR Foundation
(Gipuzkoa’s Industrial Cyber Security Agency) for their generous sponsorships to RAID 2020!
We would like to further express our gratitude to the general chair Urko Zurutuza from Mondragon Unibertsitatea and his
vice general chairs Enaitz Ezpeleta, Iñaki Garitano, and Mikel Iturbe all from Mondragon Unibertsitatea. Our thanks also go
to their assembled team of volunteers who will ensure the smooth operation of this year’s virtual conference. Furthermore,
we would like to thank the publication chair, Igor Santos from Mondragon Unibertsitatea, and the publicity chair Guillermo
Suárez-Tangil from King’s College London. Without their help, this conference could not have taken place, and their commitment was essential to host the symposium in the current virtual format.
Last, but not least, we want to thank all participants, authors, and attendees, who are of course the real heart and soul of the
conference—thank you for making RAID such a wonderful conference!
We hope you enjoy the conference, please talk to us to provide feedback!
Manuel Egele and Leyla Bilge
RAID 2020 Program Committee Co-Chairs
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Abstract
Speculative execution attacks, such as Spectre, reuse code
from the victim’s binary to access and leak secret information
during speculative execution. Every variant of the attack requires very particular code sequences, necessitating elaborate
gadget-search campaigns. Often, victim programs contain
few, or even zero, usable gadgets. Consequently, speculative
attacks are sometimes demonstrated by injecting usable code
sequences into the victim. So far, attacks search for monolithic gadgets, a single sequence of code which performs all
the attack steps.
We introduce SpecROP, a novel speculative execution attack technique, inspired by classic code reuse attacks like
Return-Oriented Programming to tackle the rarity of code
gadgets. The SpecROP attacker uses multiple, small gadgets
chained by poisoning multiple control-flow instructions to
perform the same computation as a monolithic gadget. A key
difference to classic code reuse attacks is that control-flow
transfers between gadgets use speculative targets compared
to targets in memory or registers.
We categorize SpecROP gadgets into generic classes and
demonstrate the abundance of such gadgets in victim libraries.
Further, we explore the practicality of influencing multiple
control-flow instructions on modern processors, and demonstrate an attack which uses gadget chaining to increase the
leakage potential of a Spectre variant, SMoTherSpectre.

1

Introduction

Spectre [1] demonstrated the power of speculative execution attacks by leaking information across various protection
boundaries: sandboxes, processes, userspace/kernel, and virtual machines. These attacks reuse code gadgets (short instruction sequences with useful functionality) already present in
the victim’s code base to access and leak secrets such as cryptographic keys or arbitrary memory. As a form of code-reuse
attacks, they require gadgets composed of specific instruction
sequences to exist in victim binaries. Often, the length of these
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sequences, their complexity, or the rarity of their constituent
instructions implies that the occurrence of usable gadgets is
sparse. A case in point is the gadget required by Spectre. The
attack requires a gadget where the attacker controls two registers, and contains two loads, of which the second load must
access an address which depends on the value loaded by the
first. In fact, the attack on the Linux kernel, which is a massive
and diverse code base, relied on its eBPF (extended Berkeley
Packet Filter) subsystem to essentially inject the gadget into
the kernel.
To address the lack of powerful, monolithic gadgets, we
propose the use of speculative gadget sequences. We present
SpecROP, an attack based around the idea of using the effects
of multiple, small gadgets to effectively perform computation equivalent to much larger, monolithic gadgets. The attack
methodology leverages the relative abundance of the smaller
gadgets as compared to larger gadgets to provide the required
leakage gadgets. SpecROP is similar to existing code-reuse
attacks (such as Return-Oriented Programming [2, 3] and
Jump-Oriented Programming [4]). In comparison to these
code reuse techniques, SpecROP leverages branch poisoning,
a common starting step in speculative execution attacks, to
effectively stitch the execution of these smaller gadgets. We
search for small code sequences which perform common modifications on state (e.g., add, shift registers) and end in a return
or indirect jump. During speculation, the CPU consults the
branch predictor to decide the jump target, allowing us to redirect execution to the next gadget. We use automated binary
analysis to discover the constituent gadgets of a SpecROP
chain, using our tool, SpecFication.
This paper makes the following contributions:
• A study of the contexts in which branch targets may
be maliciously influenced on modern processors (with
hardware and microcode updates against Spectre-like
attacks);
• Analysis of gadget chaining practicality, using indirect
jump instructions as well as returns;
• A proof-of-concept attack, where we extend the capabilities of an existing speculative execution attack;
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• A practical attack on a real target, libcrypto from
OpenSSL, leaking multiple bits of the plaintext during
encryption;
• A binary analysis tool, SpecFication, for discovering
gadgets in real-world libraries, and a characterization
of the existence of some classes of generic gadgets in
commonly-used libraries.

2

Background

SpecROP extends the power and impact of speculative execution attacks [1, 5, 6] by enabling the combined use of multiple
gadgets, similar in spirit as Return-Oriented Programming
which enabled complex code-reuse attacks. Here, we provide
the necessary background for SpecROP.

2.1

Speculative Execution Attacks

Modern processor design has led to a class of attacks known
as Speculative Execution Attacks (SEA). These attacks target
mechanisms designed to allow a processor to ameliorate the
impact of long latency instructions on performance. Specifically, processors fetch and execute instructions out-of-order
and speculate when lacking all the information needed to
make decisions. Instructions executed by the processor following a misprediction are incorrect. While processors revert
the architecturally visible effects of incorrect actions, microarchitectural side-effects remain. This allows SEA attacks to
leak information encoded into cache residency [1, 5], or port
utilization [6] during the period of incorrect execution. The
period starting from the point the processor mispredicts until
it realizes its mistake is the speculation window.
The microarchitectural structure, and its behavior which
encodes information defines a side-channel. Variants of SEA
differ in their choice of side-channel and the reason for misspeculation. Spectre-v1 [1] exploits misspeculation following
a bounds-check prior to an array access. Spectre-v2 exploits
misprediction of the target of an indirect call or jump. Both of
these variant use a Flush+Reload channel [7]. SMoTherSpectre [6] and NetSpectre [8] use alternate side-channels based in
port contention (ports are microarchitectural structures used
for scheduling instructions within the processor pipeline) and
the power-up status of AVX units instead.

2.2

Microarchitectural Side-channels

Microarchitectural side-channels are data channels on a processor which leverage state stored in microarchitectural structures, such as the cache or branch predictors, to transfer information. As opposed to a covert-channel, the transmitter in
a side-channel is not privy to the communication: the transmitter is inadvertently leaking information and is referred to
as the victim. The receiver reads the information from the
channel, and is referred to as the attacker.

2

SEA depend on side-channels to leak any secrets accessed
during speculative execution, since any architectural channels are erased when the processor detects misspeculation,
and rolls back architecturally visible state. Here, we focus on two side-channels: a cache residency based channel (Flush+Reload), and a port contention based channel
(SMoTher).
Flush+Reload channel A Flush+Reload channel [7] encodes information in the cache residency of a cache block
at a specific address (A). This channel requires the attacker
and victim to temporally share a core and its cache. Initially,
the attacker primes the channel by flushing the cache block,
evicting it from all layers of caches: the block is now uncached. In the second step, the victim executes. During its
execution, the victim encodes a secret bit into the channel by
conditionally loading from the address A. If the secret is 0, it
loads A (thereby caching the block); if the secret is 1, it does
not. Finally, the attacker reads the channel by reloading the
address A, and timing how long it takes. If the secret was 0,
and the victim had already cached the block, the attacker’s
load is fast, else it is slow. This channel encodes a single bit.
A variant of this channel uses 256 unique address (A0
through A255 ) which map to different cache blocks. The victim encodes a secret byte (b) by only loading Ab . In the reload
phase, the attacker reloads all addresses and times each load.
The load Ab completes faster than the others, thereby leaking
a byte.
SMoTher channel A SMoTher channel [6] encodes information in the port utilization of the victim’s instructions. This
side-channel requires the attacker and victim to share a Simultaneously Multi-Threaded (SMT) core, thereby sharing
the ports on the core.
The victim encodes a secret bit by executing a SMoTher
gadget, a secret-dependent conditional branch leading to (target and fallthrough) code sequences which utilize different
ports. Concurrently, the attacker executes a specific sequence
of instructions designed to cause port contention with the
target sequence, and times its execution. In the case that the
victim is executing the fallthrough sequence, there is no port
contention and the attacker completes its own sequence faster.
In the other case, when the victim executes the target sequence, port contention causes the attacker’s execution to be
slower. The attacker, therefore, uses its timing to infer which
sequence the victim was executing. Since the victim’s secret
bit determines which way the conditional branch goes, the
attacker is able to leak the secret bit. This channel encodes a
single bit.

2.3

Return/Jump Oriented Programming

Return-Oriented Programming (ROP) is a code-reuse technique based on chaining multiple instruction sequences al-
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Indirect jump

Start of
speculation

First gadget
Second gadget

Processing
gadgets

1 / / C: a r r a y 2 [ a r r a y 1 [ x ] * 4096]
2 mov ( rax , r d i , 8 ) , rax
3 s h l 0 xc , rax
4 mov ( rdx , rax , 8 ) , rax
(a) Spectre gadget where rax points to array1, rdx points to
array2, and rdi is x

...

1
2
3
Figure 1: Phases of a Speculative ROP attack.
4
5
6
ready present in victim code into a gadget capable of per7
forming complex computations. ROP gadgets end in a re8
turn instruction, chained through the attacker-compromised
9
return addresses on the stack. This mechanism is used to
10
chain the smaller sequences into complex exploits. In 2007,
Shacham [2] demonstrated how gadgets from instruction sequences in libc could be used to achieve Turing-complete
computation. Jump-Oriented Programming (JOP) [4] is a related technique where indirect jumps are hijacked through
memory corruption to similarly compose smaller gadgets into
complete attacks.
Similar to previously known buffer-overflow attacks, ROP
requires the ability to corrupt the stack (or to pivot the stack
to an alternate location). While buffer-overflow attacks were
commonly used to inject and execute shell code onto the stack,
they were effectively eliminated by one mitigation technique:
hardware exclusion of writable and executable permissions on
pages. ROP attacks bypass this mitigation by design, reusing
instructions already existing within the victim’s binary and
which must necessarily have executable permissions.
Code-reuse attacks depend on the existence of gadgets
which perform computation useful to the attacker. The statistical probability of a gadget existing in a binary is dictated by
two parameters: the length of the sequence and the probability of occurrence of each instruction in the gadget within the
binary. On an architecture with variable-length instructions,
such as x86_64, short instructions such as ret (encoded as
one byte) may be even found inside the machine code for
longer instructions (such as mov rax, rbx). In general, commonly existing ROP gadgets are small sequences of common,
sometimes unintended, instructions.
Leakage

3

Leakage of
secret

Speculative ROP

Speculative Return-Oriented Programming (SpecROP), is an
exploit technique that leverages gadget chaining to enhance
the capabilities of an SEA attacker. Figure 1 shows the steps of
a SpecROP attack. The attack starts at a mispredicted controlflow instruction, an indirect jump/call or return. The attacker
poisons the branch predictor on the processor to control the
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/ / G a d g e t 1 : Load s e c r e t
mov ( rdx , rax , 1 ) , edx
c a l l * ( rbx + 0 x40 )
/ / Gadget 2 : S h i f t s e c r e t
s h l 0 x20 , rdx
mov eax , eax
/ / Extraneous
or
rdx , rax
/ / Extraneous
ret
/ / G a d g e t 3 : Leak s e c r e t
mov ( rbx , rdx , 8 ) , r s i
(b) Equivalent SpecROP chain where rdx points to array1, rbx
points to array2, and rax is x. Lines 6 and 7 contain code irrelevant
to the gadget chain.

Listing 1: A SpecROP chain from libc which can be used in
place of the Spectre gadget

predicted target of the jump. Thereafter, the processor executes instructions along the first gadget in the chain: a processing gadget. Subsequently, the attacker manipulates a controlflow instruction at the end of the first gadget to direct execution to the second gadget, and so on through a gadget chain,
similar to a ROP attack. The chain of processing gadgets is
responsible for performing attacker-controlled computation,
and is key to the increased capabilities of a SpecROP attacker
(which we discuss later). The final gadget(s) in the chain, a
leakage gadget, is used to leak secrets. The key difference
to ROP attacks is that SpecROP gadgets are executed and
chained speculatively, i.e., the target of the indirect control
flow transfer is not read from a memory location but indirectly
influenced and “primed” by the attacker.
SpecROP bypasses the reliance of existing SEA on two
conditions which are hard to satisfy, by chaining and leveraging the execution of multiple gadgets. First, in classic SEA
the victim’s secret needs to be directly accessible, either in
a register or in memory referenced to by a register. Using a
gadget chain overcomes this requirement, enabling attacks
which require multiple operations to access the secret. For
example, functions in the generic interface for the OpenSSL
library (called EVP) have a pointer to a context structure as
the first argument. The context includes a pointer to cipherspecific data (Figure 2b). For AES ciphers, this data is the
encryption key. Accessing the key from the context pointer
requires pointer arithmetic and two dereferences (see the “re-
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call *0x20(rax)
rdi = &ctx

mov 0x78(rdi),rdi
mov (rdi), rax
test 0x1,rax
jmp ...
crc32
popcnt
Required gadget
Processing

Leakage

rdi

lea 0x20(rdi),rdi
rdi = &ctx + 0x20

0x78

mov 0x58(rdi),rax
rax = cipher_data
= &AES_key

EVP_CIPHER_CTX
ctx

cipher_data

testb 0x1,(rax)
jmp ...

AES key

SpecROP gadget chain

(a) Control flow during an SEA attack, and for a SpecROP attack. (b) OpenSSL’s Memory layout: The EVP_CIPHER_CTX strucBelow the dotted lines, we show the relevant register state.
ture contains a pointer to the AES key at an offset of 0x78.

Figure 2: A SpecROP chain starting with a pointer to the OpenSSL cipher context structure, and capable of leaking the AES key.
quired gadget” in Figure 2a). Such a monolithic gadget which
starts with a pointer to the context, and accesses and leaks
the key requires a long sequence of instructions. We were unable to find such a gadget within multiple libraries. Existing
SEA, therefore, are incapable of exploiting calls to the EVP
functions to leak the key. In contrast, we found a chain using
three gadgets from libcrypto (“SpecROP gadget chain” in
Figure 2a) which allows attackers to access and leak the AES
key. The full gadgets are listed in Appendix B. This chain
requires the attacker to poison an extra indirect jump and an
extra return instruction.
Second, classic SEA require a single gadget to both access
the secret, and leak it into the microarchitectural channel. The
gadget used to leak information in Spectre attacks requires
two dependent memory loads with a left-shift of at-least 6
bits (to encode each value in a different, 64-byte cache line)
in between (Listing 1a). So far, no natural gadget of this
kind has been disclosed publicly, even for large, real-world
binaries such as the Linux kernel. In fact, we applied our tool,
SpecFication, to search for monolithic, Spectre-like gadgets
in commonly-used libraries (listed in Section 5.2), the Linux
kernel and its modules, and in QEMU without any results.
In contrast, we found an equivalent SpecROP chain in libc
(Listing 1b). The chain has three gadgets , two of which are
dependent loads, with one shift gadget in between. Generally,
each gadget in a SpecROP chain is shorter than a monolithic
gadget, and there is a higher probability of finding them in
the victim’s code.
SpecROP offers several benefits compared to traditional
ROP and JOP attacks. Unlike ROP attacks, SpecROP does
not require any corruption of the victim’s memory to chain
gadgets. While there is an abundance of memory corruption
attacks, they require the attacker to interact directly with the
victim. In contrast, SpecROP attacks can be performed with
only microarchitectural interactions between the attacker and
their victim. Further, mitigations for memory safety which
protect the stack state do not affect the SpecROP attacker. Un-
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like JOP attacks, SpecROP does not require a dispatcher gadget whose repeated indirect calls enable chaining of gadgets.
Finally, ROP/JOP attacks require that none of the chained
gadgets have unwanted side-effects such as exceptions. By
executing speculatively, SpecROP bypasses these restrictions.
For example, it allows the transient execution of code that
dereferences a null pointer as long as the loading of the secret
or the leakage gadget do not depend on it.
Limitations SpecROP chains are limited in their length, in
terms of the number of instructions and the number of cycles
they take to execute. Processors have microarchitectural limits on the number of instructions they can fetch and execute
speculatively: the re-order buffer can hold around 200 instructions on modern processors. The entire gadget chain must
also complete its execution before the mispredicted branch is
resolved. Following a last-level cache miss, the speculation
window is up to a few hundred cycles [1].
Unlike JOP, SpecROP gadgets using indirect jumps cannot
be repeated. The technique used to poison jumps (Branch
Target Injection) implies a unique predicted target for each
address, precluding the reuse of these gadgets in more than
one place in the same chain.

3.1

Gadgets

Gadgets are the building blocks of a SpecROP attack, and an
attacker will require the presence of a variety of gadgets to
launch complicated attacks. We devise a system of categorization of gadgets in Section 3.1.1 and show metrics of the
availability of each category in Section 4.
Gadgets in a typical SpecROP chain perform one of three
important functions: (i) manipulate processor state to access
secrets, and (ii) move said secrets into registers (iii) where a
final gadget leaks them. At each step, one or more gadgets may
be used. Figure 2 shows example gadgets from libcrypto
which access and leak the key. The first gadget is an arithmetic
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gadget, where the lea instruction effectively adds an offset to
a pointer. The second gadget is a data movement gadget, and
moves a pointer to the secret into register rax. Finally, the last
gadget is a leakage gadget (using the SMoTher side-channel)
which dereferences a byte of the secret, and encodes the LSB
into the channel.

Context
Cross thread
Cross process
Aliased
1 even

6700K

8700

9700

10510U

Y
N
Y

Y
N
Y

N
N
Y

N1
N
Y

with factory microcode.

Table 1: Contexts in which branch poisoning is feasible
3.1.1

Classification of gadgets

Gadgets in a SpecROP chain can be classified based on the
functionality they provide. The main gadget categories are:
• Arithmetic gadgets perform simple arithmetic such as additions or subtractions. These might be useful for pointer
manipulation, for example, allowing an attacker to craft
pointers to secrets.
• Shift gadgets shift and rotate values in registers. Gadgets
used in the SMoTherSpectre attack leak specific bits in
registers (for example, the LSB). These gadgets allow
an attacker to move secrets in other bits of the register
into those bits which are leakable.
• Data movement gadgets move secrets or other data
between registers, and between registers and memory.
These can be used for moving secrets into a register
targeted by the leakage gadget, for example.
• Leakage gadgets encode register/memory state into microarchitectural channels, enabling the attacker to later
infer and leak information.
• Multi-use gadgets perform more than one of the above
functions. An example is a lea gadget that performs an
addition and multiplication.
This classification allows us to locate generic gadgets in
existing code bases, rather than specific sequences for particular attack scenarios. In Section 5, we describe SpecFication,
a tool for finding useful SpecROP gadgets, under constraints
on their length, and starting and ending conditions.

4

Evaluation

We now evaluate the practical aspects of a SpecROP attack.
First, we explore the contexts in which gadgets can be chained,
and the limits on the number of control-flow instructions
which can reliably be poisoned. Towards this goal, we explore both avenues of chaining SpecROP gadgets: indirect
jumps and returns. Second, we create a prototype attack in a
laboratory setting to explore how chained gadgets enhance
a SMoTherSpectre attack, and whether there is any loss in
accuracy of leaked information as a result of chaining gadgets.
Finally, we describe a SpecROP attack on a real-world target,
libcrypto from OpenSSL, demonstrating that such attacks
are indeed feasible.
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1 / / Load u n i q u e a d d r e s s Ai
2 mov
( rdx ) , r c x
3 add
0 x100 , rdx
4 / / Load a d d r e s s t o n e x t g a d g e t
5 mov
( r d i ) , r8
6 add
0 x8 , r d i
7 / / Jump t o n e x t g a d g e t
8 jmpq
r8
Listing 2: Gadgets used to determine maximum chaining
length using indirect jumps. The loads to Ai mark the execution of this gadget. The final jump chains to the next gadget.

4.1

Gadget chaining

The practicality of a SpecROP attack is strongly linked to the
number of gadgets that can be reliably chained: the expressibility of the chain increases with the number of gadgets it
contains. Most practical SEA attacks will require at least two
(for the Spectre example) to three gadgets (for the OpenSSL
example). We describe our experiments for chaining gadgets
using indirect jumps and return instructions and evaluate the
contexts under which we were able to influence the branch
predictor.
Indirect jump poisoning in different contexts We evaluated the ability to poison the branch predictor
• across threads sharing an SMT physical core,
• across processes sharing an SMT physical core, and
• across instructions at different addresses, leveraging
aliasing within the Branch Target Buffer (BTB).
We experimented with four generations of Intel’s processors
with updated microcode: i) Skylake i7-6700K, ii) Coffee Lake
i7-8700, iii) Coffee Lake Refresh i7-9700, and iv) Comet Lake
i7-10510U. From Table 1, we can see that branch poisoning is
only possible between an attacker and victim who share code
execution within a process, for example, a browser sandbox
running JavaScript from multiple websites.
4.1.1

Chaining gadgets through indirect jumps

Let us investigate the chaining of gadgets ending in indirect
jumps and calls. Assuming that the targets for the jump are
unavailable, the processor will use target predictions from
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the BTB to speculatively fetch and execute instructions from
multiple gadgets.
In our experiment, we execute two threads from the same
process running on logical cores sharing a physical core. One
of the threads takes the role of an attacker, using a sequence
of indirect jumps through gadgets J0 -J15 to train the branch
predictor. Listing 2 shows the code for the gadgets. The other
thread takes the role of the victim, speculatively following the
same path through the gadgets. The goal of this experiment is
to determine how many gadgets are actually executed by the
victim.
The target for the terminal jump of each gadget is loaded
from an array in memory (line 5), allowing us to “program”
different paths for the attacker and victim. On the attacker, the
gadgets are chained in an order designed to appear random to
the processor (J0 → J2 → J13 → J4 → J10 . . . J15 ). Architecturally, the victim is programmed to jump directly from J0 to
the end of J15 . However, we flush the targets for the victim
from the cache, causing it to speculatively execute the same
chain as trained by the attacker until the targets are fetched
from memory. At this point, the victim state is rolled back.
To determine whether a gadget Ji is executed by the victim,
we instrument them with memory accesses (line 2) to unique
addresses Ai . Using per-address Flush+Reload channels (see
Section 2.2), we can determine which gadgets are executed:
if gadget Ji is executed speculatively, the access to Ai is faster
in the Reload phase. Knowing which gadgets were actually
executed by the victim allows us to infer how many indirect
jumps were successfully poisoned.
Figure 3a shows results from running this experiment on
two generations of Intel processors, the i7-8700 and the i76700K, both with and without the latest microcode updates.
On each machine, we use 10 sets of 1,000 runs, plotting the
median of the fraction of times the nth gadget was executed
by the victim. The limits show the minimum and maximum
fractions across the sets. On both processors, up to four gadgets can be chained with more than 50% success. However,
the probabilities of chaining five or more gadgets drops drastically, with less than 10% success for reaching six gadgets.
A preliminary investigation suggests that TLB misses are not
responsible for this trend, as moving the gadgets or the cachelines for the Flush+Reload channels to 2MB hugepages do
not improve it. We also see that microcode updates do not
significantly affect the median success rate.
4.1.2

Chaining gadgets through return instructions

We now study the chaining of gadgets terminated by return
instructions (ret). Modern processors use the Return Stack
Buffer (RSB) to predict the target of a ret instruction when
the return address on the stack is not immediately available.
Return addresses are pushed onto the RSB by call instructions, and are popped by ret instructions. Using unmatched
function calls, attackers can push excess values onto the RSB
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and cause misprediction on later returns.
To show the possibility of chaining gadgets using RSB we
consider two experiments. In the first, the attacker and victim
execute on the same thread. In the second, the attacker and
victim run on different threads within the same process, using
a futex to interleave their execution on a single core.
Same-thread chaining In this experiment, the attacker uses
function calls to push a sequence of addresses onto the RSB.
The victim executes subsequently, its return instructions using
predictions from the RSB. The addresses on the RSB lead
to a sequence of gadgets, each of which accesses memory at
an unique address before executing a (poisoned) ret instruction. The memory accesses form a Flush+Reload channel to
determine which of the gadgets were executed by the victim.
Figure 3b shows results of our experiments on an i7-6700K,
an i7-8700 (16 RSB entries each), and a Xeon(R) E5-1620 (24
RSB entries). These experiments demonstrate the chaining
of up to five gadgets with a reasonable success rate on the
i7-6700K processor and up to two gadgets on the Xeon(R)
E5-1620. The success rate drops precipitously to practically
zero for more gadgets on all processors.
Cross-thread chaining In this experiment, the attacker poisons the RSB (as in the previous experiment) before using a
futex to switch to the victim thread. Due to the limited size
of the RSB, and its pollution during the context switch (there
are multiple function calls within the kernel code) only a few
RSB entries remain untouched for the victim. The victim’s
execution is again similar to the previous experiment. On a
i7-6700, the attacker can consistently chain up to two gadgets
on the victim. On a Xeon(R) E5-1620, up to three gadgets
can be chained using the RSB.

4.2

Proof-of-Concept

We now demonstrate the power of the SpecROP exploit technique. The proof-of-concept (PoC) attack is based on the
SMoTherSpectre attack, which leaks specific bits using a sidechannel based on port contention. Specifically, the SMoTher
leakage gadget targets the least-significant bit (LSB) of the
register rdx. In our PoC, we use this leakage gadget in different chains, augmenting the leakage capabilities of SMoTherSpectre. While this PoC uses the SpecROP approach to
ameliorate one limitation of the SMoTherSpectre attack, we
believe that it is indicative of the improvement possible for
other attacks.
Our concept attack improves the SMoTherSpectre attack by
leaking eight bits of the register, not just the LSB. The attacker
achieves this by using shift gadgets for performing right-shift
operations on register rdx before being redirected to the leakage gadget. Note that the attack can trivially be extended to
leak the rest of the register. Figure 4 shows the flow of control
on the victim. The attack starts at the basic block ending in
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(b) Using ret instructions

Figure 3: The median success rate of chaining gadgets of different lengths on various processors. The limits represent the
maximum and minimum rate across runs. Entries marked "factory" represents runs without microcode updates.
an indirect jump (labeled jmp in the figure). The actual jump
target is the end block. By ensuring that the branch target is
unavailable, the attacker causes the victim to start speculative
execution, following the gadget chain trained by the attacker.
The attacker repeats this process several times, leading the
victim across the different paths to the leakage gadget. Along
each path, the register holding the secret is shifted by different
offsets, so that the leakage gadget ultimately leaks different
bits of the key.
Let us illustrate the process of leaking different bits. At
the jump gadget, suppose register dl holds a 8-bit secret
s = {si |i ∈ [0, 7]} which the attacker wishes to leak. When
the attacker directly chains the jmp to the leakage gadget,
the value leaked is s0 , the LSB of rdx. Instead, when the attacker chains jmp→shift 1→leak, the register rdx holds s1
in the LSB at the leakage gadget. The leakage gadget now
encodes s1 into the side-channel. Similarly, on repetitions
where the attacker chains jmp→shift j→leak, the bit s j is
leaked. Therefore, by progressively redirecting the victim’s
speculative control flow through different SpecROP chains,
the attacker extends the leakage scope of SMoTherSpectre.
The SpecROP attack is not constrained to leaking individual bits. It is the characteristic of the leakage channel used
in this POC that a bit is leaked at a time. With a cache-based
side-channel which leaks a byte at a time, and addition gadgets which manipulate the pointer used to access secrets, a
SpecROP attacker can leak an entire byte per iteration.
This proof-of-concept attack models a behavior which is
typical of many programs, for example OpenSSL. C++ virtual
function calls use indirect jumps, and hold a pointer to the
object as the first parameter. For a virtual function call within
a loop, the attacker may run different chains on different iterations. If the attacker can access different secrets by chaining
different sequences of gadgets, the attacker may progressively
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jmp
jmp

leak
shift 1
shift 2
...
shift 7

Figure 4: The flow of control during non-speculative execution (solid line), SMoTherSpectre attack (dashed line) and in
SpecROP attack (dotted lines).

leak multiple secrets as the victim executes.
In our laboratory proof-of-concept, the attacker and victim run in separate processes. We run the experiment on an
i7-6700K processor with microcode updates disabled. This
allows cross-process branch poisoning on a shared physical
core. With updated microcode, the attacker model changes to
that described in Section 4.1.
Our laboratory proof-of-concept was used to leak 1,024
randomly generated bytes. As discussed previously, different
chains leak each of the 8 bits per byte, and we treat samples
for each bit as a separate channel in the evaluation. For each
channel, we collect 1, 024 attacker SMoTher timing samples
(a measure of port contention with the victim), corresponding
to 1, 024 randomly generated "secret" bits on the victim. We
then separate the attacker timings into two sets, depending
on the value of corresponding secret bit on the victim, and
plot the probability distribution function (pdf) for each set.
When the distributions are clearly distinguishable, it means
that the attacker’s timing is strongly correlated to the victim’s
secret and can be classified with a high accuracy. Figure 5
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Figure 5: SMoTher timing for multiple gadget chain, separated according to the actual "secret" bit values. We have
plotted the ranges of the individual probability distribution
functions, separated by the secrets they represent, zero and
one.

shows the results of the experiment. Our plot aggregates the
results, showing the range of probabilities across the channels.
The plot reveals that the attacker timings are similar across
all channels, and that there is a clear separation within the
distributions based on the actual secret. This means that the
attacker can choose a threshold (around 140 cycles in this
case), and classify each timing sample as a zero or one with a
high accuracy. In fact, we can accurately guess victim secrets
across all channels with an accuracy ranging between 99%
and 100%.
In this experiment, the channel for bit 0 uses the shortest
chain, directly connecting the jmp gadget to the leakage gadget. In fact, this chain is identical to the base SMoTherSpectre
attack. This chain requires a single poisoned branch, whereas
the chains for leaking other bits require two. We have seen
(in Section 4.1.1) that longer chains lead to a diminishing
probability of reaching the final (leakage) gadget. Therefore,
the leakage accuracy for channel 0 is the target for the other
channels. In fact, channel 0 leaks with 100% accuracy, and
even the worst channel has an accuracy of greater than 99%.
This shows that for a gadget chain of length two, SpecROP
allows us to augment the leakage scope of SMoTherSpectre
without suffering any loss of accuracy.

4.3

OpenSSL attack

In this section, we describe a realistic attack on a target program using OpenSSL’s generic EnVeloP (EVP) interface to
encrypt/decrypt data. This attack improves upon the base
SMoTherSpectre attack on the same target, enabling the attacker to leak an additional bit of the secret by modifying a
pointer held in register rdx using an arithmetic gadget. By
poisoning the BTB, the base SMoTherSpectre attack redirects
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an indirect call in the EVP_EncryptUpdate function directly to
a leakage gadget. The register rdx holds a pointer to the secret
plaintext and this gadget leaks a bit of it from memory. In
contrast, the SpecROP attacker first redirects the indirect call
to an arithmetic gadget which increments rdx by a constant
(for eg. 0x40), and subsequently to a leakage gadget. As a result, the attacker leaks a different bit from the plaintext. With
different arithmetic gadgets, this approach can vastly increase
the leakage scope of SMoTherSpectre. Figure 6 illustrates
this: the leftmost path shows the speculative control-flow in
the base attack, and the other paths illustrate the leakage possible through different chains of gadgets. All the processing
and leakage gadgets are taken from glibc, which is likely
to be linked for most C programs, and are listed in full in
Appendix B.
In particular, we implemented an attack using the chain
which increments rdx by 0x40. The basic procedure of the
attack is very similar to SMoTherSpectre: the attacker and
victim are threads in the same process running on logical cores
on an SMT (hyperthreaded) physical core. Over 100, 000
runs, the victim sets/resets the targeted bit in the plaintext
and initiates an AES encryption. Concurrently, the attacker
thread passes through a sequence of indirect jumps to poison
the BTB. In contrast to basic SMoTherSpectre, this chain
poisons more than one indirect branch on the victim. During
the consequent period of speculative execution on the victim,
the attacker times a sequence of instructions using rdtsc
timestamps. Due to port contention, the attacker’s readings
should be correlated to the victim’s secret. After the run, we
separate the attacker’s timings into sets based on the actual
value of the victim’s secret, and use the Student’s t-test to
validate that the distributions are actually distinguishable with
high confidence (95%).
We ran our attack on an i7-8700 processor. Compared
to SMoTherSpectre, the victim in our attack executed the
leakage gadget in 33% of the runs instead of 80%. This is
explained by our observations in Section 4.1.1: the success
rate of reaching the final gadget drops with the length of the
chain. Despite the added noise which results from runs where
the leakage gadget was not reached, the Student’s t-test reports
that the distributions are distinguishable with 95% confidence.
The test reports a timing difference of 4.41% ± 0.06%.

5

SpecFication: Gadget Search

To automate and improve the search for complex gadget
chains, we develop a tool. The goal of our gadget search
tool is two-fold:
1. To characterize the presence of processing gadgets which
will enable an attacker to perform useful transformations
on program state. Section 3.1.1 lists the target gadget
classes.
2. To automate the process of finding gadget chains as per
a set of constraints (described below).
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EVP_EncryptUpdate:
call *0x20(rax)
rdx = &plaintext

Start of
speculation

add 0x40, rdx
rdx =
&plaintext+0x40

lea 0xf(rdx),rax
rax =
&plaintext+0xf

lea 0x7(rdx),rax
rax =
&plaintext+7

mov rax,rdx
rdx =
&plaintext+0xf

mov rax,rdx
rdx =
&plaintext+7

testq 0x400, (rdx)
Base attack
SMoTherSpectre

mov 0x50(rdx),rdi
rdi = *
(&plaintext+0x50)

testq 0x10, rdi

Processing
gadget

Leakage
gadget

SpecROP + SMoTherSpectre variants

Figure 6: SpecROP allows an attacker to extend the leakage scope of the SMoTherSpectre attack on OpenSSL, targeting plaintext
during encryption. The base attacker can leak a bit from byte 1 of the plaintext, whereas SpecROP chains enable leakage from
bytes 8, 16, 65 and 80 using different processing gadgets. The relevant register state is shown below the dotted lines for each
gadget.
The first goal allows us to support our claim that gadgets
enhance the capability of an attacker to access and leak secrets. The second goal will enable attackers to construct useful
chains from gadgets in real binaries, where the number of individual gadgets is large, and intractable for manual analysis.
Constraint handling SpecROP gadget chains have to respect constraints to prevent scenarios which stop speculation.
For example, a gadget which loads an rip relative offset into
register rax prevents speculation on a later indirect jump using the same register. Another constraint is that the register
holding the secret must not be overwritten. A final constraint
is that the gadget chain must make the secret available at the
location (register/memory) disclosed by the leakage gadget.
Other constraints are important for specific side-channels, for
example a NetSpectre attacker requires intermediate gadgets
to not use AVX instructions.
SpecFication uses symbolic representation of x86_64 instructions to model their effects on processor state. This approach allows us to both compose the effects of instructions
to express the effects of a gadget and to express constraints
over our gadgets. As in ROP-chain tools [9], SpecFication
starts by enumerating every address which can be interpreted
as a valid instruction sequence ending in an indirect jump or
return instruction. For each of these sequences, we model the
semantics of the instructions over the registers. Currently, we
only handle certain classes of instructions such as data movement, logic, arithmetic and branch instructions. SpecFication
uses the Z3 theorem prover [10] for testing constraints over
each sequence.

USENIX Association

5.1

SpecFication architecture

SpecFication works in three phases: (i) binary disassembly
and preprocessing, (ii) gadget characterization, and (iii) constraint enforcement.
In the binary disassembly phase, the Capstone [11] framework disassembles our target binaries. We create instruction
sequences, including unintended instructions, which end in a
return or indirect jump. Since we prioritize short gadgets, we
limit the length of explored sequences to 6 instructions. We
also remove gadgets containing specific instructions such as
unintended control-flow and privileged instructions.
Based on the intermediate representation of the gadgets
provided by Capstone, we map gadget semantics of the gadgets in the characterization phase. We express the semantics
of each instruction in the Hoare logic space and compose the
effects of all constituent instruction to generate the overall
effect of the gadgets. This makes the gadgets amenable to
processing by the Z3 theorem prover [10] in the solving phase.
An alternate approach would be to leverage previous work
which provide the formal specification of x86_64 instructions,
such as Strata [12] and Dasgupta et. al. [13]. For determining
the effect of a gadget chain, the code for each of the individual
gadgets must be composed after removing the terminating
control-flow instructions (which the attacker will poison).

5.2

Evaluation and Results

We now evaluate the effectiveness of SpecFication in finding
usable SpecROP gadgets in common libraries. Particularly,
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Aligned sequence of instructions
movq 0x08(r10),r9

4d

8b

4a

08

mov
0x08(r10),ecx

movq (r10),r8

4d

8b

02

movq (r10),r8

callq

41
callq

*0x10(r10)

ff

52

10

*0x10(r10)

Unaligned gadget

Figure 7: Example of an unaligned SpecROP gadget found in
libcrypto

we look at instances of generic gadget types discussed in
Section 3.1.1.
Target libraries We have chosen a set of target libraries
based on their ubiquity and security criticality. Specifically,
we analyze:
• libcrypto from OpenSSL v1.1.1d,
• mod_ssl, mod_proxy and mod_http2 from Apache
v2.4.41,
• libdl v2.30, and
• libc v2.30.
Testing setup SpecFication is written in Python, and depends on Capstone v4.0 and Z3 v4.8. All reported running
times were measured on an i7-8700 processor with 16GB of
memory running Debian 10 and Linux v5.4.
Results In the binary disassembly phase, SpecFication creates SpecROP gadgets: sequences of instructions ending in a
return or indirect jump (an endpoint). For the analyzed binaries (which range from a few kilobytes to a few megabytes),
the number of gadgets we analyze range from a few hundreds
to thousands. Table 2 highlights statistics about the number
of gadgets processed by SpecFication. Note that there are
roughly 10 gadgets for each unique endpoint in these binaries. A large fraction of the gadgets also contain at least one
unintended instruction.
As a particular use case, we report statistics for a run in
which we search for data movement gadgets which load from
memory at any address with register r12 as a base. We can see
that the tool finds at least one usable gadget in each library,
the exception being the smallest library (libdl). The running
time for the tool ranges from a few seconds to a few minutes
depending on the size of the binary. The constraint solving
phase, which involves calling the Z3 solver, is the largest
contributor to the runtime.
We report statistics on the occurrence of gadgets classified
as per the classes described in Section 3.1.1.
• Arithmetic gadgets: Table 4 highlights the number of
arithmetic gadgets found in our target libraries, separated
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as per the register on which the operation is done. There
are a larger number of arithmetic gadgets operating on
the first eight registers (rax to rbp) than on the remaining
(r8 to r15). We do find a large number of gadgets, specially in libc which operate on the first four argument
registers used by the System-V calling convention: rdi,
rsi, rdx and rcx. This enables a SpecROP attacker to
perform ample range of computation with function arguments: for example, if these arguments are pointers to
secrets, the attacker can manipulate and access different
parts of the secret. Finally, some gadgets target registers
rsp and rbp which allow the attacker to access secrets
on the stack.
• Shift gadgets: We found a smaller number of gadgets
performing bit movement on registers: 25 in libcrypto,
95 in libc and a handful in other libraries. A detailed
breakdown of the occurrence of such gadgets is shown
in Appendix A.
• Data movement gadgets: We searched for gadgets in the
target libraries which can move data between unique
pairs of source and destination registers. Overall, there
are a maximum of 240 unique pairs from the 16 general
purpose registers (ignoring sub-registers) in x86_64. Table 3 reports the number of such gadgets in each library,
as well as the number of gadgets which result from unintended instructions (one in five gadgets, on average). By
chaining more than one such gadget, we can increase the
number of register pairs, allowing greater flexibility in
data movement. The column labeled "Chained" shows
the number of register pairs possible by chaining two
data-movement gadgets. In line with the general aim
of gadget chaining, most libraries exhibit a significant
increase in data-movement possibilities with increased
chain length. In fact, chaining two gadgets allows 84%
of the register pairs possible with chains of any length.
• Leakage gadgets: Table 4 also reports (in even rows) the
occurrence of gadget leaking information into cachebased side channels, assuming that loads to secretdependent addresses can leak information.
The results in this section not only illustrate the abundance of usable SpecROP gadgets in real libraries, but also
demonstrate the practicality of using binary analysis for performing automated gadget search with formally specifiable
constraints. This methodology has allowed us to construct
practical SpecROP chains against OpenSSL (Figure 2) and
similar to Spectre (Listing 1). We have demonstrated that
this methodology can streamline the often manual process of
finding gadgets in new binaries, and for newer side-channel
attacks.

6

Mitigation

The mitigations against a SpecROP attack include generic
defenses against SEA, such as preventing speculation, pre-
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Library
libcrypto
libc
libdl
mod_ssl
mod_proxy
mod_http2

Binary size
3.3M
1.8M
15K
235K
131K
244K

Endpoints

Gadgets

Unaligned

1,209
1,282
22
48
30
112

13,437
15,044
266
490
338
1,113

9,545
10,130
205
332
246
796

Data-movement gadgets addressing r12
Endpoints Gadgets Analysis time (s)
19
5
0
2
1
3

65
13
0
4
1
8

233
333
4
8
5
18

Table 2: Number of endpoints, gadgets, and unaligned gadgets found per library. We also show statistics for a particular use-case:
searching for gadgets which load from an address based on register r12

Library

Data movement
gadgets (unaligned)

libcrypto
libc
libdl
mod_ssl
mod_proxy
mod_http2

116
101
2
32
34
27

(9)
(23)
(2)
(10)
(11)
(5)

Chained

Analysis
time (s)

210
204
2
47
46
72

5,644
8,432
305
419
295
875

Table 3: Occurrence of data movement gadgets moving data
between registers. We report how many unique combinations
of source and destination x86_64 registers were found in each
library.

venting branch predictor poisoning and control flow integrity.
Other defenses particular to SpecROP might include limits on
the number of branches followed speculatively. Static binary
analysis techniques are inherently limited in their ability to
detect whether usable SpecROP chains exist in binaries due
to the large number of possible targets for a poisoned indirect
jump or return instruction, and the exponential explosion in
the number of possible sequences with the number of chained
gadgets.
Preventing speculation in software The simplest protection against SEA is to restrict speculation following sensitive
branches (where there is access to secrets). This can be done
by using serializing instructions (for example cpuid), or memory fences (for example lfence) when the side-channel uses
load instructions. If implemented by a shotgun approach, the
performance implications are significant. However, we have
shown how SpecROP chains expand the reach of SEA to
access secrets, precluding fine-grained application of speculation barriers. Another mitigation, retpolines [14], protects
indirect jumps by replacing them with return instructions. It
also pollutes the Return Stack Buffer with the address of an
infinite loop to prevent speculation on the ret. A practical,
though partial, mitigation would be to identify code which
might access secrets (e.g., array accesses following a bounds
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check), and insert retpolines on subsequent indirect calls and
returns. This approach would still be vulnerable to gadget
chains where the attacker is able to manipulate existing state
to access secret state in unforeseen, and therefore unprotected,
gadgets.
Limiting speculation in hardware Architectural proposals which limit the number of speculative control-flow instructions will effectively constrain the maximum length of
a SpecROP chain, reducing the attack surface. However, the
typical speculation window on a modern, high-performance
processor extends to hundreds of instructions, where it is
likely to contain tens of speculative control-flow instructions.
We have already seen that it is impractical to chain more than
4-5 gadgets on these processors Figure 3a. A smaller limit on
speculative control-flow instructions (say 2-3) may have an
unacceptable performance overhead.
Preventing leakage Numerous proposals exist for mitigating SEA by closing the leakage channels, particularly for
memory-based channels. InvisiSpec [15] proposes an separate buffer to hold speculatively loaded values, preventing
them from affecting cache state. DAWG [16] dynamically
partitions the cache to prevent cross-context cache channels.
Other proposals which restrict execution of instructions dependent on speculatively accessed values [17] will effectively
close all speculative side-channels, even if they do not prevent
the chaining of gadgets.
Preventing branch poisoning Existing processors offer
some degree of protection against control-flow hijacking
across processes, and between different processor privilege
levels (particularly userspace and the kernel) [18–20], either
in hardware or through microcode updates. However, as we
can see from results in Table 1, these measures do not completely mitigate all branch poisoning attack scenarios.
Enforcing control-flow integrity Any control-flow integrity mechanism aiming to mitigate SpecROP must account for speculative control-flow. Therefore, off-the-shelf
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Library

Type

rax

rbx

rcx

rdx

rdi

rsi

rsp

rbp

r8

r9

r10

r11

r12

r13

r14

r15

libcrypto

A
L

665
218

259
255

34
137

78
192

69
238

65
59

186
899

48
159

0
26

0
21

0
7

0
0

15
128

33
106

10
106

3
35

libc

A
L

889
188

317
171

128
65

171
96

419
570

421
110

32
643

3
231

13
8

29
8

2
36

0
360

8
34

12
28

6
41

15
32

libdl

A
L

25
9

6
11

0
0

0
8

0
0

0
0

1
43

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

mod_ssl

A
L

12
2

8
38

0
0

4
2

0
0

0
10

0
10

0
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
8

0
2

2
23

0
0

mod_proxy

A
L

12
8

6
2

0
0

0
0

2
0

0
0

1
13

0
0

0
0

0

0
0

0
0

7
2

2
0

2
0

0
1

mod_http2

A
L

46
32

5
48

0
6

5
22

0
43

9
15

0
112

0
60

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
8

0
13

0
16

0
46

Table 4: Occurrence of arithmetic (A) and leakage (L) gadgets, listed on the first and second rows respectively for each library
CFI mechanisms are insufficient. Hardware mechanisms include Intel’s upcoming CET technology [21] which plans to
limit speculative execution following a jump or call. However,
as we see with the example in Figure 2, SpecROP attacks
are still possible within the limits imposed by the early implementations1 . Since the set of targets allowed by CET is
a superset of the actual set of targets, it remains to be seen
if this imprecision can be used for speculative exploitation.
There are newer proposals [22] for more complete CFI under
speculative execution.

7

Related Work

The hypothesis that an advanced SEA might chain multiple
code gadgets by having “multiple outstanding speculative
changes of address stream caused by branch prediction” first
appeared in a white-paper by ARM [23]. The paper, however,
lacks an investigation of this idea, its practicality or the existence of the required code-gadgets. A similar hypothesis also
appears in a more recent work by Canella et al. [24].
More recently, Mambretti et al. [25] demonstrated a practical SEA using multiple, chained gadgets to leak information following a mispredicted conditional branch. Unlike
SpecROP, the attack requires a memory corruption bug in the
victim binary to be able to inject arbitrary return addresses
on to the stack. The targets for the return instructions used
to chain gadgets comes from the overwritten stack. In contrast, SpecROP considers a stronger attacker model and is
more stealthy. Our attacker cannot write arbitrary values to
the victim’s stack, and leaves no architecturally visible traces.
Bulck et al. [26] mention the possibility of using Load
Value Injection(LVI) to transiently poison the values loaded
from memory and used by return and indirect jump instruc1 The

early implementations of Intel CET will restrict execution following
indirect jumps/calls to 8 instructions and 5 loads.

12

tions, thereby chaining gadgets like in ROP/JOP. LVI depends
on faulty behavior in specific CPU models. Moreover, their
attack requires the ability to induce faults in the victim on
the load instructions which they wish to poison. In general,
this makes their attack practical only against victims running
within an SGX enclave. The paper also does not comment on
the practicality of causing multiple LVIs.
Other work which uses automated program analysis include Spectector [27] and oo7 [28]. Both of these works aim
to prevent Spectre-like attacks by doing a static analysis of
the code. oo7 statically applies taint analysis to binaries to
check whether tainted values (secrets) can affect the outcome
of conditional branches and speculative memory accesses.
Spectector analyzes binaries for speculative code paths which
leave microarchitectural traces which the architecturally intended path does not. Given the exact path through a SpecROP
chain, Speculator would be able to detect that the instruction
sequence is leaky. However, neither of these analyses can practically detect information leakage resulting from a SpecROP
gadget chain since the set of available sequences to analyze
grows exponentially with the length of the gadget chain.
SplitSpectre [29] also proposes an approach to implement
the Spectre attack where the target does not contain any single
gadget which loads the secret and performs a dependent load,
instead relying on an attacker with the ability to inject the
second load on the natural control-flow following the first.
In contrast, SpecROP reuses existing gadgets for both loads.
Further, Spectector will be able to detect that the code sequence used in SplitSpectre is leaky since there is a direct
path between the dependent loads.

8

Conclusion

Through SpecROP, we extend our understanding of practical Speculative Execution Attacks by studying the ability to
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chain multiple gadgets. We demonstrate that poisoning multiple control flow instructions (returns and indirect jumps) is
possible on modern processors. In fact, on tested processors,
we can poison up to 4 indirect jumps with more than 50%
success rate. This opens up the potential for attackers to use
gadget chains instead of monolithic gadgets. With the use of
the SpecROP technique, we show how generic gadgets can
extend the reach of secrets accessible by an attacker, with an
example of how this methodology may be applied to access
and leak the AES key from a pointer to the context. We also
demonstrate a practical attack which is able to leak multiple plaintext bits from a victim during encryption using the
OpenSSL library.
To facilitate the gadget search, we design SpecFication, a
gadget search tool for searching for generic SpecROP gadgets,
from which we build up useful chains. Applying SpecFication
to existing code bases, we see the abundance of small, generic
SpecROP gadgets. We also study the possible mitigation techniques for SpecROP attacks. Our results lead us to believe
that modern processors and programs are indeed vulnerable
to a SpecROP attack, and that processors require hardware
solutions for preventing malicious influence on branch/return
prediction.
We have published as open-source the code for our experiments, the proof-of-concepts and SpecFication to enable others to further explore this methodology. The code is available
at the GitHub repository https://github.com/HexHive/
specrop-public.
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A

SpecROP: Shift gadgets

Table 5 breaks down the shift gadgets found in each library
based on the register which is operated on.

B

This section fully lists the gadgets used in the OpenSSL attacks shown in Figure 2 and Figure 6. The gadgets are found
in glibc and libcrypto.

Processing gadgets

The following processing gadget increments the register rdi
by a constant 0x20. It is found in libcrypto.
1f6cc6: lea
1f6cca: callq

0x20(rdi),rdi
*0x18(%rax)

The following processing gadget loads a pointer from the
memory referenced by rdi at offset 0x58 into register rax. It
is found in libcrypto.
b2f1b:
b2f1f:

mov
retq

0x58(%rdi),%rax

The following processing gadget increments the value in
rdx by 0x40. It is found in libcrypto.

16b87f:
16b883:
16b886:
16b889:
16b890:
16b894:
16b897:

add
add
add
lea
movsxd
add
jmp

0x40, rdx
rdx, rsi
rdx, rdi
0x2e920(rip), r11
(r11, rdx, 4), rcx
r11, rcx
*rcx

The following processing gadget stores the value of
rdx + 0xf in rax. It is found in glibc.

17df7e: lea
17df82: retq
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0xf(rdx),rax

17df26: lea
17df2a: retq

0x7(rdx),rax

The following processing gadget stores the value of rax in
rdx. It is found in glibc.

12afdf: mov
12afe2: callq

rax,rdx
*0x28(r12)

The following processing gadget loads 8 bytes at address
referenced by rdx at an offset of 0x50 into register rdi. It is
found in glibc.
12ef33: mov
12ef37: mov
12ef3a: callq

B.2

OpenSSL attack gadgets

B.1

The following processing gadget stores the value of
rdx + 7 in rax. It is found in glibc.

0x50(rdx),rdi
rdx,rsi
*rax

Leakage gadgets

The following gadget leaks the LSB of register rax. It is found
in glibc.
cf6ac:
cf6b3:
cf6ba:
cf6bd:
cf6c0:
...
cf939:
cf93b:
cf941:
cf944:
cf947:
cf94e:
cf955:
cf958:
cf95b:
...

mov
mov
mov
or
mov

-0x1b0(rbp),rdx
-0x1a8(rbp),rdi
r15d,esi
0x2,esi
rbx,rcx

test
je
mov
movb
mov
and
mov
mov
or

0x1,al
cf6ac
r15d,r13d
0x0,(rdx)
-0x1b0(rbp),rdx
0xfffff7ef,r13d
rbx,rcx
r13d,esi
0x2,esi

The following gadget leaks the 3rd LSB from the byte at
offset 1 from the pointer in rdx. It is found in glibc.
f5393:
f539a:
f539c:
f53a3:
f53a9:
f53ad:
f53af:
...
f5382:
f5386:
f538a:
...

testq
je
mov
mov
mov
test
mov

0x400, (rdx)
f5382
-0xb0(rbp), rdi
-0xf0(rbp), edx
(rdi, rax, 8), rax
edx, edx
rax, 0x50(rbx)

add
add
cmp

0x1, rax
0x20, rdx
rax, -0x100(rbp)
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Library

rax

rbx

rcx

rdx

rdi

rsi

rsp

rbp

r8

r9

r10

r11

r12

r13

r14

r15

3

10

2

6

3

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

libc

21

44

0

29

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

libdl

0

2

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

mod_ssl

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

mod_proxy

0

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

mod_http2

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

libcrypto

Table 5: Occurrence of shift gadgets in each library, broken down based on the affected register
The following gadget leaks the 6th LSB from byte referenced by the pointer in rbp. The first instruction is an unaligned instruction. It is found in glibc.
6aa23:
6aa27:
6aa29:
6aa2c:
6aa2f:
6aa33:
6aa36:
6aa37:
6aa38:
6aa3a:
...
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testb
je
mov
orl
add
mov
pop
pop
pop
pop

0x20, (rbp)
6aa2f
(rbx),rax
$0x20,(rax)
$0x18,rsp
r13,rdi
rbx
rbp
r12
r13

The following gadget leaks the 5th LSB from the register
rdi. It is found in glibc.

8ed34:
8ed3b:
8ed3d:
8ed42:
8ed46:
8ed4a:
8ed50:
8ed56:
8ed5a:
8ed5d:

test
je
movdqu
pcmpeqb
pmovmskb
sub
jne
add
mov
and
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0x10,rdi
8ed5a
(rdi,rsi,1),xmm0
(rdi),xmm0
xmm0,edx
0xffff,edx
8ee80
0x10,rdi
r11,r10
0xffffffffffffffe0,r10
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Abstract
The first step of every attack is reconnaissance, i.e., to acquire information about the target. A common belief is that
there is almost no risk in scanning a target from a remote
location. In this paper we falsify this belief by showing that
scanners are exposed to the same risks as their targets. Our
methodology is based on a novel attacker model where the
scan author becomes the victim of a counter-strike. We developed a working prototype, called RevOK, and we applied it to
78 scanning systems. Out of them, 36 were found vulnerable
to XSS. Remarkably, RevOK also found a severe vulnerability
in Metasploit Pro, a mainstream penetration testing tool.

1

Introduction

Performing a network scan of a target system is a surprisingly frequent operation. There can be several agents behind
a scan, e.g., attackers that gather technical information, penetration testers searching for vulnerabilities, Internet users
checking a suspicious address. Often, when the motivations
of the scan author are unknown, it is perceived by the target
as a hostile operation. However, scanning is so frequent that it
is largely tolerated by the target. Even from the perspective of
the scanning agent, starting a scan seems not risky. Although
not completely stealthy, an attacker can be reasonably sure
to remain anonymous by adopting basic precautions, such as
proxies, virtual private networks and onion routing.
Yet, expecting an acquiescent scan target is a mere assumption. The scanning system may receive poisoned responses
aiming to trigger vulnerabilities in the scanning host. Since
most scanning systems generate an HTML report, scan authors can be exposed to attacks via their browser. This occurs
when the scanning system permits an unsanitized flow of information from the response to the user browser. To illustrate,
consider the following, minimal HTTP response.
HTTP /1.1 200 OK
Server : nginx /1.17.0
...
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A naive scanning system might extract the value of the
Server field (namely, the string nginx/1.17.0 in the above
example) and include it in the HTML report. This implicitly
allows the scan target to access the scan author’s browser and
inject malicious payloads.
In this paper we investigate this attack scenario. We start
by defining an attacker model that precisely characterizes
the threats informally introduced above. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first time that such an attacker model is
defined in literature. Inspired by the attacker model, we define an effective methodology to discover cross-site scripting
(XSS) vulnerabilities in the scanning systems and we implement a working prototype. We applied our prototype to 78
real-world scanning systems. The results confirm our expectation: several (36) scanning systems convey attacks. All of
these vulnerabilities have been notified through a responsible
disclosure process.
The most remarkable outcome of our activity is possibly
an XSS vulnerability enabling remote code execution (RCE)
in Rapid7 Metasploit Pro. We show that the attack leads to
the complete takeover of the scanning host. Our notification
prompted Rapid7 to undertake a wider assessment of their
products based on our attacker model.
The main contributions of this paper are:
1. a novel attacker model affecting scanning systems;
2. a testing methodology for finding vulnerabilities in scanning systems;
3. RevOK, a prototype implementation of our testing
methodology;
4. an analysis of the experimental results on 78 real-world
scanning systems, and;
5. three application scenarios highlighting the impact of
our attacker model.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 recalls some
preliminary notions. Section 3 presents our attacker model.
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Figure 1: Abstract architecture of a scanning system.
We introduce our methodology in Section 4. Our prototype
and experimental results are given in Section 5. Then, we
present the three use cases in Section 6, while we survey on
the related literature in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 concludes
the paper.

2

Background

In this section we recall some preliminary notions necessary
to correctly understand our methodology.

2.1

Scanning systems

A scanning system is a piece of software that (i) stimulates
a target through network requests, (ii) collects the responses,
and (iii) compiles a report. Security analysts often use scanning systems for technical information gathering [8]. Scanning systems used for this purpose are called security scanners. Our definition encompasses a wide range of systems,
from complex vulnerability scanners to simple ping utilities.
Figure 1 shows the key actors involved in a scan process.
Human analysts use a user agent, e.g., a web browser, to select
a target, possibly setting some parameters, and start the scan
(1. start). Then, the scanning system crafts and sends request
messages to the target (2. request). The scanning system
parses the received response messages (3. response), extracts
the relevant information and provides the analyst with the
scan result (4. report). Finally, the analysts inspect the report
via their user agent.
Whenever a scanning system runs on a separate, remote
scanning host, we say that it is provided as-a-service. Instead,
when the scanner and scanning hosts coincide, we say that
the scanning system is on-premise.
A popular, command line scanning system is Nmap [25].
To start a scan, the analyst runs a command from the command
line, such as
nmap -sV 172.16.1.26 -oX report.xml
Then, Nmap scans the target (172.16.1.26) with requests
aimed at identifying its active services (-sV). By default,
Nmap sends requests to 1,000 frequently used TCP ports and
collects responses from the services running on the target.
The result of the scan is then saved (-oX) on report.xml.
Interestingly, some web applications, e.g., Nmap Online [15],
provide the functionalities of Nmap as-a-service.
Scanning systems are often components of larger, more
complex systems, sometimes providing a browser-based GUI.
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For instance, Rapid7 Metasploit Pro is a full-fledged penetration testing software. Among its many functionalities,
Metasploit Pro also performs automated information gathering, even including vulnerability scanning. The reporting
system of Metasploit Pro is based on an interactive Web UI
used to browse the report.

2.2

Taint analysis

Taint analysis [26] refers to the techniques used to detect
how the information flows within a program. Programs read
inputs from some sources, e.g., files, and write outputs to some
destinations, e.g., network connections. For instance, taint
analysis is used to understand whether an attacker can force a
program to generate undesired/illegal outputs by manipulating
some of its inputs. A tainted flow occurs when (part of) the
input provided by the attacker is included in the (tainted)
output of the program. In this way, the attacker controls the
tainted output which can be used to inject malicious payloads
to the output recipient.

2.3

Cross-site scripting

Cross-site scripting (XSS) is a major attack vector for the
web, stably in the OWASP Top 10 vulnerabilities [12] since
its initial release in 2003. Briefly, an XSS attack occurs when
the attacker injects a third-party web page with an executable
script, e.g., a JavaScript fragment. The script is then executed
by the victim’s browser. The simplest payload for showing
that a web application suffers from an XSS vulnerability is
<script>alert(1)</script>
that causes the browser to display an alert window. This payload is often used as a proof-of-concept (PoC) to safely prove
the existence of an XSS vulnerability.
There are several variants to XSS. Among them, stored
XSS has highly disruptive potential. An attacker can exploit a
stored XSS on a vulnerable web application to permanently
save the malicious payload on the server. In this way, the
attack is directly conveyed by the server that delivers the injected web page to all of its clients. Another variant is blind
XSS, in which the attacker cannot observe the injected page.
For this reason, blind XSS relies on a few payloads, each
adapting to multiple HTML contexts. These payloads are
called polyglots. A remarkable example is the polyglot presented in [11] which adapts to at least 26 different contexts.

3

Attacker model

The idea behind our attacker model is sketched in Figure 2
(bottom), where we compare it with a traditional web security attacker model (top). Typically, attackers use a security
scanner to gather technical information about a target application. If the application suffers from some vulnerabilities,
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Figure 2: Comparison between attacker models.

attackers can exploit them to deliver an attack towards their
victims, e.g., the application users. On the contrary, in our
attacker model attackers use malicious applications to attack
the author of a scan, e.g., a security analyst.
Here are the two novelties of our attacker model.
1. Attacks are delivered through HTTP responses instead
of requests.
2. Attackers exploit the vulnerabilities of scanning systems
to strike their victims, i.e., the scan initiator.
Below, we detail the attacker’s goal and capabilities.
Attacker goal. The objective of the attacker is to directly
strike the analyst. To do so, the attacker exploits the vulnerabilities of the target scanning system and its reporting system
to hit the analyst user agent. In this work, we assume that the
user agent is a web browser. This assumption covers every
as-a-service scanning system, as well as many on-premise
ones, which generate HTML reports. As a consequence, here
we focus on XSS which is a major attack vector for web
browsers. As usual in XSS, the attacker succeeds when the
victim’s browser executes a piece of attacker-provided code,
e.g., JavaScript.
Attacker capabilities. First, we state that the attacker has
adequate resources to detect vulnerabilities in scanning systems before deploying the malicious application. However,
the attacker capabilities do not include the possibility of observing the internal logic of the scanning system. That is, our
attacker operates in black-box mode.
Secondly, our attacker has complete control over the malicious application, e.g., the attacker owns the scanned host.
However, we do not assume that the attacker can force the
victim to initiate the scanning process.

4

Testing methodology

In this section, we define a vulnerability detection methodology based on our attacker model.
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Figure 3: Phase 1 – find tainted flows.

4.1

Test execution environment

Our methodology relies on a test execution environment (TEE)
to automatically detect vulnerabilities in scanning systems. In
particular, a test driver simulates the user agent of the security
analyst, while a test stub simulates the scanned application.
Our TEE can (i) start a new scan, (ii) receives the requests
of the scanning system, (iii) craft the responses of the target
application, and (iv) access the report of the scanning system.
Intuitively, the TEE replicates the configuration of Figure 1.
In this configuration, the test driver is executed by the scanner
host, and the test stub runs on the scanned host. In general, the
test driver is customized for each scanning system under testing. For instance, it may consist of a Selenium-enabled [14]
browser stimulating the web UI of the scanning system.
Both the test driver and the test stub consist of some submodules. These submodules are responsible for implementing
the two phases described below.

4.2

Phase 1: tainted flows enumeration

The first phase aims at detecting the existing tainted destinations in the report generated by the scanning system. Having
a characterization of the tainted flows is crucial to deal with
the input transformation logic of the target scanning system.
In general, since payloads may be arbitrarily modified before
being displayed in the report, detecting actual injections is
non-trivial. Instead, through this phase, injections can be detected just by monitoring tainted destinations. The process is
depicted in Figure 3. Initially, the test driver asks the scanning
system to perform a scan of the test stub. The scan logic is
not exposed by the scanning system and, thus, it is opaque
from our perspective. Nevertheless, it generates some requests
toward the test stub. Each request is received by the scan frontend and dispatched to the response generator, which crafts
the response.
The response generation process requires special attention.
One might think that a single, general-purpose response is
sufficient. However, some scanning systems process the responses in non-trivial ways. For instance, they may abort
the scan if a malformed or suspicious response is received.
For this reason, we proceed as follows. First, we generate a
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response template, i.e., an HTTP response containing variables, denoted by t. Response templates are generated from a
fuzzer through a probabilistic context-free grammar (PCFG).
A PCFG is a tuple (N, Σ, R, S, P), where G = (N, Σ, R, S) is a
context-free grammar such that N is the set of non-terminal
symbols, Σ is the set of terminal symbols, R are the production
rules and S is the starting symbol. The additional component
of the PCFG, namely P : R → [0, 1], associates each rule in R
with a probability, i.e., the probability to be selected by the
fuzzer generating a string of G. Additionally, we require that
P is a probability distribution over each non-terminal α, in
symbols
∀α ∈ N.

∑

Resp
Vers
Stat
Succ
Redr
ClEr
SvEr
Head
Serv
PwBy
Locn
Link

P(α 7→ β) = 1

(α 7→ β) ∈ R

In the following, we write α 7→ p β for P(α 7→ β) = p and
α 7→ p1 β1 | p2 . . . | pn βn for α 7→ p1 β1 , . . . , α 7→ pn βn , α 7→ pe ""
(where "" is the empty string).
The probability values appearing in our PCFG are assigned
according to the results presented in [20, 21]. There, the authors provide a statistical analysis of the frequency of real
response headers as well as a list of information-revealing
ones. Such headers are thus likely to be reported by a scanning
system. Finally, when the frequency of a field is not given
(e.g., for variables), we apply the uniform distribution.
An excerpt of our PCFG is given in Figure 4. For the sake of
presentation, here we omit some of the rules and we refer the
interested reader to the project web site1 . The grammar defines
the structure of a generic HTTP response (Resp) made of a
version (Vers), a status (Stat), a list of headers (Head), and
a body (Body). Variables t are all fresh and they can appear in
several parts of the generated response template. In particular,
variables can be located in status messages (i.e., Succ, Redr,
ClEr and SvEr), header fields (i.e., Serv, PwBy, Locn, SetC,
CntT, AspV, MvcV, Varn, StTS, CnSP, XSSP and FrOp) and
body. For instance, a field can be Server: nginx/t, where
nginx/ is a server type (SrvT, omitted for brevity).
The response template is then populated by replacing each
variable with a token. A token is a unique sequence of characters that is both recognizable, i.e., it has a negligible probability of appearing by chance, and uninterpreted, i.e., the
browser treats it as plain text, when appearing in an HTML
document. All tokens are mapped to the responses containing
them. Responses are stored in a database. Finally, the test
driver matches the tokens appearing in the responses database
with those occurring in the scan report. Such tokens are evidence that there are tainted flows in the internal logic of the
scanning system. Tokens mark the source and the sink of a
flow in the response and report, respectively. All these tokens
are stored in the tainted tokens database.

20

SetC
Ckie

CntT
AspV
MvcV
Varn
StTS
STSA

7→1 Vers Stat Head Body
7→0.5 " HTTP /1.0" | 0.5 " HTTP /1.1"
7→0.554 Succ | 0.427 Redr | 0.013 ClEr | 0.006 SvEr
7→0.5 "200 OK " | 0.5 "200" t
7→0.386 "301 Moved Permanently " | 0.386 "301" t
| 0.114 "302 Found " | 0.114 "302" t
7→0.26 "403 Forbidden " | 0.26 "403" t
| 0.24 "404 Not Found " | 0.24 "404" t
7→0.5 "500 Internal Server Error " | 0.5 "500" t
7→1 Serv PwBy Locn SetC CntT AspV MvcV Varn
,→ StTS CnSP XSSP FrOp
7→0.475 " Server :" t | 0.475 " Server :" SrvT t
7→0.24 "X - Powered - By : php "
| 0.24 "X - Powered - By :" t
7→0.315 " Location :" Link |0.315 " Location :" t
7→0.516 " https ://" t
| 0.167 " http ://" t ":8899"
| 0.135 " http ://" t ":8090"
| 0.065 " http ://" t "/ login . lp "
| 0.059 "/ nocookies . html "
| 0.058 " cookiechecker ? uri =/"
7→0.175 "Set - Cookie :" Ckie
7→0.471 " __cfduid =" t | 0.394 " PHPSESSID =" t
| 0.087 " ASP . NET Session =" t
| 0.048 " JSESSIONID =" t
7→0.07 "X - Content - Type - Options : nosniff "
| 0.07 "X - Content - Type - Options :" t
7→0.5 "X - AspNet - Version :" t
7→0.5 "X - AspNetMvc - Version :" t
7→0.5 "X - Varnish :" t
7→0.5 " Strict - Transport - Security :" STSA
7→0.111 "max - age =" N+
| 0.111 "max - age =" t
| 0.111 "max - age =" N+ "; preload "
| 0.111 "max - age =" t "; preload "

Figure 4: Response template grammar (excerpt).

4.3

Phase 2: vulnerable flows identification

The second phase aims to confirm which tainted flows are
actually vulnerable. We use PoC exploits to confirm the vulnerability. The workflow is depicted in Figure 5. As for the
first phase, the test driver launches a scan of the test stub.
When the test stub receives the requests, the exploit builder
extracts a response from the responses database. Then, the
response is injected with a PoC exploit. More precisely, a
tainted token is selected among those generated during Phase
1. The tainted token in the response is replaced with a payload
taken from a predefined injection payload database. In general, a vulnerability is confirmed by the test driver according
to predefined, exploit-dependent heuristics. Although tainted
flows can be subject to different types of vulnerabilities, as
discussed in Section 3, we focus on XSS. Thus, the heuristics
implemented by the exploit checker consists of recognizing
a vulnerable flow when an alert window is spawned by the
corresponding, tainted flow. Finally, the exploit checker stores
the vulnerable flows in the confirmed vulnerabilities database.
The definition of injection payload is non-trivial. Since our
1 https://github.com/AvalZ/RevOK
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Section 5.3.

5.1

RevOK

Our prototype consists of two modules: the test driver and the
test stub. We detail them below.

Figure 5: Phase 2 – find vulnerable flows.

TEE applies to both on-premise and as-a-service scanning
systems, some issues must be considered. The first issue is
testing performances. As a matter of fact, scanning systems
can take a considerable amount of time to perform a single
scan. Moreover, as-a-service scanning systems should not
be flooded by requests to avoid degradation of the quality
of service. For these reasons, we aim to limit the number of
payloads to check.
As discussed in Section 2.3, polyglots allow us to test multiple contexts with a single payload. In this way, we increase
the success probability of each payload and, thus, we reduce
the overall number of tests.
In principle, we might resort to the polyglot of [11], which
escapes 26 contexts. However, its length (144 characters)
is not adequate since many scanning systems shorten long
strings when compiling their reports, so preventing the exploit from taking place. To avoid this issue, we opted for polyglots such as "’/><img src=’x’ onerror=’alert(1)’/>.
This is rendered by the browser when appearing inside both
an HTML tag and an HTML attribute. The reason is that
the initial " and ’ allow the payload to escape from quoted
attributes.
Furthermore, delivering the JavaScript payload in onerror
has two advantages. First, it circumvents basic input filtering
methods, e.g., blacklisting of the script string. Secondly,
our payload applies to both static and dynamic reports. More
precisely, a static report consists of HTML pages that are
created by the scanning system and subsequently loaded by
the analyst’s browser. Instead, a dynamic report is loaded
by the browser and updated by the scanning system during
the scan process. The HTML5 standard specification [16,
§ 8.4.3] clearly states that browsers can skip the execution of
dynamically loaded scripts. For this reason, our payload binds
the script execution to an error event that we trigger using
a broken image link (i.e., src=’x’). A concrete example of
this scenario is discussed in Section 6.2.

5

Implementation and results

In this section, we present our prototype RevOK. We used it
to carry out an experimental assessment that we discuss in
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Test driver A dedicated test driver is used for each scanning
system. The test driver (i) triggers a scan against the test stub,
(ii) saves the report in HTML format and (iii) processes the
report to detect tainted and vulnerable flows (in Phase 1 and
2, respectively). While (iii) is the same for all the scanning
systems, (i) and (ii) may vary.
In general, the implementation of (i) and (ii) belongs to
two categories depending on whether the scanning system
has a programmable interface or only a GUI. When a programmable interface is available, we implement a Python 3
client application. For instance, we use the native os Python
module to launch Nmap so that its report is saved in a specific location (as describe in Section 2). Similarly, we use the
requests Python library2 to invoke the REST APIs provided
by a scanning system and save the returned HTML report.
Instead, when the scanning system only supports GUI-based
interactions, we resort to GUI automation. In particular, we
use the Selenium Python library3 for browser-based GUIs and
PyAutoGUI 4 for desktop GUIs. In the case of GUI automation, the test driver repeats a sequence of operations recorded
during a manual test.
Finally, for the report processing step (iii) we distinguish
between two operations. The tainted flow detection trivially
searches the report for the injected tokens provided by the
response generator (see below). Instead, vulnerable flows are
confirmed by checking the presence of alert windows through
the Selenium function switch_to_alert().
Test stub For the response generator, we implemented
the PCFG grammar fuzzer detailed in Section 4.2 in
Python. Tokens are represented by randomly-generated Universally Unique Identifiers [22] (UUID). A UUID consists of 32 hexadecimal characters organized in 5 groups
that are separated by the - symbol. An example UUID is
018d54ae-b0d3-4e89-aa32-6f5106e00683. As required
in Section 4.2, UUIDs are both recognizable (as collisions
are extremely unlikely to happen) and uninterpreted (as they
contain no HTML special characters).
On the other hand, starting from a response, the exploit
builder replaces a given UUID with an injection payload.
Payloads are taken for a predefined list of selected polyglots,
as discussed in Section 4.3.
2 https://requests.readthedocs.io
3 https://selenium-python.readthedocs.io/
4 https://pyautogui.readthedocs.io
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Selection criteria

We applied our prototype implementation to 78 scanning
systems. The full list of scanning systems, together with our
experimental results (see Section 5.3), is given in Table 1.
There, we use  and H to distinguish between as-a-service
and on-premise scanning systems, respectively.
For our experiments, we searched for scanning systems
included in several categories. In particular, we considered
security scanners, server fingerprinting tools, search engine
optimization (SEO) tools, redirect checkers, and more. From
these, we removed scanning systems belonging to the following categories.
• Abandonware, i.e., on-premise scanning systems that
were not maintained in the last 5 years.

60

Vulnerable
Tainted

30

0
Location
Server
X-Powered
X-AspNet
X-AspNetMvc
CSP
X-Varnish
STS
X-XSS
Status
Set-Cookie
X-Frame
X-Content
Body

5.2

Figure 6: Frequency of tainted and vulnerable flows.

• Paywalled, i.e., scanning systems that are not free and
have no trial version.
• Scheduled, i.e., as-a-service scanning systems that only
perform periodic scans, not controlled by the analyst.

5.3

Results

We applied RevOK to the scanning systems of Table 1. For
each scanning system, we used RevOK to execute 10 scan
rounds (see Section 4) and we listed all the detected tainted
and vulnerable flows. As a result, we discovered that 67 scanning systems have tainted flows and, among them, 36 are
vulnerable to XSS.
In Table 1, for each scanning system we report the number
of tainted and vulnerable flows (T and V, respectively) detected by RevOK. After running RevOK, we also conducted
a manual vulnerability assessment of each scanning system.
The assessment consisted of a review of each tainted flow,
followed by a manual payload generation (see below).
Under column M, X indicates that an XSS vulnerability
was found by a human analyst starting from the outcome
of RevOK. It is worth noticing that only in one case, i.e.,
DupliChecker, RevOK resulted in a false negative w.r.t. the
manual analysis. By investigating the causes, we discovered
that DupliChecker performs URL encoding on the tainted
locations. This encoding, among other operations, replaces
white spaces with %20, thus invalidating our payloads. To
effectively bypass URL encoding, we replaced white spaces
(U+0020) with non-breaking spaces (U+00A0) that are not
modified. Thus, we defined a new polyglot payload that uses
non-breaking spaces and we added it to the injection list
included in RevOK. Using this new payload, RevOK could
also detect the vulnerability in DupliChecker.
At the time of writing, all the vulnerabilities detected by
RevOK have been reported to the tool vendors and are undergoing a responsible disclosure process (see Appendix A).
In Figure 6 we show the frequency of the tainted and vulnerable flows over the 14 fields considered by RevOK. Location
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Figure 7: Correlation between tainted fields.
has 59 tainted flows, the highest number, and 21 vulnerable
flows. Server only has 51 tainted flows, but it has 26 vulnerable flows, the highest number. On the other hand, Body
has only 14 tainted flows and only 1 vulnerable flow. This
highlights that most scanning systems sanitize the Body field
in their reports. The reason is that HTTP responses most
likely contain HTML code in their Body. Thus, sanitization is
mandatory to preserve the report layout. Also, the Body field
is often omitted by the considered scanning systems.
In Figure 7 and Figure 8 we show the correlation matrices
for tainted and vulnerable fields, respectively. From these
matrices we observe a few, relevant facts. We briefly discuss
them below.
The first observation is that the Body field is almost unrelated to the other fields, both in terms of tainted and vulnerable
flows. This is somehow expected since the Body field is often
neglected as discussed above.
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Table 1: Experimental results for the considered scanning systems. († requested to stay anonymous.)
T is the number of tainted flows, V is the number of vulnerable flows, M indicates if a human analyst found a vulnerability.
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Redirect Check
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T
2
11
2
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2
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2
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3
4
2
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2
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1
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1
1
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1
3
2
1
12
1
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1
1
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Name
X  Security Headers
X  SEO Review Tools
 SeoBook
 SERP-Eye
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 TheSEOTools
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 WebConfs
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X H WMap
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13
1
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9
1
13
1
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1
11
13
8
1
13
13
11
12
1
10
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X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
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X

Also the Location field is weakly correlated with the other
fields. This is due to the behavior of redirect checkers. As
a matter of fact, this category of scanning systems focus on
Location, and, in most cases, ignore the other fields. An indepth evaluation of the behavior of redirect checkers is given
in the application scenario of Section 6.3.
An argument similar to the previous one for Location also
applies to Status Message. The Status Message is typically
used by scanning systems that carry out availability checks,
e.g., to verify that a web site is up and running.
Finally, for what concerns all the other fields, we observe
an extremely strong correlation. The confirms the proposition
of [20] about the security relevance of the headers that we are
considering. Indeed, most of the scanning systems included in
our experiments report them all. This also highlights that the
exposure of the scanning systems is not field-dependent, e.g.,
when a scanning system is vulnerable via one these fields,
most likely it is also vulnerable via the others.

6
Figure 8: Correlation between vulnerable fields.
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Application Scenarios

In this section, we present three application scenarios for
our methodology. For each scenario, we highlight the subclass of vulnerable scanning systems, the vulnerability and
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can be obtained with a single XSS payload. A hooked browser
becomes the client in a command and control (C2) infrastructure, thus actively querying the C2 server for instructions. This
allows the attacker to submit arbitrary commands afterward
even when no other scans occur.
An effective way to achieve browser hooking is
through BeEF [2]. In particular, the BeEF C2 client
is injected via the script hook.js. For instance, we
can deploy hook.js by setting the Server header to
<script src=’http://[C2]/hook.js’></script>
where [C2] is the IP address of the C2 server.

Figure 9: XSS PoC on Nmap Online.

its impact if an attacker were to use it in the wild. For each
subclass of scanning systems, we chose a representative that
we present as a concrete case study: Nmap Online for as-aservice scanning systems, Metasploit Pro for on-premise ones,
and CheckShortURL [5] for redirect checkers.

6.1

Scan Attribution

Attack attribution is a hot topic since it is often difficult or
even impossible to achieve. The main reasons are the structure of the network and some state-of-the-art technologies
that enable clients anonymity. For instance, analysts can use
proxies, virtual private networks, and onion routing to hide
the actual source of the requests from the recipient. However, an injected browser may be forced to send identifying
data directly inside the HTTP requests, so making networklevel anonymization techniques ineffective. In this section, we
show how to attribute scans using our attacker model through
an application scenario based on Nmap Online [15].
Nmap Online vulnerability Nmap Online is a web application providing some of the functionalities of Nmap. Users
can scan a target with Nmap without having to install it on
their machine. Furthermore, since requests originate from the
Nmap Online server, users can stay anonymous w.r.t. the scan
target. When users start a scan, they select the target IP and
the scan type. The Nmap Online website scans its target and
displays the retrieved information to the user, e.g., server type
and version.
Nmap Online reports suffered from an XSS vulnerability.5
Figure 9 shows an injected report. The injection occurs on the
Server response header. In this case, the Server field was set
to <script>alert(1)</script>.
Browser hooking Since there is no guarantee that more
than one scan will occur, we recur to browser hooking, which
5 The
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vulnerability was fixed on March 24, 2020.

Fingerprinting The BeEF framework includes modules6
for fingerprinting the victim host. For instance, the browser
module allows us to get the browser name, version, visited domains, and even starting a video streaming from the webcam.
Similarly, the host module allows us to retrieve data such
as physical location and operating system details. Some of
these operations, e.g., browser fingerprinting, require no victim interaction. Instead, others need the victim to take some
actions, e.g., explicitly grant permission to use the webcam.
To overcome these hurdles, attackers usually employ auxiliary techniques, e.g., credential theft, implemented by some
BeEF modules, e.g., social engineering. Finally, the overall
fingerprinting process can be automated through the BeEF
autorun rule engine [1].

6.2

Scanning host takeover

On-premise scanning systems, which run on the analyst’s host,
may have privileged, unrestricted access to the underlying
platform. In some cases, on-premise systems are provided
with a user interface that includes both the reporting system
and a control panel. When such a user interface is browserbased, a malicious scan target can inject commands in the
reporting system and perform lateral movements by triggering
the scanning system controls.
The attack strategy abstractly described above must be
implemented through concrete steps that are specific to the
scanning system. In this section, we show an implementation of this attack strategy for the popular scanning system
Metasploit Pro. In particular, we show how to perform lateral movements leading to a complete scanning host takeover
through remote code execution (RCE). Finally, we carry out
an impact evaluation.
CVE-2020-7354 and CVE-2020-7355 Metasploit Pro is a
full-fledged penetration testing framework. It has a browserbased UI that integrates both a scan reporting system and
many controls for running the most common tasks, including
host scanning. Each command is executed by the Metasploit
back-end, which is stimulated through a REST API.
6 https://github.com/beefproject/beef/wiki/BeEF-modules
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the most impactful is to establish a reverse shell. The reasons
are twofold. First, opening a shell on the scanning host allows
the attacker to execute commands directly on the operating
system of the victim. Thus, attacks are no longer tunneled
through the initial vulnerability, which might become unavailable, e.g., if Metasploit Pro is terminated. Second, a reverse
shell works well even when certain network facilities, such as
firewalls and NATs, are in place. Indeed, although these facilities may prevent incoming connections, usually they allow
outgoing ones. Once a reverse shell is established, the attacker
can access a permanent, privileged shell on the victim host.

Figure 10: Stored XSS PoC on Metasploit Pro.

The vulnerability we found affects versions 4.17.0 and
below. It was remediated on May 14, 2020, with patch 4.17.1.7
A malicious scan target can inject a Stored XSS payload in
the UI. Multiple pages are vulnerable, e.g., /hosts/:id and
/workspaces/:id/services.
Metasploit Pro fetches the Server header and displays
it inside the INFO column with no sanitization. Figure 10 shows the effect of setting the Server header to
<img src=’x’ onerror=’alert(1)’/> (as described in
Section 4.3).
Remote code execution We use the XSS vulnerability described above to gain a foothold in the browser on the scanning host. For instance, we can inject a BeEF hook to remotely
interact with the browser (as in Section 6.1). The hooked
browser is the steppingstone to interact with the Metasploit
Pro UI and trigger its controls. Interestingly, Metasploit Pro
includes a diagnostic console, i.e., an embedded terminal that
allows the analyst to run arbitrary commands on the underlying operating system.8 Although the diagnostic console
is disabled by default, the attacker can activate it through
BeEF. In particular, the hooked browser is forced to perform a
POST HTTP request to /settings/update_profile with
the parameter allow_console_access=1. Since the diagnostic console is a browser-embedded Metasploit terminal
emulator, the attacker can submit commands from the BeEF
interface.
Takeover impact The Metasploit Pro documentation9
clearly states that “Metasploit Pro Users Run as Root. If
you log in to the Metasploit Pro Web UI, you can effectively
run any command on the host machine as root”. This opens
a wide range of opportunities for the attacker. Among them,
7 https://help.rapid7.com/metasploit/release-notes/
archive/2020/05/#20200514
8 https://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/40415
9 https://metasploit.help.rapid7.com/docs/
metasploit-web-interface-overview
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6.3

Enhanced phishing

The goal of a phishing attack is to induce the victim to commit
a dangerous action, e.g., clicking an untrusted URL or opening
an attachment. In this section, we show how our attacker
model changes phishing attacks, using CheckShortURL as an
application scenario.
Traditional Phishing A common phishing scenario is that
of an unsolicited email with a link pointing to a malicious
web page, e.g., http://ev.il. The phishing site mimics a
reputable, trusted web page. For instance, the attacker may
clone a bank’s web site so that unaware users submit their
access credentials. Another technique is to provoke a reaction
to an emotion, such as fear. This happens, for instance, with
menacing alerts about imminent account locking and malware
infections. Again, if victims believe that urgent action must
be taken, they could overlook common precautions and, e.g.,
download dangerous files.
Defense mechanisms Most of the examples given above
require the victim to open a phishing URL. Common, unskilled users typically evaluate the trustworthiness of a URL
by applying their common sense.10 Nevertheless, techniques
such as URL shortening and open redirects [27] masquerade
the phishing URL to resemble a trusted domain.
Some online services may help the user to detect phishing
attacks. For instance, reputation systems and black/white lists,
e.g., Web of Trust11 , can be queried for a suspect URL. However, phishing URLs often point to temporary websites that
are unknown to these systems.
Since browsers automatically redirect without asking for
confirmation, in [27] the authors highlight that victims can
defend themselves by checking where the URL redirects without browsing it. To this aim, several online services, e.g.,
CheckShortURL, do redirect checking to establish the final
destination of a redirect chain. Typically, the chain is printed
in a report that the user inspects before deciding whether to
proceed or not.
10 E.g.,

see https://phishingquiz.withgoogle.com/

11 https://www.mywot.com
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Djanali et al. [9] define a low-interaction honeypot that
simulates vulnerabilities to lure the attackers to open a malicious website. When this happens, the malicious website
delivers a browser exploitation kit. The exploitation relies
on a LikeJacking [29] attack to obtain information about the
attacker’s social media profile. Unlike our approach, their
proposal substantially relies on social engineering and does
not consider vulnerabilities in the attacker’s equipment.
Also, Sintov [28] relies on a honeypot to implement a reverse penetration process. In particular, his honeypot attempts
to collect data such as the IP address and the user agent of the
attacker. Again, this proposal amounts to retaliating against
the attackers after identifying them.
Figure 11: Phising through CheckShortURL.
Exploiting redirect checkers Redirect locations are contained in the Location header of the HTTP response asking
for a redirection. According to our attacker model, this value
is controller by the attacker. Thus, if the victim uses a vulnerable redirect checker, the report may convey an attack to the
user browser. Since the goal is phishing, the attacker has two
possibilities, i.e., forcing the URL redirection and exploit the
scanning system reputation.
In the first case, the attacker delivers an XSS payload such
as window.location = "http://ev.il/". When it is executed, the browser is forced to open the given location and
to redirect the user to the phishing site.
The second case is even more subtle. Since the XSS attack
is delivered by the scanning system, the attacker can perform a
phishing operation and ascribe it to the reporting system. For
instance, the attacker can make the user browser download
a malicious file pretending to be the scanning system pdf
report. In this way, the attacker abuses the reputation of the
scanning system to lure the victim. This can be achieved with
the following payload.
window.location="http://tmpfiles.org/report.pdf"
The effect of injecting such a payload in CheckShortURL is
shown in Figure 11.

7

Related Work

In this section, we survey the related literature.

7.1

Attacking the attacker

Although not frequent in the literature, the idea of attacking
the attackers is not completely new. Its common interpretation
is that the victim of an attack carries out a counter-strike
against the host of the aggressor. However, even tracking an
attack to its actual source is almost impossible if the attacker
takes proper precautions (as discussed in Section 6.1). To
the best of our knowledge, we are the first to consider the
response-based exploitation of the attackers scanning systems.
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In terms of vulnerabilities, some researchers already reported weaknesses in scanning systems. The closest to our
work is CVE-2019-5624 [4], a vulnerability in RubyZip that
also affects Metasploit Pro. This vulnerability allows attackers to exploit path traversal to create a cron job that runs
arbitrary code, e.g., to create a reverse shell. To achieve this,
the attacker must import a malicious file in Metasploit Pro as
a new project. However, as for [9], this attack requires social
engineering as well as other conditions (e.g., about the OS
used by the attacker). As far as we know, this is the only other
RCE vulnerability reported for Metasploit Pro. Instead, apart
from ours, no XSS vulnerabilities have been reported.

7.2

Security scanners assessment

Several authors considered the assessment of security scanners. However, they mainly focus on their effectiveness and
efficiency in detecting vulnerabilities.
Doupé et al. [10] present WackoPicko, an intentionally vulnerable web application designed to benchmark the effectiveness of security scanners. The authors provide a comparison
of how open source and commercial scanners perform on the
different vulnerabilities contained in WackoPicko.
Holm et al. [18] perform a quantitative evaluation of the accuracy of security scanners in detecting vulnerabilities. Moreover, Holm [17] evaluated the performance of network security scanners, and the effectiveness of remediation guidelines.
Mburano et al. [23] compare the performance of OWASP
ZAP and Arachni. Their tests are performed against the
OWASP Benchmark Project [13] and the Web Application
Vulnerability Security Evaluation Project (WAVSEP) [6].
Both these projects aim to evaluate the accuracy, coverage,
and speed of vulnerability scanners.
To the best of our knowledge, there are no proposals about
the security assessment of scanning systems. Among the papers listed above, none consider our attacker model or, in
general, the existence of security vulnerabilities in security
scanners.
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7.3

Vulnerability detection

8

Many authors proposed techniques to detect software vulnerabilities. In principle, some of these proposals can be applied
to scanning systems.
The general structure of vulnerability testing environments
was defined by Kals et al. [19]. Our TEE implements their
abstract framework by adapting it to inject responses instead
of requests. The main difference is our test stub, that receives
the requests from the scanning system under test. We substitute the crawling phase with tainted flow enumeration (see
Section 4.2). During the attack phase, we substitute the payload list with a list of polyglots, which reduces testing time.
Our exploit checker implements their analysis module as we
also deal with XSS.
Many authors have proposed techniques to perform vulnerability detection through dynamic taint analysis. For instance,
Xu et al. [32] propose an approach that dynamically monitors
sensitive sinks in PHP code. It rewrites PHP source code, injecting functions that monitor data flows and detect injection
attempts.
Avancini and Ceccato [3] also use dynamic taint analysis to
carry out vulnerability detection in PHP applications. Briefly,
they implement a testing methodology aiming at maximizing
the code coverage. To check whether a certain piece of code
was executed, they rewrite part of the application under test
to deploy local checks.
These approaches rely on inspecting and manipulating the
source code of the application under test. Instead, we work
under a black-box assumption.
Besides vulnerability detection, some authors even use dynamic taint analysis to implement exploit detection and prevention methodologies. Vogt et al. [30] prevent XSS attacks
by combining dynamic and static taint analysis in a hybrid approach. Similarly, Wang et al. [31] detect DOM-XSS attacks
using dynamic taint analysis. Both these approaches identify sensitive data sinks in the application code and monitor
whether untrusted, user-provided input reaches them.
Dynamic taint analysis techniques were also proposed for
detecting vulnerabilities in binary code.
Newsome and Song [24] propose TaintCheck, a methodology that leverages dynamic taint analysis to find attacks
in commodity software. TaintCheck tracks tainted sinks and
detects when an attack reaches them. It requires a monitoring
infrastructure to achieve this.
Clause et al. [7] propose a generic dynamic taint analysis
framework. Similarly to [24], Clause et al. implement their
technique for x86 binary executables. However, the theoretical
framework could be adapted to fit our methodology.
In principle, the exploit prevention techniques mentioned
above might be used to mitigate some of the vulnerabilities detected by RevOK. However, they do not deal with vulnerability detection. Moreover, they require access to the application
code.
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Conclusion

In this paper we introduced a new methodology, based on a
novel attacker model, to detect vulnerabilities in scanning systems. We implemented our methodology and we applied our
prototype RevOK to 78 real-world scanning systems. Our experiments resulted in the discovery of 36 new vulnerabilities.
These results confirm the effectiveness of our methodology
and the relevance of our attacker model.
Acknowledgements. This paper was partially funded by
EU H2020 research project SPARTA (grant agreement
n.830892).
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A

Vulnerability Disclosure

attack on your online vulnerability

All the vulnerabilities reported in this paper were promptly
notified to the scanning system vendors. We based our responsible disclosure process on the ISO 2914712 guidelines.
Below, we describe each disclosure step in detail and the
vendors feedback.

A.1

First contact

The first step of our responsible disclosure process consisted
of a non-technical email notification to each vendor. We report
our email template below.

scanning tool < scanning system name >.
This exposes your users to attacks ,
possibly leading to data leakage and
account takeover .
A malicious server can answer with XSS
payloads instead of its standard headers .
For example , it could answer with this
( minimal ) HTTP response :
< minimal PoC for the scanning system >

Dear < scanning system vendor >,
my name is < identification and links >
As part of my research activity on a
novel threat model , I found that your
platform is most likely vulnerable
to XSS attacks .
In particular , the vulnerability I
discovered might expose your end - users
to concrete risks .
For these reasons , I am contacting
you to start a responsible disclosure
process . In this respect , I am kindly
asking you to point me to the right
channel (e.g., an official bug bounty
program or a security officer to
contact ).
Kind regards
We sent the email through official channels, e.g., contact
mail or form, when available. For all the others, we tried with
a list of 13 frequent email addresses, including security@,
webmaster@, contact@, info@, admin@, support@.
In 5 cases the previous attempts failed. Thus, we submitted
the corresponding vulnerabilities to OpenBugBounty.13

A.2

Technical disclosure

After the vendor answered our initial notification, providing
us with the technical point of contact, we sent a technical
report describing the vulnerability. The report was structured
according to the following template, which was accompanied
by a screenshot of the PoC exploit inside their system.
The issue is a Cross - Site Scripting
12 https://www.iso.org/standard/72311.html
13 https://www.openbugbounty.org
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Since your website displays this data in
a report , this code displays a popup on
the user page , but an attacker can
include any JavaScript code in it ,
taking control of the user browser ( see
https :// beefproject . com /) , and hence
make them perform actions on your
website or steal personal information .
I attached a screenshot of the PoC
running on your page . The PoC is
completely harmless , both for your
website and for you to test .
I also hosted a malicious ( but harmless )
server here if you want to reproduce the
issue : < test stub network address >
You can perform any scan you want
against it ( please let me know if it is
offline ).
In a few cases we extended the report with additional details, requested by some vendors. For example, some of them
asked for the CVSSv314 calculation link and an impact evaluation specifically referring their scanning system.

A.3

Vendors feedback

Out of the 36 notifications, we received 12 responses to the
first contact message. All the responses arrived within 2 days.
Among the notified vendors 5 fixed the vulnerability within 10
days. Another vendor informed us that, although they patched
their scanning system, they started a more general investigation of the vulnerability and our attacker model. This will
result in a major update in the next future. Finally, after fixing
the vulnerability, one of the vendors asked us not to appear in
our research.
14 https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln-metrics/cvss/v3-calculator
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Abstract
Authentication schemes that include smartphones gain popularity. Instead of storing keys in app-private storage — cloneable by privileged malware — recent research proposes authentication with hardware fingerprints, arguing they will be
harder for attackers to fake. Notably, the use of camera sensor
fingerprints has been discussed recently. This paper revisits
the eligibility of this camera sensor noise for authentication.
The so-called Photo Response Non-Uniformity (PRNU) exploits use of production tolerances in the CMOS sensors,
commonly used in smartphone cameras, to trace a photo to
a specific phone and authenticate its user. We conducted
the first large-scale study for PRNU on smartphones, with
56,630 images stemming from individual 3,809 devices across
1036 models. Based on the collected dataset, we reproduce
proposed authentication schemes and uncover caveats not
discussed in prior work on authentication. In addition, we
give constraints an image used for authentication schemes
needs to fit, to increase the reliability of the results. We are
able to provide novel insights, implement attacks against the
proposed schemes and discuss future improvements.

1

Introduction

With the emergence of smartphones, users carry around powerful multipurpose computing devices. As these devices are
highly personal, identifying the smartphones typically makes
it possible to identify the respective owner. For certain use
cases, for example banking apps, smartphone apps replaced
true second factors, such as hardware tokens. Some modern banking apps and the start-ups behind them value user
experience and time to market over security [27] — and the
majority of users seemingly prefers apps over purpose-built
hardware devices they have to buy and may lose. In contrast
to purpose-built hardware tokens without internet access, on
phones privileged malware can misuse any secrets stored in
apps. Haupert and Müller show that such app-based transaction schemes for banking — even those relying on two separate devices — can be attacked [29, 30]. Instead of storing
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secrets that can always be copied off [28], apps can calculate
unique fingerprints of phones on the fly. The idea of device
fingerprinting is simple: production tolerances in sensors and
other input hardware are assumed to be unique enough to be
utilized as identifying key for each individual device. Fingerprinting of browsers and mobile phones alike, is already
used extensively for marketing purposes [57]. In recent years,
researchers and vendors also adapt fingerprinting schemes to
identify and authenticate the user and the device. One wellsuited sensor is the phone’s camera. On photos taken, the
imaging sensor leaves imperceptible noise that can be used
to identify the respective camera. Ba et al. [4] as well as
Valsesia et al. [56] constructed authentication schemes based
on camera fingerprinting. These schemes work on any current
smartphone without additional hardware and therefore without impacting usability. Attackers, on the other hand, may
also be able to learn the respective fingerprints and abuse them
for malicious authentications. In this paper we take a close
look at the schemes proposed. We revisit the idea of camera
fingerprinting and put effort into providing an in-depth answer
to the question, if and how camera fingerprinting enables secure smartphone authentication. An adversarial mindset and
the results of a large-scale study unveil drawbacks in camera
fingerprinting for authentication. Notably, we provide simple
attacks against each attack detection step Ba et al. [4] present.

Contributions
In detail, we make the following contributions:
• Our evaluation provides an in-depth view on PRNU camera fingerprinting for authentication. As part of our research, we gathered images from 3,809 unique smartphone devices yielding 56,630 pictures, from 1036 models running both iOS and Android. To the best of our
knowledge this is by far the largest dataset of images
from smartphones recorded under a controlled environment, e.g. our self-implemented app, allowing for a
realistic security assessment. With this, we were able
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• We present realistic attacks against proposed authentication schemes based on camera fingerprinting. We
uncover flaws in defenses of the ABC protocol proposed
by Ba et al. [4]. Most notably, we elaborate a replay
attack and two fingerprint forgery attacks.

2

Background

First we provide background and related work around device
and user fingerprinting as well as authentication. We discuss
a wide variety of ways to fingerprint devices and users to then
dive into details about camera fingerprinting.

2.1

Device Fingerprinting

For the web, fingerprinting users and their browsers in a privacy invading way is well researched and widely adopted
for advertisements and tracking [1, 14, 46, 57]. This trend
also emerges on phones, where an even larger variety of sensors can be leveraged. Mobile device fingerprinting through
apps is of ongoing research interest. In the following, we
present the state-of-the-art in device fingerprinting for mobile
platforms.
Fingerprinting by Exploiting Properties of Sensors Prior
research proves that most hardware sensors on phones can
be used to fingerprint specific devices. Yue [60], Das et
al. [13] and Bojinov et al. [6] have all used position sensors, accelerometer and the gyroscope, to fingerprint phones
and their users. Hupperich et al. [31, 32] go one step further and use the available sensor data for an authentication
scheme based on the device fingerprint. Das et al. fingerprint the devices using microphones [12]. Zhou et al. [62]
and Das et al. [12] use speakers and microphones modules to
uniquely identify a smartphone.
Fingerprinting by Exploiting Human Characteristics Fingerprinting the user directly, recognizing differences in individual movements and behavior, for authentication, is another
theme. Nickel et al. recognize the users’ walking patterns
to authenticate them [45]. Frank et al. track specific touch
behaviors for authentication [17]. Gong et al. propose a
forgery resistant tracking method for user touches [25]. Bo
et al. [5] combine touch and sensor fingerprinting to authenticate specific users. Instead of recognizing input, Kurtz et
al. [35] and Wu et al. [59] leverage user settings and files to
track iOS and Android devices with high accuracy. Further
proving users’ actions can be used for unique identification,
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on phones where keys can be securely stored.
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Figure 1: Digital Camera Image Pipeline

Stöber et al. [54] identify smartphones by monitoring the network traffic from Facebook, Skype, WhatsApp and Dropbox
for 15 minutes. Reaves et al. [51] propose the use of phone
calls to authenticate the user remotely.

2.2

Smartphone Camera Fingerprinting

With camera fingerprinting, this paper focuses on anomalies
in the CMOS sensor of smartphones. Before light reaches
the CMOS sensor of a camera, it passes through multiple
elements. All of these, as depicted in Figure 1, introduce imperfections specific to a device or make. Light travels through
lenses, an anti-aliasing filter and the color filter array. Typical parts of the image pipeline are discussed by Ramanath et
al. [50]. Like all elements in the pipeline, and other sensors
in a phone, the CMOS sensor of every camera is subject to
production tolerances. The phone camera’s megapixels translate to the number of colored dots it captures. Every pixel in
the final photo then consists of intensities of the three colors
red, green and blue. These intensities are the amount of light
reported by the CMOS sensor at this position. Some CMOS
sensor elements will systematically interpret the light impact
more or less intense by a slight margin, that might exceed the
granularity of discretized pixel values. Ultimately, this leads
to a peculiar pattern that can be found with varying strength
throughout all images of a given imaging device. This pattern is called Photo Response Non-Uniformity (PRNU). Even
though, this pattern is weak, usually imperceptible to the human eye, methods have been developed to extract it reliably
from images [22, 38]. Further, these works showed as a remarkable property of PRNU that it is highly unique across
different devices. This holds even for different devices of
the same brand and model. We focus on PRNU in this paper
even though CMOS Image Sensor Fixed Pattern Noise is also
unique, as discussed by Kim and Lee [34], as it works with
brightly lit, captured photos. Lukás et al. [38] conclude that
other sources of noise, like fixed-pattern-noise and shot noise,
are not as well-suited.
For the mathematical explanation of the PRNU, refer to
Appendix A. The PRNU was shown to be reasonable stable
over the lifetime of a camera [19] and provides a solid way to
associate an image to its source device. For the sake of completeness it shall be mentioned that, for our study in Section 3,
further post-processing of the estimated fingerprint is done
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by our C++ code. Specifically, the code removes non-uniform
artifacts, as other implementations do as well. As these optimizations are not fundamental to the concept of PRNU, we
do not elaborate on them here, but refer the interested reader
to literature like [21].
To verify if a new image was taken with a specific camera,
the residual of the new image is calculated as shown in Equation 2. Then this residual is correlated against a reference
fingerprint extracted of the camera in question. With the correlation we obtain a value expressing the similarity between
the reference fingerprint and the new residual under test. As
correlation metric, the normal pearson correlation could be
used. However, the Peak Correlation Energy ρ has shown to
be a more suitable option for this application [21]:
(4)
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Based on this mathematical foundation, a considerable
amount of research went into improvements to increase the
quality of the extracted noise pattern [9, 23]. Furthermore,
several attacks and counterattacks were discussed. Entrieri
and Kirchner [15], Karaküçük et al. [33], as well as Li et
al. [37] show how erasing and spoofing of camera fingerprints
is possible and can be mitigated.
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Camera Fingerprinting Authentication

We will briefly discuss two authentication protocols based on
PRNU. The idea for both schemes is to authenticate by the
unique fingerprint of a smartphone camera.
The elements commonly present in camera fingerprinting
authentication schemes are as follows:
Elements
The Verifier
The verifier poses an initial challenge to the smartphone
and verifies the final decision.
The Terminal
The terminal can be any device displaying the challenge
(QR-Code) to the smartphone. It could either be a POS
terminal, a computer screen or some other display and
will be fed by the verifier.

Figure 3: Layers of an image used for ABC authentication [4]
1 The Generator creates an image with a QR-Code. The
QR-Code contains transaction details and a timestamp.
Then the probe signal is added to the image and sent to
the terminal.
2 The image is presented to the user on a display on the
Terminal.
3 Agreeing with the content, the user captures an image of
the screen containing the QR-Code and the probe signal.
As a side effect of the image capturing, the PRNU of the
camera sensor is added to the photo. The final image is
then sent to the authenticator.

The Smartphone
The device to be authenticated. The smartphone takes
a photo of the terminal, adding its unique PRNU fingerprint to the image in this process. It will forward the
final photo(s) to the verifier.

4 The Authenticator extracts the fingerprint of the final
image and compares this to the reference fingerprint of
the user stored at the server. If the PCE value is above a
certain threshold, the transaction is authenticated.

ABC According to the ABC scheme by Ba et al. [4], the
verifier and terminal can be implemented on one device. The
verifier needs access to a database of all registered phones.
The basic interaction between all elements is depicted in
Figure 2 and is as follows:

Based on the apps created for our study, discussed in Section 3, we were able to implement the ABC protocol discussed
hereafter. It is based on a registration phase and an authentication phase. For the registration phase, the user uploads one
image taken through the smartphone. Ba et al. [4] claim that
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one image for extracting the reference fingerprint is sufficient.
During the authentication phase, the verifier challenges the
user to take two images of a screen with two different QRCodes. Both QR-Codes contain a time stamp and an excerpt
of the ongoing transaction. The user then verifies the information about the transaction shown on the smartphone’s display,
see Figure 2. An additional probe signal, designed to survive
photographing but not fingerprint removal, gets added to the
QR-Code displayed on the terminals’ screen. It is specified
as additive white gaussian noise with a standard deviation of
5. The fingerprint in contrast, is multiplicative. A schematic
illustration of this pipeline is depicted in Figure 3. The phone
then sends the two photos to the verifier. The verifier determines the PCE value between the two images and each image
with the reference image. If both values are above a certain
threshold and equally high the verifier authenticates the user’s
request.
RAW vs JPEG Another camera fingerprint-based authentication protocol was proposed by Valsesia et al. [56]. They
also use the PRNU as physical unclonable property. For their
authentication scheme, they assume that only the user or authentication app will have access to the RAW image data of
the smartphone. All publicly available images are compressed
and, therefore, do not contain the high-frequency components
of the fingerprint of a RAW photo. Valsesia et al. [56] introduce a way to compress the fingerprint using random projections. This reduces their size and brings a big advantage
for transferring and storing the PRNU of multiple cameras.
Also, the raw fingerprints do not need to be sent over the
network completely. Secret side information for the random
projections never leaves the side of the smartphone. The
server does not store the compressed fingerprint itself, but
uses a fuzzy extractor scheme to create a uniformly random
bit string. This prevents an adversary, who gains access to
the server, to obtain the stored fingerprints of all users easily. Quiring et al. [48, 49] propose the use of Fragile Camera
Fingerprints, proofing the fingerprint cannot be recovered
from JPEG images, but RAW images alone. To attack these
schemes, access to the phone is required, as RAW images
rarely get posted to social media.

3

Large-Scale Data Acquisition

To study the real world applicability of the proposed schemes,
we implemented a setup for authentication and evaluated it on
thousands of images. The dataset was collected from scratch,
using apps that resemble implementations of the proposed
authentication solutions. We describe here how we designed
our apps but first discuss advantages of our new extensive
dataset in general, and compare it to other already existing
datasets.
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Figure 4: Number of images for individual devices

3.1

Methodology for Data Acquisition

According to Zhang and Zhang [61], around 20 images as
training set are a good balance between image count and
strength of the PRNU. Our initial tests on a small number
of phones showed that additional images still increase the
PCE of generated patterns against new images. The PCE for
20 images was usually above the threshold of 60, proposed
by Goljan et al. [21]. We decided to let participants in our
study capture and upload around 20 images to learn their
individual PRNU pattern. User were free to quit the study
before completion and could upload more images, if desired.
This explains why the total number of images is not a multiple
of 20. To minimize the workload for participants further, one
click on the trigger captured batches of 5 photos in a few
seconds of time. Even a small delay between subsequent
images within a batch drastically increases the changes of
two back-to-back images being unaligned [58]. The apps save
JPEG files in full resolution and default quality offered by the
underlying platform. In Figure 4 the distribution over number
of images per unique device is shown. Even though our study
thoroughly informed the user about privacy implications and
asked to never upload photos of persons, we will not publicly
release the dataset at this point, as proper vetting of 56,630
images is infeasible. For reproducibility, access to the dataset
can be made available upon request.
Our large dataset is tailored for investigating authentication
schemes on mobile phones, and hence surpasses other image forensic database for this purpose. For instance the large
dataset of Goljan et al.’s study [21] consists of samples from
photo platforms on the internet, however our dataset was only
collected through our auth-app, on which we have full control.
This tight grip means no (unknowingly) cropped, edited or
otherwise altered images impact our training set negatively.
The Dresden Database [18] is another image database, popular for image forensic works, containing images from 73
unique devices sampled from 27 models from 4 manufacturers. Both datasets were collected prior to 2010, meaning on
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images taken with classic cameras, e.g., not contemporary
smartphones in the context of mobile authentication. The
VISION database [52] was tailored for mobile devices, however is rather small in comparison to our dataset, with only
35 devices. RAISE [11] is another database often used in
works focusing on image forensics. It was designed to offer
high-quality raw images from 4 professional DSLR cameras,
hence also not suitable for our purposes of vetting PRNU
based smartphone authentication schemes.
The authentication platform implemented for our study
and the backend consists of three main components, apps for
Android and iOS, the Database Server, and a worker server to
run PRNU comparisons and evaluations asynchronously.
The apps for iOS and Android can be compiled in different
modes: large-scale study or authentication. In large-scale
study mode, both apps for iOS and Android inform the user
about the study, goals and the types of photos they are supposed to upload. It provides live information on how their
camera compares to that of other phones, including median,
mean, maximal and minimal PCE of the user phone’s PRNU
against other images. This mode was used to gather data
about the fingerprinting effectivity and to collect the dataset.
On the workers, the C++ core to extract the PRNU and compare it to images, MagicFern, is a speedy reimplementation of
the popular Matlab framework by Goljan et al. [21] available
on their website. It is quick, due to the low level implementation and multi-threading. We benchmarked our tool against
the Matlab implementation to ensure we achieve a same level
of accuracy. All parts of the platform will be open sourced
upon publication.

3.2

Participants

All users participated voluntarily in our large-scale study. The
app was available to the public and announced on social media
and news outlets. First, it informs the participants about all
processes transparently. Then, it instructed them to upload
different scenes and never to upload personal or identifying
images. The only information gain associated with the image
and PRNU is, if a phone participated in our study. Although
we advised users to not photograph private entities, like other
people’s faces, we can not guarantee all users complied due
to the large amount of uploaded photos. We will therefore not
release the images publicly.
The large-scale study had a total of 3,809 participants from
both major mobile platforms over the course of one month. In
a platform breakdown, 25% of patterns were learned on iOS,
75% on Android. In total, 1036 different models from 137
manufacturers took part in the study. The top three brands
were Samsung, followed by Apple and Google. In total, we
collected 56,630 images.
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Figure 5: Distribution of estimated PCE values for two
datasets. One dataset has only dark images the other one
arbitrary sampled images. Further, all images were picked
to not match a reference fingerprint. Normal images exhibit
a low PCE score, as desired. Dark images in turn behave
arbitrary, and often even have a large positive value.

4

Evaluation

Based on the study, discussed in Section 3, we evaluate and
rate the results we obtained from these 56,630 unique images
of 3,809 smartphones. We look into the quality of the fingerprints on smartphones and determine constraints to obtain a
fingerprint of the highest possible quality. We examine the
behavior of the PCE as correlation measure for images and
fingerprints under varying characteristics. Images recorded
by the same camera should match, hence need to have a high
PCE value. Images from different cameras should not match.
Their PCE value should be close to zero. Since smartphone
cameras produce images of different resolutions calculating
the PCE value can be tricky. A common way of overcoming
this problem is by cropping out a fixed size patch from all
images [21, 23, 24, 36]. We picked a squared patch of size
1024 pixels always centered.

4.1

Effect of Illumination on PRNU

We examined the bad influence of known issues for noise
extraction and noise correlation to evaluate the importance
of the different constraints. In general, extreme PCE values
appear with photos that are too saturated. A setting that
is known to be challenging, or even preferable to avoid, if
possible, for fingerprint estimation [9, 23].
Influence Of Dark Areas We reproduced previous research [22] showing a clear correlation between image illumination and the PCE value. Our evaluation script inspects
all images from each user and compared them to all other images of this user/phone. This should always yield high PCE
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(a) Photo wih large homoge- (b) Corresponding histogram to
neous areas and a small local the homogenous photo.
standard deviation of 0.006.

(a) Photo of a QR-Code. The (b) Corresponding histogram of
standard deviation of 0.174 is QR-Code image.
very high

Figure 6: Typical scenery image and histogram of its pixel
intensities.

Figure 7: Typical Image of QR-Code to forward transmission
details in an online banking scenario as suggested by [4]. To
the left the corresponding histogram of pixel intensities.

values, because they were captured with the same camera,
but this oftentimes fails for very dark images. In Figure 5
we plotted the distribution of 21 comparisons of a camera
fingerprint from an arbitrary picked phone against random images of different phones by determining the PCE value. The
values of normal images are to be expected. They are close to
zero with small variance. In strong contrast, the other dataset
shows the PCE values of the comparison of only either dark
or completely black images from different cameras. The absence of any noise information sometimes randomly triggers
very high positive or negative correlations. They generate
almost arbitrary PCE values.
To improve the results, we then only took images which
met certain constraints, namely an intensity threshold. In
Figure 6b we show the histogram of Figure 6a. The varying
threshold is represented as the red line. From every image the
percentage of the pixels with an intensity below the threshold
was determined. This percentage of pixels is illustrated as the
yellow area. After this, we varied the constraints an image
needed to meet for being taken for fingerprint extraction.
The question arises if there is some sweet spot for the intensity of the illumination of an image or if brighter is always
better. In theory, above a certain brightness the pixels of an
image are saturated and the fingerprint attenuates. Therefore
in the next step, we examined the dependency of the PCE
value under the constraint of brightness.
Influence Of Bright Areas The images used for determining
the PCE values again needed to fit two constraints. A varying amount of pixel intensities needed to be above a varying
threshold. This time we chose a varying threshold from 155
to 255. The threshold is illustrated as the red line in Figure 6b.
The yellow area represents the pixel intensities for determining the percentage. The histogram of Figure 6b belongs to the
image of Figure 6a. One image per user was compared with
all other images of the user, if they fitted the given constraints.
From this, the median of all PCE values was determined. Every dot in Figure 8 represents one of the medians. Again we
used 100 users and determined the mean over all PCE values
per varying threshold. The mean values result in a quadratic
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curve with a maximum at 173. Therefore we can conclude
that one obtains the best results for images that should match,
if the threshold for the brightness of the pixels is at 173.

Figure 8: Median PCE
for a set of images, where
a percentage of pixels is
above the depicted threshold (155 to 255)

Figure 9: Median PCE
for a set of images, where
the depicted percentage
of pixels is above a certain threshold (155 to
255)
Figure 9 shows the same data as Figure 8. The difference
lies in the fact that we look at the varying percentage of pixels
with an intensity above a certain threshold. The mean over
all PCE values per percentage also result in a quadratic curve.
The maximum is located at 56%. We can observe that it is not
useful to have images as bright as possible but rather relatively
high.
Perfect Ratio Between Percentage And Threshold As a
further step we optimize for the perfect ratio between the
chosen percentage and threshold. If we vary both variables at
the same time we obtain a surface. We varied the percentage
of the pixels that need to be above a certain threshold from
0% to 100%. In addition we varied the threshold the pixel
intensities needed to be above, from 155 to 255. We then
used a box linear filter with the kernel size of 9 to smooth the
PCE peaks to make a more general statement. The resulting
surface is presented in Figure 10. The global maximum lays
at a percentage of 100 and at a threshold of 197. The plot
confirms that, with increasing percentage, the PCE value
increases as well. However, as depicted in Figure 8, the PCE
stops increasing and even decreases for very high values. In
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Figure 10 we see, that it falls off very fast after reaching the
maximum. Too bright images produce very bad results for
fingerprint correlation.
Concluding from this, the more areas of an image contain a
high pixel intensity, the better the fingerprint extraction works.
To obtain a fingerprint with the highest possible quality, images with 100 percent of the pixel intensities above 197 are
the best fit. This means, a possible authentication scheme can
optimize screen brightness on the one hand, and reject bad
images on the other.

4.2

Scenery as Constraint
Figure 11: Calculated PCE value as a function of local standard deviation of pixel intensities in an image. The general
trend of the downwards sloping curves show that variance
impacts the magnitude of PCE.

Figure 10: Surface plot describing the behavior of the PCE of
images, which meet the constraints of the respective threshold
and percentage. A sweet spot is found if most pixels are at an
intensity of ≈ 200.
The photographed scenery impacts the quality of the extracted PRNU [9, 23], as well. The ultimate goal of the highpass filtering, as described in Equation 2, is to suppress the
image content. Nevertheless some content, even if weak, always remains, and leaks into the noise residual. This affects
the performance of authentication schemes.
From every image of our study, we determined the standard
deviation of every pixel intensity to its eight neighbors. We
then calculated the mean overall standard deviations and used
this value for further comparisons. As in the calculations
before, we calculated the PCE value from one image of a
user with all other images of the user. Then, we constrained
the images used for PRNU extraction to a mean standard
deviation above a certain threshold. In Figure 11, all dots
of a particular color belong to one user. The plot shows 60
different users. With each dot the constraint of the standard
deviation was increased to the point that one image dropped
out of the set. In most of the sets of the users, this resulted
in an increase of the mean over all PCE values of the images.
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Furthermore, we fitted a curve into the point clouds. The
behavior of the PCE values over a decreasing standard deviation seems to be exponential. We can therefore conclude
that the local standard deviation of an image is crucial for
PRNU extraction. Homogeneous areas in an image increase
the quality of the extracted fingerprint. This results in a higher
PCE value for images that should match. Therefore, filtering
images under the constraint of the local standard deviation
results in a strong increase of the true positive rate.
The local standard deviation of the images of Figure 6a and
Figure 7a differ a lot. The QR-Code with a lot of edges and a
strong Moiré pattern has a local standard deviation of 0.174.
The image of the sky has a local standard deviation of 0.006,
which is extremely low, in fact about 30 times less. Therefore,
it seems that images containing a QR-Code are not optimal
for fingerprint extraction.

5

Discussion

In this section we discuss the impact of our results for camera
fingerprinting as authentication scheme. We look into flaws
in the authentication protocols based on our findings. We
present several possible attacks and defenses.

5.1

Images DO Need Constraints

Ba et al. [4] do not discuss possible constraints for photos
taken for their ABC scheme. As we show in Section 4, the
photo content has a strong impact on the PCE quality. Figure 11, for example, shows that the PRNU extraction is negatively affected by high frequency scenery in the image.
Also, concluding from Section 4.1 we can say that the
brightness plays an important role for obtaining a good fingerprint resulting in a low false negative and low false positive
rate. Images with 100% of the pixel intensities above 197
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yield the best results. Since cameras adapt the brightness
automatically, taking such a photo might only be possible in
extreme lighting conditions. The QR codes used in [4] are
default black and white prints. Therefore, depending on the
exact exposure and recording, the color settings in such QR
codes are prone to produce pictures that are unsuitable for
proper PRNU analysis. To improve the true positive rate of an
authentication protocol even further, one could add a function
for determining the local standard deviation of the challenge
and reference images. From Section 4.2 we know that this
improves the quality of the extracted fingerprint as well. With
the mentioned constraints, we can essentially increase the
reliability of an authentication protocol.
Also, we can conclude that rejecting images for fingerprint
extraction with a high local standard deviation can decrease
the false positive rate and false negative rate. Images with a
low local standard deviation in many areas of the image are
suited very well for fingerprint extraction. The sample images
in Figure 6a and 7a depict histograms of comparable shapes,
as seen in the neighboring Figures 6b and 7b. However,
the images differ significant with respect to local variance.
The sky image has large flat areas, the QR image has many
transitions from black to white. The sky image has a very low
standard deviation of 0.006, but the QR image has a standard
deviation of 0.174. Looking at the plot in Figure 11 we see,
that with increasing standard deviation, the quality of the
PRNU decreases exponentially.

5.2

QR-Codes for Fingerprint Extraction

The ABC paper does not specify the size of the QR-Code
relative to the whole image [4].
We find that images containing QR-Codes have a high local
standard deviation. It is almost impossible to extract a correct
PRNU from an image area containing a large QR-Code as
scenery. The scenery of an image containing a QR-Code has
high frequencies: The black and white QR-Codes consist of
lot of edges, which leads to very high frequency components
in the image. Further, the QR images were taken by capturing
the QR-code from a LCD-screen of a monitor. This induced
a Moiré pattern. Since the PRNU also is a high frequency
signal, it is therefore not possible to differentiate between
the scenery and the fingerprint. This leads to artifacts and a
deterioration of the PCE value. To somewhat mitigate this
problem, our research shows that using grey and white QRCodes for fingerprint extraction improves the method. For our
proof of concept we used a Huawei P20 Pro. The resulting
PCE values for images taken by the same camera were five
times higher when using grey QR-Codes compared to black
QR-Codes. Therefore, we can conclude that grey and white
QR codes, while, still being accepted by QR code readers,
result in PCE values better suited for authentication, probably
as even the grey area still produces enough light for the sensor
to add a strong PRNU pattern. The contrast and therefore the
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edges are not that strong, compared to black and white, and
the dark areas still contain light, thus resulting in an increased
PRNU.

5.3

Fingerprints Require Multiple Reference
Images

The user, in the scheme proposed by Ba et al. [4], only requires the user to record a single image with a smartphone.
The image then is sent to the server, which extracts the fingerprint from this single image and stores it for later authentication processes with challenge images.
Assuming that images of smartphone cameras are well
fitted for PRNU extraction, we have doubts on the assumption that one image is sufficient for creating a high quality
reference fingerprint. To our knowledge, this opposes the
prevailing opinion in literature. One of the key assumptions
in extracting PRNU is that other noises, like shot noise or
random noise, can be averaged out over a corpus of N images,
as Equation 3 states. In original works [38] up to 50 images
were suggested. This has been lowered to 20 by some authors,
eg. Zhang et Zhang [61]. With only one image at hand, other
sources of noise will essentially persist throughout fingerprint
extraction. Our experiments discussed in Section 5.1 suggest
that scene content plays a big factor, may it be, because the
overall images are too dark, or because they contain too much
high frequent content, in textured areas. To leverage this,
some authors even suggest to obtain the fingerprint exclusively from images without texture [21]. In our experiments
we relaxed this condition and considered also images with
texture for extraction, and still got reasonable good results.
Nevertheless, in an authentication scheme, may it be for online banking, we argue that no risk should be taken and a solid
number of high quality images with little standard deviation
should be used for creating the initial fingerprint.

6

Practical Attacks

First, we will introduce the assumed threat model, then we
will present three attacks on the ABC scheme, as we implemented it based on [4].

6.1

Threat Model

The attacker assumed by Ba et al. [4] is, in our understanding,
rather weak. The threats do not factor in malware, which
could take photos on the phone and learn fingerprints with
ease, even though malware on smartphones is rather common [39,47]. The adversary may gain access to public photos
of the victim, is able to sniff the communication channel between victim and verifier, and can fake a display the victim
takes images of (phishing). It includes replay attacks, fingerprint forgery attacks (adding a learned fingerprint to photos
not taken with the original smartphone) as well as Man in the
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Middle (MitM) scenarios. The goal of the adversary lies in
convincing the victim to authorize a malicious request, or to
trick the verifier into authenticating the adversary’s request.
The scheme by Valsesia et al. [56] relies on an attacker that
will not be able to capture RAW images. As this even rules
out unprivileged malware with camera access, in our further
discussion we focus on the scheme of Ba et al. [4].
We assume the following threats.

this attack without adding some sort of image recognition
or different forgery detection: if the photographed QR-Code
needs to be too big, its noise can result in a high false negative rate, as the fingerprint may be blocked. Addressing this
vulnerability, we present a countermeasure in Section 7.3.

6.4
6.2

Fingerprint Forgery

A well-known approach to tackle fingerprint forgery is to use
the triangle test [37]. Ba et al. [4] rightfully desist from using
this technique on the base, that it comes with high computational effort. A database with all public images for each
user would have to be curated and updated constantly. They
present a novel technique based on the recording of two images. During the authentication process, the user uploads not
one but two images of two different QR-Codes. If an adversary applies the victim’s fingerprint on both photos, they still
carry their real fingerprint. Hence, their extracted fingerprints
have a higher correlation than the comparison with the reference fingerprint stored on the server. By this, Ba et al. [4]
detect an additional fingerprint on an image. Even if the
attacker were not able to erase fingerprints completely, for
which multiple ways have been proposed, for example by
Bonettini et al. [7], attacks are still possible. Using two different smartphones, a single dual camera phone or even just
rotating the phone by 90 degrees breaks this defense. For
our proof of concept attack, we cropped two, mostly disjoint
(they still need to contain the QR-Code), regions from the
same image sensor. Different parts of the same sensor have a
different PRNU as well.

6.3

Image Reuse

Despite the addition of QR-Codes, we are still able to reuse
any images from the victim’s phone, thanks to the noisiness
of QR-Codes. Due to this high noise, large black areas and
the many high-frequency edges of the scenery, as discussed
in Section 5, our tests show QR-Codes are almost ignored
during PCE calculation. We can use this fact to our favor. After taking a photo of the QR-Code with a second smartphone,
including the probe signal (see Section 6.4), we crop the QRCode from the image and paste it into the victim’s image.
The QR-Code has to be as small as possible but still large
enough to be accepted by the server and containing enough of
the probe signal. Because of the small proportion of the QRCode compared to the whole image, the area containing the
fingerprint of the victim is still very big, with the QR-Code
having almost no impact. The correlation of the manipulated
challenge image and the one stored on the server is high. e
were able to create false positive results against our proof of
concept implementation this way. It is hard to defend against
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Probe Signal Preserving Fingerprint Removal

In the Section 6.2, we showed that two parts of the image are
already enough to forge a foreign fingerprint without failing
the authentication process presented by Ba et al. [4]. A more
elaborate attack first erases the fingerprint of the adversary’s
camera to then add the fingerprint of the victim. To prevent
this, Ba et al. [4] introduce an additional probe signal. They
specify it as white gaussian noise. This probe signal is applied
to the QR-Code displayed by the terminal.
With a black-and-white QR-Code image as base, we assume the signal to be additive. In Figure 3 the resulting layers
of noise are depicted. The QR-Code represents the scenery,
perceived by the user, containing a lot of high frequency components itself. The probe signal symbolizes the additionally
added white gaussian noise. The authors claim that the noise
with a standard deviation of 5 is of the same variance as a
fingerprint. The top layer represents the fingerprint of the
camera sensor, the PRNU. It is added during the recording
phase of the image by the varying sensitivity of the camera
sensor. Our large-scale test indicates that the standard deviation of the PRNU is a lot lower than 5. A deviation of 5
would result in images with visual noise.
The idea of the probe signal is, that it will be erased if the
adversary tries to erase her own fingerprint from the image
by using a low-pass filter. If the probe signal is not contained
in the challenge image, which is compared to the reference
fingerprint and to which the probe signal was added as well,
the correlation decreases. By this, Ba et al. [4] claim to detect
any erasing of a fingerprint from an image.
Our analysis shows that the challenge images can be analyzed with a high-pass filter, to find all noises — both the
noise due to the probe signal, as well as the PRNU noise. We
can further estimate the fingerprint of the device, for example
from other pictures taken on it. With that, we are able to
dissect the probe signal from the inherent fingerprint, and
clean the attack. This works even if we assume that both
signals are of similar strengths. However, on our setup, the
noise of the PRNU is much weaker. So simply filtering strong
perturbations, with respect to the fingerprinting, suffices. The
underlying problem here is, that the probe signal can be considered as a watermark, which is by design detectable, even
if the detection should be done on the server.
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7

Beyond Camera Fingerprinting Authentication

Veriﬁer
1
Transaction

Besides improving the PRNU extraction in general to improve the significance of the results as proposed in 4 one can
undertake further steps. In this section, we propose a transaction security scheme that takes the current state-of-the-art
into consideration and improve upon the drawbacks.

Any fingerprint can be learned by attackers, then be replayed
or dropped directly in authenticating code. This is still possible — although harder — after applying probe signals and
checking multiple uploaded images, as proposed by Ba et
al. [4]. Still, attackers crawling images or malware on the
phone, can learn the fingerprint and forge correct images to
authenticate. Lukás et al. [38] note that it is “unlikely that
there exists a numerical identification characteristic computed
from digital images that could not be compromised by a sufficiently sophisticated opponent”. Malware on the defending
phone can simply capture 20 images to gain the statistical
pattern and then learn the fingerprint. The malware then can
create a photo that passes any other requirements, for example
including the correct QR-Code for authentication. It can also
remove any fingerprints and apply the learned fingerprint on
top. However, defenses against fingerprint forgery (and counterattacks) are an ongoing research topic for image forensics.
As it is common in the field of security, we are subjected
to an arms race between attacker and defender. Trivial antiforensics for camera fingerprinting have been broken early,
for example by the so called triangle test proposed in 2010 by
Goljan et al. [20], which can be attacked yet again [40]. The
arms race in camera fingerprint forgery detection is ongoing
with new defensive methods being proposed more than ten
years after the paper by Goljan et al. [55]. As an alternative
to ABC, Ba et al. [3] recently proposed CIM, a scheme that
combines additional noise in multiple burst photos, as well
as accelerometer fingerprinting for a more resistant fingerprint. Additional sensor inputs during photography could
even increase the attacker’s effort in cloning in the future. For
applications that need very high security standards, an authentication scheme could go beyond checking the fingerprint for
correctness and also detect possible forgeries on the image
itself [10].

Veriﬁes HR-QR

Terminal

Trusted Secure Camera

Our study shows that the camera fingerprint poses little real
world use and leaves room for attackers. The current mitigation approaches proposed by Ba et al. [4] can be circumvented (see Section 5) and further defenses can only lead to
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Figure 12: Illustrated scheme of an updated authentication
protocol. The user can always cancel the ongoing transaction. The terminal and smartphone can both be adversarycontrolled.

an arms race that the defender will lose. However, device authentication through images could substantially be increased
if the camera output could not be forged. As a matter of fact,
cameras that introduce unforgeable cryptographic assets in a
captured image have been proposed before, for example PhotoProof by Naveh and Tromer [44]. If smartphones were to
implement such a secure camera module, secure image based
transaction schemes can be implemented. These cameras,
however, are state-of-the-art research objects, expensive, and
will hardly ever make it into smartphone hardware.
On the other hand, trusted execution environments are
steadily gaining ground and modules exist in most mobile
devices today. Direct access to external hardware is also already feasible, e.g. in ARM TrustZone [2]. Ultimately, by
hooking up trusted software to the camera directly, a system
for unforgeable camera fingerprints can be built as long as an
attacker cannot gain access to the TEE. Images (or videos)
taken by this Trusted Secure Camera could embed watermarks
or signatures like PhotoProof [44] inside the image. Another
approach is to attach a signature in the metadata before the
image leaves the trusted and attested code. An ideal solution
only allows write access to the memory region the camera
data is written to by the hardware and secure camera stack
in trusted code. This Trusted Secure Camera would render
normal camera fingerprinting redundant and help secure transactions. Since our evaluation shows that almost all images are
traceable, drawbacks in privacy are minimal and the feature
could also be disabled by users if needed.

7.3
7.2

Final Image

Authenticator

k?

General Camera Fingerprint Improvements

Generator

Bloc

7.1

5

Securing Transactions

In this section we propose a forgery-resistant scheme for
secure transactions. Whereas for authentication purposes the
methods are flawed, it poses a real benefit for transaction
signing. For this, we have extended our camera fingerprinting
app built for the large scale study with a banking-like scenario.
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In our proof of concept application, our signing app uses
optical character recognition (OCR) with a QR-Code as redundancy to ensure that the user really saw the correct transaction
contents.
The computer can display the TAN information directly
instead of relying on a phone. If malware fakes the on-screen
info, the user will immediately see it and is able to react. As
depicted in Figure 12, if the content on the display does not
match what the user wants to sign, a user can easily identify
the faults. The user will stop the transaction automatically
if the displayed data is wrong. The transaction does not get
signed. The signature is linked to a user’s intent. This results
in cancellation due to not using the second factor at all. We
can achieve this by linking the data displayed to the user in a
human and machine readable format. The camera fingerprint
then makes sure the user saw the photographed content at
least once.
A similar solution to this kind of simple human readable QR (HR-QR), has been proposed by Millican and Stanjano [42]. Their so-called SAVVIcode combines a QR-Code
with a more machine-friendly text above, making it even
easier to process without errors. As the codes, just as QR
codes, are very noisy, they should be grey and white.The key
components are as follows:
1. HR-QR: The user needs to know what she scans. The
only way to do this is to show the contents in clear
text. This human readable QR-Code is then checked by
attested code.
2. Authenticity is checked by extracting the PRNU: The
same attested code needs to check if the correct camera took the photo at hand, using the camera fingerprint.
This will lower the risk that attackers directly insert images in the black box and run the authentication code
without the user’s knowledge. At the same time, an air
gap is enforced, making the phone a true second factor.
The two key components are
• Matrix code is human-readable: To counter MitM
schemes, the user needs to know what she scans. The
best way to do this is to display the contents in clear text.
We add OCR to a usual transaction scheme [41]. Since
OCR software is not fail-proof enough, the content is
sent along in a separate QR-code or other barcode or
matrix code, like [8]. Trusted code, either in the TEE or
on the server then checks if both parts match.
• Authenticity is checked by extracting PRNU or Fingerprint: The same, attested, code needs to check if the
correct camera took the photo at hand, using the PRNU.
This will lower the risk for attackers to directly insert
images in the black-box and running the authentication
code without the user’s knowledge. At the same time,
an air gap is enforced.
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The camera has the merit, especially in the case of an HRQR, that it contains additional information that can be linked
to a user intent. The user will only scan the screen if she wants
to sign the authentication. For this study, we implemented an
HR-QR scheme. Details are discussed in Appendix B.
Everts et al. [16] note on their implementation of smartphone authentication scheme, that a secure element won’t
prevent malware on the phone to use the credentials. We argue that, using the camera fingerprint as input, this statement
no longer holds true. Instead of feeding data to the secure element, the attacker now has to feed an image that satisfies all
imposed restrictions. For the future we plan to replace PRNU
with a secure camera, as discussed in 7.2. That means, as
long as the trusted execution environment can be considered
safe, HR-QR is then a secure transaction system, even with
compromised smartphones and displays.

8

Conclusion

The attacks on current authentication schemes, presented in
this paper, show the shortcomings of smartphone camera
fingerprinting We show attacks against defenses discussed
by a major authentication protocol leveraging camera fingerprinting, allowing us to impersonate the user, even with a
single photo. In our comprehensive large-scale study, collecting 56,630 images, we can substantiate that all current
phone cameras work well as PUF, essentially pinning photos
to unique devices. After thorough vetting, we can conclude
that, in direct comparison with other authentication schemes,
the added complexity of camera-fingerprinting based authentication does not add substantial security benefit over secrets
stored in the phone’s memory. While it does add benefits
over weak schemes, such as SMS based authentication [43],
possible alternatives exist: pushing an one-time password
(OTP) to the phone at the time of authentication through a
secured internet connection, through bluetooth or even via
sound. In all threat models discussed in Section 6.1, normal
app authentication schemes are either good enough, i.e., if
there is no privileged access to local contents on the phone,
secrets can be stored there — or the camera fingerprinting
authentication schemes also fail.
Just as it is the case with fingerprinting in general, it might
pose an additional hurdle for attackers, however, the knowledge how to calculate camera fingerprints is readily available.
Apart from the special case where the defendant never discloses RAW images and uses them for authentication only, as
proposed by Valsesia et al. [56], the security of camera fingerprinting is further damped by publicly available images. We
do see a benefit for transactions as the photographed screen
can replace a secure display. For the future, signing photos in
the trusted execution environment of a phone could replace
PRNU use-cases completely and provide security benefits.
We hope to enable fruitful future research based on our
findings as well as the code published as part of this research.
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The PRNU

In this part of the Appendix, we derive the mathematical
foundation of PRNU, as it is well established in literature,
most prominently in [38] and [21]. Furthermore, we explain
the standard way to compare two noise patterns to determine
if they were made by the same camera.
The image I, read out at the camera-interface, differs from
the perfect ideal image I0 that might exist at the sensor without any imperfections or perturbations. First i.i.d. sources
like shot-noise or dark-current-noise and random-noise are
additionally in the image. These noises are summarized in θ.
Then, the described PRNU as multiplicative source of noise
is casted on the image, expressed in the following equation
with K. The imaging formation pipeline catering for those
additional corruptions is given by
I = I0 + I0 K + θ .

(1)

The mentioned additive noise sources θ can be averaged
out over multiple images. However, the multiplicative noise
K, the PRNU we are seeking for, is not a random noise for
a given pixel at position (x, y). By averaging a number of
photos and filtering them to reduce other noise, the PRNU
can be extracted.
The procedure introduced by Lukás et al. [38] starts with
suppressing the image content of the single images, by taking
the difference of the low-pass filtered version of the image
and the image itself. This is described with
WI = I − F(I) ,

(2)

where F could any arbitrary low-pass filter, in practice, however usually a wavelet filter is used.
The residuals of this filter operation are weighted by the
pixel intensities and averaged over N samples like
K̂ =

∑Ni=1 WIi I i
.
∑Ni=1 (I i )2

(3)

The superscript i in this equation is an image index going
from 1 to N. Also it is worth pointing out, that the product
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W i I i and similar operations are element-wise, e.g. at pixel
positions (x, y) and not regular matrix multiplications. Finally,
we are left with the estimated PRNU fingerprint K̂.

B

HR-QR Implementation

The apps developed for this paper also include a practical
implementation of the HR-QR scheme. For the actual implementation of an human-readable QR code, we needed to
have an error resilient solution. OCR results are never perfect
and other values may falsely be factored into the comparison.
With the knowledge that this allows for (easier to spot) attacks
by exchanging single numbers or letters, we suggest the use
of the Jaro-Winkler distance Djw , as a metric to check string
similarities [26]. Given the strings of the text X and a string
of the QR Code Y , the metric is calculated with
Djw (X, Y ) = D j (X, Y ) + l · p · (1 − D j (X, Y )) ,

(5)

where p is a prefix coefficient, which promotes the chains
with the longest common prefix, and l being the common
prefix between X and Y . We use the default value of 0.1 for
p. Further, the distances in Dj are calculated by


c
c−t
1 c
+
+
,
(6)
Dj (X, Y ) =
3 |X| |Y |
c
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with c the number of characters that match between X and Y
and t the number of transpositions.
As more text is potentially in the users’ view, for our proof
of concept we extracted the distance for substrings, as shown
in algorithm 1. A future implementation might instead refrain to an algorithm already fit for substring matching, like
an Smith-Waterman algorithm or use a way to transmit the
human-readable part intact while still being easy to read, similar to the proposals of Millican and Stajano [42] and Simkin
et al. [53].

Algorithm 1 MaxJaro
1: procedure M AX JARO (check,text)
2:
maxSimilarity
←
JARON W INKLER D IS TANCE (check, text)
3:
for each substr of text where LEN(substr) =
LEN (check) or LEN (check) + 1 do
4:
similarity ← JARON W INKLER D ISTANCE(check,
substr)
5:
maxSimilarity ← MAX(max, similarity)
6:
end for
7: return maxSimilarity
8: end procedure
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Abstract
Directed fuzzing focuses on automatically testing specific
parts of the code by taking advantage of additional information such as (partial) bug stack trace, patches or risky operations. Key applications include bug reproduction, patch testing and static analysis report verification. Although directed
fuzzing has received a lot of attention recently, hard-to-detect
vulnerabilities such as Use-After-Free (UAF) are still not
well addressed, especially at the binary level. We propose
UAF UZZ, the first (binary-level) directed greybox fuzzer dedicated to UAF bugs. The technique features a fuzzing engine
tailored to UAF specifics, a lightweight code instrumentation
and an efficient bug triage step. Experimental evaluation for
bug reproduction on real cases demonstrates that UAF UZZ
significantly outperforms state-of-the-art directed fuzzers in
terms of fault detection rate, time to exposure and bug triaging. UAF UZZ has also been proven effective in patch testing,
leading to the discovery of 30 new bugs (7 CVEs) in programs
such as Perl, GPAC and GNU Patch. Finally, we provide to
the community a large fuzzing benchmark dedicated to UAF,
built on both real codes and real bugs.

1

Introduction

Context. Finding bugs early is crucial in the vulnerability
management process. The recent rise of fuzzing [50, 53]
in both academia and industry, such as Microsoft’s Springfield [52] and Google’s OSS-F UZZ [14], shows its ability to find various types of bugs in real-world applications.
Coverage-based Greybox Fuzzing (CGF), such as AFL [1]
and LIB F UZZER [13], leverages code coverage information in
order to guide input generation toward new parts of the program under test (PUT), exploring as many program states as
possible in the hope of triggering crashes. On the other hand,
Directed Greybox Fuzzing (DGF) [25, 28] aims to perform
stress testing on pre-selected potentially vulnerable target locations, with applications to different security contexts: (1)
bug reproduction [25, 28, 42, 61], (2) patch testing [25, 51, 59]
or (3) static analysis report verification [31, 49]. Depending
on the application, target locations are originated from bug
stack traces, patches or static analysis reports.
We focus mainly on bug reproduction, which is the most
common practical application of DGF [25, 28, 42, 49, 74].
It consists in generating Proof-of-Concept (PoC) inputs of
disclosed vulnerabilities given bug report information. It is
especially needed since only 54.9% of usual bug reports can
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be reproduced due to missing information and users’ privacy
violation [54]. Even with a PoC provided in the bug report,
developers may still need to consider all corner cases of the
bug in order to avoid regression bugs or incomplete fixes.
In this case, providing more bug-triggering inputs becomes
important to facilitate and accelerate the repair process. Bug
stack traces, sequences of function calls at the time a bug is
triggered, are widely used for guiding directed fuzzers [25,
28, 42, 49]. Running a code on a PoC input under profiling
tools like AddressSanitizer (ASan) [65] or VALGRIND [55]
will output such a bug stack trace.
Problem. Despite tremendous progress in the past few years
[5, 21, 23, 25, 28, 29, 39, 46, 47, 60, 62, 67, 73], current (directed or not) greybox fuzzers still have a hard time finding
complex vulnerabilities such as Use-After-Free (UAF), noninterference or flaky bugs [24], which require bug-triggering
paths satisfying very specific properties. For example, OSSF UZZ [14, 15] or recent greybox fuzzers [25, 62, 73] only
found a small number of UAF. Actually, RODE 0 DAY [16], a
continuous bug finding competition, recognizes that fuzzers
should aim to cover new bug classes like UAF in the future [37], moving further from the widely-used LAVA [36]
bug corpora which only contains buffer overflows.
We focus on UAF bugs. They appear when a heap element
is used after having been freed. The numbers of UAF bugs has
increased in the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) [20].
They are currently identified as one of the most critical exploitable vulnerabilities due to the lack of mitigation techniques compared to other types of bugs, and they may have
serious consequences such as data corruption, information
leaks and denial-of-service attacks.
Goal and challenges. We focus on the problem of designing
an efficient directed fuzzing method tailored for UAF. The
technique must also be able to work at binary-level (no sourcelevel instrumentation), as source codes of security-critical
programs are not always available or may rely partly on thirdparty libraries. However, fuzzers targeting the detection of
UAF bugs confront themselves with the following challenges.
C1. Complexity – Exercising UAF bugs require to generate inputs triggering a sequence of 3 events – alloc,
free and use – on the same memory location, spanning
multiple functions of the PUT, where buffer overflows
only require a single out-of-bound memory access. This
combination of both temporal and spatial constraints is
extremely difficult to meet in practice;
C2. Silence – UAF bugs often have no observable effect,
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Table 1: Summary of existing greybox fuzzing techniques.
Directed fuzzing approach
Support binary
UAF bugs oriented
Fast instrumentation
UAF bugs triage

AFL
7
3
7
3
7

AFLG O
3
7
7
7
7

H AWKEYE
3
7
7
7
7

UAF UZZ
3
3
3
3
3

such as segmentation faults. In this case, fuzzers simply
observing crashing behaviors do not detect that a test
case triggered such a memory bug. Sadly, popular profiling tools such as ASan or VALGRIND cannot be used in
a fuzzing context due to their high runtime overhead.
Actually, current state-of-the-art directed fuzzers, namely
AFLG O [25] and H AWKEYE [28], fail to address these challenges. First, they are too generic and therefore do not cope
with the specificities of UAF such as temporality – their guidance metrics do not consider any notion of sequenceness.
Second, they are completely blind to UAF bugs, requiring
to send all the many generated seeds to a profiling tool for
an expensive extra check. Finally, current implementations
of source-based DGF fuzzers typically suffer from an expensive instrumentation step [3], e.g., AFLG O spent nearly 2h
compiling and instrumenting cxxfilt (Binutils).
Proposal. We propose UAF UZZ, the first (binary-level) directed greybox fuzzer tailored to UAF bugs. A quick comparison of UAF UZZ with existing greybox fuzzers in terms of
UAF is presented in Table 1. While we follow mostly the
generic scheme of directed fuzzing, we carefully tune several
of its key components to the specifics of UAF:
• the distance metric favors shorter call chains leading
to the target functions that are more likely to include
both allocation and free functions – where sota directed
fuzzers rely on a generic CFG-based distance;
• seed selection is now based on a sequenceness-aware
target similarity metric – where sota directed fuzzers
rely at best on target coverage;
• our power schedule benefits from these new metrics, plus
another one called cut-edges favoring prefix paths more
likely to reach the whole target.
Finally, the bug triaging step piggy-backs on our previous
metrics to pre-identifies seeds as likely-bugs or not, sparing a
huge amount of queries to the profiling tool for confirmation
(VALGRIND in our implementation).
Contributions. Our contribution is the following:
• We design the first directed greybox fuzzing technique
tailored to UAF bugs (Section 4). Especially, we systematically revisit the three main ingredients of directed
fuzzing (selection heuristic, power schedule, input metrics) and specialize them to UAF. These improvements
are proven beneficial and complementary;
• We develop a toolchain [19] on top of the state-of-the-art
greybox fuzzer AFL [1] and the binary analysis platform B INSEC [4], named UAF UZZ, implementing the
above method for UAF directed fuzzing over binary
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codes (Section 5) and enjoying small overhead;
• We construct and openly release [18] the largest fuzzing
benchmark dedicated to UAF, comprising 30 real bugs
from 17 widely-used projects (including the few previous UAF bugs found by directed fuzzers), in the hope
of facilitating future UAF fuzzing evaluation;
• We evaluate our technique and tool in a bug reproduction setting (Section 6), demonstrating that UAF UZZ is
highly effective and significantly outperforms state-ofthe-art competitors: 2× faster in average to trigger bugs
(up to 43×), +34% more successful runs in average (up
to +300%) and 17× faster in triaging bugs (up to 130×,
with 99% spare checks);
• Finally, UAF UZZ is also proven effective in patch testing
(§6.7), leading to the discovery of 30 unknown bugs (11
UAFs, 7 CVEs) in projects like Perl, GPAC, MuPDF and
GNU Patch (including 4 buggy patches). So far, 17 have
been fixed.
UAF UZZ is the first directed greybox fuzzing approach tailored to detecting UAF vulnerabilities (in binary) given only
bug stack traces. UAF UZZ outperforms existing directed
fuzzers on this class of vulnerabilities for bug reproduction
and encouraging results have been obtained as well on patch
testing. We believe that our approach may also be useful in
slightly related contexts, for example partial bug reports from
static analysis or other classes of vulnerabilities.

2

Background

Let us first clarify some notions used along the paper.

2.1

Use-After-Free

Execution. An execution is the complete sequence of states
executed by the program on an input. An execution trace
crashes when it ends with a visible error. The standard goal
of fuzzers is to find inputs leading to crashes, as crashes are
the first step toward exploitable vulnerabilities.
UAF bugs. Use-After-Free (UAF) bugs happen when dereferencing a pointer to a heap-allocated object which is no longer
valid (i.e., the pointer is dangling). Note that Double-Free
(DF) is a special case.
UAF-triggering conditions. Triggering a UAF bug requires
to find an input whose execution covers in sequence three
UAF events: an allocation (alloc), a free and a use (typically,
a dereference), all three referring to the same memory object,
as shown in Listing 1.
1
2
3
4

char * buf = (char *) malloc ( BUF_SIZE );
free ( buf ); // pointer buf becomes dangling
...
strncpy (buf , argv [1] , BUF_SIZE -1) ; // Use-After-Free

Listing 1: Code snippet illustrating a UAF bug.
Furthermore, this last use generally does not make the execution immediately crash, as a memory violation crashes a
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process only when it accesses an address outside of the address space of the process, which is unlikely with a dangling
pointer. Thus, UAF bugs go often unnoticed and are a good
vector of exploitation [45, 75].

2.2

Stack Traces and Bug Traces

By inspection of the state of a process we can extract a stack
trace, i.e. the list of the function calls active in that state. Stack
traces are easily obtained from a process when it crashes. As
they provide (partial) information about the sequence of program locations leading to a crash, they are extremely valuable
for bug reproduction [25, 28, 42, 49].
Yet, as crashes caused by UAF bugs may happen long after
the UAF happened, standard stack traces usually do not help
in reproducing UAF bugs. Hopefully, profiling tools for dynamically detecting memory corruptions, such as ASan [65]
or VALGRIND [55], record the stack traces of all memoryrelated events: when they detect that an object is used after
being freed, they actually report three stack traces (when the
object is allocated, when it is freed and when it is used after
being freed). We call such a sequence of three stack traces a
(UAF) bug trace. When we use a bug trace as an input to try
to reproduce the bug, we call such a bug trace a target.
// stack trace for the bad Use
==4440== Invalid read of size 1
==4440== at 0x40A8383: vfprintf (vfprintf.c:1632)
==4440== by 0x40A8670: buffered_vfprintf (vfprintf.c:2320)
==4440== by 0x40A62D0: vfprintf (vfprintf.c:1293)
==4440== by 0x80AA58A: error (elfcomm.c:43)
==4440== by 0x8085384: process_archive (readelf.c:19063)
==4440== by 0x8085A57: process_file (readelf.c:19242)
==4440== by 0x8085C6E: main (readelf.c:19318)
// stack trace for the Free
==4440== Address 0x421fdc8 is 0 bytes inside a block of size 86 free’d
==4440== at 0x402D358: free (in vgpreload_memcheck-x86-linux.so)
==4440== by 0x80857B4: process_archive (readelf.c:19178)
==4440== by 0x8085A57: process_file (readelf.c:19242)
==4440== by 0x8085C6E: main (readelf.c:19318)
// stack trace for the Alloc
==4440== Block was alloc’d at
==4440== at 0x402C17C: malloc (in vgpreload_memcheck-x86-linux.so)
==4440== by 0x80AC687: make_qualified_name (elfcomm.c:906)
==4440== by 0x80854BD: process_archive (readelf.c:19089)
==4440== by 0x8085A57: process_file (readelf.c:19242)
==4440== by 0x8085C6E: main (readelf.c:19318)

Figure 1: Bug trace of CVE-2018-20623 (UAF) produced by
VALGRIND.

2.3

Directed Greybox Fuzzing

Algorithm 1: Directed Greybox Fuzzing
Input : Program P; Initial seeds S0 ; Target locations T
Output : Bug-triggering seeds S0
1

/ S := S0 ;
S0 := 0;

0
2 P
3
4
5

. S: the fuzzing queue

← PREPROCESS(P, T ) ;

. phase 1: Instrumentation

while timeout not exceeded do
. phase 2: Fuzzing
for s ∈ S do
if IS _ FAVORED(s) or rand() ≤ α then
. seed selection, α: small probability

6

M := ASSIGN _ ENERGY(s) ;

7

for i ∈ 1 ... M do
s0 := mutate_input(s);
res := run(P0 , s0 , T );
if is_crash(res) then
S0 := S0 ∪ {s0 };

8

Fuzzing [50, 53] consists in stressing a code under test
through massive input generation in order to find bugs. Recent coverage-based greybox fuzzers (CGF) [1, 13] rely on
lightweight program analysis to guide the search – typically
through coverage-based feedback. Roughly speaking, a seed
(input) is favored (selected) when it reaches under-explored
parts of the code, and such favored seeds are then mutated
to create new seeds for the code to be executed on. CGF
is geared toward covering code in the large, in the hope of
finding unknown vulnerabilities.
On the other hand, directed greybox fuzzing (DGF) [25, 28]
aims at reaching a pre-identified potentially buggy part of
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the code from a target (e.g., patch, static analysis report),
as often and fast as possible. Directed fuzzers follow the
general principles and architecture as CGF, but adapt the key
components to their goal, essentially favoring seeds “closer”
to the target. Overall directed fuzzers1 are built upon three
main steps: (1) instrumentation (distance pre-computation),
(2) fuzzing (including seed selection, power schedule and seed
mutation) and (3) triage.
The standard core algorithm of DGF is presented in Algorithm 1 (the parts we modify in UAF UZZ are in gray). Given
a program P, a set of initial seeds S0 and a target T , the algorithm outputs a set of bug-triggering inputs S0 . The fuzzing
queue S is initialized with the initial seeds in S0 (line 1).
1. DGF first performs a static analysis (e.g., target distance
computation for each basic block) and insert the instrumentation for dynamic coverage or distance information
(line 2);
2. The fuzzer then repeatedly mutates inputs s chosen from
the fuzzing queue S (line 4) until a timeout is reached.
An input is selected either if it is favored (i.e., believed
to be interesting) or with a small probablity α (line 5).
Subsequently, DGF assigns the energy (a.k.a, the number
M of mutants to be created) to the selected seed s (line 6).
Then, the fuzzer generates M new inputs by randomly
applying some predefined mutation operators on seed s
(line 8) and monitors their executions (line 9). If the generated mutant s0 crashes the program, it is added to the
set S0 of crashing inputs (line 11). Also, newly generated
mutants are added to the fuzzing queue2 (line 13);
3. Finally, DGF returns S0 as the set of bug-triggering inputs
(triage does nothing in standard DGF) (line 14).

9
10
11

. crashing inputs

S := S ∪ {s0 };

13

15

. seed mutation

else

12

14

. power schedule

S0 = TRIAGE(S, S0 ) ;
return

. phase 3: Triage

S0 ;

1 And

coverage-based fuzzers.
is a general view. In practice, seeds regarded as very uninteresting
are already discarded at this point.
2 This
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AFLG O [25] was the first to propose a CFG-based distance to evaluate the proximity between a seed execution and
multiple targets, together with a simulated annealing-based
power schedule. H AWKEYE [28] keeps the CFG-based view
but improves its accuracy3 , brings a seed selection heuristic
partly based on target coverage (seen as a set of locations)
and proposes adaptive mutations.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

3

Motivation

The toy example in Listing 2 contains a UAF bug due to
a missing exit() call, a common root cause in such bugs
(e.g., CVE-2014-9296, CVE-2015-7199). The program reads
a file and copies its contents into a buffer buf. Specifically,
a memory chunk pointed at by p is allocated (line 12), then
p_alias and p become aliased (line 15). The memory pointed
by both pointers is freed in function bad_func (line 10). The
UAF bug occurs when the freed memory is dereferenced
again via p (line 19).
Bug-triggering conditions. The UAF bug is triggered iff the
first three bytes of the input are ‘AFU’. To quickly detect this
bug, fuzzers need to explore the right path through the if
part of conditional statements in lines 13, 5 and 18 in order
to cover in sequence the three UAF events alloc, free and
use respectively. It is worth noting that this UAF bug does
not make the program crash, hence existing greybox fuzzers
without sanitization will not detect this memory error.
Coverage-based Greybox Fuzzing. Starting with an empty
seed, AFL quickly generates 3 new inputs (e.g., ‘AAAA’,
‘FFFF’ and ‘UUUU’) triggering individually the 3 UAF events.
None of these seeds triggers the bug. As the probability of
generating an input starting with ‘AFU‘ from an empty seed
is extremely small, the coverage-guided mechanism is not
effective here in tracking a sequence of UAF events even
though each individual event is easily triggered.
Directed Greybox Fuzzing. Given a bug trace (14 – alloc,
17, 6, 3 – free, 19 – use) generated for example by ASan, DGF
prevents the fuzzer from exploring undesirable paths, e.g., the
else part at line 7 in function func, in case the condition
at line 5 is more complex. Still, directed fuzzers have their
own blind spots. For example, standard DGF seed selection
mechanisms favor a seed whose execution trace covers many
locations in targets, instead of trying to reach these locations
in a given order. For example, regarding a target (A, F, U),
standard DGF distances [25, 28] do not discriminate between
an input s1 covering a path A → F → U and another input
s2 covering U → A → F. The lack of ordering in exploring
target locations makes UAF bug detection very challenging
for existing directed fuzzers. Another example: the power
function proposed by H AWKEYE [28] may assign much energy to a seed whose trace does not reach the target function,
implying that it could get lost on the toy example in the else
part at line 7 in function func.
3 Possibly

at the price of both higher pre-computation costs due to more
precise static analysis and runtime overhead due to complex seed metrics.
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13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

int *p , * p_alias ;
char buf [10];
void bad_func (int *p) { free (p);} /* exit() is missing */
void func () {
if ( buf [1] == ’F ’)
bad_func (p);
else /* lots more code ... */
}
int main (int argc , char * argv []) {
int f = open ( argv [1] , O_RDONLY );
read (f , buf , 10) ;
p = malloc (sizeof(int));
if ( buf [0] == ’A ’){
p_alias = malloc (sizeof(int));
p = p_alias ;
}
func () ;
if ( buf [2] == ’U ’)
*p = 1;
return 0;
}

Listing 2: Motivating example.
A glimpse at UAF UZZ. We rely in particular on modifying
the seed selection heuristic w.r.t. the number of targets covered
by an execution trace (§4.2) and bringing target orderingaware seed metrics to DGF (§4.3).
On the toy example, UAF UZZ generates inputs to progress
towards the expected target sequences. For example, in the
same fuzzing queue containing 4 inputs, the mutant ‘AFAA’,
generated by mutating the seed ‘AAAA’, is discarded by AFL
as it does not increase code coverage. However, since it has
maximum value of target similarity metric score (i.e., 4 targets
including lines 14, 17, 6, 3) compared to all 4 previous inputs
in the queue (their scores are 0 or 2), this mutant is selected by
UAF UZZ for subsequent fuzzing campaigns. By continuing to
fuzz ‘AFAA’, UAF UZZ eventually produces a bug-triggering
input, e.g., ‘AFUA’.
Evaluation. AFLG O (source-level) cannot detect the UAF
bug within 2 hours45 , while UAF UZZ (binary-level) is able
to trigger it within 20 minutes. Also, UAF UZZ sends a single
input to VALGRIND for confirmation (the right PoC input),
while AFLG O sends 120 inputs.

4

The UAF UZZ Approach

UAF UZZ is made out of several components encompassing
seed selection (§4.2), input metrics (§4.3), power schedule
(§4.4), and seed triage (§4.5). Before detailing these aspects,
let us start with an overview of the approach.
Input Metrics
Computation

UAF-based Distance

CG
Binary

Cut-edge Coverage
CFGs

Seed
Selection

Power
Schedule

UAF
Triage
UAF bugs

Target Similarity
Targets
Fuzzing

Instrumentation

Triage

Figure 2: Overview of UAF UZZ.
4 AFL-QEMU
5 H AWKEYE

did not succeed either.
is not available and thus could not be tested.
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We aim to find an input fulfilling both control-flow (temporal) and runtime (spatial) conditions to trigger the UAF bug.
We solve this problem by bringing UAF characteristics into
DGF in order to generate more potential inputs reaching targets in sequence w.r.t. the UAF expected bug trace. Figure 2
depicts the general picture. Especially:
• We propose three dynamic seed metrics specialized for
UAF vulnerabilities detection. The distance metric approximates how close a seed is to all target locations
(§4.3), and takes into account the need for the seed execution trace to cover the three UAF events in order. The
cut-edge coverage metric (§4.4.1) measures the ability of
a seed to take the correct decision at important decision
nodes. Finally, the target similarity metric concretely assesses how many targets a seed execution trace covers at
runtime (§4.2.2);
• Our seed selection strategy (§4.2) favors seeds covering
more targets at runtime. The power scheduler determining the energy for each selected seed based on its metric
scores during the fuzzing process is detailed in §4.4;
• Finally, we take advantage of our previous metrics to
pre-identify likely-PoC inputs that are sent to a profiling
tool (here VALGRIND) for bug confirmation, avoiding
many useless checks ( §4.5).

4.1

0: 0x8085C6E
(main)
1: 0x8085A57
(process_file)

3: 0x80AC687
(make_qualified_name)

5: 0x8085384
(process_archive)
6: 0x80AA58A
(error)

Figure 3: Reconstructed tree from CVE-2018-20623 (bug
trace from Figure 1). The preorder traversal of this tree is
simply 0 → 1 → 2 → 3(nalloc ) → 4(n f ree ) → 5 → 6(nuse ).
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Seed Selection based on Target Similarity

Fuzzers generate a large number of inputs so that smartly
selecting the seed from the fuzzing queue to be mutated in
the next fuzzing campaign is crucial for effectiveness. Our
seed selection algorithm is based on two insights. First, we
should prioritize seeds that are most similar to the target
bug trace, as the goal of a directed fuzzer is to find bugs
covering the target bug trace. Second, target similarity should
take ordering (a.k.a. sequenceness) into account, as traces
covering sequentially a number of locations in the target bug
trace are closer to the target than traces covering the same
locations in an arbitrary order.
4.2.1

Seed Selection

Definition 1. A max-reaching input is an input s whose execution trace is the most similar to the target bug trace T so
far, where most similar means “having the highest value as
compared by a target similarity metric t(s, T )”.
Algorithm 2: IS _ FAVORED

1

A bug trace (§2.2) is a sequence of stack traces, i.e. it is a large
object not fit for the lightweight instrumentation required by
greybox fuzzing. The most valuable information that we need
to extract from a bug trace is the sequence of basic blocks
(and functions) that were traversed, which is an easier object
to work with. We call this extraction bug trace flattening.
The operation works as follows. First, each of the three
stack-traces is seen as a path in a call tree; we thus merge all
the stack traces to re-create that tree. Some of the nodes in
the tree have several children; we make sure that the children
are ordered according to the ordering of the UAF events (i.e.
the child coming from the alloc event comes before the child
coming from the free event). Figure 3 shows an example of
tree for the bug trace given in Figure 1.
Finally, we perform a preorder traversal of this tree to get a

4: 0x80857B4
(process_archive)

4.2

Input : A seed s
Output : true if s is favored, otherwise false

Bug Trace Flattening

2: 0x80854BD
(process_archive)

sequence of target locations (and their associated functions),
which we will use in the following algorithms.

2
3
4

global tmax = 0;
. maximum target similar metric score
if t(s) ≥ tmax then tmax = t(s); return true;
. update tmax
else if new_cov(s) then return true;
. increase coverage
else return false;

We mostly select and mutate max-reaching inputs during
the fuzzing process. Nevertheless, we also need to improve
code coverage, thus UAF UZZ also selects inputs that cover
new paths, with a small probability α (Algorithm 1). In our
experiments, the probability of selecting the remaining inputs
in the fuzzing queue that are less favored is 1% like AFL [1].
4.2.2

Target Similarity Metrics

A target similarity metric t(s, T ) measures the similarity between the execution of a seed s and the target UAF bug trace
T . We define 4 such metrics, based on whether we consider
ordering of the covered targets in the bug trace (P), or not (B)
– P stands for Prefix, B for Bag; and whether we consider the
full trace, or only the three UAF events (3T ):
• Target prefix tP (s, T ): locations in T covered in sequence
by executing s until first divergence;
• UAF prefix t3T P (s, T ): UAF events of T covered in sequence by executing s until first divergence;
• Target bag tB (s, T ): locations in T covered by executing s;
• UAF bag t3T B (s, T ): UAF events of T covered by s.
For example, using Listing 2, the 4 metric values of a seed s
‘ABUA’ w.r.t. the UAF bug trace T are:
tP (s, T ) = 2, t3PT (s, T ) = 1, tB (s, T ) = 3 and t3T B (s, T ) = 2.
These 4 metrics have different degrees of precision. A
metric t is said more precise than a metric t 0 if, for any two
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seeds s1 and s2 : t(s1 , T ) ≥ t(s2 , T ) ⇒ t 0 (s1 , T ) ≥ t 0 (s2 , T ).
Figure 4 compares our 4 metrics w.r.t their relative precision.
Prefix (P)
Bag (B)

UAF Prefix (3TP)
UAF Bag (3TB)

Figure 4: Precision lattice for Target Similarity Metrics

4.2.3

Combining Target Similarity Metrics

Using a precise metric such as P allows to better assess progression towards the goal. In particular, P can distinguish
seeds that match the target bug trace from those that do not,
while other metrics cannot. On the other hand, a less precise
metric provides information that precise metrics do not have.
For instance, P does not measure any difference between
traces whose suffix would match the target bug trace, but who
would diverge from the target trace on the first locations (like
‘UUU’ and ‘UFU’ on Listing 2), while B can.
To take benefit from both precise and imprecise metrics,
we combine them using a lexicographical order. Hence, the
P-3TP-B metric is defined as:
tP−3TP−B (s, T ) , htP (s, T ),t3T P (s, T ),tB (s, T )i
This combination favors first seeds that cover the most
locations in the prefix, then (in case of tie) those reaching the
most number of UAF events in sequence, and finally (in case
of tie) those that reach the most locations in the target. Based
on preliminary investigation, we default to P-3TP-B for seed
selection in UAF UZZ.

4.3

UAF-based Distance

One of the main component of directed greybox fuzzers is the
computation of a seed distance, which is an evaluation of a
distance from the execution trace of a seed s to the target. The
main heuristic here is that if the execution trace of s is close
to the target, then s is close to an input that would cover the
target, which makes s an interesting seed. In existing directed
greybox fuzzers [2, 28], the seed distance is computed to a
target which is a single location or a set of locations. This
is not appropriate for the reproduction of UAF bugs, that
must go through 3 different locations in sequence. Thus, we
propose to modify the seed distance computation to take into
account the need to reach the locations in order.
4.3.1

Zoom: Background on Seed Distances

Existing directed greybox fuzzers [2,28] compute the distance
d(s, T ) from a seed s to a target T as follows.
AFLG O’s seed distance [2]. The seed distance d(s, T ) is
defined as the (arithmetic) mean of the basic-block distances
db (m, T ), for each basic block m in the execution trace of s.
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The basic-block distance db (m, T ) is defined using the
length of the intra-procedural shortest path from m to the basic block of a “call” instruction, using the CFG of the function
containing m; and the length of the inter-procedural shortest
path from the function containing m to the target functions T f
(in our case, T f is the function where the use event happens),
using the call graph.
H AWKEYE’s enhancement [28]. The main factor in this
seed distance computation is computing distance between
functions in the call graph. To compute this, AFLG O uses
the original call graph with every edge having weight 1.
H AWKEYE improves this computation by proposing the augmented adjacent-function distance (AAFD), which changes
the edge weight from a caller function fa and a callee fb to
wHawkeye ( fa , fb ). The idea is to favor edges in the call graph
where the callee can be called in a variety of situations, i.e.
appear several times at different locations.
4.3.2

Our UAF-based Seed Distance

Previous seed distances [2, 28] do not account for any order
among the target locations, while it is essential for UAF.
We address this issue by modifying the distance between
functions in the call graph to favor paths that sequentially go
through the three UAF events alloc, free and use of the bug
trace. This is done by decreasing the weight of the edges in
the call graph that are likely to be between these events, using
lightweight static analysis.
This analysis first computes Ralloc , R f ree , and Ruse , i.e., the
sets of functions that can call respectively the alloc, free, or
use function in the bug trace – the use function is the one
where the use event happens. Then, we consider each call edge
between fa and fb as indicating a direction: either downward
( fa executes, then calls fb ), or upward ( fb is called, then fa
is executed). Using this we compute, for each direction, how
many events in sequence can be covered by going through
the edge in that direction. For instance, if fa ∈ Ralloc and
fb ∈ R f ree ∩ Ruse , then taking the fa → fb call edge possibly
allows to cover the three UAF events in sequence. To find
double free, we also include, in this computation, call edges
that allow to reach two free events in sequence.
Then, we favor a call edge from fa to fb by decreasing
its weight, based on how many events in sequence the edge
allows to cover. In our experiments, we use the following
ΘUAF ( fa , fb ) function, with a value of β = 0.25:

β if fa → fb covers more than
2 UAF events in sequence
ΘUAF ( fa , fb ) ,
1 otherwise

Figure 5 presents an example of call graph with edges
favored using the above ΘUAF function.
Finally, we combine our edge weight modification with
that of H AWKEYE:

wUAFuzz ( fa , fb ) , wHawkeye ( fa , fb ).ΘUAF ( fa , fb )
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main
f2

the critical decision nodes only.
f1

f3

f4

falloc

Algorithm 3: Accumulating cut edges
Input : Program P; dynamic calling tree T of a bug trace
Output : Set of cut edges Ecut

f f ree

fuse

1

Figure 5: Example of a call graph. Favored edges are in red.

2
3
4
5

Like AFLG O, we favor the shortest path leading to the targets, since it is more likely to involve only a small number of
control flow constraints, making it easier to cover by fuzzing.
Our distance-based technique therefore considers both calling relations in general, via wHawkeye , and calling relations
covering UAF events in sequence, via ΘUAF .

4.4

Power Schedule

4.4.1

Cut-edge Coverage Metric

To track progress of a seed during the fuzzing process, a
fine-grained approach would consist in instrumenting the execution to compare the similarity of the execution trace of the
current seed with the target bug trace, at the basic block level.
But this method would slow down the fuzzing process due to
high runtime overhead, especially for large programs. A more
coarse-grained approach, on the other hand, is to measure the
similarity at function level as proposed in H AWKEYE [28].
However, a callee can occur multiple times from different locations of single caller. Also, reaching a target function does
not mean reaching the target basic blocks in this function.
Thus, we propose the lightweight cut-edge coverage metric,
hitting a middle ground between the two aforementioned
approaches by measuring progress at the edge level but on
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7

else if pn is a call to n. f unc then
ce ← calculate_cut_edges(n. f unc, n. f unc.entry_bb, n.bb);

8

Ecut ← Ecut ∪ ce;

6

9

return Ecut ;

Algorithm 4: calculate_cut_edges inside a function
Input : A function f ; Two basic blocks bbsource and bbsink in f
Output : Set of cut edges ce

8

/
ce ← 0;
c f g ← get_CFG( f );
decision_nodes ← {dn : ∃ a path bbsource →∗ dn →∗ bbsink in c f g}
for dn ∈ decision_nodes do
outgoing_edges ← get_outgoing_edges(c f g, dn);
for edge ∈ outgoing_edges do
if reachable(c f g, edge, bbsink ) then
ce ← ce ∪ {edge};

9

return ce;

1

Coverage-guided fuzzers employ a power schedule (or energy assignment) to determine the number of extra inputs to
generate from a selected input, which is called the energy of
the seed. It measures how long we should spend fuzzing a
particular seed. While AFL [1] mainly uses execution trace
characteristics such as trace size, execution speed of the PUT
and time added to the fuzzing queue for seed energy allocation, recent work [26, 48, 62] including both directed and
coverage-guided fuzzing propose different power schedules.
AFLG O employs simulated annealing to assign more energy
for seeds closer to target locations (using the seed distance),
while H AWKEYE accounts for both shorter and longer traces
leading to the targets via a power schedule based on trace
distance and similarity at function level.
We propose here a new power schedule using the intuitions
that we should assign more energy to seeds in these cases:
• seeds that are closer (using the seed distance, Section 4.3.2);
• seeds that are more similar to the target (using the target
similarity, Section 4.2.2);
• seeds that make better decisions at critical code junctions.
We define hereafter a new metric to evaluate the latter case.

/
Ecut ← 0;
nodes ← flatten(T );
for n ∈ nodes ∧ pn the node before n in T do
if n. f unc == pn. f unc then
ce ← calculate_cut_edges(n. f unc, pn.bb, n.bb);

2
3
4
5
6
7

Definition 2. A cut edge between two basic blocks source
and sink is an outgoing edge of a decision node so that there
exists a path starting from source, going through this edge
and reaching sink. A non-cut edge is an edge which is not a
cut-edge, i.e. for which there is no path from source to sink
that go through this edge.
Algorithm 3 shows how cut/non-cut edges are identified in
UAF UZZ given a tested binary program and an expected UAF
bug trace. The main idea is to identify and accumulate the
cut edges between all consecutive nodes in the (flattened) bug
trace. For instance in the bug trace of Figure 3, we would first
compute the cut edges between 0 and 1, then those between 1
and 2, etc. As the bug trace is a sequence of stack traces, most
of the locations in the trace are “call” events, and we compute
the cut edge from the function entry point to the call event in
that function. However, because of the flattening, sometimes
we have to compute the cut edges between different points in
the same function (e.g. if in the bug trace the same function
is calling alloc and free, we would have to compute the edge
from the call to alloc to the call to free).
Algorithm 4 describes how cut-edges are computed inside a
single function. First we have to collect the decision nodes, i.e.
conditional jumps between the source and sink basic blocks.
This can be achieved using a simple data-flow analysis. For
each outgoing edge of the decision node, we check whether
they allow to reach the sink basic block; those that can are
cut edges, and the others are non-cut edges. Note that this
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program analysis is intra-procedural, so that we do not need
construct an inter-procedural CFG.
Our heuristic is that an input exercising more cut edges and
fewer non-cut edges is more likely to cover more locations of
the target. Let Ecut (T ) be the set of all cut edges of a program
given the expected UAF bug trace T . We define the cut-edge
score es (s, T ) of seed s as
es (s, T ) ,

∑

b(log2 hit(e) + 1)c − δ ∗

e∈Ecut (T )

∑

amount of time in bug triaging.

5

Implementation
Seed
Selector

Seeds

Power Scheduler

Mutants

Fuzzing Loop
Queue of
Interesting Inputs

b(log2 hit(e) + 1)c

e∈E
/ cut (T )

PoC Inputs

Run
Instrumented PUT

UAF Bug
Analyzer

where hit(e) denotes the number of times an edge e is exercised, and δ ∈ (0, 1) is the weight penalizing seeds covering
non-cut edges. In our main experiments, we use δ = 0.5 according to our preliminary experiments. To deal with the path
explosion induced by loops, we use bucketing [1]: the hit
count is bucketized to small powers of two.

Static Analysis
Crashing Inputs

Static Calculator

CG

UAF
Bug Trace

CFGs

PUT

Figure 6: Overview of UAF UZZ workflow.
4.4.2

Energy Assignment

We propose a power schedule function that assigns energy
to a seed using a combination of the three metrics that we
have proposed: the prefix target similarity metric tP (s, T )
(Section 4.2.2), the UAF-based seed distance d(s, T ) (Section 4.3.2), and the cut-edge coverage metric es (s, T ) (Section 4.4.1). The idea of our power schedule is to assign energy
to a seed s proportionally to the number of targets covered
in sequence tP (s, T ), with a corrective factor based on seed
distance d and cut-edge coverage es . Indeed, our power function (corresponding to ASSIGN _ ENERGY in Algorithm 1) is
defined as:
p(s, T ) , (1 + tP (s, T )) × ẽs (s, T ) × (1 − d˜s (s, T ))
Because their actual value is not as meaningful as the length
of the covered prefix, but they allow to rank the seeds, we
apply a min-max normalization [2] to get a normalized seed
distance (d˜s (s, T )) and normalized cut-edge score (ẽs (s, T )).
s (s,T )−minD
For example, d˜s (s, T ) = dmaxD−minD
where minD, maxD denote the minimum and maximum value of seed distance so
far. Note that both metric scores are in (0, 1), i.e. can only
reduce the assigned energy when their score is bad.

4.5

Postprocess and Bug Triage

Since UAF bugs are often silent, all seeds generated by a
directed fuzzer must a priori be sent to a bug triager (typically, a profiling tool such as VALGRIND) in order to confirm
whether they are bug triggering input or not. Yet, this can be
extremely expensive as fuzzers generate a huge amount of
seeds and bug triagers are expensive.
Fortunately, the target similarity metric allows UAF UZZ to
compute the sequence of covered targets of each fuzzed input
at runtime. This information is available for free for each seed
once it has been created and executed. We capitalize on it
in order to pre-identify likely-bug triggering seeds, i.e. seeds
that indeed cover the three UAF events in sequence. Then,
the bug triager is run only over these pre-identified seeds, the
other ones being simply discarded – potentially saving a huge
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We implement our results in a UAF-oriented binary-level
directed fuzzer named UAF UZZ. Figure 6 depicts an overview
of the main components of UAF UZZ. The input of the overall system are a set of initial seeds, the PUT in binary and
target locations extracted from the bug trace. The output is
a set of unique bug-triggering inputs. The prototype is built
upon AFL 2.52b [1] and QEMU 2.10.0 for fuzzing, and the
binary analysis platform B INSEC [4] for (lightweight) static
analysis. These two components share information such as
target locations, time budget and fuzzing status.

6
6.1

Experimental Evaluation
Research Questions

To evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of our approach,
we investigate four principal research questions:
RQ1. UAF Bug-reproducing Ability Can UAF UZZ outperform other directed fuzzing techniques in terms of UAF
bug reproduction in executables?
RQ2. UAF Overhead How does UAF UZZ compare to other
directed fuzzing approaches w.r.t. instrumentation time
and runtime overheads?
RQ3. UAF Triage How much does UAF UZZ reduce the
number of inputs to be sent to the bug triage step?
RQ4. Individual Contribution How much does each UAF UZZ component contribute to the overall results?
We will also evaluate UAF UZZ in the context of patch testing,
another important application of directed fuzzing [25, 28, 59].

6.2

Evaluation Setup

Evaluation Fuzzers. We aim to compare UAF UZZ with stateof-the-art directed fuzzers, namely AFLG O [2] and H AWK EYE [28], using AFL-QEMU as a baseline (binary-level
coverage-based fuzzing). Unfortunately, both AFLG O and
H AWKEYE work on source code, and while AFLG O is open
source, H AWKEYE is not available. Hence, we implemented
binary-level versions of AFLG O and H AWKEYE, coined as
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AFLG O B and H AWKEYE B. We closely follow the original
papers, and, for AFLG O, use the source code as a reference.
AFLG O B and H AWKEYE B are implemented on top of AFLQEMU, following the generic architecture of UAF UZZ but
with dedicated distance, seed selection and power schedule
mechanisms. Table 2 summarizes our different fuzzer implementations and a comparison with their original counterparts.
Table 2: Overview of main techniques of greybox fuzzers.
Our own implementations are marked with ? .
Fuzzer

Directed

Binary?

Distance

Seed Selection

Power Schedule

AFL-QEMU

7

3

–

AFL

AFL

Mutation
AFL

AFLG O
AFLG O B?

3
3

7
3

CFG-based
∼ AFLG O

∼ AFL
∼ AFLG O

Annealing
∼ AFLG O

∼ AFL
∼ AFLG O

H AWKEYE
H AWKEYE B?

3
3

7
3

AAFD
∼ H AWKEYE

distance-based
∼ H AWKEYE

Trace fairness
≈ H AWKEYE

Adaptive
∼ AFLG O

UAF UZZ?

3

3

UAF-based

Targets-based

UAF-based

∼ AFLG O

Table 3: Overview of our evaluation benchmark

UAF Fuzzing Benchmark. The standard UAF micro benchmark Juliet Test Suite [56] for static analyzers is too simple
for fuzzing. No macro benchmark actually assesses the effectiveness of UAF detectors – the widely used LAVA [36] only
contains buffer overflows. Thus, we construct a new UAF
benchmark according to the following rationale:
1. The subjects are real-world popular and fairly large
security-critical programs;
2. The benchmark includes UAF bugs found by existing
fuzzers from the fuzzing litterature [1, 26, 28, 40] or
collected from NVD [20]. Especially, we include all
UAF bugs found by directed fuzzers;
3. The bug report provides detailed information (e.g., buggy
version and the stack trace), so that we can identify target
locations for fuzzers.
In summary, we have 13 known UAF vulnerabilities (2 from
directed fuzzers) over 11 real-world C programs whose sizes
vary from 26 Kb to 3.8 Mb. Furthermore, selected programs
range from image processing to data archiving, video processing and web development. Our benchmark is therefore
representative of different UAF vulnerabilities of real-world
programs. Table 3 presents our evaluation benchmark.
Evaluation Configurations. We follow the recommendations for fuzzing evaluations [43] and use the same fuzzing
configurations and hardware resources for all experiments.
Experiments are conducted 10 times with a time budget depending on the PUT. We use as input seed either an empty
file or existing valid files provided by developers. We do not
use any token dictionary. All experiments were carried out
on an Intel Xeon CPU E3-1505M v6 @ 3.00GHz CPU with
32GB RAM and Ubuntu 16.04 64-bit.

6.3

UAF Bug-reproducing Ability (RQ1)

Protocol. We compare the different fuzzers on our 13 UAF
vulnerabilities using Time-to-Exposure (TTE), i.e. the time
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GIFLIB
lrzip
yasm
Binutils
jpegoptim
mjs
mjs
lrzip
Recutils
NASM
Gifsicle
bzip2
Binutils

giflib-bug-74
CVE-2018-11496
yasm-issue-91
CVE-2016-4487
CVE-2018-11416
mjs-issue-78
mjs-issue-73
CVE-2018-10685
CVE-2019-6455
CVE-2017-10686
gifsicle-issue-122
CVE-2016-3189
CVE-2016-20623

AFL-QEMU

150

Type

59 Kb
581 Kb
1.4 Mb
3.8 Mb
62 Kb
255 Kb
254 Kb
576 Kb
604 Kb
1.8 Mb
374 Kb
26 Kb
1.0 Mb

AFLG O B

Bug
Crash

DF
UAF
UAF
UAF
DF
UAF
UAF
UAF
DF
UAF
DF
UAF
UAF

H AWKEYE B

119
100

We evaluate the implementation of AFLG O B (Appendix B,
Appendix) and find it very close to the original AFLG O after
accounting for emulation overhead.

Program
Project
Size

Bug ID

85

16.1

89

16.6

#Targets
in trace

7
7
7
3
7
7
7
7
7
3
7
3
7

7
12
19
7
5
19
28
7
15
10
11
5
7

UAF UZZ
18.6

25
20
15

67

9.0

50

10
5

0

Total Success Runs

Total µTTE (h)

(higher is better)

(lower is better)

0

Figure 7: Summary of fuzzing performance (RQ1)
elapsed until first bug-triggering input, and number of success
runs in which a fuzzer triggers the bug. In case a fuzzer cannot
detect the bug within the time budget, the run’s TTE is set
to the time budget. Following existing work [25, 28], we use
the Vargha-Delaney statistic (Â12 ) metric [69] 6 to assess the
confidence that one tool outperforms another. Code coverage
is not relevant for directed fuzzers.
Results. Figure 7 presents a consolidated view of the results
(total success runs and TTE – we denote by µTTE the average
TTE observed for each sample over 10 runs). Appendix A
contains additional information about consolidated VarghaDelaney statistics (Table 4).
Figure 7 (and Table 4) show that UAF UZZ clearly outperforms the other fuzzers both in total success runs (vs. 2nd best
AFLG O B: +34% in total, up to +300%) and in TTE (vs. 2nd
best AFLG O B, total: 2.0×, avg: 6.7×, max: 43×). In some
specific cases,UAF UZZ saves roughly 10,000s of TTE over
AFLG O B or goes from 0/10 successes to 7/10. The Â12 value
of UAF UZZ against other fuzzers is also significantly above
the conventional large effect size 0.71 [69], as shown in Table 4 (vs. 2nd best AFLG O B, avg: 0.78, median: 0.80, min:
0.52).
UAF UZZ significantly outperforms state-of-the-art directed fuzzers in terms of UAF bugs reproduction with a
high confidence level.
Note that performance of AFLG O B and H AWKEYE B
w.r.t. their original source-level counterparts are representative (cf. Appendix B).
6 Value between 0 and 1, the higher the better. Values above the conventionally large effect size of 0.71 are considered highly relevant [69].
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AFLG O

200

UAF UZZ

AFL-QEMU

UAF UZZ
150

165.9
115.3

150

AFLG O B

150

111.3

105
100

100

111

AFLG O B–ss
119

89

AFLG O B–ds

UAF UZZ

15.6
12.3

15
11.1
9.0

100
50

50

50

0

0

20

10
5

11.3
0

Total Instrumentation Time (min)

Total Executions Done (M)

(lower is better)

(higher is better)

Figure 8: Global overhead (RQ2)
AFL-QEMU

15
11.1

AFLG O B

H AWKEYE B

UAF UZZ

10
763

5
0

1,500
1,000

6.6

500
0.8

75

Total Triaging Inputs (K)

Total Triaging Time (s)

(lower is better)

(lower is better)

0

Figure 9: Summary of bugs triage (RQ3)

6.4

UAF Overhead (RQ2)

Protocol. We are interested in both (1) instrumentation-time
overhead and (2) runtime overhead. For (1), we simply compute the total instrumentation time of UAF UZZ and we compare it to the instrumentation time of AFLG O. For (2), we
compute the total number of executions per second of UAF UZZ and compare it AFL-QEMU taken as a baseline.
Results. Consolidated results for both instrumentation-time
and runtime overhead are presented in Figure 8 (number of
executions per second is replaced by the total number of executions performed in the same time budget). This figure
shows that UAF UZZ is an order of magnitude faster than the
state-of-the-art source-based directed fuzzer AFLG O in the
instrumentation phase, and has almost the same total number of executions per second as AFL-QEMU. Appendix C
contains additional results with detailed instrumentation time
(Figure 12) and runtime statistics (Figure 14), as well as instrumentation time for AFLG O B and H AWKEYE B (Figure 13).
UAF UZZ enjoys both a lightweight instrumentation time
and a minimal runtime overhead.

6.5

Total µTTE (h)

(higher is better)

(lower is better)

0

Figure 10: Impact of each components (RQ4)

1,286 1,284

11.9

Total Success Runs

UAF Triage (RQ3)

• The TIR of UAF UZZ is 9.2% in total (avg: 7.25%, median: 3.14%, best: 0.24%, worst: 30.22%) – sparing up
to 99.76% of input seeds for confirmation, and is always
less than 9% except for sample mjs;
• Figure 15 shows that UAF UZZ spends the smallest
amount of time in bug triage, i.e. 75s (avg: 6s, min: 1s,
max: 24s) for a total speedup of 17× over AFLG O B
(max: 130×, avg: 39×).
UAF UZZ reduces a large portion (i.e., more than 90%) of
triaging inputs in the post-processing phase. Subsequently,
UAF UZZ only spends several seconds in this step, winning an order of magnitude compared to standard directed
fuzzers.

6.6

Individual Contribution (RQ4)

Protocol. We compare four different versions of our prototype, representing a continuum between AFLG O and UAF UZZ: (1) the basic AFLG O represented by AFLG O B, (2)
AFLG O B–ss adds our seed selection metric to AFLG O B,
(3) AFLG O B–ds adds the UAF-based function distance to
AFLG O B–ss, and finally (4) UAF UZZ adds our dedicated
power schedule to AFLG O B–ds. We consider the previous RQ1 metrics: number of success runs, TTE and VarghaDelaney. Our goal is to assess whether or not these technical
improvements do lead to fuzzing performance improvements.
Results. Consolidated results for success runs and TTE are
represented in Figure 10. Appendix E includes detailed results
plus Vargha-Delaney metric (Table 7).
As summarized in Figure 10, we can observe that each new
component does improve both TTE and number of success
runs, leading indeed to fuzzing improvement. Detailed results
in Table 7 with Â12 values show the same clear trend.
The UAF-based distance computation, the power scheduling and the seed selection heuristic individually contribute
to improve fuzzing performance, and combining them
yield even further improvements, demonstrating their interest and complementarity.

Protocol. We consider the total number of triaging inputs
(number of inputs sent to the triaging step), the triaging inputs
rate TIR (ratio between the total number of generated inputs
and those sent to triaging) and the total triaging time (time
spent within the triaging step). Since other fuzzers cannot
identify inputs reaching targets during the fuzzing process,
we conservatively analyze all inputs generated by the these
fuzzers in the bug triage step (TIR = 1).

6.7

Results. Consolidated results are presented in Figure 9, detailed results in Appendix D, Table 6 and Figure 15.

Patch testing. The idea is to use bug stack traces of known
UAF bugs to guide testing on the patched version of the PUT
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– instead of the buggy version as in bug reproduction. The
benefit from the bug hunting point of view [17] is both to try
finding buggy or incomplete patches and to focus testing on
a priori fragile parts of the code, possibly discovering bugs
unrelated to the patch itself.
How to. We follow bug hunting practice [17]. Starting from
the recent publicly disclosed UAF bugs of open source programs, we manually identify addresses of relevant call instructions in the reported bug stack traces since the code has
been evolved. We focus mainly on 3 widely-used programs
that have been well fuzzed and maintained by the developers,
namely GNU patch, GPAC and Perl 5 (737K lines of C code
and 5 known bug traces in total). We also consider 3 other
codes: MuPDF, Boolector and fontforge (+1,196Kloc).
Results. Overall UAF UZZ has found and reported 30 new
bugs, including 11 new UAF bugs and 7 new CVE (details
in Appendix F, Table 8). At this time, 17 bugs have been fixed
by the vendors. Interestingly, the bugs found in GNU patch
(Appendix F) and GPAC were actually buggy patches.
UAF UZZ has been proven effective in a patch testing
setting, allowing to find 30 new bugs (incl. 7 new CVE) in
6 widely-used programs.

6.8

Threats to Validity

Implementation. Our prototype is implemented as part of
the binary-level code analysis framework B INSEC [34, 35],
whose efficiency and robustness have been demonstrated in
prior large scale studies on both adversarial code and managed
code [22,33,63], and on top of the popular fuzzer AFL-QEMU.
Effectiveness and correctness of UAF UZZ have been assessed
on several bug traces from real programs, as well as on small
samples from the Juliet Test Suite. All reported UAF bugs
have been manually checked.
Benchmark. Our benchmark is built on both real codes and
real bugs, and encompass several bugs found by recent fuzzing
techniques of well-known open source codes (including all
UAF bugs found by directed fuzzers).
Competitors. We consider the best state-of-the-art techniques
in directed fuzzing, namely AFLG O [25] and H AWKEYE [28].
Unfortunately, H AWKEYE is not available and AFLG O works
on source code only. Thus, we re-implement these technologies in our own framework. We followed the available information (article, source code if any) as close as possible, and
did our best to get precise implementations. They have both
been checked on real programs and small samples, and the
comparison against AFLG O source (Appendix B) and our
own AFLG O B implementation is conclusive.

7

Related Work

Directed Greybox Fuzzing. AFLG O [25] and H AWK EYE [28] have already been discussed. LOLLY [49] provides a lightweight instrumentation to measure the sequence
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basic block coverage of inputs, yet, at the price of a large
runtime overhead. S EEDED F UZZ [71] seeks to generate a set
of initial seeds that improves directed fuzzing performance.
S EM F UZZ [74] leverages vulnerability-related texts such as
CVE reports to guide fuzzing. 1 DV UL [59] discovers 1-day
vulnerabilities via binary patches.
UAF UZZ is the first directed fuzzer tailored to UAF bugs,
and one of the very few [59] able to handle binary code.
Coverage-based Greybox Fuzzing. AFL [1] is the seminal
coverage-guided greybox fuzzer. Substantial efforts have been
conducted in the last few years to improve over it [26, 40, 46].
Also, many efforts have been fruitfully invested in combining
fuzzing with other approaches, such as static analysis [40, 47],
dynamic taint analysis [29, 30, 62], symbolic execution [58,
67, 76] or machine learning [41, 66].
Recently, UAFL [70] - another independent research effort
on the same problem, specialized coverage-guided fuzzing to
detect UAFs by finding operation sequences potentially violating a typestate property and then guiding the fuzzing process
to trigger property violations. However, this approach relies
heavily on the static analysis of source code, therefore is not
applicable at binary-level.
Our technique is orthogonal to all these improvements, they
could be reused within UAF UZZ as is.
UAF Detection. Precise static UAF detection is difficult.
GUEB [12] is the only binary-level static analyzer for UAF.
The technique can be combined with dynamic symbolic execution to generate PoC inputs [38], yet with scalability issues. On the other hand, several UAF source-level static detectors exist, based on abstract interpretation [32], pointer
analysis [72], pattern matching [57], model checking [44] or
demand-driven pointer analysis [68]. A common weakness of
all static detectors is their inability to infer triggering input –
they rather prove their absence.
Dynamic UAF detectors mainly rely on heavyweight instrumentation [9, 27, 55] and result in high runtime overhead,
even more for closed source programs. ASan [65] performs
lightweight instrumentation, but at source level only.
UAF Fuzzing Benchmark. While the Juliet Test Suite [56]
(CWE-415, CWE-416)7 contains only too small programs,
popular fuzzing benchmarks [7, 11, 16, 36, 64] comprise only
very few UAF bugs. Moreover, many of these benchmarks
contain either artificial bugs [7, 16, 36, 64] or artificial programs [56].
Merging our evaluation benchmark (known UAF) and our
new UAF bugs, we provide the largest fuzzing benchmark
dedicated to UAF – 17 real codes and 30 real bugs

8

Conclusion

UAF UZZ is the first directed greybox fuzzing approach tailored to detecting UAF vulnerabilities (in binary) given only
the bug stack trace. UAF UZZ outperforms existing directed
fuzzers, both in terms of time to bug exposure and number of
7 Juliet

is mostly used for the evaluation of C/C++ static analysis tools.
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successful runs. UAF UZZ has been proven effective in both
bug reproduction and patch testing. We release the source
code of UAF UZZ and the UAF fuzzing benchmark at:

[24] Marcel Böhme. Assurance in software testing: A roadmap. In Proceedings of the 41st International Conference on Software Engineering:
New Ideas and Emerging Results, ICSE-NIER ’19, 2019.

https://github.com/strongcourage/uafuzz
https://github.com/strongcourage/uafbench

[25] Marcel Böhme, Van-Thuan Pham, Manh-Dung Nguyen, and Abhik
Roychoudhury. Directed greybox fuzzing. In Proceedings of the 2017
ACM SIGSAC Conference on Computer and Communications Security
(CCS’17), 2017.
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A

UAF Bug-reproducing Ability (RQ1)

We present in this section additional results regarding RQ1
including more detailed experimental reports.
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Experimental results. Table 4 summarizes the fuzzing performance of 4 binary-based fuzzers against our benchmark by
providing the total number of covered paths, the total number
of success runs and the max/min/average/median values of
Factor and Â12 . Table 5 compares our fuzzer UAF UZZ with
several variants of directed fuzzers AFLG O.
Table 4: Summary of bug reproduction of UAF UZZ compared
to other fuzzers against our fuzzing benchmark. Statistically
significant results Â12 ≥ 0.71 are marked as bold.
Fuzzer

Total
Avg Paths

Success
Runs

Mdn

Factor
Avg
Min

Max

Mdn

Avg

Min

Max

AFL-QEMU
AFLG O B
H AWKEYE B
UAF UZZ

10.6K
11.1K
7.3K
8.2K

85 (+40%)
89 (+34%)
67 (+78%)
119

2.01
1.96
2.90
–

6.66
6.73
8.96
–

46.63
43.34
64.29
–

0.82
0.80
0.88
–

0.78
0.78
0.86
–

0.29
0.52
0.56
–

1.00
1.00
1.00
–

Bug ID

B

AFLG O (source)
Runs µTTE(s)
10
62
10
2
10
307
10
676
10
78
10
1417
9
5207
10
74
5
1090
8
4161
10
72
10
177
112
3.7

AFLG OF (source)
Runs
µTTE(s)
10
281
10
38
8
2935
10
1386
7
1219
3
9706
3
34210
9
1072
0
20296
7
25881
10
206
10
1329
87
27.4

AFLG O B
Runs µTTE(s)
9
478
10
22
8
2427
6
2427
10
303
4
8755
0
10800
9
305
5
1213
6
9811
10
158
9
3169
86
10.1

UAF UZZ
Runs µTTE(s)
10
209
10
14
10
56
6
2110
10
235
9
4197
7
4881
10
156
10
438
7
9853
10
141
10
128
109
6.2

Regarding implementations of AFLG O B
and H AWKEYE B

Comparison between AFLG O B and source-based
AFLG O. We want to evaluate how close our implementation
of AFLG O B is from the original AFLG O, in order to assess
the degree of confidence we can have in our results – we do
not do it for H AWKEYE B as H AWKEYE is not available.
AFLG O unsurprisingly performs better than AFLG O B and
UAF UZZ (Figure 11, Table 5 in Appendix). This is largely
due to the emulation runtime overhead of QEMU, a welldocumented fact. Still, surprisingly enough, UAF UZZ can
find the bugs faster than AFLG O in 4 samples, demonstrating
its efficiency.
Yet, more interestingly, Figure 11 also shows that once emulation overhead 8 is taken into account (yielding AFLG OF ,
the expected binary-level performance of AFLG O), then
AFLG O B is in line with AFLG OF (and even shows better
TTE) – UAF UZZ even significantly outperforms AFLG OF .
8 We estimate for each sample an overhead factor f by comparing the
number of executions per second in both AFL and AFL-QEMU, then multiply the computation time of AFLG O by f – f varies from 2.05 to 22.5 in
our samples.
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AFLG OF

AFLG O B

30

27.4

109
87

UAF UZZ

86

20
10.1

50

6.2

3.7
0

Total Success Runs

Total µTTE (h)

(higher is better)

(lower is better)

10
0

Figure 11: Summary of fuzzing performance of 4 fuzzers
against our benchmark, except CVE-2017-10686 due to compilation issues of AFLG O.

Â12

Table 5: Bug reproduction of AFLG O against our benchmark except CVE-2017-10686 due to compilation issues of
AFLG O. Numbers in red are the best µTTEs.

giflib-bug-74
CVE-2018-11496
yasm-issue-91
CVE-2016-4487
CVE-2018-11416
mjs-issue-78
mjs-issue-73
CVE-2018-10685
CVE-2019-6455
gifsicle-issue-122
CVE-2016-3189
CVE-2018-20623
Total Success Runs
Total µTTE (h)

112
100

Performance of AFLG O B is in line with the original
AFLG O once QEMU overhead is taken into account,
allowing a fair comparison with UAF UZZ. UAF UZZ
nonetheless performs relatively well on UAF compared
with the source-based directed fuzzer AFLG O, demonstrating the benefit of our original fuzzing mechanisms.
About performance of H AWKEYE B in RQ1. H AWKEYE B
performs significantly worse than AFLG O B and UAF UZZ
in §6.3. We cannot compare H AWKEYE B with H AWKEYE
as H AWKEYE is not available. Still, we investigate that issue
and found that this is mostly due to a large runtime overhead spent calculating the target similarity metric. Indeed,
according to the H AWKEYE original paper [28], this computation involves some quadratic computation over the total
number of functions in the code under test. On our samples
this number quickly becomes important (up to 772) while the
number of targets (UAF UZZ) remains small (up to 28). A
few examples: CVE-2017-10686: 772 functions vs 10 targets; gifsicle-issue-122: 516 functions vs 11 targets;
mjs-issue-78: 450 functions vs 19 targets. Hence, we can
conclude that on our samples the performance of H AWKEYE B
are in line with what is expected from H AWKEYE algorithm.

C
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Figure 12: Average instrumentation time in seconds (except
CVE-2017-10686 due to compilation issues of AFLG O).
Additional data. We first provide additional results for RQ2.
Figures 12 and 13 compare the average instrumentation time
between, respectively, UAF UZZ and the source-based directed
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Instrumentation time (s)

Detailed results. We now discuss experimental results regarding overhead in more depth than what was done in §6.4.
• Figures 8 and 12 show that UAF UZZ is an order of
magnitude faster than the state-of-the-art source-based
directed fuzzer AFLG O in the instrumentation phase
(14.7× faster in total). For example, UAF UZZ spends
only 23s (i.e., 64× less than AFLG O) in processing the
large program readelf of Binutils;
• Figures 8 and 14 show that UAF UZZ has almost the
same total number of executions per second as AFLQEMU (-4% in total, -12% in average), meaning that
its overhead is negligible.
• Figure 13 shows that H AWKEYE B is sometimes significantly slower than UAF UZZ (2×). This is mainly
because of the cost of target function trace closure calculation on large examples with many functions (cf. §6.3).
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Figure 13: Average instrumentation time in seconds.
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Figure 15: Average triaging time in seconds.
Table 6: Average number of triaging inputs of 4 fuzzers
against our tested subjects. For UAF UZZ, the TIR values
are in parentheses.
Bug ID
giflib-bug-74
CVE-2018-11496
yasm-issue-91
CVE-2016-4487
CVE-2018-11416
mjs-issue-78
mjs-issue-73
CVE-2018-10685
CVE-2019-6455
CVE-2017-10686
gifsicle-issue-122
CVE-2016-3189
CVE-2018-20623
Total

AFL-QEMU
200.9
409.6
2115.3
933.1
21.5
1226.9
1505.6
414.2
243.2
2416.9
405.0
377.9
804.0
11.1K

AFLG O B
177.0
351.7
2023.0
1367.2
21.0
1537.8
1375.9
402.1
238.1
2517.0
431.7
764.7
724.2
11.9K

H AWKEYE B
139.9
332.5
326.6
900.2
21.0
734.6
745.6
328.9
211.1
1765.2
378.5
126.4
625.1
6.6K

UAF UZZ
10.0 (5.31%)
5.4 (4.08%)
37.4 (2.72%)
2.5 (0.24%)
1.0 (4.76%)
262.3 (30.22%)
252.2 (29.25%)
12.6 (3.14%)
6.9 (1.57%)
214.3 (8.96%)
3.3 (0.86%)
7.1 (1.69%)
5.4 (1.39 %)
820 (7.25%)

Table 7: Bug reproduction on 4 fuzzers against our benchmark. Â12A and Â12U denote the Vargha-Delaney values of
AFLG O B and UAF UZZ. Statistically significant results for
Â12 (e.g., Â12A ≤ 0.29 or Â12U ≥ 0.71) are in bold.
Fuzzers
Total Success Runs
Total µTTE (h)
Average Â12A
Average Â12U

AFLG O B
89
15.6
–
0.78

AFLG O B–ss
105 (+18.0%)
12.3
0.29
0.54

AFLG O B–ds
111 (+24.7%)
11.1
0.37
0.64

UAF UZZ
119 (+33.7%)
9.0
0.22
–

UAF UZZ

AFLG O B–ss and AFLG O B–ds compared to AFLG O B and
our tool UAF UZZ against our benchmark.

103

Figure 14: Total executions done in all runs.

UAF Triage (RQ3)

We provide additional results for RQ3: Figure 15 and Table 6
show the average triaging time and number of triaging inputs
(including TIR values for UAF UZZ) of 4 fuzzers against our
benchmark.
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AFL-QEMU

Triaging Time (s)

fuzzer AFLG O; and UAF UZZ and the two binary-based directed fuzzers AFLG O B and H AWKEYE B. Figure 14 shows
the total execution done of AFL-QEMU and UAF UZZ for
each subject in our benchmark.

Individual Contribution (RQ4)

We provide additional results for RQ4. Table 7 shows
the fuzzing performance of 2 AFLG O B-based variants

USENIX Association

F

Patch Testing & Zero-days

We provide additional results for patch testing (Table 8), as
well as a detailed discussion on the GNU Patch buggy
patch.
Zoom: GNU Patch buggy patch. We use
CVE-2018-6952 [6] to demonstrate the effectiveness
of UAF UZZ in exposing unknown UAF vulnerabilities. GNU
patch [10] takes a patch file containing a list of differences
and applies them to the original file. Listing 3 shows the
code fragment of CVE-2018-6952 which is a double free
in the latest version 2.7.6 of GNU patch. Interestingly, by
using the stack trace of this CVE as shown in Figure 16,
UAF UZZ successfully discovered an incomplete bug fix [8]
CVE-2019-20633 in the latest commit 76e7758, with a slight
difference of the bug stack trace (i.e., the call of savebuf()
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1
2
3
4

File: src/patch.c
int main (int argc , char ** argv ) {...
while (0 < ( got_hunk = another_hunk ( diff_type , reverse
))) { /* Apply each hunk of patch */ ... }
...}

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

File: src/pch.c
int another_hunk (enum diff difftype , bool rev ) { ...
while ( p_end >= 0) {
if ( p_end == p_efake ) p_end = p_bfake ;
else free ( p_line [ p_end ]) ; /* Free and Use event */
p_end - -;
} ...
while ( p_end < p_max ) { ...
switch(* buf ) { ...
case ’+ ’: case ’! ’: /* Our bug CVE-2019-20633 */ ...
p_line [ p_end ] = savebuf (s , chars_read ); ...
case ’ ’: /* CVE-2018-6952 */ ...
p_line [ p_end ] = savebuf (s , chars_read ); ...
...}
...}
... }

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

File: src/util.c
/* Allocate a unique area for a string. */
char * savebuf (char const *s , size_t size ) { ...
rv = malloc ( size ); /* Alloc event */ ...
memcpy (rv , s , size );
return rv ;
}

Listing 3: Code fragment of GNU patch pertaining to the
UAF vulnerability CVE-2018-6952.

in another_hunk()).
Technically, GNU patch takes an input patch file containing
multiple hunks (line 3) that are split into multiple strings us-

==330==
==330==
==330==
==330==
==330==
==330==
==330==
==330==
==330==
==330==
==330==
==330==
==330==

Invalid free() / delete / delete[] / realloc()
at 0x402D358: free (in vgpreload_memcheck-x86-linux.so)
by 0x8052E11: another_hunk (pch.c:1185)
by 0x804C06C: main (patch.c:396)
Address 0x4283540 is 0 bytes inside a block of size 2 free’d
at 0x402D358: free (in vgpreload_memcheck-x86-linux.so)
by 0x8052E11: another_hunk (pch.c:1185)
by 0x804C06C: main (patch.c:396)
Block was alloc’d at
at 0x402C17C: malloc (in vgpreload_memcheck-x86-linux.so)
by 0x805A821: savebuf (util.c:861)
by 0x805423C: another_hunk (pch.c:1504)
by 0x804C06C: main (patch.c:396)

Figure 16: The bug trace of CVE-2018-6952 produced by
VALGRIND.

ing special characters as delimiter via *buf in the switch case
(line 14). GNU patch then reads and parses each string stored
in p_line that is dynamically allocated on the memory using
malloc() in savebuf() (line 26) until the last line of this
hunk has been processed. Otherwise, GNU patch deallocates
the most recently processed string using free() (line 10). Our
reported bug and CVE-2018-6952 share the same free and use
event, but have a different stack trace leading to the same alloc
event. Actually, while the PoC input generated by UAF UZZ
contains two characters ‘!’, the PoC of CVE-2018-6952 does
not contain this character, consequently the case in line 16
was previously uncovered, and thus this CVE had been incompletely fixed. This case study shows the importance of
producing different unique bug-triggering inputs to favor the
repair process and help complete bug fixing.

Table 8: Summary of zero-day vulnerabilities reported by our fuzzer.
Program

GPAC

62

Code Size

545K

GNU patch

7K

Perl 5

184K

MuPDF
Boolector

539K
79K

fontforge

578K

Version (Commit)
0.7.1 (987169b)
0.8.0 (56eaea8)
0.8.0 (56eaea8)
0.8.0 (56eaea8)
0.8.0 (5b37b21)
0.7.1 (987169b)
0.7.1 (987169b)
0.7.1 (987169b)
0.7.1 (987169b)
0.7.1 (987169b)
0.7.1 (987169b)
0.7.1 (987169b)
0.7.1 (987169b)
0.8.0 (5b37b21)
0.8.0 (5b37b21)
2.7.6 (76e7758)
2.7.6 (76e7758)
2.7.6 (76e7758)
5.31.3 (a3c7756)
5.31.3 (a3c7756)
5.31.3 (a3c7756)
5.31.3 (a3c7756)
5.31.3 (a3c7756)
5.31.3 (a3c7756)
5.31.3 (a3c7756)
5.31.3 (45f8e7b)
1.16.1 (6566de7)
3.2.1 (3249ae0 )
20200314 (1604c74)
20200314 (1604c74)

Bug ID
#1269
#1440-1
#1440-2
#1440-3
#1427
#1263
#1264
#1265
#1266
#1267
#1268
#1270
#1271
#1445
#1446
#56683
#56681
#56684
#134324
#134326
#134329
#134322
#134325
#134327
#134328
#134342
#702253
#90
#4266
#4267

Vulnerability Type
User after free
User after free
User after free
User after free
User after free
NULL pointer dereference
Heap buffer overflow
Invalid read
Invalid read
NULL pointer dereference
Heap buffer overflow
Invalid read
Invalid read
Heap buffer overflow
Stack buffer overflow
Double free
Assertion failure
Memory leak
Use after free
Use after free
User after free
NULL pointer dereference
Heap buffer overflow
Invalid read
Invalid read
Invalid read
Use after free
NULL pointer dereference
Use after free
NULL pointer dereference

Crash
7
7
7
7
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
7
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
7
3
3
3

Vulnerable Function
gf_m2ts_process_pmt
gf_isom_box_del
gf_isom_box_del
gf_isom_box_del
gf_m2ts_process_pmt
ilst_item_Read
gf_m2ts_process_pmt
gf_m2ts_process_pmt
gf_m2ts_process_pmt
gf_m2ts_process_pmt
BS_ReadByte
gf_list_count
gf_odf_delete_descriptor
gf_bs_read_data
gf_m2ts_get_adaptation_field
another_hunk
pch_swap
xmalloc
S_reg
Perl_regnext
Perl_regnext
do_clean_named_objs
S_reg
S_regmatch
S_regmatch
Perl_mro_isa_changed_in
fz_drop_band_writer
set_last_occurrence_of_symbols
SFDGetBitmapChar
SFDGetBitmapChar
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Status
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Confirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
Fixed
Fixed
Confirmed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Confirmed
Fixed
Confirmed

CVE
CVE-2019-20628
CVE-2020-11558
Pending
Pending

CVE-2019-20629

CVE-2019-20630
CVE-2019-20631
CVE-2019-20632

CVE-2019-20633
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Abstract
Smartwatches and wearable technology have proliferated
in the recent years featured by a seamless integration with
a paired smartphone. Many mobile applications now come
with a companion app that the mobile OS deploys on the
wearable. These execution environments expand the context
of mobile applications across more than one device, introducing new security and privacy issues. One such issue is that
current information flow analysis techniques can not capture
communication between devices. This can lead to undetected
privacy leaks when developers use these channels. In this
paper, we present WearFlow, a framework that uses static
analysis to detect sensitive data flows across mobile and wearable companion apps in Android. WearFlow augments taint
analysis capabilities to enable inter-device analysis of apps.
WearFlow models proprietary libraries embedded in Google
Play Services and instruments the mobile and wearable app
to allow for a precise information flow analysis between them.
We evaluate WearFlow on a test suite purposely designed to
cover different scenarios for the communication Mobile-Wear,
which we release as Wear-Bench. We also run WearFlow on
3K+ real-world apps and discover privacy violations in popular apps (10M+ downloads).

1

Introduction

Wearable devices are becoming increasingly popular and can
now run apps on appliances with large computing, storage,
and networking capabilities. According to Gartner, users will
spend $52 billion in wearable in 2020 [14], smartwatches
being the most popular gadget. The key feature of these devices is that they are all interconnected, and provide a usable
interface to interact with smartphones and cloud-based apps.
In Android, wearable devices interact with the smart phone
via Wear OS (previously, Android Wear). Wear OS is similar
to Android in terms of architecture and frameworks but it is
optimized for a wrist experience. Apps in Wear OS can run
as standalone programs or companion apps.
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King’s College London
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Wearable devices provide an additional interface with the
digital world, but they are also a potential source of vulnerabilities that increases the attack surface. For instance, a mobile
app could access sensitive information and share it with its
companion app in another device. Then, the companion app
could exfiltrate that information to the Internet. This landscape expands the context of mobile applications across more
than one device. Therefore, we cannot assess the security of
a mobile app by just looking at the mobile ecosystem in a
vacuum. Instead, we need to consider also the wearable app
as part of the same execution context.
Previous studies have exposed vulnerabilities on smartwatches and their ecosystem [10, 12, 16, 30]. However, these
works have mostly focused on the analysis of wearable apps in
isolation [12], their Bluetooth connectivity [16] or the usage
of third-party trackers [8]. To systematically study how apps
use sensitive data, the security community leverages information flow analysis [3, 9, 15, 18, 21, 32]. Recent works such
as COVERT [4], DidFail [18], and DialDroid [6] augment
the scope of the data tracking to include inter-app data flows
which use inter-component communication (ICC) methods.
These works expand the execution context from one mobile
app to a set of mobile apps.
In contrast to previous problems, information flow analysis in the wearable ecosystem needs to track sensitive data
across apps in different devices, i.e.: the handheld and the
wearable. In other words, it needs to consider that data flows
can propagate from the mobile app to its companion app (and
back) through the wireless connection. In Android, this communication is manged by Google Play Services, a proprietary
application which handles aspects like serialization, synchronization, and transmission (among other aspects within the
Android ecosystem).
In this work, we present WearFlow, a framework to enable
information flow analysis for wearable-enabled applications.
To achieve this, we create a model of Google Play Service by
leveraging the Wear OS Application Program Interface (API).
This enables WearFlow to capture inter-device flows. Thus,
we run taint analysis on each app and reason about flows in an
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extended context that comprises mobile and companion apps.
Our results show that WearFlow can detect Mobile-to-Wear
and Wear-to-Mobile data leaks with high precision and finds
evidences of misuse in the wild.1
In summary, we make the following contributions:
1. We propose WearFlow, an open-source tool that uses
a set of program analysis techniques to track sensitive data flows across mobile and wearable companion
apps. WearFlow includes library modeling, obfuscationresilient APIs identification, string value analysis, and
inter-device data tracking.
2. We develop WearBench, a novel benchmark to analyze
Mobile-Wear communications. This test suite contains
examples of mobile and wearable apps sharing and exfiltrating sensitive data using wearable APIs as the communication channel.
3. We conduct a large scale analysis of real-world apps.
Our analysis reveals that real-world apps use wearable
APIs to send sensitive information across devices. Our
findings show that developers are not using data sharing
APIs following the guidelines given by Google.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of wearable companion apps and Google
Play Services. Section 3 presents the security threats of the
Mobile-Wear ecosystem. We describe how we model Google
Play Services in Section 4. We present WearFlow in Section 5. We evaluate our solution and present the results of our
large scale analysis in Section 6. We discuss the limitations
of WearFlow and other related works in Sections 7 and 8.
Finally, we present our conclusions in Section 9.

2

Background

This section describes the Android-Wear ecosystem, including
how Wear applications communicate with their mobile or
handheld counter part via Google Play Services. We also
provide a motivation example to show the challenges behind
tracking data usage in this ecosystem.

2.1

Wearable apps

Wear OS is a stripped version of Android optimized to run
wearable apps on Android smartwatches. The capabilities of
these smartwatches range depending on the hardware of the
manufacturer. Apart from main components such as screen
and CPU, these devices incorporate an array of sensors including accelerometers, heart-rate and GPS among others.
The Wear OS provides an abstraction for apps to access those
sensors.
1 For

simplicity, we refer to term Mobile-Wear when we use Mobile-toWear and Wear-to-Mobile interchangeably.
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Wear OS adopts the same security model used to protect
its mobile counterpart. In Android, applications are sandboxed and installed with minimum permissions by default.
From Android 6.0, dangerous permissions are not granted at
installation-time, but during run-time. Permissions still need
to be declared on the app Manifest. The same permission
model applies to Wear apps, however the authorization process is independent. This is, permissions are not inherited
from the mobile app. The wearable app must request permission to access protected resources. These resources can be
either in the smartwatch or in the smartphone (the smartwatch
can also access resources in the smartphone and vice-versa
provided users grant the appropriate permissions).
Wear devices are also equipped with network connectivity
like Bluetooth, NFC, WiFi, or even access to cellular networks.
Most watches require a phone pairing process via Bluetooth
or WiFi. The pairing process establishes a low-level channel
that can be used by mobile apps to communicate with a companion app in the smartwatch. Note, however, that wearable
apps can run standalone apps (i.e., no mobile app needed)
from Wear OS 2.0. Figure 1 illustrates the interplay between
a mobile phone, a smartwatch and the network. We next describe how Wear OS enable apps to communicate with each
other (including to how they communicate with the mobile
companion app).

Figure 1: Communication between a mobile app, its companion, Google Play Services (GPS) and the network.

2.2

Google Play Services

While Android is an open-source OS, most “stock” Android
devices run proprietary software from manufacturers (OEMs)
and third-parties [13]. To access the Google Play Store,
Google requires phone manufacturers to include other core
modules such as Google Mobile Services (GMS). These services include Google apps (Maps, Youtube, etc.) and background services, also known as Google Play Services.
The Android ecosystem suffered a fragmentation problem
as OEMs were unable to keep up with Google updates [33].
In response to the security issues underlying the fragmentation problem, Google moved the most critical components
of Android to the Google Play Services bundle. This library
receives automated updates from the Play Store without involving OEMs or users. Google Play Services has two core
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components: i) a proprietary app that embeds the logic of the
different services offered by Google, and ii) a client library
that provides an interface to those services. Developers must
include the client library in their apps when accessing Googledependent services, including those regarding Wear. Figure 2
shows how the Google Play Services app interacts with the
client library using standard inter-process communication
(IPC) channels.

before being sent. The Data Layer takes care of transferring the data, bandwidth administration, and caching the
binaries.
3. Message are short bytes of text message that can be used
for controlling media players, starting intents on the
wearable from the mobile, or request/response communication. The MessageClient object provides the APIs to
send this type of asynchronous messages. Each message
is also identified by a path in the same way as DataItems.
4. A ChannelClient offers an alternative set of API methods to send large files for media formats like music and
video (in streaming as well) which save disk space over
Assets. ChannelClient are also identified by a unique
path.
The Wearable API also provides the callbacks to listen for
events receiving one of these four data types. Table 1 shows a
summary of these objects and their corresponding callbacks.
We omit the list of API methods due to space constrains. The
16 data types supported by DataItems can be found in the API
documentation.3

Figure 2: Google Play Services (GPS) architecture and update
process.
As of March of 2020, Google provides 19 different packages2 that allow developers to interface with all the Google
Play Services like Google Analytics, Cloud Messaging, Mobile Ads, or Wear OS among others. In particular, the package
com.google.android.gms.wearable gathers all the interfaces
exposed for wearable apps, including the APIs that enable
the communication between mobile and wearables apps. This
package is commonly referred as the Data Layer API.

2.3

Data Layer

The Data Layer API provides IPC capabilities to apps. This
API consists of a set of data objects, methods, and listeners
that apps can rely on to send data using four types of abstraction:
1. DataItem is a key-value style structure that provides automatic synchronisation between devices for payloads
up to 100KB. The keys are strings values, and the payload could be integers, strings or other 16 data types.
The DataClient APIs offers support to send DataItems
which are uniquely identified by a path (string value) in
the system.
2. Assets are objects that support large binaries of data like
images or audio. Assets are encapsulated into DataItems
2 https://developers.google.com/android/guides/setup
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2.4

Mobile-Wear Communication

Once two devices are paired, a mobile and its companion
apps can talk to each other through the Data Layer as long as
they are signed with the same certificate. This is a restriction
introduced for security reasons.
Apps can use the Data Layer to open synchronous and
asynchronous channels over the wireless channel. Table 1
shows the channel type corresponding to each abstraction of
the Data Layer.
The MessageClient (asynchronous API) exposes the methods to put a message into a queue without checking if the
message ever reaches its destination. This abstraction encapsulates the context of messages into a single API invocation,
for instance, destination and payload. In contrast, synchronous
channels (DataClient, ChannelClient) provide transparent
item synchronization across all devices connected to the network. Moreover, synchronous channels rely on many APIs
to provide context to one transmission. From now on, we
will use synchronous channels to explain the operation of the
Data Layer as these are more complex than asynchronous.
The context of one transmission consists of: node identifier,
channel type (table 1), channel path (string identifier), and
the data that will be transferred. Node identifier correspond
to string that represents a node in the Wear OS network. A
channel path represent a unique address which identifies each
open channel within a node. Finally the data is the payload of
the transmission.
An app can create many channels of the same type to send
different payloads to the companion app. Developers often
3 https://tinyurl.com/y4dwopqk
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Table 1: Map between the different data types and the available channels in the Data Layer API.
Data Type - Channel
Messages - MessageClient
DataItems - DataClient
Assets - DataClient
Channel - ChannelClient

Channel Type
Asynchronous/not-reliable
Synchronous/reliable
Synchronous/reliable
Synchronous/reliable

use path patterns to create a hierarchy that matches the project
structure to identify different channels. For instance, the path
example.message.normal can be used to request a normal
update, while the path example.message.urgent could indicate
an urgent request.
To initiate a Mobile-Wear communication, the sender app
needs to create the context of the channel through a sequence
of APIs calls. Then, the Google Play Services app in the
phone performs the transmission, handling the encapsulation,
serialization, and retransmission (if needed). In the smartwatch, Google Play Services receives the communication and
processes the data before handing it over to the wearable app.
The receiver app implements a listener that captures events
from Google Play Services. The listener could be defined in
a background service or an activity where the data is finally
processed.

2.5

Motivation Example

In this section, we describe an example of a data leak using
the DataItem channel. Here, a wearable app sends sensitive
information to the Internet after a mobile app transfers sensitive information through this channel. Listing 1 shows the
mobile app sending the geolocation and a constant string to
the companion wearable app.
First, the channel is created (line 4) with its corresponding
path. Then the geolocation and a string “hello” are added
to the channel in line 5, and 6 respectively. Finally, the
app synchronizes all the aggregated data in one API call
(synchronizeData) in line 7.
Listing 1: Simplified example of mobile app exfiltrating data
to the companion app.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

nodeID = getSmartwatchId ()
location = getGeolocation ()
text = " Hello "
channel = WearAPI . createChannel (" path_x ")
WearAPI . put ( channel , " sensitive " , location )
WearAPI . put ( channel , " greetings " , text )
WearAPI . synchronizeData ( nodeID , channel )

Listing 2 shows how the wearable app receives this transmission with the location data.
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Information
Bytes
16 types
Binaries
Files

Listeners
OnMessageReceived
OnDataChanged
OnDataChanged
OnChannelOpened

Listing 2: Example of companion app exfiltrating sensitive
data.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

event = WearAPI . getSynchronizationEvent ()
if ( event . path == " path_x "){
data = parseEvent ( event )
location = data [" secret "]
hello = data [" greetings "]
exposeToInternet ( location )
exposeToInternet ( hello )
} else if ( event . path == " path_y "){
do_something_else
}

First, the app fetches the event from the channel using the
Data Layer API (line 1). The developer uses a conditional

statement to execute actions depending on the event’s path.
Paths are the only way to characterize events that trigger
different data processing strategies when exchanging data
through a channel. Here, path_x (lines 3 to 7) corresponds
to the branch that handles the data sent by listing 1, which
includes the geolocation. In this case, the geolocation is sent
via a sink in the companion app to the Internet. The branch
path_y is used to process a different event.
On the receiver side, it also possible to specify the channel
path in the Manifest using an intent-filter. In this case, the
service only receives events which path is equal to the path
specified in the Manifest. However, it also possible to specify
a path prefix and then trigger different branches in the code.
For listener in activities, developers rely on indirect references
to the path on the code, like the example.

3

Security Threats in Wearable Ecosystem

The exchange of sensitive data between mobile and wearable
applications introduces risks in relation on how that data may
be handled by both the mobile and/or the wearable app. In
our case, we assume that the smartphone and smartwatch
will contain sensitive information like Personal Identifiable
Information (PII), contacts information, and biomedical data
that could be exfiltrated either from the smartphone or from
the smartwatch.
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3.1

Threat Model

We identify the following security risks that arise from the
transmission of PII in the mobile-wear ecosystem:
1. Re-delegation: The permission model in Android requires developers to declare the permissions of their
mobile and wearable apps separately. This enables mobile and wearable apps to engage in colluding behaviors [27]. For instance, a mobile app that requests the
READ_CONTACTS permission, can use the Data Layer APIs
to send the contact information to a wearable application
that does not have this permission. Similarly, a wearable
application could share sensor data such as heart rate or
other sensors with its corresponding mobile app without
requiring access to the Google Fit permissions.
2. Wearable data leaks: Wear OS includes APIs to perform
HTTP and other network requests to Internet facing services. This means that wearable apps have exactly the
same capabilities to exfiltrate data as regular mobile apps.
However, as already mentioned in Section 1, information
flow tools available today only account for data leaks that
happen directly via the mobile app (or via other apps in
the case of collusion). As of today, there are no methods
to detect data leaks through wearable interfaces.
3. Mobile data leaks: In a similar way, the mobile app could
exfiltrate sensitive data leaked from the wearable app
environment. An example of sensitive data unique to
the wearable is the heart rate. A mobile application can
pull this data and sent it over the network. Note that
while this threat can be materialized through a permission re-delegation attack, it is not strictly bound to this
attack. Instead, both apps can request permission to access specific sensitive data, but the taint is lost when data
is transmitted from the companion to the mobile app.
4. Layout obfuscation: Developers are increasingly using
obfuscation techniques to prevent reverse engineering
and to shrink the size of their apps [17]. Obfuscation
presents a challenge to information flows analysis when
it modifies the signature of relevant classes and methods.
In our case, the APIs from the Data Layer might be
obfuscated, and we cannot merely look at the signatures
of the API methods.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first framework
that models Mobile-Wear communication. As a consequence,
current frameworks fail to detect the situations above. This
happens either when developers are not following good coding practices or when miscreants intentionally try to evade
detection mechanism that rely on data-flow analysis.
For simplicity, we do not discuss how permissions are assigned. However, we note that the Motivation Example in
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section 2.5 relates to a re-delegation attack when the companion app does not require the geolocation permission. While
taint tracking tools are able to identify sensitive data flows
in the mobile app, they can not propagate the tracking to the
companion app. The simplest way to solve this is to consider
the execution context of the mobile (sender) and companion
(receiver) app as a single context. Thus, enabling us to reason about existing Mobile-Wear communication and to track
non-sensitive message individually.
Note that a Mobile-Wear taint tracking needs to consider
that data flows are combined in a single point when the sender
transmits the DataItem, and it separates again when the receiver app parses the event. This is shown in Listing 1, where
the Data Layer aggregates data (i.e., the geolocation and a
constant value) into a single channel. Finally, we note that an
attacker may use any other channel described in Section 2.3
to leak sensitive data, although the technical procedure will
defer.
Next, we show how we address this problem for all channels.

4

Modeling Google Play Services

WearFlow expands the context of taint-tracking analysis from
a single application to a richer execution environment that
includes the wearable ecosystem (i.e., the Wear OS).
Mobile-Wear taint tracking presents a different set of constrains and characteristics than Inter-Application and InterComponent communication analysis. In Wear OS, the communication between the smartphone and the wearable involves
the mobile app, Google Play Services, and the wearable app.
As Google Play Services library acts as a bridge between
the two, we need to model its behavior to track information
between the two apps.
As seen in the examples shown in Listings 1 and 2, wearable APIs are designed to send and receive data in batches.
This means that developers first insert the different items they
want to transmit between apps and then execute a synchronization API call. From a data analysis perspective, this means
that multiple data flows join into a single point when an app
invokes the synchronization API to send data. One possible solution would be to taint all the information exchanged.
However, this overestimation would result in a high number
of false positives. There is another challenge behind tracking
individual data flows in Wear OS, i.e.: Google Play Services
is not open source and it is implemented in native code, which
makes the data tracking more difficult [28].
In order to track these flows, we have created a model of
the Data Layer to generate a custom implementation of the
wearable client library. To create the model, we manually
inspected the wearable-APIs from the Data Layer, and built a
sequence of possible invocations and the effect of these APIs
on the context of the communication. This model allows us
to extract the context of each communication, such as the
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path and the data added into a channel. Then, we can use this
information to replace the invocations to the original APIs
with invocation to our instrumented APIs.
Note that we do not know the details of how Google Play
Services implements the communication, but we do know the
result of the communication, and we can reason about the
context of communication by looking at relevant points where
the apps invoke wearable APIs.
The result of our model is a mapping between the original
methods from the Data Layer client library to a modified implementation template that facilitates the matching of individual data flows between apps. This modified implementation
is generated as follows:

(c) Evaluating strings from the context (path and keys).
(d) Generating custom API calls using the extracted
context and corresponding method template.

Phase 2: Deobfuscation

2. For each app, we identify all invocations of synchronous
and asynchronous APIs from the Data Layer. For each
invocation we run a taint analysis to extract the context
of the transmission. This involves:
(a) Identifying the channel creation.
(b) Searching the items that have been added into the
channel variable (data sent across the channel).

(e) Replacing original method invocation with a custom API invocation.
By doing this, we can simulate the propagation of
data flows across apps on different devices while keeping the semantics of the different data flows intact. As
an example, whenever we find a call to <DataClient: putDataItem(PutDataRequest request)>, the model will tell us
that this is a synchronous communication which in sending a
DataItem (encapsulated in the PutDataRequest). In this case,
the model also specified that the PutDataRequest object required a previous API call that creates a channel, and other
APIs that add data to the DataItem. We use this information
to do a backward and forward inter-procedural analysis to extract such information. Finally, the model provides the rules
to match entry and exit points once we have the results of the
data flow analysis.

WearFlow

We design a pipeline of five phases that result in the detection of Mobile-Wear data leaks. Figure 3 shows a high-level
overview of our system. Phase 1 converts the app to a convenient representation and extract relevant information. Phase 2
deobfuscates (if necessary) the Google Play Services client
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Phase 1: Pre-Processing
Android packs together the wearable and the mobile app into
a single package file (namely, APK). WearFlow first splits
both apps and then uses Soot to pre-process each executable
separately. In particular, we convert the Dalvik bytecode into
the Jimple Intermediate Representation (IR), and parse the
relevant configuration files (e.g., the wearable and mobile app
Manifests). Jimple simplifies the different program analysis
techniques we use in the following phases.
WearFlow then searches for Wear OS components (services
and callbacks as in Table 1), subject to an optional deobfuscation phase (Phase 2). We leverage the Manifests to understand
the relationship between paths and services by looking at the
intent filters declared as WearableService. We then inspect the
Jimple to obtain all variables of the data types listed in Table 1,
including those that appear in callbacks. These data types are
used to open Mobile-Wear channels. We will instrument all
these components as described in Phase 3.

1. We identify all relevant classes from the gms-wearable
library and generate custom signatures for each method.

5

library and relevant app components. Phase 3 performs a context extraction and instrumentation for every invocation to a
wearable API. Phase 4, runs the information flow analysis
and export the results. Finally, we match data flows according to the model of the Data Layer in phase 5 to obtain all
Mobile-Wear flows.

We use a simple heuristic to detect if the app is obfuscated.
First, we assume that all Mobile-Wear applications would use
any of the methods from the classes of the Data Layer API
shown in Table 1. Thus, we search for these methods in the
client libraries of the APK. If no method is found, we consider
the app may be obfuscated and perform a type signature bruteforce search. This signature models the type of inputs and
outputs of a function.
In addition to the type signature, we further look at local variables declared using system types in the method and
compute their frequency per method (when the method is
not a stub). The rationale behind including context from the
method itself is to reduce the number of false positives when
performing the signature search. The signature model uses
only system types and abstract types from the Data Layer
to generate the obfuscation-resilient signatures. We refer the
reader to Section 7 for a discussion on our choices and how
this may impact our results.
We extract signatures for all relevant methods that model
Mobile-Wear IPC (see Section 2.3). Overall we extract
63 signatures capturing methods that exchange Messages,
DataItems, Assets and Channels. We then search for methods in app’s components that match against these signatures.
When we find a match, we identify the corresponding wearable API of our interest. As we show in Section 6.4, we can
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Figure 3: Overview of WearFlow.
identify all the methods used by the model with the above
features.

Listing 3: Simplified instrumented code.
1

Phase 3: Instrumentation

2
3

This phase aims at instrumenting the apps under analysis
and it has three steps: context extraction, string analysis, and
code generation. It takes as input a model of Google Play
Services library. Our attempt to model this library is described
in Section 4.
For the context extraction, we search invocations to wearable APIs that send or receive data in each of the components seen in the pre-processing step. Once that one API is
identified, WearFlow performs an inter-procedural backward
analysis to find the creation of the corresponding channel,
and then a forward analysis to find invocations to APIs which
add data into the channel. We then evaluate strings of relevant API methods; for instance, the method <PutDataMapRequest.create(String path)> for DataItems. For this we perform
an inter-procedural and context-sensitive string analysis. For
asynchronous APIs (MessageClient), the context extraction
is limited to evaluate the variable which contains the channel
path.
The next step is to instrument the app. On the one hand,
we add our custom methods to the client library. In particular,
we add the declaration of method that we use as entry/exit
points in their corresponding classes. On the other hand, for
each invocation to APIs methods acting as entry/exit points,
we generate the corresponding invocation to our custom APIs.
We use the output of the context extraction, string analysis,
and the model of the Data Layer to generate such invocations.
The resulting code will replace the invocations to the original
methods in the wearable library.
The Listing 3 shows the instrumented code corresponding
to the motivation example in Listing 1. This code replaces
the lines [4 - 7] from the example. Note that the code below
illustrates a notion of the instrumentation which is done in
the Jimple IR.
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4
5

6

nodeID = g e t S m a r t w a t c h I d ( )
text = " hello "
location = getGeolocation ()
c h a n n e l = WearAPI . c r e a t e C h a n n e l ( " p a t h _ x " )
WearAPI . s y n c S t r i n g ( nodeID , c h a n n e l ,
" greetings " , text )
WearAPI . s y n c S t r i n g ( nodeID , c h a n n e l ,
" sensitive " , location )

Phase 4: Data Flow Analysis
This phase performs data flow analysis of the Mobile-Wear
ecosystem as a whole. First, we add callbacks from the Wear
OS libraries as given by our model to enable data flow analysis
across devices (see Section 2.3) . Note that we add sources and
sinks that are not detected by state-of-the-art well-maintained
projects in Android [2, 3]. More importantly, we add data
wrappers that can capture how data flows propagate through
objects of the Data Layer. One limitation of existing data
flow frameworks like FlowDroid [3] is that they use simplified wrapper models that only abstract the semantics of the
Android framework for well-known cases.
The next step is to compute the call graph of both apps
and perform a taint tracking analysis as a single context. We
do this by first running the taint analysis separately on each
app and then matching the results using the instrumented
APIs as connectors between data flows. We add the APIs
that send data as sinks (wearable-sinks) and the APIs that
receive data as source (wearable-sources). Then, we also add
the wearable-sources and the wearable-sinks in the list of
sources and sinks.
Finally, WearFlow reports the results of the taint tracking. At this point, we are only interested in data flows with
wearable-sources or wearable-sinks. It is worth noting that
taint analysis still detects data flows that end in a non-wearable
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sink, but they are irrelevant to the matching step. Our approach
is agnostic to the underlying method used to compute data
flows. We refer to Section 6.1 for implementation details.

Phase 5: Matching Analysis
The final step consists of matching exit points with entry
points; that is to say, wearable-sinks with wearable-sources.
We consider three values to match data flows: channel path,
API method, and key. If the value of the path or key could
not be calculated during the context extraction, then we use
a wildcard value that matches any value. To match the API
methods, we built a semantic table that provides information
to match wearable-sinks with its corresponding wearablesources. We present a summary in the Table 2 due to space
limitation. The table contains thirty-four entries in total and it
can be found in the project repository.

6

Evaluation and Results

We evaluate WearFlow against other Android information
flow analysis tools currently available and perform a largescale analysis of 3.1K Android APKs with wearable components looking for sensitive data leaks. Our evaluation uses
a specifically crafted set of apps that presents different data
exfiltration cases using the Data Layer API. We conduct our
experiments on a machine with 24 cores Intel Xeon CPU
E5-2697 v3 @ 2.60GHz and 32 GB of memory.

6.1

Implementation

WearFlow relies on the Soot framework [29] to perform
the de-obfuscation, context extraction and app instrumentation (Phases 2, 3.1 and 3.3). Our implementation leverages FlowDroid [3] with a timeout of 8 minutes per app
for the information flow analysis (Phase 4) and Violist [19]
for the string analysis (Phase 3.2). We use FlowDroid and
Soot because previous works report that they provide a good
balance between accuracy and performance on real-world
apps [6, 24, 25]. We customize FlowDroid to run on wearable apps by adding callbacks from the Wear OS libraries
and by extending the SuSi [2] sources and sinks as discussed
in Section 5. We also perform several optimizations to Violist to reduce the execution time while keeping the accuracy for the APIs we were interested in. For instance, we
reuse the control flow graph generated by Soot, and we limit
the evaluation of the strings to relevant methods. With this,
WearFlow adds, overall, around 6000 LoC to these frameworks. We make the implementation of WearFlow open
source in https://gitlab.com/s3lab-rhul/wearflow/.
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6.2

Evaluation results

As community lacks on a test suite that include Mobile-Wear
information flows for Android, we create WearBench4 . WearBench has 15 Android apps with 23 information flows between the mobile app and the wearable companion (18 of
them sensitive). Our test suite covers examples of all APIs
from the Data Layer. It also contains challenges for the instrumentation like field sensitivity, object sensitivity, and branch
sensitivity for listeners.
Our suite is inspired by Droid-Bench5 and ICC-Bench6 ,
which are standard benchmarks to evaluate data flow tools.
Note that these benchmarks evaluate the effectiveness of the
taint analysis, and some Inter-App communication cases using ICC methods. Instead, we are evaluating Inter-App communication between mobile and wearable apps (using the
Data Layer API). Therefore, we cannot use these benchmarks
alone to evaluate WearFlow. In our evaluation, we compare
our results against FlowDroid. For this, we add the Data Layer
APIs as sources and sinks, execute FlowDroid on both the
mobile and wearable companion and look for matches. We
run FlowDroid with a context sensitive algorithm twice: first
with high precision, we set the access path length to 3. Then
we reduce the precision by setting the access path to 1. With
this, FlowDroid truncates taints at level 1. This configuration
increases the number of false positives but catches situations
where FlowDroid fails to propagate taint abstraction correctly.
Table 3a shows the result of our evaluation against the test
suite. WearFlow detects all the 18 exfiltration attempts with
two false positives. These two false positives stem from a
branching sensitivity issue present in FlowDroid, which result in false positives during the data flow analysis (Phase
4). Conversely, FlowDroid with high precision detects 6 out
of 18 exfiltrations — these are only matches communicating with the MessageClient API. This is because FlowDroid
fails to propagate taints on complex objects from the Data
Layer. When reducing the precision, FlowDroid identifies
matches with MessageClient and DataClient but still fails
to identify sensitive flows with the ChannelClient API. In
this case, FlowDroid produces 12 false positives. This results
from an overestimation of taints that uses DataItem.
Our results show that WearFlow performs better than FlowDroid by a clear margin. This exemplifies how the modeling,
instrumentation and matching analysis can improve information flow analysis in wearable applications.

6.3

Analysis of Real-World Apps

We use WearFlow to search the presence of potential data
leaks on around 3.1K real-world APKs available in the Google
4 https://gitlab.com/s3lab-rhul/wearbench/
5 https://github.com/secure-software-engineering/DroidBench
6 https://github.com/fgwei/ICC-Bench
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Table 2: Selection of Sink-Source matches in Data Layer API. A full list can be found in WearFlow repository.
Library
DataClient
MessageClient
DataClient
ChannelClient

Wearable sink signature
DataClient: void putString(String,String)
MessageClient: Task sendMessage(String,String,byte[])
DataClient: void putAsset(String,Asset)
ChannelClient sendFile(Channel,Uri)

Wearable source signature
DataMap: String getString(String)
MessageEvent: byte[] getData()
DataMap: Asset getAsset(String)
Task receiveFile(Channel,Uri,Boolean,String)

Table 3: Summary of our results.
(b) Results for real-world apps (* sensitive data
flows).

(a) Results for our test-suite between WearFlow and FlowDroid. HP = high precision, LP = low precision.

Library
DataItem
Message
Channel

Existing Data Flows
Apps Total Sensitive
9
16
13
5
6
4
1
1
1

WearFlow
14 (1 FP, 1 FN)
5 (1 FP)
1

Found Data Flows
Flowdroid-HP Flowdroid-LP
0 (13 FN)
22 (6 FP)
6
10 (6 FP)
0 (1 FN)
0 (1 FN)

Play Store (downloaded from AndroZoo [1]). From an initial
set of 8K APKs, around 5K refer to standalone (only wear)
APKs, and 3.1K include mobile and wearable components.
We execute WearFlow against this set which corresponds to
220 different package names. Table 3b shows a summary of
the results. Note that the dataset contains multiple versions
of the same app. Thus, we refer to apps as APKs with unique
package name.
Figure 4 shows a summary of the different APIs used as
exit/entry points of sensitive data flows. Although we found
the occurrence of the ChannelClient API in the dataset, we
did not find any case where this API was used to send sensitive
information. WearFlow identifies sensitive information flows
that include the transmission of device contacts (via Cursor
objects), location, activities, and HTTP traffic. We also found
that in several occasions sensitive data ended up in the device
logs (17% of overall sinks) or SharedPreference files (20%).
A more detailed analysis of these flows for a selection of apps
is provided in Section 6.5.
WearFlow is capable of finding 4,896 relevant data flows in
all the analyzed APKs. Out of those, 388 relate to MobileWear sensitive information flows in 6 apps (or 50 APKs,
when considering all versions and platforms). The results
indicate that 70% of the flows are from the mobile to the
wear platform, while 30% are wear to mobile.

6.4

Applicability

We next see how we perform when dealing with obfuscation
and what is the runtime overhead.
Obfuscation. WearFlow detects 282 obfuscated APKs in
the dataset. The deobfuscation phase successfully unmangles
all these APKs. On the one hand, we find 71 data flows using
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Number of apps
With flows
With sensitive *

Apps
220
47
6

APKs
3,111
293
50

Service.startService()[M]: 6 (1.5%)
SharedPreferences()[M]: 19 (4.9%)
Service.startService()[W]: 1 (0.3%)
SharedPreferences()[W]: 59 (15.2%)
[W]PackageManager.queryIntentActivities(): 25 (6.4%)
DataClient()[W]: 36 (9.3%)

[M]DataMap.getInt(): 12 (3.1%)

Service.sendBroadcast()[W]: 29 (7.5%)
DataClient.putInt()[W]: 8 (2.1%)
SharedPreferences()[W]: 7 (1.8%)

DataClient: 189 (48.7%)
[M]Cursor.getString(): 140 (36.1%)

DataClient.putString()[W]: 26 (6.7%)
Log()[W]: 67 (17.3%)

[M]DataMap.getString(): 33 (8.5%)
[M]MessageEvent.getDataSource: 36 (9.3%)

OutputStream.write()[M]: 13 (3.4%)

String.replace()[M]: 24 (6.2%)
MessageClient: 199 (51.3%)
[W]Location.getLatitue/Longitude(): 67 (17.3%)
HttpURLConnection.getInputStream()[M]: 23 (5.9%)
URL.openConnection()[M]: 7 (1.8%)
Log()[M]: 3 (0.8%)

[W]DataMap.getString(): 3 (0.8%)
[M]HttpResponse.getEntity: 72 (18.6%)

Sources

Service.sendBroadcast()[W]: 60 (15.5%)

Connector Library

Sinks

Figure 4: Sensitive information flows found. [M] refers to
Android and [W] refers to Wear OS.

the Data Layer within these APKs. WearFlow did not find relevant APIs in 651 APKs. This can either because these APIs
are not used at all or because developers use more complex
obfuscation techniques. We discuss this in Section 7.
On the other hand, we find around 2K non-obfuscated
APKs in our dataset. WearFlow instruments 4.8 components
on average per APK (excluding library classes). From all the
wearable APIs, around 48% are DataClient APIs, 51% |MessageClient| APIs, and less than 1% ChannelClient APIs. This
number shows that developers are aggregating multiple data
into DataClient before synchronizing DataItems and shows
the benefits of instrumenting the APKs to track individual
data flows.
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Running time. Running our tool on the real-world dataset
took 115 hours. WearFlow analyzes over 95% of the APKs
before the 8 minutes timeout lapses. The average time per
APK is 3.1 minutes. Note that wearable apps are considerably
smaller in size than mobile apps, and WearFlow evaluates
most wearable apps in less than 1 minute. The time distribution per phase analysis is the following: pre-processing 13%,
string analysis 9%, deobfuscation and instrumentation 2%,
and data flow analysis 76%.
WearFlow failed to complete the analysis for a small number of APKs. In most cases, this is due to unexpected bytecode
that Soot fails to handle, errors while parsing APK resources,
or because the analysis reached an extended timeout.
Overall, WearFlow extracts data flows for an additional of
282 Mobile-Wear APKs. Without the deobfuscation phase,
these flows would not otherwise be extracted. The deobfuscation phase only takes 2% of the running time.

6.5

Case Studies

This section describes issues found by WearFlow in specific
apps in relation to the threat model presented in Section 3.
Companion Leak. We first study the case of Wego
(com.wego.android), a travel app to book flights and hotels
with more than 10 million downloads. We find a sensitive
flow that starts in the watch with source getLatitude() from
the Location API, and it is sent to the mobile app with the
MessageClient API using the path “request-network-flights”.
Then, the mobile app sends out this data through URL using
the HttpURLConnection object, and write it to a file system
using the java.io.OutputStream class. In this case, both the
wearable and the mobile declare the location permission in the
Manifest. However, this alone is not enough to comply with
the guidelines.7 In this case, the wear app must send the user
to the phone to accept the permission. This case shows that it
is possible to bypass the permission system using Data Layer
APIs.
Permission re-delegation. Venom (fr.thema.wear.watch.venom) is a Watch Face customized for a watch user
interface. The mobile version of this app uses the android.database.Cursor class to store sensitive information
such as the call history or unread messages in a database. The
app aggregates all information in a DataItem object and synchronizes it with the wearable app. However, the wearable
app does not declare the relevant permissions. Interestingly,
the string analysis has been key to uncover the type of information the app is retrieving from the database and trace it
7 https://developer.android.com/training/articles/

wear-permissions
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back to API sources that relate to the sensitive information
discussed (e.g., missed calls and text messages).
Sensitive Data Exposed Finally, we observe evidence of
apps exposing sensitive data through a wide range of sinks,
including Android Broadcast system and Shared Preferences.
For instance, Talent (il.talent.parking) — which is used for
car parking — reads data related to the last parking place
and its duration from a database and synchronizes it with
the watch using a DataItem. Then the wearable app writes
the data to Shared Preferences. Another example is the app
com.mobispector.bustimes, which shows bus and tram timetables, and has more than 4 million downloads. The app reads
data from an HTTP response, then send it to the wearable
through the MessageClient API, and finally executes a system
Broadcast exposing the content of the HTTP response.
All these cases show how developers leverage the Data
Layer API to send sensitive information. While it is unclear
whether or not these cases intentionally use Google Play
services to hinder the detection of data leakages, we see that
WearFlow is effective at exposing bad practices that can
pose a threat to security and privacy.

7

Limitations

This section outlines the limitations of our work. These may
arise from WearFlow’s implementation or the dataset we used.
Data Transfer Mechanisms. WearFlow inherits the limitations of static analysis, i.e.: it is subject to constrains of the
underlying flow and string analysis techniques. This means
that it fails to match data flows with native code, advanced
reflection, or dynamic code loading. Still, WearFlow can be
used together with other frameworks [22,31] that handle these
issues to improve the accuracy of the analysis.
WearFlow considers obfuscation while performing the analysis of apps. There are four trivial techniques and seven nontrivial techniques commonly used in the wild, according to a
large scale study of obfuscation in Android [17]. WearFlow
type-signature deobfuscator is resilient to all trivial techniques
and five non-trivial, but it fails to deobfuscate APKs with
class or package renamed and reflection. As mentioned before, WearFlow did not found relevant APIs in 20% (651) of
the APKs, many of which correspond to APKs with these
obfuscation techniques.
A more robust deobfuscation technique should rely on other
invariant transformations such as the hierarchical structure of
the classes and packages. Many methods of the Data Layer
library are stubs, therefore using features of the method body
will not improve the accuracy drastically. Additionally, one
could obfuscate those features (e.g., using reflection together
with string encryption) introducing false negatives.
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In our case, we have successfully leveraged system types
to disambiguate methods with the same signature. We chose
to only use system types as they are less prone to obfuscation
than other data types and have helped reducing the number of
false positives. One could take into account the threat model,
and chose to use a more coarse type of signatures when certain
traits (e.g., reflection) appear in the app.
Branching. Another potential source of false negative data
flows stems from the backward analysis, in the context extraction. WearFlow stops the backtracking when encounters a
definition of a channel, but this definition could be part of the
branch of a conditional statement. Depending on the scope of
the variable, the channel could be defined in another method
or even another component. Finally, if the string analysis is
unable to calculate the value of a key or path (e.g., when there
are multiples values due to branching) we use a wildcard
value, i.e.: we match any string. This means that the matching
step will overestimate the potential flows between the entry
and the exit point.
Dataset. Our dataset is limited to 3,111 APKs and 220 package names after considering different APK versions. There
are more than 220 apps available for Wear OS, however, identifying them is a challenging task. Google Play does not offer
an exhaustive list of apps with Wear OS components, nor it is
always featured in the description of the app. This restriction
limits our ability to query Wear OS apps in Google Play. Furthermore, datasets like Androzoo do not provide information
about whether a app has wearable components or not. Thus,
we need to download apps as the rate limit allows. Given the
low density of these kind of apps in the overall set of Android
apps, the amount of apps that can be obtained this way is very
limited.
Model Accuracy. The precision of the analysis also depends on the accuracy of the Data Layer model. The Data
Layer model used by WearFlow replicates the Data Layer
model, as described in Google’s Wear OS documentation. If
the Data Layer APIs were to transfer data trough undocumented components of the OS or even through the cloud (e.g.,
via backups), WearFlow would not detect such flows. Also,
our model is based on Wear OS versions 1 and 2. Wear OS
under active development. Thus, any new APIs introduced in
future versions will need to be modeled.

8

Related Work

Mobile-Wear communication can be seen as a kind of interapp communication where one of the apps is being executed
in a wearable device. Several works have focused on app collusion detection [4, 5, 18, 23, 26, 34]. These works model ICC
methods to identify sensitive data flows between applications
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running on the same device. WearFlow complements these,
extending the analysis of these apps into the Mobile-Wear
ecosystem, increasing the overall coverage of these solutions
to all current app interactions in the Android-Wear OS ecosystem. One may argue that these tools could be extended to
cover for Wear OS interactions. As an example, works such
as DialDroid [6] uses entry and exit points to match ICC communication between mobile apps. In our case, we consider
wearable APIs as sources and sinks, which could be easily
replicated in DialDroid. However, These APIs aggregate multiple data into a single API call, and we need to match data
types on the sender and receiver side, which would lead to
inaccuracies in DialDroid and many other tools [11].
ApkCombiner [20] combines two apps into one allowing
to run taint tracking on a single app. This approach does not
allow us to reason about individual items aggregated into a
single API call.
There has been a recent interest of the community in expanding the scope of data tracking to more platforms outside
the Android ecosystem. Zou et al. [35] studied the interaction of mobile apps, IoT devices and clouds on smart homes
using a combination of traffic collection and static analysis.
They discoverd several new vulnerabilities and attacks against
smart home platforms. Berkay et al proposed a taint tracking system for IoT devices [7]. WearFlow could have been
implemented following the same approach (analysing WiFi
and Bluetooth communications between Android and Wear
OS). This would have required us to reverse the different
communication protocols and data exchanged in both wireless protocols. Our approach is simpler, and doesn’t require
additional hardware to execute.

9

Conclusion

In this work, we have presented WearFlow, a static analysis
tool that systematically detects the exfiltration of sensitive
data across the Mobile-Wear Android ecosystem. WearFlow
augments the capabilities of previous works on taint tracking,
expanding the scope of the security analysis from mobile
apps to smartwatches. We addressed the challenge of enabling
inter-device analysis by modeling Google Play Services, a
proprietary library. Our analysis framework can deal with
trivial obfuscation and most of the non-trivial obfuscation
techniques commonly used in the wild.
We have created WearBench, the first benchmark for analyzing inter-device data leakage in Wear OS. Our evaluation
shows the effectiveness of WearFlow over other approaches.
We also analyze apps in Google Play. Our results show that
our system scales and can uncover privacy violations on popular apps, including one with over 10 million downloads. As
a future work, we want to extend our deobfuscation phase to
cover additional forms of obfuscation (e.g., the two — out of
seven — non-trivial obfuscations we discuss), and extend the
scope of our analysis to the entire Google Play app market.
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Abstract
Seed scheduling highly impacts the yields of hybrid fuzzing.
Existing hybrid fuzzers schedule seeds based on fixed heuristics that aim to predict input utilities. However, such heuristics
are not generalizable as there exists no one-size-fits-all rule
applicable to different programs. They may work well on the
programs from which they were derived, but not others.
To overcome this problem, we design a Machine learningEnhanced hybrid fUZZing system (M EUZZ), which employs
supervised machine learning for adaptive and generalizable
seed scheduling. M EUZZ determines which new seeds are
expected to produce better fuzzing yields based on the
knowledge learned from past seed scheduling decisions
made on the same or similar programs. M EUZZ extracts
a series of features for learning via code reachability and
dynamic analysis, which incurs negligible runtime overhead
(in microseconds). M EUZZ automatically infers the data labels
by evaluating the fuzzing performance of each selected seed.
As a result, M EUZZ is generally applicable to, and performs
well on, various kinds of programs.
Our evaluation shows M EUZZ significantly outperforms the
state-of-the-art grey-box and hybrid fuzzers, achieving 27.1%
more code coverage than QSYM. The learned models are
reusable and transferable, which boosts fuzzing performance
by 7.1% on average and improves 68% of the 56 cross-program
fuzzing campaigns. When fuzzing 8 well-tested programs under the same configurations as used in previous work, M EUZZ
discovered 47 deeply hidden and previously unknown bugs,
among which 21 were confirmed and fixed by the developers.

1

Introduction

Hybrid testing as a research topic has attracted tremendous
attention and made significant contributions to bug discovery.
For instance, the winning teams in the DARPA Cyber Grand
Challenge [6] all used hybrid testing [17]. Compared with
plain fuzzing, hybrid testing features an extra concolic
execution component, which revisits the fuzzed paths, solves
the path conditions, and tries to uncover new paths.
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One key challenge in hybrid testing is to recognize
high-utility seeds (i.e., seeds of high potential to guide
concolic execution to crack complex conditions guarding
more coverage and bugs). Prioritizing such seeds allows
the hybrid fuzzer to achieve higher code coverage more
quickly, and in turn, discover more bugs in a fixed time frame.
Moreover, this prioritization matters in practice because the
concolic execution engine usually has limited time budget and
can explore only a (small) subset of all fuzzer-generated seeds.
Being able to estimate seed utility allows hybrid fuzzers to
use concolic execution more efficiently.
The existing work [8, 19, 25, 33, 49, 54, 55] uses purely
heuristic-based seed selection. For example, some prefer seeds
with smaller sizes while some value those that lead to new
code coverage. These heuristics, despite their simplicity, do
not perform equally well across different kinds of programs
and are not universally suitable for all programs. Contradicting
the previous belief [8, 13, 33], our experiments show that
seeds leading to new coverage sometimes have the lowest
utility (§6.3). Similarly, previous work [33, 54] suggested that
smaller seeds should have higher utility, which however is not
true in certain programs as our evaluation shows. As a result,
these simple and fixed heuristics may cause non-optimum seed
selections, overwhelming the concolic engine with low-utility
seeds and slowing down bug discovery.
Compared to heuristics, Machine Learning (ML) algorithms,
when trained with sufficient data, can discover complex and implicit patterns automatically [43]. We show that seed selection
strategies that are automatically learned based on individual
programs perform better than manually defined heuristics that
fail to consider all kinds of programs. As our experiment shows
that the influence of each feature varies across different programs, suggesting that no single feature (or rule) can work well
for all programs. ML-based seed selection avoids the need for
manually designing, testing, and reasoning about seed selection
rules, which can be daunting, non-scalable, or even impossible
when the volume of data to be analyzed is overwhelming.
In this paper, we introduce M EUZZ, an ML-enhanced
hybrid fuzzing system. Unlike existing work, which schedule
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seeds using simple heuristics derived from a particular set of
test programs, M EUZZ uses ML and a set of static and dynamic
features, computed from seeds and individual programs, to
predict seed utility and perform seed scheduling. M EUZZ
also has a built-in evaluation module that measures prediction
quality for continuous learning and improvement. To the best
of our knowledge, M EUZZ is the first work [42] that applies
ML to seed prioritization and scheduling.
To effectively apply ML to seed scheduling for hybrid
fuzzing, our design of M EUZZ pays special attention to two
ML tasks: feature engineering and data labeling. While
these are the essential steps to bootstrap ML, they could
be time-consuming and thus too costly or impractical to
be included in the fuzzing workflow. For instance, feature
extraction can be very slow if it requires heavy computation or
extensive data collection. Moreover, it is not straightforward
to quantify seed utility, which is essential for labeling.
To tackle the aforementioned challenges, we first engineer
a set of lightweight features based on code reachability and
dynamic analysis. Second, we propose a labeling method
using the input descendant tree to quantify the utility of a
seed. Our evaluation shows that M EUZZ takes only 5µs on
average to extract an individual feature. It also confirms that
the descendant tree of a seed accurately reflects seed utility.
Collecting data and training a new model for every
program might not be economical or necessary. Therefore,
we investigate the feasibility of model reusability and
transferability to answer the question: Is a learned model
transferable to different fuzzing configurations or programs?
Since the learning is designed to predict the likelihood of
seeds triggering bugs, rather than any specifics of the fuzzed
program, a model learned by M EUZZ turns out to be applicable
beyond the program from which the model is learned.
We compare M EUZZ with the state-of-the-art
fuzzers [19, 24, 33] as well as the most recent hybrid
testing systems [25, 54]. The results, based on a set of
real-world benchmark programs, show that M EUZZ achieves
much higher code coverage than the tested fuzzers that use
simple seed selection heuristics. Particularly M EUZZ expands
the code coverage by as much as 27.1% compared to QSYM,
the start-of-the-art hybrid fuzzing system. The experiments
also show that the prediction models learned by M EUZZ have
good reusability and transferability. The reused models boost
the coverage by 7.1% on average. The transplanted models
improve fuzzing performance in 38 out of 56 cases (67.9%
of cases), with 10 cases seeing more than 10% improvement.
This paper makes the following contributions.
• Effective and generalizable approach. We design, implement, and evaluate M EUZZ, the first system that applies
machine learning to the seed selection stage of hybrid
fuzzing. M EUZZ performs better and is more widely applicable than heuristic-based seed selection.
• Practical feature and label engineering. We address two
major challenges, namely feature engineering and label
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inference, when applying ML to seed selection in hybrid
fuzzing. Our feature selection and extraction allow for
online/continuous learning. They are compatible with the
existing hybrid fuzzing workflow and require no changes
to either fuzzers or concolic execution engines. We also
propose an automatic label inference method based on
seed descendant trees.
• Reusable and transferable ML models. Our seed selection
models demonstrate strong reusability and transferability.
As a result, M EUZZ can reuse a well-trained model on
different programs (or different fuzzing configurations) to
quickly bootstrap the fuzzing campaign and continuously
improve and adapt the model to the current program or
configuration.
• Open-Source. The full implmentation of M EUZZ will be
open-sourced after acceptance.

2

Motivation

The seed selection (or scheduling) in fuzzing aims to solve
this problem: given a program and a set of seeds, in which
order the fuzzer should test the seeds to maximize the gain
during a fixed period. Seed selection plays a critical role in
hybrid fuzzing because the concolic execution engine can
only explore an (often small) subset of the seeds due to time
constraints. Hence, hybrid fuzzing cannot fully benefit from
concolic execution if the seed selection is not optimal.
Why seed selection is important for hybrid fuzzing:
Hybrid fuzzers without a seed scheduling mechanism (e.g.,
Driller [49]) have to explore all inputs. This “brute force”
strategy has two main drawbacks. First, concolic engines
cannot keep up with the speed of plain fuzzing because they
run relatively slowly and often encounter path explosions and
timeouts. As an experiment, we used QSYM [54] to fuzz a
set of real-world benchmark programs. QSYM is one of the
state-of-the-art concolic execution engines for hybrid testing1 .
As shown in Figure 1, for a continuous 24-hour run, QSYM
was only able to explore 23.1% of the seeds in fuzzer’s queue.
Second, a seed selection strategy affects fuzzing results
drastically. A naive strategy delays a fuzzer’s exploration of
interesting program locations, and sometimes, prematurely
forces the fuzzer to skip deep program paths and states.
Some recent research [19, 25, 51, 54, 55] studied a few seed
selection heuristics of various levels of sophistication. In their
experiments, fuzzers using these seed selection heuristics
produce better results (e.g., higher code coverage) than fuzzers
with naive or no strategies.
Why exploring machine learning for seed selection: All
the existing seed selection strategies are based on manually
defined heuristics. Although performing well on their selected
benchmarks, these strategies may not be generalizable to,
or suitable for, other programs. For instance, DigFuzz [55]
and AFLFast [19] prioritize seeds with less explored paths
1 Reportedly, QSYM is 3x faster than Driller [54].
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Background

Hybrid fuzzing [25, 49, 54] combines fuzzing and concolic
execution to address the deficiencies of both the approaches.
Figure 2 shows an overview of a general hybrid fuzzing
framework. The whole system consists of three major
components: fuzzer, concolic testing, and coordinator. For the
sake of brevity, we refer the interested readers to [2, 8, 23, 29]
for the technical details of fuzzing and concolic execution.
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Figure 1: The total number of inputs explored by the concolic
execution engine of QSYM in 24 hours. On average, only 23.1% of
the inputs were explored by the concolic execution even though the
engine was continuously running.

by fuzzer. Savior [25] prefers seeds dominating more UBSanlabeled code paths. QSYM [13] prioritizes seeds with smaller
sizes. These heuristics are all based on intuition or empirical
observations gained from limited test cases or benchmarks.
A biased or unsuitable seed selection strategy delays
or prevents fuzzers’ exploration of deep program states
or the discovery of bugs. For instance, QSYM [13] and
ProFuzzer [53] prioritize inputs with smaller sizes. Their developers observed in their evaluation benchmarks that smaller
inputs lead to higher code coverage. However, as [25] pointed
out, QSYM fails to explore a large chunk of code in program
who (a program in the LAVA-M benchmark [27]) due to the
unsuitable seed selection strategy (i.e., only inputs larger than
a certain size can trigger the vulnerable functions in this case).
This clearly indicates that fixed seed selection heuristics can
hardly be suitable for a wide set of programs (See Figure 10).
Due to the diverse scheduling scenarios, modern fuzzers
(e.g., AFL [2], QSYM [13]) often employ multiple heuristics
for seed prioritization. Unfortunately, relying on human efforts
to learn and generalize seed selection strategies, as the previous
work did, is not scalable to a large number of features. In fact, it
is just infeasible to manually reason about a big set of selection
criteria when the number of features and the amount of data to
be analyzed become overwhelming (e.g., OSS-Fuzz generates
four trillion seeds per week [4] for different programs).
In contrast to heuristics, machine learning (ML) is good at
discovering underlying connections between data attributes
[36,43]. ML can be applied to seed selection because, as shown
by existing studies, the selection strategies are indeed learnable (i.e., exhibiting statistically significant patterns). With
sufficient learning data, ML can not only infer the importance
of different features but also mine the integration rules at scale.
M EUZZ is the first to explore the ML-based, data-driven approach to seed selection in hybrid fuzzing. Our result confirms
that automatically and continuously learned seed selection
strategies are more suitable for individual programs.
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Figure 2: General hybrid fuzzing workflow.

We dissect the coordinator component as it is less discussed
in the literature and is the focus of this work. The coordinator
is a middleware that regulates the other two components. Its
major tasks include (i) monitoring the fuzzer to decide when
to launch the concolic execution engine, and (ii) prepare the
running environments for concolic testing; and (iii) select and
filter inputs that flow between fuzzer and concolic executor.
The seed selection module in the coordinator needs to
decide which seeds in the fuzzer’s queue should be transferred
to the concolic testing first (i.e., Seed utility prediction phase).
Before launching the concolic execution, the coordinator
needs to rank all inputs in the fuzzer’s queue based on their
utility. The utility of seed should correspond to the estimation
of its power to produce additional coverage if it is selected
to fuzz. As we mentioned in Section 2, current methods use
various heuristics to achieve this prioritization goal.
3.2

Supervised Machine Learning

Supervised ML is the task of learning from labeled data and
applies the knowledge to unknown data. Classification and
regression are two foremost categories of such algorithms.
While classification is used for predicting categorical
responses, regression predicts a numerical value to the new
data based on previously observed data. Supervised learning
has shown thriving employment in application security,
including bug discovery [30, 35, 37].
Supervised machine learning can be either online or offline.
The difference between these two lies in how models are
updated.
Online learning: Some learning environments can change
from second to second and their models need to get updated
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(or relearned) as fast as they see a new sample. Under this
constraint of time, online learning shows promises by only
considering the new data to update the model, which makes it
an efficient approach. Basically, most learning algorithms that
are compatible (but not limited) with the standard optimization
algorithms like stochastic gradient descent (SGD) can learn
incrementally.

4
4.1

System Design
System Overview

M EUZZ is the first machine learning-based hybrid fuzzer that
learns from the previously observed seeds and identifies which
kinds of seeds have the potentials to more effectively explore
the program being tested.
Figure 3 shows an overview of M EUZZ. M EUZZ starts
fuzzing (❶) a program with pre-defined or empty seeds. It
then extracts features (❷) from the program as well as the
seeds (§4.3) to model coverage gains. Such features are used
to predict (❸) the coverage that unknown seeds may provide
(§4.5). Concolic engine (❹) then receives the potentially influential seeds from the prior step and produces mutated seeds.
Next, M EUZZ guides the fuzzer to use these seeds and their
generated mutants–by the evolutionary algorithms–to continually test the program. In the beginning, the prediction model is
randomly initialized, so the prediction quality is uncertain. But
as fuzzing continues, the model gets improved and will provide
a more reliable prediction. M EUZZ updates the seed selection
model in three steps. First, it infers the descendent trees (❺) of
those seeds selected to the concolic engine in (❹); then, it derives a label (❻) based on the descendant trees of the previously
selected seed (§4.4); finally, it updates or retrains the model
(❼) depending on the type of learning process (§4.5, §4.6).
4.2

System Requirements

M EUZZ aims to predict the seed utility in a more accurate
and generalizable fashion than the existing heuristic-based
approaches while keeping the fuzzing efficiency intact. One
of the steps that contribute the most in achieving these goals
is feature extraction. M EUZZ can potentially derive various
semantic features because it has access to complex program
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Offline learning: In contrast to online learning, the models in
offline learning need to be retrained with the whole dataset as
newer data appear. One of the successful examples of offline
supervised learning techniques is Random Forest (RF), which
has shown promising achievements, and in certain domains,
has even better performance than neural networks [28]. In addition to RF, deep learning has been shown success in different
domains; however, they are usually practiced on unstructured
data such as images and they require a relatively larger amount
of data to perform well [16]. Moreover, such techniques need
high computational power and longer time to train; hence they
are not suitable for the online fuzzing workflow.
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Figure 3: System overview of MEUZZ. The coordinator is extended
with a ML engine, which consists of 4 modules – Feature extraction,
label inference, prediction and training modules. During fuzzing,
utility prediction and model training are carried out consecutively.
After extracting features for inputs in the fuzzer’s queue, the ML
engine can predict their utilities based on the current model. Then,
with the seed labels inferred from previously selected seeds, the
model is trained iteratively with the new data.

structures, such as the Control Flow Graph (CFG) with sanitizer instrumentations. However, there are some challenges
that M EUZZ may encounter during feature extraction because
it requires to adapt the ML engine to the online-style fuzzing
workflow. To cope with such challenges, the feature engineering stage should meet the following requirements (R1–R3).
R1 - Utility Relevant: The ultimate goal of fuzzing is higher
code coverage as well as discovering a higher number of
hidden bugs. The features should reflect the characteristics that
may improve such measures. For instance, how much a seed is
likely to trigger more potential bugs or how much unexplored
code a mutated seed will reach during its execution. As it is
obvious, a seed is only meaningful in the context, which is the
program it is executed upon. Accordingly, feature extraction
needs to consider the seed and the program as a bundle.
R2 - Seed-/Program-Agnostic: To achieve generalizability,
the features should be seed-/program-agnostic. If a feature
is target-dependent, it downgrades the ability to generalize.
For example, one could engineer a boolean feature based on
the magic number that shows if a generated seed is genuine
or not. Although this feature looks useful to ignore invalid
seeds for fuzzing a specific program, it needs to be customized
for fuzzing different programs as the inputs’ formats change.
Contrarily, “meta properties” like the execution path triggered
by the input are more preferable, as it is a universally usable
characteristic regardless of the program.
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R3 - Online Friendly: To keep the efficiency comparable to
heuristic-based approaches, it is not only important how fast
each feature can be extracted, but also the number of features is
concerned during model construction. If the features are both
light-weight and effective, it is assured that the coordinator
will not be blocked from launching the concolic executor and
at the same time able to construct meaningful models to predict
the seed utility. As a result, suitable features should strike a
balance between analysis richness (i.e., how informative is
the analysis result) and computation complexity (i.e., what
is the time complexity for the analysis).

Figure 4: The examples that show how bug-triggering and coverage
features are computed.

Feature Engineering

The aforementioned requirements (R1–R3) guide us to
engineer the following list of features. We discuss them in four
categories.
Bug-triggering: Inspired by existing research [25], we use the
number of reachable sanitizer instrumentations as guidance
for measuring how likely bugs can be triggered. As sanitizer
instrumentations are based on sound analysis (i.e., no missed
bugs), it provides a good over-approximation when trying
to quantify the number of bugs that can be found. Hence, we
extract these two features:
1. Count of reachable sanitizer instrumentations: For all
branches throughout the path triggered by a given seed,
the number of reachable sanitizer instrumentations is
computed and then sum up. For instance, there are two
branches in the left example of Figure 4. There are six
potential bugs by following the branches, so the value
for this feature is six.
2. Count of reached sanitizer instrumentations: For all
branches throughout the path triggered by a given seed,
we sum up the number of reached sanitizer instrumentations by the fuzzer. The major difference between this
feature and the prior one is that this feature reflects the
expectation of immediately solvable sanitizer bugs, while
the former feature is an indirect reflection. For instance,
the value of this feature in the right example of Figure 4
is two because the potential bugs can be directly reached
by negating the constraints from b1 and b2.

we compare their neighbors, if any, with all previously
triggered branches. We then sum up the previously
undiscovered neighbors for each branch. For instance,
the value of this feature in the right example of Figure 4
is two if the seed follows the path with continue labels.

Coverage: Concolic execution is good at solving complex
branch conditions. Hence if there are a lot of previously
unsolved branches the concolic executor may encounter when
executing on the given input, it will significantly improve
the code coverage. The most common situations where
concolic execution can help is when a conditional statement
(i.e.,if-then-else or switch-case) exists. As the given
input will only follow one of the branches, we call those
branches stemmed from the same conditional statement
neighbor branches. So we extract the following feature to
estimate each seed’s potential of new coverage.

Constraint Solving: We also devised a set of features that
impact the solving capabilities of the concolic execution
engine. The incentive behind selecting such features is that the
performance of the concolic executor significantly influences
the entire hybrid fuzzing system.
1. Count of external calls: Existing concolic executors
either rely on a simulated procedure or simply terminate
the path execution when encountering an external
function. As a result, external function calls may have
negative impacts on the concolic executor, such as
misleading the path and causing failure to generate
correct seeds. This feature records the count of external
function calls along the path executed by the given seed.
2. Count of comparison instructions: This feature records
the count of cmp instructions along the path executed by
the given seed. Comparison instructions pose the constraints on the execution path, which will later be solved
by the SMT solver. However, constraint-solving is very
time-consuming and is often the reason for the timeout.
3. Count of indirect calls: This is the number of indirect call
instructions along the path executed by the given seed.
Indirect calls may cause state explosion because when
the concolic executor encounters an indirect call with a
symbolic pointer, it simply forks a state for each possible
value that can be resolved for the symbolic pointer [44].
In large programs, there could be many possible values
for a symbolic function pointer.
4. Length of path: This feature records the number of
executed branches (not deduplicated) by the given input.
It helps identify the existence of large loops, which is
another common reason that causes state explosion and
solver timeout.

1. Count of undiscovered neighbor branches: For all
branches along the path triggered by the given seed,

Empirical: This set of features is devised based on the
empirical observations by existing works. They might
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indirectly affect fuzzing performance.
1. Input size: Size of the input is often employed by existing
tools as a heuristic to make a scheduling decision. On
the one hand, smaller size inputs often end the execution
more quickly and then leave more time for the fuzzer or
concolic executor to explore other inputs [13, 53]. On the
other hand, larger input has a better chance to trigger more
functionalities [25]. Therefore, we consider the input
size as one of the potential features for our approach.
2. First seed with new coverage: This is a boolean value indicating whether the given seed is the first one to discover
some new branches or not. This is based on the intuition
that such seeds are more likely to trigger more new coverage. This feature is used in many popular fuzzers [8, 33].
3. Queue size: This feature records how many inputs are
saved in the fuzzing queue at the time of the query. If the
queue is long, it is less likely to see more new coverage.
Since M EUZZ needs to predict the utility of each seed
during runtime, namely how much more new coverage
can be discovered by fuzzing with the given input, the
prediction should consider the current status of fuzzing.
4.4

Seed Label Inference

Labeling is an indispensable stage of data preprocessing in
supervised learning. Well-defined labels make the prediction
much easier and more reliable. As we aim to predict the utility
of a selected seed and there is no direct indication to show if
the selected seed is definitely useful, we need to derive a label
by which we show the proportion of the seed utility.
To understand the utility of a seed, we need to fuzz the
program with that seed and check the outcome. Fuzzers that
use genetic algorithms (GAs) for seed generation represent
such an outcome as a forest of input descendant tree, which
depicts the parent-child relationship of the seeds in the fuzzer’s
queue. Each node of the tree represents a seed, and each edge
connects a seed to one of its mutants.
In plain fuzzing, the root nodes are the original seeds
provided by the user. Similarly, in hybrid testing, we model the
inputs that are selected to be executed concolicly as the root
nodes. When an input is selected to explore, the concolic engine will produce mutants of the running input. These mutants
can further cover the neighbor branches (§ 4.3) of the re-visited
path. After these mutants get transferred back to the fuzzer’s
queue, the fuzzer can use GA to further mutate them. As a
result, we can draw the parent-child edges from the selected
input to the mutants generated by the concolic engine, and to
their GA-derived offsprings to form a mega descendant tree.
If the descendant tree of a seed is larger, it comparatively
means the seed contributes more to the fuzzer’s code coverage.
Hence, to derive the label, we measure the size of the input
descendant tree of a seed and consider it as the label.
In reality, it is not feasible to compute the complete
descendant tree since it could grow indefinitely if the user
never terminates the fuzzing process. As a result, we have
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to limit the tree analysis to a time window to make the label
inference possible. Specifically, after the fuzzer imports a
seed from concolic executor, we wait for a certain number of
fuzzing epochs for the fuzzer to explore the imported seed and
then compute the size of its descendant tree.
4.5

Model Construction and Prediction

The next step after preparing the data is to predict the seed
prominence (i.e., label). As the seed labels are the number of
nodes in the seed descendant tree, their values are continuous
so we need a regression model to predict them. Hence, we
embed a regression model in M EUZZ in a way that when
new seeds are generated by the fuzzer, the model predicts the
utility of the seeds and then transfer the potential seeds to the
concolic engine.
M EUZZ predicts very naively or just random at the beginning
of fuzzing because the model just sees a few samples. However,
the prediction becomes more reliable when more seeds are
generated–data plays a crucial role in advancing model–and
the model receives updates.
As seeds are mutated continuously during fuzzing a program
in real-time, prediction and model update need to be done in
a limited time window. Such limitation makes online learning
approaches desirable candidates for model construction. In
online-learning, the model can be incrementally updated by
only considering new data. It does not need to store all previous
data and to learn a model from scratch in every iteration.
Instead, the model can be updated incrementally based on the
incoming input, previous model and historical fuzzing yields.
Such an update is very fast and requires less storage, which
fits our use case very well. Thus we adopt online learning as
one of the techniques for model construction.
4.6

Updating Model

To assure the model is entirely up-to-date with the prevailing
seeds, ideally, we need to dynamically update/retrain the
model, depending on the learning type (i.e., online vs. offline).
By doing so, we can both predict and learn in real-time.
For online learning, we use the Recursive Least Square
(RLS) algorithm [21, 46] to update our linear model. Suppose
at time t, the input data and the label are xt and yt correspondingly, where xt is a vector of d-dimension. The following
formula shows how the weight of the model at time t (i.e., wt )
is updated based on the weight obtained from the previous
model (i.e., wt−1 ):


wt = wt−1 +Ct−1 xt yt −xtT wt−1
where Ct−1 is the inverse of for Ct , and Ct is defined as:
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Table 1: Evaluation settings

Note that to calculate Ct−1 , we do not need to store all previous
data and compute the inverse. Based on the Woodbury formula,
Ct−1 can also be updated recursively as follows:
−1
−
Ct−1 = Ct−1

−1
−1
Ct−1
xt xtT Ct−1
−1
1+xtT Ct−1
xt

The complexity for such an update is O(d 2 ).
To update the offline learning algorithms, the model needs
to be retrained with all historical data in every iteration.
Although retraining the model with the whole dataset every
time a new seed is coming seems to be time-consuming, we
show in our evaluation the approach is still practical in our
case (§6.3). One reason is that the seed attributes are not of
very high dimension and the number of seeds that need to be
retrained is within an acceptable order of magnitude.

5

Implementation

Among the three components of M EUZZ, two of them are based
on off-the-shelf software. We employ AFL-2.52b [33] for the
fuzzing module and the re-engineered variant of KLEE from
SAVIOR [25] for concolic execution. We develop the coordinator component from scratch in Python in 3,152 SLOC. Below,
we detail the implementation of the major components of the
ML engine, namely feature extraction and label inference.
Feature extraction: As discussed in §4.2, considering the
trade-off between computational complexity and accuracy is
key in feature extraction. Hence, for developing complicated
features, we use a combination of static and dynamic analyses
to offload the heavy tasks to compile time as much as possible.
For instance, to extract the bug triggering features, we first
instrument the target program with UBSan [15] at compile
time. Then, a reachability analysis based on SVF [50] is used
to extract the number of sanitizer instrumentations that can be
reached from each branch. During runtime, we simply collect
all the triggered branches by replaying the input and add up the
number of reachable instrumentations from these branches.
To extract the feature of undiscovered neighbors, we
record the branches and their neighbors at compile time. This
information is later used to query whether any neighbor of a
triggered branch is covered. To facilitate fast queries, we store
the neighbor list as a disjoint-set data structure and use the
union-find algorithm to query during runtime.
We extract the rest of the features either via compile-time
instrumentation (e.g.,cmp, call instructions) and runtime
input replay or via operating system APIs (i.e., size, queue
size, and new coverage).
Label inference: To collect the size of seed descendant tree,
we traverse AFL’s fuzzing queue. Thanks to the seed naming
system of AFL (i.e., [id, source, mutation, new cov]), we
can iteratively traverse the seeds and use transitive closure to
collect all the inputs imported from the concolic executor and
their descendant trees.
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Name
tcpdump
binutils
binutils
libxml
libtiff
libtiff
jasper
libjpeg

6

Program
Version
4.10.0
2.32
2.32
2.9.9
4.0.10
4.0.10
2.0.16
jpeg9c

Driver
tcpdump
objdump
readelf
xmllint
tiff2pdf
tiff2ps
jasper
djpeg

Settings
Initial Seeds
Options
[14]
-r @@
[5]
-D @@
[5]
-A @@
[11]
stdin
[10]
@@
[10]
@@
[9]
-f @@ -T pnm
[9]
stdin

Evaluation and Analysis

We conduct a comprehensive set of experiments to answer the
following research questions:
• RQ1: Can ML-based seed scheduling outperform
heuristics-based approaches (§ 6.2 and § 6.6)?
• RQ2: Which features are more important in predicting
seed utility and which learning mode is more effective
(§ 6.3)?
• RQ3: Does the learned model adapt well to different
fuzzing configurations (§ 6.4)?
• RQ4: Is it feasible to transfer the learned model from
a program to other programs to improve fuzzing yields
(§ 6.5)?
6.1

Evaluation setup

Following the general fuzzing evaluation guideline [32],
we choose 8 real-world benchmark programs commonly
used by existing work [19, 24, 25, 54, 55]. Table 1 shows the
configurations used for fuzzing each program. All experiments
are conducted on AWS c5.18xlarge servers running Ubuntu
16.04 with 72 cores and 281 GB RAM. Without explicitly
mention, all tests run for 24 hours each by assigning three
CPU cores to each fuzzer and are repeated at least 5 times; we
report the average result with Mann-Whitney U-test.
We compare M EUZZ with the state-of-the-art grey-box
fuzzers, such as AFL [33], AFLFast [19], and Angora [24],
as well as hybrid testing systems including QSYM [54] and
SAVIOR [25]. The seed selection modules of all these previous
systems are based on heuristics. We could not test Driller [49]
on the chosen benchmarks because its concolic execution
engine fails to run them. Moreover, we test Vuzzer [41] and
T-Fuzz [39] but we compare them with M EUZZ in a different
way than we do with the other fuzzers. This separate comparison is because these two fuzzers do not support concurrent
fuzzing. Due to the space limit, we discuss our observations
and show the results of their branch coverage in Appendix C.
For M EUZZ, we consider three different configurations according to the learning process, namely M EUZZ-OL, M EUZZRF and M EUZZ-EN, which refer to online learning linear
model, offline learning random forest model and the arithmetic
average of the first two models’ utility predictions, respectively.
Since Savior and QSYM need at least three CPU cores,
we enforce this fuzzing setting to all the fuzzers to build a
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fair comparison environment. We launch one master and two
slaves for the grey-box fuzzers; and one master, one slave, and
one concolic execution engine for the hybrid fuzzers. To reduce
the randomness of OS scheduling, we pin each component of
the fuzzers on the specific core. Because M EUZZ and SAVIOR
instrument the testing program with UBSAN [15], we also
apply this sanitizer to all other fuzzers, as enabling sanitizers is
shown to improve the fuzzer’s effectiveness for finding bugs.
6.2

Learning Effectiveness
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tcpdump branch coverage (p1 =0.071, (b) objdump branch coverage (p1 =0.044,
p2 =0.005, p3 =0.082)
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libxml branch coverage (p1 =0.035, (d)
tiff2pdf
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coverage
p2 =0.059, p3 =0.054)
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tiff2ps branch coverage (p1 =0.035, (f) jasper branch coverage (p1 =0.037,
p2 =0.091, p3 =0.017)
p2 =0.192, p3 =0.015)
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The most straightforward metric to measure the effectiveness of M EUZZ is code coverage, which is also a widely
accepted and evaluated metric. Figure 5 shows the branch
coverage achieved by different fuzzers to the required time
for fuzzing. Based on the coverage result, we have several
interesting findings.
First, M EUZZ covers more code than other fuzzers in most
programs after 24 hours of fuzzing. Among the non-ML
fuzzers, QSYM performs the best in terms of code coverage,
thanks to its efficient concolic execution engine tailored specially for hybrid fuzzing. Compared with QSYM, the M EUZZ
variants achieve various levels of coverage improvements. In
tcpdump, objdump, readelf and libxml, M EUZZ improves
code coverage over QSYM by more than 10%, and particularly
27.1% by M EUZZ-RF in readelf. In tiff2pdf and tiff2ps,
M EUZZ also has moderate coverage improvements. However,
in jasper and djpeg, there is no much difference between
M EUZZ and QSYM; we speculate it is because all fuzzers are
saturated and hit a plateau after 6 hours.
Second, M EUZZ covers less code in the beginning but gradually surpasses other fuzzers as time progresses. For example,
in objdump M EUZZ-OL and M EUZZ-RF did not cross QSYM
and SAVIOR until after 9.6 hours of fuzzing, but M EUZZ
eventually achieves 14% higher code coverage. Similar situations can be observed in libxml, readelf and tiff2ps. This
observation is expected, as M EUZZ starts seed scheduling with
random parameters, hence the performance of seed selection
is unpredictable at the beginning. But as time passes, fuzzing
data are increasingly collected and used to refine the prediction
model. Hence, the prediction becomes more accurate.
Lastly, the effectiveness of ML is presented in Figure 10 in
Appendix D. It is shown that different programs are variously
affected by different sets of features. For instance, External
Calls has more influence on six of the programs except for
tcpdump and djpeg, showing that no single feature is sufficient to predict high-utility seeds. By using a data-driven approach, we cannot only automatically select the high impactful
features in different programs or situations, but also integrate
them in a more optimal way than manual-crafting rules.
6.3

Insights and Analyses

24

(g)

readelf branch coverage (p1 =0.012, (h) djpeg branch coverage (p1 =0.072,
p2 =0.093, p3 =8.2∗e−4 )
p2 =0.021, p3 =0.093)

Figure 5: Branch coverage fuzzing with valid seeds (higher is
better). p1 , p2 and p3 are p-values in Mann-Whitney U Test by
comparing QSYM with MEUZZ-OL, MEUZZ-RF and MEUZZ-EN,
respectively.
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Table 2: Execution time spend on different learning stages

Online v.s Offline learning: As mentioned in the previous
section, offline learning with the random forest model
sometimes beats online learning with the linear model;
however, the main concern with using offline learning is time
delays, especially during the model updating stage.
To further analyze the effects of time delays caused by
offline learning, we profile each learning stage during the 24
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common trait in all programs uniformly affect the Path Length
feature, which makes the feature more agnostic to programs.
Similarly, New Cov is set to a seed during runtime when it is the
first one to trigger new behaviors (e.g., coverage); this attribute
is generally applicable to a variety set of programs.
It is worth noting that the average time to extract each
feature is only 5µs (as shown in Table 2), thanks to our
light-weight feature extractions. This indicates that the
online-friendly requirement is satisfied in M EUZZ.

Feature
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(a) tcpdump branch coverage (p1 =0.047, (b) objdump branch coverage (p1 =0.051,
p2 =2.33∗e−3 , p3 =5.7∗e−3 )
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(c)

libxml branch coverage (p1 =0.072, (d) tiff2pdf branch coverage (p1 =0.02,
p2 =0.032, p3 =0.026)
p2 =0.03754, p3 =5.7∗e−3 )
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branch
coverage (f) jasper branch coverage (p1 =0.264,
(p1 =6.04∗e−4 , p2 =0.012, p3 =5.6∗e−3 ) p2 =0.0268, p3 =1.3∗e−3 )
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Feature Analysis: Figure 6 presents the distribution of the
importance of each feature separately in all programs. The
importance score is computed by capturing the mean decrease
impurity from the offline random forest models [22]. The
figure shows the contribution of the New Cov feature is the
least among all the features. While it is difficult to entirely
disregard the minor contribution of New Cov, this suggests
that putting much effort to follow the seeds that bring new
coverage might jeopardize the chance to explore unknown
seeds. This is also known as the famous Multi-Armed Bandit
(MAB) problem [18]. This finding might shed some light on
the scheduling algorithm implemented in the popular fuzzers
like AFL [33] that heavily rely on the New Cov heuristics.
Also, the variance of change in the figure shows some of
the features like Path Length and New Cov are less subject to
programs, while others like Reachable Label are more tied
to programs. If the extraction of a feature heavily depends on
static analysis, it is less precise compared with dynamic analysis because the sensitivity of static analysis affects the precision
(i.e., flow/context/field sensitivity). We speculate this is one of
the reasons that make a feature (e.g., Reachable Label) more
dependent on individual programs. Also, there are additional
factors that might affect dependability. Program loops as a
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hours of fuzzing and report the average time spend on different
learning steps. As shown in Table 2, although offline learning
spent 512x and 198x more time than online learning on
updating the model and making predictions, respectively, the
absolute time-lapse is negligible (i.e., in milliseconds). Hence,
offline learning is not a critical hindrance throughout the hybrid
fuzzing loop, which endorses the offline learning effectiveness
discussed in Section 6.2. Having said that, if fuzzing continues
for a longer time and the number of seeds significantly
increases, offline learning can become an obstacle.
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Figure 6: The box plots show the importance of the features on nine
programs. The importance is extracted by training an offline random
forest model and they are ranked by the median of their importance.
Reachable label and New Cov are the most and the least important
ones, respectively.
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(g)

readelf branch coverage (p1 =0.03, (h) djpeg branch coverage (p1 =6.04∗e−3 ,
p2 =0.072, p3 =0.037)
p2 =0.012, p3 =3.68∗e−3 )

Figure 7: Branch coverage fuzzing with naive seeds (higher is
better). p1 , p2 and p3 are p-values in Mann-Whitney U Test by
comparing QSYM with MEUZZ-OL, MEUZZ-RF and MEUZZ-EN,
respectively.
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Building machine learning models is a valuable but timeconsuming task. It is reasonable to build and reuse models
where possible. By reusing a model, one can improve generalization, speed up training, as well as improving the model
accuracy. Also, reusability can be good evidence that our model
correctly captured what kind of inputs have higher utility when
testing the target programs. Hence, we test the reusability of the
learned models obtained via the previous fuzzing experiments.
We conduct an experiment in which we use a pre-trained
model for fuzzing the same target program and compare the
coverage difference. We make the following two changes
in the experiment performed in § 6.2: (i) the initial seeds are
replaced by a naive input that only consists 4 whitespaces; and
(ii) all M EUZZ variants are initialized with the models they
learned in the effectiveness test (with valid initial seeds).
Figure 7 shows the coverage result with Mann-Whitney
U Test. There are several interesting observations. The most
important one is that the M EUZZ variants start performing
well even at the beginning of fuzzing compared with when
there is no model initialization. We believe this improvement
is brought by the initial models. Additionally, “pure-AFL”
fuzzers do not perform well with this naive initial seed. For instance, in tcpdump, AFL and AFLFast only generate 6 inputs in
total after 24 hours of fuzzing (see Figure 7a). On the contrary,
systems augmented with other input generation techniques
such as concolic execution and taint analysis can generate
more inputs and consequently can explore significantly more
code. Lastly, M EUZZ-RF outperforms its peers in djpeg, and
its p-value indicates the improvement is significant (< 0.05),
suggesting the non-linear model works better on djpeg.
Model Transferability
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Figure 8: This heat map shows Coverage improvement with model
initialization for M EUZZ-OL over vanilla M EUZZ-OL. Y-axis is the
tested programs, X-axis is the models used for initialization. Each
cell shows the relative coverage comparison (%). The diagonal values
show the coverage improvement on each program after initializing
M EUZZ with model learn from the same program (reusability).
Model transferability is shown in 7 out of the 8 programs.
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To further evaluate the model reusability explained in the
previous section, we conduct a cross-program experiment to
determine whether a model trained on one type of program
will transfer well to fuzzing a new program. This is known
as transfer learning in the ML field [38]. As far as we know, no
prior research has attempted to show this invaluable analysis
in fuzzing [42].
In this experiment, we augment M EUZZ with a pre-trained
model from one program and compare the result of the fuzzer
on different programs with a baseline. Our baseline is the coverage result from the learning effectiveness experiment (§ 6.2),
in which we use valid seeds to bootstrap fuzzing without model
initialization. We choose M EUZZ-OL as the representative
of our system to measure this transferability experiment. We
then fuzz each program using M EUZZ-OL initialized with the
8 pre-learned models; the models are fixed afterward.
Figure 8 visualizes the comparative coverage improvements
(i.e., percentage) produced by each fuzzing configuration. The
Y-axis shows the tested program and the X-axis shows the
programs by which the models are built. This result shows
three interesting findings.
First, M EUZZ-OL observes 7.1% more code coverage on
average when it is tested on the same program it is initialized
with. The amount of improvement for each program is shown
in the diagonal of Figure 8, from top left to bottom right.
Note that these models are only learned in 24 hours from
previous experiments; we expect to see more improvement in
continuous fuzzing services (e.g., [12]). This again confirms
that the previously learned models are reusable.
Second, M EUZZ-OL observes improvement in 38 out
of 56 cross-testing cases, which shows 67.9% success rate
when the model is transferred from a program to another
program. Among them, 10 cases see more than 10% coverage
improvement. Such improvement also indicates that the
program-agnostic requirement is satisfied in M EUZZ.
Last but not least, we notice different programs have
different “sensitivity” towards the transferred models. For
instance, almost all the transferred models can strengthen
fuzzing readelf, tiff2pdf, tiff2ps and djpeg programs,
among which readelf sees the highest improvement.
Interestingly, readelf achieves even higher improvement
when using the tcpdump model than the readelf model by
itself. However, other programs are only partially accepting
foreign models. For instance, the model of tcpdump can
outperform almost all of the programs, while none of the other
seven external models can improve its fuzzing yields.
Two main reasons can justify the aforementioned observation, namely the number of data points as well as feature
importance. When there is more data, the model can better
generalize [31]. For instance, the tcpdump model contains a
higher number of seeds compared with others (see Figure 1),
which justifies the effectiveness of the transferred model built
from the tcpdump program. We also compared the importance
of the features of each program (see Appendix D). The shape
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Table 3: The table shows the unique bugs found by all evaluated
fuzzers.
Program
tcpdump
objdump
readelf
tiff2pdf
tiff2ps
jasper
djpeg
Total

AFL
14
2
3
1
1
2
9
32

AFLFast
13
2
2
1
2
1
7
28

Angora
12
5
5
1
2
0
7
32

QSYM
11
2
5
2
5
3
9
37

Savior
12
8
4
2
4
1
9
40

M EUZZ
14
6
4
2
6
6
9
47

All unique bugs
14
9
6
2
6
8
9
54

of the final importance chart in tcpdump diverges more from
the rest of the programs. Moreover, the values of some features
such as Indirect Call and Path Length are higher than other
programs. By looking at these statistics as well as checking
the source code of tcpdump we noticed tcpdump is designed
with heavier use of function handlers for different types of
network packets and recursive loops for parsing packet fields.
While other models contain different feature value distribution
as well as fewer data points, which justify the failure of using
them to improve fuzzing tcpdump.
6.6

Discovered Bugs

To prove the effectiveness of our system in discovering new
bugs, we performed various analyses. We manually analyzed
all of the reported undefined behaviors and crashes. UBSan
reports a large amount of undefined behaviors; however, the
majority of them are deemed benign after our triage process.
We also triage additional bugs with the help of ASAN [1] and
LeakSAN [7].
Table 3 shows our triage result for all the fuzzers. In total,
54 unique bugs were uncovered. M EUZZ outperforms other
fuzzers and found 47 unique bugs, which supports the fact
that higher code coverage correlates to a higher number of
triaged bugs. Due to space limit, we present more detailed
triage result and one of the discovered bugs only found by
M EUZZ in Appendix B. This result shows M EUZZ is more
effective in terms of finding bugs than state-of-the-art systems
with manually crafting heuristics.

7
7.1

Related Work
ML for Fuzzing

7.2

Seed Scheduling Heuristics

Scheduling in fuzzing: FuzzSim [51] models the seed
scheduling problem as a weighted coupon collector problem
and found out that scheduling can have a direct impact on
fuzzing campaign yields. Later, in grey-box fuzzing, AFL [33]
implements a scheduling algorithm that consists of simple
heuristics such as preferring first seed with new coverage,
and with smaller size and less execution time. This simple
algorithm is later improved by Fairfuzz [34] and AFLFast [19]
which steer the fuzzer towards less explored paths.
Scheduling in hybrid testing: As hybrid testing becomes
more popular, seed scheduling also becomes a research topic.
Driller [49] implements a random scheduling algorithm, while
QSYM [13] implements heuristics similar to AFL. Later,
DigFuzz [55] shows the ineffectiveness of random scheduling
and proposes a Monte-Carlo model to predict the difficulty
of each path explored by the fuzzer by far, and send the most
difficult ones to concolic executor. SAVIOR [25], on the other
hand, uses bug-driven scheduling heuristics. By selecting
the seeds that can reach more sanitizer instrumentations, it
triggers more bugs in the given timeframe than other fuzzers.
Compared with these approaches, M EUZZ applies machine
learning techniques that can learn a utility prediction model,
which is adaptive to the program being tested. As our
evaluation suggests, this approach is more scalable and more
performant than the manual-crafting scheduling heuristics.

8

Despite the promising potential to improve fuzzing, the
application of ML has not been very-well investigated in
the past and only a few research have leveraged ML. ML
can be integrated into various stages of fuzzing, from input
generation to crash categorization.
Input generation: The most intelligent stage of fuzzing
has been the input generation stage so far, thanks to genetic
algorithms. Deep learning (DL) techniques have been recently
applied to input generation for both mutation/generation-based
fuzzing. Such approaches [30, 40, 47] use various neural
network methods to learn the patterns that exist in input
files and then identify the likely input forms to trigger new
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coverage. Similarly, reinforcement learning (RL) [20] can
learn input grammar for generation-based fuzzers.
Crash analysis: Automating the analysis of outputs/crashes
generated by fuzzers is another ML application. For instance,
ML can be used to categorize crashes by identifying the
root cause of them. This helps remove duplicate outputs and
therefore reduces manual analysis effort [26]. Or another
example is employing ML to predict whether the reported
crashes by fuzzers are exploitable [52].
To the best of our knowledge, there has not been any
research that practices ML for seed selection. In general, the
practicality of ML for fuzzing has not been shown clearly in the
past due to the uncertainty about reusability and transferability.

Conclusion

We present M EUZZ, a hybrid fuzzing system featuring
machine learning and data-driven seed scheduling. Theoretically, M EUZZ is more generalized than systems using
fixed seed selection heuristics. For effective integration of
machine learning workloads into the online hybrid fuzzing
loop, M EUZZ follows the requirements of being utility
relevant, online friendly and program agnostic for its feature
engineering and label inference. Our evaluation shows that
M EUZZ outperforms state-of-the-art fuzzers in both code
coverage and bug discovery. In addition, the learned models
demonstrate good reusability and transferability, making it
more practical to apply machine learning to hybrid fuzzing.
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Appendix A Why use UBSAN
Note that although the design of MEUZZ is generically
compatible with mainstream sanitizers [15, 45, 48], our
implementation uses UBSan for the following reasons: (i)
UBSan instruments programs with pure static checks that can
be easily converted to solvable SMT constraints. In contrast,
other sanitizers, such as ASAN and MSAN, employ red-zones
and status bitmap, which are less amenable to constraint
solving. (ii) Our concolic engine is based on SAVIOR’s KLEE,
which uses UBSan as the primary sanitizer. Using UBSan
makes concolic execution more effective as shown in [25].

Appendix B Bugs found by M EUZZ
We provide a more detailed triage information of the bugs
found by M EUZZ. In total, M EUZZ found 30 undefined
behaviors, among which 21 have been confirmed/fixed so far
by the developers and the rest are pending. For the reported
bugs, we found the potential UBs with UBSAN [15] and
manual analysis; we found the memory errors and DoS with
ASAN [45] and memory leaks with LeakSAN [7].
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for (; cc < tf_bytesperrow; cc += samplesperpixel)
,→
{
adjust = 255 - cp[nc];
switch (nc) {
case 4: c = *cp++ + adjust;
case 3: c = *cp++ + adjust;
case 2: c = *cp++ + adjust;
case 1: c = *cp++ + adjust;
}

PUTHEX(c,fd);
PUTHEX(c,fd);
PUTHEX(c,fd);
PUTHEX(c,fd);

Figure 9: Off-by-one heap read overflow in tiff2ps.

One of the heap overflow vulnerabilities in tiff2ps is
discovered only by M EUZZ. Figure 9 shows the vulnerable
code snippet. This bug has been confirmed and fixed by the
developers. It is an out-of-bound read vulnerability that can
lead to information disclosure. The vulnerability takes place at
PSDataColorContig function where cp buffer with the size
of 4 bytes is allocated in heap and the 5th element of the buffer
is accessed by cp[4] which leads to out-of-bound read. To
trigger this bug, the loop needs to be executed without early
breaks. Moreover, to control the buffer size, the input needs to
satisfy many constraints in the TIFFScanlineSize function
so that it will return value 4. Based on the feature importance
of tiff2ps (Appendix D), Size, Cmp and External Call play
more important roles in its model, we believe this is why
M EUZZ is able to guide the fuzzer to explore and trigger this
bug. On the contrary, by replaying the fuzzing corpora, we
found that other fuzzers miss this bug because they either exit
the loop early or fail the checks in TIFFScanlineSize.

Appendix C Discussion on Extra Experiments
We attempted to compare M EUZZ with many state-of-the-art
fuzzing systems but cannot conduct an apple-to-apple
comparison with some of them due to various reasons.
Driller uses [3] as its concolic engine, which has limited
support for system calls, causing the engine’s failure to
generate new test cases. Similar issue was also reported by
Insu at el. [54]. Vuzzer and T-Fuzz do not have support for
concurrent fuzzing. After discussing with the developers we
assigned only one core to them and run them for 72 hours
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(3×24) instead of 24 hours. We report the branch coverage
results of Vuzzer and T-Fuzz in Table 5.

Appendix D Detailed Feature Importance
Study

Table 5: The table shows the number of branches covered by Vuzzer
and T-Fuzz. ✗ means fuzzer crashed on the program.

Program
tcpdump
objdump
readelf
libxml2
tiff2pdf
tiff2ps
jasper
djpeg

USENIX Association

Vuzzer
1103
711
1025
715
✗
✗
✗
1317

T-Fuzz
11566
4216
842
✗
4892
3534
6084
763

Figure 10 demonstrates how the randomly initialized model
evolved with more and more training data available during
fuzzing. M EUZZ automatically identifed which features are
more important for each specific programs, showing it is more
scalable than manually-written heuristics.
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Figure 10: Feature importance extracted from models learned in the effectiveness test (§ 6.2). The initial importances are randomly generated.
Sz: Size, RdL: Reached Label, EC: External Call, IC: Indirect Call, NC: New Coverage, PL: Path Length, UN: Undiscovered Neighbors, RbL:
Reachable Labels, Cmp: Comparisons.
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Abstract
Web access exposes users to various attacks, such as malware
infections and social engineering attacks. Despite ongoing
efforts by security and browser vendors to protect users, some
users continue to access malicious URLs. To provide better
protection, we need to know how users reach such URLs. In
this work, we collect web access records of users from their
using our browser extension. Differing from data collection
on the network, user-side data collection enables us to discern
users and web browser tabs, facilitating efficient data analysis.
Then, we propose a scheme to extract an entire web access
path to a malicious URL, called a hazardous path, from the
access records. With all the hazardous paths extracted from
the access records, we analyze web access activities of users
considering initial accesses on the hazardous paths, risk levels
of bookmarked URLs, time required to reach malicious URLs,
and the number of concurrently active browser tabs when
reaching such URLs. In addition, we propose a preemptive
domain filtering scheme, which identifies domains leading to
malicious URLs, called hazardous domains. We demonstrate
the effectiveness of the scheme by identifying hazardous
domains that are not included in blacklists.

1

Introduction

The Internet has become indispensable social infrastructure,
and many people access the web multiple times a day
in the course of their daily lives. However, web access
exposes users to diverse types of attacks, including malware
infections and social engineering attacks. Various techniques
have been investigated and implemented to minimize the
risk of accessing malicious URLs. In particular, browsers
have become more resistant to malware infections and other
web-based attacks. For example, the Google Chrome browser
uses Google’s blacklist service, i.e., Google Safe Browsing
(GSB) [1], to minimize users’ access to malicious URLs.
However, users still reach malicious URLs through web
browsing.

USENIX Association

To better understand how users reach malicious URLs
and to improve user protection, in this paper, we introduce a
per-user data analysis scheme and demonstrate its usability.
First, we collect access records of each user using our browser
extension. User-side data collection enables us to access data
that network-side data collection cannot access, i.e., user IDs,
browser tab IDs, and navigation information, which, in turn,
enable us to efficiently analyze the data in detail. Then, we
propose a scheme to extract an entire web access path to
a malicious URL, called a hazardous path. The proposed
scheme takes advantage of collected data that identify users
and browser tabs to efficiently reconstruct the hazardous paths.
The first accesses of the paths, i.e., entry points, are identified
based on the navigation information that identifies the cause of
the navigation. With the extracted access path information, we
analyze the web access activities of users who reach malicious
URLs, i.e., victims1 , to better understand them. First, we
analyze the entry points of hazardous paths to understand
the proportion of accesses via bookmarks. We then analyze
the risk level of bookmarked URLs. We also analyze the
time required to reach malicious URLs and the number of
concurrently active browser tabs to demonstrate the usability
of data collected at the user side for further analysis.
In addition, we propose a preemptive domain filtering
scheme. This scheme determines the risk level of accessing
each domain by analyzing the hazardous paths and identifies
domains that lead to malicious URLs, i.e., hazardous domains.
These domains are not blacklisted; however, the proposed
scheme suggests filtering traffic on them because, even if they
do not host any malicious contents themselves, the access
paths thereafter lead to malicious URLs.
Contributions The primary contributions of this work are
summarized as follows.
1. We describe a user-side data collection approach using
a browser extension. Differing from earlier work that
1 These

users are not necessarily harmed by accessing malicious URLs;
however, for convenience, we use the term "victim" for such users.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

collects traffic data on network devices, user-side data
collection enables us to access to a broader range of data,
including user IDs, browser tab IDs, and user navigation
information, allowing us to efficiently analyze user
behaviors.
We introduce a scheme that reconstructs hazardous paths
from the collected data. The scheme repeatedly traces
previous accesses until it reaches the entry points of
hazardous paths to reconstruct the paths. The entry
points are determined by looking up user navigation
information. Differing from earlier work that does not
discern users and browser tabs, this scheme minimizes
ambiguity by discerning them, narrowing down the lines
of logs that need to be analyzed.
We analyze users’ browsing behaviors to demonstrate
the usability of data obtained from browsers, i.e., tab IDs
and user navigation information. The analysis reveals
that bookmark access is the major type of initial access
on hazardous paths. In the collected data, bookmark
access occupies the largest share of entry point types on
hazardous paths, and its share is greater on hazardous
paths than the share on all paths, including hazardous
and non-hazardous paths.
We analyze the risk level of bookmarked URLs by
defining a parameter that indicates the certainty of
reaching malicious URLs, We show that there are
bookmark entries that surely lead to malicious URLs,
which indicates that reviewing and sanitizing bookmark
entries may minimize the risk of reaching malicious
URLs.
We introduce a preemptive domain filtering scheme that
filters traffic before users reach malicious URLs. Our
analysis shows that there are non-malicious domains
that often lead users to malicious URLs. To identify
such domains, the scheme calculates the risk levels of
all domains appeared on hazardous paths and identifies
domains that are likely to navigate users to malicious
URLs. The scheme may filter traffic traversing on these
domains, or at least provide alerts to protect users from
reaching malicious URLs.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first academic
paper that analyzes users’ web access records by discerning
users and browser tabs and by considering user navigation
information. In particular, we focus on the entry points
of hazardous paths, revealing the importance of reviewing
bookmarks. The proposed preemptive domain filtering
scheme is also unique, which identifies hazardous domains
that are not included in blacklists.
Organization of this paper The remainder of this paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 presents our data collection
scheme. Section 3 introduces a scheme to reconstruct an
entire hazardous path by iteratively tracing previous accesses
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until reaching path entry points, and Section 4 presents an
analysis of users who reach malicious URLs, A scheme
to preemptively filter traffic based on domain risk levels is
introduced in Section 5. Section 6 considers issues that are
not addressed in the earlier sections. Related work is reviewed
in Section 7, and Section 8 concludes this paper.

2

User-Side Data Collection

Web access records are collected at the user side using
a browser extension developed in-house [2]. The browser
extension runs on the Chrome browser, and anyone who
agrees to the terms and conditions can install and use the
browser extension. This browser extension works as a sensor
that records each user’s web access activities and periodically
shares the recorded information to a server. The browser
extension is in Japanese; therefore, we assume that the users
are primarily Japanese speakers. In this section, the list of the
collected information, the ethical considerations, the access
log complementation, and the dataset generated for analysis
are elaborated.

2.1

Collected Data

Our browser extension uses Google Chrome’s APIs [3] to
collect web access data of a user from the web browser. The
browser extension uses the chrome.webRequest API [4] to
observe and analyze traffic and the chrome.webNavigation
API [5] to receive notifications about the status of navigation
requests. The following data are collected.
1. URL: the URL of the requested document obtained from
the HTTP request header
2. Timestamp: the UNIX time when the request is issued
3. Referer: the referer value obtained from the HTTP
request header
4. Tab ID: the identifier of a browser tab. Its uniqueness is
only guaranteed during the session.
5. Tab URL: URL shown on the browser tab
6. Resource type: the type of resource defined by the
chrome.webRequest API. It takes one of the following
values: "csp_report," "font," "image," "main_frame,"
"media," "object," "ping," "script," "stylesheet,"
"sub_frame," "websocket," or "xmlhttprequest." Note
that main frame, which is identified by the value
"main_frame," is a document that is loaded for a
top-level frame.
7. Transition type: the cause of the navigation defined
by the chrome.history API [6]. It takes one of the
following values: "auto_bookmark," "auto_subframe,"
"form_submit,"
"generated,"
"keyword,"
"keyword_generated," "link," "manual_subframe,"
"reload," "start_page," or "typed."
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In addition to the data listed above, the browser extension
and server provide the following supplementary information.
1. User ID: unique user identifier
2. Source tab ID: the identifier of the tab that has
generated the current tab. It is recorded when a new
window is generated, for instance, by target="_blank"
and window.open().
3. GSB evaluation results: an indicator whether the URL
is listed by GSB. The server aggregates all URLs
collected in a single day and queries GSB regarding
their maliciousness once a day.
4. Alexa Traffic Rank: traffic rankings provided by Alexa
Top Site [7]. The server aggregates all URLs collected in
a single day and queries Alexa Top Site regarding their
ranking. Note that we check up to the top 1,000 sites.
One access record consists of the above 11 items. Note that
our browser extension can collect a broader range of data;
however, data not relevant to this work have been omitted.

2.2

Ethical Considerations

We worked with our Internal Review Board to ensure that
our usage of the logs was ethical and respectful of users’
privacy. We defined the terms and conditions for our browser
extension [2]. All collected data are listed, and we stipulate
that we analyze the data collected from the browser extensions
to detect and prevent access to malicious URLs. Users
installing the browser extension need to agree to the terms
and conditions.
The collected data contains privacy-related details;
therefore, we have strict restrictions on its use. Any personally
identifiable user information was expunged or coded before
records were stored on the servers. The user ID recorded in
the log is an internal number unique to each user and cannot
be directly linked to any personally identifiable information.
Raw URLs cannot be shared with external parties. Therefore,
we do not use VirusTotal [8], which requires us to submit raw
URLs. Instead, we use GSB to evaluate the maliciousness of
URLs because it does not require us to upload raw URLs. In
addition, we delete all records of users who request that their
records be deleted.
The logs we use in our analysis are stored on a server in
a secure facility, and only registered users from registered
machines that implement adequate security measures can
access them. No raw data are allowed to be copied outside the
machines; therefore, all analyses must be conducted on the
secure servers. Only aggregated results were exported from
the secure server for further analysis.

2.3

Access Log Complementation

Our scheme collects users’ web access data on a granular
scale, which enables us to analyze their behavior in detail.

USENIX Association

Figure 1: Number of unique active users per month
However, we sometimes fail to collect certain data. We have
identified three factors influencing these failures. First, the
implementation of the data collection module was imperfect.
A user may take an explicit action to move to another page
before the browser receives a response to a request. In this
case, some fields of the access record are left blank, or the
entire record is not recorded. Second, users can specifically
avoid data collection for certain cases. Users can specify the
list of URLs and domains that they do not want our browser
extensions to record. The browser extension also does not
record logs if a user accesses the web in incognito mode.
These functionalities are provided to protect users’ privacy.
In addition, some users may deactivate the browser extension
when accessing sites that they do not want us to monitor.
Third, the Chrome browser does not provide the intended
records when its processing burden becomes high.
Our scheme complements missing main frame entries in
the log because these entries play a core role in our analysis.
Typically, access to a tab URL produces a series of requests
for multiple content, e.g., main frame, subframe, image, script,
and style file. However, the log sometimes lacks main frame
that should appear. In this case, we generate a complementary
main frame entry, where its tab URL and URL are both set
to the tab URL. Here the timestamp is set to that of the first
entry in the consecutive access records for the tab URL.

2.4

Dataset

The dataset we used consists of data collected from February
1, 2019 to January 31, 2020 (12 months). During the
experimental period, 4,306,529,287 access records were
collected, among which were 76,474 accesses to malicious
URLs. Figure 1 shows the number of unique active users
per month. Note, a user is considered active if any browsing
activity of the user is logged. On average, 831 users accessed
the web at least once a day, 1,650 users accessed the web
at least once a month, 1,013 users accessed the web more
than seven days a month, and 115 users (victims) accessed
malicious URLs at least once a month.
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Figure 2: Process flow for tracing previous accesses

3

Access Path Reconstruction

This section introduces our access path reconstruction scheme.
It extracts a hazardous path by recursively tracing previous
accesses until the entry point to the path is identified. We
also present case studies in this section to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the scheme.

3.1

Previous Access Tracing

Our access path reconstruction scheme traces previous
accesses by using user IDs and tab IDs provided by our dataset
to minimize the scope of analysis. Figure 2 shows an overview
of the tracing process. If the transition type of an access record
is set to "reload," the access is considered as a page reload,
and the reload tracing method is run to identify the access
record of the reloaded page. Otherwise, if source tab ID is set,
this access is considered to be originated from another tab,
and the source-tab tracing method is run to identify the record
of previous access on the source tab. Otherwise, the in-tab
tracing method is run to identify the previous access record
within the current tab. If no proper record is found, the global
tracing method is run to identify the previous access record
from the user’s entire past access records. In most cases, our
scheme analyzes a single user’s access records in one browser
tab, so the analysis is more efficient than the one that do not
minimize the scope of the analysis. The details of the four
methods mentioned above are elaborated below.
Reload tracing A "reload" transition type indicates that
the page is reloaded. This includes the following cases: (1)
The reload button/menu on the browser was pressed/selected,
(2) the same URL as the previous access was entered in the
address bar of the browser, (3) the session was reconstructed
by selecting one of the recently closed tabs in the browser’s
history menu, and (4) a browser set to continue where its user
left off on startup was started. In all cases, the tab URL and
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URL of the previous access record remain the same as these
of the current access record. For the first two cases, the tab
ID remains the same; however, the latter two cases do not
guarantee that the tab ID remains the same. If the transition
type of an access record is set to "reload," our access path
reconstruction scheme runs the reload tracing method, which
determines the latest past access record with the same tab
URL and URL values as the current access record. It first
retrieves the past access records of the user within the same
browser tab, and then retrieves all past access records of the
user if no matching entry is found.
Source-tab tracing When an access record provides a
source tab ID, our access path reconstruction scheme runs
the source-tab tracing method, which analyzes the past access
records of a user on the source tab to identify the previous
access record. When the access record provides a referer
information, the method traces the records between the current
access and the latest past main frame access and determines
the latest past access record whose URL matches the referer
as the previous access record (referer tracing). If referer
information is unavailable or no suitable record is found, the
method determines the latest past main frame access record
as the previous access record (main frame tracing).
In-tab tracing When an access record does not provide a
source tab ID, our access path reconstruction scheme runs
the in-tab tracing method, which analyzes the past access
records of a user on the current tab to identify the previous
access record. As with source-tab tracing method, the in-tab
tracing method analyzes the records by running referer tracing
and main frame tracing techniques to identify the previous
access record. Note that most previous access records will
be identified by this method because new tab creation is less
frequent than access on the current tab.
Global tracing When no previous access was found by the
in-tab tracing method, our access path reconstruction scheme
runs the global tracing method, which analyzes the past access
records of a user on all tabs to identify the previous access
record. As with the source-tab and in-tab tracing methods,
the global tracing method first runs referer tracing if referer
information is available. There are cases the referer contains
only its origin information. The global tracing method uses it
if no suitable entry is found by referer tracing. The method
determines the latest past main frame access record whose
URL value includes the referer, i.e., origin, as the previous
access (origin tracing). If referer information is unavailable or
no suitable record is found, the method may run main frame
tracing; however this does not necessarily provide a reliable
trace and is not used in the analysis of this paper. Note that the
origin tracing is not used by the source-tab and in-tab tracing
methods because they can identify a reliable previous access
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record by running the main frame tracing technique.

3.2

Identifying access path entry points

The processes described in Section 3.1 are iterated until they
identify the first access of the hazardous path, i.e., the entry
point. We regard an access that do not follow links and is
discontinuous from the previous access as an entry point. The
following types of accesses are considered as entry points.
Bookmark access A user may jump to the desired page by
selecting a bookmark entry on the browser. We determine that
the user came to the page by selecting a bookmark when the
transition type is set to "auto_bookmark."
Session reconstruction Sessions can be reconstructed, for
example, by selecting one of the recently closed tabs in the
browser’s history menu. We determine that the user came to
the page by reconstructing a past session if the transition type
was set to "reload" and no access was found on the same tab
for more than a predefined amount of time. Note that we do
not include the access records prior to session reconstruction
in the hazardous path in this paper, but we could include such
access records in the path for different analyses.
Web search A user can find various pages of interests by
submitting a new search query on general web search engines.
We determine that a new web search is initiated if (1) the
URL is one of the top pages of major search engines2 , or (2)
the transition type is "form_submit" and the URL is a search
result page of major search engines3 . Access records with a
source tab ID are excluded because there must be precedent
accesses in the specified tab. Note that site-specific search
engines that are often available for many streaming services
and pornography sites are not included.
Omnibar access The omnibar on the Chrome browser
combines an address bar with the Google search box. Users
can use the omnibar to initiate a web search or access
their browsing history. The omnibar also suggests keywords
to improve search results. The transition type "generated"
identifies access that is based on the selection of choices
provided by the omnibar.
2 In this work, we use the following URLs to determine the top
pages of major search engines: https://www.baidu.com/, https://www.
bing.com/, https://duckduckgo.com/, https://www.google.co.jp/,
https://www.google.com/, https://www.yahoo.co.jp/, and https:
//www.yahoo.com/.
3 In this work, we determine URLs containing one of the following strings
as search result pages: https://www.baidu.com/s?, https://www.bing.
com/search, https://duckduckgo.com/?q=, https://www.google.co.
jp/, https://www.google.com/search?, https://search.yahoo.co.
jp/search, or https://search.yahoo.com/search.
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Address typing Users often enter a new URL to initiate
another browsing activity; however, as part of ongoing
browsing activity, they also often modify the current URL
in the address bar to browse another page, e.g., the top page
of the current site. Therefore, we consider the page with the
"typed" transition type as an entry point if the domain of the
page differs from the previous page. Note that if the typed
URL is one of the major search engines, we see it as an
initiation of a new access path; however, we label the access
as a web search rather than new URL typing.
Start page access When the Chrome browser starts, the
page specified by the program argument or set as the default
opens. If the transition type is "start_page," we consider that
the browser was launched and that the page was specified in
the program argument or set as the default page. Note that the
transition type is set to "start_page" if a user accesses a link
on an external application, e.g., an email application, because
the Chrome browser is then launched with the URL of the
link as its argument on the OS.

3.3

Case Studies

We extract hazardous paths by applying the techniques
described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. Two cases are described in
this section to demonstrate their effectiveness.
Table 1 shows an entire hazardous path that reaches a
URL labeled "SOCIAL_ENGINEERING" by GSB. First,
the in-tab tracing method identified access to a subframe
page in the same tab at 16:14:40 as its previous access using
referer information. It then identified access to a main frame
page in the same tab at 16:14:39 as its previous access using
referer information. Then, the global tracing method identified
access to a main frame page at 16:14:13 in another tab as
its previous access using referer information. The in-tab
tracing method then identified access to a main frame page at
16:13:54 in the same tab as its previous access using referer
information. Now, we see that the page’s transition type was
set to "auto_bookmark;" thus we consider this page as the
initial access of the hazardous path.
Table 2 shows an entire hazardous path that reaches a URL
labeled "MALWARE" by GSB. Our in-tab tracing method
identified the latest past main frame access in the same tab
at 15:33:37 as its previous access. Note that the record of
the main frame access was complemented using the scheme
mentioned in Section 2.3. Our in-tab tracing method then
identified the latest past main frame accesses in the same tab
at 15:33:26, 15:32:35, and 15:32:08 as the previous accesses.
The source-tab tracing method then identified the latest past
main frame access on the source tab at 15:31:50 as its previous
access. Similarly, the in-tab tracing method identified previous
accesses by monitoring main frame and referer information.
Identification of these previous accesses led to the initial
access, which was accessed from a bookmark, at 15:26:57.
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Table 1: Hazardous path on August 19, 2019 ("SOCIAL_ENGINEERING" label was set by GSB)
Time
Tab URL(cropped)
Source Transition
Resource
Tracing method
(JST)
ID
tab ID type
type
16:13:54 193 https://avgle.com/video/UNXIII —
auto_bookmark mframe
in-tab (referer)
16:14:13 193 https://avgle.com/search/video
—
form_submit
mframe
global (referer)
16:14:39 200 https://avgle.com/video/odaqWq —
link
mframe
in-tab (referer)
16:14:40 200 https://olmsoneenh.info/ajWpZ. —
auto_subframe
sub_frame in-tab (referer)
16:14:41 200 https://10-81.s.cdn15.com/cr/3
—
—
image
—
mframe: main_frame

Time
(JST)
15:26:57
15:27:14
15:27:26
15:28:28
15:31:50
15:32:08
15:32:35
15:33:26
15:33:37
15:33:37

4

Table 2: Hazardous path extracted on August 28, 2019 ("MALWARE" label was set by GSB)
Tab URL(cropped)
Source Transition
Resource
Tracing method
ID
tab ID type
type
182 http://javtorrent.re/category/
auto_bookmark mframe
in-tab (referer)
182 http://javtorrent.re/?s=080819
form_submit
mframe
in-tab (referer)
182 http://javtorrent.re/uncensore
link
mframe
in-tab (mframe)
182 http://javtorrent.re/?s=HEYZOform_submit
mframe
in-tab (mframe)
(omitted 18 access records)
182 http://javtorrent.re/uncensore
link
mframe
source-tab (mframe)
403 https://www.google.com/search? 182
link
mframe
in-tab (mframe)
403 https://7mmtv.tv/zh/uncensored
link
mframe
in-tab (mframe)
403 https://www.google.com/search?
link
mframe
in-tab (mframe)
403 http://javhuge.com/Momoki%20
—
complemented in-tab (mframe)
403 http://javhuge.com/zb_users/th
—
stylesheet
—
mframe: main_frame, o_referer: origin-only referer

Unveiling User Behavior

Web access data collected at the user side reveals user IDs and
browser tab IDs, enabling us to efficiently reconstruct access
paths, as described in Section 3. It also provides data that are
not collected on the network, such as transition type. With
the transition type information, we can identify access path
entry points as described in Section 3.2, and such information
can be used to analyze user behavior. In this section, we
demonstrate the usability of the data collected on the user side
by analyzing them and unveiling user behavior. Specifically,
we answer the following questions: (1) what are the initial
accesses of hazardous paths? (2) what is the risk level of
bookmarked URLs? (3) how long does it take for users to
reach malicious URLs? and (4) how many active browser tabs
do users open when accessing malicious URLs? Answers
to these questions may not directly provide any solution
for improving user protections; however, they will deepen
understanding of victims and will be a basis for future studies.

4.1

Path entry point analysis

Considering the measures implemented by recent browsers,
accidentally reaching a malicious URL from the ISP’s portal
site or via a major search engine has become increasingly
infrequent; however, users still reach malicious URLs through
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Table 3: Types of path entries (February 2019–January 2020)
Types of
Entries of
Entries of
initial accesses
hazardous paths
all paths
Bookmark access
3,213 (48.7%) 1,331,170 (38.6%)
Web search
955 (14.5%) 541,046 (15.7%)
Session reconstruction 814 (12.3%) 600,366 (17.4%)
Omnibar access
689 (10.4%) 581,223 (16.8%)
Address typing
646 (9.8%)
89,966 (2.6%)
Start page access
179 (2.7%) 307,536 (8.9%)
Link access
107 (1.6%)
—
Total
6,496 (100%) 4,403,471 (100%)

web browsing. To understand their browsing activities, we
analyze the types of initial accesses on hazardous paths, i.e.,
hazardous path entry points. Table 3 shows the breakdown
of the types of initial accesses on hazardous paths over 12
months. These types are identified based on the definition
provided in Section 3.2. For reference, it also shows the
breakdown of the types of initial accesses on all paths
including hazardous and non-hazardous paths.
"Bookmark access" was the most frequent entry point.
Many users reach malicious URLs via a bookmark, which
shortens the path from a portal site or search engine to
malicious sites. "Web search" was the second most frequent
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entry point. Users enter a hazardous path by submitting a
query to a general search engine. One typical scenario of this
entry type was that users obtained a keyword from the web
before they submitted a query to a search engine. For example,
while browsing the adult section of a legitimate shopping
site, a user found the identifier of a pornographic video, e.g.,
product code. The identifier was used to retrieve the web
and, consequently, the user reached an illegitimate site, which
eventually lead to a malicious URL. "Session reconstruction"
accounted for third most frequent entry points. If we combine
the paths before and after the session reconstructions, the path
will become lengthy. Naturally, a lengthy path has a higher
probability of reaching malicious URLs because more sites
are visited, including those that are many hops away from the
search engine result pages or browsers’ start pages. "Omnibar
access" was the fourth most frequent entry point, followed by
"address typing." All of these path entry types shorten the path
between the portal site or search engine and the malicious
site. In this context, they are shortcuts in the access path to a
malicious URL. "Start page access" was also found to be an
entry point to hazardous paths; however, the number of this
type of entry point is small compared with the other types.
Apart from these, several entry points are labeled as "link
access." These are cases where the transition type of the
access record is "link," though no appropriate previous access
is found within the log we analyzed, making the access
record discontinuous. Considering the meaning of the label
"link" assigned by the Google API, there should be some
previous accesses prior to the entry. The lack of previous
accesses may occur due to either of the following reasons.
First, previous access was performed prior to the first log
record. Accesses prior to the first day of the month could not
be traced because we conduct per-month analysis in this work.
Second, the collected logs are incomplete, be it intentionally
or accidentally, as we discussed in Section 2.3.
Figure 3 shows the breakdown of the types of initial
accesses on hazardous paths for each month. The general
trend of the breakdown is the same during these months
except July 2019. There were several users who typed
many URLs in the address bar of the browser in July 2019
and reached malicious URLs, though their motivations were
unknown.

4.2

Table 4: Top 10 bookmark domains that most frequently reach
malicious URLs (February 2019–January 2020)
Bookmarked
Access counts on
Risk
domains
hazardous paths all paths
level
avgle.com
2,184
3,566
61.25
xbooks.to
136
1,260
10.79
google.co.jp
113
69,878
0.16
yahoo.co.jp
89 191,297
0.05
bejav.net
79
79 100.00
javmost.com
37
37 100.00
mac-torrent-download.net
34
68
50.00
13dl.net
33
3,389
0.97
smv.to
19
251
7.57
youtube.com
18
95,572
0.02
accesses that reach malicious URLs remains very small; thus
the risk level is small. Therefore, the risk level of domains
cannot be evaluated by the number of accesses that reach
malicious URLs.
To identify untrustworthy bookmark domains, we define
the risk level of a domain that shows the certainty of reaching
malicious URLs as follows:
R(domain) =

Bookmarked URL analysis

Table 4 shows the domains of bookmarked URLs, i.e.,
bookmark domains, that most frequently reach malicious
URLs in descending order of the number of accesses. Note
that only the accesses through the selection of bookmark
entries are counted. As can be seen, the list includes
pornography sites, illegal book/manga sharing sites, and file
sharing sites. However, it also contains legitimate search
engines, such as google.com and yahoo.co.jp. Considering
the total number of accesses on any path, the percentage of
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Figure 3: Breakdown of the types of path entries

NbrAccessmalurl (domain)
NbrAccessall (domain)

(1)

where R(domain) represents the risk level of a domain,
NbrAccessmalurl (domain) is the number of accesses to
the domain that eventually reach malicious URLs, and
NbrAccessall (domain) is the number of all accesses to
the domain. Note that these parameters ignore whether a
malicious URL is in the next hop or in multiple hops away.
With this risk level, we evaluate the risk level of bookmark
domains.
Table 5 shows the bookmark domains that most frequently
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Table 5: Top 10 untrustworthy bookmark domains
(February 2019–January 2020)
Bookmarked
Access counts on
Risk
domains
hazardous paths all paths
level
bejav.net
79
79 100.00
javmost.com
37
37 100.00
xdytt.com
8
8 100.00
91mjw.com
6
6 100.00
incestflix.com
6
6 100.00
theyoump3.com
6
6 100.00
gofucker.com
5
5 100.00
anipo.tv
3
3 100.00
javbraze.com
3
3 100.00
avdvd.tv
2
2 100.00
Table 6: Top 10 Bookmark domains (February 2019–January
2020)
Bookmarked
Access counts on
Risk
domains
hazardous paths all paths level
yahoo.co.jp
89 191,297 0.05
youtube.com
18
95,572 0.02
google.co.jp
113
69,878 0.16
amazon.co.jp
8
45,326 0.02
google.com
6
33,494 0.02
twitter.com
3
29,159 0.01
facebook.com
2
27,387 0.01
nicovideo.jp
5
25,216 0.02
livedoor.jp
1
20,829 0.00
rakuten.co.jp
1
17,692 0.01

reach malicious URLs between February 2019 and January
2020 in descending order of the risk level. As can be seen,
legitimate sites that appeared in Table 4 do not appear in
the table. The top 10 bookmark domains accessed between
February 2019 and January 2020 are listed in Table 6. As
can be seen, the risk levels of the domains in Table 5 are
significantly higher than the risk levels in Table 6.
Based on these analyses, we could review bookmarks to
minimize the risk of users. As discussed in Section 4.1,
bookmark access is a major entry point to hazardous paths.
Therefore, we can expect to minimize the number of accesses
to malicious URLs by sanitizing bookmarks. It can be difficult
to prevent users from adding hazardous URLs to bookmarks
or to block access to hazardous bookmarked URLs. However,
simply showing alerts when accessing hazardous bookmarks
may help to improve the situation. Regularly reviewing the
list of bookmarks and providing alerts will be effective.

4.3

Time to reach malicious URLs

Figure 4 shows the cumulative histogram of the time to reach
a malicious URL from users’ first access of the paths. Among
all the hazardous paths between February 2019 and January
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Figure 4: Normalized cumulative histograms of the time to
reach a malicious URL in February 2019–January 2020 (left:
complete histogram, right: first hour excerpt of the histogram)
2020, 87.03% reached a malicious URL within 24 hours from
their initial accesses, 80.03% within 6 hours, 68.75% within
an hour, and 60.31% within half an hour. We conjecture that
many accesses to malicious URLs occur within an hour, or
even within half an hour, because victims already have the
URLs that are close to malicious URLs in their bookmarks,
or they already know hazardous keywords that may lead to
malicious URLs when initiating a web search, as seen in
Section 4.1.

4.4

Number of active browser tabs

This section analyzes the number of active browser tabs. A
browser tab is considered active if some activities of a user is
observed on the browser tab. We assume that the number of
active browser tabs does not change before or after accessing
ordinary URLs. However, it is observed that many malicious
sites and some other sites open browser tabs unnecessarily.
To confirm that, we analyzed the number of active browser
tabs before and after malicious URL accesses.
Figure 5 shows a histogram of the number of active browser
tabs within 10 minutes before and after malicious URL access.
Over 99% of victims use 1–2 browser tabs before and after
visiting malicious URLs. The figure also shows the number
of active browser tabs within 10 minutes before a malicious
access. Over 91% of victims use 1–4 browser tabs within 10
minutes before accessing malicious URLs4 .
The difference in the number of active browser tabs
between the above two histograms indicates that there could
be browser tabs generated to reach malicious URLs, e.g.,
redirection pages opened in a new browser tab. This difference
cannot be used as a feature for detecting malicious URL
access because it requires access records after the malicious
URL access, but it could be analyzed further to devise a
4 Note that the maximum number of active browser tabs was 39; however,
the frequency was negligible. Thus active browser tabs greater than 18 are
not present in the histogram.
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Figure 5: Histogram of the number of active browser tabs
(February 2019–January 2020): browser tabs active within 10
minutes before and after malicious URL accesses and those
before malicious URL accesses
Hazardous domain

domain C

URL1
(blacklisted)

domain B
URL 2
(blacklisted)
domain A

domain D

URL 3

URL 4

domain E

URL5
(blacklisted)

URL 6

URL 7
(blacklisted)

Figure 6: Concept of preemptive domain filtering scheme
feature to detect malicious URL access.

5

Preemptive Domain Filtering Scheme

The hazardous paths generated by the scheme proposed in
Section 3 could be used to improve user protection. In this
section, we propose a preemptive domain filtering scheme
based on the risk level evaluation of domains on the hazardous
paths.
Malicious URLs are included in blacklists; however, there
are non-blacklisted URLs that lead to malicious URLs. We
refer to domains that have high probability of leading to
malicious URLs as hazardous domains. Access to malicious
URLs can be minimized by identifying such domains and
taking countermeasures, e.g., adding the domains to blacklists
or alerting users. Figure 6 shows the concept of the proposed
preemptive domain filtering scheme. In this figure, an access
path tree consisting of multiple access paths that reach
seven different URLs is described, and four of the URLs are
included in a blacklist. The proposed scheme calculates the
probability of reaching malicious URLs from a domain and
identifies the domain as hazardous if the probability is greater
than a certain threshold value. Accesses through domains B
and C reach only blacklisted URLs; thus they are regarded
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Table 7: Top 10 newly identified untrustworthy domains with
a risk level above 50% (February 2019–January 2020)
Bookmarked
Access counts on
Max Number
domains
hazardous
all
risk
of
paths
paths
level months
avgle.com
26,971 80,766
50.27
12
xbooks.to
1,185 11,138
66.66
4
codeday.me
991
1,105 100.00
11
ero-advertising.com 323
1,950
52.72
6
aphookkensidah.pro 272
1,043 100.00
12
tubepornclassic.com 109
782
77.14
5
highporn.net
105
152
69.07
1
erodoujin-index.net
82
109
75.22
1
fbk.tokyo
39
228
66.66
10
avli.me
38
58
65.51
1

Table 8: Top 10 newly identified untrustworthy domains with
a risk level of 100% (February 2019–January 2020)
Bookmarked
Access counts on Number
domains
hazardous
all
of
paths
paths
months
codeday.me
991
1,105
11
aphookkensidah.pro
272
1,043
12
collectionanalyser.com
32
65
3
vidia.tv
27
33
3
livetotal.tv
27
104
4
jqaaa.com
27
28
3
eimusics.com
25
63
5
dentaint.pro
23
30
5
livetotal.net
22
52
4
javbraze.com
20
20
2

as hazardous domains. Accesses through domain E reach
both blacklisted and non-blacklisted URLs; however this
domain is regarded as hazardous because the probability is
greater than the threshold value. Other domains are regarded
as non-hazardous because the probability is less than the
threshold value. These hazardous domains are not included
in the blacklist; however, we could block access to these
hazardous domains or alert users to minimize the risk of users’
accessing malicious URLs.
To realize this preemptive domain filtering, we first
reconstruct hazardous paths using the proposed scheme
described in Section 3. We then extract all domains on the
paths. Note that all domains on the path reach more than
one malicious URL, while domains that did not appear on
hazardous paths are not known to reach any malicious URLs.
Finally, we analyze the risk levels of the URLs on hazardous
paths using the risk level R(domain) defined in Section 4.2.
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5.1

Identifying hazardous domains

3. Non-blacklisted URLs whose domains are the same
as the blacklisted URLs: It may take some time for the
GSB to register a malicious URL; therefore the URL
may not be registered when a user visits it. These URLs
will or should be blacklisted. Sometimes, its domain
instead of the URL could be registered on the blacklist.
4. Unreachable URLs: These URLs are already
unreachable at the time of writing this paper. Malicious
URLs often disappear after a period of time. Therefore,
the likelihood that these URLs are malicious is not too
small.
5. URLs with illegitimate or harmful content: Many of
the blocked URLs that do not fall into any of the above
four categories deal with pornography, scanned manga
and books, and music and video files. None of these
URLs are listed in the Alexa Top 1,000 sites on a global
basis [7] during the entire observation period. Although
the proprietary blacklist we used did not recognize
these URLs as malicious, determination of maliciousness
largely depends on the policy of each blacklist, and these
pages are not necessarily legitimate even if they are not
included in the blacklist. These pages are likely to be
irrelevant for the daily lives of most users. Therefore, the
impact of those pages becoming unreachable is limited.

We evaluated risk levels of all domains on hazardous paths
using the proposed preemptive domain filtering scheme. Table
7 shows the top 10 newly identified domains with a risk level
above 50%, and Table 8 shows those with a risk level of 100%
over 12 months. Note, domains already identified by GSB
have been excluded. The maximum risk level column shows
the maximum value of monthly risk levels of a domain during
the 12 months, while the number of months column shows
the number of months the domain appeared on hazardous
paths5 . As can be seen, the proposed scheme can identify
non-blacklisted domains that most likely navigate users to
malicious URLs.
Table 9 shows the breakdown of the number of domains
on hazardous paths by risk levels. To protect users, if the risk
level of a domain is above a certain threshold, we could filter
traffic on a domain or issue alerts. If the threshold is set to
80%, 355 domains are identified as hazardous domains in
addition to 619 domains that have already been identified by
GSB.

5.2

Blocked URLs

By enforcing the proposed preemptive domain filtering
scheme and blocking access to hazardous domains,
some URLs will become unreachable. To determine the
effectiveness of the blocking, we identified URLs that would
have been blocked if we have enforced the scheme using the
dataset. Note that the scheme needs to know the threshold
value to identify hazardous domains that need to be filtered
as we have seen in Section 5.1, and we set the value to 80%
in this section. URLs that became unreachable fall into one
of the following types.
1. Blacklisted URLs: The proposed scheme blocks
accesses to the hazardous domains that are located on
the way to the blacklisted URLs. Therefore, users cannot
reach the URLs, though access to these URLs are anyway
blocked by the existing blacklists. Note that we used
GSB for the blacklist, but other blacklists can be used in
place of GSB to select domains for preemptive filtering.
2. URLs included in other blacklists: These were not
blacklisted by GSB but were known to be malicious
by the other blacklists. Here, we used a proprietary
blacklist that identifies malicious URLs based on the
signatures on URL strings. However, the number of
these URLs remains small. We conjecture it is because
policies of blacklists differ each other on what is
detected as malicious. Indeed, GSB identifies more
social-engineering type URLs and less malware-related
URLs than the proprietary blacklist we used.
5 Note

that the GSB periodically revises the evaluation results of
blacklisted entries.
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These URLs that were made unreachable are either
malicious, unreachable, illegitimate, or harmful; thus blocking
them would help improve user protection without impairing
their legitimate activities.

6

Discussion and Analysis

Each technique has been discussed and evaluated in earlier
sections. This section discusses issues related to our data
collection and analysis approaches, limitation of our dataset,
and directions for further analyses.

6.1

Advantages of user-side data collection

The uniqueness of our overall approach stems from our
user-side data collection, which provides various data of
browser users that cannot be collected on the network. These
data provide two types of advantages: analytical efficiency
and access to user-side data.
1. Analytical efficiency: The collected data includes user
IDs and browser tab IDs. We can narrow down the
data we need to look into by filtering with a user ID
and a browser tab ID. In this way, the complexity and
ambiguity of the data will be minimized, leading to more
accurate analysis. As a result, the cost and time required
for the analysis are also minimized.
2. Access to user-side data: We can obtain data that
are unavailable from data collected on the network,
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Risk level

100%

[80%-100%)
[60%-80%)
[40%-60%)
[20%-40%)
Others
Total

Table 9: Evaluation of domains on hazardous paths (February 2019–January 2020)
Blacklist Number of domains
coverage 2019
Feb Mar Apr May Jun
Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
full
51
58
60
72
61 289
28
44
50
74
69
partial
1
2
3
1
1
3
0
1
1
2
0
none
41
42
44
24
42
69
53
24
30
32
38
partial
0
2
1
1
2
2
1
0
0
3
1
none
7
1
3
2
2
1
4
1
1
3
3
partial
3
2
1
2
0
6
4
0
1
0
2
none
8
10
5
0
5
11
11
7
4
10
9
partial
0
1
1
1
0
6
0
0
0
1
1
none
24
35
25
12
20
29
23
12
19
15
18
partial
3
0
2
3
1
3
2
0
1
1
0
none
34
53
34
26
20
36
30
27
24
26
33
partial
6
5
4
1
4
5
1
2
2
0
0
none
333 398 218
192 193 250 250 160 192 183 163
511 609 401
337 351 710 407 278 325 350 337

e.g., users’ navigation information, which enables us
to analyze users in detail. Indeed, our browser extension
can collect data that are not listed in Section 2.1, such
as the list of installed browser extensions and process
information.
This paper demonstrated the usability of our data collection
and analysis approach, and we hope this paper will encourage
per-user data analysis to better protect users.

Attracting and Motivating Users

In this work, the primary is the number of users who install
our browser extension and continue using it. The browser
extension collects user’s privacy-related information, which
may reveal information they do not want anybody to know.
Although the terms and conditions state that we do not link
the data and the user’s identity, this may discourage people
from installing the browser extension.
To motivate users to install our browser extension, we
implemented a campaign in the past, where a user can obtain
a JPY 2,000 Amazon gift card. The campaign was successful
from the standpoint of encouraging users to install the browser
extension; however, over half of the users stopped using the
browser extension within three months, indicating that the
campaign was unable to motivate users to continue using the
software.
Rather than asking people to install and use the browser
extension, we redesigned the browser extension so that people
would be interested in installing and continuing to use it
by using a popular character, called Tachikoma, a popular
character in the Ghost in the Shell universe [9]. By continuing
to activate the browser extension, users can see Tachikoma in
their browser. People who like the story or the character are
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Total
903
15
467
15
29
22
84
12
246
17
365
31
2,705
4,912

motivated to install the browser extension and continue using
it. We then prepared a web page where people can download
and install the browser extension. We also advertised our
data collection activities at large IT events. As can be seen
in Figure 1, the current approach was successful from the
standpoint of maintaining the number of active users, i.e.,
motivating users to continue using the browser extension.

6.3
6.2

2020
Jan
47
1
28
2
1
1
4
1
14
1
22
1
173
296

Limitation of our dataset

The dataset we used has some limitations. When conducting
further analysis, these limitations should be considered.
First, the demographics of the users of the browser
extension are limited because we are distributing the browser
extension to people who like the Tachikoma character. People
who like Tachikoma tend to be familiar with IT; thus their use
of the web does not necessarily accurately represent behavior
of general web users. In addition, the browser extension and
its distribution page are only available in Japanese; thus the
data analysis will not reflect the behavior of global web users.
Second, depending on the purpose of analysis, the method
used to label malicious URLs needs to be reviewed, . We
used GSB entries to flag malicious URLs; however, this is
not always desirable. Depending on the policies, users may
implement different blacklists.
Third, the scale of the dataset is limited. Although the
number of browser extension users was sufficient for the
analysis in this paper, it is very small considering the number
of web users in general. In particular, the number of victims
is too small. When conducting other types of analysis, such as
user classification, the scale of the data can be insufficient, and
one such example is discussed in Section 6.4. To cope with
this issue, measures such as effective campaigns to attract
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more users should be devised and deployed. Future works
could consider these limitations of the dataset.

6.4

Further Analyses

This paper demonstrated the usefulness of analyzing user-side
data collected through browsers. Further analyses are
encouraged to deepen the understanding of user behaviors,
including the analysis of access records before session
reconstruction as discussed in Section 3.2. In this section,
two more analysis directions are shown below.
We may use data that was unused in this paper
to reconstruct hazardous paths in detail. For example,
transition qualifiers, which can be collected through the
chrome.webNavigation API, could be used to deepen the
understanding of user behaviors. The API provides four
transition qualifiers: "client_redirect," "server_redirect,"
"forward_back," and "from_address_bar." Their usability is
demonstrated in a case, where a user browses pages in the
following manner. (1) A user visits a search engine result page
(whose transition type is set to "form_submit"). (2) The user
clicks on one of the links on the page. (3) The user pushes the
"back" button on the browser. In this case, the access record
of the access (1) is used as the access record for the access
(3), meaning that its transition type is "start_page" and the
referer does not comply with access (2). In this study, the
access path reconstruction scheme judges that the access (3)
is the path entry point; however, we could trace back further
by considering transition qualifier information.
Moreover, user behaviors can be analysed at a finer
granularity. For example, user behaviors can be analyzed
for each type of detected threats rather than using a
binary label, i.e., malicious or not malicious. Indeed GSB
provides types of detected threats, e.g., "MALWARE" and
"SOCIAL_ENGINEERING"; however, we could not use
these in this paper because our dataset did not have a sufficient
amount of access records for each type of the threats detected
by GSB. As discussed in Section 6.3, our dataset was too
small to analyze accesses based on these types.
Various other analyses can be conducted for different
purposes. These analyses will aid in building efficient
schemes to improve user protection.

7

Related Work

Various studies have been reported in the area of malicious
URL analysis. They take different approaches with different
datasets. This section introduces major such works.
Previous studies have analyzed web page content to identify
malicious sites [10–17]. A JavaScript code analysis at a
bytecode level has been proposed [11] to cope with the
obfuscation. Another study proposed a link structure analysis
technique [12] to detect compromised websites by identifying
structural anomalies. In addition, a cascading style sheets
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analysis technique has been proposed [13] to detect pages
leading to malware downloads.
Lexical analysis has also been proposed to extract features
from URL strings and identify malicious sites [18–23].
Among studies that apply lexical analysis, one study [19]
attempts to achieve online learning; thus it does not use
information that requires time to obtain. That study uses
the URL string and host-related information, i.e., host name,
primary domain, TLD, whois information, AS number, and
geographical information, as features.
In addition, several studies have focused on building
and analyzing redirection chains [24–29], which are often
observed when users reach malicious URLs. For example, the
SpiderWeb system [28] analyzes HTTP redirection chains. It
uses five types of features, i.e., client, referer, landing page,
final page, and redirection graph, to distinguish chains that
correspond to malicious activity and those that are legitimate.
WarningBird [29] detects malicious URLs posted on Twitter
by analyzing the correlations of redirection chains, while
Surf [25] identifies redirects to malicious URLs that are
originated from search engine results.
Access paths followed by users who eventually fall
victim to different types of malware download attacks, called
malware download paths, have also been analyzed [30]. In
that study, the authors proposed a download path traceback
technique as well as a technique to determine whether the
path is social engineering or drive-by, using various features,
such as domain ages and the number of hops to exploit pages.
Another study focuses on social engineering URLs [31].
That study uses a random forest algorithm to determine the
occurrence of a social engineering attack from ad-related sites
by learning about such past attacks using features extracted
from the download paths. In addition, research focusing on
identifying malicious exploit kits has also been reported [32].
Other studies have focused on user behavior [33–37]. A
study analyzes traffic on a mobile cellular network to predict
whether a user will visit a malicious URL within a month
based on past browsing activities and a questionnaire [34].
The study also predicts whether a user would access a
malicious URL within a session based on information from
past records in the same session.
Various other studies have been reported in this area,
including domain reputation systems [38–40] and signature
generation techniques [41, 42]. Contrary to these, we
collected data at the user side, which enabled us to analyze
the user activities in detail by discerning users and browser
tabs. We also proposed a preemptive domain filtering scheme
that identified hazardous domains that were not included in
blacklists.

8

Conclusion

Our user-side web access record collection approach enabled
us to access to a wide range of data, such as user IDs, browser
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tab IDs, and user navigation information, which facilitated
efficient and detailed analysis of user behavior. We have
reconstructed hazardous paths from the collected data by
continuously tracing previous access records until we identify
entry points of the paths. The hazardous path reconstruction
was efficient because it was able to discern users and
browser tabs. Then, we analyzed the reconstructed hazardous
paths to deepen the understanding of users’ web browsing
activities and revealed several analysis results, including that
bookmarks are the major entry points of hazardous paths. It
indicated that sanitizing bookmark entries will minimize the
risk of accessing malicious URLs. Furthermore, we proposed
a preemptive domain filtering scheme that identifies and
filters domains that lead to malicious URLs. The effectiveness
of the proposed scheme was demonstrated by revealing
non-blacklisted domains that ultimately led users to malicious
URLs. We hope that our work in this paper will contribute to
the security of the web.
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Abstract
Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) is one of the most prevalent vulnerabilities on the Web. While exploitation techniques are
publicly documented, to date there is no study of how frequently each technique is used in the wild. In this paper, we
conduct a longitudinal study of 134 k reflected server XSS
exploits submitted to XSS ED and O PEN B UG B OUNTY, two
vulnerability databases collectively spanning a time period
of nearly ten years. We use a combination of static and dynamic analysis techniques to identify the portion of each
archived server response that contains the exploit, execute it
in a sandboxed analysis environment, and detect the exploitation techniques used. We categorize the exploits based on the
exploitation techniques used and generate common exploit
patterns. We find that most exploits are relatively simple, but
there is a moderate trend of increased sophistication over time.
For example, as automated XSS defenses evolve, direct code
execution with <script> is declining in favour of indirect
execution triggered by event handlers in conjunction with
other tags, such as <svg onload. We release our annotated
data, enabling researchers to create diverse exploit samples
for model training or system evaluation.

1

Introduction

Vulnerability reward programmes have emerged as a way of
encouraging and coordinating the discovery and disclosure
of vulnerabilities by independent researchers [7, 18, 21]. As
a popular example, the commercial platform HackerOne [9]
partners with software vendors and administers bug bounty
programmes on their behalf. Non-commercial platforms such
as XSS ED [6] and O PEN B UG B OUNTY [16], which specialise
in Web vulnerabilities, are one-sided [18] in the sense that they
allow submissions of vulnerabilities affecting any website
instead of restricting them to partner organisations.
Bug bounty programmes and platforms have been the subject of a large number of studies, which to date have nearly
exclusively focused on the economics of vulnerability discovery such as incentives and return on investment [7, 21], as
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well as the user population, affected websites, patching delays,
and high-level categorisation of vulnerability types [18, 21].
However, little is known in terms of technical details about
the exploits submitted by users.
In this paper, we perform a longitudinal study of the exploitation techniques used by the authors of reflected server XSS
exploits in XSS ED and O PEN B UG B OUNTY over a period
of nearly ten years. This required us to solve a number of
technical challenges. The exploits submitted to the two platforms are not available in isolation, but must be extracted
from the archived request and server response. This is particularly difficult, given that we have no insight into the inner
workings of the web application, and no access to a comparable, “clean” server response without the exploit. To this
end, we design techniques to isolate the reflected exploit by
comparing the request and response data, and accounting for
server transformations such as encoding or escaping.
Once the attack string is isolated, we need to extract features for exploitation techniques. Some techniques, such as
syntax tricks attempting to confuse filters in web apps and firewalls by exploiting a parsing disparity, are not visible when a
page is opened in a browser. We detect this class of techniques
statically and comprehensively validate our method.
Other features are visible only at runtime, such as call
stacks, or whether the injected code actually works. In fact,
many archived server responses contain multiple instances
of reflected code, but input sanitisation appears to be applied
inconsistently, causing some instances to execute while others
do not. We collect this information by dynamically executing
archived exploits. Often, exploits have environmental dependencies or require certain events to be triggered before they
can execute, thus we developed a sandboxed environment
with lightweight browser instrumentation that can simulate
different network conditions and user interaction.
For our analysis, we integrate the data collected by the
static and dynamic analysis methods. When the results of
both static and dynamic analysis are available, we detect the
exploitation techniques with 100 % true positive rate. Our
methodology enables us to perform a comprehensive longitud-
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inal study of 134 k reflected server XSS exploits. Surprisingly,
a large percentage of exploits, 65.0 % in XSS ED and 11.7 %
in O PEN B UG B OUNTY, use no technique beyond inserting
a <script> tag after possibly closing the previous tag, and
make no attempt to bypass filters.
We also analyse common exploit patterns, defined as a
collection of techniques used in combination. We find that
the most common pattern accounting for about half of all
exploits in XSS ED is closing the previous tag and inserting a
<script> tag with the payload. Presumably due to increased
filtering of this tag, in the more recent submissions to O PEN B UG B OUNTY, we observe a trend of replacing the <script>
tag with <img> or <svg> tags and indirect code execution
using the onload and onerror event handlers.
Our analysis sheds light on XSS exploitation trends and
popular exploit patterns. We also discuss how exploitation
techniques evolve over time, as automated defenses are implemented by modern browsers. To summarise, this paper makes
the following contributions:
• We demonstrate that it is possible to accurately identify
proof-of-concept exploits in archived web pages. We implement a system to execute exploits and extract features
with a unified static and dynamic approach.
• We analyse ten years of reflected server XSS exploits to
quantify the use of various exploitation techniques.
• We show that there is only a moderate change in techniques and sophistication despite the long time span,
supporting the hypothesis of an “endless” supply of lowcomplexity vulnerabilities on the Web, and suggesting a
lack of incentives for users of the platforms to find and
contribute more sophisticated XSS vulnerabilities.
• We release the dataset [1] used in this paper.

2

Background

Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) is a class of attacks that consist in
injecting attacker-controlled JavaScript code into vulnerable
websites. The attack targets the visitors of a compromised
website. To the victim’s browser, the injected code appears
to originate from the compromised website, thus the Same
Origin Policy does not apply and the browser interprets the
code in the context of the website. Consequently, attackers
can exfiltrate sensitive information, or impersonate the victim
and initiate transactions such as purchases or money transfers.
This study focuses on reflected server XSS in which the
vulnerability arises from server-side templating and the inability of the browser to distinguish the trusted template from the
untrusted user input. To prevent attacks, the developer must
escape sensitive characters in the user input. However, which
characters are sensitive and how they can be escaped depends
on the sink context. For example, inside a JavaScript string
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context, quotes must be escaped as \", inside HTML tags as
the HTML entity &quot; and outside of HTML tags, they
do not have a special meaning. General-purpose server-side
programming languages typically do not escape user input
since they are unaware of the sink context. Furthermore, in
some cases developers may wish to allow certain types of
markup in user input, such as style-related tags in articles
or blog posts submitted by users. Unfortunately, developers
often omit input sanitisation entirely, use an incorrect type
of escaping, or implement custom sanitisation code that is
not sufficient to block the attacks. For example, developers
who would like to allow certain tags but not script may remove the string "script" from user input, but they may fail
to account for case differences (<ScRiPt>) or indirect execution through event handlers (onload="alert(1)"). Web
Application Firewalls are often implemented using regular
expressions and may be vulnerable to similar issues [4, 13].
Cross-Site Scripting exploits bugs in websites as opposed to
browsers. As such, XSS is not to be confused with JavaScriptbased attacks that exploit browser bugs to cause memory
corruption and gain code execution at the operating system
level. However, XSS could be used as a vehicle to inject such
types of payloads into websites. In this work, we do not study
such malicious payloads; rather, we focus on the tricks that
authors of XSS exploits use to bypass filters up to the point
where they gain script execution capabilities. The two datasets
that we use, XSS ED and O PEN B UG B OUNTY, contain only
benign proof-of-concept (PoC) payloads such as alert(1),
but exploits do differ in how they achieve code execution.

2.1

Vulnerability Rewards and Platforms

Bug bounty platforms provide a formalised way for bug
hunters and website operators to interact. Furthermore, they
often provide cash rewards for verified bug reports. Economic
aspects of vulnerability rewards have been studied extensively, such as for Chrome and Firefox by Finifter et al. [7],
or for the H ACKERO NE and W OOYUN platforms by Zhao et
al. [21]. The arguably most well-known platform, H ACKER O NE, operates vulnerability reward programmes on behalf of
other organisations. The platform is “closed" in the sense that
vulnerabilities can be submitted only for websites or software
developed by participating organisations. Furthermore, those
organisations are typically responsible for verifying vulnerability reports, determining the amount of a potential reward,
and deciding on whether to publish the vulnerability.
In contrast to closed commercial platforms, our research
uses data obtained from two open, non-profit bug bounty
websites specialised in XSS. In this model, users may submit exploits targeting any website. The first of the two platforms, XSS ED [6], was founded in 2007 and appears to be
largely dormant since 2012. The second platform, O PEN B UG B OUNTY [16] was launched in 2014 under the name
XSSposed, and is still active at the time of writing.
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2.2

Related Work

XSSED

Prior studies on vulnerability reward programmes have focussed on economic considerations (e.g., [7, 18, 21]). Zhao et
al. [21] dedicated a small part of their study to the submitted
exploits, but these encompassed many different vulnerability
classes, and the analysis was restricted to a few high-level
metrics such as “severity” provided by the W OOYUN platform. Furthermore, the authors noted that “Wooyun may ignore vulnerabilities that are considered irrelevant or of very
low importance, such as many reflected XSS vulnerabilities.”
In their analysis of O PEN B UG B OUNTY, Ruohonen and Allodi [18] considered platform metrics such as patching delays
and user productivity. Instead of these general-purpose exploit or platform metrics, we conduct a deeper analysis of the
different techniques used specifically in reflected server XSS.
Cross-Site Scripting has been considered in a large body of
scholarly research, mostly from a vulnerability detection and
exploitation prevention perspective. However, we are aware of
only very few works that quantify the occurrence of different
XSS exploitation techniques. For example, while evaluating
their proposed XSS filter, Bates et al. [3] classified the sink
contexts of 145 random exploits from XSS ED. Our findings
in Section 4.2 are in line with theirs, and provide additional
detail about unnecessary context escaping, and multiple or
non-executing reflections in server responses. Furthermore,
we work with archived server responses, whereas Bates et al.
could only consider live pages that were still vulnerable.
In DOM-based client XSS, several works [14, 15, 20] reported characteristics of exploitable data flows, such as the source
and sink types, and cognitive complexity. In our context of
reflected server XSS, data flows and transformations occur
in (hidden) server-side code, thus we need different methods.
Furthermore, the goal of the analysis was to characterise the
“root causes" of vulnerabilities. In contrast, we use humancurated data sets to quantify different exploit techniques.
Closest to our work is a study by Scholte et al. [19] of
2,632 XSS and SQL injection attacks found in the National
Vulnerability Database. The authors measured the complexity of XSS exploits using five static features such as having
encoded characters or event handlers. Scholte et al. found
that vulnerabilities were simple, and their complexity did not
increase. Our results confirm the trends reported in 2011. We
extend them in depth, scale, and time span by using a fifty
times larger data set, extracting five times more static features,
adding dynamic analysis, and characterising exploit authors.
Similar in spirit, but different in the covered environment,
are two studies analysing Java exploits [12] and malware [5].

Methodology

In this work, we quantify the techniques used by the authors
of XSS exploits archived in XSS ED and O PEN B UG B OUNTY.
This required us to solve many challenges such as locating
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Exploit Extraction

Exploit Execution

Static Feature Extraction

Dynamic Feature Extraction

Data Integration and Filtering

Figure 1: Overview of our static and dynamic analysis system.
Database

Date Range

XSS ED
OBB

2007-01-24 – 2015-03-12 2,579
2014-06-18 – 2017-04-11
980

Authors Submissions Websites
43,939
119,946

33,747
86,339

Table 1: Raw XSS data collected (before filtering).
attack strings embedded in HTML responses, triggering and
executing the attack in a controlled environment, and identifying XSS techniques used. We address them by combining
static and dynamic analysis methods, as outlined in Figure 1.

3.1

Exploitation Techniques

Reflected server XSS exploits can use a range of techniques to
bypass incomplete input sanitisation and achieve code execution. Various cheatsheets [2,8,10,11] collect these techniques.
Our work models portable techniques in the sense that they
work in most modern browsers rather than in specific browsers
or versions. We also exclude techniques that we implemented based on the cheatsheets, but that appear rarely in our
datasets. On the other hand, we include additional techniques
that we observed while working with our datasets. Table 4
on page 10 lists all exploitation techniques considered in this
paper, grouped into several categories.

3.2

Data Collection

Our analysis of XSS exploits aims to cover a broad range of
techniques and study how they evolve over time. To do so, we
extracted all XSS exploits publicly disclosed on XSS ED and
O PEN B UG B OUNTY until April 2017, as shown in Table 1.
This represents the latest available dataset, as XSS ED is now
largely dormant, and O PEN B UG B OUNTY has implemented
anti-crawl measures. The operators of the databases claim that
all entries were confirmed to work at the time of submission.

3.3
3

OBB

Exploit String Extraction

XSS ED and O PEN B UG B OUNTY archive XSS vulnerabilities
by storing the request data (URL, cookies, POST data) and the
HTML page returned by the server. Therefore, first we must
isolate the attack string embedded in request and reponse.
Prior work found that nearly half of sampled XSS ED entries
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had been fixed or the affected website was not reachable [3].
Instead, we extract XSS exploits by looking for reflected
strings that exist both in the request and the response.
Since nearly all exploits only show a message using the
methods alert(), prompt() or confirm(), these method
names typically appear in the URL. In case of obfuscation, the
URL contains other strings, such as eval() or related method
names. Thus, for the limited purpose of locating these payloads, we search the request and response for these keywords.
To extract attack strings, we implemented a greedy heuristic that expands the matching range from the keyword to
the left and right as long as the character sequences match.
Servers can transform the inputs before reflecting them, such
as encoding characters, truncating or expanding the string.
Without knowledge of the server-side logic, we cannot solve
this issue in a generally sound way. However, we do support
the most common transformations, specifically HTML entity,
Unicode, URL, and certain cases of double URL encoding,
and our matching is case-insensitive. Additionally, we allow
up to two consecutive non-matching characters, provided that
there are more matching characters afterwards. Our validation
shows that this works well in the context of our dataset.
One server response may contain multiple matches when
one injected parameter is reflected multiple times, or when
exploits are injected into multiple parts of the URL. We initially match all reflection combinations, but eventually select
a single pair that has been confirmed to be functional, and is
unlikely to be a false positive (Sections 3.5 and 3.7).

3.4

Static Feature Extraction

Once the attack string has been isolated, we need to detect
how it achieves JavaScript code execution. Especially syntaxbased tricks such as whitespace or comment insertion, or nonstandard syntax are not visible from the JavaScript runtime, as
the browser parser converts the non-standard textual HTML
into a canonical DOM representation. Given that our feature
extraction operates on a previously known dataset, we implement it using regular expressions and iteratively refine and
validate our implementation through manual labelling.
The techniques we detect statically (marked #
G and in
Table 4, on page 10) include escaping from the injection sink
context by ending string literals or closing a tag, case tricks
such as <ScRiPt>, and using a slash instead of a space, as
in <svg/onload. Additionally, we extract features such as
event handlers so that we can combine them with dynamically
detected features to reduce false positives. Depending on the
technique, we make multiple attempts to match the respective
regular expression, such as before and after decoding encoded
sequences, or removing whitespace.
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Submissions

No Trigger

Messages TP / FP

XSS ED

OBB

XSS ED

OBB

38,009

94,693

38,926 / 188

95,779 / 286

289
145
0

3,959
103
4

288 / 5
123 / 23
0/0

3,994 / 15
97 / 7
4/0

Mouse Move
Mouse Click
Network Error

Table 2: Exploits executed by triggering events.

3.5

Exploit Execution

Almost two thirds of archived server responses in XSS ED
and O PEN B UG B OUNTY contain multiple reflections of attack
strings. Some of them appear to be sanitised or truncated,
preventing execution. In order to extract XSS techniques only
from attack strings that execute, we need to run the exploits.
To execute exploits, we load the archived response pages
in Chrome and Firefox. We add instrumentation to detect
whether the exploit is working, and sandbox network traffic
by serving all requests from an isolated local proxy. As for the
static exploit string extraction, we leverage the fact that nearly
all exploits contain a simple payload showing a message with
alert(), prompt() or confirm(), and use the calling of any
such method as a sign for a successfully executed exploit.
When simply opened in our sandbox environment, many
pages do not result in the exploit being executed. In some
cases, exploits require user interaction. In other cases, exploits only execute when external resources such as images
or scripts are loaded successfully, or when resources fail to
load. Unfortunately, neither XSS ED nor O PEN B UG B OUNTY
archive these resources, thus we replace them with generic
versions. Our system attempts to execute each exploit in up
to four rounds, as summarised in Table 2. In the first round,
the proxy returns the archived page and then answers each
resource request with an empty response and the HTTP 200
OK status code. For exploits not successfully executed, in
the second round we move the mouse over all elements in
order to trigger user interaction event handlers, and wait for
ten seconds to allow delayed execution using setTimeout().
This results in 4.2 % additional executions in O PEN B UG B OUNTY. In the third round, we click on all elements, and in
the fourth round, the proxy answers resource requests with
empty documents and the HTTP 404 Not Found status code
to trigger the onerror event.
During our attempts, we may accidentally trigger unrelated code in the page. When clicking a button, for instance,
the page may display an error message. To distinguish pagerelated dialogues from alerts caused by injected exploit code,
we semi-automatically classify the displayed messages. Messages displayed by exploits are often very similar, such as
“XSSED” or “OBB,” or the name of the author. We manually
looked through the top 30 message texts in each database,
which account for 70.3 % of messages in XSS ED, and 99.7 %
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in O PEN B UG B OUNTY. We confirmed that 58 of the 60 messages were related to exploits. For the remaining messages,
we built a dictionary of attack-related keywords, such as the
names of exploit authors commonly appearing in our data.
When a message text contains none of these exploit keywords,
and is not part of the 58 most frequent messages labelled as
exploit-related, we assume it is a false positive and discard it.
For validation, we picked two random samples of 100
unique messages that were considered exploit-related and
not in the top 30. In XSS ED, all sampled messages were confirmed based on the source code to originate from an injected
exploit. In O PEN B UG B OUNTY, our sample had a 2 % false
positive rate. Yet, as O PEN B UG B OUNTY contains only 324
distinct messages with attack keywords beyond the top 30, we
estimate a total of 7 distinct false positive messages, which
corresponds to 0.007 % of all message instances.
During our experiments, we found minimal differences
between Chrome and Firefox. Around 0.3 % of submissions
in XSS ED, and 1.0 % in O PEN B UG B OUNTY worked only in
Firefox. On the other hand, 2.4 % of XSS ED, and 3.9 % of
O PEN B UG B OUNTY worked only in Chrome. This disparity
is mainly due to technical differences in our instrumentation
that may prevent data extraction in corner cases such as pages
crashing the browser. Browser families also differ in how they
handle (partially) broken pages, and in which exploitation
techniques they “support.” Chrome executes more exploits
than Firefox, and returns richer metadata that we require to
combine static and dynamic features. When using Firefox,
the lack of metadata allows combining features for only 23 %
of O PEN B UG B OUNTY submissions, as opposed to 83 % with
Chrome. For simplicity, we only report Chrome results.

3.6

Dynamic Feature Extraction

While executing exploits, our instrumentation detects the use
of certain exploitation techniques. For some, detection is only
practical at runtime, such as exploit code interacting with page
code, or assignment of the alert method to a variable and
subsequent calling of the variable. We also extract a number
of features in parallel to the static feature detection to reduce
false positives. This includes the use of obfuscation or quote
avoidance methods such as eval() or regular expressions.
From an implementation point of view, our browser extension injects a content script that intercepts calls to a range of
methods and property accesses. It logs the values and types
of parameters such as evaluated strings or message texts, and
records the stack trace of the call. We extract line numbers
and offsets to distinguish features detected in exploits from
detections in unrelated page functionality (Section 3.7).
Due to our choice of a light-weight browser instrumentation, we do not detect certain corner cases. These include exploit code in data: or javascript: URLs or an <iframe>,
use of innerHTML or outerHTML, and element creation using the DOM API document.createElement(). Some of
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these limitations are due to incorrect line number and offset
values returned by the browser, which prevents us from combining these dynamically detected features with their static
detection counterpart. Among all features, only page code
interaction (F6) is exclusively based on dynamic data. In a
random sample of 25 out of 145 exploits where this feature
was detected, we did not observe any false positives.

3.7

Data Integration and Filtering

We combine the data collected during the static and dynamic
analysis to address the shortcomings of each individual approach. By using only exploits that were detected both statically and dynamically, we exclude exploit reflections that
do not execute, or other false positives of static detection. By
restricting dynamic detections to source code ranges statically
detected as the attack string, we exclude false positives of
dynamic detection due to code unrelated to the exploit.
The static extraction returns byte ranges of the reflected
data. From the dynamic execution, we obtain stack traces
of method invocations with line number and offset values.
At a high level, integrating static and dynamic data means
checking whether the dynamic line number and offset are
within the static exploit range. Our implementation adds three
preparatory steps. First, we extract the character encoding
used by the browser so that we can correctly compare offsets involving multi-byte characters. Second, we normalise
endline characters in the server responses. Third, in several
special cases, the offsets returned by Chrome do not point
to the actual beginning of the respective statement but are
shifted by the length of a syntactical construct or point to the
end of the tag, and need to be adjusted accordingly.
Almost two thirds of server responses reflect the injected
exploit multiple times. When matching static and dynamic
data, we combine all pairs and select a single exploit to represent each HTML page. We choose as the representative exploit
one where the message is a known exploit text, and which is
the shortest string among the matches with the most frequent
set of exploit features detected on the page. Only 1.6 % of
submissions had more than one working reflection and more
than one unique feature set, thus in the vast majority of cases,
our selection does not make any difference.
Similarly to the exploits, we also combine features by restricting them to cases where both the static and the dynamic
occurrence was observed. These are marked as in Table 4.
We validated a subset of important features, shown in Table 3,
by labelling 25 random exploits from three detection categories: both static and dynamic data were combined (S ∩ D), only
static features (S − D), or only dynamic features (D − S) were
detected. Features with only static detection are either false
positives of static detection, or false negatives of dynamic
detection, and vice versa for features with only dynamic detection. The results show that our conservative approach resulted
in no false positives in feature detections. Detections made by
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S: static, D: dynamic

S−D

(% of all detections)

% TN FN

I1: document.write
8.5
I2, I3: eval, setIv/To 11.5
O1: char. code to str. 1.2
O2: regular expr.
0.1

10
24
25
21

D−S

1
1
0
4

S∩D

% TN FN
0.8
1.8
0.0
0.3

1
9
0
24

0
0
1
1

% TP FP
90.7
86.7
98.8
99.6

25
25
25
25

0
0
0
0

True/false negatives/positives in samples of 25 detections (if available).

Table 3: Validation of Static and Dynamic feature extraction.
only one type of analysis sometimes contain false negatives,
but the combination of static and dynamic analysis results in
perfect accuracy.

3.8

Validation

We successfully combine static and dynamic data for 36,229
XSS submissions in XSS ED (82 %), and 97,677 XSS submissions in O PEN B UG B OUNTY (83 %). In the remaining 17.1 %
of submissions, we cannot match a statically extracted attack
string in the server response with a dynamically observed attack message, thus we exclude these exploit submissions from
further analysis. To further investigate, we manually labelled
a random sample of 1,000 such cases. The most frequent
reason for exclusion was the inability to execute the exploit
(37.7 % of cases, or 6.4 % of the entire dataset). These cases
were apparently caused by the use of nonstandard syntax not
supported by Chrome, missing dependencies or event triggers,
or the exploit not executing before our 10 second timeout.
Exploits that fingerprint the environment and stop execution
to prevent analysis would also fall into this category, but we
did not observe any example in our data. Another 22.1 %
of excluded submissions in the two databases contained incomplete data, or an unsuitable format such as screenshot
submissions that we could not process. Around 0.3 % of excluded submissions were false negatives due to line number
and offset matching issues. The remaining 39.9 % of excluded
submissions (6.8 % of the entire dataset) were attack types
that our analysis framework does not support. We do not further analyse exploits injecting references to remote JavaScript
files (2.9 % of the entire dataset), as it is difficult to distinguish benign from malicious script URLs, and Chrome returns
line numbers that are ambiguous when multiple such remote
scripts are injected into the same page. Similar line number
issues exist with exploits contained in data: or javascript:
URIs (found in 0.4 % of all submissions). Around 0.2 % of
the exploits redirect to a different page, and 0.9 % inject text
into the HTML page instead of showing a message, causing
their exclusion. Furthermore, we exclude exploits that are not
reflected server XSS, as they imply the absence of the exploit
from the URL (stored server XSS: 0.05 % of all submissions)
or from the server response (DOM-based client XSS: 1.9 %),
thus preventing us from isolating the attack string. Lastly, we
exclude 0.09 % of the dataset because these submissions ap-
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pear to involve techniques unrelated to HTML and JavaScript,
such as SQL injection.

3.9

Limitations

Our datasets contain potential biases due to their open nature.
The data may be biased towards simpler exploits, favour the
use of identical exploits on multiple websites, and result in
fewer submissions per website while covering several orders
of magnitude more websites than closed platforms. Furthermore, we may under-report exploits for sites that operate their
own (cash-based) bug bounty programme, as users may be
motivated to submit their findings directly to that programme
instead of reporting them to XSS ED or O PEN B UG B OUNTY.
Because only 10.1 % and 13.3 % of websites in XSS ED and
O PEN B UG B OUNTY, respectively, have multiple submitted
exploits, our dataset should not be used to derive findings
about the security posture of individual websites. There is no
guarantee that users find vulnerabilities on a given website,
that they submit them to one of the two databases covered
in our study, and that the submitted exploit is as simple as
the vulnerability allows. These limitations notwithstanding,
we believe that our dataset (134k exploits submitted by 3k
authors) gives us a unique insight into the XSS techniques
used by a wide range of security testers.
Our method has some limitations. The detection being
based on keywords, we might fail to locate exploits when
none of these keywords is used in the exploit. Since we expect that every database entry contains an exploit, we can
estimate the false negative rate through manual validation
of entries without a match (Section 3.8). Our approach does
not support “split” exploits with multiple cooperating parts
that are injected separately, and would only detect the part
with the keyword. Furthermore, static features fail to indicate techniques hidden under an obfuscation layer. However,
our datasets contain only a few hundred cases of obfuscation, and our dynamic analysis lets us gain insight into the
de-obfuscated strings. Out of the twelve static-only features
that we validated, only the detection of HTML tag attributes
other than src had any false positives (11 %), but we do not
consider it an exploitation technique and only use it to complement our analysis. While such shortcomings are unacceptable
for general-purpose attack detection, in our case we are only
concerned with post-hoc analysis of two datasets, and we
comprehensively validate our method.

4

Analysis

To provide some context, we start our analysis with an overview of the two exploit databases XSS ED and O PEN B UG B OUNTY. We report all results relative to the 133.9 k exploits
(82.9% of raw submissions) for which our analysis framework
successfully extracted and combined static and dynamic data.
The XSS ED data contains 36.2 k exploits for 28.7 k websites
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Figure 2: Quarterly exploit submissions
and unique affected domains in XSS ED
(outer) and O PEN B UG B OUNTY (inset).
Most new submissions are found on new
domains, suggesting a large supply of vulnerable domains on the Web.

O PEN B UG B OUNTY. Most domains receive a single submission; only 10.1 % and 13.3 % of them, respectively, appear in
multiple vulnerability entries. These are often submitted in
batches, as 37.2 % of delays between consecutive submissions
for the same domain are below one day in XSS ED, and 43.7 %
in O PEN B UG B OUNTY. Figure 2 shows that over time, total
exploit submissions in both databases increase only slightly
faster than the unique number of websites, suggesting that
there is an “endless” supply of new websites with XSS vulnerabilities. In aggregate, the users submitting exploits appear
to favour breadth over depth. The dataset is thus unsuitable
for analysing the security posture of individual websites.
Since exploit authors are free in their choice of websites
to scrutinise for XSS vulnerabilities, and we do not know
about unsuccessful attempts, our data does not allow conclusions about vulnerability rates of websites. In the following,
we study vulnerability reports according to the popularity of
the affected website. We utilise the websites’ (presumably
contemporaneous) Alexa ranks reported in the submissions,
and group them into exponentially increasing intervals. More
popular sites tend to be overrepresented in our data, as users
submitted vulnerabilities for 38 % of the 100 most popular
websites in XSS ED (40 % in O PEN B UG B OUNTY), but only
3.2 % (8.9 %) of the 90 k websites ranked in the range 10 k –
100 k according to Alexa. As shown in Figure 3, these proportions remain somewhat stable over time. This suggests that
the ability of exploit authors to find XSS vulnerabilities even
in the most popular websites has not changed significantly.

4.2
Affected Websites

The submitted exploits refer to 28,671 unique registered domains (below the public suffix) in XSS ED and 72,607 in
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Quarter

Figure 3: Quarterly distribution of the popularity of domains affected by exploit
submissions (XSS ED left, O PEN B UG B OUNTY right). Domains grouped by popularity according to their Alexa ranks; the last interval includes unranked domains.
More than half of submissions are for unpopular websites. The rank interval distribution is almost uniform over time, illustrating that XSS vulnerabilities continue
to be found even on the most popular websites.

submitted between January 2007 and March 2015, although
the site appears to have been mostly dormant since May 2012,
as there have been fewer than ten monthly submissions since
then. Our O PEN B UG B OUNTY dataset covers June 2014 to
April 2017 with 97.7 k submissions for 72.6 k websites. (We
cannot practically extract newer submissions from O PEN B UG B OUNTY due to newly implemented anti-crawling measures.)
The exploits in XSS ED were submitted by 2.2 k users,
whereas the much larger O PEN B UG B OUNTY had only 883
active authors and 244 anonymous submissions. The dataset
is heavily biased towards highly active users. The top 10 users
accounted for 28.6 % of submissions in XSS ED, and 38.3 %
in O PEN B UG B OUNTY. In contrast, around half of users in
XSS ED, and a third of users in O PEN B UG B OUNTY, submitted only a single exploit. The dominance by a few active
users implies that decisions made by these users, including
their choice of exploits and their period of activity, can skew
averages in our data. To account for this effect, we analyse
aggregates not only in terms of submission quantities, but also
by how many distinct authors submitted such exploits.
If submitters use automated tools, which appears to be the
case for at least the most prolific users, there is a likely bias
towards more shallow vulnerabilities, depending on the capabilities of these tools, and the possibility that submitted exploits
contain techniques that are not necessary for the exploit to
work on the respective website. Consequently, our analysis
of exploits and their sophistication is to be read primarily
as trends among exploit submitters, and as only loose upper
bounds on the complexity of the website’s vulnerability.
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Sink Analysis

Injected exploits can be reflected by the website in different parts of the server response. Since reflection vulnerabilities often arise from server-side templating with
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user inputs, such reflection sinks could for example appear
between HTML tags <div>{sink}</div>, in an HTML
attribute <div name="{sink}", or in a JavaScript context
<script>var name="{sink}";. We manually labelled two
random samples of 250 submissions from each of the two
databases to determine the sink context of the exploit reflection. Nearly all sinks appear in an HTML-related context.
In both databases, sinks are located between HTML tags, or
inside HTML tag attribute values at comparable rates, with
52 % and 46.4 % in XSS ED, and 44.4 % and 47.2 % in O PEN B UG B OUNTY, respectively. JavaScript sinks make up only
1.2 % in XSS ED and 7.2 % in O PEN B UG B OUNTY.
Depending on the sink context, the exploit may need to
escape from the current context and set up a new context
suitable for the payload [14]. If the payload is alert(1) and
the sink is located inside the value of an HTML attribute such
as <div name="{sink}", the payload needs to terminate the
string, and create an event handler attribute that can accept
the JavaScript payload, e.g., " onmouseover=alert(1). Alternatively, it can close the tag, and then inject a script tag
with the payload, such as "><script>alert(1)</script>.
When exploit authors manually craft their attack string, they
can customise it using their understanding of the website. For
example, only a restricted set of tags can trigger the onload
event handler, whereas it would have no effect in the other
tags. Alternatively, exploit authors can use generic escape
sequences that work in a variety of different sink types in
order to make their exploit more versatile. In the same two
random samples, 50.8 % of exploits in XSS ED and 39.6 % in
O PEN B UG B OUNTY did not need any escaping, as the sink
already had a JavaScript or HTML between-tag context suitable for the payload. However, 26.4 % of sampled XSS ED
exploits (O PEN B UG B OUNTY: 28 %) contain an escaping sequence even though it is not necessary. This suggests that
our datasets contain a significant fraction of general-purpose
exploits. Around 41.6 % of sampled XSS ED exploits, and
50.4 % in O PEN B UG B OUNTY, contain an escape sequence
that is both necessary and minimal. The remainder contains
either no escaping, or additional unnecessary escaping.
Many websites reflect injected exploits more than once.
In XSS ED and O PEN B UG B OUNTY, 37.0 % and 32.5 % of
submissions in our successfully merged dataset have more
than one working exploit reflection. This typically occurs due
to one URL parameter being used in multiple places in the
server-side template, but there are also a few submissions
where different exploits are injected into multiple parameters. In the manually labelled sample, the multiple working
reflections occur in 45.2 % for XSS ED and 30.0 % for O PEN B UG B OUNTY. These can be further divided into 32.4 % of the
XSS ED sample, and 24.4 % of O PEN B UG B OUNTY, where
the exploit is reflected multiple times in sink contexts of the
same type, and 12.8 % and 5.6 %, respectively, with multiple
reflections in different sink contexts. An exploit with correct
escaping for one context can also appear in a different context
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where the escaping sequence may be ineffective.
To that end, it is worth noting that 44.7 % of all XSS ED
submissions, and 52.9 % of O PEN B UG B OUNTY contain at
least one additional potential exploit reflection where the exploit does not execute. This data is to be seen as a coarse
approximation, as it contains false positives that are not actual
exploit reflections, but matches between the request data and
similar but potentially unrelated page code. For this reason,
outside of this section, we only analyse executing reflections,
where our dynamic analysis rules out such false positives.
Overall, 62.1 % of submissions in XSS ED, and 63.4 % in
O PEN B UG B OUNTY, contain multiple reflections, with at least
one working and potentially more that do not. In addition to
exploits being reflected in a sink context for which the escaping sequence is ineffective, another possible explanation for
reflections not executing are server-side transformations.
A typical server-side transformation is encoding of sensitive characters to prevent XSS. In exploit reflections that do
execute, few special characters such as < or > for tags, and " or
' for attribute values or strings are HTML entity encoded (i.e.,
&lt; &#60; or &#x3c;) – less than 0.1 % for angled brackets, and no more than 0.25 % for quotes in either database.
In reflections that do not execute, the share of such encoding is significantly higher, with 7.3 % of these reflections in
XSS ED containing HTML-encoded angled brackets (OBB:
8.7 %), and 6.0 % (8.0 %) containing encoded quotes. HTMLencoding of alphanumeric characters is close to zero in either
case. Since many server responses contain both working and
non-working reflections, vulnerable applications appear to
sanitise some user input, but inconsistently.
Some reflections appear to be mirroring the full request
URL instead of a single request parameter. Around 6.4 % of
submissions in XSS ED and 15.1 % in O PEN B UG B OUNTY
contain at least one URL reflection, and 2.7 % and 4.4 %
of submissions, respectively, contain at least one such URL
reflection that executes. Similar to HTML encoding, URL
reflections that execute injected exploits rarely contain any
URL-encoded characters at all (XSS ED: 3.6 %, O PEN B UG B OUNTY: 0.9 %), whereas non-executing URL reflections do
(81.5 % in XSS ED and 73.0 % in O PEN B UG B OUNTY).
Other factors that might prevent execution of an injected
exploit, which we do not examine here, include an incompatible sink context, other types of encoding or escaping, and
more complex server transformations such as substrings.

4.3

Exploit Analysis

Nearly all exploit submissions contain simple proof-ofconcept payloads showing a JavaScript dialogue with a message. In XSS ED, the earlier dataset covering five years since
2007, 99.7 % of all submissions use alert(). However, the
prevalence of alert() appears to be decreasing over time in
favour of prompt(). The former is used in 52.4 % of O PEN B UG B OUNTY submissions, the latter in 40.7 %, and 7.6 %
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4.3.2

Context (Escaping and Creation)

Depending on the sink context (Section 4.2), exploits need
to escape from the current context and set up their own in
which the payload can run. In our two datasets, most exploits
(73.8%̇ in XSS ED, and 77.6 % in O PEN B UG B OUNTY) close
the previous tag, escaping to a context where new HTML
tags can be inserted (e.g., ><script>, C3 in Table 4). Only
a few exploits escape from an HTML attribute but remain
inside the tag to insert an event handler, such as " onload=
(C4 in Table 4, 1.1 % in XSS ED and 3.1 % in O PEN B UG B OUNTY). Interestingly, though, a much higher fraction of
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2017-1

2016-4

2016-3

2016-2

2016-1

2015-4

2015-3

2015-2

2015-1

0.0
2014-4

We group exploitation techniques into five categories, as
shown in Table 4: Context (Escaping and Creation), Syntax Confusion, String Obfuscation & Quote Avoidance, Control Flow Modification, and String Interpretation. Each category corresponds to a specific goal of exploit authors,
such as bypassing (incomplete) server-side sanitisation, or
setting up a context where JavaScript code can be executed. The techniques within each category are alternative means of achieving that goal. Exploits might use multiple exploitation techniques at once. Very few submissions
(17.3 % in XSS ED, 3.8 % in O PEN B UG B OUNTY) use no
special technique at all; they are simple exploits such as
<script>alert(1)</script>. The most common category
is context escaping and creation with 75.5 % of submissions
in XSS ED, and 83.8 % in O PEN B UG B OUNTY, most likely
because techniques of this category are often needed to set up
the proper execution context for the exploit, depending on the
sink type. The remaining categories appear in only a small
fraction of exploits in the early XSS ED, but become more
popular in the later O PEN B UG B OUNTY. As an illustration,
67.6 % of submissions in XSS ED use no technique other than
possible context escaping and creation, showing that older
exploits tend to be relatively simple. In O PEN B UG B OUNTY,
this percentage is only 15.6 % of submissions, as some techniques gained popularity and more authors have submitted at
least one exploit with a technique from the other categories.
While categories such as control flow modification and syntax confusion have an upwards trend in O PEN B UG B OUNTY,
both in terms of submissions and authors, the string interpretation category remains rare, appearing in less than 1 %
of submissions in either database, and used by only 1.9 %
of XSS ED and 5.0 % of O PEN B UG B OUNTY authors. In the
following, we look into each category in more detail.

0.4

2014-3

Overview of Exploitation Techniques

0.6

2014-2

4.3.1

<script>
<img>
<svg>
onerror
onload

0.8

Submission Share

use confirm(). These numbers may be heavily dependent
on the behaviour of a few very active users, as 86.1 % of all
authors in O PEN B UG B OUNTY submit at least one exploit
with alert(), and the fraction of active authors with at least
one such exploit remains over 77.4 % in each quarter.

Quarter

Figure 4: Quarterly tag and event handler market share (in
terms of exploit submissions) in O PEN B UG B OUNTY. Script
tags decline in favour of alternative tags with event handlers.

authors, 20.4 % in O PEN B UG B OUNTY, have submitted one
such exploit at least once. Even fewer exploits insert their
dialogue-based payload directly into a JavaScript context by
possibly terminating a string and chaining the statement with
; or an operator such as + (C5 in Table 4, 0.9 % in XSS ED
and 1.8 % in O PEN B UG B OUNTY). While the latter finding is
probably due to JavaScript sinks being much less common in
our datasets than HTML sinks, the dominance of HTML tag
escaping over remaining inside the tag is more likely attributed to preferences of exploit authors, as both types of HTML
sinks are similarly common.
As most exploits close the previous tag, they must insert a new tag in order to be able to execute the payload.
Indeed, 98 % of exploits in XSS ED, and 93.5 % in O PEN B UG B OUNTY contain at least one tag. In the older XSS ED
dataset, with 95.6 % of submissions, this is nearly always a
<script> tag. In the more recent O PEN B UG B OUNTY, this
tag is found in an average of only 26.8 % of submissions. As
Figure 4 shows, its use declined from 87.1 % of submissions
in the second quarter of 2014 to 21.7 % in the first quarter
of 2017. Author numbers similarly declined from 100 % to
65 % submitting at least one exploit with a <script> tag in a
quarter. While barely used at all in the beginning of O PEN B UG B OUNTY, <svg> and <img> tags have become more
popular, with an overall use in 45.6 % and 18.5 % of exploits,
respectively. Interestingly, many of these <svg> submissions
appear to originate from a smaller set of users, as only 34.8 %
of authors have ever submitted such an exploit. In the case
of <img>, the trend is opposite. The fewer submissions were
made by a larger 49.3 % of authors. Presumably, alternative
tag names can circumvent filtering in websites. They appear
to be used in combination with event handlers, which we
investigate in Section 4.3.5.
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Table 4: Detected Exploitation Techniques by Category.
(G
# static, #
H dynamic, combined detection methodology; percentages for XSS ED / O PEN B UG B OUNTY)
Context (Escaping and Creation)

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Technique

Example

Detection

HTML comment
JavaScript comment
HTML tag escape and tag insertion
HTML attribute escape and event handler
chaining onto prior JavaScript expression

--><script>alert(1)</script>
/*/* */prompt(1)//
"><script>alert(1)</script>
" autofocus onfocus=alert(1)
"-alert(1) or ;prompt(1)

G
#
G
#
G
#
G
#
G
#

(any in category)

Submissions
2.4 % / 10.5 %
0.5 % / 3.3 %
73.8 % / 77.6 %
1.1 % / 3.1 %
0.9 % / 1.8 %

Authors
9.2 % / 21.7 %
2.7 % / 12.9 %
66.7 % / 80.7 %
5.6 % / 20.4 %
5.0 % / 14.4 %

75.5 % / 83.8 % 68.6 % / 83.6 %

Syntax Confusion

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7

Technique

Example

Detection

extraneous parentheses
mixed case
JavaScript encoding (uni, hex, oct)
malformed img tag
whitespace characters
slash separator instead of space
multiple brackets (tag parsing confusion)

(alert)(1)
<scRipT>alert(1)</scRipT>
\u0061lert(1) or top["\x61lert"](1)
<img """><script>alert(1)</script>">
<svg%0Aonload%20= alert(1)>
<body/onpageshow=alert(1)>
<<script>alert(1)<</script>

(any in category)

G
#
G
#
G
#
G
#
G
#
G
#
G
#

Submissions
0.0 % / 0.3 %
4.9 % / 4.4 %
0.0 % / 0.1 %
0.2 % / 0.2 %
0.0 % / 0.0 %
0.1 % / 42.8 %
8.2 % / 1.7 %

Authors
0.0 % / 1.8 %
8.8 % / 19.8 %
0.1 % / 2.3 %
0.6 % / 1.6 %
0.1 % / 0.7 %
0.1 % / 31.7 %
5.8 % / 8.8 %

13.0 % / 47.8 % 14.2 % / 39.7 %

String Obfuscation & Quote Avoidance

O1
O2
O3
O4

Technique

Example

Detection

character code to string
regular expression literal
base64 encoding
backtick

alert(String.fromCharCode(88,83,83))
prompt(/XSS/)
alert(atob("WFNT"))
prompt`XSS`

(any in category)

G
#

Submissions
4.5 % / 3.7 %
13.7 % / 65.1 %
0.0 % / 0.1 %
0.0 % / 2.4 %

Authors
11.1 % / 11.7 %
16.7 % / 62.8 %
0.0 % / 0.6 %
0.1 % / 8.3 %

18.2 % / 71.1 % 25.0 % / 67.7 %

Control Flow Modification

F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6

Technique

Example

automatically triggered events
exploit-triggered events
user interaction events
dialogue assignment to variable
throw exception
page code interaction

<svg onload=alert(1)>
<input autofocus onfocus=alert(1)>
onmouseover=prompt(1)
a=alert;a(1)
window.onerror=alert;throw/1/
exploit invoked by existing code in the page (call stack) H
#

(any in category)

Detection

Submissions
1.2 % / 48.2 %
1.2 % / 20.8 %
1.0 % / 1.7 %
0.6 % / 0.1 %
0.0 % / 0.2 %
0.0 % / 0.1 %

Authors
5.9 % / 38.1 %
3.6 % / 50.6 %
5.1 % / 16.9 %
0.7 % / 2.3 %
0.0 % / 1.6 %
0.3 % / 4.2 %

4.1 % / 70.8 % 11.3 % / 67.7 %

String Interpretation

I1
I2
I3
I4

Technique

Example

document.write
eval
setInterval/setTimeout
top/window key access
(any in category)

document.write("<script>alert(1)</script>")
eval("alert(1)")
setTimeout("alert(1)", 20000)
top["alert"](1)
G
#

Detection

Technique

Example

(no technique used at all)
(no technique or Context Creation)

<script>alert(1)</script>
"><script>alert(1)</script>

Submissions
0.1 % /
0.7 % /
0.0 % /
0.0 % /

0.1 %
0.2 %
0.0 %
0.1 %

Authors
0.8 % /
1.3 % /
0.0 % /
0.0 % /

0.5 %
2.9 %
0.2 %
1.5 %

0.8 % / 0.4 % 1.7 % / 4.5 %

Summary
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Submissions

Authors

17.3 % / 3.8 % 50.7 % / 42.2 %
67.6 % / 15.6 % 84.0 % / 61.4 %
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Figure 5: Correlation matrix of exploitation techniques and selected tags and attributes for (a) XSS ED and (b) O PEN B UG B OUNTY.
Use of <script> is negatively correlated with most other techniques, meaning they are used alternatively. The popular exploit
pattern <img src=# onerror> is visible as the pairwise correlation between <img>, src, and F2. Rarely used techniques such
as I1 and O3, or I2 and F4, may be correlated because most uses occur in similar submissions by the same author.
4.3.3

Syntax Confusion

Under Syntax Confusion, we consider techniques using nonstandard or intentionally “confusing” syntax that is tolerated
by browsers, but not understood by web application filters
and their parsers. Only three techniques of this category see
non-negligible use in the two exploit databases. In O PEN B UG B OUNTY, 42.8 % of submissions use a slash instead of
a space (S6 in Table 4; <svg/onload); this is mostly due to
its use in a frequently submitted exploit pattern (Section 4.4).
The slash technique is barely used in the older XSS ED. On
the other hand, using multiple angled brackets in an apparent attempt to confuse simple filter parsers (S7 in Table 4;
<<script>) is most popular in XSS ED with 8.2 % of submissions. Both databases see a low but persistent use of mixed
case tag names or event handlers (S2 in Table 4; <scRipT>).
Other syntax confusion techniques, such as JavaScript source
code character encodings (S3 in Table 4; \u0061lert(1)) or
whitespace characters (S5; <svg%0Aonload), appear in very
few submissions.
4.3.4

String Obfuscation & Quote Avoidance

In this category, we group obfuscation using built-in JavaScript methods to decode character code sequences or base64
strings containing potentially filtered keywords, and use of
regular expression literals or backticks to avoid injecting
quotes and/or parentheses. The regular expression technique
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(O2 in Table 4; alert(/message/)) is used in a majority of
O PEN B UG B OUNTY submissions, but much less in XSS ED.
The three remaining techniques occur in small percentages of
exploits. Two of them, character code sequence decoding (O1
in Table 4) and backticks (O4 in Table 4; alert`message`),
are known to a larger fraction of authors, but used in fewer
submissions overall.

4.3.5

Control Flow Modification

Control flow modification techniques mostly avoid straightforward use of potentially filtered <script> tags in favour
of alternative ways of executing code. None of them is used
widely in XSS ED, but automatically triggered event handlers
(F1 in Table 4) can be found in almost half (48.2 %) of O PEN B UG B OUNTY submissions. The most frequently used event
handler of this category is onload (47.7 % of O PEN B UG B OUNTY submissions, 38.1 % of authors). Other event handlers can be triggered automatically if the exploit contains the
appropriate setup (F2 in Table 4). Among those, we observe
onerror together with an invalid URL (18.7,% of submissions, 48.6 % of authors), and onfocus, which commonly cooccurs with the autofocus attribute (2.1 % of submissions,
12.2 % of authors). Comparing the submission to author percentages, onload appears to be used by disproportionately active submitters, whereas onerror is known to more users, but
submitted less frequently. O PEN B UG B OUNTY exploits with
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XSS ED
Rank

Techniques

Example

1
2
3
4
5

C3
(none)
C3, O2
C3, S7
O2
C3, S2

"><script>alert(1)</script>
<script>alert(1)</script>
"><script>alert(/XSS/)</script>
"><script>alert(1)</script>>
<script>alert(/XSS/)</script>
"><ScRipt>alert(1)</sCripT>

Rank

Techniques

Example

1
2
3
4
5

C3, S6, F1, O2
C3, F2, O2
C3
C3, O2
(none)
F2, O2

1
2
3
4
5

Submissions

Authors

49.0 %
17.3 %
7.8 %
7.3 %
3.4 %
2.9 %

53.2 %
50.7 %
11.0 %
3.8 %
8.0 %
5.4 %

Submissions

Authors

"><svg/onload=prompt(/XSS/)>
30.9 %
"><img src=x onerror=prompt(/XSS/)> 9.6 %
"><script>alert(1)</script>
8.5 %
"><script>alert(/XSS/)</script>
4.7 %
<script>alert(1)</script>
3.8 %
<img src=x onerror=prompt(/XSS/)>
2.7 %

18.5 %
27.7 %
42.1 %
26.0 %
42.1 %
23.4 %

O PEN B UG B OUNTY

3
1
4
2
5

Table 5: Most common exploit patterns (ordered by submissions; rank for author use in second column).
event handlers that require user interaction (F3 in Table 4) are
dominated by onmouseover (1.5 % of submissions, 14.5 %
of authors) and onmousemove (0.1 % of submissions, 2.0 %
of authors).
The most frequent combinations of tags and event handlers
in O PEN B UG B OUNTY are <svg> with onload (45.1 % of
submissions), <img with onerror (18.0 %), <iframe> with
onload (1.2 %), <body> with onload (1.1 %), and many additional combinations each used in fewer than 1 % of submissions. As shown in Figure 4, event handlers in O PEN B UG B OUNTY have not always been equally popular. Rather, their
rise coincides with a decline in the use of <script> tags,
which are more likely to be filtered than the more innocuouslooking <svg> or <img> tags. Direct code execution with
<script> tags appears to be replaced by indirect execution
using a combination of alternative tags and event handlers.
We also detect technically interesting techniques, such as
interleaving exploit code so that it will be called by existing
page code (F6 in Table 4), but they are observed rarely.

4.3.6

String Interpretation

Code and markup string interpretation methods such as
eval() and document.write() could be used for custom
exploit obfuscation. Our analysis of the 491 strings passed to
these methods revealed only 9 additional instances of techniques that were not already visible during the static analysis.
In the two databases, string interpretation methods appear to
be used as proof-of-concept exploits rather than for actual obfuscation. Overall, the use of string interpretation techniques
is very low, both in terms of submissions and authors. The
most frequent technique is eval() (I2 in Table 4) with 0.7 %
of submissions in XSS ED, and 0.2 % in O PEN B UG B OUNTY
(1.3 % and 2.9 % of authors, respectively).
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4.4

Exploit Patterns

Many exploitation techniques co-occur in characteristic combinations. (A correlation matrix is shown in Figure 5.) This
suggests that authors may be using common patterns or templates for exploits. An interesting question is whether users
submit similar exploits. To this end, we do not consider string
equality to be a useful metric, as two exploits displaying different messages may be identical from a technical point of
view, even though their string representation differs. Instead,
we cluster submissions by the set of techniques (in Table 4)
that are used in the exploit. We do not distinguish whether exploits use alert() or prompt(), do not consider tag names,
and we only make a difference between three classes of event
handlers. This level of abstraction is intended to balance robustness against minor modifications that do not result in a
different control flow, yet reflect the author’s use of exploitation techniques such as syntax tricks.
Our approach results in 178 distinct exploit patterns in
XSS ED, out of which 60.1 % are submitted at least twice
and 51.7 % are used by at least two authors. In O PEN B UG B OUNTY, we detect 484 exploit patterns, with 65.9 % used
multiple times and 54.3 % used by multiple authors. For comparison, exact string matching finds 15,567 and 31,337 unique
exploit strings, with only 13.5 % and 12.6 % of them used
more than once (2.9 % and 3.4 % used by multiple authors).
The ten most frequent patterns account for 92 % of all
submissions in XSS ED, and 69.9 % in O PEN B UG B OUNTY.
Out of all authors, 93.8 % in XSS ED, and 85.4 % in O PEN B UG B OUNTY, have submitted at least one exploit based
on one of these top ten patterns. Example string representations of these patterns are shown in Table 5. An example for the most frequently submitted pattern in XSS ED
is "><script>alert("XSS")</script>; it accounts for
49.0 % of all submissions and is used by 53.2 % of users. The
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same pattern, or its variant without tag closing, is also the most
popular in O PEN B UG B OUNTY when considering the number
of authors who have submitted it at least once. However, both
patterns together account for only 12.3 % of total submissions.
The most frequently submitted O PEN B UG B OUNTY pattern is
"><svg/onload=prompt(/XSS/)>, adding space and quote
avoidance, and indirect code execution using an automatically
triggered event handler. It accounts for 31.3 % of all submissions, but is used by only 19.1 % of users, which implies that
these participants are disproportionately active.

4.5

Findings and Implications

We summarise below the main findings and implications of
our analysis.
• Roughly half of submissions in both databases contain
at least one non-executable input reflection in addition
to the working exploit. Web developers may be aware of
the need for input sanitisation, but apply it inconsistently.
• The older XSS ED contains 67.6 % submissions with no
particular exploitation technique at all or just context
escaping, whereas almost half in the newer O PEN B UG B OUNTY use automatically triggering event handlers.
This trend away from direct execution using injected
script tags towards indirect execution using non-script
tags is presumably to circumvent simple input filters.
• Some techniques, such as using a slash instead of a space
for separation <svg/onload, or using a regular expression instead of quotes alert(/message/), are frequent
in large part because a few submitters use them in their
large bulk submissions. Especially O PEN B UG B OUNTY
is dominated by a small number of very active users,
likely due to automation. The choices made by these
users have an outsize effect on aggregate results when it
comes to the prevalence of exploitation techniques.
• Many vulnerabilities appear to be detected using automated tools, as evidenced by large bulk submissions and
general-purpose exploits that include unnecessary context escaping. If website operators proactively used similar tools to test their own websites, they might be able to
prevent a large number of the submitted vulnerabilities.
• Users appear to favour breadth by covering new websites
more than existing websites, but they are still able to find
new vulnerabilities even on the most popular websites.
The discovery of cross-site scripting vulnerabilities on
the Web seems to be far away from saturation.
• The databases contain few submissions with more complex techniques such as control flow modification or
string interpretation. Possibly due to a lack of incentives,
users may be looking for new websites that are vulnerable to an existing general-purpose exploit, as opposed
to searching for new exploits on an existing website.
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5

Discussion & Conclusion

Our longitudinal analysis of exploitation techniques in
XSS ED and O PEN B UG B OUNTY submissions has shown that
most reflected server XSS exploits are surprisingly simple,
with an only moderate increase in sophistication over ten
years. For example, few exploits use obfuscation, possibly because users lack incentives to submit more complex exploits.
Similarly, in additional experiments we found that the vast
majority of exploits could have been blocked by the default
settings of filters that were available in browsers at the time
the exploits were submitted, such as XSS Auditor in Chrome,
the XSS filter in Internet Explorer, or NoScript for Firefox.
Currently, submitters gain recognition primarily through
the number of exploits they submit. This appears to encourage
submitters to use automated tools and scan a nearly boundless
supply of vulnerable websites with simple, general-purpose
exploits. We believe that XSS databases could increase their
utility by leveraging human skill for tasks that are more difficult to automate. Bug bounty programmes could encourage
depth over breadth by restricting the set of eligible websites,
or by scoring submissions by the “complexity” or uniqueness
of the techniques needed to make the exploit work.
The relative simplicity of exploits in the two databases,
also anecdotically observed by Pelizzi and Sekar [17], has
implications for researchers using them for model training or
system evaluation. Ideally, a sample of exploits used for these
purposes should cover a diverse set of technical conditions.
In reality, however, most exploits in the two databases are
technically equivalent. As a result, random samples of exploits
contain only a few complex examples that would challenge the
system to be evaluated. For a more diverse sample, researchers
could apply an approach similar to ours and select exploits
based on different patterns.
Our data does not allow conclusions about the security posture of individual websites and how it evolves over time. Yet,
standard, low-sophistication exploits appear to be effective
on a large set of websites including the most popular ones,
demonstrating that shallow XSS vulnerabilities are still extremely widespread on the Web.
We hope that our research will spark new directions with
the goal of improving the security posture of existing websites
and mitigating the prevalent XSS attacks. The data used in
this paper is available online [1].
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Abstract
JavaScript has gained traction as a programming language
that qualifies for both the client-side and the server-side logic
of applications. A new ecosystem of server-side code written
in JavaScript has been enabled by Node.js, the use of the V8
JavaScript engine and a collection of modules that provide
various core functionality. Node.js comes with its package
manager, called NPM, to handle the dependencies of modern
applications, which allow developers to build Node.js applications with hundreds of dependencies on other modules.
In this paper, we present Mininode, a static analysis tool for
Node.js applications that measures and removes unused code
and dependencies. Our tool can be integrated into the building pipeline of Node.js applications to produce applications
with significantly reduced attack surface. We analyzed 672k
Node.js applications and reported the current state of code
bloating in the server-side JavaScript ecosystem. We leverage
a vulnerability database to identify 1,660 vulnerable packages
that are loaded from 119,433 applications as dependencies.
Mininode is capable of removing 2,861 of these vulnerable
dependencies. The complex expressiveness and the dynamic
nature of the JavaScript language does not always allow us
to statically resolve the dependencies and usage of modules.
To evaluate the correctness of our reduction, we run Mininode against 37k Node.js applications that have unit tests and
reduce correctly 95.4% of packages. Mininode was able to
restrict access to the built-in fs and net modules in 79.4%
and 96.2% of the reduced applications respectively.

1

Introduction

Node.js [10] is an open-source JavaScript runtime engine
typically used to build scalable network applications. The
JavaScript runtime that powers Node.js is based on Chrome’s
V8 engine. Despite Node.js’ young age, it has become
very popular among the open-source community and enterprises. Moreover, big companies such as Microsoft, IBM,
PayPal [22, 27, 39] are among others who use Node.js in their
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products. One of the reasons for its popularity is in Node.js
architecture choice. Node.js uses a non-blocking event-based
architecture which gives an ability to developers to scale up
Node.js applications easily. Nowadays Node.js is used to
develop critical systems [49] that require security attention.
Node.js developers distribute community-developed libraries using an in-house built package manager system called
NPM. NPM is considered to be the largest package manager by
the number of packages [12] it hosts (over million) and growth
rate of almost 800 pkg/day [9]. Since 2014, the NPM registry
traffic has grown 23,500%, which shows its increasing popularity among developers [47]. This staggering amount of
packages hosted in NPM gives developers the power to build
apps very quickly by using already implemented functionality
by others. In this paper, we argue that overusing third-party
libraries comes with its own security risks.
The drawbacks of extensive dependence on third-party
packages are: (1) developers need to trust others on the security and maintenance of the libraries; (2) the popularity of
NPM makes it lucrative for adversarial users to distribute malicious libraries using attacks such as typosquatting [20, 43, 44],
ownership takedown and introducing a backdoor [45, 52]; (3)
upgrade or removal of the package from NPM may break the
build pipeline of an application [46].
Our study of 1,055,131 packages shows that on average
only 6.8% of the code in the application is original code
according to source logical lines of code (LLOC) or putting
in different words 93.2% of the code in Node.js application is
developed by third-parties. One of the reasons why developers
tend to use "trivial" third-party packages, is the belief that
they are well managed and tested. Despite the belief, the
study shows that only 45.2% of "trivial" packages have tests
implemented [19].
Previous works on Node.js security mostly concentrate on
architecture choice of Node.js and, therefore, on attacks that
target the main thread of Node.js applications [23–25, 38, 42].
Others have conducted research on the reasons why developers use "trivial" dependencies [19] and security implications
of depending on NPM packages [52]; however, no research
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on an attack surface that extensive usage of third-party libraries may bring and ways of reducing the attack surface of
a Node.js application was conducted before.
Due to all of the above, it is important to know the attack
surface of third-party packages and to reduce them ahead of
time during a development process.
Our main contributions are the following:
• We developed a system that reduces the attack surface of
Node.js applications by removing unused code parts and
modules from the dependency graph. The system can use
one of two different reduction modes: (1) coarse-grain;
(2) fine-grain; Our system is publicly available here:
https://kapravelos.com/projects/mininode
• We analyzed 672,242 Node.js applications from the NPM
repository and measured their attack surface. Our findings show that at least 119,433 (11.3%) of applications
depend on vulnerable third-party packages. Also, on average only 9.5% of all LLOC is used inside analyzed
packages.
• We created a custom build of Node.js that can restrict
the access to the built-in modules using a whitelist generated by Mininode. Our evaluation experiment shows
that Mininode successfully restricted the access to fs
and net modules for 79.4% and 96.2% of packages, respectively.

2

Background

In this section, we describe the technical details of Node.js
modules, how NPM works, and how Node.js resolves imported modules, both built-in and third-party dependencies.
We use the term module to describe anything under the
node_modules folder that can be loaded using the require
function. A package is everything that is hosted on NPM, but
not necessarily can be loaded by using require function, e.g.
CSS files. In this paper, we refer to a package as a directory
of files with a JavaScript entry point that can be loaded with
the require function. We treat applications the same as packages, i.e. they both have a JavaScript entry point, from which
Mininode can start its analysis.

2.1

Node.js module system

JavaScript has been traditionally the language of the browser.
Web applications build their front-end logic in JavaScript
by leveraging browser APIs. Node.js applications rely on a
completely different ecosystem that is built to assess the needs
of server-side applications. Instead of the DOM and other Web
Platform APIs, Node.js relies on built-in modules that provide
functionalities like networking and filesystem access. These
modules are based on the CommonJS module system and only
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recently we have seen experimental support for ECMAScript
modules [11].
Node.js treats every JavaScript file as a CommonJS module.
Node.js has built-in require() function to import both builtin and developer-created modules into code. The require
function behaves differently depending on the type of the
module requested. If the requested module is on the list of
built-in modules, then it is returned directly from the modules
written in C++. If the requested module is not part of the builtin modules, require will wrap the imported module with a
function wrapper, as shown in Listing 1, before executing the
code. This ensures that variables from the imported modules
are not placed unintentionally in the global scope. Despite
this, modules can declare variables and functions in the global
scope, which poses a challenge in accurately determining the
used APIs of the module (§5.2).
1 (function(exports, require , module,
__filename , __dirname ) {

2 // Module code lives in here
3 }) ;

Listing 1: Function wrapper to execute module code
Every module that wants to provide some of its functionality to other modules can use the exports object. For example,
in Listing 2 b.js exports two functions. However, a.js uses only
function foo() after importing b.js. Thus, function bar() can
be removed without impacting the behavior of the a.js. We
discuss how we leverage this mechanism to restrict access to
built-in modules Section 6.1.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

// inside b. js
exports. foo = function foo () {}
function bar () {}
exports. bar = bar ;
// inside a. js
var b = require (" ./ b. js ")
b. foo ()

Listing 2: Example of CommonJS module and common
ways to export the functionality

2.2

Node Package Manager (NPM)

Node.js comes with a built-in package manager called NPM,
which hosts aside from JavaScript libraries also front-end
CSS, JavaScript frameworks and command-line tools. In this
paper we focus only on server-side Node.js packages that are
distributed over NPM. Developers can install a package using
the command "npm install <name>@<version>", where
"<name>" is the name of the package. By default, if version
is missing, NPM will install the latest version of the package.
If the package name is not given, NPM will look for the package.json file inside the current working directory and will
install all packages listed as dependencies in the file. The
package.json file also contains metadata about the Node.js
application. These metadata can contain the main file of the
application (i.e. entry point), the version number, a short de-
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scription, a list of dependencies, and other information about
the Node.js application. NPM installs dependencies transitively.
For example: if package A depends on package B, and package B depends on package C, NPM will install packages A, B,
C. The NPM’s transitive installation of dependencies creates a
serious problem of bloated code, as it makes it really hard for
the developer to understand on how many packages the code
depends. De Groef et al. states that some popular packages
may in total depend on more than 200 packages [26].

3

Threat Model

Our threat model targets vulnerable Node.js applications that
are susceptible to arbitrary code execution vulnerabilities. The
main premise of this paper is that we can 1) reduce the capabilities of the attack by restricting the application’s functionality
and 2) eliminate further exploitation of the application that
would elevate the attacker’s capabilities by targeting vulnerabilities in unused dependencies.
We reduce the attack surface of applications by restricting the available built-in modules that can be loaded to the
absolute necessary. This results in removing classes of capabilities from the application if they are not already used, like
filesystem access or networking.
We mitigate chained exploitation by removing unused vulnerable modules and restricting built-in modules. Our assumption here is that the application is exploitable, but with certain
restrictions, i.e., code can be injected, but without arbitrary
execution due to unsafe regular expression checks. In that
particular scenario, the attacker can take advantage of other
existing vulnerable packages that are now reachable and gain
full control of the application. The attacker can take advantage of the existing modules in two scenarios: 1) directly
manipulating the input to the require function to load any
modules, 2) indirectly manipulate the input to the require
function to load any modules, except built-ins. Our system is
capable of stopping further exploitation of the unused parts of
the application, but it does not prevent the initial vulnerability
that leads to partial code execution.
When the attacker can directly manipulate the require
function and load additional built-in modules, Mininode restricts the access to unused built-in modules, even if they
are used in one of the unused transitive dependencies. This
significantly reduces the capabilities of the attack.
Listing 3 shows a theoretical motivating example of
chained exploitation when the attacker can indirectly control the input to the require function. In the example, the
attacker can inject malicious data to the fs.linkSync function (line 6), which is used to create a symbolic link, by manipulating the request data. For example, the attacker can
replace the entry point of header-parser with a symbolic link
to unused.js by manipulating dst and src fields. Therefore,
next time when the attacker navigates to "/exploit" endpoint, Node.js will load the unused.js module instead of the
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header-parser package, and the application passes data provided by the attacker to the unused.js (lines 11-12). Note that
an attacker cannot manipulate symbolic links to load built-in
modules because they are part of the Node.js binary. For this
kind of chained exploitation, Mininode can remove unused
packages from the application and restrict the attacker’s ability to load modules that are not used by the application; thus,
making the attack less effective. Some vulnerable packages
though, like fast-http [4] , marscode [2] and marked-tree [3]
are directly exploitable by just loading their module, but not
all vulnerabilities can be exploited via chained exploitation,
as they can depend on additional constraints that might not
be available to the attacker.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

const fs = require ( ’fs ’)
const express = require ( ’ express ’)
const app = express ()
// some code parts omitted for brevity
app . get ( ’/ vulnerable ’, (req , res ) => {
fs . linkSync ( req . body . dest , req . body . src );
res . send ( ’ Hello World ! ’)
}) ;
app . get ( ’/ exploit ’, (req , res ) => {
let parser = require ( ’header - parser ’);
let result = parser ( req . headers );
res . send ( result );
}) ;

Listing 3: Motivating vulnerable example of chained
exploitation for loading unused packages
One of the great advantages of Mininode is that it restricts
the attacker from using any unused module, including built-in
modules, e.g. fs, even if it is used in a transitive dependency.
When these modules are not used from the application, Mininode can have a significant impact on the attack.

4
4.1

Design Goals and Architecture Overview
Design Goals

There were two main design goals that we followed during
the implementation of the Mininode.
Effectiveness. Mininode should reduce the attack surface
of the Node.js application as much as possible. To achieve the
effectiveness goal, we implemented two modes of reduction:
(1) coarse-grain; (2) fine-grain; and added a built-in module restriction mechanism into Node.js. We provide Mininode’s reduction effectiveness results later in the paper (§7.1
and 7.2).
Correctness. Mininode must remove only unused code
parts, i.e. should not break the original behavior of the application. To validate that Mininode meets the correctness
goal, we automatically verified the original behavior of 37,242
packages after reduction (§7.1).
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3. Load Dependency Builder

1. Parser

Node.js Application

2. Value-binding

coarse-grain

5. Reducer

4. Call Graph Builder

Reduced Application

ﬁne-grain

Figure 1: Mininode consists of main 5 parts: 1 Parser; 2 Value-binding; 3 Load Dependency Builder; 4 Call Graph Builder;
5 Reducer and supports coarse-grain and fine-grain reductions

4.2

Architecture Overview

Mininode consists of five different stages as shown in Figure 1,
that will run during the reduction of the application.
Mininode takes a directory path of a Node.js application,
which contains package.json file, as an input. Then, Mininode
traverses the directory, parses all JavaScript files and generates
abstract syntax trees (ASTs) for each JavaScript file ( 1 ).
We use AST representation of the source code because it
is easier to analyze statically and convenient to transform
the tree structure to modify the initial source code. To parse
JavaScript code, we use the popular open-source esprima [8]
library. The final outcome of the Parser is an array of all
modules inside the application folder and each module’s AST
representation. After Parser completes processing the code, it
will pass the generated ASTs to the next stages of Mininode.
The Value-binding ( 2 ) is a pre-reduction stage that collects metadata about each module in the application from
their AST representation, which is used in reduction stages.
Also, Value-binding collects overall statistics on each module regarding the number of logical lines of code, dynamic
imports, dynamic export.
The main reduction process consists of three different
stages: (1) Load Dependency Builder, (2) Call Graph Builder
and (3) Reducer.
The Load Dependency Builder ( 3 ) builds a file-level dependency graph of the application by traversing the AST
generated by Parser. To build the dependency graph, Load
Dependency Builder starts from the entry point(s) and detects
all require function calls from AST. All modules that are
recursively accessible from the application’s entry point(s)
are marked as used by Load Dependency Builder. Despite the
simplicity of the algorithm, there are challenges that need to
be addressed to construct a complete dependency graph (§5)
and are further discussed in Section 6.
Mininode supports two reduction modes for the application: (1) coarse-grain reduction; (2) fine-grain reduction. The
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coarse-grain reduction mode works at file-level and removes
unused files in the application, while the fine-grain reduction
works at function-level and removes functionalities from individual modules that are never used. As shown in Figure 1,
Mininode skips the Call Graph Builder stage, and proceed
directly to the Reducer stage in coarse-grain reduction mode.
The Call Graph Builder ( 4 ) is responsible for detecting
used and unused functions, exports and variables of all modules that are part of the dependency graph generated by Load
Dependency Builder (§6.4). To achieve effectiveness design
goal, Call Graph Builder may perform several passes on the
AST of each module until no change to the final usage graph
is made.
The final stage in our reduction pipeline is the Reducer
( 5 ) stage. The Reducer is responsible for removing AST
nodes and modules that are marked as unused by Call Graph
Builder and Load Dependency Builder, respectively (§6.5).
After finishing all of the reduction stages, Mininode generates
source code for each module from their updated AST.

5

Challenges

The dynamic nature of JavaScript introduces several challenges to static analysis [33, 37, 50] and this is also true for
the module system used by Node.js (§2.1). In this section, we
list some of the research challenges that we faced during the
implementation of the attack surface reduction tools using
static analysis for Node.js applications. Overall, we divide the
challenges into two categories: (1) export-related challenges;
(2) import-related challenges.

5.1

Export-Related Challenges

The export-related challenges relate to the way how a module
is exporting its functionality, and thus directly affects the
Mininode’s effectiveness design goal as defined earlier (§ 4.1).
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Failure to deal with export-related challenges will mostly lead
to the under-reduction of the attack surface, i.e. not removing
unused functionalities from the module. However, in some
rare cases may lead to over-reduction of the functionality,
i.e. removing used functionality. We give an example of both
cases in follow up subsections.
Unusual use of the export object. JavaScript allows
developers to modify an object in several different ways. Consequently, the export object can also be modified in several
different ways to export functionality. For example, developers can create an alias for the export object and use the alias
instead to export the module’s functionalities.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

// inside request . js
exports. post = function() {}
exports. get = function() {}
// inside request - v2 . js
exports = module.exports = require (" request ")
exports. patch = function() {}
// inside index . js
var req = require (" request - v2 ")
req . get () ;
req . patch () ;

Listing 4: Example of re-exporting the imported module
Extension of a module with re-export. In CommonJS
module system one can extend other modules by re-exporting
it and adding additional functionality. In the example given in
Listing 4, one can see how request-v2.js module extends request.js module with patch function. During analysis, Mininode should detect that get function used in index.js is actually coming from request.js. This behavior prevents overreduction of the request.js module, and it ensures that Mininode meets the correctness goal.

5.2

Import-Related Challenges

The import-related challenges affect the static analysis’s performance in the detection of used functionalities of the imported CommonJS modules. Failure to detect used functionalities of imported modules will lead to over-reductions, i.e.
removing used functionalities. Thus, it will lead to breaking
the original behavior of the Node.js application. The rest of the
section is describing some of the import-related challenges.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

// inside request . js
exports. post = function() {}
exports. get = function() {}
// inside index . js
request = require (" request ");
request . post ()
// inside util . js
request . get () ;

Listing 5: Example of importing a module in the global
scope.
Dynamically importing the module. It is common for
Node.js applications to load different modules depending on
the execution environment or the user’s input. Dynamically
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importing a module restricts the ability for simple static analysis to detect which module was loaded, which may lead to
the removal of the whole used module. Therefore, it is vital to
resolve dynamic imports to build a complete load dependency
graph of the application.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

// inside parent . js
module.exports = require (" child . js ")
exports. foo = function() {
exports. childFoo () ; // defined in child . js
}
exports. parentBar = function() {
}
// inside child . js
exports. childFoo = functon () {
exports. parentBar () ; // defined in parent . js
}

Listing 6: Example of invisible parent-child dependency
Importing as a global variable. As discussed in Background section 2.1, Node.js wraps the modules with wrapper
function to avoid collision of variable and function names
and create separate scope for each module. Despite this, developers can import a module into a global scope, as shown
in Listing 5. If a module is imported into a global scope, any
other module can have direct access to the module’s functionality without importing it. Listing 5 gives an example of
loading the request.js in global scope in index.js, which makes
it possible for util.js to use get function of the request.js without importing it.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

// in index . js entry point
var foo = require (" foo ")
var bar = require (" bar ")
foo .x ()
bar .z ()
// inside foo . js module
var bar = require (" bar ")
exports.x = function() {}
exports.y = function() {
bar .w ()
}
// inside bar . js module
exports.w = function() {}
exports.z = function() {}

Listing 7: Example of cross-reference dependence.
Invisible parent-child dependency. This issue arises
when the imported module (child) is using the functionality defined inside the module (parent) that imports the child
module as shown in Listing 6. Because of the absence of a
clear dependency link from child to parent, this challenge is
counter-intuitive in nature. From Listing 6 one can see that,
even if child.js is not importing parent.js, the child module
is using parentBar that was defined in the parent module.
We saw this behavior in one of the most popular NPM package
debug [5].
Cross-reference dependency. The cross-reference dependency problem happens when two different modules import
the same module, but they use different parts. For example
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in Listing 7 index.js and foo.js are referencing bar.js, however using different parts of it. If Mininode preserves all used
functionality, it will preserve exports.w function of bar.js,
because function exports.w was used inside foo.js. However,
function exports.w of bar.js should be removed because it
is not reachable from the entry point (index.js) of the application.

Value-binding tries to resolve the possible values by getting the values of "b" from the dictionary and adding the
"-production" to it. Note that variable "b" in the dictionary
must be resolvable. Otherwise, Value-binding will mark the
variable "a" as non-resolvable.

6

The Load Dependency Builder ( 3 ) is responsible for building the file-level dependency graph by looking for require
(or its aliases (§6.2)) function calls in AST and by resolving
the function’s argument to one of the existing modules (§4.2).
The Load Dependency Builder resolves require’s argument
using Node.js default resolution algorithm if the argument’s
type is literal. In other cases, it will use a simple algorithm to
resolve dynamic import.
Resolving dynamic imports. To resolve the dynamic imports, the Load Dependency Builder uses the dictionary generated by Value-binding in the previous stage. If the argument’s type is an identifier and the dictionary contains values
for the identifier, Load Dependency Builder iterates through
the possible values and resolves to possible modules in the
application. This process is one of Mininode’s advantages
over other open-source NPM packages implemented to build
the dependency tree of an application [13, 29, 31]. On the
other hand, if the identifier does not exist in the dictionary, or
the identifier is marked as non-resolvable, Load Dependency
Builder will mark a module as using complicated dynamic
import that can not be resolved reliably using only static technique. If the dependency graph of the application contains a
module with complicated dynamic import, Mininode stops
performing further analysis and exits because the application
under analysis cannot be reduced reliably without breaking
its original behavior.

Implementation

Mininode takes as input a Node.js application and makes
three different reduction stages to produce a reduced version
of the application (§4.2). This section gives implementation
details of each reduction stage and how certain challenges described in Section 5 are resolved. Additionally, the following
subsections give details about how access to built-in modules
is restricted, and what kind of metadata is collected during
Value-binding stage.

6.1

Restricting Access to Built-in Modules

The require function in Node.js checks if the requested
module is in a built-in modules list before trying to resolve
it (§2.1). We modified the original behavior of the require
function at the Node.js C++ level. The patched require function restricts access to the built-in modules by checking if
the requested module is not in a whitelist of built-in modules
generated by Mininode. The whitelist is generated only once
during the reduction of the application and kept unchanged. If
the application does not have previously generated whitelist,
our custom-built Node.js will allow all built-in modules to
avoid breaking the application.

6.2

The Value-binding Details

The Value-binding ( 2 ) is a preprocessing step that collects
metadata about each module in order to help other reduction stages to overcome challenges listed previously (§5).
Value-binding collects an array of aliases for exports object
and require function, because developers may rename these
CommonJS APIs by assigning them to another variable and
using an alias for the API instead of using API directly. Especially, this behavior can be seen in the case of packages that
provide a minified version. Minification usually substitutes
longer names with shorter ones to decrease the size of the file.
Value-binding also collects a dictionary of identifier names
with their corresponding values, which are used to detect
the possible values of dynamically imported modules. Possible values of identifiers could be literals (strings) or other
identifier names that were assigned to the original identifier. If an identifier’s value depends on any dynamic expression, e.g. a function call, Value-binding will mark the identifier as non-resolvable. However, if the identifier’s value depends on binary expression, e.g. var a=b+"-production",
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6.3

6.4

The Load Dependency Builder Details

The Call Graph Builder Details

The Call Graph Builder ( 4 ) runs only during fine-grain
reduction mode, as can be depicted from Figure 1. The goal
of the Call Graph Builder is to detect which parts of the code
are used for each module and mark unused ones. To achieve
the goal, it performs two separate tasks on the module’s AST
each time during analysis.
The first task, which is called marking unused, is responsible for marking exports, functions, and variables as unused if
they are not used inside or outside of the module according
to an array of used exports of the analyzed module.
The second task, which is called usage detection, is responsible for constructing the used exports array for each imported
modules of the currently analyzed module. It achieves this
by recording the variable names initialized by require (or
the aliases (§6.2)) function calls and detecting all member
expressions (i.e. property accesses) for all recorded variable
names.
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Resolving cross-reference challenge. To achieve the effectiveness design goal discussed in Section 4.1, Mininode
needs to resolve the cross-reference challenge. The crossreference challenge can be solved by always running the
marking unused task before the usage detection task for each
module’s AST. One benefit of running marking unused before usage detection is that during usage detection, we can
skip functions that are marked as unused. For example, for
the module foo.js from Listing 7, by first running marking
unused task, we mark exports.y as unused. Thus, usage detection will skip traversing exports.y during analysis, and,
therefore, exports.w will not be included in an array of used
exported functions of the bar.js module.
Resolving extension of the module by re-exporting. The
Call Graph Builder internally keeps track of used re-exported
modules during an analysis of the AST. Later on, Call Graph
Builder will add re-exported modules into the descendants array of the currently analyzed module. In the case of Listing 4,
request.js module will be added into the descendants array
of request-v2.js module. Additionally, request-v2.js becomes
part of the ancestors array of request.js automatically. Later,
when Call Graph Builder analyzes request.js module, it passes
all used properties of request.js’s ancestors (i.e. request-v2.js)
to the marking unused task as an extra argument. In this particular case, the extra array argument will include get and
patch function names. Thus, exported get function of request.js will not be marked as unused during the marking
unused task. Therefore, Reducer will not remove used exported functions, and eventually, Mininode will preserve the
correctness design goal (§4.1).
Resolving invisible parent-child dependency. Call
Graph Builder resolves the invisible parent-child dependency
challenge almost the same way it resolves extension by reexport challenge. Because Mininode already has information
about ancestors and descendants of the module, Call Graph
Builder can pass as an extra argument all used exports of all
ancestors and descendants of the module during the marking
unused task. In the case of Listing 6, Call Graph Builder pass
as an extra argument child.js’s used exports array, which contains parentBar function, into the marking unused task for
parent.js.
Resolving importing as a global variable. To resolve the
importing module as a global variable challenge, Call Graph
Builder keeps track of leaked global variables during the
usage detection task and stores used members, i.e. accessed
properties, of a variable inside a dictionary of leaked global
variables. In the example from Listing 5, Call Graph Builder
creates an entry in the dictionary with a key request after
analyzing index.js. The value of the entry is an array of used
members, which contains post and get after analyzing index.js and util.js, respectively. Next, when Call Graph Builder
performs the marking unused task for request.js, it passes the
corresponding members’ array of the dictionary as an extra
argument.
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Figure 2: Validation experiment setup

6.5

The Reducer Details

The Reducer ( 5 ) is responsible for removing the AST nodes
marked as unused without breaking the valid syntax of the
AST and generating code from the AST. We are using the
open-source escodegen [7] library to generate the source code
from the AST.
Resolving unusual use of exports object Currently,
Reducer can reduce exporting logic for the most common
three ways to statically define a property for the object in
JavaScript. These are: (1) defining property using dot notation, e.g. exports.a=1; (2) defining property using array
notation, e.g. exports["b"]=2; and (3) defining property
using Object.defineProperty function. In addition to the
listed ones, Reducer tries to resolve the value for dynamically
defined properties, e.g. var c=’c’; exports[c]=3, using
a similar algorithm as in the resolving dynamic import challenge. If the Reducer cannot resolve the dynamically defined
property, it will not reduce the property, which may cause
under-reduction. However, this behavior will not break the
original code of the application.

7

Mininode Validation and Measurement

Overall, we run two experiments: (1) to validate the correctness of the Mininode in reducing the attack surface of the
application; (2) to measure the bloated code and to check
the effectiveness of the system in reducing the attack surface
and vulnerabilities in the NPM registry packages. In the next
subsections, we will give more details of experiments’ setup
and results.

7.1

Mininode Reduction Validation

Experiment Setup. We performed the validation experiment
to evaluate the effectiveness and correctness of the Mininode
reduction (§4.1). We measured the effectiveness by calculating the total number of removed files, removed LLOC, and removed exports. The correctness of the reduction, i.e. whether
Mininode reduced the package without changing its original
behavior, is measured by the success rate of passed original
unit tests of the packages after the reduction of their attack
surface. The validation experiment consists of five steps as
shown in Figure 2.
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The goal of the first Filter and Data Collection step was
to gather package names for which we could run unit tests,
and calculate the tests coverage metrics automatically. The
most popular test coverage package on NPM is nyc, previously
known as istanbul, which is advertised as a tool where no
configuration is needed to calculate unit tests’ code coverage
metrics. Therefore, we selected packages that list as one of
their dependencies nyc and/or unit test package that is compatible with nyc. In total, 225,449 out of 1,055,131 packages
depend on one of the packages required for automatic testing
and coverage calculation. Next we collected packages’ source
code from Github, installed them, and ran their original unit
tests without performing any reduction. We decided to collect
source code from Github because not all developers publish
package’s test code into NPM. As a result of this, we were left
with only 49,535 packages that were successfully installed,
and passed their original unit tests before reduction.
Initially, we tried to reduce the full version of the packages
and run the unit tests on the final results. However, this approach failed, because during the reduction step Mininode
removed all code responsible for unit tests. To resolve this
issue, we leveraged the way Node.js looks for a correct dependency by traversing the node_modules directory in the
same location where the file requesting the dependency is
located. We installed both the full and production versions
of the package and created a symbolic link from the main
file (i.e. entry point) of the full version to the main file of the
production version. In this way, we could run the package’s
unit tests in the full version but test its production version.
During the test of packages’ production version, we noticed
that some packages in production version require developeronly dependencies that are not installed (§2.2). Usually, these
cases of counter-intuitive dependencies are used in the packages that are implemented as a plugin to other developer-only
packages, e.g. eslint-plugin-jest is a plugin for eslint. Another
challenge we faced was that babel [1], a popular package
to transpile JavaScript, needed a special configuration for
projects located in a different folder or symlinked [14]. After
eliminating packages that failed during the test of their production version using a symbolic link from the full version,
we were left with 45,045 packages in our validation dataset.
The final steps in the validation experiment, before result
analysis, were package reduction and unit tests validation of
the reduced version of the packages (Figure 2). In 6579 out
of 45,045 packages Mininode detected dynamic import that
could not be resolved with the current implementation (§6.3)
and for 2.7% of packages Mininode threw runtime errors,
such as heap out of memory. The final dataset has 37,242
packages that we tested for correctness and effectiveness.
Results. For the final dataset of 37,242 packages, we performed both coarse-grain and fine-grain reduction and ran
unit tests to verify that Mininode did not break the original
functionality of the reduced packages. The results of both
modes of reduction are shown in Table 1. As it may be ex-
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Passed test
Removed fs module
Removed net module
Removed http module
Removed https module
Total removed files
Total removed LLOC
Total removed exports
Failed test
TOTAL

Coarse-grained
35,762
28,144
33,262
32,878
33,137
86.9%
85.4%
86.7%
1,480
37,242

Fine-grained
35,531
28,196
34,180
32,795
33,044
87.3%
92.2%
89.0%
1,711
37,242

Table 1: Coarse and fine grain reduction results on validation
set
pected, the coarse-grain reduction (96.0%) has a higher success rate than the fine-grain reduction (95.4%). This is due
to the behavior of the fine-grain reduction trying to reduce
the individual modules on function-level, compared to coarsegrain reduction, which only performs reduction on file-level.
Reducing in the fine-grain mode may cause over-reduction
of the used functions, which leads to breaking the original
behavior of the package and, thus, failing the unit tests. However, despite the higher failure rate, the fine-grain reduction
performed better in terms of reducing unused code parts. Finegrain reduction removed almost 8% more LLOC compared
to coarse-grain reduction. Also, in other reduction categories
such as reduction of the files and the exported functionalities,
fine-grain shows better results. As shown in Table 1 Mininode was able to restrict the access to the built-in modules
at least in 28,144 (78.7%) of packages during the coarsegrain reduction, and in 28,196 (79.4%) of packages during
the fine-grain reduction. The high results of reduction may
be counter-intuitive, especially in case of reducing a lot of
files and LLOC from the package. That is why we randomly
selected three packages that have a more than 99% reduction
rate and manually verified the results. Both of the packages
mfdc-router and middleware-chain-js were shipping a bundled version along with their source code. In these cases,
Mininode removed almost all of their dependencies from the
node_modules folder and unnecessary source code files. In
the last case, after installation, cpr had 35,911 test files out of
all 35,982 JavaScript files, which were removed by Mininode.
Coverage
100%
Between 90-99.9%
Between 50-90%
Unknown or below 50%
Total

Coarse-grained
13,561
8,413
6,915
6,873
35,762

Fine-grained
13,548
8,290
6,797
6,896
35,531

Table 2: Coverage statistics of successfully passed test samples
In addition, we calculated the test coverage of the success-
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2. Installation and Reduction

3. Vulnerability Database

4. Analyze The Results

1. List All Packages

Production Version

Reduced Version

Figure 3: NPM measurement experiment setup
Job statuses and reasons
Succeeded packages
Failed packages
Package does not have main entry point
Non-resolvable dynamic import detected
Failed to install
Package’s main entry point is not CommonJS
Others
TOTAL

Packages
672,242
382,889
188,630
128,533
26,875
20,977
5,013
1,055,131

Table 3: NPM measurement experiment overall status
fully reduced packages for both reduction modes. From all
packages that successfully passed the validation test after
reduction, more than third has 100% test coverage and almost forth have coverage between 90-99.9% for both coarse
and fine-grain reductions, as shown in Table 2. This shows
that Mininode can successfully reduce the packages without
breaking the intentional behavior.

7.2

Attack Surface Reduction in NPM

Experiment Setup. The setup and stages of the measurement experiment are shown in Figure 3. First, we collected
all package names from NPM. Second, we tried to install the
production version of all packages and to run reduction logic
on successfully installed ones. Finally, we analyzed the results
and measured the vulnerabilities and their reduction.
We gathered all package names from NPM using the opensource package all-the-package-names [12] that contains the
list of all package names sorted by dependent count. The
list contained 1,055,131 package names from NPM as of 19th
September 2019.
After gathering all the package names, we tried to install
and reduce packages using the coarse-grain reduction method.
Table 3 shows that only 672,242 out of 1,055,131 were successfully installed and reduced. Table 3 lists the most common
reasons why not all of the packages were analyzed. Top two
most common reasons are: (1) installed packages are not
Node.js application, which means they are not intended to
run on the server-side, e.g. theme’s CSS files; (2) packages
that can not be reduced with Mininode, due to non-resolvable
dynamic import. One interesting failed category is packages’
for which entry point is not CommonJS, e.g. ES6, or even not
JavaScript file, e.g. TypeScript, JSON and so on.
In the fourth step, as shown in Figure 3, we gathered a
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Removed fs built-in module
Removed net built-in module
Removed http built-in module
Removed https built-in module
Percentage of removed JavaScript files
Percentage of removed LLOC
Percentage of removed exports
TOTAL

Number
549,254
623,646
606,981
614,030
79.1%
90.5%
90.4%
672,242

Table 4: NPM measurement experiment results

vulnerability database from snyk.io [16] and mapped vulnerabilities with packages by calculating if specific vulnerable dependency is part of the dependency chain inside the package.
In addition to mapping vulnerability, we calculate if Mininode removed the particular vulnerability during the reduction
process. We consider that a specific vulnerable dependency
is removed if Mininode removes all source files from it. Otherwise, we say that the package still depends on vulnerable
dependency. Note that this is a conservative approach and
gives us a lower bound reduction number because certainly
Mininode may have removed a vulnerable file from vulnerable
dependency, and left only safe files.
Results. The NPM measurement experiment reduction results are shown in Table 3. As discussed earlier, only 672,242
out of 1,055,131 were successfully installed and reduced.
From all successfully installed and reduced packages, Mininode restricted access to fs built-in module in 81.7% packages, and it also restricted access to network-related built-in
modules such as net, http, https in 92.8%, 90.3%, 91.3%
packages, respectively. We discussed how Mininode restricts
access to built-in modules in Section 6.1.
One question we tried to answer during the NPM measurement experiment was how significant is the severity of bloatedcode in NPM packages. To answer this question, we calculated
the relationship between declared and installed dependencies
of the packages. On average, successfully analyzed packages
declared 1.9 dependencies but installed 27.3 dependencies,
which means NPM installed x14 times more dependencies than
declared. This behavior is the result of the transitive dependency installation process discussed in Section 2.2. On NPM
public registry, the package’s detailed information shows the
number of declared, i.e. direct dependencies, but not the number of actually installed dependencies. As a consequence,
developers may choose packages with lower declared, but
higher installed dependencies instead of packages with higher
declared, but lower installed dependencies.
To give a more detailed insight of the bloatedness of NPM
packages, we calculated the ratio between third-party and
original code base’s logical lines of code. On average, from
all code-base, only 6.8% was original code, while 93.2% was
external code from third-party dependencies, and from all
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LLOC, only 9.5% were left after coarse-grain reduction by
Mininode. This result clearly shows that more and more applications are developed as a mash-up of third-party packages
and the need for reduction techniques.
We also measured the effectiveness of Mininode in reducing unused vulnerable dependencies from packages. These
vulnerabilities are present in the application’s code, but are
not reachable. In order to get exploited, the attacker needs
to chain vulnerabilities together (§ 3), something that might
not be always possible. The results of vulnerability reduction
analysis in NPM packages are given in Table 5. We used the
vulnerability database from snyk.io, which contains 1,660
vulnerable packages grouped by categories. In total, we found
that 119,433 of packages have at least one active vulnerable dependency by the time of writing. This corresponds to
17.8% of all successfully analyzed and reduced 672,242 packages. Table 5 shows the top ten most common vulnerability
categories sorted by the number of unique packages that have
a dependency from a specific vulnerability category. For example, 91,184 packages have at least one dependency vulnerable to Prototype Pollution. Partially removed column of the
Table 5 shows the number of unique packages from which
Mininode removed at least one vulnerability of a specific category. For example, if the package @chrismlee/reactcards
had two vulnerable dependencies from the Arbitrary Code Injection category and Mininode was able to remove one of the
vulnerable dependencies, then we count the package as partially removed. On the other hand, the fully removed column
shows the number of unique packages where all vulnerabilities of the specific category were removed. Also, in Table 5,
one can see the percentage of partially and fully removed
packages from the total number of vulnerable packages. On
average, Mininode was able to partially remove vulnerabilities from across all categories in 13.8% cases, and remove
all vulnerabilities in 13.65% cases. In conclusion, Mininode
was able to remove at least one vulnerability from 10,618 and
remove all vulnerabilities from 2861 unique packages from
all 119,433 vulnerable packages.

8

Related Work

Attack Surface Reduction. Howard et al. [30] introduced
the notion of the attack surface, a way to measure the security of the system. Manadhata [35] generalized Howard’s
approach and introduced a step by step mechanism to calculate the attack surface of the system. Theisen et al. [48] came
up with an attack surface approximation technique based on
stack traces. There are several attempts both to reduce and to
measure the attack surface of the different systems, such as
OSes, websites, mobile applications [28, 40, 41, 51]. While
all of the above works are related to attack surface reduction,
we concentrate on the attack surface reduction of the Node.js
applications. Azad et al. [21] showed that debloating the web
application improves its security. They debloated the PHP
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application by recording the web application’s code coverage
from client-side interaction, which may break the website if
rarely used functionality was not triggered during recording
step. On the other hand, we use static analysis to create the dependency graph of the application, which covers all use-cases
accessible from the application’s entry point.
Node.js and NPM Security. Previous researchers on the
security of Node.js concentrate more on injection attacks [17,
37, 42] and event poisoning attacks [23–25]. Ojamaa et al.
was the first to assess the security of Node.js [38]. They
conclude that denial of service is the main threat for Node.js.
On the other hand, we concentrate on reducing the overall
attack surface of Node.js rather than on specific attack or
vulnerability.
NodeSentry [26] is a permission-based security architecture that integrates third-party Node.js modules with leastprivilege. While NodeSentry also reduces the attack surface
by using least-privilege modes for Node.js modules, we approached the problem from a different angle. Mininode removes unused functionality from third-party dependencies
instead of restricting their functionality as NodeSentry does.
On the NPM side, researchers try to answer why developers use trivial packages [19] and the security implications
of depending on NPM packages [52]. Zimmermann and et
al.’s results supplement our results that depending on too
many third-party packages significantly increase the attack
surface [52].
JavaScript Application Analysis. In the past, researchers
tried to come up with static [33,34,37] and dynamic [6,36,37]
techniques that help developers with analysis of the application written in JavaScript. Madsen et al. [33] focuses on static
analysis of JavaScript applications using traditional pointer
analysis and use analysis. The key insight of the paper is
the idea of observing the uses of library functionality within
the application code to better understand the structure of the
library code. Madsen et al. [34] introduced an event-based
call graph representation of Node.js application that is useful
to detect various event-related bugs. The advantage of the
event-based call graph is that it contains information about
listener registration and event emission that can be used to
detect dead events and emits. Sun et al. [6] introduced a dynamic analysis framework called NodeProf that can be used
for profiling, for locating bad coding practices, and for detecting data-race in Node.js applications. Mezzetti et al. [36]
introduced a technique called type regression testing, which
automatically determines if NPM package’s update affects the
types of its public interface, which eventually will introduce
breaking changes for clients. While there exists many other
JavaScript static analysis tools, Mininode differs because it
mostly concentrates on building dependency graphs to reduce
the attack surface.
JavaScript bundlers. Traditionally bundlers are used on
the client-side to combine all the source code files into a single file to reduce network requests back to the server. One
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Category names
Prototype Pollution
Regex Denial of Service
Denial of Service
Uninitialized Memory Exposure
Arbitrary Code Execution
Cross-Site Scripting
Arbitrary Code Injection
Remote Memory Exposure
Arbitrary File Overwrite
Information Exposure

Vulnerable packages
91,184
42,163
21,312
6,433
5,324
5,142
3,451
3,323
3,240
3,088

Partially removed
5,333
3,930
403
690
413
665
1,715
16
383
47

%
5.85%
9.32%
1.89%
10.73%
7.76%
12.93%
49.70%
0.48%
11.82%
1.52%

Fully removed
3,633
1,228
370
592
396
590
1649
15
381
47

%
3.98%
2.91%
1.74%
9.20%
7.44%
11.47%
47.78%
0.45%
11.76%
1.52%

Table 5: Common vulnerability categories and their reduction results. Some vulnerabilities might not be exploitable since their
code is not directly reachable and it might not be possible to chain the vulnerabilities due to additional constrains.
of the most popular bundlers is webpack [18], that supports
plugins and different file types, e.g. CSS, HTML. While the
latest version of webpack can perform dead-code elimination, which is eliminating declared but unused functions and
variables, Mininode removes exported functionalities that are
never used outside the module, in addition to dead-code elimination. Another popular bundler is rollup [15] which can also
remove unused exported functions from modules. However,
rollup works only for ES6 module system, while Mininode
was designed to work with CommonJS module system which
is the most widely used in NPM. There are open-source plugins
for both webpack and rollup tools that try to convert CommonJS module into ES6 module, but to our best of knowledge,
they do not try to resolve the dynamic challenges that Mininode resolves (see §5 and §6). We envision that our work will
be integrated into existing JavaScript bundlers.

9

Limitations

In this section, we discuss some of our evaluation and implementation limitations. First, using a test coverage metric to
detect if Mininode breaks the original behavior can be misleading. For example, in the case of dynamic code generation,
i.e. eval, test coverage may give 100% coverage even if it is
not covering all functions. However, we argue that test coverage is the most appropriate mechanism that we can use to
automatically perform a large-scale evaluation.
Second, we employed the snyk.io database in our vulnerability analysis measurement instead of the well-established
CVE-DB or NIST. Unfortunately, despite the high quality of
reports, both contain less number of reports related to thirdparty Node.js package vulnerabilities [32].
Third, the dynamic nature of JavaScript is a well-known
challenge for static analysis. In this paper we tried to solve
some Node.js specific challenges, such as dynamic import,
and defining aliases, by using static analysis. However, there
are challenges that cannot be easily resolved with static analysis. For example, one of those challenges is dynamic code gen-
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eration using various JavaScript APIs, e.g. eval, Function,
setTimeOut. Another challenge is patching Node.js specific
APIs, e.g. require, as shown in Listing 8. In this case, Mininode will not be able to resolve a module inside a different
folder, because it uses an unpatched version of require.
1 // patching the require
2 require = function( arg ) {
3
return { mocked : true};
4 }

Listing 8: Example of patching the require()
A solution to this challenge can be to dynamically execute
the patched code in Mininode to resolve the dynamically
required module. Another approach is to forbid patching
of require function in Node.js application by creating a
constant global object require that can be accessed by all
modules. This way, the function wrapper (See Listing 1)
discussed in Section 2.1 does not need to pass require as an
argument.

10

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a detailed evaluation of excessive functionality in Node.js applications. We presented
a tool, called Mininode, that measures and effectively removes unnecessary code and dependencies by statically analyzing Node.js applications. We conducted an extensive
analysis of 672,242 packages listed in the NPM repository
and found 119,433 of them to have at least one vulnerable module dependency. Our tool is capable of statically
removing all vulnerable dependencies from 2861, and removing partially from 10,618 applications. In addition to
removing vulnerabilities, Mininode was able to restrict access to the file system for 549,254 packages. We envision our tool to be integrated into the building process
of Node.js applications. Mininode is publicly available at
https://kapravelos.com/projects/mininode.
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Abstract
Online social networks (OSNs) such as Facebook, Twitter,
and LinkedIn give hundreds of millions of individuals around
the world the ability to communicate and build communities.
However, the extensive user base of OSNs provides considerable opportunity for malicious actors to abuse the system, with
fake accounts generating the vast majority of harmful actions
and content. Social networks employ sophisticated detection
mechanisms based on machine-learning classifiers and graph
analysis to identify and remediate the actions of fake accounts.
Disabling or deleting these detected accounts is not tractable
when the number of false positives (i.e., real users disabled)
is significant in absolute terms. Using challenge-based verification systems such as CAPTCHAs or phone confirmation as
a response for detected fake accounts can enable erroneously
detected real users to recover their access, while also making
it difficult for attackers to abuse the platform.
In order to maintain a verification system’s effectiveness
over time, it is important to iterate on the system to improve
the real user experience and adapt the platform’s response to
adversarial actions. However, at present there is no established
method to evaluate how effective each iteration is at stopping
fake accounts and letting real users through. This paper proposes a method of assessing the effectiveness of experimental
iterations for OSN verification systems, and presents an evaluation of this method against human- labelled ground truth
data using production Facebook data. Our method reduces the
volume of necessary human labelled data by 70%, decreases
the time necessary for classification by 81%, has suitable precision/recall for making decisions in response to experiments,
and enables continuous monitoring of the effectiveness of the
applied experimental changes.

1

Introduction

Online Social Networks (OSNs) enable people to build communities and communicate effortlessly. With the proliferation
of social media usage, OSNs now play a role in the lives
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of billions of people every day. The largest social networks—
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Instagram—provide a broad
set of features enabling more than two billion people to share
news, media, opinions, and thoughts [12, 49]. The scale and
scope of these OSNs in turn attract highly motivated attackers,
who seek to abuse these platforms and their users for political
and monetary gain [3].
The prevalence, impact, and media coverage of harmful
social media accounts has increased commensurately with
the growth of the platforms [8, 28]. A key contributor to this
problem is fake accounts—accounts that do not represent an
authentic user, created for the express purpose of abusing the
platform or its users.
Recent research estimates as much as 15% of all Twitter
accounts to be fake [51], and Facebook estimates as much as
4% of their monthly active users to fall into this category [11].
These fake accounts post spam, compromise user data, generate fraudulent ad revenue, influence opinion, or engage in a
multitude of other abuses [14, 15, 38, 44, 48].
The variety of behaviours exhibited by fake accounts—
especially those controlled by humans—makes building accurate detection systems a challenge. On a platform with
billions of active users, a detection system with even 99%
precision would incorrectly identify hundreds of thousands
of users every day as malicious. It follows that OSNs require
remediation techniques that can tolerate false positives without incurring harm, while still providing significant friction
for attackers.
A common OSN remediation technique is to enroll fake
accounts detected by a detection system into a verification
system [17, 33] aimed at blocking access to the OSN for fake
accounts and providing a way to recover an account for legitimate users. These systems are composed of challenges
which prompt identified users to provide some additional
information such as phone numbers, recent activity, or identity verification. These challenges—of which the best known
example is a CAPTCHA [53]—take the form of challengeresponse tests that are designed to be easy for real users to
pass, but difficult for attackers to solve. Verification systems
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have numerous advantages over direct disabling of accounts.
They provide a soft response that is tolerant of false positives:
a real user classified as potentially fake has semi-automated
means of changing the classification result without substantial impact on their engagement. The challenges themselves
provide an opportunity to collect additional signals about the
user (e.g., time-to-solve), which can aid in further investigation, re-classification, and remediation. The strength (friction)
of the challenge can be scaled based on initial classification
confidence of the detection system.
Despite these advantages, attackers can adapt to overcome
the friction posed by verification system challenges [27, 35,
41]. It follows that continuously iterating on the design of
those challenges and being able to measure the effectiveness
of the iterations over time is an important component of improving fake account defences, which has not yet been addressed in the research literature.
We seek to understand iteration effectiveness: the degree
to which a new or improved challenge is more successful in
both stopping fake accounts and letting real users through.
To compare effectiveness, we subject pools of accounts to
two different experiences in an A/B experiment and compute
the change in the proportion of fake and real accounts that
managed to successfully pass the verification process. This
computation is particularly challenging as it involves determining the true nature of a set of users that were already
identified as fake (with high-probability) by an in-production
detection framework. To aid in classification one could leverage human labelling of accounts at various stages within and
after the verification process. However, relying on human
labelling limits the scale and speed of experiments, especially
when we require that: many experiments can be run at the
same time; we support backtests, a technique where some
flows are withheld from a small proportion of the population after they have become the default experience, in order
to gauge adversarial response; experiments must be powerful enough to show results on different user segments (e.g.,
platform, locale).
To enable such classification at scale and across such requirements, our approach is to replace the majority of human
labelling with automated techniques having precision/recall
suitable for both making decisions on the experiments and
continuously monitoring the effectiveness of the applied experimental changes.
Our contribution: In this work we develop an automated,
scalable method of assessing the effectiveness of experimental
iterations for OSN verification systems. A important insight
is that we only need weak labels (i.e., “likely” labels) in order
to enable rapid experimentation.
Our approach, which we call the Post Authentication State
Model (PAS), reproduces in an automated way the process
that human investigators use to determine the authenticity of
an account. PAS requires accounts to be observed for a certain
period of time after the verification process in order to collect
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additional signals, after which they are evaluated against a
continuously retrained machine-learned ensemble decision
tree of account behaviours. Using this model to evaluate test
and control groups of accounts that pass the verification system allows us to determine the change in post-verification
fake/real distributions and ultimately how successful an introduced change is at improving the system’s effectiveness.
Section 3 provides an overview of Facebook’s verification system and relevant background. Section 4 discusses the design
of this model and several variants. We assess our approach
with experiments conducted on Facebook’s production verification system, described in Section 5. Our system: enables
rapid A/B experimentation; supports an arbitrary number of
backtests of the experimental changes, allowing us to continuously monitor the effectiveness of the improvements and
adversarial response over time; supports a variety of verification system challenges.
We deployed our approach in a real-world setting at Facebook to assess its potential effectiveness. Our approach, PAS,
provided useful signal on whether accounts clearing the verification system were real or fake; it vastly out-performed
random assignment, achieving precision over 70% and recall
over 60% for all three classes. This approach reduced the volume of human labelling for the life cycle of an experiment by
70%, and the labelling frequency from continuous to a single
post-experiment operation. Practically, we showed that our
approach could reduce the time necessary for classification by
up to 81%. This reduction in human effort allowed Facebook
to run more experiments in parallel, improving the agility and
scale of their experimentation methods.
Furthermore, the deployed model completely automated
the backtests of successfully launched experiments. Thanks
to automated backtesting, three instances of adversarial adaptation to the experimental changes were discovered, allowing
the Facebook team to quickly find appropriate mitigations.
Out-of-scope: In this work, we focus on classification of
fake and real accounts that were already detected by an inproduction detection framework and were able to pass challenges in OSN verification systems, such as CAPTHA and
phone confirmation. Automated classification of these accounts enables an assessment of experimental iterations for
OSN verification systems in order to improve real user experience and increase friction for fake accounts. Based on
description above, we consider the following areas out of
scope of this work: improvements to efficiency and accuracy
of existent fake account detection systems and methods; measurement of recall and precision of fake account detection
systems; and improvements made to verification systems.

2

Related Work

There is a large literature examining fake accounts in social
networks. This work touches on understanding what the ac-
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counts are doing (e.g., scamming, impersonation, etc.), methods for detecting fake accounts, and providing techniques (e.g.
CAPTCHA) to effectively address detected fake accounts.

2.1

Types of Fake Accounts

Fake accounts (sometimes called sybils [56]) can be divided into three broad classes: automated, manual, and hybrid [7, 21]. Automated fake accounts—social bots—are
software-controlled profiles that can post and interact with
legitimate users via an OSNs’s communication mechanisms,
just like real people [38]. Usually, social bots are created at
scale via automated registration of new accounts in OSNs.
The types of abuse caused by social bots varies. There have
been instances of social bots that participate in organised
campaigns to influence public opinion, spread false news, or
gain personal benefits [2, 44]. Recently, social bots have targeted and infiltrated political discourse, manipulated the stock
market, stolen personal data, and spread misinformation [15].
In contrast, manually driven fake accounts (MDFA) are
set up for a specific purpose without using automation, and
are then operated manually by attackers to gain personal
benefit [20], push propaganda [28], or otherwise harm users
of the platform. The close similarity between actual users
and MDFAs breaks traditional at-scale detection techniques
which focus on identifying automated behaviours.
Hybrid fake accounts (sometimes called cyborgs [7]) include fake accounts driven by bot-assisted humans or humanassisted bots. In practice, sophisticated attackers may choose
a mix of tactics for running cyborg fake accounts. Cyborgs
are often used for the same purposes as social bots, such as
spam and fake news [39].

2.2

Detecting Fake Accounts

The topic of detection of fake accounts is actively explored in
recent literature. Research has mostly focused on the design
and measurement of detection systems with the purpose of
increasing precision and recall. Detection frameworks can be
based on different methodologies.
Graph-based and sybil detection focuses on exploring connections between identities and their properties inside social
graph to detect fake accounts [9, 23, 56]. A typical example
of graph-based sybil detection framework is Sybilguard [58].
The detection protocol of this framework is based on the
graph among users, where an edge between two users indicates a human-established trust relationship. Malicious users
can create many identities but few trust relationships. Therefore, there is a disproportionately-small “cut” in the graph
between the sybil nodes and the honest nodes. Other examples
of the detection frameworks based on this methodology that
use various algorithms and assumptions about social graph
are Sybillimit [57], Sybilinfer [10], SybilRank [5].
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Behaviour-based and spam detection employs rule-base
heuristics to detect fake accounts. An example of such heuristic is rate limits on specific user activity such as comments
and posts and anomalies of such activities. This methodology
focuses on high precision to avoid high false positive rate in
detection and usually shows low recall [45,52,54,59]. Another
example of behaviour-based cetection system is SynchroTrap.
This system employs clustering of accounts according to the
similarity of their actions to detect large groups of abusive
accounts [6].
Machine learning detection frameworks use machine learning models to detect fake accounts [16, 24, 47, 55]. Machine
learning models are usually trained based on human labelled
data or high precision proxies and utilize an extracted set
of user’s behavioral features. One of the first examples of
such machine learning detection frameworks was proposed
by Stein et al. [43]. There are two main downsides of this
methodology: it is challenging to properly design features that
are resistant to adversarial response, and the process of collecting high precision training data based on humal labelling
is expensive.
Digital footprint detection employs digital footprints of
OSN users to detect fake and malicious accounts across different social networks. A digital footprint is generated based
on publicly available information about a user, such as username, display name, description, location, profile image and
IP address [29, 46].
Described methodologies of fake account detection and
detection frameworks can’t be directly used to measure effectiveness of the improvements in verification systems for fake
accounts because users in verification systems are already
classified as fakes by detection frameworks. However, in the
proposed approach, we use learnings and techniques from
machine-learning, graph-based and behaviour-based detection methodologies.

2.3

Remediating Fake Accounts

Once fake accounts are detected, social networks must decide
how to respond. Typical actions that a social network might
take on detected fake accounts include disabling or deletion.
Such responses might be appropriate in some particular cases,
where the approximate cost of abusive actions taken by fake
accounts and the cost of disabling a real user can both be
established. In such cases, the detection framework owner can
use this information to make a trade-off between recall and
precision [36]. However, representing user actions and cost
in financial terms typically will only apply to very narrow
scenarios like e-commerce transactions.
In order to allow incorrectly detected real users to regain
access to the system, OSNs employ verification systems and
challenges. There are numerous types of challenges, including email verification, CAPTCHA resolution, phone confirmation, time and IP address restrictions, challenge questions
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and puzzles, manual review of the account, ID verification,
facial/voice recognition, and challenges based on liveness detection systems [1, 25, 33, 42, 50]. Most prior work related to
verification systems for fake accounts covers new types of
verification challenges [22, 30–32] or ways to bypass these
systems [26, 60]. This paper is focused on the effectiveness
measurement of the improvements in verification systems for
fake accounts, for which there is no prior exploration.

3

Background

In this section we frame the overall space of fake account
verification systems, outline the metrics used to evaluate the
effectiveness of such systems, and discuss prior systems used
at Facebook.

3.1

Verification Systems and Clearance

The purpose of OSN fake account verification systems is to
block access to the OSN for accounts detected by fake account detection systems; present those accounts with various
challenges that allow them to identify themselves as legitimate; collect additional signals by means of those challenges;
and ultimately make a determination if an account is real or
fake.
An account that is determined to be real is said to “clear”
the challenge. Figure 1 shows the structure of an OSN fake account verification system such as the one used at Facebook. A
particular path an account takes through the system, which involves passing one or more challenges, is called a flow. A flow
is divided into flow points, or steps, which describe the current
state of the account within the verification system. Each step
can have a number of outcomes, which result in transitions
to different steps in the flow or back to the same step. Thus
the verification system is essentially a set of possible flows
on a directed (possibly) cyclic graph, where the nodes are the
steps and the edges are the possible step transitions.
A step is most often associated with a user interface (UI)
screen that either requires user input or contains some information for the user, for example an introduction step that
explains the reason for being enrolled into the verification
system. Some steps contain only a piece of business logic
and are invisible to the user. An example of such a step is the
challenge chooser, which contains rules to decide whether
the user has provided sufficient information to determine the
authenticity of their account; if the answer is negative, this
step will also decide which challenge to show the user. In the
context of the flow graph, a challenge is represented as group
of one or more steps that need to be completed to proceed
forward through the flow.
Each challenge and the steps within it present variable friction to the user, defined as the degree of difficulty in solving
the challenges or proceeding through a given step. This friction causes two observable phenomena in the flow graph.
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The first phenomena is churn, defined as the number of users
which do not proceed further through the flow in a given step,
which reveals how restrictive a step is for a user. The second
phenomena is anomalies in step completion, such as spikes
or long term drift, which reveal, for example, that bad actors
have become proficient at solving the challenge or that there
is a loophole in the system being exploited by attackers.
To measure these phenomena, Facebook uses a “funnel logging” system. This system tracks transition events through the
flow graph—when a user proceeds from one step to another
step, receives a challenge, starts or finishes the verification
system flow. Figure 1 shows such events as dots labelled with
dashed boxes. Along with those transition events, event metadata such as country, device, or user age are logged in order
to be able to understand how clearance rates vary across user
segments.
Funnel logging allows us to calculate clearance rate metrics
that quantify the overall friction for the step, challenge, or
verification system as a whole. We can also calculate these
metrics for different sub-populations or segments of users.
For a specific subpopulation segment Y , enrolled on day de ,
which cleared step s on day dc , we define the step clearance
rate C as:
|de , dc , s,Y |
C(de , dc , s,Y ) =
,
|de ,Y |
where | · | denotes the number of users in a population defined
by the given variables. The step clearance rate can be used to
calculate the end-to-end challenge or system clearance rate
by using the last step of the challenge or flow, respectively, as
the input to s.
Using data from the funnel logging system, it is possible
to monitor churn for each step and detect anomalies in the
clearance rate metrics for specific user segments. The spikes
or drops in clearance rate metrics can be an early signal of a
bot attack or a bug in the verification system.
However, since our goal is be able to identify fake accounts
that pass verification challenges and can be ultimately operated by attackers with a range of skills, clearance rate alone
is not sufficient to fully capture the effectiveness of a set of
challenges or the verification as a whole. We need further techniques which have the power to distinguish between real and
manually driven fake accounts clearing verification system
flows.

3.2

Label and Metric Definitions

We examine the performance of our classification models for
distinguishing between fake and real accounts by comparing
our classifications to expert manually labelled accounts. In
order to establish if an account is fake, Facebook uses a team
of specialists to review accounts. The reviewers look for specific signals that can indicate whether a account is real or fake,
and using these signals ultimately label each account. For the
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Figure 1: Flow graph showing Facebook’s fake account verification system. Logging events (“funnel logging”) are indicated as
dots labelled with the name of the event in the dashed box.
purposes of this work we treat such labelling as ground truth.
We define three account labels:
• Abusive: The account has intent to abuse the platform,
including human-driven abuse.
• Benign: The account is authentic/real.
• Empty: There is not yet enough information to classify.
The definition of what constitutes abusive and benign behaviour is specific to the OSN. For example, at Facebook,
these labels are defined by the Community Standards document [13].
Human labels are robust and reliable, but not perfect. For
example, it is possible that an account’s label might change
over time, e.g. empty accounts could be created en masse and
then sold days/weeks/months later to individuals who operate
the account manually for abusive purposes.
The terms fake and abusive both refer to fake accounts. The
terms benign, authentic, and real all refer to real users. The
prevalence of a class Pv(ti ,Y ) is defined as the true proportion
of accounts of class ti in the overall population Y . Prevalence
is typically measured through human labelling on a random
sample of population Y , taking care to account for bias in the
dataset (e.g., orders of magnitude more good than bad).
The ultimate goal of this work is to enable more rapid
and computationally cost effective experiment iteration, and
our strategy is to develop systems that can approximate expert human labelling. Section 4 describes several candidate
models for classifying users clearing verification flows. The
outputs of our models are called proxy labels. We evaluate our
models based on the precision and recall [40] of these labels;
specifically, for model m which classifies users into classes
t1 ,t2 , ...,tn , we denote the precision and recall of m for class
ti over population Y by P(m,ti ,Y ), R(m,ti ,Y ), respectively.
We also use the F1 score [37] of m for class ti , over population Y , denoted F1 (m,ti ,Y ). This score is defined as the
harmonic mean of precision and recall:
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F1 (m,ti ,Y ) =

2 · P(m,ti ,Y ) · R(m,ti ,Y )
P(m,ti ,Y ) + R(m,ti ,Y )

Both precision and recall are important for classifying users
clearing verification systems. High recall across all classes
is important as there is limited utility in precisely identifying
authentic users if the identified set is only a small fraction of
the population. This consideration is equally important for
the abusive population, as we will demonstrate in Section 3.3.
On the other hand, low precision is unacceptable as it could
lead us to believe we are helping authentic users to clear when
actually we are helping both authentic and fake users.
The F1 score gives an overall quality indicator in cases
where there is an unequal distribution of fake/real classes,
and/or the relative costs of false positives and false negatives
are different; both of these conditions hold in fake account
verification problems.
A key insight in our examination of this space is that any
model that performs better than random assignment will provide useful insight. However, higher precision and recall
means we can be more confident in the model thus reducing classification time and human labelling volume. For example, a model with near perfect precision and recall could
replace human labelling altogether, whereas a model that is
only slightly better than chance could be used in data analysis
to support hypotheses but could not be used to accurately
measure the effects of changes to real or fake users.
The methods described in this work also use some time
delay to accrue signal. We use time to classification to refer to
the time delay between a user clearing the verification system
and enough signals being collected for a label to be assigned.

3.3

Prior Art: BOT Classification Model

The goal of this work is to enable rapid iteration of verification
challenge systems, and to that end, we require metrics to
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Classification

Label

Precision

Recall

F1 score

Bot
Non bot

abusive
benign/empty

86%
59%

6%
99%

12%
74%

Table 1: BOT model classification results for the verification
system flow.
quickly assess account clearance rates with limited human
labelling overhead.
Prior to this work Facebook employed a high precision bot
identification model to generate proxy labels and divide users
clearing the challenge into “bot” and “non-bot” classes (in addition to numerous other detection and classification systems).
This model, which we denote BOT, uses as features metadata
collected from fake account detection. In particular, it is often possible to detect a subset of abusive accounts through
very high precision rules. When such a rule is triggered the
BOT model predicts a fake account, and in all other cases
it predicts a non-bot account. Because of this definition, the
non-bot class can include a significant proportion of bots that
were not detected by the high-precision rules. Applying this
model to the clearance rate definition yields the bot proxy
clearance Cb (de , dc , s,Y ).
Given our goals and requirements, the BOT clearance rate
Cb is a potentially attractive option for our proxy metric. In
order to verify this hypothesis we sampled tens of thousands
of accounts that successfully passed the verification system
flow in August 2018 and used human labelling to find the
volume of abusive, empty and benign accounts for the resulting class. Table 1 shows the label distribution over the BOT
model. While P(bot, abusive) is fairly high, the model would
be of limited value because R(bot, abusive) = 6%. The majority of users that cleared the verification system flow are
ambiguous, as shown by the precision of the non-bot class,
P(bot, benign ∪ empty) = 59%. Section 5 evaluates BOT further.
The clear downside of Cb is that the non-bot class has low
recall for abusive accounts. The “non-bot clearance” label
is thus not accurate enough to measure verification system
improvements targeted at real users. The rest of this work
explores methods that better approximate human labelling
ground truth, quickly, and with limited human input.

4

Post Authentication State Model

When running a large number of A/B experiments it quickly
becomes prohibitively resource intensive to use human labelling to classify enough accounts clearing various challenges in each variant to get statistically significant results.
Requiring expert human labellers also slows down iteration
as such labelling jobs take time. A/B experiments are also often segmented by populations of interest (e.g., platform used,
country, locale), which again increases the volume of necessary human labelling and reduces iteration frequency. To
understand subtle changes in account clearing performance
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and metrics, thousands of labels are required per experiment,
and possibly also for each population of interest.
In this section we present the Post Authentication State
(PAS) model, a method for generating weak (i.e., likely) labels which enable rapid A/B experimentation. PAS can be
scaled and is able to classify users more accurately than prior
low computational cost high volume solutions (e.g., BOT classification), while allowing both faster classification and far
fewer human labels than full-scale human labelling would
require. PAS classifies benign users as well as abusive users,
and has significantly higher recall of abusive accounts than
other methods.

4.1

Overview

OSNs enroll accounts suspected of being fake into a verification system in order to gain further information about their
state. The verification system needs to evolve to match the
adversarial response of attackers, so OSNs need to run A/B
experiments. PAS classifies accounts clearing the verification
system, after a time delay, so that we can understand how the
A/B experiment affected the clearance rate of each population (Figure 2). Based on results of A/B experiment OSN can
evolve its response to the adversarial adaption of detected
fake accounts.
PAS is a decision tree model which aims to emulate human
labelling decisions, ultimately assigning an account a proxy
label [4]. We denote such labels as “states.” PAS is trained
and validated against sets of human labelled accounts using
out of the box classifiers based on the CART recursive partitioning algorithms such as SciKit Learn DecisionTreeClassifier [18, 34]. The model assigns one of three possible states to
the classified account: Good Post Authentication State (GPAS)
for likely real accounts with authentic signals; Bad Post Authentication State (BPAS) for likely fake accounts with intent
to abuse the platform; Empty Post Authentication State (EPAS)
for accounts with too little signal post-clearing to yet make a
determination.
PAS predicts the labelling outcome based on signals we can
automate, for example number of friends. Gupta et al. [19]
showed that decision tree models, based on user level signals
and behavioural signals, can be effective in classifying real
and fake images in OSNs; we extend this approach to possible
fake accounts clearing verification challenges in OSNs. We
note that the PAS model is not designed to be a precise classifier; instead it buckets users clearing into “probably good”
and “probably bad” which gives direction to A/B experiments
with higher precision/recall.
Adversarial Adaptation: A common problem in the space of
abuse detection systems is adversarial adaptation—can attackers learn what signals are used for detection, and evade them?
This is not a direct concern for PAS, since this method is not
used to take direct actions on accounts clearing verification
system flows; rather it is used to aid in A/B experimentation
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1. Accounts are
suspected of being
fake

2. Accounts enrolled into a
verification system where an A
/B experiment is running

3. Accounts clearing the verification
system re-enter OSN and we wait
for N days for the accounts to mature

Detection

Verification system
A/B experiment

N day time delay

4. We classify all accounts using
PAS and a sample using human
labels

PAS model classification
(and human labelling)

Experiment analysis
5. We analyse our A/B experiment using the proxy PAS
labels and validate our conclusion with human labels

Figure 2: The PAS model as a component of the process to iterate on fake account verification systems.

Figure 3: PAS V1 decision tree generated with recursive
partitioning (CART). Accounts sent through this flow are ultimately classified with weak labels for A/B experimentation.
Threshold values X, N, W , and T are operationally dependent.
and thus product evolution. This means there is no direct
mechanism for adversaries to discover which signals to manipulate.
To generate proxy labels we created multiple PAS models
iteratively. We started with a simple proof of concept, which
showed that we could create a classifier that was better than
random assignment but it had flaws in the features selection
(Section 4.2). Our next iteration, still a simple proof of concept, used more robust features and was used to understand
how the time to classification, or latency, could be improved
(Section 4.3). Finally, we created a more accurate model, implemented it in Facebook’s production verification system
and showed that it could maintain good performance and allow rapid iteration of the verification system over a 6 month
period (Section 4.4).

4.2

PAS V1 and PAS V2: Simple decision trees

The inputs to the PAS model are attributes and behaviours
we can associate with the account. Account-level attributes
include features such as the number of friends or email domain the account signed up with. Behaviours include post-
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clearance activity such as the number of friend requests sent
or number of times other users reported the account. For each
potential input, we first observed how prominent it was in
each labelling population, to understand its potential impact
in the construction of a decision tree.
Figure 3 depicts the first PAS decision tree we developed
to classify users clearing fake account verification challenges
at Facebook. This was a simple decision tree that remained
static rather than being retrained. We wanted to understand
how this tree performed initially and how it degraded over
time. Behavioural signals such as “More than W time on
News Feed” correlate to how engaged and how manual the
account is, which in turn increases the likelihood that the
account is a real user. We leave a specified time period postclearing to allow these behavioural signals to accrue; it aligns
with the period we use to allow labelling signals to accrue
before human labelling, and so there is no decrease in the
time to classification (Section 5). The specific features in
this construction can vary based on OSN use case. For example, “News Feed” could be swapped for another product users
engage with in other OSNs. Profile information such as “mobile phone present” could be replaced with other engagement
signals such as employment status or current city.
During our evaluation of the first simple PAS model we
saw a clear decline in performance of the PAS V1 model over
time. This resulted from an important signal (the “high precision policy” in Figure 3) having lost its discriminating power
due to changes in the prevalence of the signal in the fake
population. We also identified that decision points which are
also prerequisites for challenges (e.g., the “having a mobile
phone number” signal is a prerequisite for the SMS challenge)
create bias in A/B experimentation; since experiments that
change the distribution of challenges offered would a priori
skew the resulting proxy labels. As a result of these observations we developed a subsequent PAS model, PAS V2, which
addressed these limitations.
PAS V2 is structured similarly to PAS V1, constructed
again using CART. In this iteration, the “high precision policy”
signal is replaced with signals we identified experimentally to
be longitudinally stable and have high distinguishing power
(Figure 4). Two new signals were added to the tree: one based
on how many times the user logged in (behavioural) and one
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We created “Quick PAS,” a reduced-time version of PAS V2
that provides signals more than 5 times faster than PAS V2.
Quick PAS has lower thresholds for behavioural signals, such
as time on News Feed, and omits some of the signals that
take more time to collect, such as having subscriptions. It is
important to note that the trade-off in using Quick PAS is not
just precision/recall; we are also biasing towards accounts
that return to the platform faster than others.
Section 5 evaluates Quick PAS in the context of other PAS
models. It also shows the performance of PAS V2 when time
to classification is reduced by just over 50%, “Truncated PAS
V2.”

4.4

Figure 4: PAS V2 decision tree generated with recursive
partitioning (CART). Accounts sent through this flow are ultimately classified with weak labels for A/B experimentation.
Threshold values X2 , X3 , N2 , W2 , K, L, and T are operationally
dependent.
based on the device they registered with (account attribute).
The delay period post-clearing, used to allow signals to accrue
and to calibrate thresholds used for signals such as “more than
N friends,” remained the same between the two models.
Section 5 contains a detailed evaluation of PAS V1 and
PAS V2 performance.

4.3

Quick PAS: Decreasing time to classification

The simple PAS decision trees use fewer signals than the human labelling trees, and the signals are not contextual. Given
this, we hypothesised the time to classification (delay postclearing) is less critical to PAS than human labelling i.e.,
decreasing it would not significantly impact precision and
recall.
There are two natural ways to decrease the time to classification. The first is artificially limiting the time to classification, running the same model sooner. We assessed the
precision and recall of these models when run at truncated
delays post-clearing; between 40% and 80% of the full time
to classification before human labelling. As hypothesised,
reducing the time to classification did not yield significant
reductions in precision and recall, even at the shortest time to
classification tested.
The second method explored to limit the time to classification was to train a new decision tree with a shorter delay
post-clearing and a feature set pruned of time sensitive signals.
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PAS Production: Ensemble decision tree
with retraining

The simple PAS decision tree models showed promise in
terms of accuracy and latency (time to classification). However, fake account detection and response is an adversarial
space; attackers adapt their approach over time to try to evade
detection and deceive response verification systems. The consequence is that a simple decision tree model, trained at a
particular point in time, will degrade in accuracy as fake accounts evolve. Moreover, training just once makes the model
vulnerable to anomalies in the training data.
The next iteration, PAS Production, was developed to address these limitations. PAS Production uses an ensemble
decision tree model, to avoid overfitting; it is also retrained
every day using a rolling window of training labels from the
last few weeks, to retain freshness. This model uses SciKit
Learn BaggingClassifer combined with DecisionTreeClassifier. Like PAS V1 and PAS V2, this model was trained with
time to classification the same as the post-clearance delay to
human labelling. The goal of PAS Production was to make a
more accurate and reliable model, rather than a faster one. A
“Quick PAS” could be developed in the same way as described
in Section 4.3, by trimming the feature set and training the
model with a shorter delay post-clearing.
Additionally, we explored using SciKit Learn probability
outputs to gauge uncertainty of the predicted label. Averaging
these probabilities for each class in each experiment group
can give more signal than taking the most likely class. For
example, test groups A and B might have the same number
of GPAS (real account) predictions, but group A’s GPAS accounts might all have higher probabilities associated with
them than group B’s. Averaging the probabilities would reveal this where summing class labels wouldn’t. It’s important
to note that probability of a predicted label class can be only
be interpreted as confidence of that prediction if the model
is well calibrated. SciKit Learn offers calibration functions,
such as CalibratedClassifierCV, to achieve this.
Section 5 evaluates PAS Production in the context of our
other PAS models; for this purpose we restrict our analysis to
class predictions and ignore the associated probabilities.
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5

Evaluation

experiments that try to prevent fake accounts from clearing,
because it is able to classify too few of them.

In order to assess the effectiveness of the PAS iterations,
we evaluated their classification performance against human
labelling data on hundreds of thousands of accounts over a
period from March 2018 to May 2019. In addition to results,
we also identify insights that led to further improvements
throughout the evaluation.
The goal of these models is to produce weak labelling for
use in A/B experimentation, not to produce classification for
operational in-production abuse detection. Given this goal
we can tolerate medium levels of precision, recall, and F1 ,
provided the models perform significantly better than random
assignment.
Table 2 presents the results of experiments carried out for
each version of the model. The table is divided into three
groupings: Baseline results 1-3 (random assignment, BOT,
human labelling), iterative developments 4-9 (PAS V1, PAS
V2, Truncated PAS V2, Quick PAS), and current deployment
10-11 (PAS Production). The last grouping represents the final
iteration of the system and shows significant decreases human
labelling volume and improvements over previous models.

5.1

Baselines: Random Assignment, BOT,
and Human Labelling

Since we take human labelling to be our ground truth, human labelling provides the benchmark and optimal result for
models intending to classify users clearing our verification
system (Table 2, Row 3). If we classified users with random
assignment, then recall would be 1/3 for each class and precision would be the prevalence of that class in the population of
accounts sent for verification (Table 2, Row 1). Random assignment provides a lower bound to compare models against;
any model with lower precision and/or recall than random
assignment would be detrimental in evaluating experiments.
The BOT model provides a second comparison point. This
model uses a high precision signal available from detection
to classify users as fake. The signal used is a binary signal
which predicts an account to be fake (or BPAS), if it exists for
the account. It cannot predict whether an account is authentic
(GPAS) or empty (EPAS). Table 2, Row 2 provides the precision, recall, and F1 scores for BOT. As a result of the signal
existing prior to the account clearing fake account verification
systems, there is no time delay needed to use it for prediction.
We observe that the BOT model’s BPAS precision is high,
at 86%, but its recall and thus F1 are low at 6% and 12% respectively. Given the low recall for BPAS and its inability to
distinguish the other two classes, we cannot use this model
for weak labelling. We require a model that predicts both fake
and authentic users because our experiments are designed to
prevent fake users from clearing verification systems and help
authentic users to do so. Moreover, low recall for fake users
means that this model is not suitable for even the subset of
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5.2

PAS V1

Table 2, Row 4 shows the performance of PAS V1 in March
2018, during its first iteration. The PAS V1 decision tree
performed better than random assignment in terms of both
precision and recall and was an initial improvement in classification. EPAS (“empty”), the proxy label for accounts with
too little signal to mark as authentic or fake, had the poorest
precision and recall but represents the population of accounts
we are less motivated by in this use case—our primary objectives are to help increase authentic user clearance (GPAS)
and decrease clearance of abusive users (BPAS). PAS V1 has
a much better precision-recall trade-off for abusive accounts
than the bot/non-bot classification. We did not measure the
decrease in human labelling as the limitations of PAS V1
necessitated PAS V2.
Table 2, Row 5 shows the performance for PAS V1 in June
2018, three months after implementation. The precision of
benign classifications decreased significantly, from 76% to
25%, and recall across both abusive and empty classifications
also similarly decreased. F1 scores dropped for all classes. As
discussed in Section 4.2, the “high precision policy” signal
had lost its discriminating power due to changes unrelated to
our work. These changes motivated the design of PAS V2.

5.3

PAS V2

Table 2, Row 6 shows PAS V2 performance in July 2018,
when it was first evaluated. Compared to the degraded scores
of PAS V1 from June 2018, PAS V2 shows large improvement in F1 scores for all classes. In comparison to the initial
PAS V1, F1 score increased for BPAS class and decreased for
GPAS classes. Additionally, we’ve observed that more of its
signals have stable distribution over time.
To explore the stability of the system, we reran the evaluation of PAS V2 in September 2018, several months after
it was first implemented (Table 2, Row 7). Unlike PAS V1,
we did not notice a substantial reduction in performance over
time. The main change was that the F1 score for abusive accounts dropped from 72% to 53%, primarily from abusive
precision dropping from 66% to 42%. The drop is caused by
changes in the abusive clearance population; fewer accounts
were being labelled as abusive, and more were labelled as
empty—potentially due to attackers choosing to let accounts
“sleep” in response to concurrent, independent work on improved detection.
PAS V2 does not have the same issues as PAS V1 with respect to signals that can be skewed by the verification system
itself and none of the underlying signals changed in definition.
However the reduction in abusive precision highlights the
fact it is necessary to monitor and retrain the PAS decision
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BPAS
Abusive
Precision Recall

GPAS
Benign
Precision Recall

EPAS
Empty
Precision Recall

F1

Decrease
Class.
Time

Decrease
Human
Label Vol.

36%
–
100%

–
–
0%

–
–
0%

51%
32%
35%
33%
36%
45%

49%
36%
48%
46%
48%
50%

0%
0%
0%
0%
56%
81%

–
–
70%
70%
–
70%

86%
81%

82%
78%

0%
0%

70%
70%

Row

Method

Time Period

1
2
3

Rand. Assign.
BOT
Human Label.

Sep 2018
Aug 2018
All

33%
86%
100%

33%
6%
100%

33%
12%
100%

25%
–
100%

33%
–
100%

28%
–
100%

42%
–
100%

33%
–
100%

4
5
6
7
8
9

PAS V1
PAS V1
PAS V2
PAS V2
PAS V2 Trunc.
Quick PAS

Mar 2018
Jun 2018
Jul 2018
Sep 2018
Jul 2018
Jul 2018

65%
74%
66%
42%
63%
61%

61%
32%
80%
70%
77%
76%

63%
45%
72%
53%
70%
68%

76%
25%
53%
57%
52%
59%

78%
82%
64%
62%
60%
36%

77%
38%
58%
59%
56%
45%

47%
40%
76%
79%
73%
55%

10
11

PAS Production
PAS Production

Nov 2018
May 2019

73%
68%

61%
62%

66%
65%

71%
61%

71%
61%

71%
61%

78%
74%

F1

F1

Table 2: Comparison of PAS models broken down by classification method and validated against human labelling. The first
grouping of rows shows idealised and prior methods. The second grouping shows results of intermediate techniques. The third
grouping shows results of the final design.
tree model at regular intervals to mitigate risks of changing
behaviours in the clearance population.

To verify our hypothesis about the trade-offs associated with
shortened post-clearing delay (Section 4.3), Table 2 (Row 8)
measures performance of PAS V2 after truncating the postclear calculation delay by just over 50%. Compared with
PAS V2 evaluated over the same period, the performance of
Truncated PAS V2 is only very slightly lower for each class.
This experiment confirmed that the post-clearing delay can
be reduced without compromising accuracy, which allows
us to introduce lower thresholds for behavioural signals and
train a decision tree optimised for those changed thresholds
and shortened delay. Such changes were codified (beyond a
simple reduced threshold) into Quick PAS (Section 4.3).
Table 2, Row 9 shows the performance of Quick PAS in July
2018. Quick PAS has lower F1 scores in all classes compared
to PAS V2. However, benign recall drops and empty recall
increases, since the reduced time window limits our ability to
collect authentic engagement signals which would ultimately
disambiguate an “empty” account from benign for expert
human labellers.

F1 score is slightly lower that the F1 score of PAS V2 when it
was first developed, 66% compared with 72%. However, this
is a much smaller drop than the gain in accuracy for the other
two classes and still much higher than random assignment,
so we find this acceptable. To verify our hypothesis that PAS
Production is more robust than previous PAS models that
didn’t retrain, we reran the evaluation of PAS Production six
months later in May 2019 (Table 2, Row 11). The precision,
recall and F1 scores of all three classes remained above 60%.
The largest drop was for the F1 score of the Benign (GPAS)
class, from 71% to 61%, changing equally in precision and
recall. These drops might result from attackers increasing
their efforts to appear real over those six months, as far as the
automatable signals used in PAS can tell. Our human labelling
process relies on more signals, some of which are contextual,
and it adapts over time. We are still confident that our human
labels represent ground truth.
Our ensemble decision tree, PAS Production, which was
been implemented to retrain daily, shows more consistent
performance between the three classes and more robustness to
time compared with previous models. It has the same time to
classification as the labelling process. A lower latency “Quick
PAS Production” could be developed to complement PAS
Production, to provide earlier signal for A/B experiments.

5.5

5.6

5.4

Truncated PAS V2 and Quick PAS

PAS Production

Table 2, Row 10 shows the performance of PAS Production in
November 2018. PAS Production strikes the best performance
balance between classes: it is the only model to have F1 scores
above 60% for every class. In particular, the Empty (EPAS) F1
score is much higher than other models, 82% compared with
50% or less from previous models, due to increased recall.
This could be a result of the retraining, allowing thresholds
to adapt. The Benign (GPAS) F1 score is also higher than
PAS V2’s, 71% compared with 59% or less, due to increased
precision. This could be a result of using an ensemble model
and not overfitting on the training data. The Abusive (BPAS)
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PAS Impact

We integrated PAS Production into Facebook’s environment
to assess their usefulness in the experimentation process.
When a change was introduced into a verification system
through an experiment, we used PAS to understand how the
change impacted real and abusive accounts clearing the system. In order to understand how experiments impact how
accounts flow within a verification system, we used funnel
logging event aggregations within challenges to identify the
number of accounts attempting and passing challenges, and
the time taken. We used the proxy labels assigned by the PAS
models, combined with the funnel logging metrics, to support
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or refute our hypotheses. If the proxy labels and the additional
metrics supported the experiment hypothesis, we would then
supplement with additional human labelling to validate results
before launching the change.
Decreased Classification Time: Quick PAS showed that we
are able to get directional signal on experiments with significant reductions in the time to classification that human
labelling requires. This early signal enables us to stop failing
experiments earlier or request human labelling validation so
that we can launch a change sooner. Quick PAS decreased
classification time by 81% whilst keeping accuracy for each
class well above random assignment.
Decreased Human Labelling Volume: As outlined in Section 3, the purpose of an OSN fake account verification system
is to block access for abusive accounts; and permit benign
accounts to re-enter the OSN. Experiments on verification
systems will aim to achieve one of these objectives, without
harming the other. It is thus necessary to understand how an
experiment affects each population and not rely on just the
overall clear rates. For example, without further breakdown,
an increase in the volume of accounts clearing the verification
system cannot be interpreted as achieving the objective of
helping benign accounts; as these incremental accounts might
be overwhelmingly abusive. A significant amount of labels
are required to understand the effects of an experiment at
different stages. Accounts have to be labelled early to catch
failing experiments sooner. In addition, accounts clearing in
subsequent days have to be labelled to mitigate effects of selection bias of the early-stage labelling. Finally, labelling may
be required to measure adversarial response several weeks
after shipping a feature, using a holdout.
Using the Wald method of binomial distribution, in order to
estimate the proportion of accounts in each group that are abusive, benign and empty, to within a 5% error bound, we would
need 400 labels per group. Doing this several times per experiment, for multiple experiments per week, would mean tens of
thousands of labels are required each week. Human labels are
a scarce resource and can’t be scaled to support experiments.
Pairing the PAS model-produced proxy labels with just one
set of validation human labels per experiment, for only those
experiments we believe are successful, reduces total human
label volume. This method saves early-stage labels on all
experiments and it saves all label requirements in clearly negative experiments; as PAS proxy labels give this information.
We evaluated labelling volume from July to May 2019. Over
this period, Facebook launched and analysed more than 120
experiments. In total, 20,000 human labels were required to
be confident about shipping iterations to the fake account verification system. Facebook saved an estimated 50,000 human
labels that would have otherwise been required to monitor
these experiments. PAS models reduced the volume of human
labelling required for experiment analysis by 70% (Table 2).
Additionally, as each of the launched experiments required
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substantially fewer labels, Facebook could run many more
experiments in parallel.
Adversarial Adaptation: In addition to improving efficiency, the models were successfully used for automated monitoring in backtests of launched features. With this framework,
Facebook discovered three cases in which the adversaries
eventually adapted to the new feature, which would manifest
itself as a shift in BPAS prevalence in the population exposed
to that feature. This measurement allowed the team working
on the verification system to quickly discover the underlying
reasons for adaptation and mitigate the problem appropriately.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a method for evaluating changes to fake
account verification systems, the Post Authentication State
(PAS) method. PAS uses a continuously retrained machinelearned ensemble decision tree model that proxies human
labelling to classify accounts as abusive and benign faster and
with less human labelling than prior approaches. PAS can be
used to measure the effectiveness of changes in a verification
system over time and to analyse A/B experiments which aim
to prevent abusive accounts clearing or help benign accounts
to clear the system. At Facebook, PAS reduced the volume of
human labelling required for experiment analysis by 70% and
decreased the classification time of accounts by 81%. The presented method achieved precision over 70% and recall over
60% for all three classes. PAS has allowed Facebook engineering and data science teams to iterate faster with new features
for verification challenges, scale experimentation launch and
analysis, and improve the effectiveness of verification systems
at remediating fake accounts.
In this paper we have mentioned that fake account is a
generic term that can cover several types of abusive accounts;
a high-level taxonomy would be bots and manually driven
fake accounts (MDFA). Being able to further divide our abusive labels and further divide BPAS (our proxy label) into
abusive bot and abusive MDFA would greatly help to optimise challenge selection in a verification system. For example,
there could be challenges that are trivial for humans and difficult for bots (e.g., a well designed CAPTCHA), and there
could be challenges that may be solved by bots but deter humans (e.g., a time-consuming verification). If we were able
to measure whether a fake account was a bot or a MDFA then
we could assign challenges appropriately.
Finally, we note that our implementation and experiments
use the data and infrastructure of a single large online social
network, Facebook, and therefore the experimental results
might be different for other OSNs. We encourage the research
community to apply our approach more broadly to determine
to what extent the results and conclusions we have presented
in this paper transfer to other areas.
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Abstract
Where can we find malware source code? This question is
motivated by a real need: there is a dearth of malware source
code, which impedes various types of security research. Our
work is driven by the following insight: public archives, like
GitHub, have a surprising number of malware repositories.
Capitalizing on this opportunity, we propose, SourceFinder,
a supervised-learning approach to identify repositories of
malware source code efficiently. We evaluate and apply our
approach using 97K repositories from GitHub. First, we show
that our approach identifies malware repositories with 89%
precision and 86% recall using a labeled dataset. Second, we
use SourceFinder to identify 7504 malware source code repositories, which arguably constitutes the largest malware source
code database. Finally, we study the fundamental properties
and trends of the malware repositories and their authors. The
number of such repositories appears to be growing by an order
of magnitude every 4 years, and 18 malware authors seem to
be "professionals" with a well-established online reputation.
We argue that our approach and our large repository of malware source code can be a catalyst for research studies, which
are currently not possible.

1

Introduction

Security research could greatly benefit by an extensive
database of malware source code, which is currently unavailable. This is the assertion that motivates this work. First,
security researchers can use malware source code to: (a) understand malware behavior and techniques, and (b) evaluate
security methods and tools. In the latter, having the source
code can provide the groundtruth for assessing the effectiveness of different techniques, such as reverse engineering methods. Second, currently, a malware source code database is not
readily available. By contrast, there are several databases with
malware binary code, as collected via honeypots, but even
those are often limited in number and not widely available.
We discuss existing malware archives in Section 9.
A missed opportunity: Surprisingly, software archives,
like GitHub, host many publicly-accessible malware reposi-
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Figure 1: The steps of our work as a funnel: We identify 7.5K
malware source code repositories in GitHub starting from
32M repositories based on 137 malware keywords (Q137).

tories, but this has not yet been explored to provide security
researchers with malware source code. In this work, we focus
on GitHub which is arguably the largest software storing and
sharing platform. As of October 2019, GitHub reports more
than 34 million users [25] and more than 32 million public
repositories [24]. As we will see later, there are thousands
of repositories that have malware source code, which seem
to have escaped the radar of the research community so far.
We use a broad definition of malware to include any repository containing software that can participate in compromising
devices and supporting offensive, undesirable and parasitic
activities.
Why do authors create public malware repositories? This
question mystified us: these repositories expose both the creators and the intelligence behind the malware. Intrigued, we
conducted a small investigation on malware authors, as we
discuss below.
Problem: How can we find malware source code repositories in a large archive, like GitHub? The input to the problem
is an online archive and the desired output is a database of
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malware repositories. The challenges include: (a) collecting
an appropriate set of repositories from the potentially vast
archive, and (b) identifying the repositories that contain malware. Optionally, we also want to further help researchers
that will potentially use these repositories, by determining
additional properties, such as the most likely target platform,
the malware type or family etc. Another practical challenge
is the need to create the ground truth for validation purposes.
Related work: To the best of our knowledge, there does
not seem to be any study focusing on the problem above. We
group related works in the following categories. First, several
studies analyze software repositories to find usage and limitations without any focus on malware [14]. Second, several
efforts create and maintain databases of malware binaries but
without source code [2, 3]. Third, many efforts attempt to extract higher-level information from binaries, such as lifting to
Intermediate Representation (IR) [20], but it is really difficult
to re-create the source code [10]. In fact, such studies would
benefit from our malware source-code archive to evaluate and
improve their methods. Taking a software engineering angle,
an interesting work [8] compares the evolution of 150 malware source code repositories with that of benign software.
We discuss related works in Section 9.
Contributions: Our work is arguably the first effort to systematically identify malware source code repositories from a
massive public archive. The contribution of this work is threefold: (a) we propose SourceFinder, a systematic approach
to identify malware source-code repositories with high precision, (b) we create, arguably, the largest non-commercial
malware source code archive with 7504 repositories, and (c)
we study patterns and trends of the repository ecosystem including temporal and author-centric properties and behaviors.
We apply and evaluate our method on the GitHub archive,
though it could also be used on other archives, as we discuss
in Section 8.
Our key results can be summarized in the following points,
and some key numbers are shown in Figure 1.
a. We collect 97K malware-related repositories from
GitHub, namely repositories retrieved using malware keywords through GitHub’s API and employing techniques to
overcome several limitations. We also generate an extensive
groundtruth with 2013 repositories, as we explain in Section 3.
b. SourceFinder achieves 89% precision. We systematically consider different Machine Learning approaches, and
carefully-created representations for the different fields of the
repository, such as title, description etc. We then systematically evaluate the effect of the different features, as we discuss
in Section 5. We show that we classify malware repositories
with a 89% precision, 86% recall and 87% F1-score using
five fields from the repository.
c. We identify 7504 malware source-code repositories,
which is arguably the largest malware source-code database
available to the research community. We have already downloaded the contents in these repositories, in case GitHub de-
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cides to deactivate them. We also create a curated database of
250 malware repositories, manually verified and spanning a
wide range of malware types.
d. The number of new malware repositories in our data
more than triples every four years. The increasing trend is
interesting and alarming at the same time.
e. We identify popular and influential repositories. We
study the malware repositories using three metrics of popularity: the number of watchers, forks and stars. We find 8
repositories that dominate the top-5 lists for all three metrics.
f. We identify prolific and influential authors. We find
that 3% of the authors have more than 300 followers. We
also find that 0.2% of the authors have more than 7 malware
repositories, with the most prolific author cyberthreats having
created 336 repositories.
g. We identify and profile 18 professional hackers. We
find 18 authors of malware repositories, who seem to have
created a brand around their activities, as they use the same
user names in security forums. For example, user 3vilp4wn
(pronounced evil-pawn) is the author of a keylogger malware
in GitHub, which the author is promoting in the Hack This
Site forum using the same username. We present our study of
malware authors in Section 7.
Open-sourcing for maximal impact: creating an engaged community. We intend to make our datasets and our
tools available for research purposes at our website [28].
Our vision is to create community-driven reference platform,
which will provide: (a) malware source code repositories, (b)
community-vetted labels and feedback, and (c) open-source
tools for collecting and analyzing malware repositories. Our
goal is to expand our database with more software archives
and richer information. Although authors could start hiding
their repositories (see Section 8), we argue that our alreadyretrieved database could have significant impact in enabling
certain types of security studies [22, 29, 32].

2

Background

We provide background information on GitHub and the type
of information that repositories have.
GitHub is a massive world-wide software archive, which
enables users to share code through its public repositories thus
creating a global social network of interaction. For instance,
first, users can collaborate on a repository. Second, users
often "fork" projects: they copy and evolve projects. Third,
users can follow projects, and "up-vote" projects using "stars"
(think Facebook likes). Although GitHub has many private
repositories, there are 32 million public software repositories.
We describe the key elements of a GitHub repository. A
repository is equivalent to a project folder, and typically, each
repository corresponds to a single software project. However,
a repository could contain: (a) source code, (b) binary code,
(c) data, (d) documents, such as latex files, and (e) all of the
above.
A repository in GitHub has the following data fields: a) title,
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b) description, c) topics, d) README file, e) file and folders,
f) date of creation and last modified, g) forks, h) watchers,
i) stars, and j) followers and followings, which we explain
below.
a. Repository title: The title is a mandatory field and it
usually consists of less than 3 words.
b. Repository description: This is an optional field that
describes the objective of the project and it is usually 1-2
sentences long.
c. Repository topics: An author can optionally provide
topics for her repository, in the form of tags, for example,
"linux, malware, malware-analysis, anti-virus". Note that 97%
of the repositories in our dataset have less than 8 topics.
d. README file: As expected, the README file is a
documentation and/or light manual for the repository. This
field is optional and its size varies from one or two sentences
to many paragraphs. For example, we found that 17.48% of
the README files in our repositories are empty.
e. File and folders: In a well-constructed software, the
file and folder names of the source code can provide useful
information. For example, some malware repositories contain
files or folders with indicative names, such as "malware",
"source code" or even specific malware types or names of
specific malware, like mirai.
f. Date of creation and last modification: GitHub maintains the date of creation and last modification of a repository.
We find malware repository created in 2008 are actively being
modified by authors till present.
g. Number of forks: Users can fork a public repository:
they can create a clone of the project. An user can fork any
public repository to change locally and contribute to the original project if the owner accepts the modification. The number
of forks is an indication of the popularity and impact of a
repository. Note that the number of forks indicates the number of distinct users that have forked a repository.
h. Number of watchers: Watching a repository is equivalent to "following" in the social media language. A "watcher"
will get notifications, if there is any new activity in that project.
The numbers of watchers is an indication of the popularity of
a repository [16].
i. Number of stars: A user can "star" a repository, which
is equivalent to the "like" function in social media [5], and
places the repository in the users favorite group, but does not
provide constant updates as with the "watching" function.
j. Followers: Users can also follow other users’ work. If
A follows B, A will be added to B’s followers and B will be
added to A’s following list. The number of followers is an
indication of the popularity of a user [39].

3

Data Collection

The first step in our work is to collect repositories from
GitHub that have a higher chance of being related to malware.
Extracting repositories at scale from GitHub hides several
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Set
Q1
Q50
Q137

Descriptions
Query set = {"malware"}
Query with 50 keywords with Q1⊂Q50
Query with 137 keywords with Q50⊂Q137

Size
1
50
137

RD1
RD50
RD137

Retrieved repositories from query Q1
Retrieved repositories from query Q50
Retrieved repositories from query Q137

LD1
LD50
LD137

Labeled subset of RD1 dataset
Labeled subset of RD50 dataset
Labeled subset of RD137 dataset

M1
M50
M137

Malware source code repositories in RD1
Malware source code repositories in RD50
Malware source code repositories in RD137

680
3096
7504

MCur

Manually verified malware source code
dataset

250

2775
14332
97375
379
755
879

Table 1: Datasets, their relationships, and their size.

subtleties and challenges, which we discuss below.
Using the GitHub Search API, a user can query with a set
of keywords and obtain the most relevant repositories. We
describe briefly how we select appropriate keywords, retrieve
related repositories from GitHub and how we establish our
ground truth.
A. Selecting keywords for querying: In this step, we
want to retrieve repositories from GitHub in a way that: (a)
provides as many as possible malware repositories, and (b)
provides a wide coverage over different types of malware.
For this reason, we select keywords from three categories:
(a) malware and security related keywords, such as malware
and virus, (b) malware type names, such as ransomware and
keylogger, and (c) popular malware names, such as mirai. Due
to space limitations, we will provide the full list of keywords
in our website at publication time for repeatability purposes.
We define three sets of keywords that we use to query
GitHub. The reason is that we want to assess the sensitivity of
the number of keywords on the outcome. Specifically, we use
the following query sets: (a) the Q1 set, which only contains
the keyword "malware"; (b) the Q50 set, which contains 50
keywords, and (c) the Q137 set which contains 137 keywords.
The Q137 keyword set is a super-set of Q50, and Q50 is a
superset of Q1. As we will see below, using the query set Q137
provides wider coverage, and we recommend in practice. We
use the other two to assess the sensitivity of the results in the
initial set of keywords. We list our datasets in Table 1.
B. Retrieving related repositories: Using the Search API,
we query GitHub with our set of keywords. Specifically, we
query GitHub with every keyword in our set separately. In an
ideal world, this would have been enough to collect all related
repositories: a query with "malware" (Q1) should return the
many thousands related repositories, but this is not the case.
The search capability hides several subtleties and limitations. First, there is a limit of 1000 repositories that a single
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Labeled Dataset
LD137
LD50
LD1

Malware Repo.
313
326
186

Benign Repo.
566
429
193

Table 2: Our groundtruth: labeled datasets for each of the
three queries, for a total of 2013 repositories.

search can return: we get the top 1000 repositories ordered
by relevancy to the query. Second, the GitHub API allows 30
requests per minute for an authenticated user and 10 requests
per minute for an unauthenticated user.
Bypassing the API limitations. We were able to find a work
around for the first limitation by using ranking option. Namely,
a user can specify her preferred ranking order for the results
based on: (a) best match, (b) most stars, (c) fewest stars, (d)
most forks, (e) fewest forks, (f) most recently updated, and
(g) the least recently updated order. By repeating a query
with all these seven ranking options, we can maximize the
number of distinct repositories that we get. This way, for
each keyword in our set, we search with these seven different
ranking preferences to obtain a list of GitHub repositories.
C. Collecting the repositories: We download all the repositories identified in our queries using PyGithub [52], and
we obtain three sets of repositories RD1, RD50 and RD137.
These retrieved datasets have the same "subset" relationship
that they query sets have: RD1 ⊂ RD50 ⊂ RD137. Note that
we remove pathological repositories, mainly repositories with
no actual content, or repositories "deleted" by GitHub. For
each repository, we collect and store: (a) repository-specific
information, (b) author-specific information, and (c) all the
code within the repository.
As we see from Table 1, using more and specialized
malware keywords returns significantly more repositories.
Namely, searching with the keyword "malware" does return
2775 repositories, but searching with the Q50 and Q137 returns 14332 and 97375 repositories respectively.
D. Establishing the groundtruth: As there was no available groundtruth, we needed to establish our own. As this is
a fairly technical task, we opted for domain experts instead
of Mechanical Turk users, as recommended by recent studies [23]. We use three computer scientists to manually label
1000 repositories, which we selected in a uniformly random
fashion, from each of our dataset RD137 and RD50 and 600
repositories from RD1. The judges were instructed to independently investigate every repository thoroughly.
Ensuring the quality of the groundtruth. To increase the
reliability of our groundtruth, we took the following measures.
First, we asked judges to label a repository only, if they were
certain that it is malicious or benign and distinct, and leave it
unlabeled otherwise. We only kept the repositories for which
the judges agreed unanimously. Second, duplicate repositories
were removed via manual inspection, and were excluded from
the final labeled dataset to avoid overfitting. It is worth noting
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that we only found very few duplicates in the order of 3-5 in
each dataset with hundreds of repositories.
With this process, we establish three separate labeled
datasets named LD137, LD50, and LD1 starting from the
respective malware repositories from each of our queries, as
shown in Table 2. Although the labeled datasets are not 5050, they are representing both classes reasonably well, so
that a naive solution that will label everything as one class,
would perform poorly. By contrast, our approach performs
sufficiently well, as we will see in Section 5.
As there is no available dataset, we argue that we make a
sufficient size dataset by manual effort.

4

Overview of our Identification Approach

Here, we describe our supervised learning algorithm to identify the repositories that contain malware.
Step 1. Data preprocessing: As in any Natural Language
Processing (NLP) method, we start with some initial processing of the text to improve the effectiveness of the solution.
We briefly outline three levels of processing functionality.
a. Character level preprocessing: We handle the character level "noise" by removing special characters, such as
punctuation and currency symbols, and fix Unicode and other
encoding issues.
b. Word level preprocessing: We eliminate or aggregate
words following the best practices of Natural Language Processing [33]. First, we remove article words and other words
that don’t carry significant meaning on their own. Second, we
use a stemming technique to handle inflected words. Namely,
we want to decrease the dimensionality of the data by grouping words with the same "root". For example, we group the
words "organizing", "organized", "organize" and "organizes"
to one word "organize". Third, we filter out common file and
folder names that we do not expect to help in our classification,
such as "LEGAL", "LICENSE", "gitattributes" etc.
c. Entity level filtering: We filter entities that are likely
not helpful in describing the scope of a repository. Specifically, we remove numbers, URLs, and emails, which are often
found in the text. We found that this filtering improved the
classification performance. In the future, we could consider
mining URLs and other information, such as names of people,
companies or youtube channels, to identify authors, verify
intention, and find more malware activities.
Step 2. The repository fields: We consider fields from the
repositories that can be numbers or text. Text-based fields
require processing in order to turn them into classification
features and we explain this below. We use and evaluate the
following text fields: title, description, topics, file and folder
names and README file fields.
Text field representation: We consider two techniques to
represent each text field by a feature in the classification.
a. Bag of Words (BoW): The bag-of-words (BoW) model
is among the most widely used representations of a document.
The document is represented as the number of occurrences of
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its words, disregarding grammar and word order [75]. This
model is commonly used in document classification where the
frequency of each word is used as feature value for training
a classifier [42]. We use the model with the count vectorizer
and TF-IDF vectorizer to create the feature vector.
In more detail, we represent each text field in the repository
with a vector V [K], where V [i] corresponds to the significance
of word i for the text. There are several ways to assign values V [i]: (a) zero-one to account for presence, (b) number
of occurrences, and (c) the TF-IDF value of the word. We
evaluated all the above methods.
Fixing the number of words per field. To improve the effectiveness of our approach using BoW, we conduct a feature
selection process, χ2 statistic following best practices [55].
The χ2 statistic measures the lack of independence between a
word (feature) and a class. A feature with lower chi-square
score is less informative for that class, and thus not useful in
the classification. We discuss this further in Section 5. For
each text-based field f , we select the top K f words for that
field, which exhibit the highest discerning power in identifying malware repositories. Note that we set a value for K f
during the training stage For each field, we select the value
K f , as we explain in Section 5.
b. Word embedding: The word embedding model is a
vector representations of each word in a document: each word
is mapped to an M-dimensional vector of real numbers [44],
or equivalently are projected in an M-dimensional space. A
good embedding ensures that words that are close in meaning
have nearby representations in the embedded space. In order
to create the document vector, word embedding follows two
approaches (i) frequency-based vectorizer(unsupervised) [58]
and (ii) content-based vectorizer(supervised) [38]. Note that
in this type of representation, we do not use the word level
processing, which we described in the previous step, since
this method can leverage contextual information.
We use frequency-based word embedding with word average and TF-IDF vectorizer. We also use pre-trained model of
Google word2vec [43] and Stanford (Glov) [49] to create the
feature vector.
Finally, we create the vector of the repository by concatenating the vectors of each field of that repository.
Step 3. Selecting the fields: Another key question is which
fields from the repository to use in our classification. We
experiment with all of the fields listed in Section 2 and we
explain our findings in the next Section.
Step 4. Selecting a ML engine: We design ML model to
classify the repositories into two classes: (i) malware repository and (ii) benign repository. We systematically evaluate
many machine learning algorithms [7, 45]: Naive Bayes (NB),
Logistic Regression (LR), Decision Tree (CART), Random
Forest(RF), K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA), and Support Vector Machine (SVM).
Step 5. Detecting source code repositories: In this final
step, we want to identify the presence of source code in the
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repositories. By June 2020, GitHub started labeling repositories that contain source code. Therefore, one can simply filter
out all repositories that are not labelled as such.
As our study predates this GitHub feature, we developed a
heuristic approach to identify source code repositories independently, which we describe below. Our heuristic exhibits
100% precision as validated by GitHub’s classification, as we
will see in Section 5.
Our source-code classification heuristics works in two steps.
First, we identify files in the repository that contain source
code. To do this, we start by examining their file extension. If
the file extension is one of the known programming languages:
Assembly, C, C++, Batch File, Bash Shell Script, Power Shell
Script, Java, Python, C#, Objective-C, Pascal, Visual Basic,
Matlab, PHP, Javascript, and Go, we label it as a source file.
Second, if the number of source files in a repository exceeds
the Source Percentage threshold (SourceThresh), we consider that the repository contains source code.

5

Evaluation: Choices and Results

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the classification based on the proposed methodology defined in Section 4.
More specifically, our goal here is to answer the following
questions:
1. Repository field selection: Which repository fields
should we consider in our analysis?
2. Field representation: Which feature representation is
better between bag of words (BoW) and word embedding
and considering several versions of each?
3. Feature selection: What are the most informative features in identifying malware repositories?
4. ML algorithm selection: Which ML algorithm exhibits
the best performance?
5. Classification effectiveness: What is the precision, recall and F1-score of the classification?
6. Identifying malware repositories: How many malware
repositories do we find?
7. Identifying malware source code repository: How
many of the malware repositories have source code?
Note that we have a fairly complex task: we want to identify the best fields, representation method and Machine Learning engine, while considering different values for parameters.
What complicates matters is that all these selections are interdependent. We present our analysis in sequence, but we
followed many trial and error and non-linear paths in reality.
1. Selecting repository fields: We evaluated all the repository fields mentioned earlier. In fact, we used a significant
number of experiments with different subsets of the features,
not shown here due to space limitations. We find that the title,
description, topics, README file, and file and folder names
have the most discerning power. We also considered number
of forks, watchers, and stars of the repository and the number
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Representation

Bag of Words with Count Vectorizer
Bag of Words with Count Vectorizer + Feature
Selection
Bag of Words with TF-IDF vectorizer
Word Embedding with Word Average
Word Embedding with TF-IDF
Pretrained Google word2vec Model
Pretrained Stanford (Glov) Model

Classification
Accuracy
Range
86%-51%
91%-56%
82%-63%
85%-72%
85%-74%
76%-64%
73%-62%

Table 3: Selecting the feature representation model: We evaluate all the representations across seven machine learning
approaches and report the range of the overall accuracy.

of followers and followings of the author of the repository.
We found that not only it did not help, but it usually decreased
the classification accuracy by 2-3%. One possible explanation
is that the numbers of forks, stars and followers reflect the
popularity rather than the content of a repository.
2. Selecting a field representation: The goal is to find,
which representation approach works better. In Table 3, we
show the comparison of the range of classification accuracy
across the 7 different ML algorithms that we will also consider
below. We find that Bag of Words with the count vectorizer
representation reaches 86% classification accuracy, with the
word embedding approach nearly matching that with 85%
accuracy. Note that we finetune the selection of words to
represent each field in the next step.
Why does not the embedding approach outperform the
bag of words? One would have expected that the most complex embedding approach would have been the winner and
by a significant margin. We attribute this to the relatively
small text size in most text fields, which also do not provide
well-structured sentences (think two-three words for the title,
and isolated words for the topics). Furthermore, the word cooccurrences does not exist in the topics and file names fields,
which is partly what makes embedding approaches work well
in large and well structured documents [26, 41].
In the rest of this paper, we use the Bag of Words with
count vectorizer to represent our text fields, since it exhibits
good performance and is computationally less intensive than
the embedding method.
3. Fixing the number of words per field. We want to
identify the most discerning words from each text field, which
is a standard process in NLP for improving the scalability,
efficiency and accuracy of a text classifier [12]. Using the χ2
statistic, we select the top K f best words from each field.
To select the appropriate number of words per field, we
followed the process below. We vary K f = 5,10,20,30,40 and
50 for title, topic and README file, and we find that the top
30 words in title, 10 words in topic and 10 words in README
file exhibit the highest accuracy. Similarly, we try K f = 80,
90, 100, 110 and 120 for file names and K f = 300, 325, 350,
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375, 400, 425, 450 and 475 for the description field. We find
that the top 100 words for file and folder names and top 400
words for description field give the highest accuracy. Note
that we do this during training and refining the algorithm, and
then we continue to use these words as features in testing.
Thus, we select the top: (a) 30 words from the title, (b) 10
words from the topics, (c) 400 words from the description,
(d) 100 words from the file names, and 10 words from the
README file. This leads to a total of 550 words across
all fields. For reference, we find 9253 unique words in the
repository fields of our training dataset. Reducing the focus
on the top 550 most discerning words per field increases the
classification accuracy by as much as 20% in some cases.
4. Evaluating and selecting ML algorithms: We find that
Multinomial Naive Bayes exhibits the best F1-score with 87%,
striking a good balance between 89% precision and 86%
recall for the malware class among other machine learning
classifier which we considered. Detecting the benign class,
we do even better with 92% precision, 94% recall and 93%
F1-score. By contrast, the F1-score of the other algorithms is
below 79%. Note that KNN, LR and LDA methods provide
higher precision, but with significantly lower recall. Thus, one
could use these algorithms to get higher precision at the cost
of lower total number of repositories.
We use Multinomial Naive Bayes as our classification engine for the rest of this study. We attempt to explain the
superior F1-Score of the Naive Bayes in our context. The
main advantage of Naive Bayes over other algorithms is that
it considers the features independently of each other for a
given class and can handle large number of features better.
As a result, it is more robust to noisy or unreliable features.
It also performs well in domains with many equally important features, where other approaches suffer, especially with a
small training data, and it is not prone to overfitting [64]. As a
result, the Naive Bayes is considered a dependable algorithm
for text classification and it is often used as the benchmark to
beat [71].
5. Assessing the effect of the query set: We have made
the following choices in the previous steps: (a) 5 text-based
fields, (b) bag of words with count vectorization, (c) 550 total
words across all the fields, and (d) the Multinomial Naive
Bayes. We perform 10-fold cross validation and report the
precision, recall and F1-score in Figure 2 for our three different labeled data sets. We see that the precision stays above
89% for all three datasets, with a recall above 77%.
It is worth noting the relative stability of our approach
with respect to the keyword set for the initial query especially
between LD50 and LD137 datasets. The LD1 dataset we
observe higher accuracy, but significantly less recall compared
to LD137. We attribute this fact to the single keyword used in
selecting the repositories in LD1, which may have lead to a
more homogeneous group of repositories. Interestingly, LD50
seem to have the lower recall and F1-score even though the
differences are not that large.
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79%

87%

F1-score

98%
82%

89%

Recall

77%

87%

89%

86%

Precision

ular malware type. Opting for diversity and coverage, the
dataset spans all the identified types: virus, backdoor, botnet,
keylogger, worm, ransomware, rootkit, trojan, spyware, spoof,
ddos, sniff, spam, and cryptominer. We intend to constantly
update and make our labeled malware repositories publicly
available [28].

6

LD137

LD50

LD1

Figure 2: Assessing the effect of the number of keywords in
the query: Precision, Recall and F1-score of our approach on
the LD137, LD50 and LD1 labeled datasets.
Dataset
RD1
RD50
RD137

Initial
2775
14332
97375

Malware
809
3615
8644

Mal. + Source
680
3096
7504

A large scale study of malware

Encouraged by the substantial number of malware repositories, we study the distributions and longitudinal properties of
the identified malware repositories in M137.
Caveat: We provide some key observations in this section, but they should be viewed as indicative and approximate
trends and only within the context of the collected repositories and with the general assumption that repository titles and
descriptions are reasonably accurate. In Section 8, we discuss
issues around the biases and limitations that our dataset may
introduce.

Table 4: The identified repositories per dataset with: (a) malware, and (b) malware and source code.

6. Identifying 8644 malware repositories: We use
LD137 to train our Multinomial Naive Bayes model and apply
it on RD137 dataset. We find 8644 malware repositories. We
also apply the same trained model on RD1 and RD50 and
find 809 and 3615 malware repositories respectively, but this
repositories are included in the 8644. (Recall that RD1 and
RD50 are subsets of RD137).
7. Identifying 7504 malware source code repositories:
As of June 2020, we can use the source code labelling to identify such repositories. Here, we use this labelling to validate
our heuristic approach for completeness.
In deploying our heuristic, we set our Source Percentage
threshold to 75%, meaning that: if more than 75% of files
in a repository are source code files, we label it as a source
code repository. Applying this heuristic, we find that 7504
repositories are most likely source code repositories in RD137.
We use the name M137 to refer to this group of malware
source code repositories. We find 680 and 3096 malware
source code repositories in RD1 and RD50 as shown in Table
4. However, these are subset of M137, given that RD1 and
RD50 are subsets of RD137.
We find that 100% of our source code repositories are also
labeled as such by GitHub. We argue that our heuristic could
be useful for other software archives, which may not provide
the "source code" label.
8. A curated malware source code dataset: MCur As
a tangible contribution, we provide, MCur, a dataset of 250
repositories from the M137 dataset, which we manually verify
for containing malware source code and relating to a partic-
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Figure 3: CCDF distributions of forks, stars and watchers per
repository.
A. Identifying influential repositories. The prominence
of a repository can be measured by the number of forks, stars,
and watchers. In Figure 3, we plot the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of these three metrics for
our malware repositories.
Fork distribution: We find that 2% of the repositories
seem quite influential with at least 100 forks as shown in
Figure 3. Recall that the fork counter indicates the number
of distinct users that have forked a repository. For reference,
78% of the repositories have less than 2 forks.
Star distribution: We find that 2% of the repositories receive more than 250 stars as shown in Figure 3. For reference,
75% of the repositories have less than 3 stars.
Watcher distribution: In Figure 3, we find that 1% of the
repositories have more than 50 watchers. For reference, we
observe that 84% of the repositories have less than 3 watchers.
Note that these distributions are skewed, and follow patterns
that can be approximated by a log-normal distribution.
Which are the most influential repositories? We find that 8
repositories dominate the top 5 spots across all three metrics:
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R Author
ID
1
ytisf
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

n1nj4sec
Screetsec
malwaredllc
RoganDawes
Visgean
Ramadhan
dana-at-cp

#
Star
4851

#
#
Content of the ReposiFork Watcher tory
1393 730
80 malware source code
and 140 Binaries
4811 1307 440
Pupy RAT
3010 1135 380
TheFatRat Backdoor
2515 513
268
Byob botnet
2515 513
268
USB attack platform
626
599 127
Zeus trojan horse
535
283
22
30 malware samples
1320 513 125
backdoor-apk backdoor

Table 5: The profile of the top 5 most influential malware
repositories across all three metrics with 8 unique repositories.

stars, forks, and watchers. We present a short profile of these
dominant repositories in Table 5. Most of the repositories
contain a single malware project, which is an established
practice among the authors in GitHub [48,66]. We find that the
repository "theZoo" [72], created by ytisf in 2014 is the most
forked, watched, and starred repository with 1393 forks, 730
watchers and 4851 stars as of October, 2019. However, this
repository is quite unique and was created with the intention
of being a malware database with 140 binaries and 80 source
code repositories.
Influence metrics are correlated: As one would expect,
the influence and popularity metrics are correlated. We use
a common correlation metric, the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (r) [6], measured in a scale of [−1, 1]. We calculate
the metric for all pairs of our three popularity metrics. We
find that all of them exhibit higher positive correlation: stars
vs. forks (r = 0.92, p < 0.01), forks vs. watchers (r = 0.91,
p < 0.01) and watchers vs. stars (r = 0.91, p < 0.01).
B. Malware type and target platform. We wanted to get
a feel for what type of malware we have identified. As a
first approximation, we use the keywords found in the text
fields to relate repositories in M137 with the type of malware
and the intended target platform. Our goal is to create the
two-dimensional distribution per malware type and the target
platform as shown in Table 6. To create this table, we associate
a repository with keywords in its title, topics, descriptions, file
names and README file fields of: (a) the 6 target platforms,
and (b) the 13 malware type keywords.
How well does this heuristic approach work? We provide
two different indications of its relative effectiveness. First,
the vast majority of the repositories relate to one platform or
type of malware: (a) less than 8% relate to more than one
platform, and (b) less than 11% relate to more than one type
of malware. Second, we manually verify the 250 repositories
in our curated data MCur and find a 98% accuracy.
Below, we provide some observations from Table 6.
a. Keyloggers reign supreme. We see that one of the
largest categories is the keylogger malware with 679 repositories, which are mostly affiliated with Windows and Linux
platforms. We discuss the emergence of keyloggers below in
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Types
Total
keylogger
backdoor
virus
botnet
trojan
spoof
rootkit
ransomware
ddos
worm
spyware
spam
sniff

Target Platform
Mac
IoT
Andr.
380 108
442
42
2
27

iOS
131
3

Total
4018
679

51

4

511

2
36
16
2
2
1

51
64
67
20
19
33

16
17
19
9
3
13

469
467
329
310
255
245

10
5
6
14
1

9
25
38
23
15

3
18
16
5
5

208
172
133
129
111

Wind.
1592
396

Linux
1365
209

181

227

37

11

235
153
133
76
55
117

131
154
70
115
163
67

34
43
24
88
13
14

71
61
45
40
29

95
45
22
29
38

20
18
6
18
23

Table 6: Distribution of the malware repositories from M137
dataset based on the malware type and malware target platform. This table demonstrates the repositories that fit with the
criteria defined in Section 6.

our temporal analysis.
b. Windows and Linux are the most popular targets.
Not surprisingly, we find that the majority of the malware
repositories are affiliated with these two platforms: 1592
repositories for Windows, and 1365 for Linux.
c. MacOS-focused repositories: fewer, but they exist.
Although MacOS platforms are less commonly targeted, we
find a non-trivial number of malware repositories for MacOS.
As shown in Figure 4c, there are 380 MacOS malware repositories, which is roughly an order of magnitude less compared
to those for Windows and Linux.
C. Temporal analysis. We want to study the evolution and
the trends of malware repositories. We plot the number of
new malware repositories per year: a) total malware, b) per
type of malware, and c) per target platform in Figure 4. We
discuss a few interesting temporal behaviors below.
a. The number of new malware repositories more than
triples every four years. We see an alarming increase from
117 malware repositories in 2010 to 620 repositories in 2014
and to 2166 repositories in 2018. We also observe a sharp
increase of 70% between 2015 to 2016 shown in Figure 4a.
b. Keyloggers started a super-linear growth since 2010
and are by far affiliated with the most new repositories per
year since 2013, but their rate of growth reduced in 2018.
c. Ransomware repositories emerge in 2014 and gain
momentum in 2017. Ransomware experienced their highest
growth rate in 2017 with 155 new repositories, while that
number dropped to 103 in 2018.
d. Malware activity slowed down in 2018 across the
board. It seems that 2018 is a slower year for all malware
even when seen by type ( Figure 4b) and target platform (Fig-
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Figure 4: New malware repositories per year: a) all malware, b) per type of malware, and c) per target platform.
ure 4c). We find that the number of new malware repositories
has dropped significantly in 2018 for most types of malware
except virus, keylogger and trojan.
e. IoT and iPhone malware repositories become more
visible after 2014. We find that IoT malware emerges in 2015
and iPhone malware sees an increase after 2014 in Figure 4c.
We conjecture that this is possibly encouraged by the emergence and increasing popularity of specific malware: (a) WireLurker, Masque, AppBuyer malware [13] for iPhones, and
(b) BASHLITE [70], a Linux based botnet for IoT devices.
We find the names of the aferemntioned malware in many
repositories starting in 2014. Interestingly, the source code
of the original BASHLITE botnet is available in a repository
created by anthonygtellez in 2015.
f. Windows and Linux: dominant but slowing down. In
Figure 4c, we see that windows and linux malware are flattened between 2017 and 2018. By contrast, IoT and android
repositories have increased.

7

Understanding malware authors

Intrigued by the fact that authors create public malware repositories, we attempt to understand and profile their behavior.
As a first step towards understanding the malware authors,
we want to assess their popularity and influence. We use the
following metrics: (a) number of malware repositories which
they created, (b) number of followers, (c) total number of
watchers on their repositories, and (d) total number of stars.
We focus on the first two metrics here. We use the notation
top k authors for any of the metrics above, where k can be
any positive integer to referring to "heavy-hitters".
A. Finding influential malware authors. We study the
distribution of the number of malware repositories created
and the number followers per author in following.
First, we find that 15 authors are contributing roughly 5%
of all malware repositories by examining the CCDF of the
created repositories in Figure 5. From the figure, we find an
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Figure 5: CCDF of malware repositories per author.

outlier author, cyberthreats, who doesn’t follow power law
distribution [21], has created 336 malware repositories. We
also find that 99% authors have less than 5 repositories.
Second, we study the distribution of the number of followers per author, but omit the plot due to space limitations. The
distributions is skewed with 3% (221) of the authors having
more than 300 followers each, while 70% of the authors have
less than 16 followers.
B. Malware authors strive for an online "brand": In an
effort to understand the motive of sharing malware repositories, we make the following investigation.
a. Usernames seem persistent across online platforms.
We find that many malware authors use the same username
consistently across many online platforms, such as security
forums. We conjecture that they are developing a reputation
and they use their username as a "unique" identifier.
We identify 18 malware authors1 , who are active in at least
one of the three security forums: Offensive Community, Ethical Hacker and Hack This Site, for which we happen to have
access to their data. We conjecture that at least some of these
usernames correspond to the same users based on the follow1 Note

that this does not mean that the other authors are not doing the
same, but they could be active in other security forums or online platforms.
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ing two indications. First, we find direct connections between
the usernames across different platforms. For example, user
3vilp4wn at the "Hack This Site" forum is promoting a keylogger malware by referring to a GitHub repository [1] whose
author has the same username. Second, these usernames are
fairly uncommon, which increases the likelihood of belonging to the same person. For example, there is a GitHub user
with the name fahimmagsi, and someone with the same username is boasting about their hacking successes in the "Ethical
Hacker" forum. As we will see below, fahimmagsi seems to
have a well-established online reputation.
b. "Googling" usernames reveals significant hacking
activities. Given that these GitHub usernames are fairly
unique, it was natural to look them up on the web at large.
Even a simple Internet search with the usernames reveals
significant hacking activities, including hacking websites or
social networks, and offering hacking tutorials in YouTube.
We investigate the top 40 most prolific malware authors
using a web search with a single simple query: "hacked by
<username>". We then examine only the first page of search
results. Despite all these self-imposed restrictions, we identify
three users with substantial hacking related activities across
Internet. For example, we find a number of news articles for
hacking a series of websites by GitHub users fahimmagsi and
CR4SH [65] [15]. Moreover, we find user n1nj4sec sharing a
multi-functional Remote Access Trojan (RAT) named "Pupy",
developed by her, which received significant news coverage
in security articles back in March of 2019 [46] [54]. We are
confident that well-crafted and targeted searches can connect
more malware authors with hacking activities and usernames
in other online forums.

8

Discussion

We discuss the effectiveness and limitations of SourceFinder.
a. Why is malware publicly available in the first place?
Our investigation in Section 7 provides strong indications that
malware authors want to actively establish their hacking reputation. It seems that they want to boost their online credibility,
which often translates to money. Recent works [18, 51, 57]
study the underground markets of malware services and tools:
it stands to reason that notorious hackers will attract more
clients. At the same time, GitHub acts as a collaboration platform, which can help hackers improve their tools.
b. Do we identify every malware repository in GitHub?
Our tool can not guarantee that it will identify every malware
repository in GitHub. First, we can only identify repositories that "want to be found": (a) they must be public, and
(b) they must be described with the appropriate text and keywords. Clearly, if the author wants to hide her repository, we
won’t be able to find it. However, we argue that this defeats
the purpose of having a public archive: if secrecy was desired, the code would have been shared through private links
and services. Second, our approach is constrained by GitHub
querying limitations, which we discussed in Section 3, and the
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set of 137 keywords that we use. However, we are encouraged
by the number and the reasonable diversity of the retrieved
repositories we see in Table 6.
c. Are our datasets representative? This is the typical
hard question for any measurement or data collection study.
First of all, we want to clarify that our goal is to create a large
database of malware source code. So, in that regard, we claim
that we accomplished our mission. At the same time, we seem
to have a fair number of malware samples in each category of
interest, as we see in Table 6.
Studying the trends of malware is a distant second goal,
which we present with the appropriate caveat. On the one
hand, we are limited by GitHub’s API operation, as we discussed earlier. On the other hand, we attempt to reduce the
biases that are under our control. To ensure some diversity
among our malware, we added as many words as we could
in our 137 malware, which is likely to capture a wide range
of malware types. We argue that the fairly wide breadth of
malware types in Table 6 is a good indication. Note that our
curated dataset MCur with 250 malware is reasonably representative in terms of coverage.
d. What is the overlap among the identified repositories? Note that our repository does not include forked repositories, since GitHub does not return forked repositories as
answers to a query. Similarly, the breadth of the types of the
malware as shown in Table 6 hints at a reasonable diversity.
However, our tool cannot claim that the identified repositories
are distinct nor is it attempting do so. GitHub does not restrict
authors from copying (downloading), and uploading it as a
new repository. In the future, we intend to study the similarity
and evolution among these repositories.
e. Are the authors of repositories the original creator
of the source code? This is an interesting and complex question that goes beyond the scope of this work. Identifying the
original creator will require studying the source code of all
related repositories, and analyzing the dynamics of the hacker
authors, which we intend to do in the future.
f. Are all the malware authors malicious? Not necessarily. This is an interesting question, but it is not central to the
main point of our work. On the one hand, we find some white
hackers or researchers, such as Yuval Nativ [74], or Nicolas
Verdier [47]. On the other hand, several authors seem to be
malicious, as we saw in Section 7.
g. Are our malware repositories in "working order"?
It is hard to know for sure, but we attempt to answer indirectly. First, we pick 30 malware source codes and all of them
compiled and a subset of 15 of them actually run successfully
in an emulated environment as we already mentioned. Second, these public repositories are a showcase for the skills of
the author, who will be reluctant to have repositories of low
quality. Third, public repositories, especially popular ones,
are inevitably scrutinized by their followers.
h. Can we handle evasion efforts? Our goal is to create
the largest malware source-code database possible and having
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collected 7504 malware repositories seems like a great start.
In the future, malware authors could obfuscate their repositories by using misleading titles, and description, and even
filenames. We argue that authors seem to want their repositories to be found, which is why they are public. We also
have to be clear: it is easy for the authors to hide their repositories, and they could start by making them private or avoid
GitHub altogether. However, both these moves will diminish
the visibility and "street-cred" of the authors.
i. Will our approach generalize to other archives? We
believe that SourceFinder can generalize to other archives,
which provide public repositories, like GitLab and BitBucket.
We find that these sites allow public repositories and let the
users retrieve repositories. We have also seen equivalent data
fields (title, description, etc). Therefore, we are confident that
our approach can work with other archives.

9

Related Work

There are several works that attempt to determine if a piece of
software is malware, usually focusing on a binary, using static
or dynamic analysis [4, 17, 36, 60]. However, to the best of
our knowledge, no previous study has focused on identifying
malware source code in public software archives, such as
GitHub, in a systematic manner as we do in this work. We
highlight the related works in the following categories:
a. Studies that need malware source code. Several studies [40, 62, 78] use malware source code that are manually
retrieved from GitHub repositories. Some studies [8] [9] compare the evolution and the code reuse of 150 malware source
codes (with only some from GitHub) with that of benign software from a software engineering perspective and study the
code reuse. Overall, various studies [22, 32] can benefit from
malware source code to fine-tune their approach.
b. Mining and analyzing GitHub: Many studies have analyzed different aspects of GitHub, but not with the intention
of retrieving malware repositories. First, there are efforts that
study the user interactions and collaborations on GitHub and
their relationship to other social media in [30, 37, 50]. Second,
some efforts discuss the challenges in extracting and analyzing data from GitHub with respect to sampling biases [14,27].
Other works [34, 35] study how users utilize the various features and functions of GitHub. Several studies [31, 53, 67] discuss the challenges of mining software archives, like SourceForge and GitHub, arguing that more information is required
to make assertions about users and software projects. Finally,
some efforts [61, 63, 76, 77] study GitHub repositories, but
they focus on establishing a systematic method for identifying similarities, and use it to identify classes of repositories
(e.g. Android versus web applications). Most of these studies
use topic modeling, which is one of the approaches that we
considered initially, but gave poor results in our context, but
we will revisit in the future.
c. Databases of malware source code: At the time of writing this paper, there are few malware source code databases
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and are rarely updated such as project theZoo [72]. To the
best of our knowledge, there does not exist an active archive
of malware source code, where malware research community
can get an enough number of source code to analyze.
d. Databases of malware binaries: There are well established malware binary collection initiatives, such as Virustotal [68] which provides analysis result for a malware binary. There are also community based projects such as VirusBay [69] that serve as malware binary sharing platform.
e. Converting binaries to source code: A complementary
approach is to try to generate the source code from the binary,
but this is a very hard task. Some works [19, 20] focus on
reverse engineering of the malware binary to a high-level
language representation, but not source code. Some other efforts [11,29,59] introduce binary decompilation into readable
source code. However, malware authors use sophisticated
obfuscation techniques [56] [10, 73] to make it difficult to
reverse engineer a binary into source code.
f. Measuring and modeling hacking activity. Some other
studies analyze the underground black market of hacking
activities but their starting point is security forums [18,51,57],
and as such they study the dynamics of that community but
without retrieving any malware code.

10

Conclusion

Our work capitalizes on a great missed opportunity: there are
thousands of malware source code repositories on GitHub.
At the same time, there is a scarcity of malware source code,
which is necessary for certain research studies.
Our work is arguably the first to develop a systematic approach to extract malware source-code repositories at scale
from GitHub. Our work provides two main tangible outcomes:
(a) we develop SourceFinder, which identifies malware repositories with 89% precision, and (b) we create, possibly, the
largest non-commercial malware source code archive with
7504 repositories. Our large scale study provide some interesting trends for both the malware repositories and the dynamics
of the malware authors.
We intend to open-source both SourceFinder and the
database of malware source code to maximize the impact of
our work. Our ambitious vision is to become the authoritative
source for malware source code for the research community
by providing tools, databases, and benchmarks.
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Abstract
In the recent past, malware began to incorporate anti-forensic
techniques in order to hinder analysts from gaining meaningful results. Consequently, methods that allow the stealthy
analysis of a system became increasingly important.
In this paper, we present HyperLeech, the first approach
which uses DMA to stealthily inject a thin hypervisor into
the memory of a target host, transparently shifting its operation into a hardware-accelerated virtual machine. For the
code injection, we make use of external PCILeech hardware
to enable DMA to the target memory. Combining the advantages of hardware-supported virtualization with the benefits
provided by DMA-based code injection, our approach can
serve analysts as a stealthy and privileged execution layer that
enables powerful live forensics and atomic memory snapshots
for already running systems. Our experiments revealed that
HyperLeech is sufficient to virtualize multi-core Linux hosts
without causing significant impact on a target’s processor and
memory state during its installation, execution, and removal.
Although our approach might be misused for malicious purposes, we conclude that it provides new knowledge to help
researchers with the design of stealthy system introspection
techniques that focus on preserving a target system’s state.

1

Introduction

The ongoing arms race between malware authors and security
practitioners lead to increasingly sophisticated approaches
on both sides. Recently, malware began to incorporate antiforensics to evade analysis. Sparks and Butler [58] presented
a novel rootkit technique that subverts the memory translation process of the Windows operating system, and exploits
Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) incoherencies to hide malicious memory. Palutke and Freiling [42], as well as Torrey
[61], further enhanced this concept by dynamically virtualizing a victim system’s view on the physical memory, relying
on a kernel extension. Other approaches use Direct Kernel
Object Manipulation (DKOM), first discussed by Butler [6],
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to alter important kernel structures, as memory forensics and
live analysis often rely on their integrity [5, 22, 59]. In addition, Zhang et al. [68] bypass state-of-art memory acquisition by manipulating the physical address layout on x86 platforms. Besides attacks that target software-based approaches,
Rutkowska [53] demonstrated a method to attack Direct Access Memory (DMA)-based acquisition by remapping parts
of the Memory Mapped I/O (MMIO) address space. Zdzichowski et al. [66] listed further approaches in a recent meta
study, surveying the landscape of modern anti-forensics. Approaches like these indicate the necessity for novel analysis
techniques that are robust against anti-forensics.
To deliver ideal analysis results, an approach must meet two
requirements which seemingly contradict each other: First, the
soundness of a particular analysis method indicates its robustness against anti-forensics, meaning its degree of accuracy
based on the actual data of the current target state. Second, a
method’s target impact implies the amount of modifications it
introduces to a target’s memory and processor state during its
installation, operation, and removal. From a forensics point
of view, a low target impact is desirable, as it prevents both a
potential loss of evidence and the chance for evasive malware
to alter its behavior [31]. Running an analysis tool at the same
or even a lower privileged domain gives malware the chance
to intercept its functionality and falsify results. Consequently,
a sound analysis cannot be guaranteed. To keep control over
a system’s operation, security software steadily migrated to
higher privileged layers [32]. In contrast to malware infections, the deployment of privileged analysis software mostly
depends on a system’s regular loading mechanisms. These
have a quite significant impact on the target state and usually
require root access, both disadvantageous from a forensics
perspective. Furthermore, analysis methods are usually deployed after a system has been infected, which gives malware
the chance to tamper with their installation. Hence, analysts
began to use increasingly stealthy approaches to conceal the
deployment of their methods. Stüttgen and Cohen [60] inject a minimal memory acquisition module into an already
existing host kernel module with only a small target impact.
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Besides the installation of an analysis method, both its execution and removal, as well as the extraction of results, which
often makes use of existing communication channels, alter
the target state to an even higher degree. In addition, these
communication channels might already be compromised, so
that the integrity of the transferred data cannot be guaranteed.
With the rise of anti-forensics, security practitioners started
to use DMA from external hardware in order to analyze a
system [7, 15, 36, 44]. This allows the transparent access of a
system’s memory without notably impacting its state, as DMA
does not interfere with a processor’s operation. Since these
devices are often hot pluggable, DMA-based approaches offer
a significant advantage when targeting production systems,
where down times are often not acceptable. As hot plugging
allows a method to be deployed even after the infection of a
system, it is especially useful for malware analysis. In addition, DMA usually bypasses authorization checks enforced
by the operating system. As a downside, Gruhn and Freiling
[21] showed that these approaches suffer from a lack of atomicity, since the target is not suspended during the analysis or
acquisition process. Consequently, they cannot produce fully
sound analysis results.
Virtualization-based approaches provide the transparent
analysis of a system from the more privileged hypervisor
layer. The respective target is booted inside a virtualized execution environment (respectively VM), enabling the isolated
analysis of the system through Virtual Machine Introspection
(VMI) [18]. Since investigators are mostly confronted with
already infected systems running on bare metal, these cannot
be virtualized by conventional technologies like KVM [20]
or Xen [4], however. This led analysts to use on-the-fly virtualization, initially introduced by Rutkowska [52] and Zovi
[69], which installs a thin hypervisor through a kernel driver,
and migrates the running system into a hardware-accelerated
VM for further analysis [29, 39, 47, 65]. Although on-the-fly
virtualization greatly improves the analysis of a system, it
falls short in several categories. Loading a kernel driver requires root privileges and has significant impact on the target
state. Furthermore, an already infected kernel might subvert
the installation process altogether.
In this paper, we present HyperLeech, the first approach
combining transparent DMA-based code injection and onthe-fly virtualization. In contrast to existing solutions, our
approach enables the sound analysis of a target system with
negligible impact on its processor and memory state. In detail,
we
• are the first to use DMA from an external PCILeech
device to stealthily inject a hypervisor into a target’s
memory, bypassing common access restrictions,
• use Intel’s Virtual Machine Extensions (VMXs) to virtualize a running target by transparently shifting it into a
hardware-accelerated VM, and hide our system by set-
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ting up Extended Page Tables (EPTs), providing an abstraction of the physical memory,
• devise the process of removing our system without leaving detectable traces,
• implement a prototype that is capable of virtualizing running multi-core Linux hosts without notably impacting
the target’s processor and memory state,
• evaluate the target impact caused by the injection, execution and removal of our system,
• point out the performance impact caused by the injection
of our system, and
• discuss possible mitigation strategies, as our approach
might be misused as a powerful rootkit.
The remainder of this paper is outlined as follows: Section 2 provides fundamental background knowledge that is
necessary to understand our design concepts. In Section 3, we
present an architectural overview of the HyperLeech system,
and describe its injection and removal. Section 4 evaluates
the impact on both the target’s state and performance, and
discusses possible mitigation strategies. Section 5 briefly surveys related work and possible use cases. Concluding remarks
and future research directions are given in Section 6.

2

Technical Background

For a better understanding of our design choices, we briefly
outline important technical fundamentals. Consequently, we
introduce the PCILeech framework (Section 2.1), explain the
mechanics of hardware-supported virtualization provided by
Intel’s VT-x (Section 2.2), and shed light on the Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller (APIC) (Section 2.3). Readers familiar with the topics can skip these sections.

2.1

PCILeech

Originally developed by Frisk [15], the PCILeech project
is a generic attack framework that allows external devices
to use DMA over Peripheral Component Interconnect Express (PCIe) to inject code into the physical memory of a
target system. Due to PCIe offering hot plug functionality, a
variety of PCILeech devices can be attached to a system at
runtime. Similarly, such devices can be unplugged at any time
without causing significant interruptions. PCILeech supports
various hardware configurations which need to be flashed
with dedicated firmware. For this work, we made use of the
PCIe Screamer device [3] which is based on the XC7A35T
Xilinx 7 Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) providing
native 64-bit DMA with access rates about 100 MB/s. Over
the Universal Serial Bus 3 (USB3) interface, the device is
connected to an external controller system which is used to
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control the PCILeech software. To attach PCIe Screamer to a
free PCIe slot of the target host, some systems might require
specific adapters due to different form factors of PCIe (e.g.,
Express Card, mPCIe, Thunderbolt). For HyperLeech, we
only made use of PCILeech’s native DMA support to inject
our custom hypervisor into a running target system. Hence,
no additional software needs to be deployed on the target side.

2.2

With the emergence of Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP)
architectures, Intel introduced the APIC system to deliver
and control external interrupts. Its architecture consists of
two components which communicate over the system bus.
The I/O APIC routes external interrupts to one or more Local Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controllers (LAPICs),
each belonging to a particular processor core. The LAPICs
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To improve the performance of VMs, modern processors provide hardware-supported virtualization. Intel [24, vol. 3C] introduced several Virtual Machine Extensions (VMXs) which
expand a processor’s instruction set to allow unmodified
guests to be executed inside a hardware-accelerated VM. It
provides the new processor mode VMX operation which is
further divided into the execution modes VMX root and VMX
non-root. The former describes a privileged mode that runs
a hypervisor (or Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM)), used to
control the VMs and schedule hardware resources. VMX nonroot, on the other hand, serves unmodified guest systems as a
transparent and restricted execution environment. The processor uses VMX transitions to switch between the two operation
modes. With the occurrence of certain events (e.g., accesses
to specific registers, execution of restricted instructions, or the
interaction with emulated devices) in VMX non-root mode,
the processor generates a VM exit which transfers control to
the hypervisor. Subsequently, the hypervisor has the chance
to handle the fault and resume the guest. To launch and control a VM, the hypervisor must configure a Virtual Machine
Control Structure (VMCS) for each core. Besides comprising
the entire state of the guest, this central management structure determines the events that are to be intercepted by the
hypervisor.
Next to VMX, Intel processors provide Extended Page Tables (EPTs) that support the virtualization of a VM’s physical
memory. When enabled, a second level address translation
maps the guest’s physical memory to the real memory of the
host machine. Similar to the conventional paging structures,
EPTs provide several access flags that prohibit unauthorized
memory accesses. Breaching these access privileges leads
to an EPT violation which is intercepted and handled by the
hypervisor. This gives the hypervisor the chance to restrict
the guest from accessing certain memory regions.

2.3

Analysis Host

USB3

PCIe Screamer

Figure 1: Architectural overview of the HyperLeech system.

receive interrupts not only from the I/O APIC, but also from
the processors’ interrupt pins and other internal sources, and
forward them to their respective cores for specific handling.
The LAPIC appears as a memory-mapped device, providing its physical base address through the IA32_APIC_BASE
Model Specific Register (MSR). The kernel initializes this register by parsing the host’s Advanced Configuration and Power
Interface (ACPI) tables during the early boot phase. Over
time, Intel introduced several successors which enhanced the
design of the APIC. While the xAPIC only brought a few
minor changes, the x2APIC appears as the latest iteration
which is accessed through certain MSRs instead of MMIO.
Both modes are supported by modern processors, and can be
switched by specifying a certain bit in the IA32_APIC_BASE
MSR. This requires the system to be rebooted, however.
Besides interrupts triggered by external devices, the LAPIC
provides the possibility to generate Non-maskable Interrupts
(NMIs). In contrast to maskable interrupts, NMI delivery cannot be trivially deactivated. Each LAPIC provides several
Local Vector Table (LVT) registers that are used to configure the delivery of different NMI types. Among others, these
include timer interrupts, thermal sensor interrupts, and performance counter overflows. The mask bit in an LVT allows
to disable the delivery of the corresponding NMI type by
preventing the LAPIC from forwarding the interrupt to its
processor. Once set, further incoming NMIs of the same type
set the pending bit in the same LVT to signal an outstanding
interrupt. The pending NMI is not delivered to the processor
until the mask bit in the respective LVT has been cleared.
While being disabled only one upcoming NMI can be kept
pending. Any additional NMI is lost.

3

System Overview

This section provides an architectural overview of the HyperLeech system, and illustrates its injection (Section 3.2) and
removal (Section 3.3) mechanisms. The basic architecture
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of our prototype comprises several components which are
grayly depicted in Figure 1. HyperLeech targets a physical
host which is subject to be analyzed. As the target will exclusively be accessed from external hardware, no login credentials are required to inject our hypervisor into its memory. To
access the memory of the target host, we flash the PCILeech
firmware to the PCIe Screamer FPGA, and attach it to a free
PCIe slot on the target side. PCIe Screamer allows native
64-bit DMA operations, and thus access to the target’s entire
physical memory. Over USB3, PCIe Screamer is connected
to an analysis machine that is used to execute the controlling
agent software. The agent, written in Go, serves the analyst
as an interface for controlling our hypervisor through the
PCILeech host software.

3.1

Mode of Operation

For the installation and removal of our hypervisor, the agent
uses DMA to inject multiple code stages into the target memory. This is possible as x86-64 ensures cache coherency regarding DMA operations, preventing processors from retrieving inconsistent data [24, chap. 11.3.2]. The stages are designed to preserve memory and processor state, so that the target is not notably impacted by the injection (see Section 4.1).
Apart from this, we outsource most computational tasks to the
remote agent in order to further reduce target modifications.
Prior to the code injection, the agent needs to determine
the location of the target kernel. Due to the usage of Kernel Address Space Randomization (KASLR), modern Linux
kernels are randomly placed in physical memory. Therefore,
the agent scans the entire physical memory until it matches a
pre-registered signature of the kernel’s first code page. To correctly terminate the scanning process, the agent issues DMA
read operations to probe the amount of memory installed in
the target host. As certain memory ranges do not respond
to DMA (e.g., MMIO areas which are used to map certain
devices), a timeout is employed on each read operation to
prevent the agent from stalling.
Once the kernel is found, the agent writes special injection
stages (see Section 3.2) into the target’s physical memory.
These stages hijack the control flow of the target kernel, and
subsequently install a thin hypervisor that virtualizes the system at runtime. Despite being able to write arbitrary memory
over DMA, taking over the system’s operation is mandatory
to actually execute the injected code. For a stealthy operation,
we designed a lightweight, VMX-based custom hypervisor
that mostly avoids any interference with the target’s operation.
Limited to DMA, the agent cannot obtain contextual information of the running system, as it is restricted to a physical view.
Therefore, the agent risks potentially corrupting the target by
overwriting the memory which is currently in use. To minimize this risk, the agent searches for regions that are unlikely
to be used. During our research, we determined the first two
KiBs of a Linux kernel’s code segment to be the perfect injec-
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tion spot as it mostly consists of nop instructions which do not
have any functional purpose. As of that, modifying this nop
area does not corrupt the kernel’s execution. Prior to overwriting any memory, the agent stores the original content to the
analysis machine, so it can be restored in due time. Since the
nop area does not hold enough space for the actual hypervisor,
the stages request the target kernel to allocate further memory.
This is not an issue from a forensics perspective, as occupying
currently unused memory should not corrupt evidential data
in most cases. After receiving the necessary information, the
agent sets up the hypervisor’s memory layout, and copies the
appropriate page tables and the binary of the hypervisor to
the previously allocated memory. Withdrawing control from
the target leads the hypervisor to take over and virtualize the
running cores. At this point, the hypervisor is in full control,
ready to fulfill stealthy analysis tasks or perform memory
forensics. Eventually, the agent removes the injection stages,
restoring the original target memory.
Using DMA, an analyst can now instruct the agent to transparently interact with the hypervisor, allowing to send commands or receive data. Compared to conventional communication channels that rely on the file system or a network
card, exchanging data over DMA is both stealthier and less
intrusive to the target state. Especially for targets that might
be compromised, covert communication is an important requirement for the integrity of the transferred data.
To deinstall our system, the agent overwrites parts of the
target’s kernel space with removal stages (see Section 3.3)
which have the purpose of transparently devirtualizing the
system. After that, the hypervisor signals the agent to restore
the overwritten memory including the hypervisor area. At this
point, the target is resumed without leaving any traces of our
system.

3.2

Injection

We designed the injection process in multiple injection stages,
so that no relevant data is corrupted during the virtualization
of the target system. We minimized dependencies on the target
kernel, as the system could have already been compromised,
and thus subvert the injection process. One exception is to
query the target kernel to allocate some memory for the hypervisor area. This seems acceptable, however, as we doubt
that malware could forge the allocation without risking severe
system failures. Figure 2 gives an overview of the injection.
While stage I1 only consists of a few bytes overwriting a kernel function to hijack the control flow, I2 and I3 are written
to the previously mentioned nop area. In contrast, I4 and I5
are directly placed within the hypervisor area. Upcoming, we
shed light on the individual injection stages.
Stage I1: Control Flow Hijacking Once the target kernel’s
base address was found, an injection location which allows
to take over a processor’s execution is chosen. In contrast
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Figure 2: View of physical memory after the injection stages
I1 to I5 were written to the target memory. The hypervisor
area was vicariously allocated by the target kernel. Arrows
represent jumps to subsequent stages. The dashed arrow symbolizes the abort of the injection, jumping back to the kernel’s
idle routine.

to the base of the kernel which differs after each boot due
to KASLR, offsets within its code segment only depend on
the actual kernel version. This is because the Linux kernel is
linearly mapped in both physical and virtual memory. Consequently, addresses of arbitrary kernel symbols can be statically computed for a particular target by adding the respective
offsets to the previously determined kernel base address.
To actually hijack the target kernel, we chose to hook its
idle routine (intel_idle), as it is regularly executed by each
processor and allows to run code with ring 0 privileges which
are required for the virtualization. Other valid injection spots
include a system’s scheduler as well as its interrupt handlers.
For the later, special care has to be taken since the injected
code needs to run in interrupt context, however. To decrease
the latency a processor takes to enter our hook, even multiple
injection locations could be selected. As long as the hook
is placed within the target’s kernel space and is regularly
executed, almost any location could be used to hijack the
control flow. This prevents the target system from mitigating
our injection by monitoring specific memory regions.
As soon as a core starts idling, intel_idle is invoked, entering a sleeping state to save power until it is woken up again.
Before placing the hook, the agent saves the respective memory to be able to restore it later on. Acquiring memory over
non-atomic protocols like DMA introduces a race condition,
as the kernel might alter the area before it enters the hook. As
the kernel’s code segment should be mapped non-writable at
all times, it usually is never modified, however. Nevertheless,
a custom kernel might remap its code ranges to be writable.
Even mainline kernels might sometimes alter parts of their
code segments when using instrumentation frameworks like
Ftrace. When activated, Ftrace dynamically modifies the first
few bytes of a kernel function, so that subsequent invocations
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detour to a custom handler before returning to the originally
intended code. Therefore, we avoided to overwrite these first
few bytes with our hook. Instead, the agent replaces the following bytes with a relative jump to stage I2. As we could
have chosen any other spot in the kernel code, monitoring the
idle loop is not a reliable method to generically detect our
approach. To virtualize every core, the hook must remain until
all processors have passed the residual stages. Our current implementation relies on target kernel functionality to determine
the number of target cores (num_online_cpus). However,
enumerating the Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) hierarchy could possibly provide a more target independent way.
After entering the hook, the core jumps to stage I2.
Stage I2: Processor Serialization Until having allocated
further memory for the hypervisor, we use the kernel’s stack
to temporarily store register content that is about to be modified, preventing a loss of processor state. As discussed in
Section 4.1, this appears to be insignificant from a forensics
perspective. The subsequent process is sequentialized by the
possession of a global lock which prevents the target cores
from concurrently entering the following stages. In case the
lock has already been occupied, a core immediately detours
to a specifically prepared trampoline that is responsible for
executing the instructions overwritten by our hook, before
resuming the original execution within the idle loop (dashed
arrow in Figure 2). Thus, no processor stalls while the lock is
held by another core. The trampoline mechanism is also used
for processors that were already virtualized, as these must be
prevented from reentering the subsequent stages. To determine the current processor’s virtualization state, I2 attempts
to force a VM exit which is only generated in VMX non-root
mode. In case of an already virtualized core, this forces a
context switch to the hypervisor which in turn informs I2
about the current processor’s operation mode. Whenever a
non-virtualized core acquires the lock, it is allowed to enter
the subsequent stages, eventually leading to its virtualization.
Stage I3: Hypervisor Setup To prevent the target from
disrupting the installation of our hypervisor, I3 temporarily
disables all interrupts until the processor reaches the end
of I4. Besides maskable interrupts, modern processors support NMIs for critical asynchronous event delivery like hardware interrupts or watchdogs. These special kind of interrupts cannot be trivially disabled with the cli instruction,
however. To temporarily deactivate NMI delivery, I3 reconfigures each processor’s LAPIC, disabling the valid flags of
its LVT registers (see Section 2.3). Additionally, it consults
the IA32_APIC_BASE MSR to determine the system’s current
APIC mode, as both xAPIC and x2APIC are supported by
modern processors. Consequently, our implementation offers
different ways to access a LAPIC. As NMIs must be disabled
before switching to the hypervisor’s memory layout, there
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is no way to map the LAPICs’ physical addresses. Therefore, we decided to rely on the kernel’s APIC_BASE symbol
to make use of the already established kernel mapping. From
a forensics view, we do not expect this symbol to be a critical
target dependency, as it is defined as a kernel constant.
For the memory of the actual hypervisor, I3 manually calls
the kernel’s kmalloc function to allocate additional space.
Our experiments revealed that a single two MiB page seems
to be a sufficient size. Most of the hypervisor area serves for
dynamic memory allocations during the setup of the hypervisor. Other parts are used to store its code, data, stacks, and
page tables. The resulting base address of the hypervisor area
is then translated to its physical counterpart, and provided to
the agent using DMA. After receiving the information, the
agent copies relevant parts of the hypervisor to the newly
allocated area. These include a custom memory layout which
exclusively maps the hypervisor and the injection stages. Depending on the specific use case, mapping certain parts of
the guest’s address space might be conceivable. Eventually,
the processor’s TLBs are flushed, the newly created memory
layout is enabled, and Process Context Identifierss (PCIDs)
are deactivated to prevent caching leftovers.
Stage I4: NMI Handling Entering stage I4 first sets up
a processor individual stack which is subsequently used to
store the state of the core. To prevent stack overflows from
corrupting any memory, the stacks are surrounded by nonpresently mapped pages.
Before NMIs can be safely reenabled, I4 registers a custom
handler which ensures NMIs that would otherwise be lost to
be reinjected into the guest. This additionally requires the
installation of both a custom Global Descriptor Table (GDT)
and Interrupt Descriptor Table (IDT). During the execution
of the hypervisor, the handler records upcoming NMIs within
a bitmap which indicates if a processor has an NMI pending.
To distinguish the running cores, and thus mark the correct
bit within the pending bitmap, the hypervisor’s NMI handler
compares the stack pointer of the current processor with the
hypervisor’s stack ranges. As every virtualized core has its
own stack which is known to the hypervisor, these information can be used to distinguish the processors without the need
to consult the target kernel. Until properly acknowledged by
clearing the pending flag in the respective LVT, an NMI is not
forwarded to the corresponding processor core. This, however,
prevents further NMIs of the same type from being delivered
independent of the valid flag of the corresponding LVT register. As a solution, the hypervisor consults the pending bitmap
to determine if an NMI must be reinjected to the current virtualized core every time it is about to reenter the guest. This
is necessary, as watchdog tasks could potentially misbehave
due to missing NMIs, and thus corrupt the target state. To
inject an NMI into the guest, the hypervisor sets the valid
flag of the VM-entry interruption-information field within
the corresponding VMCS, and specifies the interruption type
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field to indicate an NMI. This automatically invokes the guest
kernel’s NMI handler as soon as the guest is resumed. From
the perspective of the guest, it is not distinguishable if an NMI
appeared during its own operation or due to an injection from
our hypervisor. The guest’s NMI handler then clears the pending flag in the respective LVT, allowing NMIs of the same
type to be delivered again. Lastly, I4 reenables all interrupts,
and jumps to the final stage.
Stage I5: Processor Virtualization To preserve the full
register state of a processor, all previous stages had to be implemented in plain assembly code. With a custom stack being
set up during the previous stage, I5 is implemented in the
high-level programming language C. The stage is responsible
for the setup of our hypervisor and the actual virtualization
of a processor. Consequently, it allocates relevant data structures like the VMCS within the hypervisor area. With all
the preparations done, the processor releases the global lock
before entering the virtualization process. Provided Intel Virtualization Technology (VT-x) was not deactivated in the Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI) or BIOS settings
(which is not the case in most modern machines), I5 enables
VMX operation, and copies the previously saved processor
state to the VMCS. Similar to a hypervisor rootkit [42, 52, 69],
this allows to transparently launch the target system inside a
hardware-assisted VM, and resume its original execution with
its current state. To remain stealthy, we configure the VMCS
so that the hypervisor intercepts only a minimal set of events.
Thus, hardware is directly passed to the guest without the
hypervisor’s interference. This increases the overall performance of the guest while reducing detectable side channels.
Depending on the specific use case, it might be necessary to
configure the interception of additional events, however. Due
to the hypervisor area being allocated by the target kernel,
it should never be accessed by accident. To prevent the target from purposely accessing the hypervisor area, we set up
EPTs to redirect read accesses to a 4 KiB guard page. Write
accesses are configured to generate an EPT violation in order
to keep the originally stored memory on the analysis machine
up to date. Consequently, the hypervisor intercepts the write
accesses, and notifies the agent to update its copy. The remaining physical address space is identity mapped. Eventually, the
hypervisor resumes the target’s original execution inside the
idle routine, now running as a virtualized guest. As we chose
a symmetric hypervisor design, the entire injection process
needs to be repeated for each core. From there on, the hypervisor can be used for any specific task while stealthily
controlling the target system.

3.3

Removal

Similar to the injection, the removal of the hypervisor requires
the agent to copy several removal stages to the target memory.
These stages devirtualize the target, and clean up its memory
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Figure 3: View of physical memory after the removal stages
R1 to R4 were written to the target memory. The arrows represent jumps to subsequent stages. The dashed arrow symbolizes the abort of the removal process, returning to the kernel’s
idle routine. The dotted arrow depicts a mode switch to the
hypervisor running in VMX root mode.

and processor state. Rebooting the system will also remove
the hypervisor, as it only resides in memory and is currently
not configured to intercept and emulate system shutdowns.
This is not a conceptual limitation, however. Figure 3 illustrates the injected removal stages within the physical memory
of the target host. Once again, the first stage R1 appears as a
hook within a permanently invoked kernel function, enabling
HyperLeech to take over control. R2 and R4 are placed within
the nop area, and R3 is part of the hypervisor’s code base. The
remains of this section provide brief information about the
individual removal stages.
Stage R1: Control Flow Hijacking To devirtualize the target system, a context switch to VMX root mode is mandatory.
As we cannot rely on the guest to trigger a VM exit, we decided to reinstall a hook within the idle routine (intel_idle)
to withdraw control from the target kernel. Like with the injection process, entering the hook transfers each processor to
the subsequent stages. Once again, care had to be taken to
inject the following stages before installing the hook.
Stage R2: Processor Serialization Similarly to the injection process, the trampoline mechanism prevents certain cores
from entering the subsequent stages (dashed arrow in Figure 3). This time, however, already devirtualized processors
detour to our trampoline, execute the overwritten instructions,
and return to the idle loop. In addition, a global lock once
again ensures the serialization of the following stages. Failing
to acquire the global lock also results in the immediate return
to the idle routine after detouring to the trampoline. Here
on after, R2 forces another context switch to the hypervisor
which provides the next stage (dotted arrow in Figure 3).
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Stage R3: Processor Devirtualization Stage R3, now being executed in VMX root mode, first determines if the guest’s
current instruction pointer refers to the code of R2. This verifies that the context switch was indeed caused by R2 indicating a valid unload process. Although standard kernels would
not map any legitimate code to their nop area, a custom kernel might deviate from this behavior, forcing our hypervisor
to be unloaded. Therefore, the agent is required to approve
the removal process beforehand. Otherwise, the hypervisor
simply ignores the unload request, even if it came from the
correct address range. In case of a legitimate removal, stage
R3 disables interrupt delivery. NMIs that occurred up to this
point would be lost after the hypervisor’s deinstallation, as
these could not be reinjected into the guest anymore. This,
however, would block further NMIs from being delivered, as
the target kernel would not be aware of the pending interrupt.
To avoid this issue, our hypervisor aborts the devirtualization
in case of a pending NMI, reinjects it, and waits for the target to reenter the idle loop, restarting the removal process.
As this time window is relatively small, NMIs barely came
across during our experiments, however. After disabling interrupts, VMX operation can safely be terminated, effectively
devirtualizing the core. Then, R3 restores the suspended guest
processor state by consulting the respective VMCS. Via the
iretq instruction, the remaining processor state is restored
and control detours to stage R4.
Stage R4: Hypervisor Cleanup Once a processor was devirtualized, stage R4 restores the memory layout of the target
and releases the global lock, allowing further cores to proceed with the removal. Afterwards, interrupts are reenabled,
as these can now be handled by the target. To conceal any
traces, the last core entering R4 signals the agent to restore the
hypervisor area. As the saved copy was constantly updated
during the interception of write accesses, it always contains
the current state. It is then freed by issuing the kernel’s kfree
function. From there on, the target has no chance to detect any
evidence of the previously existing hypervisor. Subsequently,
R4 jumps back into the idle routine, resuming the original
execution of the target. After all cores have been devirtualized,
the agent restores the memory of the injected removal stages,
preventing traces from being left over.

4

Discussion

We tested our implementation on a target host running an Intel
Sandy Bridge i5-2400 processor supporting VT-x, with four
GiB of memory, and a Fujitsu D3062-A1 motherboard. We
installed Debian Stretch with the Linux kernel version 4.9.881.deb9u1 as its operating system. Since HyperLeech is mostly
operating system agnostic, only minor adaptions are required
to support newer target kernels. Inserting the PCIe Screamer
card [3] which is flashed with the PCILeech firmware version
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Figure 4: Impact on the target memory during the injection (top left), execution (top right), and removal (bottom right) of the
HyperLeech system. Bottom left depicts the memory state after our system was fully removed. Memory structures represent
kernel structures that reference the hypervisor area due to the allocation via kmalloc. During the execution, these references are
redirected to the hypervisor’s guard page. Saved state depicts processor registers that are temporarily saved on the kernel stacks.
3.5 [17], grants DMA to the target’s memory. On the analysis
machine, we used Windows 10 Enterprise (revision 1709)
which required the installation of the FTDI USB drivers [1]
to communicate with the PCILeech firmware.

4.1

Target Impact

This section discusses the modifications of the target’s processor and memory state, which arise due to the injection,
execution, and removal of the HyperLeech system. Our main
design consideration was to reduce the impact on the target
while minimizing dependencies on kernel functionality.
Injection During the installation and removal of our system, the agent replaces certain parts of the target memory
with the injection stages (Figure 4, top left). To preserve the
original memory, the agent saves the respective areas for later
restoration. Executing injected code within the target kernel
typically leads to further modifications. Thus, each stage is
designed to best preserve the target’s memory and processor
state. As multiple cores could enter the first two injection
stages in parallel, we use the kernel stacks to store processor
state (called saved state in Figure 4) that is about to be modified. This also simplifies our implementation, as it renders
error-prone synchronization mechanisms obsolete. Pushing
state onto the kernel stacks cannot corrupt data that is still required by the target, as even red-zones are disabled for proper
interrupt handling. Upon entering stage I3, the remaining injection is serialized by a global lock. Consequently, we store
further data directly within the memory of stage I3 (and thus
in the kernel’s nop page), as it is restored anyway and does not
require any synchronization. With I4 being entered, custom
stacks for each processor are allocated within the hypervisor
area. These are subsequently used to store a processor’s state.
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Execution After HyperLeech has been installed (Figure 4,
top right), the agent restores the injection stages with their
original content. This leaves only minor modifications of the
kernel stacks and a few memory structures which reference
the hypervisor area due to the allocation via kmalloc. As the
configuration of EPTs redirects all read accesses targeting the
hypervisor area to a guard page, following these references
won’t find any suspicious traces. The target kernel assumes
this area to be legitimately in use anyway, and usually won’t
ever access it until it is freed again. Write operations that
target the hypervisor area are intercepted, and the originally
stored copy is updated on the analysis machine. We consider
the modifications of the kernel stacks to be practically undetectable, as these are almost instantly overwritten by regular
kernel usage once the target is resumed.

Removal Removing our hypervisor requires the injection
of the removal stages which are repeatedly used to devirtualize the system (Figure 4, bottom right). As with the injection,
R1 hijacks the target’s control flow, while R2 serializes the
remaining process. Once again, the kernel stacks are used to
preserve target processor state that is about to be modified in
the meantime. R3 devirtualizes a core and restores the current
guest processor state. The final core entering stage R4 frees
the hypervisor memory after its has been restored by the agent.
As the stored copy was constantly updated during the hypervisor’s operation, it always contains the current content. Here
on after, the hypervisor area is queued back into the kernel’s
slab allocator, effectively deleting the referencing memory
structures. As a last step, the removal stages are overwritten
by the agent, restoring the original target memory (Figure 4,
bottom left). With the exception of the negligible modifications of the kernel stacks, no processor or memory state is ever
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lost during the injection, execution, or removal of our system.
Moreover, the overwritten parts of the kernel stacks do not
contain any relevant data, and the modifications are almost
instantly overwritten as soon as the target resumes its execution. Especially for the purpose of memory forensics, where
evidential integrity plays an important factor, HyperLeech
seems to be a promising step in the right direction.

PCIe Screamer Although the injection, operation, and removal seemingly have no notable target impact, attaching the
PCIe Screamer card introduces detectable modifications. This
is because the PCIe bus is enumerated whenever the kernel
registers a new device. The enumeration introduces changes
to the file system and leads to modifications of the memory
and processor state. For the target, however, PCIe Screamer
only appears as a Xilinx ethernet adapter which could further
be adapted by altering its device id. Thus, the target cannot
refer the device to our system, as it is not distinguishable
from any legitimately added hardware. Section 6 presents
an alternative injection method that avoids the necessity of
attaching hardware altogether, so that even changes caused
by the enumeration could be prevented.

4.2

Performance Impact

This section summarizes the performance impact of the injection. In this course, we measure the duration of the virtualization of each target core (Core X), and compare the cumulative
sum to the time required by the full injection process. For
better results, we repeated the measurements for five iterations after resetting the target each time. Table 1 summarizes
our results. Comparing the measurements of the individual
processors, the first core takes three times longer to finish the
injection. This is because the first core is responsible for executing additional tasks, e.g., requesting the target to allocate
the hypervisor area, waiting for the agent to establish a custom memory layout, and copying the hypervisor to the target
memory. Compared to the cumulative sum of the measured
durations, finishing the full target virtualization lasted significantly longer. This is due to preparation and cleanup steps of
the agent, as well as the virtualization being serialized by a
global lock during the second stage (see Section 3.2). Consequently, only one core at a time is able to progress through
the remaining stages. While the lock is occupied, all other
processors resume the target’s original execution until they
retry the virtualization when entering the idle routine the next
time. Although the serial approach leads the entire injection
to last longer, no processor has to stall its original work.
As we designed our hypervisor to intercept only a minimal
set of events, its performance impact during its execution
appears to be minimal [2]. Depending on the actual use case,
this overhead might change, however.
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Table 1: The time each core takes to be virtualized, measured
over five different runs. While Sum cumulates the durations
of each processor run, Full informs about the total duration
of the entire target virtualization. The bottom row visualizes
the mean values of the individual runs.
Core 0
225 ms
233 ms
545 ms
597 ms
249 ms
369 ms

4.3

Core 1
66 ms
66 ms
76 ms
72 ms
71 ms
70 ms

Core 2
64 ms
63 ms
76 ms
87 ms
65 ms
71 ms

Core 3
71 ms
71 ms
65 ms
64 ms
64 ms
67 ms

Sum
426 ms
433 ms
762 ms
821 ms
449 ms
578 ms

Full
6784 ms
1652 ms
1561 ms
4029 ms
1627 ms
3132 ms

Memory Acquisition

To counter anti-forensics, analysts often acquire a system’s
volatile memory for subsequent analysis [32]. This has the advantage that malware cannot actively hide once the snapshot
has been acquired. Vömel and Freiling [62] introduced the
three criteria correctness, atomicity, and integrity to assess
the quality of an acquisition method. Correctness determines
the differences between the dump and the actual memory
content acquired at a certain time. Thus, malware that tampers with the acquisition process could impair the correctness of a dump [5, 22, 68]. To consider a memory dump as
atomic, the acquisition process must not be affected by the
target system’s concurrent activity. Since memory is mostly
acquired at a system’s runtime, a correct memory image does
not inevitably imply atomicity. Lastly, the criterion integrity
measures to what extent memory content is altered by the
acquisition method itself. As most acquisition software directly runs on the target host, certain memory needs to be
overwritten by its own code and data. These criteria can be
mapped to the analysis requirements soundness and target
impact, defined in Section 1. While a sound analysis method
must inherently be correct and atomic, the target impact can
be seen as the pendant to the criterion integrity.
Various approaches emphasized the benefits of acquiring
volatile memory through on-the-fly virtualization [29, 39, 65].
Most rely on a copy-on-write mechanism that provides both
full atomicity and correctness for the acquired image. However, full integrity cannot be achieved, as the installation of
these systems has a substantial impact on the particular target
state. Other approaches perform DMA to acquire memory
without having a significant impact on the target state [7, 36].
However, as DMA does not interfere with a processor’s execution, atomicity cannot be guaranteed.
HyperLeech was specifically designed to minimize the target impact, and thus advances memory acquisition to achieve
much better integrity compared to existing approaches. The
previously mentioned copy-on-write mechanism could be integrated into our system. While it would also achieve full
atomicity and correctness, deploying our system to the target
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host would require severely less state modifications (see Section 4.1). Section 6 discusses further enhancements that might
allow memory acquisition to even fully satisfy all three criteria. Further conceivable use cases are outlined in Section 5.

4.4

Mitigation

As our system could also be misused as a malicious hypervisor
rootkit [42, 52, 69], we discuss approaches that either prevent
or at least detect its presence.
Prevention As HyperLeech relies on hardware support to
set up a VM, the virtualization of the target cores can be mitigated by disabling VT-x in the UEFI or BIOS respectively.
This, however, would also deprive the possibility to run legitimate VMs, and is thus often not a valid option. Alternatively,
a target system might entirely prohibit the attachment of new
PCIe devices, preventing our agent from accessing the target memory. However, this would also hinder a user from
legitimately connecting additional PCIe hardware.
A better solution might be the restriction of DMA from
untrusted sources. Modern systems provide an Input/Output
Memory Management Unit (IOMMU) which functions similar to a standard Memory Management Unit (MMU), as it
traverses certain mapping tables which specify memory access permissions. In contrast to regular memory accesses, an
IOMMU controls DMA issued by devices, however. Hence,
the target could configure the IOMMU to protect its kernel
memory from illegitimate accesses. Despite an IOMMU being the best way to prevent DMA-based injections, most modern systems still do not enable it by default. This includes
not only recent Linux distributions, but also Microsoft’s latest operating system Windows 10 [8]. Only Apple enforces
the activation and usage of an IOMMU since MacOS High
Sierra [16]. However, even in case an IOMMU is in use, it has
to be properly configured by the kernel and firmware respectively. Recently, Markettos et al. [37] elaborated how PCIe
features like Address Translation Services (ATS) might enable a malicious device to act benignly, effectively bypassing
an even properly configured IOMMU. According to Morgan
et al. [40], a large part of today’s machines grants DMA to
all peripherals prior to the configuration of the IOMMU during the boot sequence for compatibility reasons. Furthermore,
Markuze et al. [38] discuss the possibility to exploit trusted devices, as these are often not restricted by the IOMMU. These
publications show that even the usage of a correctly configured IOMMU might not be able to prevent our approach.
As a target’s processor, chipset, and mainboard must support the IOMMU in the first place, this might not even be a
possibility for older machines. Instead, a system might clear
the bus master enable flag to disable DMA for specific devices or upstream bridges. Nevertheless, Windows 10 seems
to be the only system which, by default, uses this mechanism
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to prevent hot-pluggable devices from using DMA during
screen locks, as stated by Delaunay [8].
Detection Since the entire installation only requires a few
seconds (see Section 4.2), and no significant target state is
altered, detecting our system during the injection phase seems
unlikely. As soon as the target has been fully virtualized,
meaningful changes made to the kernel are reverted (see Section 4.1). Here on after, detecting HyperLeech is practically
limited to finding indications of the actual virtualization. Intel
[24, vol. 3C] designed its virtualization extensions to be transparent to a guest system. Nevertheless, researchers suggested
different kinds of side channels to detect a VM. In addition,
several researchers discussed the possibility to exploit timing
discrepancies to find out whether a system is running inside
a VM [19, 48, 54, 55]. As virtualization adds the additional
hypervisor layer beneath the already running system, certain
events must be intercepted to stay in control over the VM.
Both the context switches and the actual handling of these
events introduce a runtime overhead which can, theoretically
at least, be detected. As VMX provides the possibility to forge
internal clocks of the guest, this overhead can be concealed,
however. Moreover, George [19] mentioned that a guest could
rely on external timers, but these are often inaccurate and require the usage of additional protection to prevent them from
being forged. Since virtualization becomes more prevalent,
and HyperLeech could possibly attack already virtualized targets via nested virtualization (although currently not being
implemented), relying on the detection of virtualization might
not be sufficient in the future anyway.

5

Related Work

Initially presented with Tribble [7] and Copilot [44], various projects used DMA to access a system’s memory over
protocols like PCI, PCIe, or FireWire [67]. However, several
researchers showed that DMA-based approaches suffer from
concurrency issues and a lack of context information about
a target’s execution [21, 25]. This prohibits security related
tasks like tracing, debugging, and control flow analysis. Frisk
[15] extends common approaches, injecting kernel implants
which execute custom code within a target’s kernel space.
Duflot et al. [11] exploited vulnerable firmware of a network
card, using its DMA capabilities to take over the target host.
Both, however, significantly modify the state of the target
system. In contrast, HyperLeech is optimized to preserve a
system’s state and operate transparently with only a minimal
impact on the analyzed target.
King et al. [28] were the first to use software emulation
to stealthily virtualize a victim system. However, with the
advent of hardware-supported virtualization, rootkits were
able to shift already running systems into VMs without requiring a reboot. While Rutkowska [52] targeted Windows
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Vista kernels, Zovi [69] attacked MacOS systems. Recently,
Palutke and Freiling [42] adapted this approach attacking
Linux systems, and enhanced it by locating their rootkit in
hidden memory, certain address ranges that are not even visible to the operating system’s kernel. Hypervisors have not
only been used for offensive purposes, however. Approaches
like [29, 39, 49, 65] perform live forensics, atomically extracting information from a guest’s memory via VMI [18].
While some of these approaches require the target system
to be booted inside a VM, others virtualize a system at runtime [46]. Further projects instrument a guest by injecting
breakpoints into its memory, and hide these modifications by
exploiting TLB incoherencies [9, 34, 47]. Fattori et al. [13]
introduced an on-the-fly hypervisor that serves analysts as
debugger for guest operating systems. Moreover, several approaches perform stealthy system tracing [10, 45, 51, 57, 63].
Korkin and Tanda [30] present methods to transparently control memory accesses from a hypevisor. Nguyen et al. [41]
analyze malware, using a lightweight virtualized execution
environment, while Rhee et al. [50] rely on a hypervisor to protect kernel structures from rootkits. Sharif et al. [56] bridged
the semantic gap between the hypervisor and its guest by
transparently performing malware analysis from inside the
guest. In contrast, Jiang et al. [26] shift the analysis techniques outside of the guest, overcoming the semantic gap by
systematically reconstructing internal semantic views. Yan
et al. [64] combined hardware virtualization and software
emulation to comprehend malware actions. To reveal malicious processes hidden by rootkits, both Jones et al. [27] and
Litty et al. [35] suggested hypervisor-based methods to detect hidden processes by reconstructing guest information.
While HyperLeech currently serves as a stealthy execution
layer only, all of the above mentioned approaches might be
adapted to our system. Existing approaches either need to be
deployed via kernel drivers, inferring significant changes to
the target system, or require the target to be booted inside a
VM. While loading a kernel driver implies root privileges and
support from the target kernel, booting the target inside a VM
excludes systems that already run on bare metal. Besides, custom kernels might prohibit to load kernel drivers altogether.
HyperLeech stealthily injects a hypervisor through DMA, allowing the virtualization of a target without the necessity to
deploy a driver or to posses root privileges. In addition, the installation of our system cannot be easily inhibited by malware
or intrusion prevention systems that monitor the loading of
new kernel components. This is especially useful for forensic
approaches, as these often need to be deployed after a system
has potentially been compromised.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

To counter sophisticated anti-forensic approaches, the transparent analysis of a potentially compromised system became
increasingly important. With this paper, we presented a novel
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method which uses DMA provided by a PCILeech device
to inject a hypervisor into a running system’s volatile memory without requiring access privileges. With negligible impact on processor and memory state, HyperLeech is capable of transparently virtualizing modern multi-core Linux
hosts, serving analysts as a stealthy and privileged execution
layer. Compared to our approach, others rely either on virtualization based on the loading of a kernel extension, causing
severely more state modifications, or suffer from a loss of
context information and atomicity, being restricted to DMA.
As most of today’s systems do not offer appropriate protection
against DMA from external devices, we expect HyperLeech
to be functional on a wide variety of machines. In conclusion,
our approach advances modern system analysis and memory
forensics, enabling investigators to achieve sound results even
in compromised environments. In the following, we point out
further research directions for enhancing our current system.
Due to the configuration of EPTs, our hypervisor isolates
itself from the target guest. However, EPTs can only restrict
conventional memory accesses issued by the memory controller, and can be bypassed via DMA. As our hypervisor is
placed within a memory region that was vicariously allocated
by the target kernel, the guest should never access this area by
accident. However, the target might intentionally issue DMA
operations to scan its own memory for conspicuous traces. To
protect the hypervisor from DMA, HyperLeech must properly
configure an IOMMU, using Intel’s Virtualization Technology
for Directed I/O (VT-d). This way, the hypervisor would be
fully protected from both conventional memory accesses (via
EPTs) and DMA (via the IOMMU).
Attaching the PCIe Screamer device to a target host introduces a notable impact on the target state (see Section 4.1). To
avoid unintended modifications, already existing management
co-processors like Intel’s Management Engine (ME) [23] or
a Baseboard Management Controller (BMC) could be used
instead. These co-processors are typically used to execute
software that controls and monitors the actual host. Although
mostly being signed and protected, researchers showed various ways to deploy custom modified code to run on such
platforms [12, 43]. Furthermore, the open-source implementation OpenBMC could be adapted to run custom code on a
BMC without requiring to exploit a vulnerability [14]. Usually, these co-processors provide their own DMA engines enabling access to the host memory for efficient data exchanges.
Recently, Latzo et al. [33] presented a patch for OpenBMC
running on ASPEED’s AST2500 System-on-Chip (SoC), using it as a PCILeech device. From the host’s perspective,
the SoC appears as an arbitrary graphics card that connects
over PCIe. This could allow the injection of the HyperLeech
system without the necessity to attach additional hardware.
Therefore, this would prevent the target system from detecting
modifications caused by the PCIe enumeration. As a result,
analysts could acquire data in a completely sound way while
seemingly having no impact on the target at all.
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Furthermore, virtualized targets should be able to launch
their own VMs. This requires our hypervisor to provide nested
virtualization, as VMX allows only one hypervisor to run in
VMX root mode. Even in case the target already runs a hypervisor, our injection could be adapted to take over by withdrawing control from certain routines that are repeatedly executed
in VMX root mode. Consequently, even virtualization-based
rootkits could not prevent our system from being deployed
unless they correctly configure an IOMMU, which so far has
neither been seen in the wild nor in academia. Support for
additional target operating systems and other platforms like
AMD and ARM is considered hereafter.
Eventually, HyperLeech should undergo a deeper evaluation against other approaches to make a measurable statement
of its advantages regarding the analysis of environment-aware
malware from a forensics perspective.
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Abstract
Malicious actors that have already penetrated an enterprise
network will exploit access to launch attacks within that network. Credential theft is a common preparatory action for
such attacks, as it enables privilege escalation or lateral movement. Elaborate techniques for extracting credentials from
Windows memory have been developed by actors with advanced capabilities. The state of the art in identifying the
use of such techniques is based on malware detection, which
can only alert on the presence of specific executable files that
are known to perform such techniques. Therefore, actors can
bypass detection of credential theft by evading the static detection of malicious code. In contrast, our work focuses directly
on the memory read access behaviour to the process that enforces the system security policy. We use machine learning
techniques driven by data from real enterprise networks to
classify memory read behaviours as malicious or benign. As
we show that Mimikatz is a popular tool seen across Microsoft
Defender Advanced Threat Protection (MDATP) to steal credentials, our aim is to develop a generic model that detects
the techniques it employs. Our classifier is based on novel
features of memory read events and the characterisation of
three popular techniques for credential theft. We integrated
this classifier in a detector that is now running in production
and is protecting customers of MDATP. Our experiments
demonstrate that this detector has excellent false negative
and false positive rates, and does alert on true positives that
previous detectors were unable to identify.

1

Introduction

The past ten years have seen a dramatic increase in the number
and sophistication of cyber-attacks. These changes have as a
consequence that the devices and networks of private citizens,
businesses, and government agencies can often no longer be
protected against all types of such threats. That malicious
actors have already infiltrated a network of computers and
devices is therefore nowadays a generally accepted wisdom.
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This assumption gives great importance to the detection of
suspicious or malicious activity that happens within a network
perimeter, so that security measures can be taken to contain
such activities and the damage they may cause. Modern
enterprise security systems thus must ally protection with
detection in order to be able to expose intruders that have
managed to defeat protection mechanisms and, in doing so,
have already compromised the security of the network.
Our research in intrusion detection, like that of others
[2, 9, 11], therefore assumes that an attacker has already compromised a network through some vulnerability such as a
security-critical bug in system software. For effective intrusion detection we therefore need reliable tools to identify
actions within the network that very likely stem from an intruder who has malicious aims.
The development of such tools will benefit from models of
intent for attacks. For example, if the intent of an attacker is
to steal monetary assets from a bank network, this gives us
an idea of a set and possible sequence of actions an attacker
would take in that network. Conversely, the identification of
malicious actions that were taken can help a security monitor
with understanding dynamically the intent of an attacker.
Some of these actions are building blocks of many different
types of malicious intent. Detecting actions that are shared in
many attacks is therefore particularly valuable for identifying
that an actor who already penetrated a network is conducting
an attack from the inside; it also provides flexibility in identifying behaviours that are common to a variety of attacks.
In this paper, we focus on one particular such action known
as credential theft [3, 6, 14, 17–19]. It is well known that credential theft is a very common behaviour in attackers who
have compromised a machine. Indeed, credentials are sensitive information that are valuable since their possession may
constitute a means of privilege escalation or lateral movement:
an attacker who has managed to steal security-relevant credentials on a machine within that network could use these
credentials, for example, to get administrator rights on a targeted machine, access rights to other machines on the network, and so forth. It is therefore hardly surprising that a
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large variety of methods have been developed for stealing
credentials [4, 5], including phishing, keylogging, password
spraying, and wireless traffic monitoring.
Our work reported in this paper investigates a specific,
elaborate technique that advanced attackers, and computer
forensic analysts, have developed in order to retrieve users’
credentials. This technique repeatedly reads from machine
memory in search of credentials [8]. Our focus will be on the
application of that technique within the Windows operating
system, although our contributions may well be transferable
to other operating systems and their security processes and
monitoring environments. We made this choice because:
• Windows is an important operating system used widely
in private, commercial, and government networks, and
• we have the ability to promote the transfer of salient
outcomes of this work into Windows products.
Given our focus on Windows and its Security Architecture, we concentrate on the detection of malicious memory
accesses to a particularly sensitive process, the Local Security
Authority Subsystem Service (LSASS). This critical system
process enforces security policies on Windows machines.
LSASS is responsible for performing essential tasks related
to security such as verifying user logins, managing passwords,
and creating access tokens. As such, this process contains
a considerable amount of very sensitive data in its memory,
making LSASS a prime target on Windows to any internal
attacker that seeks to steal credentials.
For our approach, it is important to note that not only attackers with malicious intent will run a process that reads from
LSASS memory. Other processes may read from LSASS
memory with perfectly good intent, and perform such reads
for the benefit and health of the overall network.
In fact, many anti-virus and security software products
for Windows scan the LSASS process memory during daily
routine checks in order to detect any potentially corrupted
or infected files. Such benign reads widely occur on Windows networks. Indeed, on average over all data provided by
Microsoft Defender Advanced Threat Protection (MDATP),
the LSASS memory is read 40 million times and by many
thousand different processes a day.
Our work therefore faces the problem that memory reads
to LSASS can be either malicious or benign. The aim of
this research is therefore to develop a method that can decide
whether a process that is reading from LSASS memory is
simply performing a benign action, for example within the
context of a virus scan, or whether it is actually trying to steal
sensitive information, notably credentials.
The nature of this problem suggests the use of techniques
from machine learning, those that can build models for classification. In our setting, we particularly seek models for binary
classification that can judge whether a process that is reading
from LSASS memory is malicious or not.
We determined a specific methodology in order to solve
this classification problem in a manner that would allow us to
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deploy its solution in a Windows product. That methodology
and the contributions made in its execution are described next.
Methodology and Contributions of paper: Our adopted
methodology and contributions are as follows:
1. We use real-world data to determine novel features and
a model for a precise analysis, control, and characterisation of LSASS memory access.
2. We demonstrate that these features allow us to compute
“signatures” of processes, determined by how these processes access LSASS memory.
3. We further show that different sessions of the same process will tend to aggregate into a single linearly identifiable cluster of such read behaviour.
4. We harvest malicious read accesses to LSASS memory
by collecting the reads performed by known penetration
testing tools run on MDATP customers’ machines.
5. We characterise this harvested data more precisely via
a set of linear regressions that enable us to distinguish
benign LSASS read accesses from malicious ones.
6. Based on this, we design an effective detector that is able
to identify suspicious read accesses to LSASS memory.
7. We experimentally confirm that this detector has low
false positive and false negative rates. Also, our detector
highlights some interesting instances of true positives.
8. Finally, we deployed this detector in production on
MDATP, where it now actively protects customers.
These outcomes of our work also have good potential to be
integrated with online detection tools, so that the latter can
become more effective. For example, the machine-learning
models of the detector may be updated based on daily statistical data collected in Windows systems and enriched with
security-relevant information from external sources such as
cyber-intelligence or cyber-threats centres. This may also
lead to the design of non-linear classifiers in future work.
Outline of paper: Related work is reviewed in Section 2.
We detail our methodology in Section 3. Section 4 introduces
our novel model for memory reads. Patterns in benign read
behaviour are explored in Section 5. The harvest and analysis
of malicious memory read behaviour is described in Section 6.
We build and evaluate our detector in Section 7 and highlight
interesting alerts it produces in Section 8. Section 9 studies
how our approach deals with Windows updates. Section 10
considers the resiliency of our detector against adversarial
manipulation. We suggest future work in Section 11, discuss
our work further in Section 12 and conclude in Section 13.

2
2.1

Related Work
Credential Theft by Memory Dumping

An important way for intruders to retrieve credentials is to
read from the LSASS memory. In order to do so, attackers
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are required to have the debug privilege to gain access to this
protected memory location. Since we assume that the network
has been infiltrated by malicious actors, we will also assume
that attackers have already gained the debug privilege and are
trying to access memory maliciously.
Attackers have designed a variety of tools [12] that can read
the memory of the LSASS process on Windows machines to
extract credentials – notably, Lslsass, Windows Credential
Editor, and Mimikatz. Otherwise benign processes, e.g. procdump or taskmgr, can be abused to perform living-off-the-land
attacks by dumping the whole of the LSASS process memory.
Such credential theft techniques have been used in large scale
cyber attacks, e.g. NotPetya and Olympic Destroyer [13].
As discussed in Section 3, Mimikatz [1] is a common tool
of choice for attackers that want to steal Windows credentials,
and is the most prevalent of the tools mentioned above in
MDATP machines world-wide in 7 months.
Mimikatz offers a variety of Windows system techniques
in order to extract sensitive information. These different
credential-access techniques can be chosen by passing command line arguments to the Mimikatz executable. Mimikatz
can also be launched in an interactive mode without the use of
any command line arguments, or it may be invoked remotely
via PowerShell – a Windows command-line shell designed
for system administrators.
For our work, it makes sense to study the three most popular
techniques that can steal credentials from the LSASS memory
of a targeted machine. These three techniques are:
L1 Enumerate logon passwords, with command line argument sekurlsa::logonpasswords
L2 Steal Kerberos tickets, with command line argument
sekurlsa::tickets
L3 Pass the hash, with the following command line argument sekurlsa::pth

2.2

Memory Dumping Detection

The current detection mechanisms for such credential dumping activity are mainly static [15, 16]. Commonly used antivirus software is able to detect the presence of the executable
file mimikatz.exe and contains this threat by quarantining it.
Yara rules are used to detect a malicious software by looking for characteristics or pattern in an executable file. A
specific set of Yara rules has been written by Benjamin Delpy,
the author of Mimikatz, to recognise Mimkatz executable file.
These rules are able to prevent the process Mimikatz from
running on a machine. However, these rules cannot be used to
prevent attackers from running Mimikatz through remote execution via PowerShell or through process injection. Attackers
could also bypass those basic security measures by renaming
and recompiling their own custom version of Mimikatz in
order to circumvent those detection mechanisms.
Other detection mechanisms are based on the use of so
called honey hashes that are meant to be stolen and to raise
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an alert at the time they are reused [7]. However, reliance on
that mechanism could leave customers unprotected since this
would not detect whenever an attacker steals credentials and
retains them for future use in a more elaborate attack.
In contrast, the aim of our work reported in this paper is to
analyse and detect the actual behaviour that a process exhibits
when accessing LSASS memory. Our approach therefore
directly aims at detecting malicious behaviour rather than a
static proxy for a malicious actor. Our approach is therefore
also resilient to the aforementioned countermeasures that an
attacker may adopt: process injection and remote execution.
This is so since our approach classifies actual behaviour of
reads, rather than detecting the presence of programs that are
known to facilitate such behaviours.

2.3

LSASS architecture

The Local Security Authority Subsystem Service (LSASS)
is a system process present on Microsoft Windows operating
systems. Its high level roles include providing services to
authenticate to the local computer and domain as well as
maintaining information on aspects of security on a machine.
LSASS stores credentials in memory on behalf of users
with an active session. These cached credentials allow users to
access other resources on a Windows domain that are secured
with the same identity, without the user having to re-enter a
password every time access is required.
These credentials can take multiple forms, including hashes
(NT and LAN Manager) and Kerberos tickets. Credentials
are cached locally inside LSASS process memory when a
user performs an authenticated action on that machine, such
as logging on using Remote Desktop, scheduling a task or
executing a process using ’RunAs’.
A handle with PROCESS_VM_READ can be opened on the
LSASS process object and leveraged to perform a crossprocess read of sensitive data. To do this the Security Descriptor of the LSASS process object must explicitly grant
the accessor this right. Alternatively the accessor can hold
SeDebugPrivilege; then access to all non-protected processes is granted regardless of their Security Descriptor.
SeDebugPrivilege can be acquired by any member of
the Local Administrator group, therefore allowing any local
administrator to read the memory of the LSASS process. This
technique can be used maliciously to extract from LSASS
the cached credentials of other users on a Windows domain.
These users may hold higher levels of privilege or access to
special resources that the current local administrator does not.
Over the last several years technologies have been introduced to the Windows operating system to prevent this attack
vector, such as LSASS as Protected Process Light (PPL) and
Virtualisation Based Security (VBS). These works do either
prevent access to the LSASS process from a Local Administrator or move sensitive data out of the process entirely.
However these technologies are not always enabled on a sys-
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tem, as enabling them can present compatibility issues with
custom or third party software – and in the case of VBS –
can require certain hardware which is not always available.
Therefore these technologies are not enabled in all customer
environments, leaving cross-process reads of LSASS process
memory a workable technique to elevate privilege on a Windows domain that can be leveraged by malicious actors. Our
approach to detection thus becomes of particular interest in
the cases where PPL and VBS cannot be enabled.

2.4

Learning Intruder Behaviours

Previous works have focused on designing detection mechanisms by learning the behaviour of legitimate and malicious
agents. The work in [20] focuses on intrusion detection by
learning patterns in system call sequences. It aims at being
generic and at identifying different kinds of intrusion such
as buffer overflows or denial of service attacks. In [10], the
authors focus on analysing system call traces produced by
the sendmail program and they propose ways of learning
rules for detecting normal and abnormal sequences. Other
works, which focus on university account theft [22], analyse
authentication logs and build on heuristics to introduce features that are sensible to the situation such as temporal-spatial
violation or inconsistencies based on resource usage. More
specific works have focused on intrusion detection on Android
devices [21]. Their machine learning mechanisms rely on features based on dataflow-related APIs which are particularly
suited for describing Android application behaviours.
Although these works aim at detecting different kinds of intrusion, our work aims at building precise methods for identifying a specific and particularly common action that intruders
may perform which is credential theft from Windows memory.
All of those works resorted to heuristics based on security
knowledge and domain expertise in order to build features
that were suited to analyse their specific situation and that
made machine learning algorithms exploitable. Similarly, as
our work means to study the memory read behaviours of different programs, we introduce in Section 7 the features that
we used in our analyses and we justify our intuition as for
why they are meaningful in our scenario.

3

Methodology Driven By Customer Data

We now develop and justify our approach and its methodology,
which are motivated by two chief objectives:
• Develop an accurate model for read behaviour of LSASS
memory as a basis for classifying malicious reads.
• Protect customers of MDATP against current attacks that
steal credentials from LSASS memory through detectors
that use such accurate models.
As we aim at protecting MDATP customers, we place great
value on the data that originates from machines of genuine
MDATP customers, rather than relying on data generated by
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simulations on test machines. This rationale justifies and
shapes the manner in which we collect our data and perform
our subsequent analyses. These data are collected as part of
an opt-in, commercial relationship between Microsoft and
their enterprise customers. The data are collected from individual operating systems as part of the MDATP deployment,
in nearly real time, and sent to Azure to provide detection and
remediation capabilities. Care is taken to obfuscate personal
information before presentation to researchers.
We analysed the processes that were reading from the
LSASS memory on all machines that are customers of
MDATP and looked for credential dumping tools such as
Lslsass, Windows Credential Editor and Mimikatz. The only
tool that we effectively observed running in a non-obfuscated
manner on customers’ machines was Mimikatz.
We thus decided to study the read behaviour of LSASS
memory for a set of prominent anti-virus and security software tools, but also for Mimikatz as the most relevant tool an
attacker appears to choose. As explained further in Section
4, our intuition for building a model of such read behaviours
came from studying the way in which such credential dumping tools work, with a particular emphasis on Mimikatz.
Our data collection and machine learning then proceeded
in the following stages:
• We analysed the behaviour of the most prevalent benign
software that scan the memory of the LSASS process by
examining a random sample of seventy-thousand different machines that run MDATP.
• We then harvested the LSASS read behaviour of credential theft techniques performed by Mimikatz seen on real
customers’ machines by harvesting such attacks on 244
different machines that run MDATP.
• Based on these data, we trained and tested a detector for
credential theft.
• Finally, we analysed the influence of Windows update on
the read behaviour of credential theft techniques based
on recent data, by collecting and comparing malicious
read behaviours on machines running on different Windows update versions.
In Section 11, we discuss potential countermeasures that
an attacker could devise in order to bypass our detector. Regardless of bypass techniques, however, the practical benefits
of our detector were deemed powerful enough to lead to their
integration into the deployed MDATP detection suite.
Our methodology also has the advantage of being rather
generic. Therefore, this novel way of characterising malicious
processes may be transferable to other kinds of malicious behaviour or may safeguard other parts of the Windows memory.

4

Modelling and Collecting Memory Reads

LSASS contains secrets that are stored in its process memory.
Keys and credentials held here are attractive to attackers as
they enable them to perform operations such as decrypting
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sensitive data, or impersonating users that have a higher level
of privilege on the domain.
Tools that read from LSASS memory in order to obtain
these secrets, such as Mimikatz, perform a number of cross
process reads of the address space of the LSASS process –
using Windows API calls such as ReadProcessMemory.
These APIs take an address of a target process and size of
the portion to be read as their arguments. Assuming the caller
has the required privileges to read from the target, the data
from this address is then copied to a supplied buffer located
in the caller process.
The address space layout of the LSASS process is dynamic
and varies depending upon a number of factors, such as Address Space Layout Randomisation (ASLR), the timing of
memory allocations, the type and size of data that is stored,
and on how long the process has been running. It is therefore
extremely difficult to predict the address at which secrets of
interest reside within the LSASS memory.
Since one cannot simply provide an address and perform
a single read to obtain the required information, tools such
as Mimikatz must instead first perform multiple reads of the
LSASS process in order to search for addresses at which the
sensitive data resides.
Whilst the target process address space is generally unpredictable, there are some fixed frames of reference that
can be exploited in this activity. For example, the address of the Process Environment Block (PEB) of the remote process can be obtained by an API call such as
NtQueryInformationProcess. The target Process Environment Block can then be read to discover the location of certain
modules loaded by the process.
Once these module locations are known, pointers from
structures that are stored as global variables inside these modules can be read predictably, where this predictability varies
slightly with the operating system versions. When these pointers are followed, they lead to other structures that can act as
clues that ultimately help to unravel and reveal the address
where credentials or other secrets are stored.
For example, the Mimikatz sekurlsa::logonpasswords
operation enumerates and displays all credentials for logon
sessions stored within LSASS and follows this approach:
• It performs multiple remote reads against the LSASS
Process Environment Block to retrieve loaded module
information for loaded lsa package dll files.
• For the MSV1_0 authentication package, it remotely reads
all of msv1_0.dll into a local buffer. Starting at the
base address, it searches for a series of magic bytes that
are located in close proximity to a pointer to the logon
session list.
• It mines a series of magic bytes that are in close proximity to an AES key and Initialisation Vector (IV) located
in LSASS memory and remotely reads the key and vector
to a local buffer.
• It copies the size of the logon session list out of LSASS
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memory.
• For each of the items in the session list, it remotely reads
various details from the session out of LSASS memory
in individual reads – username, domain, SID, etc., and a
pointer to where the credentials are stored.
• A number of reads from LSASS are then performed
to pull different structures out of LSASS, the last one
contains encrypted credentials as a unicode string.
• The encrypted credential material is then decrypted using
the previously retrieved key and IV.
These operations result, over short time periods, in a large
and varying number of reads of the LSASS process memory.
Since Windows 10 RS3, insights into memory reads of
target processes are possible – due to instrumentation of the
memory manager. Telemetry from this instrumentation is
available to security vendors via the Microsoft-WindowsThreat-Intelligence Event Tracing for Windows provider.
This telemetry information provides details of the calling
process, the target process, and the size of the data that was
copied. It is not practical to collect all of these events. Even if
we were to restrict the collection of these events to the target
of LSASS, the volume of data generated from a single host
would be too large to be practical at network scale.
Instead, aggregates of this data are created by MDATP.
These aggregates summarise data into 5-minute time slices,
which we will refer to as sessions, that provide the calling
process, target process, the total of bytes read and the number
of reads that occurred within that time slice.
Given the total number of bytes read and the number of
reads within that time period, it seems natural to model the
behaviour of credential theft tooling such as Mimikatz by
these data aggregates understood as features for machine
learning. We conjecture that the manner in which malicious
tools extract secrets from LSASS memory is different enough
from the read behaviour of LSASS memory for benign tools,
when we understand behaviour in terms of those features.
The next sections will report on our experimental work for
testing and confirming this conjecture.

5

Patterns in Benign Read Behaviours

Based on the model of behaviour and the features of such behaviour introduced in the previous section, we next investigate
the behaviour of LSASS memory reads for benign processes
that run anti-virus or other security software. This investigation means to identify whether benign read behaviour follows
any particular statistical patterns that could differentiate them
from processes that run tools which aim to steal credentials.
To that end, we performed the following experiment:
Experiment 1. We collected 100k read sessions randomly
sampled over 10 days on 70k different machines running
MDATP. We plot in Figure 1 the behaviour of 5 of the most
prevalent processes to read memory from LSASS: WmiPrvSE,
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Figure 1: Read behaviour of LSASS memory for the 5 most
prevalent security software and anti-virus applications, with
data collected over 10 days across 70k different machines.
Units are millions (x-axis) ten-thousands (y-axis).
Mcshield, MsMpEng, Wepsvc and CollectGuestLogs which
are security software tools which scan the LSASS memory
for potentially infected files. Recall that for each of those
5-minute sessions performed by those tools, we recorded the
number of bytes read and the total number of read attempts
performed during that session. Figure 1 shows the read sessions whose number of bytes read was between 0 and 6 million.
We chose this range as it will be of particular interest when
comparing benign with malicious behaviours in Section 6.
The plots in Figure 1 suggest that data are very sparse, and
that the large majority of the data points appear to aggregate
on four different highly linear relationships passing through
the origin. For each of those four clusters, we could fit a
linear model for classification in terms of the selected features. Some of these linear clusters contain a single process,
such as the one formed by WmiPrvSE. This suggests that it
is reasonable to devise a method for identifying whether a
process reading from LSASS memory is indeed WmiPrvSE or
not – based on the data point that it leaves on this graph.
The processes such as CollectGuestLogs and Wepsvc
seem to lie on the same line, and it would thus be more difficult to distinguish both processes by looking at their read behaviours of LSASS memory, especially for those data points
that could represent either of those processes.
However, it is perfectly reasonable that two security software applications may perform similar routine sanity checks
on the same area of memory, and therefore may have similar
read behaviour of LSASS memory. Fortunately, we have no
need to distinguish between different benign processes. At
the abstract level of classification of malicious read behaviour
of LSASS memory, it is safe to identify such benign processes
if their behaviour is sufficiently similar.
Also, the fact that the benign processes we are studying are
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meant to perform similar tasks might explain why the data
that we observe for them is localised into specific clusters.
Our conjecture suggests to study the read behaviour of
LSASS memory for malicious processes that are trying to
steal credentials, and to determine whether the patterns of
such malicious reads are sufficiently different from those of
benign read behaviours. This is the topic of the next section.
The classification and the resulting detector that we develop
in this paper have uses beyond the mere classification into
benign or malicious process. For example, a process whose
behaviour seems anomalous compared to all data clusters of
applications that are known to be benign may be deemed to be
suspicious even if no prior data about that process is available.
Similarly, when the actual read behaviour of an application
that is known to be benign deviates from what its data cluster would suggest, this can indicate that the application has
become infected – triggering an appropriate response.

6

Harvest and Analysis of Malicious Reads

We have seen that the behavioural model of reads from
LSASS memory, introduced in Section 4, provides us a useful and effective characterisation of how benign processes
access LSASS memory. In this section, we analyse the read
behaviour of LSASS memory deemed most important to credential theft techniques. This requires an experiment to collect
data from real Windows networks, and a subsequent analysis
of that data in order to assess whether our behavioural model
allows us to distinguish benign from malicious processes, as
claimed in our conjecture.
As already emphasised in Section 3, our research and business objective is to protect Windows customers from threats
that are existing at present. Since many current credential
thefts from LSASS memory are based on use of the Mimikatz
tool, we focus our attention on studying the behaviour of that
tool when it is invoked on machines of customers.
To that end, we conducted the following experiment:
Experiment 2. We collected some data for all instances of
Mimikatz invocations that we observed on machines that use
MDATP, from January to July 2019. This exercise gathered
a total of 1600 Mimikatz instances that were collected on
244 different machines within that 7-month period. Out of
these 1600 instances, 256 were interactive sessions and were
launched without any command line arguments. We could apply an unsupervised classification technique in order to label
these data points, but for simplicity purposes we discarded
those entries from our analysis. Thus, we obtained 1344 labelled data points from this experiment, instances of Mimikatz
invocations that have one of three possible labels L1, L2 or
L3 – denoting which of the three commands listed in items
L1-3 in Section 2 were used in these respective instances.
Out of those 1344 labelled instances, 39 instances were isolated data points which we decided to discard for the purpose
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Figure 2: Read behaviour of LSASS memory under credential
theft technique L1 (password), L2 (ticket), and L3 (pass the
hash). The 1344 data points were collected on 244 different
machines during 7 months, as described in Experiment 2.
of our analysis. Most of those discarded were data points with
a particularly low number of bytes read, which we considered
as failed attempts to run Mimikatz by users who possibly did
not have the required privilege to do so. We were therefore
left with 1305 labelled instances of Mimikatz invocations.
A plot of the resulting dataset is seen in Figure 2; data is
labelled with the particular memory read technique that was
used. We compare in Figure 8 in Appendix A the position of
those malicious data points to those of benign read instances
that were studied in the previous section. This geometric
visualisation enables us to make two important observations.
First, the data in Figure 8 shows that processes that steal
credentials from LSASS memory follow a read behaviour that
is clearly identifiable by our behavioural model introduced in
Section 4. Indeed, we can see that the data points corresponding to read access of LSASS memory by Mimikatz are easily
distinguishable from those that correspond to read access of
LSASS memory made by benign and legitimate security software applications, whose task is to perform regular sanity
checks. The data points of malicious processes lie on a very
specific and localised area of the plot. In contrast, processes
of benign security software create data points that span other
regions of the feature space.
This analysis therefore encouraged us to build a detection
method based on the fact that malicious activity can be identified by looking at the LSASS memory read behaviour of a
process. This detector is developed in the next section.
Second, from the data shown in Figure 2 we can clearly see
that our behavioural model of LSASS memory reads enables
us to further characterise malicious processes by distinguishing between different credential theft techniques used in such
attacks. Therefore, it seems possible to develop a detector
that can not only identify that malicious read behaviour of
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Modelling Credential Theft

The experiments and analysis of the collected data on the read
behaviours of LSASS memory, described in Sections 5 and
6, suggest that it is feasible to build a detection mechanism
for credential theft based on such read behaviour of processes.
This section discusses how we built such a detector, based on
the data collected in Section 6.
We split the cleaned dataset, containing the 1305 labelled
memory reads performed by Mimikatz instances, into 3
datasets following a standard 60%-20%-20% distribution:
a training set of size 783, and a validation and a test set both
of size 261. In order to build this detector, we studied the
different memory read techniques L1-L3 individually and we
noticed that each of them was producing data that seemed to
aggregate on linear clusters.
The idea of our detector is thus to consider that a data point
witnesses a malicious memory read technique if it lies within
a certain interval around the corresponding line. To realise
this idea, we performed logistic regressions for the data points
on the training set, for each of the techniques L1-L3.
We then used the validation set to analyse the influence of
the width of the detection interval on the classification rates.
Then, we use the test set to establish that we obtain low false
positive (FP) and false negative (FN) rates.

7.1

Training

We display in Figure 3 a zoomed-in view of the data points
that we collected for the memory read technique L1, which
steals logon passwords from LSASS memory. We can see
that those points seem to lie on a line, which confirms the
effectiveness of our behavioural model. For these data, we
performed a logistic regression with the least squares method
based on the following model:
X = a ·Y + b + ε

(1)

where X and Y represent the number of bytes read and the
number of read attempts respectively, a and b are two constants that we wish to estimate and ε represents the error term.
The obtained regression line is depicted on the plot. For all
positive real α, we also define the alert interval Iα to encompass all the points which lie within a vertical distance of α
standard deviations from the regression line, i.e. all points
whose error term defined in (1) verifies |ε| ≤ α · σ where σ
represents the sampled standard deviation of the errors for
that regression. The graph also shows the alert interval I3 .
For the technique L2, which enumerates Kerberos tickets,
a very similar plot is shown in Figure 9 in Appendix B. The
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Figure 4: Algorithm that detects malicious LSASS memory read behaviour, parametrised by the interval width and a
hyper-parameter α for the alert threshold.
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Figure 3: Memory read behaviour of passwords theft.
data acquired for the pass the hash technique (L3) is displayed
in Figure 10 in Appendix B. The data points corresponding
to this technique are divided into 2 different linear clusters for
which we therefore performed separate logistic regressions.
We can empirically observe on those plots that the alert
interval seems to include a large majority of the data points.
A natural question that arises in this context is what interval
width should be chosen in order to build an effective detector.
Large widths would lead to a higher true positive rate but
would also increase the false positive rate. On the other hand,
more narrow intervals would reduce the false positive rate but
would also be more likely to miss out on some true positives.
We study the influence of this interval width on the false
positive and true positive rates in the next subsection.

7.2

Validation

For validation, we study how the false positive and true positive rates vary as the margin for our detection interval varies.
The aim of this study is to find an ideal trade-off between a
low false positive and a high true positive rate.
For this we use a parameter α, a positive real number that is
used to determine a threshold value for our detector. We build
this detector as follows: for each of the techniques L1-L3, a
data point is considered as belonging to that technique if it
lies within the corresponding alert interval Iα .
The pseudo-code for this is shown in Figure 4. In this
algorithm, α is a positive real number that characterises the
detector interval width. The set Γ refers to the set of the 4
linear regressions that we perform for the 3 credential theft
techniques, including 2 separate ones for the pass the hash
technique. For each regression τ:
• xτmin , and xτmax refer to the minimal and maximal number
of bytes read for regression τ,
• aτ , bτ and στ (resp.) represent the slope, the y-intersect
and the standard deviation of the regression residuals.
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This algorithm takes as input a pair (x, y) as representation
of a read session: x is the total number of bytes read, and y
the total number of read attempts during the process session.
For each technique, the algorithm raises an alert if the input
data point lies within the respective alert interval Iα .
In order to compute the true positive rate that this algorithm
yields, we applied this detection on each of the N = 261
Mimikatz instances of the validation set, and then computed
the true positive rate as n/N where n was the number of
detections that correctly classified these a instances.
Experiment 3. For the computation of the false positive rate,
we ran our detector on all the benign (legitimate) read events
that we collected over 7 days from MDATP machines worldwide. This amounted to a total M of 273 million reads from
MDATP customers’ machines world-wide.
We then computed the number m of alerts that our algorithm generated for these events, and computed the false positive rate as m/M. Since the number of true positives obtained
in a single day is negligible compared to the daily number
of read events, the total number of benign read events can
be approximated by the total number of reads. In order to
compute the false positive rate, our security experts manually
examined all the positive cases that our detector alerted on
and excluded the true positive ones by inspection.
We also ran our detection algorithm for different values of α
and recorded the values of the false positive and true positive
rates for these variations, depicted in Figure 11 in Appendix
C. Naturally, we can see that, as the detector interval width
increases, so do the false positive and true positive rates. After
the analysis of this graph, we decided to select the value α = 3
for our detector, which seems to yield an excellent trade-off
between a high 95% true positive rate and an outstanding
false positive rate in the order of magnitude of 10−6 .
This chosen value of α corresponds to the alert interval I3
highlighted in Figures 3, 9 and 10, and we can graphically
confirm that this interval covers a large majority of the data
points we collected – without being too wide.
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Figure 5: True positive rates over the test set for the techniques
L1-L3, and the true positive rate across all those techniques.

7.3

Testing

Let us now summarise the results that our detection algorithm
yielded on the test set in terms of the true positive rate. Our
detector alerted on 249 out of the 261 instances of Mimikatz
in the test set. That corresponds to a recall number 249/261 =
95%, i.e. an excellent 5% false negative rate. The detailed
results that we obtained by running our algorithm on the test
set are displayed in Figure 5.
Experiment 4. In order to test the false positive rate of our
detection algorithm, we ran that algorithm on a total of 80
million read events that we collected over 2 days from 1.5
million MDATP customers’ machines world-wide and we observed the alerts that it produced. Over the course of these
two days, our detection algorithm only alerted on 230 benign
read events, which yields an excellent false positive rate of
2.86 · 10−6 . This is an acceptable FP rate for production
detectors within the MDATP product. Benign processes, such
as MsMpEng, can be identified as such based on other techniques including some based on their file name and file hash.

8

Detecting Malicious Read Access to LSASS

So far, we have built a detection algorithm that models read
behaviours as linear regressions. The width of the detection
interval is set to achieve satisfactory recall and false positive
rate. This detector is running in production in the MDATP
code base and helps to protect thousands of customers.
Next, we provide further evidence of the effectiveness of
our detector by discussing interesting instances of true positives that it found, including two instances that other detection tools used at present cannot identify. Further information
about those processes is displayed in Appendix D.
Figure 12 depicts a renamed instance of Mimikatz. An
attacker performs such renaming in the hope that it obfuscates
the presence of this malware and so avoids detection. We
can see in the metadata that the flags identifying Mimikatz
have not been erased or modified. Therefore, static methods
that anti-viruses use or methods based on Yara rules are able
to identify that this tool is malicious. The sha1 hash of the
calling process is also identifiable as being for Mimikatz –
making for example use of the online tool VirusTotal.
Figure 13 describes a custom process named lolz.exe that
we suspect is a bespoke and recompiled version of Mimikatz.
We can see that all metadata related to Mimikatz have been
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replaced with a suspicious “Microsoft Windows” flag. As
this executable file has been customised and recompiled, Yara
rules and anti-virus software would not be able to detect the
running of this process.
Finally, Figure 14 shows an instance of Mimikatz being
invoked remotely via PowerShell. As the calling process is
the legitimate Microsoft tool PowerShell, this process will not
be identified as being malicious – neither by Yara rules nor
by anti-virus software. This state of affairs would be similar
to a situation in which an attacker applies process injection:
injecting the code of Mimikatz into another benign process
P means that Mimikatz can hide within process P as static
rules of anti-virus software or Yara rules cannot identify that
process P contains injected code.
In both situations, the advantage of our approach is that it is
independent of the calling process and its executable file. Our
approach only focuses on the behaviour of that process, more
particularly on the way that this process reads memory from
the LSASS process, which holds very sensitive information.

9

Handling Windows Updates

The analyses performed in the previous sections were based
on the data that MDATP collected from their customers from
January to July 2019. On July 9th 2019, a major Windows update was publicly released, namely Windows 10.0.17763.615.
Most MDATP customers migrated to that version in August
2019 and we noticed a slight impact of that migration on the
malicious data points that we were continuously collecting.
This led to the following experiment:
Experiment 5. We collected a total of 1009 Mimikatz instances from 157 different machines over July and August
2019 in order to study the influence of this OS update. We plot
in Figure 6 the malicious data corresponding to the technique
L1 that steals logon passwords, collected over this period,
and we colour each data point according to the version of
Windows that was running. Windows versions that correspond
to version 10.0.17763.615 or later are denoted as 10+ while
others are denoted as 10− .
In this section, we only report data from the technique for
stealing logon passwords but we made very similar observations for the two other techniques. In Figure 6, we see that
the data seems to be clearly separated into two different lines
that correspond to credential theft actions on machines with
Windows 10+ and Windows 10− respectively.
In order to protect current customers on Windows 10+
against those threats, we reran our analyses on this newly
collected data and built a new model for fitting the line corresponding to the new OS version, following a similar approach
to that outlined in Section 7.
In order to handle future Windows updates on which the
memory read behaviour of credential theft would potentially
create new linear clusters, it would be of interest to develop
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Figure 6: Influence of OS updates on memory read behaviours
of logon passwords theft: 1009 password stealing behaviours
collected from 157 different machines in Experiment 5 over
July and August 2019. The label 10− refers to the OS prior
to the update, whereas 10+ refers to the OS after the update.
online machine-learning algorithms that can learn how to
model new linear clusters automatically as new network data
is ingested. One possible idea would be to store all the malicious data points labelled with the corresponding Windows
version that they were collected on. For each of the Windows
versions, one would then perform a linear regression on all
the corresponding data points, possibly by updating already
existing regression lines. An optional optimisation step would
be to merge different regression lines that would appear to be
close, since memory read behaviours do not systematically
change when a new OS version is released. We could also
consider a multi-class classifier.

10

Minimising our Detector’s Attack Surface

In this section, we discuss how an attacker who is aware
of our detection mechanism could defeat our detector, and
we suggest some improvements that we could implement in
order to tackle such evasions. This discussion is set within
the context of adversarial machine learning.
Injecting random memory reads. A direct and intuitive
method for an attacker to bypass our detection model is to inject random memory reads so as to fall outside of the width of
the detection interval. Such a potential behaviour is depicted
by the dashed arrow in Figure 7. However, we recall that
we have also studied in Section 5 the behaviour of legitimate
software which follow characteristic patterns. A malicious
process injecting random memory reads would highly likely
appear as an “isolated” point as shown in Figure 7 that we
could detect using unsupervised detection methods.
Impersonating benign processes. More interestingly, an advanced attacker could reprogram his attack software so that its
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Figure 7: Adversarial memory read behaviours. The dashed
arrow represents random read injections required to bypass
our current model. The solid arrow represents additional read
injections required to impersonate a benign software.
read behaviour meets the linear model for some non-malicious
behaviour while still being able to steal credentials. Such a
potential behaviour is depicted by the solid arrow in Figure
7. Our model in its current form would be unable to detect
such an attacker since it would be indistinguishable from the
benign software it is impersonating.
However, refining the telemetry that we get from MDATP
would enable us to detect such evasions. In addition to its
volume, we could in particular request more information about
the location of the data that processes read.
For example, we could look at the addresses at which each
read begins: we could expect legitimate processes to always
start reading at some predictable – albeit randomised – set of
addresses, as they always perform the same tasks.
We could also try to identify the portions of LSASS memory that are read. As legitimate processes read specific portions of memory, we could expect a malicious process to read
some portions that are usually unread. Although the address
space is not fixed, we could e.g. set some random points in
the LSASS memory and receive flags for whether or not a
process has read at this address. This would add an interesting dimension to our detector since malicious software would
likely raise more flags than legitimate software, or unusual
combinations of flags, since they are more likely to browse a
large – and maybe contiguous – part of LSASS.
Breaking the 5min window. Our model aggregates read
events over a 5-minute window. An attacker could therefore
wait 5 minutes in the middle of an attack in order to bypass
our detection mechanism. This would split the corresponding
data point into several points that would fall outside the detection interval. In order to remedy this, it would be interesting
to study the aggregation of events over an adjustable period
of time, e.g. by aggregating sessions by process.
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Anticipating OS updates. In the online machine learning
solution described in Section 9, when a new OS version is
released, defensive tools would need a source of new labelled
data points in order to re-calibrate the detector as depicted
in Figure 6. During this learning phase, an attacker could
steal credentials without being detected, provided there is not
enough data for this new OS version yet. A possible solution
for this problem would be to use a set of training machines,
say virtual machines set up with that new OS version, in order
to run a couple of credential theft techniques on them and
gather the data required to train our model.

11

Future Work

This work focused on detecting credential theft from LSASS
memory. We introduced a novel method for characterising
memory read behaviour and demonstrated that we can indeed
build effective detectors based on this model. A natural and
interesting question to pursue is whether or not we can generalise our method. In particular, we would like to study if we
could adapt our model to study other parts of the memory of a
Windows machine. We would also like to understand whether
or not our method could generalise to other operating systems.
For example, we could study system files on Linux that play
a similar role in Linux to that of LSASS on Windows.
Another avenue would be to study the memory read behaviour of processes accessing a particular area in memory,
in particular the memory of web browsers. This memory
often contains a wide variety of sensitive information stored
in different ways. This would be a particularly fascinating
line of inquiry since a detection mechanism that would target
a particular browser may potentially be independent of the
used operating system, opening up the possibility of building
cross-platform detectors. In that context, it would be of interest to study the attacker tool Lazagne, which is designed to
steal passwords from web browsers.

12

Discussion

One key contribution of the work reported here is to introduce
a model for analysing memory reads and to highlight two important features of such a model that enable us to characterise
read sessions precisely. This precision then allowed us to
build an effective detector that was not in production already.
These two features have been selected following a detailed
analysis of security experts, as explained in Section 4. Those
analyses were guided by the thorough examination of credential theft tools and analytical expertise of the Windows security architecture. Experimental data then naturally suggested
linear models for classification. In contrast, modelling and
selecting features for characterising read sessions using general machine learning techniques might not have given such
successful detection results. In particular, this work demon-
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strates that the application of machine learning techniques
can benefit from input given by specific domain experts.
In addition, MDATP has access to a large variety of telemetry from its customers and has therefore the potential to consider read events in a much wider context where read behaviours would depend on a richer dataset such as historical
data or network data. In such a case, one could use more
advanced machine-learning techniques such as k-means clustering or convolutional neural networks in order to build a
model for read sessions, extract sensible features, and train a
classification algorithm.
Finally, we discussed in Section 10 some refinements that
could improve our method. However, when building a robust
detector, we believe that another important aspect to consider
is to combine low level signals coming from different sources
to produce more reliable – and more meaningful – alerts.

13

Conclusion

In the assumed breach scenario where an attacker has already
infiltrated a system, credential theft is a common attack behaviour that allows an attacker to successfully prepare lateral
network movement or privilege escalation in preparation of
more advanced attacks. A particularly sensitive process targeted by credential thieves on Windows is LSASS, a process
that enforces the Windows security policy. Credential theft
from LSASS is currently detected based on static methods
that recognise the presence of particular binary executable
files that are known to perform such actions.
In this work, we introduce a model of memory read behaviour that enables us to study the read accesses of processes
to LSASS memory in order to judge whether such processes
are malicious or benign. Based on that model and extensive
data collected from real Windows networks, we trained and
tuned a linear classifier that identifies the actual act of stealing
credentials from LSASS memory, rather than detecting the
presence of particular malicious executable files. This enables
us to detect malicious actors that were previously undetected
by currently used tools. In particular, we were able to detect
attacks by custom tools or malicious programs invoked remotely by PowerShell. The detection tool that contains our
classifier is now running in production and we demonstrated
on real customer data that it provides excellent TP and FP
rates. We also established that our classifier and therefore
our detection tool can cope well with operating system upgrades. Moreover, we highlighted how applying unsupervised
machine learning techniques and refining the telemetry that
we receive from customers could help us to protect against
attackers who would try to evade our detection mechanism.
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Appendices
Comparing Benign and Malicious Reads

Read attempts

A

This section contains Figure 8 which compares the read behaviour of legitimate and malicious software.
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Figure 10: Memory read behaviour of passing the hash.
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Calibrating our Detector

This section contains Figure 11 which describes the influence
of the length of the detection interval on the true positive and
false positive rates.
2σ

1

Figure 8: Comparison between benign (i.e. legitimate) and
malicious memory read behaviours collected from Experiments 1 and 2.
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Modelling Malicious Read Behaviour

This section contains Figures 9 and 10 which illustrate our
regression model for the memory read behaviour of Kerberos
ticket thefts and pass-the-hash technique respectively.
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Figure 11: ROC curve: relationship between the true positive
and false positive rates as the detector interval width varies.
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Figure 9: Memory read behaviour of Kerberos ticket thefts.
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D

Detecting Malicious Memory Reads

This section contains three interesting instances of malicious
memory read sessions that our mechanisms detected, including two instances that other detection tools used at present
cannot identify. Figure 12 depicts a renamed instance of
Mimikatz. Figure 13 describes a custom process named
lolz.exe that we suspect is a bespoke and recompiled version of Mimikatz. Finally, Figure 14 shows an instance of
Mimikatz being invoked remotely via PowerShell.
" FileName " : " t u r t l e . exe " ,
" CommandLine " : " t u r t l e . exe " ,
" F i l e P a t h " : "E : \ \ " ,
" Sha1 " :
" cb58316a65f7fe954adf864b678c694fadceb759 " ,
"CompanyName " : " g e n t i l k i w i ( Benjamin DELPY ) " ,
" ProductName " : " mimikatz " ,
" O r i g i n a l F i l e N a m e " : " mimikatz . exe " ,
" I n t e r n a l F i l e N a m e " : " mimikatz " ,
" F i l e D e s c r i p t i o n " : " mimikatz f o r Windows " ,
" ParentProcessName " : "cmd . exe "

" FileName " : " p o w e r s h e l l . exe " ,
" CommandLine " : " \ " p o w e r s h e l l . exe \ " . . . { IEX
$mimi ; Invoke −Mimikatz −DumpCreds } . . . " ,
" F i l e P a t h " : " C : \ \ Windows \ \ System32 \ \
WindowsPowerShell \ \ v1 . 0 " ,
" Sha1 " :
"6 cbce4a295c163791b60fc23d285e6d84f28ee4c "
"CompanyName " : " M i c r o s o f t C o r p o r a t i o n " ,
" ProductName " : " M i c r o s o f t Windows O p er a t i n g
System " ,
" O r i g i n a l F i l e N a m e " : " PowerShell . EXE" ,
" I n t e r n a l F i l e N a m e " : " POWERSHELL" ,
" F i l e D e s c r i p t i o n " : " Windows PowerShell "
" ParentProcessName " : " a i _ p y t h o n . exe "

Figure 14: Credential theft tool invoked remotely via PowerShell. The malicious executable file is not physically on the
machine, so its presence is not detected by current detectors.
But our detector triggers an alert when PowerShell performs
this action, as its memory read behaviour becomes malicious.

Figure 12: Credential theft tool that was renamed in order to
avoid static detection but whose executable file can still be
identified as malicious via its metadata.
" FileName " : " l o l z . exe " ,
" CommandLine " : " l o l z . exe " ,
" F i l e P a t h " : "E : \ \ " ,
" Sha1 " :
" fc03697be2ed32f844aa153460ef5c82f58b06a0 " ,
"CompanyName " : " M i c r o s o f t Windows " ,
" ProductName " : " M i c r o s o f t Windows " ,
" O r i g i n a l F i l e N a m e " : " M i c r o s o f t Windows " ,
" I n t e r n a l F i l e N a m e " : " M i c r o s o f t Windows " ,
" F i l e D e s c r i p t i o n " : " M i c r o s o f t Windows "
" ParentProcessName " : "cmd . exe "

Figure 13: Process performing credential theft that has been
customised and recompiled so that its executable file bypasses
static detection mechanisms. Our detector does detect this
process as malicious by looking at its memory read behaviour.
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Abstract

As the cloud storage service becomes pervasive, verifying the
integrity of their outsourced data on cloud remotely turns out
to be challenging for users. Existing Provable Data Possession (PDP) schemes mostly resort to a Third Party Auditor
(TPA) to verify the integrity on behalf of users, thus reducing
their communication and computation burden. However, such
schemes demand fully trusted TPA, that is, placing TPA in the
Trusted Computing Base (TCB), which is not always a reasonable assumption. In this paper, we propose EnclavePDP, a
secure and general data integrity verification framework that
relies on Intel SGX to establish the TCB for PDP schemes,
thus eliminating the TPA from the TCB. EnclavePDP supports both new and existing PDP schemes by integrating core
functionalities of cryptography libraries into Intel SGX. We
choose 10 existing representative PDP schemes, and port
them into EnclavePDP with reasonable effort. By deploying EnclavePDP in a real-world cloud storage platform and
running the 10 PDP schemes respectively, we demonstrate
that EnclavePDP can eliminate the dependence on TPA and
introduce reasonable performance overhead.

1

Introduction

Nowadays, many organizations demand to keep their data
records, and then perform deep analysis over the data using machine learning or other techniques for their business
purposes. For instance, e-health companies offer optimized
health care plan for customers by analyzing customers’ health
records. However, not all organizations are able to build and
manage their private data storage platform due to the high cost
of building and maintaining such a platform. Hence, cloud
storage service has become quite popular, due to the features
like pay-as-you-go, elasticity, cost-saving, maintenance, etc.
There are many popular cloud storage services today, such as
Dropbox, Google Drive, Amazon S3, One Drive, etc.
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However, users will lose control of their data stored on
the cloud platform, which is an inherent issue in such data
outsourcing model. Although the service providers can be
bound by a Service Level Agreement (SLA) to ensure the data
integrity, users still cannot fully trust them. On one hand, the
cloud servers are not immune to data loss or corruption even
the cloud providers are faithful to protect the outsourced data.
For instance, Dropbox, Amazon and Tencent Cloud lost data
due to improper operations, inadvertent administration errors
or system bugs [1–3]. Although these incidents occurred unintentionally, the service providers may not immediately inform
the data loss incidents to users to protect their reputation (i.e.,
service providers are “imperfect and selfish” [4]). For example, according to [5], healthcare data breaches are identified
after 84.78 days and customers are notified after additional
68.31 days on average. On the other hand, a service provider
may be actively malicious: deleting data that is infrequently
accessed to save storage space but still charging users for the
deleted data [6], or keeping fewer replicas violating the SLA.
In recent years, numerous data integrity verification approaches [7–19] have been proposed to ensure the integrity of
the outsourced data. These approaches are referred to as Provable Data Possession (PDP) schemes. Such PDP schemes
provide probabilistic guarantees that the outsourced data
has not been maliciously tampered with, without accessing
the entire data from the cloud storage server. PDP schemes
(e.g., APDP [9], etc.) usually generate metadata (or tag) using the original data, and upload the metadata together with
the original data to the cloud storage servers. The proof of
data integrity is generated by cloud storage servers using
this metadata and verified by the data owner. Other PDP
schemes [14,17–19] were proposed to support public auditing
for multiple users via a Third Party Auditor (TPA). However,
the TPA may steal users’ private data (honest but curious
TPA) or even conduct collusion attacks with the cloud service
provider (inherently malicious TPA). Besides the trustworthiness concern, deploying TPA also involves extra cost.
In this paper, we propose EnclavePDP (Enclave-protected
Provable Data Possession), a practical and general frame-
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work to verify the integrity of the outsourced data on cloud
platforms relying on the Trusted Execution Environments
(TEEs), i.e., Intel SGX [20], thus eliminating TPAs and reducing both the computation and communication burdens from
users. We implemented a prototype of EnclavePDP using
Intel SGX and ported the core functionalities of Intel SGX
SSL crypto library [21], Intel SGX GMP library [22], and
the PBC [23] (Pairing-Based Cryptography) library into EnclavePDP. Then, 10 representative PDP schemes, i.e., APDP
[9], CPOR [12], SEPDP [10], MRPDP [11], PPPAS [19],
DHT-PA [18], SEPAP [17], DPDP [7], FlexDPDP [8], and
a basic Message Authentication Code (MAC) based scheme
(MAC-PDP), are implemented on EnclavePDP with reasonable effort. We evaluated EnclavePDP on a real-world cloud
storage service, FastDFS [24]. Experimental results show that
EnclavePDP introduced negligible overhead to the response
time per PDP request for all the 10 PDP schemes on different
file sizes (1GB and 16KB), varying from 1.0% to 24.5%.
We summarize the main contribution of the paper as below:
• We proposed and implemented EnclavePDP, a novel and
generic framework that can securely verify the integrity
of the outsourced data relying on Intel SGX, thus eliminating the dependency on TPAs. The core functionaries
of various cryptographic libraries are tailored and ported
into Intel SGX to support both the existing and new
PDP schemes, and 10 representative PDP schemes are
implemented in EnclavePDP with reasonable effort.
• We performed a comprehensive evaluation of EnclavePDP by deploying it on a real cloud storage service,
FastDFS. All the 10 PDP schemes are evaluated in EnclavePDP in the aspects of code base in Intel SGX and
overhead of response time, thus eliminating the performance concerns of running PDP schemes in Intel SGX.

2

Below we choose four aspects: types of data, retrievability,
encryption and auditing, to discuss the existing PDP schemes.
Types of data: There exist two types of data: static data
and dynamic data. Static data (e.g., data archive, backups) is
never modified but appended only, whereas dynamic data is
frequently changed due to operations like update, write and
delete. Some PDP schemes, e.g., APDP [9], are only suitable
for static data, because they need re-generate tags of the complete file whenever new data is inserted. In contrast, other
schemes like SEPDP [10] support dynamic data operations.
Retrievability: Generally, PDP schemes only provide probabilistic guarantees of the data integrity, i.e., identifying data
corruption without data recovery, e.g., [8–11, 30], etc. In contrast, POR (Proof of Retrievability) schemes provide the guarantee that the data is intact and still retrievable even after
corrupted by using the redundant encoding, e.g., CPOR [12],
Mirror [16], Iris [31], etc.
Encryption: Some PDP schemes utilize symmetric key encryption to achieve scalability/efficiency, e.g., SEPDP [10]
uses symmetric key encryption and cryptographic hash functions, while others use asymmetric key encryption for better
security, e.g., APDP [9] uses RSA-based homomorphic verifiable tags (HVT) as the metadata.
Auditing: PDP schemes either support private auditing or
public auditing. For the former, the verifier is always the
data owner, e.g., APDP [9], SEPDP [10], FlexDPDP [8], etc.
For the latter, the TPA sends challenges and verifies proofs
on behalf of the data owner to reduce the computation and
communication overhead of the data owner. Public auditing
schemes can be further categorized into privacy preserving
(e.g., PPPAS [19], DHT-PA [18]) and non-privacy preserving
(e.g., PoS [32], SEPAP [17], MHT-PA [6]) schemes. It is worth
noting most of the public auditing schemes are implemented
using the BLS [33] signature cryptographic primitive.

Background
2.2

2.1

Provable Data Possession in Clouds

To verify the integrity of the outsourced data on cloud platforms, lots of PDP schemes [7–16] were proposed. Generically, PDP schemes consist of two phases: a setup phase and
a verification phase. In the setup phase, the client (or the data
owner) generates keys (private or public, depending on the
scheme), as well as metadata (or tag) using the keys and the
original data. The metadata (or tag) and the original data are
uploaded to the cloud storage server. In the verification phase,
the client constructs a challenge that contains a random subset of file blocks, and sends the challenge to the prover (i.e.,
the cloud storage server). The prover uses the challenge, the
metadata (or tag) and the file blocks to compute a proof of
data possession and then sends it back to the client. The client
uses the proof to verify that the data on the cloud is still intact. In addition, many literature surveys, e.g., [25–29] made
a comprehensive comparison among existing PDP schemes.

196

Intel SGX

Intel SGX [20] creates an isolated code execution environment, which enables applications to maintain data confidentiality and integrity. Even the privileged software (OS, hypervisor and BIOS) cannot violate the protection of Intel SGX.
Note that we do not consider side-channel attacks against
SGX, which can be addressed orthogonally by corresponding
countermeasures (e.g., [34]).
Enclave. Intel SGX constructs trusted execution environments referred to as enclaves and creates an encrypted memory region called Enclave Page Cache (EPC) for enclaves
to store code and data. SGX uses a hardware Memory Encryption Engine (MEE) [35] to encrypt/decrypt the enclave
data, and also provides a hardware access control mechanism to prevent illegal access to the enclave memory. An
Intel SGX application generally contains two parts: secure
code (enclave) and non-secure code (non-enclave or application). The application needs to launch the enclave, and uses
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ecall/ocall interfaces to switch control between the enclave and the non-enclave. Since privileged operations (e.g.,
system calls) cannot be executed inside enclaves, ocall is
invoked to execute those privileged operations indirectly.
SGX Remote Attestation. Intel SGX remote attestation
[36] is to ensure that the enclave is correctly initialized on a
remote SGX enabled platform. It evaluates the enclave identity, its structure, the integrity of the code inside the enclave.
Furthermore, remote attestation can provide shared secret between the enclave application and its owner to setup a secure
communication channel over the untrusted network.
Sealing. Enclaves can write confidential data to persistent
storage securely using sealing [36], a mechanism to encrypt
and authenticate the enclave data. Each enclave is provided
with a sealing key, derived from an enclave identity (either
Enclave Identity or Signing Identity), private to the executing
platform and the enclave. Data sealed against Enclave Identity
(MRENCLAVE) can only be decrypted by the same enclave,
whereas data sealed against Signing Identify (MRSIGNER)
can be unsealed by any enclave signed by the same developer.

3
3.1

Overview
System and Threat Model

We consider a cloud storage scenario where usually three
primary entities exist: clients or users, Cloud Storage Service
(CSS), and TPA. Specially, clients have a large amount of data
to be stored on the cloud, and CSS is managed by the Cloud
Service Provider (CSP) to provide data storage service (typically with a large amount of storage space and computational
resources). To save the computational resources as well as
the online burden potentially incurred by the periodic data
integrity verification, clients resort to TPA (with extra capabilities that clients do not have, e.g., keeping always online)
to verify the integrity of their outsourced data on cloud.
We assume the threats to the integrity of users’ outsourced
data on cloud can be both internal and external on the cloud
storage platform, e.g., software bugs, hardware failures, malicious or accidental management errors, revenue-motivated
hackers, etc. Moreover, the cloud storage platform may intendedly hide the data corruption incidents from users to
maintain its reputation. Most prior works, e.g., MHT-PA [6],
SEPAP [17], usually rely on TPA to provide a cost-effective
way for users to verify the integrity of their outsourced data,
with the assumption that TPA is reliable and trustworthy. However, such assumption is not always valid, since TPA could be
(1) honest but curious, learning the users’ data after the audit
as described in PPPAS [19], and (2) untrusted, conducting
collusion attack with the untrusted cloud service providers.
Hence, the proposed solution in this paper does not rely on
TPA. We assume the remote CPU (with Intel SGX security
features) running on the cloud storage platform is trusted. We
also assume that the adversary cannot extract secrets within
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the CPU packages, which implies that we trust CPUs to protect code and data hosted inside TEEs. Side-channel and
denial-of-service attacks are outside the scope of this paper.

3.2

Motivation of Using Intel SGX

In this paper, we mainly focus on those PDP schemes that
rely on TPA to verify the integrity of the outsourced data,
since users’ computation resources as well as online burden
can be significantly reduced by TPA. However, such PDP
schemes are still limited in the following aspects. (P1) The
honest but curious TPA. Generally, TPA needs to be fully
trustworthy, exactly following the PDP schemes to execute
the core verification functionality. However, an honest but
curious TPA may potentially learn users’ data through the
procedures of challenging and verifying [19] it gets involved
in. (P2) Collusion attack with untrusted cloud providers.
Although a few privacy-preserving public auditing schemes,
e.g., PPPAS [19] and DHT-PA [18], can be used to address
the data breach issues, they are still limited in eliminating the
collusion attack when the TPA collaborates with the cloud
storage server to deceive users. (P3) Communication overhead. The communication overhead (sending challenges and
proofs between the cloud storage server and the verifier running in the TPA) is not negligible.
Fortunately, Intel SGX provides the trusted execution environment, enclave, which can be leveraged to solve the above
problems. First, Intel SGX prevents the underlying untrusted
OS or hypervisor from accessing the code/data inside the
enclave. Hence, the PDP schemes can run faithfully in enclave on untrusted platforms (i.e., the cloud storage servers),
thus eliminating the dependency on TPA (solving P1 and P2).
Second, the enclave can also protect the private keys used by
the PDP schemes against leaking to untrusted components,
and it can also protect the integrity of verification against
malicious modification. Therefore, we can also deploy private
auditing PDP schemes inside the enclave, which reduces the
computation overhead of the data owners and provides publicauditing-like support. Finally, EnclavePDP can be deployed
on any of the cloud servers (as long as the underlying Intel
CPU supports SGX), thus it can be co-located with the cloud
storage services on the same physical machine. Hence, the
communication overhead between the verifier in EnclavePDP
and the cloud storage services (inter-process communication)
is negligible (solving P3), compared with that of the native
PDP schemes (network communication).

3.3

Possible Concerns of Using Intel SGX

Compatibility. The implementation of PDP schemes depends on some cryptography libraries (e.g., OpenSSL, PBC
[23], etc.). Therefore, these libraries must be ported into Intel
SGX before implementing PDP schemes inside the enclave.
Currently, two libraries have been ported into enclave: (i)
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Intel SGX SSL [21] library to support OpenSSL and (ii) Intel GMP [22] library to support the GNU multiple precision
arithmetic (GMP) library. However, the PBC [23] library demanded by many BLS-based PDP schemes (e.g., PPPAS [19],
DHT-PA [18], SEPAP [17], etc.) has not been ported into enclave yet. We provided a lightweight enclave-supported PBC
library by trimming and porting the native PBC library into
the enclave (Section 5.1).
Memory usage. In the current implementation of Intel
SGX, the EPC that can be used by the enclave is limited to
128 MB, and only 93 MB is usable for applications. When
enclave uses memory beyond the EPC size limit, SGX swaps
some EPC pages to unprotected DRAM, which incurs high
performance overhead. Therefore, when developing applications running in enclave, reducing the memory footprint is
crucial. Especially when implementing PDP schemes, necessary support, i.e., cryptography libraries, needs to be ported
into enclave as well, which further increases the overall memory consumption. We addressed this problem by trimming
the unnecessary modules in cryptography libraries (Section
5.1) and running only the critical code of PDP schemes in
enclave (Section 4.1). We also quantitatively measured the
code base in enclave in our evaluation (Section 6.2), which
demonstrates reasonable memory footprint.
Runtime performance. When the non-enclave code needs
to execute a trusted function (running inside the enclave),
it invokes the SGX ecall primitive to switch the execution flow into the enclave. Such enclave transitions (i.e.,
switching control between enclave and non-enclave) will impose high runtime overhead [37]. Therefore, the number of
ocalls/ecalls needs to be carefully managed to avoid severe performance overhead. In Section 5 and Section 6,
we discussed and evaluated the impact on practicality of EnclavePDP introduced by the enclave transitions overhead.

4

The Approach of EnclavePDP

4.1

The Architecture of EnclavePDP

Generally, there are five major functionalities that should be
fulfilled by PDP schemes: KeyGen, Tag, Challenge, Proof
and Verify. Brief description of each operation is as follows.
• KeyGen. During the initialization phase, the client generates public and private keys for the other functionalities.
• Tag. The file is divided into n blocks, and a tag is generated for each block using the private key1 .
• Challenge. After choosing a random set of file blocks to
audit, a challenge is generated using the private key.
• Proof. When receiving a challenge, a proof of data possession is computed using the public key.
1 The

original file and all the tags will be uploaded to the remote cloud
storage servers.
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Figure 1: The Architecture of EnclavePDP
• Verify. A received proof will be verified against the challenge using the private key or public key depending on
the specific PDP schemes.
KeyGen and Tag are running on the client side, so the
integrity of these two functionalities depends on the client.
Proof is conducted by the prover, i.e., the cloud storage server.
For existing PDP schemes, Challenge and Verify functionalities are performed by either the client or the TPA. To ensure
the correctness of the data integrity verification, the private
key used to generate challenges and verify proofs should never
be exposed to the cloud platforms. In addition, challenge and
verification results must be protected against being tampered
with or forged. Therefore, these security-sensitive operations
(i.e., Challenge and Verify) should be executed in the enclave
and the security-sensitive data (e.g., the private key) should
be placed in the enclave as well.
Figure 1 shows the architecture of EnclavePDP. The Challenger running inside the enclave generates challenges for
PDP schemes. EnclavePDP also makes a backup of the challenge to defeat potential rollback attacks2 . The Verifier inside
the enclave is responsible for verifying proofs generated by
the Prover, a regular (non-SGX) application running on the
cloud storage server, entitled to access the data to be audited to
generate proofs of data possession on behalf of the cloud storage services. The Private Key Loader is designed to securely
load private keys into the enclave (see Section 4.3.2). Request
handler is a SGX application (as described in Section 2.2),
which is responsible for receiving/sending messages (e.g.,
verification request, challenge, proof, etc.) from/to the other
modules. It invokes ecalls provided by the Challenger or
the Verifier to generate challenges or verify proofs.

4.2

The Workflow of EnclavePDP

As shown in Figure 2, the workflow of EnclavePDP mainly
consists of two phases: an initialization phase and a verification phase.
2 For

example, an untrusted cloud storage server may provide a fake proof
based on an outdated challenge as the response to the current challenge.
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Figure 2: The workflow of EnclavePDP
EnclavePDP Initialization. In the initialization phase,
clients (data owners) cooperate with EnclavePDP to complete
the necessary setup:
(1) Key Generation: Several keys will be generated by
the client, i.e., a pair of public key (pub_k) and private key
(pri_k), as well as a symmetric key (sk). The public key
is available to the cloud storage services and will be used to
generate proofs, while the private key, owned by the client and
EnclavePDP, is used to generate tags as well as challenges,
and verify proofs. EnclavePDP uses the symmetric key to
encrypt the verification result and sends it back to the client.
(2) Data Tagging: The client generates tags for the original
data using the private key. For some PDP schemes (e.g., DHTPA [18]), the client also generates additional data structures
(e.g., Dynamic Hash Table) to record extra information, e.g.,
data version, timestamp, etc., to support dynamic auditing.
(3) Remote Attestation: The client can upload the EnclavePDP executable to the cloud server running on Intel
SGX, and start the EnclavePDP remotely. After starting EnclavePDP, the client attests it using Intel SGX remote attestation to verify the code integrity of EnclavePDP, and subsequently performs ECDH [38] protocol to create a secure
communication channel for the following operations.
(4) Secrets Uploading: The private key and the symmetric
key will be sent to EnclavePDP via the secure channel established in Step (3). Other security-sensitive data (e.g., dynamic
hash table of DHT-PA schemes [18]) used to support dynamic
auditing will also be uploaded to EnclavePDP.
(5) Sealing: When EnclavePDP receives the private key
and the symmetric key, it encrypts them using Intel SGX
Sealing technique and stores the sealed (i.e., encrypted) keys
on disk. Other security-sensitive data, (e.g., dynamic hash
table of DHT-PA [18]), should be sealed in the same way.
(6) Data Uploading: The client uploads the public key, the
data and all the tags to the cloud storage services (CSS).
EnclavePDP Verification. In the verification phase, the
client issues a PDP request (e.g., via HTTP) to the cloud
storage service, which forwards the request (e.g., via TCP
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sockets) to the Request handler (step a in Figure 1). Note that
the client can also directly issue PDP requests to EnclavePDP.
The request then will be forwarded to the Challenger via ecall
interface, and the Challenger generates a challenge (step b
in Figure 1) for the file indicated in the request (typically via
file name or file path). The Request handler will transmit the
challenge to the Prover, a regular application (i.e., non-SGX
application) that can access the data stored in the cloud storage
servers. Note that the cloud storage services can entitle the
Prover to access data directly or provide APIs for the Prover
to access data indirectly. The Prover reads the data from the
cloud storage servers, and uses such data (i.e., file blocks,
tags) and the challenge to generate a proof of data possession.
The proof will be sent back to the Request handler (step c in
Figure 1) and then forwarded to the Verifier (step d in Figure
1). The Verifier uses the proof to verify whether the cloud
storage servers actually possess the correct data, and returns
a verification response encrypted using the symmetric key sk
to the Request handler. Finally, the client will receive (step
e in Figure 1) and decrypt the verification response using
the same sk to ensure the confidentiality and integrity of it.
Note that the Request handler is also designed to be able to
generate verification requests periodically on behalf of the
client, and forward these requests to the Challenger, followed
by other steps mentioned as above. Finally, EnclavePDP will
create a tamper-free (encrypted by the enclave) verification
log that will be forwarded to the client if necessary.

4.3

Key Management

4.3.1

Private Key Protecting

The private key used by the PDP schemes can never be exposed to the cloud storage services. In the initialization phase,
the client establishes a secure channel to upload the private
key and EnclavePDP encrypts the private key using SGX Sealing technique. The confidentiality and integrity of the keys
are guaranteed by two conditions: (i) the ECDH protocol is
executed in the enclave, which guarantees the confidentiality
and integrity of the ECDH computation; (ii) The sealed private key is bound to a signing authority (developer), so only
the enclave signed by the same authority can unseal it.
4.3.2

Private Key Loading

Before performing challenge or verification operations, the
request handler (running outside of the enclave) firstly reads
the sealed private key from the disk and invokes ecalls provided by Private Key Loader to unseal the private key inside
the enclave. Note that the symmetric key sk is also loaded
and unsealed in the enclave. When generating challenge (or
verification), the Challenger (or the Verifier) uses the unsealed
private key to generate challenges (or verify the proof). To
reduce enclave transitions caused by ecalls, the private keys
used recently are stored in the private key buffer. Thus, the
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Table 1: A brief comparison of the ten PDP schemes
MACPDP
APDP [9]
MRPDP [11]
SEPDP [10]
CPOR [12]
DPDP [40]
FlexDPDP [8]
PPPAS [19]
SEPAP [17]
DHT-PA [18]
*

Dynamic
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Retrievability
PDP
PDP
PDP
PDP
POR
PDP
PDP
PDP
PDP
PDP

Public
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Encryption
Sym.
Asym.
Asym.
Sym.
Sym.
Asym.
Asym.
Asym.
Asym.
Asym.

Note: "X" means "support"; "X" means "not support"; "Sym." means
symmetric encryption; "Asym." means asymmetric encryption.

Private Key Loader will firstly check if the required private
key already exists in the private key buffer. If so, it returns
the private key directly. Otherwise, it will demand the request
handler to load the sealed private key from the disk and unseal the private key into the private key buffer. To save the
enclave memory, the LRU (Least Recently Used) strategy is
utilized to refresh the private key buffer.

5

Implementation

We implemented a prototype of EnclavePDP on a Linux platform, based on Intel SGX SDK 2.4, Intel SGX Driver 1.0,
Intel SGX SSL library integrated with OpenSSL 1.1.0i, Intel SGX GMP library and an enclave-supported PBC library
trimmed based on pbc-0.5.14. For generality and scalability,
the Request handler utilizes Linux epoll [39] mechanism to
provide support for multi-thread execution and concurrent responses. The requests to verify data integrity are encapsulated
into TCP sockets and forwarded to EnclavePDP, which eases
the deployment of EnclavePDP on third party cloud services.

5.1

Porting PDP Schemes

PDP Implementation. We chose 10 representative PDP
schemes, which cover the taxonomy described in Section 2.1
as in Table 1. Most of the PDP schemes can be implemented
in Intel SGX quite straightforward, but the following issues
need to be addressed for other PDP schemes.
(1) For MAC-PDP, to avoid frequent I/O operations from
the enclave and reduce the EPC memory consumption. the
MAC of the file blocks to be verified is not re-computed inside
the enclave. Instead, the prover (running on the cloud storage
server) re-computes the MAC and also loads the encrypted
tags (i.e., MACs of file blocks encrypted by the private key
and uploaded to the cloud storage server during the initialization phase) associated with these file blocks into non-EPC
memory. Then the verifier (inside the EnclavePDP) decrypts
the tags to get the original MAC and compares it with the
MAC computed by the prover.
(2) Some PDP schemes (e.g., SEPAP and DHT-PA) design
an extra data structure to record the data property information
(e.g., timestamp, version) used to perform dynamic auditing
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3.

Such additional data structures should be uploaded to the
TPA (when involved), protecting their integrity from the cloud
storage server. In contrast, EnclavePDP encrypts these data
structures using the private key and upload them to the remote
cloud server during the initialization phase. In the verification
phase, EnclavePDP decrypts them in the enclave and uses
them to verify the proofs.
(3) During the initialization phase, DPDP generates root
metadata based on the Rank-Based Authenticated Skiplist
(RBASL) to verify its integrity, while FlexDPDP generates
root metadata based on FlexList to verify its integrity. Similar
as (2), EnclavePDP also encrypts the root metadta and uploads
it to the cloud storage server, and then decrypts it inside the
enclave in the verification phase.
Trimming Intel SGX SSL library. Intel SGX SSL [21]
is to provide cryptographic service for enclave applications
based on OpenSSL library. It includes lots of functionalities
that are unnecessary to implement PDP schemes, e.g., des, rc2
and md4, etc. To save the enclave memory consumption, we
trimmed the native implementation of SGX SSL by removing
those unnecessary modules from the configuration file at the
compilation time. Finally the size of the trimmed SGX SSL
library decreases 26.1% (from 4.6MB to 3.4MB).
Porting PBC library. Public auditing schemes (e.g., PPPAS [19], SEPAP [17] and DHT-PA [18]) are all based on the
BLS signature cryptographic primitive implemented in the
PBC library [23], which is not supported by Intel SGX yet.
Therefore, we ported the PBC library into SGX to make it easy
to port other existing or develop new BLS-based schemes in
EnclavePDP. We only ported those functions required by the
public auditing schemes into SGX to provide a lightweight
PBC library, thus reducing the memory consumption of EnclavePDP. Note that some of those functions need a bit tuning.
For instance, generating random numbers is a quite frequent
operation for most PDP schemes, the PBC library generates
random numbers using the /dev/urandom pseudo file on Linux
platform. However, code running in the enclave cannot perform I/O operations directly. Hence, we use Intel RDRAND
instruction [41] when porting the random number generation
function in the PBC library.

5.2

Protecting Enclave Binary Integrity

The implementation of the PDP schemes inside the enclave
is essentially an executable binary running on the untrusted
cloud platform. Hence, the adversaries may reverse-engineer
the binary enclave shared object to extract the code logic. We
utilized Intel SGX PCL technique [42] to encrypt the enclave
shared object (.so) at build time and decrypt it at enclave load
time. Moreover, the untrusted cloud providers may create a
fake enclave to perform ECDH [38] protocol with the data
3 In particular, when generating tags for the original data, SEPAP will
create a doubly linked info table (DLIT), while DHT-PA scheme will create
a dynamic hash table (DHT).
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owner to steal the private keys. To defeat such threat, the data
owner periodically requests enclave to return its enclave measurement (constructed by invoking the EREPORT instruction,
which can only be executed inside the enclave), and compares
it with local backup measurement. The successive operations
can only be continued upon a match of the measurements.
Note that malicious cloud providers may create a copy of
EnclavePDP and execute this copy, but they cannot reveal any
secret data inside the enclave. The copy of EnclavePDP may
cause DoS attack, which is out of scope of this work.

5.3

Integration with Cloud Storage Service

In order to deploy EnclavePDP on existing cloud storage
services easily, we exposed high-level interfaces (e.g., TCP
sockets) for users or cloud storage services to submit/return
PDP requests/responses. 4
We deployed the prototype of EnclavePDP on FastDFS
[24], an open source high performance distributed file system (DFS). FastDFS has two major functionalities: tracker
and storage. The former conducts scheduling and load balancing for file access. The latter performs file management
including: file storing, file syncing, providing file access interface. We extended the fastdfs-nginx-module of FastDFS
for user to easily submit integrity verification requests, e.g.,
issuing a http get request. When receiving requests submitted
by users, the fastdfs-nginx-module forwards the requests to
EnclavePDP (runs as a daemon on the storage servers) and
waits for the verification result returned by EnclavePDP. The
implementation of integrating EnclavePDP with FastDFS is
less than 300 lines of C code. Note that the Prover runs on
the storage server of FastDFS, so it can access the outsourced
data directly and generate proofs on behalf of FastDFS. As
for the closed source cloud storage services (e.g., Amazon
S3), EnclavePDP can only invoke the public APIs exposed
by those cloud storage services to access the outsourced data.
Current implementation of EnclavePDP supports the integrity
check of the data stored on Amazon S3 using AWS C++ SDK,
with around 70 lines of C++ code added into EnclavePDP
and without any changes to Amazon S3 platform. However,
EnclavePDP needs to download all the data to local disk and
performs verification, because Amazon S3 does not support
random access to different data blocks.

4 The cloud storage service needs to: (1) allow users to submit PDP requests and forward the PDP requests to EnclavePDP; (2) allow the Prover
process to access the outsourced data directly, or provide APIs for the Prover
to access the data indirectly. Recall that the Prover is a non-SGX application designed to generate proofs on behalf of the cloud storage services,
which makes it possible to integrate EnclavePDP with existing cloud storage
services with as few changes as possible.
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6
6.1

Evaluation
Experimental Setup

We deployed EnclavePDP and FastDFS on Microsoft Azure
Confidential Computing (ACC) [43] VMs supporting Intel
SGX. Each VM runs Ubuntu 16.04.1 LTS with kernel version
4.15.0-1036 on a platform with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) E-2176G
CPU (4 cores, 3.70 GHz, and 12 MB cache) and 16 GB RAM.
We ran FastDFS v5.12 on four VMs, one VM as the tracker
server and the others as storage servers. The tracker server
takes charge of scheduling and load balancing for file access,
and is also extended to dispatch PDP requests to other storage
servers. In particular, FastDFS utilizes its Nginx module (i.e.,
fastdfs-nginx-module that is built on nginx-1.15.4) to interact
with the user, thus we extend this module to handle the PDP
requests submitted by the user. EnclavePDP runs as a daemon
on the storage servers. When the tracker server receives PDP
request, it dispatches the PDP request to the EnclavePDP
running on the corresponding storage servers. To evaluate
the throughout of EnclavePDP when handling concurrent
requests, we used a popular workload testing tool, Apache
JMeter, to simultaneously issue integrity verification requests
to EnclavePDP at different speed (requests/second). Apache
JMeter runs on a local computer with Ubuntu 16.04.1 LTS
equipped with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7700HQ CPU.

6.2

Analysis of TCB

We measured the change of the TCB code base after porting the Challenge and Verify operations into Intel SGX, as
shown in Table 2. We only focus on the core part of the
implementation of those PDP schemes when measuring the
SLOC (Source line of code), and ignore other code like I/O
operations, sockets, etc. All the PDP schemes include Challenge and Verify operations, which are two security-sensitive
functions. To guarantee the confidentiality of private keys
used to generate challenges or verify proofs, loading private keys into enclave is the third security-sensitive function. For DPDP and FlexDPDP, there is an extra verification
against the integrity of the Rank-based Authenticated SkipList
and FlexList respectively. Therefore, there exists the fourth
security-sensitive function for those two schemes. Accordingly, each security-sensitive function is associated with an
ecall interface. Hence, each PDP request will conduct three
or four ecall crossings (i.e., traps into enclave) depending
on the specific schemes.
As in Table 2, the security-sensitive SLOC of native PDP
varies from 7% to 33%, while the security-sensitive SLOC
after porting them into enclave varies from 8% to 36%.
Take APDP as an example. Its native implementation totally
contains 1348 SLOC, among which 300 SLOC is securitysensitive (account for 22% of the total). After porting it into
enclave, the security-sensitive SLOC increases to 350 SLOC
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Table 2: TCB size of EnclavePDP
Schemes

SLOC

MACPDP
APDP [9]
MRPDP [11]
SEPDP [10]
CPOR [12]
DPDP [7]
FlexDPDP [8]
PPPAS [19]
SEPAP [17]
DHT-PA [18]

1483
1348
1440
1259
1057
950
945
1012
620
720

Security
-sensitive
SLOC
115 (7%)
300 (22%)
476 (33%)
106 (8%)
167 (15%)
117 (12%)
139 (14%)
199 (20%)
162 (26%)
187 (26%)

Security
-sensitive
functions
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
3
3
3

SGX
-enabled
SLOC
121 ( 8%)
350 (25%)
624 (43%)
153 (12%)
210 (19%)
145 (15%)
158 (16%)
249 (24%)
225 (36%)
255 (35%)

(25% of the total). Such increase mainly results from extra functionalities, such as private key loading, challenges
backup/destroy, decrypting other security-sensitive data (e.g.,
doubly linked info table, dynamic hash table), etc. Additionally, we also quantitatively measured the SLOC of those
three enclave-supported libraries: Intel SGX SSL library contains about 138.4K SLOC; Intel SGX GMP contains 163.4K
SLOC; PBC library contains 29.9K SLOC.

6.3

Evaluation of Challenger and Verifier

Given the amount of data outsourced on the cloud, it is inadvisable to challenge all data blocks at once to verify the
integrity. Instead, the sampling verification is used by most
PDP schemes, that is, to achieve high-accuracy verification
by only checking a portion of the data at once. In particular, [9, 11, 18, 19] demonstrated that if t fraction of data is
corrupted, randomly sampling c blocks will detect such corruption with the probability P = 1 − (1 − t)c . When t = 1%,
the verifier only needs to verify 460 randomly chosen blocks
to detect such corruption with the probability larger than 99%.
Hence, in all the following experiments, we choose 460 as the
maximum number of challenge blocks5 , even for large files
with much more file blocks. When the number of the total
file blocks is less than 460, the verifier challenges all the file
blocks instead. We measured the performance of performing
the Challenge and Verify operations inside the enclave, and
compared it with the native implementation below. Note that
the time involved in sending challenges/proofs and reading
data is ignored for both of the two cases.
6.3.1

Overhead of Challenge Operation

Figure 3 depicts the time (in µs) of generating challenges for
both enclave-enabled and native implementation with varying
file sizes. For all the 10 PDP schemes, both enclave and native
implementation demonstrate similar changes over different
file sizes. The challenge operation time of APDP, MRPDP and
SEPDP is relatively constant regardless of file size, because
5 The
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block size is 16KB for APDP, and 4KB for other PDP schemes.

their challenge operations just produce a random seed used
to generate the random block set to be verified, which is
independent of the file size. For the other seven PDP schemes,
as the file size increases, the challenge operation time first
increases and then becomes constant. This is because those
schemes generate a random n-element set for the challenge,
whose size increases as the file size increases. It reaches
a constant (i.e., the maximum number of challenge blocks)
when the number of file blocks exceeds the maximum number
of challenge blocks (460 as described above).
Comparing with the native PDP schemes, APDP and MRPDP saw an increase of 18.2% and 18.1% of the challenge
operation time respectively. MAC-PDP, DPDP, FlexDPDP
and CPOR incurred 62%, 50%, 41.5% and 180% overhead
when their challenge operation time reaches a constant. The
three BLS-based schemes, i.e., PPPAS, DHT-PA, SEPAP, imposed similar overhead, 89.7%, 85.3% and 84.3% respectively.
The challenge operation time of SEPDP increased nearly 1.9
times. Actually the difference of overhead results from the
challenge operation time of each PDP scheme. For instance,
the challenge operation for native SEPDP is below 4 µs for
varying file sizes, which magnifies the impact of ecall overhead, thus causing nearly 1.9 times overhead. In contrast, the
challenge operation for native APDP is from 250 µs to 300 µs
for varying file sizes, thus causing merely 18.2% overhead.
Observation 1. The overhead of the challenge operation
is not proportional to the security-sensitive SLOC. PDP
schemes in the same category introduce similar overhead. Enclave-enabled challenge operation time is still
in the scale of microsecond (µs), which should have little
impact on practical applications.
6.3.2

Overhead of Verify Operation

Figure 4 depicts the time of executing the verify operation for
both enclave-enabled and native implementation with varying
file sizes. The verify operation time of native PDP schemes
varies significantly. In particular, the verify operation time of
SEPDP, MAC-PDP and CPOR is in the scale of microsecond
(µs), but in the scale of millisecond (ms) for APDP, MRPDP,
DPDP and FlexDPDP (FDPDP). For the other three BLSbased schemes (PPPAS, DHT-PA and SEPAP), their verify
operation time is in the scale of second (s).
Observation 2. RSA-based schemes (ms) are an order
of magnitude slower than symmetric-based schemes
(µs), because the RSA-based modular exponential operations are complicated and expensive. BLS-based
schemes (s) is another order of magnitude slower, probably due to the inherent drawback of the complicated
and slow computation of BLS signatures (e.g., curves
pairing) [44].
Regarding enclave-enabled implementation of PDP
schemes, executing the verify operation inside the enclave imposed 17.1%, 12.7% and 24.7% overhead for APDP, MRPDP
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Figure 3: Overhead of Challenge Operations
and MAC-PDP, respectively. The three BLS-based schemes
blocks) and 16KB file (smaller than 460 blocks) to conduct
(PPPAS, DHT-PA and SEPAP) saw similar performance
the following experiments.
degradation, i.e., 34.9% for PPPAS, 36.5% for DHT-PA, and
The right of Table 3 shows the average response time un35.2% for SEPAP, respectively. DPDP and FlexDPDP introder the condition of the maximum throughout of both native
duced 47% and 37% overhead respectively, while SEPDP
PDP and EnclavePDP on verifying the integrity of 1GB file.
and CPOR experienced 82.0% and 92.2% increase of the
“Thr” indicates the number of concurrent threads (imitating
verify operation time respectively. The reason for such overmultiple users) used to trigger the maximum throughput. As
head is similar to that of the overhead of the challenge time
shown in Table 3, the average response time for most of the
described above, the low-overhead operation (the verify operPDP schemes (including CPOR, SEPDP, MACPDP, APDP,
ation) is affected more significantly by the ecall execution
MRPDP, DPDP and FlexDPDP), when implemented in Incontext switch. Though up to 92% runtime overhead, the foltel SGX, is almost negligible, with the overhead from 1.0%
lowing experiments (Section 6.4) will demonstrate that such
to 5.4%. In contrast, the overhead of the three BLS-based
microsecond-range or millisecond-range overhead makes acschemes, i.e., PPPAS, DHT-PA and SEPAP, is 24.5%, 23.4%,
ceptable, or even negligible impact on the throughput for the
and 10.9% respectively. Recall the verification operation for
practical deployment.
the BLS-based schemes takes significantly longer than that of
Observation 3. Running the verification operation
other PDP schemes, in the scale of second, but the overhead
inside the enclave introduces less overhead (12.70%–
incurred by EnclavePDP is still reasonable.
92.2%) compared with the challenge operation
We conducted an experiment to measure the proportion of
(18.10%–190%), because the challenge operation is
challenge/verify time to the total response time, when launchrelatively “lightweight” compared with the verification
ing only one thread to issue one PDP request each time. As
operation in terms of computation.
shown in Table 4, the verification time of the BLS-based
schemes accounts for much more proportion than that of
other schemes, which well explains why running BLS-based
6.4 Evaluation of PDP Request
schemes in enclave introduces more overhead compared with
We measured the response time and throughput of the 10
other PDP schemes. However, the response time also includes
native PDP schemes and their EnclavePDP implementation,
the network communication latency and the time of the proof
by verifying the integrity of files with different sizes. The
operation, thus the overhead per PDP request for these PDP
response time includes the time of network communication
schemes is diluted. For most of these 10 PDP schemes, the
and all operations (i.e., Challenge, Proof, Verify) in the verifiruntime of the challenge operation and the verify operation
cation phase. Since we set the maximum number of challenge
accounts for a quite small proportion of the total response
blocks as 460, we intend to choose 1GB file (larger than 460
time, which is in line with the fact that although per challenge
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Figure 4: Overhead of Verify Operations
Table 3: Evaluation of PDP Request on 16KB and 1GB File.
Schemes
MACPDP
APDP [9]
MRPDP [11]
SEPDP [10]
CPOR [12]
DPDP [7]
FlexDPDP [8]
PPPAS [19]
SEPAP [17]
DHT-PA [18]
*
*

EnclavePDP
515 ms (403.2 req/s)
1154 ms (33.8 req/s)
957 ms (89.8 req/s)
642 ms (410.2 req/s)
539 ms (389.7 req/s)
1095 ms (90.4 req/s)
1075 ms (90.7 req/s)
8391 ms (3.3 req/s)
5552 ms (3.5 req/s)
1311 ms (22.3 req/s)

16KB file
Native PDP
500 ms (418.1 req/s)
1110 ms (35.1 req/s)
936 ms (91.1 req/s)
601 ms (436.7 req/s)
520 ms (414.2 req/s)
939 ms (103.4 req/s)
934 ms (104.7 req/s)
6318 ms (4.5 req/s)
4162 ms (4.6 req/s)
1110 ms (26.3 req/s)

Overhead
3.0% (3.6%)
3.9% (3.7%)
2.2% (1.4%)
6.8% (6.0%)
3.6% (6.0%)
16.6% (12.6%)
15.1% (13.3%)
32.8% (24.4%)
33.3% (24.0%)
18.1% (15.2%)

Thr.
220
40
100
275
250
120
120
30
30
30

EnclavePDP
987 ms (239.9 req/s)
2164 ms (8.9 req/s)
3115 ms (6.2 req/s)
725 ms (327.6 req/s)
1140 ms (84.8 req/s)
24655 ms (0.0405 req/s)
50698 ms (0.052 req/s)
46034 ms (0.363 req/s)
41700 ms (0.365 req/s)
34207 ms (0.487 req/s)

1GB file
Native PDP
971 ms (244.7 req/s)
2079 ms (9.3 req/s)
2976 ms (6.5 req/s)
718 ms (334.0 req/s)
1131 ms (85.7 req/s)
23814 ms (0.0418 req/s)
48100 ms (0.0552 req/s)
36886 ms (0.465 req/s)
37591 ms (0.458 req/s)
27709 ms (0.64 req/s)

Overhead
1.6% (2.0%)
4.1% (4.5%)
4.7% (4.6%)
1.0% (1.9%)
1.0% (1.1%)
3.4% (3.5%)
5.4% (5.5%)
24.5% (21.9%)
10.9% (20.4%)
23.4% (24.0%)

Thr.
200
40
40
250
100
5
5
20
20
30

Note: the value in the "( )" is the maximum throughput (req/s) associated with corresponding response time.
Thr. : Threads indicating concurrent users.

or verify operation introduces relatively high overhead, the
impact to per PDP request is almost negligible.
In addition, we find that the proportion of challenge/verify
time for most enclave-enabled PDP schemes is in the same
order of magnitude as that of native PDP schemes, slightly
higher than the latter. For DPDP and FlexDPDP schemes,
the higher overhead on challenge time (2.3 times and 1.5
times respectively) might be explained by a loop function
(an expensive operation) used to generate non-negative random integers in the challenge generation function of the two
enclave-enabled schemes. The 1.6 times overhead on challenge time for the enclave-enabled CPOR scheme is probably
due to the extra operations (e.g., private keys loading, challenge backup), which has significant impact on the originally
small challenge operation time of the CPOR scheme.
Observation 4. The impact incurred by EnclavePDP to
the entire response time, a complete challenge-verify
procedure, is acceptable for practical deployment.
From the perspective of maximum throughput, SEPDP,
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MAC-PDP and CPOR perform much better than the other
schemes. In particular, the maximum throughput of SEPDP
and MAC-PDP is one order of magnitude higher than CPOR
and two orders of magnitude higher than APDP and MRPDP.
This can be attributed to the fact that symmetric encryption
(SEPDP and MAC-PDP) is of higher efficiency than asymmetric encryption (e.g., APDP). Meanwhile, the maximum
throughput of those three BLS-based schemes (i.e., PPPAS,
DHT-PA and SEPAP) is one or several orders of magnitude
slower than the above five schemes, since they utilize the
BLS signatures primitive to support public auditing at the
expense of low efficiency inherited from BLS signatures. The
maximum throughput of DPDP and FlexDPDP is another one
order of magnitude smaller than the three BLS-based PDP
schemes, because building the Rank-Based Authenticated
Skiplist (RBASL) or FlexList data structures is not efficient
and quite memory-consuming.
Figure 4 shows that the verification time of DPDP and
FlexDPDP is about one order of magnitude shorter than that
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Table 4: Proportion of Challenge and Verify Time in a PDP Request
Challenge
Verify
*

E
N
E
N

MACPDP
0.015%
0.010%
0.011%
0.009%

APDP [9]
0.037%
0.032%
2.881%
2.574%

MRPDP [11]
0.030%
0.025%
5.541%
5.104%

SEPDP [10]
0.001%
0.001%
0.001%
0.001%

CPOR [12]
0.016%
0.006%
0.072%
0.037%

FlexDPDP [8]
0.001%
0.0004%
0.210%
0.140%

PPPAS [19]
0.040%
0.026%
62.870%
57.180%

SEPAP [17]
0.040%
0.027%
68.083%
58.753%

DHT-PA [18]
0.050%
0.034%
71.942%
63.338%

Note: "E" means "EnclavePDP"; "N" means "Native PDP".

of the three BLS-based schemes, which seems contradictory
to fact that the maximum throughput of the former is about
one order of magnitude smaller than that of the latter when
verifying the integrity of 1GB file as in the right of Table
3. We conducted another experiment to evaluate the proof
generation time of those five schemes to generate proofs on
1GB file. We find that the proof generation time of DPDP
is 10s, nearly 5 times of those three BLS-based schemes,
i.e., 2.5s for PPPAS, 1.8s for DHTP-A and 2.3s for SEPAP,
respectively. The proof generation time of FlexDPDP is also
about 3 times of those BLS-based schemes. In fact, the proof
generation of DPDP and FlexDPDP spends a large amount
of time to build RBASL and FlexList, and the property
information of the blocks to be checked needs to be sent back
to the verifier, which introduces much more communication
overhead than that of those BLS-based schemes. Moreover,
the size of RBASL and FlexList also depends on the size
of the file to be verified. The left part of Table 3 shows
that DPDP and FLexDPDP perform better than the BLSbased schemes when verifying the integrity of smaller files.
Observation 5. To support dynamic auditing, the performance of PDP schemes like DPDP and FlexDPDP downgrades significantly, due to the expense of building and
managing memory-consuming data structures.
Finally, we also conducted an experiment to evaluate the
overhead incurred by EncalvePDP when performing integrity
verification on a smaller file, i.e., 16KB. As shown in Table
3, when the number of concurrent threads is the same for
16KB file and 1GB file, verifying 16KB file by EnclavePDP
introduces less overhead than 1GB file. For example, with the
same 40 concurrent threads, enclave-enabled APDP imposed
3.9% overhead on 16KB file and 4.1% overhead on 1GB
file. With the same 30 concurrent threads, enclave-enabled
DHT-PA imposed 18.1% overhead on 16KB file, and 23.4%
overhead on 1GB file. However, for other schemes, we cannot simply compare the overhead on 16KB file and 1GB file
directly, because the number of concurrent threads launched
to evaluate the maximum throughput can be quite different,
e.g., 120 for DPDP and FlexDPDP on 16KB file and 5 on
1 GB file. Overall, when verifying 16KB file, the maximum
throughput of EnclavePDP is still in the same order of magnitude as the native PDP, which indicates the overhead caused
by EncalvePDP is still acceptable for practical deployment.

Among them, SEPDP [10], DPDP [7], and FlexDPDP [8]) provided support to verify dynamic data. Mirror [16], CPOR [12]
and Iris [31] extended PDP schemes to provide data integrity
verification with data recovery if any data corruption is identified, i.e., proof of retrievability (POR) schemes. [11, 30]
designed the integrity check of static data for multiple copies.
PPPAS [19], DHTPA [18] and Qruta [14] proposed privacypreserving auditing schemes using third parties. Many literature surveys (e.g., [25–29]) presented comprehensive summaries and comparison of the existing PDP scheme by defining a taxonomy of existing PDP schemes. However, these
surveys primarily focus on a summary of the existing PDP
schemes, without any practical implementation or evaluation
of them on real-world cloud storage servers.
Securing Cloud Storage Systems. DEPSKY [47] proposed
a cloud-of-clouds storage system, storing data on several
cloud services to improve the data integrity and retrievability.
Depot [48] designed a cloud storage system to guarantee the
consistency of operations on data. It also protects the integrity
of data by preventing unauthorized nodes from accessing the
data objects. DEPSKY [47] still trusts the cloud storage platforms, while Depot [48] mainly focuses on the consistency
and availability of the data. CloudProof [49] used cryptographic keys to create access control policies, which allow
users to detect violations of integrity and also prove those
violations to a third party. CloudProof mainly aims to provide
security guarantees for the SLA (Service Level Agreement)
to ensure that users will receive a certain compensation in
case of cloud misbehavior.
Intel SGX-based Approaches. LibSEAL [37] presented a
secure audit library to detect service integrity violations (e.g.,
committing operations of Git) by creating non-repudiable audit logs protected by Intel SGX. LibSEAL is implemented
as a TLS library, which is not applicable to verify data integrity. EnclaveDB [50] is a secure database that guarantees
the confidentiality and integrity of data and queries by placing
sensitive data (tables, indexes and other metadata) in Intel
SGX enclave. DelegaTEE [51] designed a brokered delegation scheme, which utilizes SGX for users to securely delegate
their credentials of service providers to others. Ohrimenko et
al [52] rely on SGX to perform privacy-preserving machine
learning on collaborative data owned by multi-parties.

8
7

DPDP [7]
0.001%
0.0003%
0.154%
0.108%

Conclusion

Related Works

Provable Data Possession Schemes. Many data integrity verification schemes [7–16], [30, 45, 46] have been proposed.
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In order to enable users to independently and confidentially
verify the integrity of their outsourced data on cloud storage servers, we present EnclavePDP, a general framework
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that utilizes Intel SGX to perform data integrity verification.
We tailored Intel SGX SSL library and ported PBC libraries
into Intel SGX. Then 10 representative PDP schemes are implemented based on EnclavePDP framework. We deployed
EnclavePDP on a real-world cloud application (FastDFS) to
evaluate its practicality. The experimental results show that
EnclavePDP introduced a reasonable runtime overhead for different sizes of files, thus feasible to be deployed with existing
cloud storage services via its convenient interfaces.
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Abstract
Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems such as BitTorrent and Bitcoin
are susceptible to serious attacks from byzantine nodes that
join as peers. Research has explored many adversarial models with additional assumptions, ranging from mild (such as
pre-established PKI) to strong (such as the existence of common random coins). One such widely-studied model is the
general-omission model, which yields simple protocols with
good efficiency, but has been considered impractical or unrealizable since it artificially limits the adversary only to omitting
messages.
In this work, we study the setting of a synchronous network
wherein peer nodes have CPUs equipped with a recent trusted
computing mechanism called Intel SGX. In this model, we
observe that the byzantine adversary reduces to the adversary
in the general-omission model. As a first result, we show
that by leveraging SGX features, we eliminate any source
of advantage for a byzantine adversary beyond that gained
by omitting messages, making the general-omission model
realizable. Second, we present new protocols that improve
the communication complexity of two fundamental primitives
— reliable broadcast and common random coins (or beacons)
— in the synchronous setting, by utilizing SGX features. Our
evaluation of 1000 nodes running on 40 DeterLab machines
confirms theoretical efficiency claim.

1

Introduction

Peer-to-peer systems such as BitTorrent [2], Symform [14],
CrashPlan [5], StorJ [13], Tor [15] and Bitcoin [1] are becoming popular among users due to ease of accessibility. In
such P2P systems, online users can simply volunteer as peers
(nodes) to join the network. However, this exact property allows adversarial or Sybil peers to be a part of the network
and exhibit a byzantine (malicious) behavior. The presence of
byzantine adversaries is a major security concern in P2P systems. For example, recently, researchers have demonstrated
that in a popular cryptocurrency — Bitcoin — byzantine
nodes can collude to eclipse or partition the honest nodes leading to double-spending and selfish mining attacks [50, 67].
Further, byzantine nodes in anonymous P2P networks can
become the entry and exit nodes of an honest node’s commu-
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nication circuit, by advertising high-bandwidth connections
and high-uptimes falsely [19]. These byzantine entry / exit
nodes can selectively deny service or severely weaken the
core anonymity properties of such systems as Tor, Cashmere
and Hydra-Onions [15, 25]. In addition, byzantine nodes in
the network can selectively forge, divert, delay or drop messages to disrupt the protocol execution. Therefore, designing
robust P2P protocols continues to be an important research
problem due to the attacks possible in a byzantine setting.
Researchers have extensively worked in the byzantine
model to design solutions for fundamental P2P problems such
as reliable broadcast and agreement among the peers [16, 17,
22, 24, 44, 45, 56, 71]. In a quest for efficient protocols that
tolerate a larger fraction of malicious nodes, several failure
models have been proposed which limit the capabilities of
the byzantine adversaries. For instance, one such model is the
general-omission model where the byzantine node can only
omit messages that are either sent or received by it during
the execution of a protocol [69, 72]. In this weaker adversarial model, designs with relatively simple and efficient protocols for reliable broadcast tolerating N2 adversarial nodes are
known [35, 49, 69, 72]. However, many of these models make
strong assumptions, which are not always realistic and have
not had a concrete basis for implementation.
Our approach. To this end, we study the possibility of using
recent hardware-root-of-trust mechanisms for making previous adversarial models realizable in practical systems. We
observe that emerging hardware, specifically Intel SGX, provides stronger trusted computing capabilities, which allow
running hardware-attested user-level enclaves on commodity
OSes [7–9,39]. Enclaves provide hardware-isolated execution
environment which guarantees that an application executing
in an enclave is tamper-resistant and can be attested remotely.
Assuming that SGX-like capabilities become commodity and
widescale in end hosts, we ask if it is feasible to build robust
P2P protocols. Our main observation is that by leveraging
the capabilities of such a trusted hardware, one can restrict
the behavior of byzantine adversaries to the general-omission
model in synchronous networks [35, 49, 69, 72].
Specifically, we use four SGX features, i.e., enclave execution (F1), unbiased randomness (F2), remote attestation
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(F3) and trusted elapsed time (F4). Based on these hardware
features, we enforce six security properties (P1 - P6). First,
we enforce execution integrity (P1), message integrity & authenticity (P2) and blind-box computation (P3) to restrict the
attacker to not forge messages or deviate from the execution
of the given protocol. Thus, the adversarial node can only delay, replay and omit messages. We further leverage lockstep
execution (P5) and message freshness (P6) to reduce the adversarial model to the general-omission model, where byzantine nodes have no additional advantage than omitting to send
/ receive messages. In such model, P3 disallows the adversary
to selectively omit messages based on the content. Lastly,
the halt-on-divergence (P4) allows us to detect and eliminate
peers that selectively omit messages based on identities of
senders / receivers, thus in turn reducing round complexity
and “sanitizing” the network. Leveraging these properties we
can further achieve improvement for the efficiency of protocols. We present efficient designs for reliably broadcasting
messages called Enclaved Reliable Broadcast (ERB) protocol
and an unbiased common random generator called Enclaved
Random Number Generator (ERNG) protocol. Both ERB
and ERNG primitives can be used as building blocks to solve
a wide range of problems in distributed systems, such as random beacons [74], voting schemes [65], random walks [48],
shared key generation [46, 47], cryptocurrency protocols [61]
and load balancing protocols [40, 75].
Results. Our work targets synchronous network where every
machine is running an SGX-enabled CPU. Both of our protocols asymptotically reduce the round and communication
complexity as compared to previous works in the byzantine
model, and match with (or outperform) the results in generalomission model. For a network of size N, the round and communication complexity for ERB are min{ f + 2,t + 2} and
O(N 2 ), where t / f ( f ≤ t < N2 ) is the number of byzantine
peers / peers actually behaving maliciously for one execution
of ERB. The communication complexity of the basic ERNG
is O(N 3 ), and the optimized ERNG further reduces the complexity to O(N log N). We have implemented our solution and
the source code is available online [10]. We evaluate both
ERB and ERNG, and our experimental results match our
theoretical claims.
Contributions. We summarize the main contributions of this
paper as below:
• Realizable General-Omission Model. We leverage SGX
features to reduce byzantine model to general-omission
model, where byzantine nodes have no extra advantage
than omitting messages.
• Better Synchronous P2P Protocols. By enforcing our properties, we can improve the efficiency of P2P protocols. As
the first attempt, we propose efficient protocols for reliable
broadcast (ERB) and unbiased random number generation
(ERNG).
• Security Analysis & Evaluation. We provide security analysis and proof for our protocol constructions. Our experi-
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mental evaluation confirms the theoretical expectations of
our solutions.

2

Problem

Designing efficient solutions for P2P protocols in the byzantine setting is a widely-recognized problem with limited solutions [16, 17, 22, 44, 45, 71]. Our goal is to shed light on
how SGX can aid to improve efficiency of synchronous P2P
protocols. In this work, we take two fundamental problems
as examples: 1) reliable broadcast and 2) common unbiased
random number generator.

2.1

Problem Definition

In light of the previous works, we recall the standard definition
of reliable broadcast [35, 69] and common unbiased random
number [18] in the synchronous network:
Definition 2.1. (Reliable Broadcast). A protocol for reliable
broadcast in synchronous settings satisfies the following conditions:
• (Validity) If the sender is honest and broadcasts a message
m, then all honest nodes eventually accept m.
• (Agreement) If an honest node accepts m, then all honest
nodes eventually accept m.
• (Integrity) For any message m, every honest node accepts m
at most once, if m was previously broadcast by the sender.
• (Termination) Every honest node eventually accepts a message (m or ⊥).
To define a common unbiased random number generator,
we define the bias of any multi-variate function in a standard
way [18].
Definition 2.2. (Unbiasedness). Let G : {0, 1}k×N → {0, 1}k
be a deterministic multi-variate function that maps N elements in {0, 1}k to one element in {0, 1}k . We define the bias
of G, β(G), as follows: 

E[S] EG [S] 
β(G) = max
max
,
,
EG [S] E[S]
S⊆{0,1}k
where EG [S] is the expected number of values in
G(x1 , · · · , xN ) ∈ S, and E[S] = |S|
, which is the expected value
2k
when the output of G is distributed uniformly at random.
Definition 2.3. (Common Unbiased Random Number). A
protocol G generates a common unbiased random number
r among N nodes if it satisfies the following conditions with
high probability (w.h.p.):
• (Agreement) At the end of the protocol, all the honest nodes
agree on the same value r.
• (Unbiasedness) The bias of β(G) = 1.
For the analysis of protocols, we define the following complexities with respect to a single execution of the protocol.
• The message / communication complexity is defined as the
total number of messages / bits transferred among all nodes
in the worst case.
• The round complexity is defined as the number of executed
rounds (or steps) in the worst-case.
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2.2

Attacker Model

Algorithm 1: Strawman distributed random number generation

We consider a widely-studied standard synchronous model
of P2P systems [16, 17, 22, 44, 45, 71]. In this model, our
only new requirement is that every peer in the network uses
an SGX-enabled CPU to run the P2P protocols. In a network of N nodes, the number of byzantine nodes t is strictly
bounded under a fraction of N2 . The number of peers that
actually behave maliciously for a particular execution of the
protocol is f (≤ t). Thus, a P2P network P is composed of
N peers P = {p1 , · · · , pN } such that N = 2t + 1. Every peer
pi in the P2P overlay has an identifier idi and can communicate with other peers using their ids. The underlying TCP/IP
substrate is assumed to provide reliable message delivery
within a known bounded delay say ∆. Moreover, we consider a round-based synchronous model where each round is
equal to the time an honest node requires to send a message
and receive a response. Every peer is directly connected to
all other peers in the network and knows the network size
N. To summarize, we assume: the network size is N (S1);
the protocol starts synchronously (S2); the round time is 2∆
(S3); the number of byzantine nodes is limited upto N2 (S4);
the peers are connected to each other (S5). This is a prominently used model in the previous literature of distributed P2P
systems [16–18, 48, 69, 72].
Our Model using SGX. In our model, a byzantine peer has
a compromised or malware-ridden operating system but executes protocols using SGX enclaves [7, 8, 39]. Enclaves guarantee untampered execution in presence of malicious underlying software or co-processes. The byzantine nodes can take
arbitrary software actions as long as it does not violate SGX
guarantees.
Scope. Our focus is showing how to leverage SGX features
to improve the efficiency of synchronous P2P protocols. Our
model does not consider an adversary that can perform hardware attacks and break SGX security guarantees. We do
not aim to prevent any information leakage through sidechannels such as pagefaults, memory accesses or timing attacks to which SGX-enabled CPUs are known to be susceptible [57,64,80]. Indeed these problems are under investigation
and recent research shows that defending against them is feasible. Existing solutions against these problems can directly
apply to our work [62, 68, 76].

2.3

Strawman Solution & Attacks

Consider a strawman protocol for distributed random number generation using reliable broadcast, where the initiator
broadcasts a random number m using an initialization message INIT to all the peers in a synchronous network (shown
in Algorithm 1). If m is generated randomly and unbiasedly
as well as reaches every honest node without being tampered,
then all honest nodes will agree on the common unbiased
random number m and the goal of the protocol is achieved.
In Algorithm 1, upon receiving the INIT message, each peer
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protocol using reliable broadcast.
Input: A P2P network P composed of N nodes, an initiator node idinit
Output: A message m̂
1

/ rnd ← 1
Initialization: m̂ ←⊥; Sm ← 0;

2

upon self_id is initiator:
get(m) // m is a random number
m̂ ← m
add self_id to Sm
multicast INIT(m) to other peers
for rnd ≤ t + 1 do
upon receiving INIT(m):
m̂ ← m
add self_id and sender_id to Sm
multicast ECHO(m) to other peers in round rnd + 1
upon receiving ECHO(m):
if m̂ =⊥ then
m̂ ← m
add self_id to Sm
multicast ECHO(m) to other peers in round rnd + 1
end
if m = m̂ and sender_id ∈
/ Sm then
add sender_id to Sm
if |Sm | = N − t then
accept m̂
end
end
rnd ← rnd + 1
end
if rnd > t + 1 then
accept ⊥
end

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

further multicasts an ECHO message to all other peers. After
receiving the ECHO messages from the majority of nodes,
each peer accepts m as the final message m̂. Note that if the
initiator is honest, all honest nodes receive the message INIT
during the first round and multicast ECHO messages at the
beginning of the second round. In the second round, every
honest node receives at least N − t ECHO messages from
N − t honest nodes and maybe some byzantine nodes. Thus,
after two rounds, every honest node will output the same value
m from the initiator, which satisfies all the conditions of reliable broadcast in Definition 2.1. However, we show how a
byzantine initiator and other byzantine peers can attack this
protocol to violate Definitions 2.1 and 2.3.
Attacks by Byzantine Adversary. Byzantine initiator / peers
can tamper with the execution of Algorithm 1 and forge the
values of INIT and ECHO messages to perpetrate the following attacks.
A1 (Execution Deviation): For this attack, an adversary deviates from the control flow of the running program for the
given protocol. The adversary can disregard essential conditions to jump to the desired instructions and execute them
directly. For example, the adversary can skip all the conditions
like Line 7 & 13 to directly multicast its ECHO value to parts
of honest nodes but not all of them, to introduce equivocation to their final decisions. Moreover, the adversary can also
repeat particular instructions to obtain an output she wants.
For instance, if m is generated from a random source without
being tampered during the execution of the protocol, an unbiased common random number can be agreed among all the
peers in the network. A byzantine peer, however, can repeat
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the step that generates m (Line 3) from the random source
until it returns a favorable random number. Hence, the output
is biased as per Definition 2.3.
A2 (Message Forgery): Suppose that the adversary does not
deviate from the execution of the given protocol, she can
still alter the data flow (including input / output and intermediate states) of the program to forge messages. As per
Definition 2.1, a reliable broadcast protocol requires that if
one honest node accepts message m then all honest nodes
accept m. The adversary can tamper with the INIT and ECHO
messages to violate this agreement property of the protocol. A
byzantine initiator colluding with other byzantine peers in the
network can tamper with Line 6, 11 and 16 in the algorithm
such that some honest nodes receive most ECHO messages
with m0 while others with m. This results in a fraction of honest nodes assigning m̂ with m0 and accepting m0 , while other
honest nodes accept m as the final output, thereby causing
inconsistency in the network.
A3 (Selective Omission): Assume that the adversary does
not deviate from the control flow (i.e., the execution) of the
given protocol or tamper with the data flow to forge messages,
she can still omit, delay and replay messages in this restricted
model. For an omission attack, it has two types: one is based
on the content of the transmitted message and the other is
dependent on the identity of the sender / receiver. For the
first type, the adversary can observe its generated or received
random number m and selectively decide to drop or forward
it to other nodes based on its value, which introduces a bias
in the final output for the honest nodes. For example, if the
adversarial peers receive or initiate a message m, which is
not the favorable one, they can omit to relay the message to
the other nodes, thus all honest nodes may finally agree on ⊥
instead of m. Further, to violate the agreement condition in
Definition 2.1 and 2.3, the adversary can selectively decide
to omit the message m depending on whether the destination
peer is honest or malicious. It can broadcast m correctly to a
few honest nodes and not send the message to the others for
the last round. The honest nodes receiving m can multicast m
to the others, but the others will not accept it as the execution
ends. Thus, the honest nodes that do not receive a message
will agree on ⊥ while others will agree on m.
A4 (Message Delay): Alternatively, to generate an unbiased
common random number, every peer can broadcast its random
number to all other peers using Algorithm 1. All peers can
then XOR the random numbers in the final set to generate
the output. To bias this final output, a byzantine peer can
intentionally hold its random number until it receives inputs
from all other honest peers [18]. In this way, the adversary can
“look ahead" in the protocol, calculate the final output and
then decide whether to participate in the protocol by sending
its random number. If the final random number already favors
the adversary then it does not participate in the protocol,
otherwise it sends its message to all the peers. Note that, for
t < N2 , all the byzantine adversaries can collude to introduce
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Figure 1: Each peer consists of two entities: an Enclave and an OS. The OS
models the operating system and memory. The Enclave models the isolated
memory and the secure execution of a program. The sender Enclaves can
send a message via a secure channel to the receiver Enclaver . The grey areas
are secure against malicious OSes of byzantine nodes.

an exponential bias in the final value.
A5 (Message Replay): In the restricted model, the adversarial node can use a message m prev from an instance of the
protocol running in parallel, or which was run in the past to
one (or more) honest node(s) and forward the correct message
m to other honest nodes [59]. This results in an inconsistency
where few honest nodes agree on m prev and others agree on
m, thereby violating the agreement condition.

3

Solution Overview

In this section, we put forward ideas using SGX features to
enforce six security properties to restrict the capabilities (A1 A5) of a byzantine adversary, as shown in Section 2.

3.1

SGX Features and Security Properties

We first start by recalling Intel SGX features (supported
in both simulation and hardware modes in the latest version [7, 9]), which can also be provided by other trusted hardware.
F1: Enclaved Execution - SGX supports hardware-isolated
memory region called enclaves such that a compromised underlying OS cannot tamper the execution of the code running
inside this enclave.
F2: Unbiased Randomness - SGX provides a function
sgx_read_rand that executes the RDRAND instruction to generate hardware-assisted unbiased random numbers.
F3: Remote Attestation - SGX allows a remote party to verify that an application is running in an enclave on an SGXenabled CPU.
F4: Trusted Elapsed Time - SGX provides a function
sgx_get_trusted_time that returns a trusted elapsed time
in seconds relative to a reference point.
Abstractly, a peer can be considered as the composition
of two entities: an OS and an Enclave as shown in Figure 1.
The OS models the untrusted entity including the operating
system and memory. It has access to all the system resources
such as file system and network. The OS can arbitrarily invoke an enclave program and start its execution. The Enclave
models the isolated memory space that loads the program
and executes it securely. Thus, Enclave corresponds to the
trusted entity of a peer. We illustrate how to enforce P1 - P6
properties using SGX features to thwart A1 - A5 attacks.
P1 (Execution Integrity): With remote attestation (F3), an
enclave in one peer can verify the correctness of the running
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program for the given protocol on the other nodes and whether
it is executing on a valid SGX-enabled CPU or not. Moreover, F1 ensures that the execution in an enclave cannot be
tampered with by the OS. F1 and F3 together enforce the
execution integrity against A1. Hence, an adversary cannot
deviate from the execution of the protocol in an enclave arbitrarily by skipping / repeating instructions to violate the
control flow of the running program.
P2 (Message Integrity & Authenticity): In designing our
protocols, we first perform a setup phase where each peer
connects to every other in the network and then performs a
series of steps. Analogous to P1, every enclave first uses F3
to verify the correctness of the protocol executing on other
peers. Next, they generate public / private key pairs inside the
enclaves and exchange the public keys with each other. Then
all the messages transmitted between any two enclaves can
be signed to ensure the integrity and authenticity against A2.
Moreover, the internal states of the program are also protected
using F1. Therefore, the integrity of all messages including
input / output / intermediate states is guaranteed. In this case,
it is clear that an adversary cannot forge valid messages to
bias the honest nodes to make inconsistent decisions.
P3 (Blind-box Computation): F1 ensures that all intermediate states of the protocol’s computation are hidden from the
OS. Leveraging F2, the provided randomness is also hidden
from the OS. This guarantees that the input state is hidden
along with the intermediate states of the protocol’s execution We say in this case that the computation is a blind-box
computation. As the adversarial node does not know the random number and given that the output of the computation is
encrypted between the Enclave and the OS, she cannot selectively omit or drop messages based on their contents. Note
that an important part of instantiating such a blind-box computation is the ability to instantiate a secure channel between
two or more enclaves. In fact, enclaves can agree on a shared
key to establish a secure channel using Diffie-Hellman key
exchange. Nodes can then encrypt all the messages (including
program’s intermediate input / output) transmitted between
each other to provide confidentiality against malicious OSes.
Note that, establishing such a shared key in the enclaved
setting is slightly weaker than the standard byzantine model,
as the malicious operating system cannot access the shared
secret keys and decrypt the exchanged messages due to F1.
With P1 - P3, we can reduce the byzantine model to a restricted model, where an adversarial node can only replay,
omit and delay messages.
P4 (Halt-on-Divergence): To mitigate selective omission
based on nodes’ identities (A3), we enforce a security mechanism called halt-on-divergence. This property halts any malicious node deviating from the protocol under some given
condition. As an instance, if an adversarial node sends a message, but does not receive adequate responses, it will be forced
to leave the current protocol execution. Halt-on-divergence
mechanism should be incorporated through a specific ac-
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knowledgment protocol instantiation in such a way that every
malicious node will be forced to leave if the acknowledgment
is not verified. In particular, we introduce an acknowledgment
scheme where every receiver acknowledges the sender on
receiving every valid message. A message sent over a secure
channel is considered valid only if it contains the expected
sequence and round number. Naturally, an acknowledgment is
not sent for a replayed, omitted or delayed message. Since all
honest receivers will reply with acknowledgment (ACK) messages on receiving valid messages, an honest sender should
at least receive t + 1 ACK messages. Any node receiving less
than t + 1 ACK messages will halt and leave the network.
The key idea here is to penalize any deviating adversary
by churning the node out of the network. This effectively
“sanitizes" the network. Thus, to remain a part of the network,
every peer should send valid messages to the majority of the
network. This property also aids honest nodes in the protocol to decide the final output early and finish the execution
immediately.
P5 (Lockstep Execution): F4 allows us to realize a synchronized network across all rounds of a protocol. Each peer uses
F4 to decide the correct value of the ongoing round and inserts
this round number in all the sent messages. To detect delay
attacks (A4), a peer simply matches the round number present
in an incoming message with the current round number. This
defense is hard in the byzantine model with public-key infrastructure even if it supports F1, since the OS can tamper
with the relative time to either increase or decrease the rounds
of a node. Therefore, having access to a trusted elapsed time
functionality allows to perform lockstep execution and detect
delay attacks in the restricted model.
P6 (Message Freshness): Similar to [59], we use sequence
numbers to ensure message freshness and therefore defend
against replay attacks (A5). The main challenge lies in ensuring secure exchange of the initial sequence numbers for each
peer and ensuring that the sequence number remains untampered with during the entire intermediate states of the protocol
execution. Using the secure channel, the peers securely exchange a nonce or a sequence number, which is incremented
sequentially by the peer. The nonce is generated using F2
supported by SGX. This prevents the malicious adversary
from tampering the initial nonce value to its own advantage.
Note that the keys and initial sequence numbers exchange
occur only once during the setup phase. If an adversarial node
restarts or relaunches its enclave, all the data in the enclave
will be removed. Since the enclave does not have the valid
sequence number and round number, it cannot re-join the
same or any on-going execution, which is equivalent to be
considered as a new node for the protocol.

3.2

Overview of Our Results

In this work, we achieve the following results.
R1: By enforcing (P1 - P6), we reduce the byzantine model
to the general-omission model.
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Protocol
PT [72]
PR [69]
CT [35]
PSL [71]
BGP [24]
BG [22]
GM [44, 45]
AD15 [16]
AD14 [17]
ERB

Attacker
Model
Omission

Network
Size
t +1
2t + 1
3t + 1

Byzantine

4t + 1
3t + 1

Byzantine
Byz. + SGX

2t + 1
2t + 1

Round
Complexity
min{ f + 2,t + 1}
min{ f + 2,t + 1}
2t + 1
t +1
min{ f + 2,t + 1}
t +1
min{ f + 5,t + 1}
min{ f + 2,t + 1}
3t + 4
min{ f + 2,t + 2}

Comm.
Complexity
3

O(N )
O(N 2 )
O(exp (N))
O(poly(N))
O(N 4 )
O(N 2 )

Table 1: Round complexity and communication complexity for reliable
broadcast in synchronous network.

Protocol
AS [18]
AD14 [17]
Basic ERNG
Optimized ERNG

Network
Size
6t + 1
2t + 1
2t + 1
3t + 1

Round
Complexity
O(N)
O(N)
O(N)
O(log N)

Comm.
Complexity
O(N 3 )
O(N 4 )
O(N 3 )
O(N log N)

Table 2: Round / communication complexity for random number generation
protocols in synchronous distributed systems.

By enforcing P1 - P3, we first reduce byzantine model
to a restricted model, in which byzantine nodes can only
delay / omit / replay messages. We defer the formalization
and proof to Appendix A. We believe that the formalization,
while based on traditional cryptographic primitives, provides
a new conceptual framing of SGX-enabled CPUs security
features, and may be of independent interest. By applying
P5 and P6, we further confine the adversarial nodes into the
general-omission model.
R2: We propose an efficient reliable broadcast protocol
(ERB) with early stopping, which improves communication
complexity from O(N 3 ) to O(N 2 ) (refer to Section 4).
For this result, we leverage four properties. First, P1 - P3
ensure that the adversarial nodes cannot forge messages and
deviate from the execution of the protocol. Second, we leverage P4 to show that ERB can broadcast a message to the entire
network in min{ f + 2,t + 2} rounds with better performance
as shown in Table 1.
R3: We propose a new unbiased random number generation
protocol (ERNG) with communication complexity O(N 3 ) for
the basic version, or O(N log N) for the optimized one, as
shown in Table 2 (refer to Section 5).
With P3 and P5, our unoptimized ERNG solution directly
runs our ERB protocol as a sub-routine on the entire network to agree on a random number generated using F2. It has
round and communication complexity of O(N) and O(N 3 ),
respectively. We present an optimized version of ERNG by
reducing the byzantine fraction from N2 to N3 , and forming a
cluster of peers within the network. Leveraging the trusted
randomness F2 and P3, we can sample a small set of nodes
forming a representative cluster. The ERB protocol is executed within this small cluster to generate the final unbiased
random number. The round and communication complexity
of this optimized ERNG is further reduced to O(log N) and
O(N log N). Note that the optimized version of ERNG only
applies when the size of the network is large enough.
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4

Enclaved Reliable Broadcast Protocol

We propose an enclaved reliable broadcast (ERB) in the
synchronous model using SGX features. The transmitted
message, val, between any two peers has the format: val :=
htype, id, seq, m, rndi, where type ∈ {INIT, ECHO, ACK} and
rnd represents the current round of the ERB protocol. If
type = INIT, then the initiator peer idinit is initiating the broadcast by sending the message m with sequence number seqinit
at round rnd. If type = ECHO, it means that its sender knows
that idinit has sent m, as it has already received either a value
with INIT or ECHO for the first time. Finally, if type = ACK,
it means that the peer acknowledges that it has already received either INIT or ECHO values from the sender. We introduce three functions Halt, Multicast and Wait:
• Halt(st): is a function
that sets the state st to ⊥.

• Multicast idi , val : is a functionality that multicasts the
value val from the sender pi to the receiver p j , for all j ∈
[N] \ {i}.
• Wait(τ): is a function that has as an input the current
elapsed time τ in the ongoing round, and suspends the
protocol for (2∆ − τ) seconds.
Note that Halt function enforces the halt-on-divergence
property (P4) that we have introduced in Section 3. When the
state of the node is set to ⊥ the node halts on-divergence and
is ejected from the P2P network P . For the sake of exposition,
we write Wait(rnd) in the code description, we say in this
case that the protocol waits until the end of the round rnd.

4.1

ERB details

Prior to running the very first instance of the ERB protocol,
there is a setup phase. The setup is performed whenever the
program (ERB) needs to be updated or changed. We detail
the setup phase followed by the explanation of our algorithm.
Setup Phase: Every pair of sender and receiver peer use remote attestation (F3) along with enclaved execution (F1) to
verify the correctness of the execution, and therefore enforcing P1 - P3. Then they establish a secure channel using DiffieHellman key exchange. This setup enforces P1 - P3, which
restricts the byzantine nodes to only omit, replay and delay
messages. Next, each peer picks at random a sequence num$

ber such that seqs , seqr ← {0, 1}k and send it to each other.
That is, every node has to store the sequence numbers of all
other nodes in P . Finally, every node sets the variable rnd to
the value 1. The overhead of the setup is in O(N 2 ) while the
storage overhead per node is in O(N).
Initialization Phase: An initiator node first multicasts the
value val = hINIT, idinit , seqinit , m, rnd)i, where seqinit is the
sequence number of the initiator node, and rnd is the round
number. The round rnd is first initialized to 1, the enclave
will now increment the rnd after every 2∆ seconds—we take
advantage of the elapsed time feature of SGX to tie a round
to an interval of 2∆ seconds.
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Echo Phase: Until round t + 2, if a node receives an INIT or
ECHO message for the first time, it performs the following
actions: (1) start the local clock and initialize the round rnd
to 1, the round will increment every 2∆ seconds, (2) if both
rnd and seq are consistent with the expected values, it will
store the message m, else it just ignores it and treats it as an
omitted message. If there is no delay or replay detected, then
it multicasts an ECHO message to all nodes at the end of the
current round. If the node has already received a valid ECHO
message from a distinct node, it will only add the sender’s
identifier into the set Secho . Recall that at the end of the setup
phase, all honest nodes have the same copy of the sequence
number of all honest nodes. After every valid instance of the
protocol, nodes will increase all sequence numbers by 1.
Decision Phase: If the node has received at least t + 1 correct
ECHO messages from distinct nodes, i.e., |Secho | = t + 1, then
the node accepts m̂. After t + 2 rounds, if the node has not
received adequate distinct ECHO messages, it accepts m̂ :=⊥.
Every multicast requires the node to receive at least t + 1 ACK
messages, else the node churns out itself using Halt.

4.2

Algorithm 2: ERB: Enclaved reliable broadcast protocol (for a node
idi with the initiator idinit sending a message m and a sequence number
seqinit ).
Input: A P2P network P composed N nodes, a message m and a sequence
number seqinit for the initiator idinit
Output: A message m̂
/ rnd ← 1
• initialization: m̂ ←⊥; Secho ← 0;
• upon idi = idinit and sti 6= ⊥:
m̂ ← m;
Secho ← Secho ∪ {idinit };

Multicast idinit , hINIT, idinit , seqinit , m, rndi ;
• for rnd ≤ t + 2 do
• upon receiving hINIT, idinit , seq, m, rnd0 i from idinit :
if rnd0 = rnd and seq = seqinit then
send hACK, idinit , seq, H(m), rndi to idinit ;
m̂ ← m;
Secho ← Secho ∪ {idinit } ∪ {idi };

Wait rnd then Multicast idi , hECHO, idinit , seq, m, rnd + 1i ;
end
• upon receiving hECHO, idinit , seq, m, rnd0 i from peer id j :
if rnd0 = rnd and seq = seqinit then
send hACK, idinit , seq, H(val), rndi, where
val = hECHO, idinit , seq, m, rndi to peer id j ;
if m̂ =⊥ then
m̂ ← m;
Secho ← Secho ∪ {idi };
Wait rnd then

Multicast idi , hECHO, idinit , seq, m, rnd + 1i ;
end
if id j ∈
/ Secho then
Secho ← Secho ∪ {id j }
if |Secho | = N − t then
accept m̂;
end
end
end
• upon Multicast(idi , val):
send val to idk , for all k ∈ [N] \ {i};
receive Nack acknowledgements hACK, idinit , seq, H(val), rnd0 i, where
rnd0 = rnd and seq = seqinit ;
if Nack < t then
Halt(sti ) ;
end
• rnd ← rnd + 1;
end
• if |Secho | < N − t then
m̂ ←⊥;
accept m̂;
end
• seqinit ← seq + 1;

Analysis

In Algorithm 2, if a byzantine sender decides to omit a message, it will not receive a corresponding ACK message as
the sent messages never reach the receiver peer. The sender
Enclaves detects that the underlying OSs is byzantine if it
does not receive at least t + 1 ACK messages. On failing to
receive majority ACK messages, Enclaves executes the Halt
function as per our algorithm and churns itself out of the network based on our halt-on-divergence property (P4). By leveraging the P4, any node can actively detect its own anomalous
behavior instead of relying on other nodes to send messages
every round to passively identify the anomaly. This results in
communication complexity for anomaly detection decreased
from O(N 2 ) to O(N) and the overall complexity is reduced to
O(N 2 ), compared to previous passive-detection approaches,
e.g., Perry et al.’s work [72]. Here we state our main theorem
below and defer the detailed proof to Appendix B.

We present our algorithm that generates an unbiased common
random number called enclaved random number generation
(ERNG).

Theorem 4.1. If N ≥ 2t + 1, ERB is a reliable broadcast
protocol as defined in Definition 2.1.

5.1

ERB Performance Analysis. Algorithm 2 has a worst-case
round complexity equal to t + 2 with communication complexity in O(N 2 ) and t < N2 byzantine nodes. This only occurs
if the byzantine peers delay the instance for t rounds before
sending the message to at least one honest node. However,
in this case, the round complexity is equal to f + 2 rather
than t + 2 as the delay is only in function of the number of
byzantine nodes f . On the other hand, byzantine nodes can
also decide to not send the message to any honest node, and
then the round complexity is t + 2 with O(t) communication
complexity.

We detail our unoptimized ERNG in Algorithm 3. At a higher
level, every node generates a random number from the enclave, and then performs ERB protocol to broadcast to every
node. According to Theorem B.1, all honest nodes in this
case will receive the random numbers from all honest nodes
after t + 2 rounds, and may eventually receive several random numbers from other byzantine nodes. According to the
validity requirement, for each ERB instance, every honest
node will accept a random number from its initiator or ⊥ so
that all honest nodes have the same final set Sfinal of random
numbers. By performing exclusive disjunction (or XOR) of
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Enclaved Random Number Generation

Unoptimized ERNG
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Algorithm 3: Unoptimized-ERNG: Unoptimized enclaved unbiased
random number generation protocol executed by peer pi .
Input: A P2P network P composed of N nodes
Output: A unbiased random number r
/ rnd ← 1
• initialization: Sfinal ← 0;
for rnd ≤ t + 2 do
• if rnd = 1 then

steps (1) and (3) simultaneously.
For clarity and without any loss of generality, we model Algorithm 3 as a multi-variate function G : {0, 1}k×N → {0, 1}k
that maps N elements in L
{0, 1}k to one element in {0, 1}k
such that G(x1 , · · · , xN ) = Ni=1 xi .
Theorem 5.1. The bias of G β(G) = 1.

$

initiate ERB with inputs mi ← {0, 1}k and seqi ;
end
if 2 ≤ rnd ≤ t + 2 then
execute ERB instances and wait for the output
(Mi = {m̂1 , · · · , mˆli });
end
rnd ← rnd + 1;
end
• Sfinal ← Mi ;
seq j ← seqL
j + 1, for all j ∈ [N]
accept r = v∈Sfinal v.

all received random numbers, every honest node obtains an
unbiased common random number eventually.
Unbiasedness and Randomness Analysis. We describe the
main intuition behind the common unbiasedness and randomness of our ERNG’s output and defer formal details to
Appendix C. To bias the random value, the adversary may
perform several attacks. It can first try to directly forge the
random number, however, this is restricted as per execution
integrity (P1) and message integrity (P2) enforced by F1 and
F3. An adversary can force the program to generate a local
random number of its choice. However, each enclave generates an unbiased random number from SGX-enabled CPU
instruction RDRAND using F2. It is not possible to bias the
source of randomness based on the hardware guarantees. Our
blind-box computation (P3) together with the secure channel
guarantee that an adversary cannot selectively omit its random
number based on its value with the goal to bias the output.
One adversarial strategy is to learn the final output and then
decide whether to participate or not in the protocol, as in Attack A4. From Algorithm 3, all honest nodes output the final
value after round t + 2. In order to bias the final value, the
adversary should perform the following steps within round
number t + 2: (1) learn the XOR of random numbers from
honest nodes, (2) decide whether to participate or not based
on the final value, (3) and multicast its number to honest
nodes. In Algorithm 3, the final XOR operation executes only
when rnd > t + 2. The execution integrity (P1) ensures sequential execution of our protocol. This property restricts the
adversary from directly jumping to the step that computes the
XOR operation and learn the result before other honest nodes
generate the final output. Next, the lockstep execution (P5)
enforced by the elapsed time feature (F4) allows us to bound
the time for each round, even on a byzantine peer. Therefore,
the adversary cannot look ahead and compute the final output
before the last round. If the adversary decides to delay its
own random number based on the computed final value, the
adversarial random number will be neglected by all honest
peers as it will reach after t + 2 round. Combining P1, P5 and
P3, it is not possible for the byzantine adversary to achieve
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We defer the proof to Appendix C.

5.2

Optimized ERNG

Next, we illustrate the main steps behind our optimized
ERNG and defer the pseudo-code details to Appendix D.
In this section, we consider that at most t ≤ N3 nodes of the
network can be byzantine. In this case, ERNG terminates
after γ + 4 rounds, where γ is a statistical parameter. The intuition behind our optimization can be formulated as follows:
we first notice that if we select uniformly at random a subset
of nodes from P , we can still guarantee w.h.p. the existence of
an honest majority within this smaller representative cluster.
By leveraging F2 to generate a random number and blind-box
computation (P3), we can sample a set of peers forming a representative cluster. The main remaining question, therefore,
is how large this cluster should be. As a starting point, note
that if the cluster size is equal to 2N
3 , the probability of having
an honest majority is equal to one. This already suggests that
the cluster size can be chosen to be smaller. Conceptually, the
protocol can be decomposed into three main steps:
Cluster Selection: The purpose of this step is to construct a
representative cluster of the entire P2P network. The cluster
will consist of nodes selected uniformly at random from P . At
round 1, every node picks uniformly at random a number from
N
{0, · · · , 2γ
− 1} using SGX (F2). This operation is protected
leveraging property P3 in such a way that the computation is
hidden from the OS. If the random number equals 0, then the
node is chosen to be part of the cluster, and then it multicasts
a CHOSEN message to all nodes in P . Upon receiving the
CHOSEN message, every chosen node adds the identifier of
the sender to its own set Schosen . The size of the set Schosen
represents the size of the cluster.
ERB Instances: We first detail a pseudo-solution and then
detail our main construction in Algorithm 4 in Appendix D. In
round 2, the nodes constituting the cluster will each generate a
random number and broadcast it only to the nodes constituting
the cluster (i.e., peers’ identifiers in Schosen ). That is, every
node in the cluster will run an independent ERB instance.
The intuition behind these multiple instances is the following:
for the broadcast to be effective, at least one broadcast instance has to succeed in that the accepted message is different
from ⊥. However, the complexity of such solution is cubic in
O(|Schosen |3 ) which can be a handicap in term of efficiency.
As a solution, we incorporate a two-phases clustering. The
idea behind this choice is the following: in order to generate
a random number we only require one honest node to output
a random number r (otherwise the ERNG protocol may out-
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put ⊥). We can then proceed to select just a few number of
nodes to perform the ERB protocol. As long as at least one
of these nodes is honest, the correctness of our ERNG holds.
Concretely, to generate the second representative cluster, we
perform the following: from nodes in Schosen , we uniformly
pick at random a value from {0, · · · , γ0 − 1}, where γ0 is a
parameter in function of γ that verifies γ0 ≤ γ. The peers that
output a random number equal to zero will be the only peers
able to initiate the ERB protocol. We will show that this strategy will greatly decrease the communication complexity and
defer its analysis to Appendix D. Note that this phase lasts
for γ + 2 rounds when all ERB instances terminate.
Selection Decision: At the end of the broadcast phase, the
node of the clusters will have each a set containing eventually several random numbers. Note that, as ERB is a reliable
broadcast primitive, we know that all honest peers in the cluster will have the same set of random numbers. Once a node
in P receives at least γ + 1 sets of random numbers, Mκ , originating from the nodes in the cluster, it will output the set
Mκ as Sfinal . All honest nodes will output the same set under
the assumption that there is a majority of honest nodes in the
cluster. Finally, the random number equals the XOR value of
all random numbers in Sfinal .

5.3

Analysis

We present the proofs for the Lemma and Theorems below in
Appendix D.
Lemma 5.1. If up to t = N3 nodes are byzantine, then with
at least 1 − negl(γ) probability, the representative cluster has
more than γ honest nodes, and less than γ byzantine nodes.
Theorem 5.2. Agreement: All honest nodes eventually agree
on the same common set Sfinal in ERNG.
Theorem 5.3. Unbiasedness: The output of the ERNG protocol is an unbiased random number.
ERNG Performance Analysis. Note that in ERNG, O(γ)
nodes will be chosen to form the first representative cluster
and therefore run O(γ) Multicast functions. The communication complexity of this first step is O(γ2 ). Then, among
this first representative cluster, a second cluster will be composed such that all nodes of this cluster will run each an ERB
instance. If the size of the second representative cluster is
√
O( γ) (as shown in Corollary D.1 in Appendix D), then the
√
communication complexity of this step is O(γ2 · γ). Finally,
the member of the first representative cluster will multicast
the output of the ERB instances to all peers in P . The communication complexity of this final step is O(N · γ). That
is, overall, the communication complexity of ERNG equals
5
O(N · γ + γ 2 ). Based on Lemmas D.1 and D.2, if N is large
such that it verifies γ ∈ o(N), then we can set γ ∈ O(log N).
In this case, the communication complexity and round complexity of ERNG are equal to O(N log N) and O(log N).
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6

Evaluation

Implementation. We have implemented a prototype of ERB,
unoptimized ERNG and ERNG in C/C++ using Intel SGX’s
Linux SDK [8]. The implementation contains 4030 lines of
code (LOC) measured using CLOC tool [4]. Our prototype
implementation is open source and available online [10]. We
re-use the ported OpenSSL library including cryptographic
utilities (libcrypto available with Intel SDK), to perform
Diffie-Hellman key exchange and AES encryption/decryption. We use boost [3] library to implement the communications between any two nodes and use Google protobuf
libraries [11] and rapidjson [12] to serialize data.
Experimental Setup. We use the DeterLab network testbed
for our experiments [6]. It consists of 40 servers running
Ubuntu 14.04 with dual Intel(R) Xeon(R) hexacore processors
running at 2.2 GHZ with 24 cores and 24 GB of RAM. All
machines are connected and share the same link with the
bandwidth of 128MBps. Every node in our protocol takes up
to 1 - 800 MB memory which limits the maximum number of
nodes to 210 in our experiments. Due to the limited number
of machines in our testbed, we have to run multiple nodes on
each machine, thus we use SGX simulation mode1 for our
program and use a simulated Intel attestation service (IAS).
Evaluation Methodology. To evaluate the correctness of
our protocols, we measure the round complexity (time to
terminate) and communication complexity (network traffic)
for ERB, unoptimized-ERNG and ERNG, by varying the
number of nodes from 22 to 210 . We have highly optimized
our system to handle dynamic ports allocations to handle
a larger number of nodes within one machine (order of 25
nodes per machine). Part of our results reported in this section
are for the optimistic case where all nodes behave honestly.
We evaluate the round complexity of ERB while varying the
number of byzantine nodes in the network up to 14 of the
entire network composed of 512 nodes. We also compare our
experiment results for the traffic size with theoretical ones to
verify if they match our asymptotic analysis.

6.1

ERB Evaluation

Honest Termination: Constant Scalability. Determining
the termination of ERB is essential to validate our reliable
broadcast primitive. Fig. (2a) shows that the termination time,
in the case of an honest initiator, is nearly equal to twice
the value of one round. This validates our theoretical results
where we show that ERB finishes in 2 rounds when the initiator is honest. The small increase at 28 is purely due to the
bandwidth bottleneck of our testbed, as the nodes share the
same link.
Traffic Size: Quadratic Scalability. Fig. (3a) demonstrates
that the communication complexity quadratically increases in
function of the number of peers in P (note that the x-axis is
1

All SGX features we use are supported in the simulation mode and F4
is supported in seconds.
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logarithmic). The message size of INIT and ACK is around
100 Bytes and 80 Bytes, respectively. For 1024 nodes in P , the
traffic size equals 277 MB. We show that this result matches
our theoretical expectation.

6.2

ERNG Evaluation

Honest Termination: Limited Scalability. We show in
Fig (2b) that ERNG termination remains slightly constant
from 22 to 27 and then increases afterwards. Unfortunately,
this does not reflect our theoretical findings and this is mainly
due to the limitation of our testbed, namely, the upper bound
on the communication link of 128MBps that all nodes have
to share. For small values of peers N, the communication
complexity of the unoptimized ERNG is cubic in N, while
the optimized version is also (nearly) cubic for smaller values
of N. Given a fixed bandwidth, this explains why the termination increases for larger values of N to reach 103 s for one
instance.
Traffic Size: Cubic Scalability. Fig. (3b) demonstrates that
the communication complexity cubically increases in function
of the number of peers in P for the unoptimized ERNG. Our
theoretical results back up our experimental result. For ERNG
as the bandwidth links get overflowed much faster, we limited
our experiments to 512 nodes. For the optimized ERNG,
small values of the number of peers in the network did not
allow us to optimally select a cluster size that can guarantee
w.h.p. the agreement. In this case, we fix the cluster to be 23
of the network and we show that the traffic size decreases and
has a 60% improvement over the unoptimized one. Note that
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this result can get much better for a larger number of peers in
realistic settings. Here, we draw our theoretical curve for the
ideal evaluation which can be guaranteed only for larger N.

6.3

Byzantine case

In Fig (2c), we show that the termination time of ERB linearly increases with the number of byzantine nodes behaving
maliciously in the current instance. We gradually increase
1
the fraction of byzantine nodes from 512
to 14 . As a strategy of byzantine nodes, we have taken into consideration the
worst-case where byzantine nodes create a chain (a byzantine
sends its message to only one byzantine node each round
and then gets eliminated) in order to delay the termination
as much as possible. In the case of 14 byzantine fraction, the
ERB termination takes 389 seconds while it only takes 4
seconds in the honest case. For traffic size, if the number of
byzantine nodes increases, the communication complexity
of ERB decreases as shown in Fig. (3c). This is mainly due
to the halt-on-divergence property that will eject the nodes
whenever it behaves maliciously. That is when an honest node
multicasts a message, the eliminated byzantine node will not
acknowledge this message which greatly reduces the communication complexity. For example, for 14 byzantine fraction in
a 512-node network, the traffic size equals 35 MB, while in
an honest node instance, it is equal to 69 MB, a 50% decrease.

7

Related Work

Reliable broadcast has been extensively investigated in various adversarial models. In our work, we show how Intel SGX
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improves the efficiency of existing protocols in these models,
renewing interest in studying these protocols with SGX-based
implementations.
Reliable Broadcast: Reliable broadcast has been extensively
studied since the 1980s, and is closely related to the problem
of byzantine agreement (BA). Several excellent surveys on the
problem are available [55, 78]. Byzantine agreement can also
achieve reliable broadcast [26, 29, 31, 52, 63, 66, 73, 78]. For
the asynchronous network, Bracha’s classic reliable broadcast
protocol requires O(N 2 ) communication complexity and tolerates up to N3 byzantine nodes [27,28]. Cachin and Tessaro [32]
leverage erasure codes to improve efficiency and reduce communication complexity. However, as the time is not bounded,
messages may incur arbitrary delays, and most protocols do
not guarantee terminating runs, except under some special
assumptions such as sharing a “common coin” [26, 73].
Lamport et al. and Pease et al. propose protocols terminating within t + 1 rounds and tolerating up to N3 byzantine nodes, but with exponential communication complexity [56, 71]. Berman et al. achieve O(poly(N)) communication complexity but only tolerating upto N4 byzantine
nodes [22]. Garay et al. later present a BA protocol terminating within min{ f + 5,t + 1} rounds [44, 45].
To tolerate a larger fraction of byzantine nodes, additional
assumptions are often needed. A common assumption is that
of having a one-time trusted dealer that pre-deploys PKI in the
infrastructure. This assumption, for instance, allows digital
signatures to be used for authentication, wherein a message
claimed to be sent by a node A can be assured to be originating from A [41, 43, 53, 56]. This weakens the capabilities
of the byzantine adversary, which cannot forge messages on
behalf of honest nodes. Researchers have proposed protocols
to use digital signatures to boost the resilience from N3 to
N − 1, but the communication complexity is still large, i.e.,
O(exp(N)) and O(N 3 ) [41, 56]. Katz et al. extend the work
of Feldman and Micali [42] to employ authenticated channels, and present protocols tolerating N2 byzantine nodes with
O(poly(N)) complexity [53]. Fitzi et al. also give an authenticated BA protocol that beats this bound ( N2 ) but under specific
number-theoretic assumptions [43]. Abraham et al. provide
a solution with early stopping (min{ f + 2,t + 1}) and polynomial complexity [16]. In this work, we use SGX features
to reduce the byzantine model to the general omission model,
and further propose ERB to achieve min{ f + 2,t + 2} round
complexity and O(N 2 ) communication complexity.
Researchers also have proposed byzantine fault-tolerant
algorithms using trusted services, such as by using trusted
computing primitives, primarily focusing on making PBFT
more efficient [20,34,36–38,58,60,79]. These works have observed similar relation to crash-fault-tolerant protocols, as we
have. For example, Chun et al. introduce an attested appendonly memory (A2M) to remove the ability of adversarial replicas to equivocate without detection, which helps to increase
the resilience from N3 to N2 [36]. However, these works have
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concentrated on handling asynchronous protocols with weak
time assumptions like PBFT. In this paper, in contrast to previous approaches, we work on the round-based synchronous
model. Our work extends these ideas to detecting and remediating failures of synchronous network assumptions (e.g. our
lockstep execution and halt-on-divergence). Additionally, we
investigate the use of our blind-box execution primitive in
our new distributed RNG protocol which is bias-resistant, and
more efficient using secure sampling for cluster creation. We
leave the extension of applying our properties and primitives
to asynchronous protocols for future work.
Distributed RNG: Generating common coins in a distributed manner for randomized BA in asynchronous networks can also be used for generating unbiased random numbers [23, 30, 73]. However, these protocols either require a
trusted dealer to set up the initial states of different nodes or
pre-distribute data to the nodes in the network. Other works
employing asynchronous verifiable secret sharing (AVSS) protocols do not have the trusted dealer, but can probabilistically
execute with errors [21, 26, 33, 77]. Most of these works employ some cryptographic primitives that, in most case, can be
considered heavy-weight and performance unfriendly. Awerbuch et al. propose a solution that tolerates up to N6 byzantine
nodes, with O(N) round complexity and O(N 3 ) communication complexity [18] to generate a random number with a
constant bias. Other works, such as Andrychowicz et al.’s
one, generate a common random number based on proof of
work [17] with O(N 4 ) communication complexity, but the
output can eventually be biased. Moreover, the large communication cost for most of these approaches prevents scalability
to a large number of nodes. We present more efficient (with
O(N log N) communication complexity) and unbiased RNG
generation for the synchronous network case.

8

Conclusion

The recent availability of Intel SGX in commodity laptops
and servers provides a promising research direction for advancing the area of P2P systems. Our main observation is
that leveraging SGX features can restrict a byzantine model
to a general-omission model in synchronous systems. We
highlight that using SGX we can improve the efficiency of
P2P protocols such as reliable broadcast and unbiased random
number generator in synchronous settings.
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A

Primitives and Formal Definitions

In this section, we first start by formally defining the syntax
of the communication protocol between two peers, that we
denote by Peer channel. Using this definition, we next define various failure modes and primitives. Using SGX, we
assume that execution integrity (P1) is enforced. We then
show that the following properties: message integrity & authenticity (P2), blind-box computation property (P3) can be
emulated based on the Blinded channel, executing on a particular program. Then we go ahead and formally define the
halt-on-divergence (P4) property for any program running
between two peers. Finally, we show how to reduce the byzantine model to a model where a peer can only replay, omit and
delay, dubbed ROD , given that a Blinded channel exists.
Abstractly, a peer can be considered as the composition
of two entities: an Enclave and an OS. The OS models the
untrusted entity including the operating system and memory.
It has access to all the system resources such as file system,
network and others. The OS can arbitrarily invoke an enclave
program and start its execution. The Enclave models the isolated memory space that loads the program and executes it
securely. Thus, Enclave corresponds to the trusted entity of
a peer. A concurrent work provides a formal study to show
that SGX enclaves can be considered as a trusted entity [70].
The Enclave of the two Peers can interact with each other via
their OSs. We formally define a Peer channel as a protocol,
Peerch , between a sender Peers = (Enclaves , OSs ) and a receiver Peerr = (Enclaver , OSr ). A Peer channel can be seen
as a generalization of the traditional secure communication
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channel between two parties. The main difference is that the
definition of Peerch protocol is augmented with the program
π running within the trusted Enclave.
We define four progressively stronger failure modes: honest, general omission, ROD and byzantine modes of Peerch .
Here we introduce a ROD model as an intermediate model,
wherein the adversary can only a) Replay b) Omit c) or Delay
messages during a protocol, or follow it as prescribed.
We define two primitives: a) Blinded channels and b) halton-divergence. Informally, a Blinded channel guarantees confidentiality and integrity of a message over a Peer channel
Peerch = (Init, Write, Transfer, Read).
We show how we build a Peerch channel using SGX where
Ch
Enclaves and Enclaver are trusted entities. A Peersgx
channel is a Blinded channel, and therefore enforces both (P2)
and (P3) propertie. In particular, we consider that there is a
KeyExπ protocol between Enclaves and Enclaver that is used
to generate a session key for a program π. Whenever there is
a new program the key has to be re-generated. The key exchange protocol can be instantiated using Diffie-Hellman key
exchange, referring to [54] Chapter 9. We use SGX remote
attestation to verify that both parties run their code inside an
Enclave. While this step is neither required nor captured in the
Peerch definition, it is mandatory to guarantee our execution
integrity (P1). Due to space constraints, we defer the formalization and proof to Appendix A in the full version [51].

B

ERB Analysis

In this section, we use the same terminology used in Appendix A, namely, we assume that between any two nodes
Ch
of the network, an Peersgx
instantiation of the Blinded Peer
channel is enabled. In particular, it provides us with both message Integrity & authenticity (P2) and blind-box computation
(P3) properties. Throughout this section, we implicitly consider that the program is publicly available, and therefore its
execution integrity (P1) is enforced.
Theorem B.1. If N ≥ 2t + 1 where t is the upper bound on
Ch
the number of byzantine peers, and Peersgx
is a Blinded Peer
channel, then ERB is a reliable broadcast protocol as defined
in Definition 2.1 with worst-case round complexity equal to
t + 2 and communication complexity equal to O(N 2 ).
Proof. Due to space limitation, we defer the proof of the five
requirements of terminating reliable broadcast to Appendix
C in the full version [51]. Note that the assumption that the
Ch
peers communicates using Peersgx
implies that a byzantine
node can only delay, omit or replay messages. As long as
the network is synchronous with a fixed time interval for a
round to complete, delaying is then equivalent to omitting
a message, as the message will not be considered by honest
nodes past the round, enforcing therefore the lockstep execution (P5) property. Replaying a message is also ineffective
as every peer is identified by a sequence number as well,
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that is generated by the trusted enclave in the Peer channel,
and therefore enforcing the message freshness (P6) property.
Ch
Under the assumption that Peersgx
is a Blinded channel, we
can replace all occurrences of Multicast by communication
between two trusted parties. To sum up, and throughout the
proof, it is valid to consider that if there is a delay, omission
or replay, this will be equivalent to considering that the first
party does not send any message.

C

Algorithm 4: ERNG: Enclaved unbiased random number generation protocol executed by peer pi .
Input: A P2P network P composed of N nodes
Output: A unbiased random number r
/ Sfinal ← 0;
/ Schosen ← 0;
/ rnd ← 1
• initialization: SM ← 0;
for rnd ≤ γ + 4 do
if rnd = 1 then
$

N
• every peer pi compute ri ← {0, · · · , 2γ
− 1};
if ri = 0 then
Multicast(idi , val), where
val = hCHOSEN, idi , seqi , ⊥, 1i;
Schosen ← {idi };
end
• upon receiving val = hCHOSEN, id j , seq j , m j , rnd j i
if type = CHOSEN and rnd j = 1 and seq j = seqi then
Schosen ← Schosen ∪ {id j };
end
end
• if ri = 0 and rnd = 2 then

Unoptimized ERNG Analysis

In this section, similar to Appendix A, we denote by the ROD
mode, a mode where peers in a network P can only replay,
omit and delay messages.
Theorem C.1. If P operates in the ROD mode, then the bias
of G β(G) = 1.

$

compute ri0 ← {0, · · · , γ0 − 1};
if ri0 = 0 then

Proof. Note that while G can be modeled as a multi-variate
function, it does not capture the sequencing of inputs. For our
proof to go through, we need to first show that the sequencing
of ERNG is guaranteed and a node can only participate with
its input if it starts synchronously with all nodes. For this, we
have the following two cases:

$

initiate ERB with inputs mi ← {0, 1}k , seqi and
peers in Schosen ;
end
seq0j ← seq j , for all id j ∈ Schosen ;
end
if ri = 0 and 3 ≤ rnd ≤ γ + 2 then
execute ERB instances and wait for the output;
end
if ri = 0 and rnd
 = γ + 3 then
Wait rnd then obtain Mi = {mˆ1 , · · · , mˆli };
seq j ← seq0j , for all id j ∈ Schosen ;
end
if rnd = γ + 4 then
• if ri = 0 then
SM ← SM ∪ {Mi };

Multicast idi , hFINAL, idi , Mi , seqi , γ + 4i ;
end
• upon receiving val = hFINAL, M j , seq0j , rnd j i:
if rnd j = γ + 4 and seq0j = seq j then
SM ← SM ∪ {M j };
if # of Mκ ≥ γ + 1 where Mκ ∈ SM then
Sfinal ← ML
κ;
accept r = v∈Sfinal v.
end
end
end
rnd ← rnd + 1;

• early start: if a byzantine node transmits its INIT at
rnd = 1, the node outputs (either m or ⊥) will be considered as an input for G,
• late start: if a byzantine holds the INIT message until
seeing the output, then its input will not be added to Sfinal
as the message will be considered delayed. The output
of G in this case equals ⊥
Note that for both cases, the nodes have to start the protocol
at rnd = 1 if they want to participate with their inputs in the
final output. Moreover, based on the Blinded channel, we
know that nodes can only obtain the final output of G while
not viewing any internal state of G, which enforce the blindbox computation (P3) property. That is, it is valid to consider
G as a multi-variate function that is fed all inputs at once.
Let us denote by X the random variable that captures the
output of G such that X = X1 ⊕ · · · XN , where Xi ’s are random
variables that capture the input provided by every node in P ,
for all i ∈ [N]. As P operates in the ROD mode, all honest
nodes receive the same set Sfinal at the end ofLthe protocol. We
L
then can rewrite X such that X = κi=1 Xi ⊕ Ni=κ+1 Xi , where
κ = |Sfinal |. In the following, we need to show that EG [S] =
E[S] = |S|
, for all S ⊆ {0, 1}k . Note that EG [S] = Pr[X ∈ S],
2k
and therefore it is sufficient to compute Pr[X ∈ S].
The second equality follows from the fact that all events
L
are
disjoint. Now for a given x ∈ S, Pr[X = x] = Pr[ κi=1 Xi ⊕
LN
1
1
k
i=κ+1 Xi = x] = 2s·k |{x2 , · · · , xκ ∈ {0, 1} }| = 2s . Thus,
Pr[X ∈ S] =

|S|
2s .

This concludes our proof.
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end
• seq j ← seq j + 1, for all j ∈ [N];

D

Optimized ERNG

We present a pseudo-solution of our optimized ERNG in
Algorithm 4.
Lemma D.1. If up to t = N3 nodes are byzantine, then with
at least 1 − negl(γ) probability, the representative cluster has
more than γ honest nodes, and less than γ byzantine nodes.
Proof. In ERNG at round 1, every node picks uniformly at
N
random a value from {0, · · · , 2γ
− 1}. That is, every node has
a probability equal to q =

2γ
N

to be chosen as a representative.
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Let Hi and Bi be two random variable that equal 1 if the ith honest and byzantine node is chosen respectively, otherwise they
t
equal zero. Let us denote by H = ∑2t
i=1 Hi and B = ∑i=1 Bi
the number of selected honest and byzantine nodes in the
cluster. Then both H and B are distributed following a binomial distribution with a number of trials equal to 2t and
2γ
4t·γ
t, respectively. We have E[H] = ∑2t
i=1 E[Hi ] = 2t · N = N .
2t·γ
Similarly, E[Y ] = N . Based on two variations of Chernoff
bound, considering t = N3 , we obtain that
Pr[H > (1 − δ1 )

2δ21 ·γ
4γ
] ≥ 1 − e− 3 ,
3
2δ22 ·γ

− 9
, where δ1 , δ2 < 1.
similarly, Pr[B < (1 + δ2 ) 2γ
3 ] ≥ 1−e
1
1
For a choice of δ1 = 4 and δ2 = 3 , we obtain,
γ

Pr[H > γ] ≥ 1 − e− 24 ,
and,
γ

Pr[B < γ] ≥ 1 − e− 41 .
√
√
Lemma D.2. If γ0 = γ, then the probability that Ω( γ)
honest nodes are selected to be in the second representative
cluster is at least 1 − negl(γ).
Proof. Based on Algorithm 4, every node in the cluster has a
probability of γ10 to be chosen. Let us denote by Xi the random
variable equal to one if the node is selected. We then denote by,
H0 = ∑H
i=1 Xi , the random variable that counts the number of
honest node in the second cluster. Based on Wald’s equation,
4γ
we obtain E[H0 ] = E[γH0 ] = 3γ
0 . Then, based on Chernoff bound,
we obtain for δ < 1,
2

Pr[H0 > (1 − δ) ·
if we set δ = 1 − γ10 and γ0 =
Pr[H0 >

4γ
− 4δ ·γ
] ≥ 1 − e 3γ0
0
3γ

√
γ, then we obtain

√
√
4 γ
] ≥ 1 − e− γ .
3

This ends out proof.
Note that we can obtain better bounds if we consider computing the pmf of H0 as it follows a binomial distribution with
a binomial number of trials
√
Corollary D.1. If γ0 = γ, then the size of the first and second
√
representative clusters is in O(γ) and O( γ) w.h.p
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The proof of the corollary directly follows from
Lemma D.2.
Theorem D.1. Agreement: All honest nodes eventually
agree on the same common set Sfinal in ERNG.
Proof. In round 1, |Schosen | nodes are uniformly at random
selected to be part of the representative cluster. Based on
Lemma D.1, we have shown that the cluster contains strictly
more than γ honest nodes, and strictly less than γ byzantine
nodes w.h.p. when t < N3 That is, we have created a new
smaller P2P network Schosen in which the honest nodes represent the majority. In the cluster, all honest nodes know each
other, but byzantine nodes may deliberately not contact honest
nodes on purpose. In this case, the cluster will be more robust
with less byzantine nodes. Thus, all the results introduced for
ERB will hold for this cluster of nodes.
From round 2 to round γ + 3, the second cluster has more
√
than γ honest nodes w.h.p. according to Lemma D.2. For
each instance of ERB— whether initiated by an honest or
byzantine node, the honest representative nodes will agree on
a same message.Since there is at least one honest sender, all
honest nodes will accept the honest sender’s message for its
√
run of ERB.After around O( γ) runs, all honest nodes will
agree on the same set of random numbers. Since the number
of honest representative nodes is larger than γ and all of them
will multicast FINAL messages for the same set of messages
in round γ + 4, then all honest nodes will receive adequate
FINAL messages to accept the common set Sfinal .
Theorem D.2. Unbiasedness: The output of the ERNG protocol is an unbiased random number.
sketch. Given Theorem D.1, we know that all honest nodes
agree on the same set SM . On the other hand, leveraging
Ch
Peersgx
Peer channel, we know that all random numbers in
the ERNG protocol are generated within the SGX enclave
and never tempered with as the network is in the ROD model.
Finally, it is sufficient to show that if all random numbers
generated in SGX are random then the output of ERNG is
an unbiased random number, which holds given SGX primitive generates unbiased random number against the operating
system according to Theorem C.1.
In ERNG, since the message mi is a random number generated by the SGX and proposed by the peer pi , then eventually
every honest node accepts the same set Sfinal of random numbers according to Theorem D.1. By performing exclusive
disjunction (or XOR) of all the random numbers in Sfinal ,
every honest node can obtain a common random number r.
In the meantime, the random number r is unbiased against
byzantine nodes.
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Abstract
BBR is a new congestion control algorithm proposed by
Google that builds a model of the network path consisting
of its bottleneck bandwidth and RTT to govern its sending
rate rather than packet loss (like CUBIC and many other popular congestion control algorithms). Loss-based congestion
control has been shown to be vulnerable to acknowledgment
manipulation attacks. However, no prior work has investigated how to design such attacks for BBR, nor how effective
they are in practice. In this paper we systematically analyze
the vulnerability of BBR to acknowledgement manipulation
attacks. We create the first detailed BBR finite state machine
and a novel algorithm for inferring its current BBR state at
runtime by passively observing network traffic. We then adapt
and apply a TCP fuzzer to the Linux TCP BBR v1.0 implementation. Our approach generated 30,297 attack strategies,
of which 8,859 misled BBR about actual network conditions.
From these, we identify 5 classes of attacks causing BBR
to send faster, slower or stall. We also found that BBR is
immune to acknowledgment burst, division and duplication
attacks that were previously shown to be effective against
loss-based congestion control such as TCP New Reno.

1

Introduction

BBR (Bottleneck Bandwidth and Round-trip propagation
time) is a new congestion control algorithm for TCP [24]
and QUIC [25] proposed by Google in 2016. BBR is motivated by how commonly deployed loss-based congestion
control algorithms inaccurately rely on packet loss as the primary signal for network congestion, often leaving networks
underutilized or highly congested. This inaccuracy occurs
because in today’s networks, the relationship between packet
loss and network congestion has become disjoint due to varying switch buffer sizes. Instead, BBR is model-based, as it
creates a model of the network by periodically estimating the

available bottleneck bandwidth BtlBw and round-trip propagation delay RTprop, which are used to govern the rate packets
are sent into the network and the maximum amount of data
allowed in-transit.
Prior work [29, 30, 32, 36] showed how loss-based congestion control algorithms (e.g., New Reno, CUBIC) designed
for TCP are prone to acknowledgment manipulation attacks,
where an adversary exploits the semantics of acknowledgments to mislead the sender (i.e., the victim) of a flow about
network congestion. These attacks are possible because TCP
headers are unencrypted and have no authentication mechanism other than a random initial sequence number which may
be observed or predicted by on-path [29] or off-path [7,23,35]
attackers, respectively. While at first it may appear BBR is
less prone to such attacks, as it relies on a different congestion control approach, its estimation of BtlBw and RTprop is
based on received acknowledgments. The impact of such attacks can not be easily assessed from existing attacks against
loss-based congestion control, because BBR follows a different algorithm for adjusting its sending rate. Given BBR is
implemented for TCP [8], the underlying protocol for much
of the Internet traffic, and being deployed on YouTube and
Google.com [9], studying BBR security and its vulnerability
to acknowledgment manipulation attacks is critical.
In this work, we discover and analyze acknowledgment manipulation attacks targeting the Linux TCP BBR congestion
control implementation, a popular implementation of BBR.
We use a protocol-fuzzing approach to systematically inject at
runtime maliciously modified acknowledgment packets that
target the core mechanism of BBR: the estimation of BtlBw
and RTprop. In order to achieve this, we adapt TCP WN1 , a
TCP congestion control protocol fuzzer, to automatically find
vulnerabilities targeting BBR. TCP WN attack strategies are
defined by tuplets that dictate which type of acknowledgment
manipulation attack to execute when the sender is in a certain congestion control state. TCP WN uses the model of the
congestion control algorithm to map all theoretically possible
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attack paths to actual attack strategies. It then uses a state inference algorithm by observing network traffic to discern when
to inject the counterfeit acknowledgments. Since TCP WN
supports only loss-based congestion control algorithms, we
derive a finite state machine for BBR by consulting documentation [9, 16, 17], presentations [10–15] and source code [8].
We additionally develop a new algorithm for inferring the
current BBR state in real-time based on network traffic alone,
and integrate it with TCP WN.
Using this approach, we automatically generated and executed 30,297 attack strategies from both off-path and on-path
attackers, of which 8,859 caused BBR to send data at abnormal rates: 14 caused a faster sending rate, 4,025 caused a
slower sending rate and 4,820 caused a stalled connection
(i.e., the flow did not complete). All of these successful attacks originated from an on-path attacker with read/write
access to the flow. Attacks causing slower/stalled sending
performance could be used by an adversary to throttle other
flows—leading to poor performance for victim flows and possibly making more bandwidth available to the attacker’s flows.
Those causing faster sending performance could be used by a
destructive adversary to increase network congestion, leading
to unfairness, poor quality of service and congestion collapse.
Attacks causing stall connections are a form of denial of service attacks difficult to detect as the connection is active and
data is being sent, but with no progress for the flow itself. We
summarize our contributions as follows:
• We derive the first state machine model for BBR and
use it to demonstrate that BBR is vulnerable to acknowledgement manipulation attacks.
• We derive an algorithm for estimating the current BBR
state in real-time by observing network traffic.
• We adapt a TCP congestion control fuzzer, TCP WN,
to BBR using our newly derived BBR state machine
and inference algorithm to automatically generate and
execute 30,297 automatically attack strategies.
• We identify 5 classes of acknowledgement manipulation
attacks from on-path attakers against BBR that cause
faster, slower and stalled sending rates. We did not find
effective attacks from off-path attackers. To the best of
our knowledge, we are the first to discover and evaluate
attacks on BBR.
• We analyze how BBR distinctly reacts to these attacks,
in comparison with other congestion control algorithms.
We also found that BBR is immune to acknowledgment
burst, division and duplication attacks that were previously shown to be effective against loss-based congestion control such as TCP New Reno.

2

Vulnerability of BBR to Attacks

We now describe BBR, derive a model for it, and show how
an attacker can exploit the model to create attacks.
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Algorithm 1 Delivery rate samples [17] are computed to
estimate the bottleneck bandwidth. For each new ACK, the
average ACK rate is computed between when a data segment
is sent to when an acknowledgment is explicitly received for
it. Delivery rates are capped by the send rate as data should
not arrive at the receiver faster than it is transmitted.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Input: A data segment P and a BBR connection C.
Output: The delivery rate sample
function C OMPUTE D ELIVERY R ATE S AMPLE(P, C)
data_acked = C.delivered - P.delivered
ack_elapsed = C.delivered_time - P.delivered_time
send_elapsed = P.sent_time - P.first_sent_time
ack_rate = data_acked / ack_elapsed
send_rate = data_acked / send_elapsed
delivery_rate = min(ack_rate, send_rate)
return delivery_rate
end function

2.1

BBR Overview

BBR is motivated by how loss-based congestion control algorithms such as CUBIC and New Reno assume packet loss
implies network congestion, which is not always the case. As
a result, sending behavior is adjusted based on signals possibly unrelated to actual congestion, leading to network under
utilization and excessive queue delay (bufferbloat).
Instead of relying solely on packet loss to infer congestion,
BBR is model-based meaning congestion is inferred primarily
by two properties of the network path: its bottleneck bandwidth BtlBw and round-trip propagation delay RTprop. BBR
paces its sending rate proportionally to BtlBw and aims for at
least one BDP = BtlBw × RTprop worth of data in-flight for
full utilization. At any given time, its sending rate is limited by
two factors: the congestion window cwnd, or pacing_rate
= pacing_gain × BtlBw that defines inter-packet spacing.
Pacing, first proposed by Zhang et al. [39], aims to reduce
burstiness and in some situations, offers improved fairness
and throughput [2]. BBR caps cwnd to 2 × BDP to overcome
delays in received acknowledgments, which would otherwise
cause BBR to underestimate the bottleneck bandwidth [10].
Obtaining an accurate and up-to-date model of the network
path is essential to BBR’s effectiveness, and thus the model
is updated on every new acknowledgement.

2.2

Estimating the Network Path Model

Accurate measurements of BtlBw and RTprop are obtained
sequentially at different times and network conditions because
the network conditions required to obtain accurate measurements of each parameter interfere with each others measurements. At mutually exclusive times, BBR adjusts its sending
rate so the network conditions are met for each parameter.
For BtlBw, the sending rate is increased to discover available
bottleneck bandwidth while for RTprop, the congestion window is reduced to 4 packets. Note that increasing sending
rate to measure BtlBw may create queues which would create
inaccurate RTprop measurements. Decreasing the sending
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rate to measure RTprop would not allow available bandwidth
to be discovered.
Bottleneck Bandwidth. The bottleneck bandwidth is estimated by employing a max filter that retains the maximum
observed delivery rate sample over the past 10 round-trips. A
delivery rate sample is computed on each new ACK, which
is shown in Algorithm 1. Delivery rate samples represent the
average acknowledgment rate between when a data segment
is transmitted to when an acknowledgment is received for that
segment. Delivery rate samples are only computed for the
exact packet it acknowledges. This is because factors such
as delayed acknowledgment can cause delivery rates to be
overestimated. These samples are used primarily to estimate
the rate at which data is arriving at the receiver, which is
naturally capped by the bottleneck bandwidth. Delivery rate
samples only reflect the actual bottleneck bandwidth when
BBR sends at a rate that matches or exceeds capacity, which
is accomplished by periodically increasing its sending rate
25% faster than the current BtlBw.
Round-Trip Propagation Delay. BBR estimates RTprop
using a min filter that retains the minimum observed roundtrip time sample over the past 10 seconds. Round-trip samples
are measured by computing the elapsed time between when a
flight of data is sent to when it is acknowledged. Accurately
measuring the RTT presents a challenge because packets
queued in switch buffers cause increased and inaccurate RTT
samples. To overcome this, BBR drains switch queues by
periodically limiting its sending behavior. After measuring
BtlBw, it is entirely possible the bottleneck is already saturated, causing queue build-up. To mitigate this, BBR sends
25% slower than the current estimated BtlBw immediately
after measuring the bottleneck link. BBR also reduces cwnd
to 4 packets every 10 seconds to update RTprop, which we
describe in the following section in greater detail.
Rate Limiting. BBR attempts to detect token-bucket policers (TBPs) as they can cause data to be sent faster than the
token drain rate, leading to high packet loss. In networks with
such TBPs, it is common to see bursts of throughput before
tokens are exhausted, after which packets are dropped. Due
to BBR’s long-lived BtlBw max filter, the burst rate would
cause the estimated bottleneck bandwidth to be greater than
the token drain rate, leading to high packet loss for as long as
10 round-trips. BBR detects TBPs when there is significant
packet loss and consistent throughput, after which it paces its
sending rate to the estimated token drain rate for 48 RTTs.

2.3

A State Machine for BBR

To systematically analyze BBR, we derive a finite-state machine (FSM) for it. To the best of our knowledge no such
model has been published, so we empirically developed our
own through documentation [9, 16, 17], presentations [10–15]
and source code [8]. In Figure 1, we illustrate our BBR FSM
and describe its variables and events in Table 1.
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BBR employs several similar mechanisms to traditional
congestion control algorithms. (Readers can refer to Appendix
E to revisit the background on congestion control). When a
flow first begins, BBR uses a mechanism to quickly discover
the available bandwidth (i.e. slow start). Afterwards, BBR
paces its sending rate at the estimated bandwidth (i.e. congestion avoidance) while simultaneously probing the network
for available bandwidth and updating its network path model:
BtlBw and RTprop. Even though packet loss is not at BBR’s
core, BBR includes mechanisms to handle such cases. Finally,
BBR includes methods for detecting and accounting for tokenbucket policers, as they can allow traffic bursts until tokens
run up, making BBR to send too quickly causing packet loss.
The states of our BBR FSM are:
Startup. Similar to slow start, Startup is the first state
BBR enters and aims to quickly discover the available bottleneck bandwidth by doubling its sending rate on each roundtrip. Startup transitions into Drain when either cwnd reaches
ssthresh or if three consecutive delivery rate samples show
less than a 25% increases over the last, indicating the bottleneck bandwidth has been reached.
Drain. This state aims to drain queues that were likely
created during Startup. Those queues are reduced in a single
round-trip by sending data at ln(2)/2 ≈ 0.34 times the rate
before entering this state, after which ProbeBW is entered.
ProbeBW. Similar to congestion avoidance, ProbeBW
aims to pace the sending rate at the estimated bottleneck
bandwidth, achieve fairness, and probe for additional bandwidth with low queuing delay. These are accomplished using
gain cycling where
 thepacing_gain cycles through a set of
eight phases: [ 5 4 , 3 4 , 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1] where each phase
lasts one RTprop. In the first phase, BBR sends 25% faster
than BtlBw to probe for additional bandwidth. In the second
phase, BBR sends 25% slower than BtlBw to drain any queues
created in the last phase and to achieve fairness with other
flows. In the remaining phases, BBR sends equal to BtlBw;
the target operating point.
ProbeRTT. The goal of this state is to obtain a recent
and accurate measurement of RTprop. Since queue delay increases the measured RTprop, ProbeRTT explicitly backs off
from the network in order to drain any queues. This way, the
min RTprop filter can capture a RTprop measurement without
queues. ProbeRTT is entered if 10 seconds have elapsed since
RTprop was last updated, and lasts for 200 ms; long enough
to overlap with other flow’s ProbeRTT states such that queues
are fully drained.
Recovery. This state is entered when data has been lost and
exits once all outstanding data when Recovery was entered
has been acknowledged. Upon entry, cwnd is set to the amount
of in-flight data and resets to 2 × BDP upon exit.
Exponential Backoff. This state is entered upon a retransmission timeout indicating lost data due to no new acknowledgments for several RTTs. The lost segment is retransmited with a doubled timeout time; exponentially back-
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min_rtt_ts > 10s
--save_cwnd=cwnd
cwnd=4
rate=bw*min_rtt*1
probe_ts=now()
min_rtt_ts < 10s && probe_ts > 200ms && fullbw==0
-cwnd=save_cwnd
rate=bw*min_rtt*(2/ln(2))

ACK && New && MinRTT
-cwnd=bw*min_rtt*2
rate=bw*min_rtt*1
min_rtt_ts=now()

min_rtt_ts > 10s
--save_cwnd=cwnd
cwnd=4
rate=bw*min_rtt*1
probe_ts=now()

RateLimited
RateLimited
cwnd=est_bw*min_rtt*2
rate=est_bw*min_rtt*1

min_rtt_ts < 10s && probe_ts > 200ms && est_bw > 0
-cwnd=save_cwnd

ACK && New && MaxBW
-cwnd=bw*min_rtt*(2/ln(2))
rate=bw*min_rtt*(2/ln(2))

ACK && New && MinRTT
-cwnd=bw*min_rtt*(2/ln(2))
rate=bw*min_rtt*(2/ln(2))
min_rtt_ts=now()

Startup
Startup
Init
-cwnd=10
rate=10*handshake_rtt*(2/ln(2))
fullbw=0
min_rtt_ts=now()

cwnd=bw*min_rtt*(2/ln(2))
rate=bw*min_rtt*(2/ln(2))
bw increasing

ACK && New && MaxBW
-cwnd=bw*min_rtt*(2/ln(2))
rate=bw*min_rtt*(ln(2)/2)

bw has not increased for 3 rounds
-fullbw=1
rate=bw*min_rtt*(ln(2)/2)

ACK && New && MinRTT
-cwnd=bw*min_rtt*(2/ln(2))
rate=bw*min_rtt*(ln(2)/2)
min_rtt_ts=now()

Drain

Drain
cwnd=bw*min_rtt*(2/ln(2))
rate=bw*min_rtt*(ln(2)/2)
Drain Queues

loss > 50% && abs(bw-prev_bw) <= 1/8*bw && 4 rounds
-est_bw=rate*min_rtt - drops
48 rounds
rate=est_b2*min_rtt
-cwnd=est_bw*min_rtt*2
est_bw=0
idx=rand(2,7)
1 round
min_rtt_ts > 10s
rate=est_bw*min_rtt*rmult[idx]
---idx=(idx+1)%8
save_cwnd=cwnd
rate=bw*min_rtt*rmult[idx]
cwnd=4
rate=bw*min_rtt*1
probe_ts=now()
ProbeBW

ProbeBW

in_ ight <=bw*min_rtt
-cwnd=bw*min_rtt*2
idx=rand(2,7)
rate=bw*min_rtt*rmult[idx]

ProbeRTT
ProbeRTT

cwnd = bw*min_rtt*2
rmult= [1.25,0.75,1,1,1,1,1,1]
rate=bw*min_rtt*rmult[idx]
Steady state

ACK && New && MaxBW
-cwnd=bw*min_rtt*2
rate=bw*min_rtt*rmult[idx]

LostPacket
-save_cwnd=cwnd
Update in_ ight
cwnd=in_ ight
high_water=last_sent

min_rtt_ts < 10s && probe_ts > 200ms && fullbw>0 && est_bw == 0
-cwnd=save_cwnd
idx=rand(2,7)
ACK && New && MinRTT rate=bw*min_rtt*rmult[idx]
-cwnd=bw*min_rtt*2
rate=bw*min_rtt*rmult[idx]
min_rtt_ts=now()

ACK && New && pkt.ack >= high_water
-cwnd=save_cwnd

Exponential
ExponentialBacko
Backo

ACK && New && MinRTT
-rate=bw*min_rtt*1
min_rtt_ts=now()

RTO Timeout
-cwnd=1
fullbw=0
rto_timeout=2*rto_timeout

cwnd=1

Recovery
Recovery
ACK && New
-Update in_ ight
cwnd=in_ ight*2

cwnd=in_ ight*2
avoid loss during recovery

cwnd=4
rate=bw*min_rtt*1
Probe for min RTT

RTO Timeout
-cwnd=1
rto_timeout=2*rto_timeout

ACK
-cwnd=1
bw=0
fullbw=0

Figure 1: TCP BBR finite-state machine, see Table 1 for variable descriptions.
Table 1: Descriptions of variables unique to the BBR finite-state machine (left), and its events (right).
Variable
bw
bw_est
fullbw
idx
min_rtt
min_rtt_ts
probe_ts
rate
rmult

Description
maximum measured bottleneck bandwidth.
estimated token-bucket drain rate.
boolean indicating when pipe is filled.
current index into rmult.
minimum measured RTT.
timestamp min_rtt was measured.
timestamp ProbeRTT was entered.
current pace data is sent.
array containing the 8 pacing_gain phases.

ing off from the network. Once an acknowledgment is received, the current model is discarded and Startup is entered.
Rate Limited. This state is entered when a token-bucket
policer is detected on the network, as these can lead to high
amounts of packet loss. This state is entered when the packet
loss-to-delivered ratio is greater than 20%, but the throughput
remains steady. BBR sets BtlBw to the estimate token bucket
drain rate and sustains this for 48 round-trips.

3

Automated Attack Exploration in BBR

In order to systematically examine vulnerabilities of TCP
BBR implementation for the Linux kernel TCP stack [8], we
apply a TCP congestion control fuzzer, TCP WN. Below we
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Event
ACK
MaxBW
MinRTT
New
LostPacket
RTO Timeout

Description
recipient of an acknowledgment packet, representing
the highest correct byte received.
new maximum bottleneck bandwidth is observed.
new minimum RTT sample is observed.
new acknowledgment received, acknowledging previously outstanding data.
TCP packet loss event (3 duplicate ACKs).
outstanding data has not been acknowledged for many
RTTs.

describe the attacker model and the changes we had to make
to TCP WN in order to apply it to BBR.

3.1

Attacker Model

We focus on manipulation attacks in the implementation of
BBR, where the attacker targets to mislead the sender’s congestion control about the current network condition. These
attacks are conducted through maliciously crafted acknowledgment packets, which can result in either increasing or
decreasing the throughput of the target flow(s), or in stalling
the target TCP connection.
We support the following acknowledgement-based malicious actions: ACK duplication, ACK stepping (several acknowledgments are dropped and then several let through in a
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cycle), ACK bursting (acknowledgments are sent in bursts),
optimistic ACK (acknowledge highest byte, dropping duplicates), delayed ACK (delay acknowledgments for a fixed
amount of time), limited ACK (prevent acknowledgment numbers from increasing), stretch ACK (forward only every nth
ACK), injecting off-path duplicate acknowledgments, injecting off-path offset acknowledgments, and injecting off-path
incrementing acknowledgments. (Appendix B includes a visual representation of some actions for additional clarity.)
In order to achieve its goals, the attacker applies an attack
strategy, which is defined as a sequence of acknowledgmentbased malicious actions and the corresponding sender states
when each action is conducted. We focus on TCP flows with
bulk data transfers because they are widespread, and the effect
of the conducted attacks is easy to measure.
We assume that the attacker is interested in causing BBR
to send faster than usual, slower, or stall, and these attacks are
meant to affect servers, clients, or the provider of a bottleneck
link. In the case of sending faster, the goal of the attack can
be to waste/exhaust bandwidth resources, worsening performance for all other clients of the server and/or shared bottleneck link. In the case of sending slower, the goal is to target
individual connections for performance degradation, which
could selectively cause a service provider’s quality to be poor
(e.g., low resolution video streaming) and/or make more bottleneck bandwidth available for other competing flows. In the
case of stalling a flow, the goal is to disrupt communication
between endpoints indefinitely, without causing an error from
the transport layer to propagate to the application that is using
it, effectively causing a denial of service.

3.2

Modifying TCP WN for BBR

We leverage TCP WN [29], a recent open-source platform
designed to automatically find manipulation attacks in TCP
congestion control implementations. We chose TCP WN because it does not require the source code of the congestion
control implementation, and is designed specifically for TCP
congestion control implementations.
At the core, TCP WN employs a network protocol fuzzer
to find acknowledgment-based manipulation attacks against
TCP congestion control implementations. Instead of applying
random fuzzing, TCP WN guides the fuzzer using a modelguided technique, where the model is represented as a finite
state machine (FSM) that captures the main functionality of
several TCP congestion control algorithms.
For fuzzing an actual implementation of TCP congestion
control in its native environment, TCP WN utilizes virtualization and proxy-based attack injection. To be effective, these
attacks must be executed at the right time during execution,
and therefore TCP WN monitors network packets exchanged
to infer the current state of the sender in real-time.
While TCP WN is amenable to TCP congestion control algorithms, it assumes that the algorithm is a loss-based model
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based on TCP New Reno. Thus, we can not directly apply it
to BBR, as the models are substantially different. We leverage
our own BBR FSM (see Figure 1) to feed it as an input to
TCP WN to generate abstract attack strategies, each of which
specifies a vulnerable path in the FSM that the attacker can
exploit. Each transition on a vulnerable path dictates the network condition that the attacker needs to trigger to mount the
desired attack.
While there are several ways to trigger the necessary network conditions, TCP WN takes the abstract strategies and
converts them into concrete attack strategies consisting of
basic acknowledgement-packet-level actions (e.g., send duplicate ACKs). During fuzzing, the attack injector applies
these actions in particular states of the FSM. Although the
generation of attack strategies is fully automated, TCP WN
requires us to provide a manually crafted mapping between
network conditions and basic actions because the mapping
relies on domain knowledge about the underlying model (in
our case, the BBR FSM).
Another change we had to make is changing the state inference algorithm. TCP WN needs to know what is the state of
the sender in order to inject attacks in the states specified by
the attack strategy. The state inference available in TCP WN
cannot infer BBR’s states because the algorithm expects the
underlying model (i.e., FSM) to be based on TCP New Reno.
Hence, we develop a new state inference algorithm for BBR
to infer the sender’s state from network traffic alone (§ 3.3).

3.3

State Inference for BBR

We present a novel algorithm to infer the current state of the
sender in real-time by passively observing network traffic.
Our algorithm operates by computing flow metrics on each
round-trip and comparing metrics across intervals to determine BBR’s state. We compute metrics on each round-trip
because BBR sustains a constant sending behavior for at least
one round-trip.
When our algorithm starts, we begin a round-trip by recording the first data packet’s sequence number and end when it
is acknowledged. During round-trips, we collect flow metrics and compute average throughput, re-transmission count,
number of data packets sent when the round completes. We
then update the inferred BBR state on each new round by
computing metrics across round-trips. For BBR, the most
revealing metric about its current state is change in average
throughput across round-trips. On each round, we compute
the throughput ratio since the last round. For example, if the
current and last rounds had average throughputs of 30 and 20
Mbit/sec respectively, then the ratio would equal 1.5.
We infer Startup if throughput has increase significantly
since the last round-trip. Drain is primarily inferred if the
current state is Startup and we notice throughput has not been
increasing. ProbeBW is inferred if 1.4 > ratio > 0.6, which
allows ProbeBW to be inferred during phases 1 and 2 of gain
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Results
Attack
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Background
TCP Receiver

Background
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Figure 2: TCP WN testing environment.

cycling. We also infer ProbeBW when BBR transitions out of
Drain indicated by a significant increase in throughput. We
infer ProbeRTT when we observe only 4-5 data packets in the
last round, resulting from cwnd = 4 packets to drain queues,
and exit after 10 data packets have been sent. Recovery is
inferred when re-transmitted segments have been observed
and exits when the highest data sequence (when Recovery was
entered) is acknowledged. Exponential-backoff is inferred
when the estimated RTO has elapsed since the last data packet.
Lastly, we infer RateLimited when more than 16 round-trips
have passed, with small variance in average throughput.
We infer Exponential-backoff, Recovery and Drain without
waiting for a round-trip to complete, as these can be entered
at anytime during the flow. (Readers can refer to Appendix D
for the algorithm’s pseudocode).

4

Experimental Results

In this section we describe and analyze our discovered attacks
on BBR congestion control. We first describe the testing
environment used. We then describe how we analyze and
classified the attacks. Lastly, we discuss and illustrate the
discovered attack classes in detail.

4.1

Experiment Setup

Environment. Our testing environment, shown in Figure 2,
consists of four virtual machines running Ubuntu Linux 17.10
sharing a virtual dumbell network topology. We limit the bottleneck bandwidth to 100Mbits/sec with a 500 packet queue
and a 10 ms. end-to-end latency between either end of the
topology. We configure the virtual network with reasonably
low latency and high bandwidth, allowing us to isolate the impact of attack strategies on BBR in a “friendly” environment.
For each attack strategy, two TCP flows are instantiated,
a victim and background flow, each transferring an identical
100MB file over HTTP. The attacker is located between either end of the topology. The victim flow uses a Linux TCP
BBR sender, whose flow is injected with attacks where the
background flow is not targeted. We use tcpdump to measure
both flows’ performance, captured between the senders and
the bottleneck. The victim flow is measured to understand the
impact of the attack, and the background flow is measured to
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investigate the impact of competing flows during attack, e.g.,
to determine if there was collateral damage.
Attacks in the wild. For an attack to be effective in the
wild, an attacker will need to be able to recognize that TCP
flows are indeed using BBR and to be able to be on the path
(all the attacks we found were from on-path attackers). An
attacker can determine that TCP is using BBR for congestion
control by examining the startup phase of a target connection.
Specifically, during startup BBR doubles its send rate every
round, even with loss, until the bottleneck bandwidth estimate
is relatively stable. So an on-path attacker could drop a single
packet early in the connection startup to see if the TCP sender
exits exponential growth. If so, this is probably loss-based
congestion control, i.e. not BBR. Being on path can be accomplished by compromising a router along the path or inserting
ones self into the path by ARP spoofing or similar attacks.
Cross-traffic could also impede the effectiveness of the attack.
We conducted a few experiments where we varied the number
of cross-traffic flows in an attempt to gauge the impact of such
traffic on our attacks. In particular, we varied the number of
background CUBIC flows from 1 to 32 while executing each
of our attacks. We repeated each of these scenarios 10 times
and found that our attacks continue to be effective even with
this significant level of background traffic (see Table 3).
Attack strategies. We used TCP WN to execute 30,297 attack strategies for manipulating BBR’s sending rate. After
each attack strategy is executed, it is classified into one of four
categories: faster, slower, stalled (data transfer did not complete), and benign (no attack was detected). These categories
represent the BBR’s respective sending rate performance. The
attack categorization algorithm is the same as the one used
in [29]. (For convenience, it is shown in Appendix A).
Attack analysis. After all 30,297 attack strategies were
executed, 8,859 were flagged as potential attacks: 14 faster,
4,025 slower and 4,820 stalled. We initially focused on extracting the strategies that were most effective at manipulating
BBR’s sending rate in each category. To identify which attack
strategies were most effective at impacting BBR’s performance, we grouped attack strategies in each category (ignoring attack specific parameters) and sorted each by average
sending rate.
While this allowed us to understand which exact strategies
were most effective, the limitation with this method is that it
does not reveal if any subset of actions is more effective over
others. Take for instance the following attack strategy that
hypothetically affects sending rate performance:
[(StateA,Action1),(StateB,Action2),(StateC,Action3)].

While it is true that this attack strategy affects sending
rate performance, the above method does not indicate if
performing Action2 in StateB was necessary for causing it.
To find which actions were most effective, we generated all
possible attack action subset combinations for each category
and sorted them by their occurrence in the original attack
strategies. This allowed us to see which attack actions the
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Table 2: Descriptions of discovered attack classes targeting Linux TCP BBR congestion control.
No.
1

Attack
Optimistic ACK

Attacker
On/off-path

2

Delayed ACK

On-path

3

Repeated RTO

On-path

4

RTO stall

On-path

5

Sequence
Number Desync

On/off-path

Description
Acknowledge the highest sent sequence number before it is received, hiding all losses. This causes
an overestimated BtlBw and for data to be send earlier/faster than otherwise.
Delay acknowledgments from reaching the sender from the receiver for a fixed amount of time,
causing BtlBw to be underestimated and data to be sent at a slower pace.
For the entire flow, prevent new data from being acknowledged causing a RTO. Optimistically
acknowledge the lost segment causing Startup to be entered. This causes substantial amounts of
time to be wasted (not sending data) during periods before each RTO.
Prevent new data from ever being acknowledged causing a RTO and exponential backoff to never
exit. This causes the connection to stall as no new data will ever be sent.
Acknowledge the highest sent sequence number before it is received, hiding all losses causing
sequence numbers to desynchronize. Induce RTO causing exponential backoff to be entered. For
each re-transmission, the receiver replies with a lower acknowledgement number than the sender
expects, causing the lost segment to never be acknowledged and exponential backoff to never exit.
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Figure 3: Time-sequence graphs illustrate how each attack manipulates acknowledgments to achieve a faster, slower or stalled sending rate.
The blue lines represent data being sent by TCP BBR (victim) and the green represents acknowledgments being received from the attacker.

Table 3: Avg. throughput (in Mbps) of target BBR flow during
attacks with varying numbers of CUBIC flows as cross-traffic
Background Flows
4
8
16

Attack

1

2

None
Attack 1
Attack 2
Attack 3
Attack 4
Attack 5

51.7
287.4
3.6
3.1
0.7
7.0

57.9
236.3
4.2
0.6
1.5
0.7

21.0
102.4
4.7
4.7
0.1
0.06

14.3
78.7
4.0
1.1
0.06
0.03

6.7
85.5
4.8
0.9
0.02
0.02

32
3.9
76.8
14.2
0.3
0.01
0.01

above method were most effective in each category.
For attack strategies causing faster send rates, the optimistic
acknowledgment attack appeared in 100% of the strategies.
For attack strategies causing slower send rates, executing the
delayed acknowledgment attack in ProbeBW appeared in 53%
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of the strategies, while attacks causing RTOs and quickly acknowledging data in exponential backoff appeared in 47% of
the strategies. As for the attack strategies causing a stalled connection, attacks causing RTOs and preventing data from being
acknowledged in exponential backoff appeared in 89% of the
strategies. Finally, attacks that optimistically acknowledged
lost data appeared in 11% of the strategies (see Table 2).
We use time/sequence graphs (TSGs) in Figure 3 and 4 to
understand why these attacks affect BBR’s sending rate on a
per-ACK basis. In each TSG, the x-axis is time and the y-axis
is sent/acknowledged bytes from the BBR sender’s (victim’s)
point-of-view. We use TSGs to also understand how BBR
flows targeted by these attacks compare to benign flows (flows
without attacks taking place) and how they affect background
flows that share the network concurrently. Figure 5 shows the
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(a) Attack 1

(b) Attack 2

(d) Attack 4

(c) Attack 3

(e) Attack 5

CDF

Figure 4: To understand how the victim flow for each attack compares to the background flow, these time-sequence graphs illustrate each attack
is carried out during the entirety of a flow (100 MB transfer). For testing, we limit flows to 60 seconds. The orange and blue lines represent the
victim and background flow’s cumulative data transfer over time (executed concurrently). The green line represents the benign flow with no
attacks taking place (executed as a separate experiment). In attack 1, the background flow in unable to obtain bandwidth until the victim flow
completes. In attack 2, 3, 4 and 5, the background flow obtains greater bandwidth due to the victim sending slower or stalling.
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0.3
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Table 4: The optimistic acknowledgment attack causes BBR to increase its sending rate by 25% every 8 round-trips. In this example,
this attack effectively cuts the perceived RTT of 20 ms in half.

No Attack
Attack 1
Attack 2
Attack 3
Attack 4
Attack 5

0.10

1.00

10.00

100.00 1000.00

Avg. Sending Rate (Mbps)

Figure 5: Each CDF represents the distribution of the avg. sending
rate for each attack class executed 100 times. The victim BBR flow
shares the network with an identical benign background CUBIC
flow.

impact of executing each attack 100 times, using a CDF of
the average send rate for the victim flow in each execution.
Note that most curves are nearly vertical, indicating that each
attack had a high probability of affecting the sending rate.

4.2

Discovered Attacks on BBR

Attack 1 – Optimistic Acknowledgments. A faster sending rate is caused by optimistically acknowledging only new
data sequences sent by the sender, without sending duplicates, effectively causing BBR to overestimate the bottleneck
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Time (ms)
0
80
160
240
320
400
480

Mbit/sec
6.0
7.5
9.4
11.7
14.6
18.3
22.8

Time (ms)
560
640
720
800
880
960
1040

Mbit/sec
28.6
35.7
44.7
55.9
69.8
87.3
109.1

bandwidth. The attacker records the highest observed data
sequence number sent by the sender and modifies acknowledgment numbers from the receiver such that they acknowledge
the highest sequence. If the modified acknowledgment would
send a duplicate acknowledgment, then it is dropped. This results in packet loss (indicated by duplicate acknowledgments)
to be hidden. An off-path attacker who is able to predict the
sender’s sequence number and the receiver’s acknowledgment
rate would be able to achieve the same impact on a victim
flow by maliciously injecting acknowledgments such that they
acknowledge new data sent by the sender.
A faster sending rate (see Figure 3a) is a byproduct of how
BBR aggressively probes for additional bandwidth by sending
25% faster than BtlBw for 1/8 RTTs. This attack causes the
acknowledgment rate to reflect the increased sending rate.
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Figure 6: To understand how delayed ACKs affect the sending rate
of BBR and New Reno, this figure illustrates several time-sequence
graphs, each with a distinct delay time. Each line represents the
cumulative amount of data sent during the connection. Due to different underlying techniques, delayed acknowledgments cause BBR’s
sending rate to decay over time, where New Reno maintains a rate.

This is reflected in the delivery rate samples (see Algorithm
1) causing the estimated bottleneck bandwidth to increase by
25% as well. BBR maintains the increased sending rate for the
next 8 round-trips until it sends 25% faster again on the next
probing phase. Surprisingly, we discovered that this attack
alone does not cause the sending rate to increase. Even though
this attack caused the acknowledgment rate to increase (due to
a shortened ack_elapsed), delivery rate samples are capped
by the sending rate. It is not until BBR probes for bandwidth
when this attack becomes effective, meaning it is self-induced.
This attack also halves RTprop because data is acknowledged
sooner causing BBR to cycle through the 8 gain phases twice
as fast. In our testing environment, this attack caused BBR to
increase its sending rate from 6 Mbit/sec [11] to 800 Mbit/sec
in less than 2 seconds! Table 4 shows how BBR’s sending
rate exponentially grows in our testing environment.
Attack 2 – Delayed Acknowledgments. A slower sending rate (see Figure 3b) is caused by delaying acknowledgment packets from reaching the sender for a fixed amount of
time, causing the bottleneck bandwidth to be underestimated.
Interestingly, this attack caused BBR’s sending rate to grow
inversely to the optimistic acknowledgments attack. Figure 6
1
shows how BBR’s sending rate grows in O ( n·ln(delay)
) = O ( 1n )
time (derivative of logdelay n). In general, longer delays (that
do not cause the re-transmission timer to expire) caused BBR
to decrease its sending rate quicker. The amount of data sent
over time is not to be confused with the rate of change of its
sending rate, hence the derivation.
This attack causes BBR’s sending rate to sequentially decrease over time because when this attack first starts, the
sender experiences an initial delay in acknowledgments (equal
to the however long ACKs are delayed for) after which acknowledgments arrive at their natural rate. This causes the
sender to stop sending new data until the ACKs after the de-
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lay arrive. Since the attacker stops sending data, this causes
the sender to experience another delay in acknowledgment
packets after one RTT. This creates a pattern where the sender
experiences delays in acknowledgments every RTT, meaning
regardless when delivery rate samples are taken, the plateaus
in acknowledgments cause the delivery rate samples to always
be less than the current BtlBw. This implies BBR will never
increase its sending rate because as older BtlBw estimates
expire after 10 RTTs, it is replaced with the decreased delivery
rate samples due to this attack.
Surprisingly, BBR’s probing phase does not mitigate the
effect this attack has on the sending rate. One would think
that when BBR probes for bandwidth, the delivery rate samples computed during probing would be large enough to surpass the decreased delivery rate samples. This would be true,
however because BBR drains queues immediately following
probing, the delivery rate samples take during probing are
still less than the current BtlBw. If BBR sent at a steady pace
for at least 1 RTT in between probing and draining, then this
attack would not result in its sending rate to decay.
Figure 6 shows how this attack is less effective on congestion control that uses AIMD such as TCP New Reno. Although this attack is still effective on New Reno, its sending
rate maintains a constant decreased rate rather than decaying.
In essence, New Reno observes this attack as an increase in
RTT, resulting in slower growth and lower overall throughput,
while BBR’s estimation mechanisms are unable to cope with
such large RTT increases, resulting in incorrect estimates and
more serious and long lasting issues.
It should be noted that this attack does not require TCP
header information to be modified to be effective, as packets
are only delayed. This implies QUIC [25], Google’s experimental transport layer protocol that uses encrypted headers,
using BBR can be targeted by this attack.
Attack 3 – Repeated RTO. A slower sending rate is
caused by an attacker who allows small amounts of data to
be sent in between repeated re-transmission timeouts. This
causes a slower sending rate because the sender does not send
any new data until the RTO expires, and this cycle repeats
throughout the duration of the transmission.
This attack begins by causing the sender to re-transmission
timeout, which is achieved by preventing new data from being acknowledged. There are four acknowledgment-based
manipulation actions that were found to cause this: dropping,
limiting, stretching and delaying acknowledgments. Dropping acknowledgments simply consists of preventing ACKs
from being delivered to the sender. By limiting acknowledgments, acknowledgment numbers are such that they equal
min(ack, limit). Stretching acknowledgments consists of
forwarding only every nth acknowledgment to the receiver.
Lastly, delaying acknowledgments (also used in attack 2) consists of delaying acknowledgments from reaching the sender.
After the re-transmission timeout is achieved from one
of the above methods, the sender enters exponential backoff
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and the attacker optimistically acknowledges some data and
repeats the process. The purpose here is to quickly acknowledge the lost segment in order to cause BBR enter Startup.
When BBR transitions into Startup, its network path model
(BtlBw and RTprop) is discarded, meaning the model must
be rediscovered after each RTO. This attack prevents BBR
from obtaining an opportunity to send data anywhere near the
optimal operating point, resulting in decreased throughput.
Instead, data is sent in bursts with lengthy idling in between.
Figure 3c illustrates these bursts and how the connection
idles until the timeout. At 0 ms, BBR is in Startup, and the
attacker begins to drop, limit, stretch or delay ACKs. As a
result, the sender stops sending data because in_flight has
reached cwnd. When the timeout occurs around 800 ms, the
attacker optimistically acknowledges the lost segment, causing Startup to be reentered, after which the attack repeats. In
Figure 4c, the victim flow can be seen experiencing timeouts
throughout the entire flow (indicated by the red x-markers),
allowing the background flow to obtain more bandwidth.
Interestingly, the work in [29] reported a similar attack
resulted in a faster sending rate in several cases. They note
how the idle periods in between timeouts is outweighed by
repeatedly entering slow start (where cwnd doubles on each
ACK). This was not the case in our work, however, most likely
due to how we induce timeouts the very instant BBR enters
Startup, resulting in less time for the sending rate to double.
Attack 4 – RTO Stall. In this attack, a stalled connection
is caused by an attacker who causes BBR to enter exponentialbackoff, and prevents it from ever exiting. The attack begins
by causing the sender to timeout by dropping, limiting, stretching or delaying acknowledgments. After the timeout and when
exponential backoff is entered, the attacker prevents any new
data from being acknowledged, by limiting or dropping acknowledgments. This causes BBR to permanently remain in
exponential backoff because the re-transmitted segment will
never be acknowledged. Additionally, no new data will ever
be sent because in_flight reached cwnd, effectively stalling
the connection. The lost segment will be re-transmitted 15
times (Linux default) with a doubled timeout time in between
each re-transmit. On the 16th re-transmission, the TCP connection would be torn down by the sender (at least 15 minutes,
24 seconds from the first re-transmission).
In Figure 3d, the connection stalls around 700 ms after
only sending about 2.5 MB. In Figure 4d, the background
flow is able to obtain greater bandwidth made available by the
victim stalling. It is important to note that this attack is highly
flexible as it can be applied at any time during a connection
and is not limited to a specific state or time.
Attack 5 – Sequence Number Desync. In this attack, a
stalled connection is caused by an attacker who optimistically
acknowledges lost data causing sequence numbers between
the sender and receiver to de-synchronize. This attack works
by acknowledging a lost segment (that was not actually delivered to the receiver). The primary reason why this attack
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causes a stalled connection is because the sender is unable
to re-transmit the lost segment because it was removed from
the “re-transmission queue". The TCP write queue retains
segments until they have been acknowledged. As segments
are acknowledged, they are discarded from the queue in order
to free memory.
Next, the sender transmits the next data segments, which
will be delivered out-of-order from the receiver’s point of
view, meaning the receiver will respond by acknowledging
the highest correct data segment received so far. Since the
out-of-order segment the sender sends cannot be acknowledged, it will keep being re-transmitted eventually causing
three duplicate acknowledgments to be sent by the receiver.
When this occurs, the sender will try to re-transmit the lost
segment but cannot because it has been removed from the
re-transmission queue.
In Figure 3e, the connection stalls because while the receiver sends duplicate acknowledgments (around the 0.2 MB
mark), the sender keeps re-transmitting the same segment
(around the 0.4 MB mark) due to RTOs. Since the receiver
cannot receive that segment because it is out-of-order, it cannot acknowledge it, causing a stalled connection. In Figure 4e,
the background flow can be seen slight increasing its sending rate because when the victim’s connection stalled, more
bandwidth is made available, allowing the background flow to
send faster. This attack was discovered in [29] for TCP New
Reno which also resulted in a stalled connection.
Although this attack is most effective from an on-path
attacker, this attack could be achieved by an off-path attacker
who successfully learns the victim flow’s sequence number
state. If an off-path attacker successfully crafts and injects an
acknowledgment packet acknowledging a lost segment, then
a stalled connection would result.

4.3

Ineffective Attacks Against BBR

We now describe how some previously known attacks against
congestion control were ineffective against BBR. (Readers
can refer to Appendix C for a visual representation fo these
attacks.)
Acknowledgment Bursts. In this attack, the attacker accumulates n acknowledgment packets from the receiver before
forwarding them to the sender in a single burst. In [29], this
attack caused New Reno to send data in bursts because TCP
is ACK-clocked meaning its sending behavior closely mimics the acknowledgment behavior. In BBR, acknowledgment
bursts do not cause data to be sent in bursts because even
though the delivery rate samples computed for the first n − 1
ACKs in the burst are deflated, the delivery rate sample for
the nth (last) ACK in the burst is no different than without an
attack. Since the delivery rate samples for the first n − 1 ACKs
are always less than the nth (last) ACK, the ACKs arrive at the
same time and larger delivery rate samples take precedence,
this attack does not impact BBR’s BtlBw estimate.
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Acknowledgment Division. In this attack, a single ACK
acknowledging m bytes is divided into n valid ACKs each
acknowledging roughly m/n bytes. In [36], this attack caused
cwnd to grow n times as fast because for each ACK, cwnd
increased by one segment. Depending on how the attacker
injected the divided ACKs, this attack had no effect on BBR’s
sending rate for different reasons. If the attacker sent the
divided ACKs at the same time as the valid ACK (the ACK
being divided), then the attack would not be effective for the
exact same reason as to why the acknowledgment burst attack
did not affect BBR’s sending rate. If the attacker sent the
divided ACKs at the same time as the last ACK (the ACK
before the one that is being divided), then the ACK rate would
be clamped by BBR’s current sending rate. If the attacker
performed this during BBR’s probing phase, then it would
be identical to attack 1 where the sender’s sending rate is
increased. If the attacker evenly spaced each divided ACK,
then the ACK rate of the divided ACKs would be no different
than the ACK rate without the attack.
Duplicate Acknowledgments. In this attack, n duplicate
acknowledgments are injected for every acknowledgment
packet from the receiver. In congestion control schemes such
as CUBIC and New Reno that use packet loss to detect congestion, when ≥ 3 duplicate acknowledgments were injected,
Fast Recovery was entered to re-transmit the lost segment.
This caused a decreased sending rate because upon entering
Fast Recovery, the congestion window is halved causing data
to be sent at a slower rate. Although BBR is not loss-based, it
still includes a mechanism for dealing with packet loss (by detecting duplicate acknowledgments) by entering a Recovery
state. The reason this attack is not effective against BBR is
because BBR does not backoff from the network upon packet
loss. Instead, BBR sets cwnd to in_flight and re-transmits
the lost segment until all outstanding data when Recovery
was entered is acknowledged.

6

Congestion Control Attacks. The work in [36] demonstrates
how a misbehaving receiver can undermine congestion control
making senders sent data at a faster pace without compromising reliability. It is shown how TCP is susceptible to divided,
duplicate and optimistic acknowledgment attacks.
Much work has gone into off-path attackers who have
write-only access to a flow. Sequence numbers can be predicted [5, 7, 18, 23, 33–35] to inject malicious content into a
victim’s connection. The work in [35] shows how sequence
numbers can be leaked to unprivileged, on-device malware
to coordinate with an off-path attacker, yielding connection
hijacking in under one second. The work in [5] aims for better
initial sequence number generation to make it more difficult
for off-path attackers to succeed.
Protocol Fuzzing. Program analysis by automatically generating inputs has long been used to test for security, robustness and reliability. Instead of generating random inputs, the
work in [22] takes an approach by generating relevant tests
tailored to all possible source code paths. Similar approaches
have been used for network protocol analysis. MAX [32] discovers attacks in network protocols however requires source
code to be annotated where vulnerabilities are likely to exist,
yielding thorough manual analysis. This motivated modelguided testing [19, 20, 29] where a protocol’s state machine is
used to discover relevant attacks which has been applied to a
variety protocols. KiF [1], SNOOZE [4] and SNAKE [28] all
take model-guided approaches to discover relevant and effective attack strategies in network protocols. TCP WN [29] takes
a model-guided approach for discovering acknowledgementbased manipulation attacks in TCP congestion control implementations. As discussed in Section 3, TCP WN can not be
directly applied to BBR.

7
5

Defenses

Most of our attacks rely on being able to modify acknowledgement information in TCP packets. The best defense against
these attacks is to encrypt or authenticate this information.
QUIC, a new transport protocol initially developed by Google
but currently being standardized by the IETF, takes this approach. Unfortunately, adding this kind of authentication to
TCP is impractical due to backwards compatibility issues.
Similarly, prior work [39] has suggested adding a nonce to
TCP acknowledgements to prevent optimistic ACK attacks.
This suffers from similar backwards compatibility issues. Finally, some attacks, like the Delayed ACK attack, require only
the ability to delay/reorder packets and appear to be inherent
in trying to infer model parameters from delivered packets.
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Related Work

Conclusion

We identified 5 classes of attacks from on-path attackers
that caused BBR to send data a high, slow and stalled rates.
We found that due to how BBR multiplicatively probes for
bandwidth, an attacker who optimistically acknowledges data
caused BBR to increase its sending rate by 13x in under 1
second. We showed that the combination of gain cycling and
delayed acknowledgments by an attacker caused BBR to sequentially decrease its sending rate. We also showed that an
attacker that prevented new data from being acknowledged
caused re-transmission timeouts and for BBR to reset and
rediscover the network path model each time. We also identified two attacks that stall data transmission: an attacker who
prevents new data from being acknowledged and an attacker
that optimistically acknowledges lost data causing sequence
numbers to desynchronize. Finally, we show how the burst,
divide and duplicate acknowledgment attacks against prior
congestion control schemes are not effective against BBR.
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See Figure B1.
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See Figure C2.

D

BBR State Inference Algorithm

For completeness, we present a pseudocode of the BBR state
inference algorithm in Algorithm D2.
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Figure B1: Time lines of acknowledgment-based manipulation actions used in our attack strategies.
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Figure C2: Time lines of acknowledgment-based manipulation actions that were previously known to be effective against TCP congestion
control, but were ineffective against BBR.

E
E.1
Algorithm A1 Attack strategy categorization algorithm: 20
benign experiments are first executed to obtain a baseline
average and standard deviation. Since each strategy transfers
the same 100MB file, an strategy is categorized as a function
of its total transfer time and the baseline average and standard
deviation transfer time.
Input: Strategy execution metrics
Output: The category of the strategy
1: function C ATEGORIZE ATTACK S TRATEGY(s)
2:
if s.Time > (s.TimeAvg + 2 ∗ TimeStddev) then
3:
return SLOWER
4:
else if s.Time < (TimeAvg + 2 ∗ TimeStddev) then
5:
if s.SentData >= (0.7∗100MB) then
6:
return FASTER
7:
else
8:
return STALLED
9:
end if
10:
else
11:
return BENIGN
12:
end if
13: end function
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Background on Congestion Control
Congestion Control Overview

Congestion control determines whether to send a segment of
data based on information inferred about a network path between endpoints. A primary goal is to saturate the bottleneck
link (maintaining high utilization) while avoiding congestion collapse (due to sending faster than the bottleneck link
can support). The bottleneck link is saturated when the total
amount of data in-flight equals the path’s bandwidth-delay
product (BDP) which represents the maximum amount of
in-flight data the network [31] can process without dropping
packets. A path’s BDP is dynamic and typically computed as
the product of the bottleneck link’s maximum bandwidth and
the path’s round-trip time without queue delay [37]. Congestion control is also tasked with avoiding congestion collapse
and achieving fairness with other flows sharing the network.
Accomplishing these goals is challenging because networks
are unpredictable: links vary in bandwidth capacity and are
shared anywhere between few to millions of hosts such as the
global Internet. While several congestion control algorithms
have been developed, most adhere to the same basic principles
first described by Jacobson in 1988 [26]. Below we describe
the main goals of a congestion control algorithm.
Discovering the target sending rate. The target sending
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Algorithm D2 BBR state inference algorithm
function O N N EW BBRPACKET(packet)
newInt = C HECK I NTERVAL(packet) /* a round-trip has passed */
if dataPackets > 0 and RTOPASSED F OR DATA PACKET() then
priorState = currentState
currentState = EXPONENTIAL_BACKOFF
C OMPUTE I NTERVAL M ETRICS()
else if retransmissions > 0 and not currentState == RECOVERY then
priorState = currentState
currentState = RECOVERY
/* leave recovery when high water is ACK’d */
highWater = highestDataSequence
else if currentState == RECOVERY then
ratio = T HROUGHPUT R ATIO S INCE L AST ROUND T RIP()
if totalAcked ≥ highWater then
currentState = priorState /* return to previous state */
S ET R ETRANSMISSION C OUNT(0)
else if newInt and priorState == STARTUP and 0.7 > ratio > 0.1 then
priorState = DRAIN
end if
else if currentState == PROBERTT and dataPackets > 10 then
currentState = priorState
else if newInt then
currentState = U PDATE BBRN EW I NTERVAL()
else if dataPackets ≥ 10 then
/* check for drain on frequent basis */
ratio = T HROUGHPUT R ATIO S INCE L AST ROUND T RIP()
if currentState == STARTUP and 0.7 > ratio > 0.1 then
priorState = currentState
return DRAIN
end if
end if
end function
function U PDATE BBRN EW I NTERVAL()
ratio = T HROUGHPUT R ATIO S INCE L AST ROUND T RIP()
dataPackets = G ET DATA PACKET C OUNT()
nonIncrease = N ON I NCREASE I NTERVAL C OUNT()
if 6 > dataPackets > 3 then /* small amount of data in-flight */
return PROBERTT
else if currentState == DRAIN and ratio > 1.4 then
priorState = currentState
return PROBEBW
else if not currentState == PROBEBW and ratio > 1.4 then
priorState = currentState
return STARTUP
else if currentState == STARTUP and 0.7 > ratio > 0.1 then
priorState = currentState
return DRAIN
else if currentState == STARTUP and nonIncrease > 10 then
priorState = currentState
return DRAIN
else if intervalCount > 16 and throughputVariance < 100 then
priorState = currentState
return RATE_LIMIT
else if not currentState == STARTUP and 1.4 > ratio > 0.6 then
priorState = currentState
return PROBEBW
else
return currentState
end if
end function
function C HECK I NTERVAL(packet)
if not inInterval and I S DATA PACKET(packet) then
C LEAR I NTERVAL DATA()
ackMark = packet.sequenceNumber
inInterval = true
end if
if inInterval and packet.ackNumber ≥ ackMark then
inInterval = false
C OMPUTE I NTERVAL M ETRICS()
return true
end if
return false
end function
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rate is one that achieves high throughput and avoids congestion. The sending rate is dictated by a per-connection variable
known as the congestion window cwnd which governs the
maximum amount of unacknowledged data allowed in-transit.
When a connection first starts, congestion control performs
slow start to quickly discover the available bandwidth of the
link. Afterwards, congestion avoidance is performed whereby
data is sent conservatively while slowly probing the network
for available bandwidth.
Inferring congestion. Congestion control must use signals from the network to infer congestion as an indicator
to “back off”, or reduce its load on the network. The most
popular paradigms have been loss-based congestion control
and delay-based congestion control. Loss-based congestion
control has dominated the Internet since its creation and uses
packet loss as signal of congestion. Packet loss occurs when
switch buffers along a network path fill to capacity and are
left with no choice but to discard, i.e., drop, incoming packets. Delay-based congestion control compares predicted and
actual round-trip time (RTT) samples to signal congestion.
These signals, be they packet loss or RTT, govern the rate at
which data is sent into the network.
Achieving fairness with competing flows. Since networks today are shared by several end-hosts, congestion control aims to share the limited resources of a bottleneck link
evenly across all flows. Coexisting congestion control algorithms may not be fair to each other due to differing probing
and backoff mechanisms. For example, delay and loss-based
congestion control do not operate well together. Delay-based
congestion control has been shown to reduce its congestion
window much earlier than loss-based [3], resulting in unfair
bandwidth allocation. Because of this, delay-based congestion
control is not commonly used in today’s networks.

E.2

Congestion Signal

Loss-based congestion control uses two signals to detect
packet loss: re-transmission timeouts (RTOs) and duplicate
acknowledgment packets. Delay-based congestion control
leverages changes in RTT samples to infer congestion. All
methods leverage feedback from the receiver (i.e. acknowledgment packets) to detect congestion.
Re-transmission timeout. RTOs ensure data delivery
when there is no feedback from the receiver. Each time a
data segment is sent, a timer starts and expires if the segment has not been acknowledged after a certain amount of
time (usually several RTTs). Each time the timer expires, the
data segment is re-transmitted and the timer restarts with a
doubled timeout time. The initial timeout time is typically
a function of RTT samples, gathered over the duration of a
connection. This event can indicate congestion so severe that
acknowledgments cannot be delivered in a sufficient amount
of time.
Duplicate acknowledgments. When an out-of-order data
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segment is received, a receiver will ignore its payload and
reply acknowledging the last correctly received data byte. If
a data segment becomes lost in-transit, then the following
in-transit segments will be received out-of-order, causing the
receiver to send several duplicate acknowledgments. When a
sender receives multiple (e.g., three) duplicate acknowledgments in a row, congestion is inferred. This event signifies
less severe network congestion because despite the loss of a
data packet, acknowledgments are still able to be received by
the sender.
Delayed acknowledgments. Delay-based congestion control, used by TCP Vegas [6], FAST TCP [38] and CARD [27],
takes a proactive approach for detecting congestion rather
than loss-based which takes a reactive approach after congestion already occurs. The advantage of delay over loss-based
congestion control is that it detects the onset of congestion
as switch buffers grow instead of waiting until they have
filled for packet loss to occur. Delay-based congestion control infers congestion by comparing actual throughput to expected throughput. If actual throughput is significantly less
than expected throughput, then the network is inferred to be
congested.
Adapting to congestion. Congestion control adapts the
sending rate based on the above congestion signals, typically
accomplished by adjusting cwnd based on congestion severity.
The most common approach for adjusting cwnd is the additive
increase/multiplicative decrease (AIMD) scheme where cwnd
linearly increases on each new ACK to probe for available
bandwidth until a congestion event occurs, where cwnd exponentially decreases to “back off” from the network. When an
RTO occurs, cwnd resets to 1 segment as this usually implies
major changes in network conditions. Upon three duplicate
acknowledgments, cwnd halves as this implies small amounts
of packet loss. Fairness is achieved because flows back off at
different times, allowing others to occupy the available bandwidth. The limitation of AIMD is while it can attain its fair
share of bottleneck bandwidth, it backs off shortly after its
discovery. The AIMD scheme is a high-level approach which
varies depending on implementation.

E.3

A State Machine for Congestion Control

Acknowledgment packets. Every byte of data is associated
with a unique sequence number [21] that increments by 1
with each additional data byte. A packet containing data is
accompanied by a sequence number, which represents the
sequence of the first byte of the data. Sequence numbers allow
data segments to be easily reassembled and acknowledged by
receivers. Acknowledgment packets are sent from the receiver
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to explicitly inform the sender about the highest correctly
received data byte thus far. They also implicitly inform the
sender about current network conditions. An acknowledgment
packet acknowledging sequence X implies all bytes up to but
not including X have been correctly received. This allows
the sender to either re-transmit lost segments or send new
data. Receivers typically send one acknowledgment packet
for every two received data packets.
Slow Start. This is the first state a connection enters and
aims to quickly discover the available bandwidth of the network before congestion avoidance is entered. Since network
capacities today span several orders of magnitude, this state
performs an exponential search for the available bandwidth.
When slow start is entered, cwnd starts at 1 MSS and doubles on every round-trip until either congestion is detected
or cwnd reaches the target rate, the slow start threshold, or
ssthresh. The slow start threshold defines the upper limit
for cwnd growth while in slow start, which is initially set to
the receive window, or rwnd.
Congestion Avoidance. The goal of this state is to avoid
congestion by sending data at the estimated available bandwidth while slowly increasing cwnd to probe for available
bandwidth. On every round-trip, cwnd increases by 1 MSS
until congestion is detected: a RTO timeout or the recipient
of three duplicate acknowledgments.
Fast Recovery. This state is entered from any other state
when three duplicate acknowledgments are received. This
event indicates less severe congestion because while it may
indicate lost packets, it also indicates the network is at least
able transmit acknowledgments from the receiver. This state
aims to quickly recover from the lost packets by halving cwnd
and re-transmitting the last unacknowledged data segment.
Fast recovery returns to congestion avoidance once all unacknowledged data before fast recovery was entered has been
acknowledged.
Exponential Backoff. This state is entered when a retransmission timeout (RTO) expires which infers major
changes in network conditions. Re-transmission timers begin
when data segments are first sent and expire when a certain
amount of time has elapsed without the segment being acknowledged (usually several RTTs). Each time an RTO timeout expires, the segment is re-transmitted and the timer restarts
with a doubled timeout time. This results in the sender exponentially backing-off from the network by allowing more time
to elapse before it re-transmits the lost segment in response
to the perceived network congestion. This repeats until an acknowledgment is received after which ssthresh becomes
half of cwnd, cwnd restarts from 1 MSS and exponentialbackoff transitions into slow start.
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Abstract
Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI), as a collection of threat information, has been widely used in industry to defend against
prevalent cyber attacks. CTI is commonly represented as Indicator of Compromise (IOC) for formalizing threat actors.
However, current CTI studies pose three major limitations:
first, the accuracy of IOC extraction is low; second, isolated
IOC hardly depicts the comprehensive landscape of threat
events; third, the interdependent relationships among heterogeneous IOCs, which can be leveraged to mine deep security
insights, are unexplored. In this paper, we propose a novel
CTI framework, HINTI, to model the interdependent relationships among heterogeneous IOCs to quantify their relevance.
Specifically, we first propose multi-granular attention based
IOC recognition method to boost the accuracy of IOC extraction. We then model the interdependent relationships among
IOCs using a newly constructed heterogeneous information
network (HIN). To explore intricate security knowledge, we
propose a threat intelligence computing framework based on
graph convolutional networks for effective knowledge discovery. Experimental results demonstrate that our proposed
IOC extraction approach outperforms existing state-of-the-art
methods, and HINTI can model and quantify the underlying
relationships among heterogeneous IOCs, shedding new light
on the evolving threat landscape.

1

Introduction

Nowadays, we are witnessing a rapid growth of sophisticated cyber attacks (e.g., zero-day attack, advanced persistent threat) [34]. Such attacks can effortlessly bypass traditional defenses such as firewalls and intrusion detection
systems (IDS), breach critical infrastructures, and cause devastating catastrophes [7, 20, 39]. To combat these emerging threats, security experts proposed Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) that consists of a collection of Indicators of
Compromise (IOCs). Different from the well-known secu-
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rity databases (e.g., CVE1 , ExploitDB2 ), CTI can facilitate
organizations to proactively release more comprehensive and
valuable threat warnings (e.g., malicious IPs, malicious DNS,
malware and attack patterns, etc.) when a system encounters
suspicious outsider or insider threats [23].
In recent years, CTI has been increasingly adopted by security researchers and industries to share and capitalize on
their discoveries, as well as by security firms to analyze the
threat landscape using the deluge of data [5, 30]. The original CTI extraction and analysis require extensive manual
inspection of the attack event descriptions, which becomes
rather time-consuming given the enormous volume of threat
description data. Recent studies have proposed automated
methods to extract CTI in the form of Indicator of Compromise (IOC) from unstructured security-related texts [4, 22].
Most of existing IOC extraction methods, such as CleanMX 3 ,
PhishTank4 , IOC Finder5 , and Gartner peer insight6 , follow
the OpenIOC [10] standard and extract particular types of
IOCs (e.g., malicious IP, malware, file Hash, etc) by leveraging a set of regular expressions. However, such extraction
approaches face three major limitations. First, the accuracy of
IOC extraction is low, which inevitably leads to the omission
of critical threat objects [22]. Second, isolated IOC hardly
depicts the comprehensive landscape of threat events, making
it virtually impossible for CTI subscribers to gain a complete
picture into the incoming threat. Third, there is a lack of an
effective computing framework to efficiently measure the
interactive relationships among heterogeneous IOCs.
To combat these limitations, HINTI, a cyber threat intelligence framework based on heterogeneous information network (HIN), is proposed to model and analyze CTIs. Specifically, HINTI proposes a multi-granular attention based IOC
recognition approach to boost the accuracy of IOC extraction.
1 http://cve.mitre.org/
2 https://www.exploit-db.com/
3 http://list.clean-mx.com
4 https://www.phishtank.com
5 https://www.fireeye.com/services/freeware/ioc-finder.html
6 https://www.gartner.com/reviews/market/security-threat-intelligence-

services
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Then, HINTI leverages HIN to model the interdependent relationships among heterogeneous IOCs, which can depict a
more comprehensive picture of threat events. Moreover, we
propose a novel CTI computing framework to quantify the
interdependent relationships among IOCs, which helps uncover novel security insights. In short, the main contributions
of this paper are summarized as follows:
• Multi-granular Attention based IOC Recognition.
We propose multi-granular attention based IOC recognition approach to automatically extract cyber threat objects from multi-source threat texts, which can learn the
significance of features with different scales. Our model
outperforms the state-of-the-art methods in terms of IOC
recognition accuracy and recall. In total, we extract over
397,730 IOCs from the unstructured threat descriptions.
• Heterogeneous Threat Intelligence Modeling. We
model different types of IOCs using heterogeneous information network (HIN), which introduces various metapaths to capture the interdependent relationships among
heterogeneous IOCs while depicting a more comprehensive landscape of cyber threat events.
• Threat Intelligence Computing Framework. We are
the first to present the concept of cyber threat intelligence
computing, and design a general computing framework,
as shown in Figure 5. The framework first utilizes a
weight-learning based node similarity measure to quantify the interdependent relationships between heterogeneous IOCs, and then leverages attention mechanism
based heterogeneous graph convolutional networks to
embed the IOCs and their interactive relations.
• Threat Intelligence Prototype System. To evaluate the
effectiveness of HINTI, we implement a CTI prototype
system. Our system has identified 1,262,258 relationships among 6 types of IOCs including attackers, vulnerabilities, malicious files, attack types, devices and
platforms, based on which we further assess the realworld applicability of HINTI using three real-world applications: IOC significance ranking, attack preference
modeling, and vulnerability similarity analysis.

2
2.1

Background
Cyber Threat Intelligence

Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) extracted from securityrelated data is structured information used to proactively resist
cyber attacks. CTI consists of reasoning, context, mechanism,
indicators, implications, and actionable advice about an existing or evolving cyber attack that can be used to create
preventive measures in advance [30]. CTI allows subscribers
to expand their visibility into the fast-growing threat landscape, and enable early identification and prevention of a
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cyber threat. Take WannaCry virus as an example, if security
guards can timely capture the threat intelligence that indicates
“Wannacry permeates port 445 to attack systems", the malicious intrusion can be easily blocked by locking down port
445, which is the most direct and effective way of combating
WannaCry virus [7].
Meanwhile, social media (e.g., Blog, Twitter) has increasingly become an effective medium for exchanging and spreading cyber security information, on which security experts and
organizations often post their discoveries to reach a wider
audience promptly [32]. These posts usually include a magnitude of valuable security-related information [25, 26], such
as the warnings regarding latest vulnerabilities, hacking tools,
data breaches, and existing or upcoming software patches,
providing one of the main raw materials for extracting CTIs.
Early CTI extraction requires extensive manual inspection of the threat descriptions, which becomes rather timeconsuming given the enormous volume of such descriptions. To facilitate the automatic generation and sharing of
CTI, a large volume of methods and frameworks are established, such as IODEF [13], STIX [4], TAXII [36], OpenIOC [10], and CyBox [28], CleanMX, PhishTank, IOC Finder
and [2,22,31,46]. The majority of existing methods and frameworks leverage regular expressions to extract IOCs, which
may suffer from a low accuracy due to their inability in predefining a comprehensive set of the IOC rules.

2.2

Motivation

The main goal of this research is to address the limitations
of the existing CTI analytics frameworks by modeling the
interdependent relationships among heterogeneous IOCs. As
a motivating example, given a security-related post: “Last
week, Lotus exploited CVE-2017-0143 vulnerability to affect
a larger number of Vista SP2 and Win7 SP devices in Iran.
CVE-2017-0143 is a remote code execution vulnerability including a malicious file SMB.bat”. Most of the existing CTI
frameworks can extract specific IOCs but neglect the relationships among them, as shown in Figure 1. It is obvious
that such IOCs could not draw a comprehensive picture of
the threat landscape, let alone quantifying their interactive
relationships for in-depth security investigation.
Different from the existing CTI frameworks, HINTI aims
to implement a computational CTI framework, which can not
only extract IOCs efficiently but also model and quantify the
relationships between them. Here, we use the motivating example to illustrate how HINTI works step-by-step in practice
as follows.
(i) First, the security-related post is annotated by the BI-O sequence tagging method [43] as shown in Figure 2,
where B-X indicates that the element of type X is located at
the beginning of the fragment, I-X means that the element
belonging to type X is located in the middle of the fragment,
and O represents a non-essential element of other types. In this
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Figure 1: An example of extracted IOCs without any relations
among them.
research, we annotated 30,000 such training samples from
5,000 threat description texts, which are the raw materials
used to build our IOC extraction model.

Figure 2: An annotation example with the B-I-O tagging
method.
(ii) The labeled training samples are then fed into the proposed neural network architecture as shown in Figure 6 to
train our proposed IOC extraction model. As a result, HINTI
has the ability to accurately identify and extract IOCs (e.g.,
Lotus, SMB.bat) using the proposed multi-granular attention
based IOC extraction method (see Section 4.1 for details).
(iii) HINTI then utilizes the syntactic dependency parser
[6] (e.g., subject-predicate-object, attributive clause, etc.) to
extract associated relationships between IOCs, each of which
is represented as a triple (IOCi , relation, IOC j ). In this motivating example, HINTI extracts the relationship triples involving (Lotus, exploit,CV E − 2017 − 0143), (CV E − 2017 −
0143, a f f ect,VistaSP2), etc. Note that the extracted relational triples can be incrementally pooled into an HIN to
model the interactions among IOCs for depicting a more
comprehensive threat landscape. Figure 3 shows a miniature
graphic representation describing interactive relations among
IOCs extracted from the example. Compared with Figure 1, it
is obvious that HINTI can depict a more intuitive and comprehensive threat landscape than the previous approaches. In this
paper, we mainly consider 9 relationships (R1∼R9) among 6
different types of IOCs (see Section 4.2 for details).
(iv) Finally, HINTI integrates a CTI computing framework
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Figure 3: A miniature of a constructed CTI includes attacker,
vulnerability, malicious file, attack type, device, and platform,
which describes a particular threat: an attacker utilizes CVE2017-0143 vulnerability to invade Vista SP2 and Win7 SP1
devices. CVE-2017-0143 is a remote code execution vulnerability that involves a malicious file “SMB.bat".
based on heterogeneous graph convolutional networks (see
Section 4.3) to effectively quantify the relationships among
IOCs for knowledge discovery. Particularly, our proposed
CTI computing framework characterizes IOCs and their relationships in a low-dimensional embedding space, based on
which CTI subscribers can use any classification (e.g., SVM,
Naive Bayes) or clustering algorithms (K-Means, DBSCAN)
to gain new threat insights, such as predicting which attackers are likely to intrude their systems, and identifying which
vulnerabilities belong to the same category without the expert
knowledge. In this work, we mainly explore three real-world
applications to verify the effectiveness and efficiency of the
CTI computing framework: IOC significance ranking (see
Section 6.1), attack preference modeling (see Section 6.2),
and vulnerability similarity analysis (see Section 6.3).

2.3

Preliminaries

In this paper, we use heterogeneous information network (HIN) to model the relationships among IOCs. Here, we
first introduce the preliminary knowledge about HIN.
Definition 1 Heterogeneous Information Network of
Threat Intelligence (HINTI) is defined as a directed graph
G = (V, E, T ) with an object type mapping function ϕ : V →M
and a link type mapping function Ψ : E→R. Each object v
∈ V belongs to one particular object type in the object type
set M: ϕ(v) ∈ M, and each link e ∈ E belongs to a particular
relation type in the relation type set R: Ψ(e)∈R. T denotes
the types of nodes and relationships.
In this paper, we focus on 6 common types of IOCs: attacker (A), vulnerability (V), device (D), platform (P), malicious file (F), and attack type (T), and the links connecting
different objects represent different semantic relationships.
To better understand the object types and relationship types in
HINTI, it is imperative to provide the meta-level (i.e., schemalevel) description of the network. Consequently, we introduce
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(a) Network schema.

(b) Network instance.

Figure 4: Network schema and instance of HIN containing 6 types of IOCs. (a): The network schema of HIN, which depicts
belong

the relationship template among different types of IOCs, such as Device −−−→ Plat f orm. (b): An instance of network schema,
belong

which describes the concrete relationships between IOCs by following a network schema, e.g., O f f ice 2012 −−−→ Windows.
the network schema [37] for describing the meta-level relationships.

Table 1: Meta-paths used in HINTI.

Definition 2 Network Schema. The network schema of
HINTI, denoted as HS = (A, R), is a meta template for G =
(V, E, T ) with the object type mapping ϕ : V →M and the link
type mapping Φ : E→R. It is a directed graph of object types
M with edges representing relations from R.
The schema of HINTI specifies type constraints on the sets of
IOCs and their relationships. Figure 4 (a) shows the network
schema of HINTI, which defines the relationship templates
among IOCs to effectively guide the semantic exploration in
HINTI. For example, for a relationship that describes: “attackers invade devices", the semantic schema can be written
invade
as: attacker−−−→device. Figure 4 (b) presents a concrete
instance of the network schema.
Definition 3 Meta-path. A meta-path [37] P is a path sequence defined on a network schema S = (N, R), and is repreR

R

R

i
1
2
sented in the form of N1 −→
N2 −→
··· −
→
Ni+1 , which defines
a composite relation R = R1  R2  · · ·  Ri+1 , where  denotes
the composition operator on relations. A meta-path P is a
symmetric path when the relation R defined by the path is
symmetric (i.e, P is equal to P−1 ).

Table 1 displays the meta-paths considered in HINTI. For
example, the relationship “the attackers (A) exploit the same
vulnerability (V)" can be described by a length-2 meta-path
exploit

exploit −

attacker −−−−→ vulnerability −
−−−−
→ attacker, denoted as
AVAT (P4 ), which means that the two attackers exploit the
same vulnerability. Similarly, AV DPDT V T AT (P17 ) portrays
a close relationship between IOCs that “two attackers who
leverage the same vulnerability invade the same type of device
and ultimately destroy the same type of platform".
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3

ID

Meta-path

P1

Attacker-Attacker

P2

Device-Device

P3

Vulnerability-Vulnerability

P4

Attacker-Vulnerability-Attacker

P5

Attacker-Device-Attacker

P6

Device-File-Device

P7

Device-Platform-Device

P8

Vulnerability-File-Vulnerability

P9

Vulnerability-Type-Vulnerability

P10

Vulnerability-Device-Vulnerability

P11

Vulnerability-Platform-Vulnerability

P12

Attacker-Device-Platform-Device-Attacker

P13

Attacker-Vul-Device-Vul-Attacker

P14

Attacker-Vul-Platform-Vul-Attacker

P15

Attacker-Vul-Type-Vul-Attacker

P16

Vul-Device-Platform-Device-Vul

P17

Attacker-Vul-Device-Platform-Device-Vul-Attacker

Architecture Overview of HINTI

HINTI, as a cyber threat intelligence extraction and computing framework, is capable of effectively extracting IOCs from
threat-related descriptions and formalizing the relationships
among heterogeneous IOCs to demystify new threat insights.
As shown in Figure 5, HINTI consists of four major components, including:
• Data Collection and IOC Recognition. We first de-
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Figure 5: The overall architecture of HINTI. HINTI consists of four major components: (a) collecting security-related data and
extracting threat objects (i.e., IOCs); (b) modeling interdependent relationships among IOCs into a heterogeneous information
network; (c) embedding nodes into a low-dimensional vector space using weight-learning based similarity measure; and (d)
computing threat intelligence based on graph convolutional networks and knowledge mining.
velop a data collection system to automatically capture
security-related data from blogs, hacker forum posts, security news, and security bulletins. The system utilizes
a breadth-first search to collect the HTML source code,
and then leverages Xpath (XML Path language) to extract threat-related descriptions. After that, we utilize a
multi-granular attention based IOC recognition method
to extract IOC from the collected threat-related descriptions (see Section 4.1 for details).
• Relation Extraction and IOC modeling. HINTI addresses the challenge of CTI modeling by leveraging
heterogeneous information networks, which can naturally depict the interdependent relationships between
heterogeneous IOCs. As an example, Figure 4 shows a
model that capture the interactive relationships among attacker, vulnerability, malicious file, attack type, platform,
and device (see Section 4.2 for details).
• Meta-path Design and Similarity Measure. Metapath is an effective tool to express the semantic relations among IOCs in constructed HIN. For instance,
exploit

exploit −

attacker −−−−→ vulnerability −
−−−−
→ attacker, indicates that two attackers are related by exploiting the same
vulnerability. We design 17 types of meta-paths (See
Table 1) to describe the interdependent relationships between IOCs. With these meta-paths, we present a weightlearning based node similarity computing approach to
quantify and embed the relationships as the premise for
threat intelligence computing.
• Threat Computing and Knowledge Mining. In this
component, an effective threat intelligence computing
framework is proposed, which can quantify and measure
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the relevance among IOCs by leveraging graph convolutional network (GCN). Our proposed threat intelligence
computing framework could reveal richer security knowledge within a more comprehensive threat landscape.

4
4.1

Methodology
Multi-granular Attention Based IOC Extraction

Extracting IOCs from multi-source threat texts is one of the
major tasks of threat intelligence analytics, and the quality
of the extracted IOCs significantly influences the analysis
results of cyber threats. Recently, Bidirectional Long ShortTerm Memory+Conditional Random Fields (BiLSTM+CRF)
model [15] has demonstrated excellent performance in text
chunking and Named-entity Recognition (NER). However,
directly applying this model to IOC extraction is unlikely to
succeed, since threat texts usually contain a large number of
threat objects with different grams and irregular structures.
Consequently, we need an efficient method to learn the discriminative characteristics of IOCs with different sizes. In this
paper, we propose a multi-granular attention based IOC extraction method, which can extract threat objects with different
granularity. Particularly, Figure 6 presents the proposed IOC
extraction framework, which leverages the multi-granular attention mechanism to characterize IOCs. Different from the
traditional BiLSTM+CRF model, we introduce new wordembedding features with different granularities to capture the
characteristics of IOCs with different sizes. Furthermore, we
utilize a self-attention mechanism to learn the importance of
the features to improve the accuracy of IOC extraction.
Our proposed method takes a threat description sentence
X = (x1 , x2 , · · · , xi ) as input, where xi represents i-th word
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to the type ŷi . Next, we utilize so f tmax function to normalize
the overall label score:
p(Y |X) =

eS(X,Y )
∑ eS(X,Y )

(5)

ỹ∈YX

We design an objective function to maximize the probability p(Y |X) to achieve the highest label score for different
IOCs, which can be written as follows:
argmax log(p(Y |X)) = argmax (S(X,Y )−
log(
Figure 6: The framework of multi-granular IOC extraction.
in X. We first chunk the sentence into n-gram components
including char-level, 1-gram, 2-gram, and 3-gram, which are
the inputs of our trained model, written as follows:
j

exji = Vembedding (xi ),

(1)

j

where Vembedding transforms the chunk with granularity j into
a vector space and xi is the i-th word in a sentence X. Thus,
the threat description sentence Xi can be vectorized as follows:
→
j

hi = LST M f orward ([exj0 , exj1 , · · · , exji ])
←
j

(2)

hi = LST Mbackward ([exj0 , exj1 , · · · , exji ])
→
j

←
j

where hi and hi are the embedded features learned by
forward LSTM and backward LSTM, respectively. Let O be
the output of Bi-LSTM, which is a weighted sum of embedded
features with weights corresponding to the importance of
different features:
O = H ·W T
(3)
→

j

←

j j
j
j
j
j
where H = ∑ ~βi σ(h1 , h2 , · · · , hi ), hi = (hi + hi ), ~βi is the
j
weight vector to represent the importance of hi , in which
j and i are the segmentation granularity of sentences and the
corresponding index of the chunk. W is the parameter matrix.
Given a security-related sentence X = (x1 , x2 , · · · , xi ), its
corresponding threat object sequence Y = (ŷ1 , ŷ2 , · · · , ŷi ), and
its output of Bi-LSTM O, we can compute the overall label
score of X and Y as follows:
n

S(X,Y ) = ∑ (Aŷi ,ŷi+1 + Oi,ŷi )

(4)

i=0

where Aŷi ,ŷi+1 is the state transition matrix in CRF model, and
Oi,ŷi , as the output of Bi-LSTM hidden layer (calculated by
Eq. (3)), represents the label score of i-th word corresponding
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∑ eS(X,ỹ) ))

(6)

ỹ∈YX

By solving the objective function above, we assign correct
labels to the n-gram components, according to which we can
identify the IOCs with different lengths. Our multi-granular
attention based IOC extraction method is capable of identifying different types of IOCs, and its evaluation is presented in
Section 5.

4.2

Cyber Threat Intelligence Modeling

CTI modeling is an important step to explore the intricate
relationship between heterogeneous IOCs. In our work, HIN
is introduced to group different types of IOCs into a graph
to explore their interactive relationships. In this section, we
portray the main principle of threat intelligence modeling.
To model the intricate interdependent relationships among
IOCs, we define the following 9 relationships among 6 types
of IOCs as follows.
• R1: To depict the relation of an attacker and the exploited vulnerability, we construct the attacker-exploitvulnerability matrix A. For each element Ai, j ∈ {0, 1},
Ai, j =1 indicates attacker i exploits vulnerability j.
• R2: To depict the relation of an attacker and a device,
we build the attacker-invade-device matrix D. For each
element Di, j ∈ {0, 1}, Di, j =1 indicates attacker i invades
device j.
• R3: Two attacker can cooperate to attack a target. To
study the relationship of attacker-attacker, we construct
the attacker-cooperate-attacker matrix C. For each element Ci, j ∈ {0, 1}, Ci, j =1 indicates there exists a cooperative relationship between attacker i and j.
• R4: To describe the relation of a vulnerability and the
affected device, we build the vulnerability-affect-device
matrix M. For each element Mi, j ∈ {0, 1}, Mi, j =1 indicates vulnerability i affects device j.
• R5: A vulnerability is often labeled as a specific attack
type by Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
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system7 . To explore the relation of vulnerability-attack
type, we build the vulnerability-belong-attack type matrix G, where each element Gi, j ∈ {0, 1} denotes if vulnerability i belongs to an attack type j.
• R6: A vulnerability often involves one or more malicious
files. To describe the relation of vulnerability-file, we
build the vulnerability-include-file matrix F. For each
element Fi, j ∈ {0, 1}, Fi, j =1 denotes that vulnerability i
includes malicious file j.
• R7: A malicious file often targets a specific device. We
establish the file-target-device matrix T to explore the
relation of file-device. For each element Ti, j ∈ {0, 1},
Ti, j =1 indicates malicious file i targets device j.
• R8: Oftentimes, a vulnerability evolves from another.
To study the relationship of vulnerability-vulnerability,
we build the vulnerability-evolve-vulnerability matrix
E, where each element Ei, j ∈ {0, 1} indicates if vulnerability i evolves from vulnerability j.
• R9: To depict the relation device-platform that a device belongs to a platform, we build the device-belongplatform matrix P where each element Pi, j ∈ {0, 1} illustrates if device i belongs to platform j.
Based on the above 9 types of relationships, HINTI
leverages the syntactic dependency parser [6] (e.g., subjectpredicate-object, attributive clause, etc.) to automatically extract the 9 relationships among IOCs from threat descriptions,
each of which is represented as a triple (IOCi , relation, IOC j ).
For instance, given a security-related description: “On May
12, 2017, WannaCry exploited the MS17-010 vulnerability
to affect a larger number of Windows devices, which is a
ransomware attack via encrypted disks". Using the syntactic
dependency parser, we can extract the following triples: (WannaCry, exploit, MS17-010), (MS17-010, affect, Windows device), (WannaCry, is, ransomware). Such triples extracted
from various data sources can be incrementally assembled
into HINTI to model the relationships among IOCs, which
could offer a more comprehensive threat landscape that describes the threat context. Particularly, we further define 17
types of meta-paths shown in Table 1 to probe into the interdependent relationships over attackers, vulnerabilities, malicious
files, attack types, devices, and platforms. HINTI is able to
convey a richer context of threat events by scrutinizing 17
types of meta-paths and reveal the in-depth threat insights
behind the heterogeneous IOCs (see Section 6 for details).

4.3

Threat Intelligence Computing

In this section, we illustrate the concept of threat intelligence
computing, and design a general threat intelligence computing
7 http://cve.mitre.org/
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framework based on heterogeneous graph convolutional networks, which quantifies and measures the relevance between
IOCs by analyzing meta-path based semantic similarity. Here,
we first provide a formal definition of threat intelligence computing based on heterogeneous graph convolutional networks.
Definition 4 Threat Intelligence Computing Based on
Heterogeneous Graph Convolutional Networks. Given the
threat intelligence graph G = (V, E), the meta-path set M =
{P1 , P2 , · · · , Pi }. The threat intelligence computing: i) computes the similarity between IOCs based on meta-path Pi to
generate corresponding adjacency matrix Ai ; ii) constructs
the feature matrix of nodes Xi by embedding attribute information of IOCs into a latent vector space; iii) conducts
graph convolution GCN(Ai , Xi ) to quantify the interdependent
relationships between IOCs by following meta-path Pi , and
embeds them into a low-dimensional space.
The threat intelligence computing aims to model the semantic relationships between IOCs and measure their similarity
based on meta-paths, which can be used for advanced security knowledge discovery, such as threat object classification,
threat type matching, threat evolution analysis, etc. Intuitively,
the objects connected by the most significant meta-paths tend
to bear more similarity [37]. In this paper, we propose a
weight-learning based threat intelligence similarity measure,
which uses self-attention to improve the performance of similarity measurement between any two IOCs. This method can
be formalized as below:
Definition 5 Weight-learning based Node Similarity Measure. Given a set of symmetric meta-path set
0
P = [Pm ]M
m=1 , the similarity S(hi , h j ) between any two IOCs
hi and h j is defined as:
M

0

→

S(hi , h j ) = ∑ w
m

2· | {hi→ j ∈ Pm } |
| {hi→i ∈ Pm } | + | {h j→ j ∈ Pm } |

(7)

where hi→ j ∈ hm is a path instance between IOC hi and
h j following meta-path Pm , hi→i ∈ Pm is that between IOC
instance hi and hi , and h j→ j ∈ Pm is that between IOC instance h j and h j , where | {hi→ j ∈ Pm } |=CPm (i, j), | {hi→i ∈
Pm } |=CPm (i, i), | {h j→ j ∈ Pm } |=CPm ( j, j), and CPm is the
→
commuting matrix based on meta-path Pm defined below. w =
[w1 , . . . , wm , . . . , wM0 ] denote the meta-path weights, where
0
wm is the weight of meta-paths Pm , and M is the number of
meta-paths.
S(hi , h j ) is defined in two parts: (1) the semantic overlap
in the numerator, which describes the number of meta-path
between IOC instance hi and h j ; (2) and the semantic broadness in the denominator, which depicts the number of total
meta-paths between themselves. The larger number of metapath between IOC instance hi and h j , the more similar the
two IOCs are, which is normalized by the semantic broadness
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of denominator. Moreover, different from existing similarity
measures [37], we propose an attention mechanism based
similarity measure method by introducing the weight vec→
tor w = [w1 , . . . , wm , . . . , wM0 ], which is a trainable coefficient
vector to learn the importance of different meta-paths for
characterizing IOCs.
Obviously, it is computationally expensive to measure the
similarity among IOCs in the constructed heterogeneous
graph as it usually requires to randomly walk a larger number
of nodes in the graph. Fortunately, in our work, it is unnecessary to walk through the entire graph as we prescribe a limit
by introducing predefined meta-paths, and we only focus on
the symmetrical meta-paths presented in Table 1. To calculate the similarity between IOCs under different meta-path
instances, we need to compute the corresponding commuting
matrices [37] following the meta-paths.
0

Given a meta-path set P = ∑M
m {A1 , A2 , · · · , Al+1 }, the
meta-path based commuting matrix can be defined as CP =
UA1 A2 ◦UA2 A3 · · · ◦UAAl+1 , where CP (i, j) represents the probability of object i ∈ A1 reaching object j ∈ Al+1 under the path
P, and ◦ is a connection operation. These symmetric metapaths not only efficiently reduce the complexity of walking,
but also ensures that the commuting matrix can be easily decomposed, which greatly reduces the computational costs. In
addition, the symmetric meta-paths in the graph G allow us to
leverage the pairwise random-walk [37] to further accelerate
the computation.
With Eq. (7) and pairwise random-walk, we can obtain the
similarity embedding between any two IOCs hi and h j under
a meta-path set P. Based on the low-dimensional similarity
embedding, we derive a weighted adjacent matrix between
IOCs, denoted as Ai ∈ RN×N , where N is the number of a
specific type of IOC in G. Meanwhile, to utilize the attributed
information of nodes, we train a word2vec model [24] to
embed the attribute information of nodes into a feature matrix
Xi ∈ RN×d , where N is the number of IOCs in Ai , and d is the
dimension of node feature. With the learned adjacency matrix
Ai and its feature matrix Xi , we can leverage the classical
GCN [18] to characterize the relationship between IOC hi
and h j . Particularly, the layer-wise propagation rule of GCN
can be defined as below:
1

1

H (l+1) = σ(D̃− 2 ÃD̃− 2 H (l)W (l) )

(8)

where Ã = A + IN is the adjacency matrix of IOCs with selfconnections, IN is the identity matrix, D̃ii = ∑ j Ãi j , and W (l) is
a l-th layer trainable weight matrix. σ(·) denotes an activation
function, such as relu. H (l) ∈ RN×d is the matrix of activation
in the l-th layer. We perform graph convolution [18] on Ai
and Xi to generate the embedding Z between IOCs belonging
to type i:
(0)

(1)

Z = f (Xi , Ai ) = σ(Âi · relu(Âi XiWi )Wi )
(0)

where Wi
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(9)

∈ Rd×H is an input-to-hidden weight matrix for a

(1)

hidden layer with H feature maps, Wi ∈ RH×F is a hidden-tooutput weight matrix with F feature maps in the output layer,
Xi ∈ RN×d , N is the number of a specific type of IOCs, d is the
dimension of their corresponding features, and σ is another
1
1
activation function, such as sigmoid. Âi = D̃− 2 Ãi D̃− 2 can be
calculated offline. Here, we leverage the cross-entropy loss to
optimize the performance of our proposed threat intelligence
framework, written as follows:
F

Loss(Yl f , Zl f ) = − ∑

∑ Yl f · lnZl f

(10)

l∈Yl f =1

where Yl is the set of node indices that have labels, Yl f is the
real label, and Zl f is a corresponding label that our model
predicts. Based on Eq. (10), we conduct stochastic gradient
descent to continuously optimize the neural network weights
→
(0)
(1)
Wi , Wi , and w to reduce the loss, and build a general
threat intelligence computing framework. Using this framework, security organizations are able to mine richer security
knowledge hidden in the interdependent relationships among
IOCs.

5

Experimental Evaluation

5.1

Dataset and Settings

We develop a threat data collector to automatically collect
cyber threat data from a set of sources, including 73 international security blogs (e.g., fireeye, cloudflare), hacker forum posts (e.g., Blackhat, Hack5), security bulletins (e.g.,
Microsoft, Cisco), CVE detail description, and ExploitDB. A
complete list of data sources is presented in the Baidu cloud8 .
We set up a daemon to collect the newly generated security
events every day. So far, more than 245,786 security-related
data describing threat events have been collected. For training
and evaluating our proposed IOC extraction method, 30,000
samples from 5,000 texts are annotated by utilizing the B-I-O
sequence tagging method (see Section 2.2 for the example),
and an annotation example is shown in Figure 2.
For 30,000 labeled samples, we randomly select 60% of
samples as a training set, 20% of samples as a verification
set, and the rest of the samples as our test set. Based on the
data sets, we comprehensively evaluate the performance of
HINTI for extracting IOCs and threat intelligence computing.
We run all of the experiments on 16 cores Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7-6700 CPU @3.40GHz with 64GB RAM and 4× NVIDIA
Tesla K80 GPU. The software programs are executed on the
TensorFlow-GPU framework on Ubuntu 16.0.4.

5.2

Evaluation of IOC Extraction

A set of experiments are conducted to evaluate the sensitivity of different parameters in the multi-granular based IOC
8 https://pan.baidu.com/s/1J631WMYY_T_awa8aY5xy3A
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extraction model. We mainly consider 8 hyper-parameters
that seriously impact the performance of the model as shown
in Table 2. More specifically, Embedding_dim is one of
the most important factors that determine the generalization capability of the model. Here, we fix other parameters while fine-tuning the embedding size in the range of
(50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400). Experimental results
show that the accuracy of extracted IOC achieves the best
when Embedding_dim=300. Learning_rate is another major factor for determining the stride of gradient descent in
minimizing the loss function, which determines whether
the model can find a global optimal solution. We fix other
parameters to fine-tune the Learning_rate in the range
of (0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5), and the performance
reaches the best when the Learning_rate=0.001. Similarly,
we fine-tune the other hyper-parameters with 5,000 epochs,
and the hyper-parameters allowing our model to perform optimally are recorded in Table 2.
Table 2: Hyperparameters setting in the multi-granular based
IOC extraction method.
Parameter

value

Parameter

Value

Embedding_dim

300

Hidden_dim

128

Sequence_length

500

Epoch_num

5,000

Learning_rate

0.001

Batch_size

64

Dropout_rate

0.5

Optimizer

Adam

Table 3: Performance of IOC extraction w.r.t. IOC types.
IOC Type

Precision

Recall

Micro-F1

IP
File
Type
Email
Device
Vender
Version
Domain
Software
Function
Platform
Malware
Vulnerability
Other

99.56
94.36
99.86
99.32
93.26
93.07
96.98
96.58
88.25
95.03
94.31
89.76
99.25
98.29

99.52
96.88
99.81
99.87
92.78
94.45
97.99
95.89
89.31
95.59
92.57
91.23
98.73
98.42

99.54
95.60
99.83
99.49
93.02
94.24
97.48
96.23
88.78
95.31
93.43
90.49
98.99
98.35

Figure 7: Performance of IOC extraction using embedding
features with different granularity.
performance is presented in Table 3. Overall, our IOC extraction method demonstrates excellent performance in terms
of precision, recall, and Micro-F1 (i.e., micro-averaged F1score) for most types of IOCs, such as function, malicious
IP, and device. However, we observe a performance degradation when recognizing software and malware. This can be
attributed to the fact that most software and malware is named
by random strings such as md5 hash. Moreover, we find that
the number of training samples impacts the performance of
the model. Specifically, the performance becomes unsatisfactory (e.g., Software, Malware) when the number of a certain
type of training samples is insufficient (i.e., less than 5,000).
In order to verify the effectiveness of multi-granular embedding features, we assess the performance of IOC extraction
with features of different granularity including char-level,
1-gram, 2-gram, 3-gram and multi-granular features. The experimental results are demonstrated in Figure 7, from which
we can observe that the proposed multi-granular embedding
feature outperforms others since it leverages the attention
mechanism to simultaneously learn multi-granular features to
characterize different patterns of IOCs.
Next, to verify the effectiveness of the proposed IOC extraction method, we compare it with the state-of-the-art entity recognition approaches, including general NER tools
NLTK NER9 , and Stanford NER10 , professional IOC extraction method Stucco [16] and iACE [22], and popular entity recognition approaches CRF [21], BiLSTM and BiLSTM+CRF [15]. The experimental results of different methods on real-world data are demonstrated in Table 4.
The results indicate that our proposed IOC extraction outperforms the state-of-the-art entity recognition methods and
tools in terms of precision, recall, and Micro-F1, and its improvement can be attributed to the following factors. First,
compared with Standford NER and NLTK NER, the NLP tools
9 http://www.nltk.org/book/ch07.html

In this paper, we extract 13 major types of IOCs, and the
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10 https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/ner.html
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Table 4: Performance of threat entity recognition using
different methods.
Method

Accuracy

Precision

Micro-F1

NLTK NER

69.45

68.51

67.49

Stanford NER

68.35

66.74

68.58

iACE

92.14

91.26

92.25

Stucco

91.16

92.21

91.47

CRF

92.64

91.80

92.65

BiLSTM

94.78

95.21

94.35

BiLSTM+CRF

96.38

96.42

96.27

Multi-granular

98.59

98.72

98.69

trained with general news corpora, our method uses a securityrelated training corpus collected and labeled by ourselves as
a data source for training our model. Second, different from
the rule-based extraction approaches (e.g., iACE and Stucco),
our proposed deep learning based method provides an end-toend system with more advanced features to represent various
IOCs. Third, comparing to RNN-based methods (e.g., BiLSTM and BiLSTM+CRF), our proposed method brings in
multi-granular embedding sizes (char-level, 1-gram, 2-gram,
and 3-gram) to simultaneously learn the characteristics of various sizes and types of IOCs, which can identify more complex
and irregular IOCs. Last but not the least, our method implements an attention mechanism to learn the weights of features
with various scales to effectively characterize different types
of IOCs, further enhancing the IOC recognition accuracy.

6

Application of Threat Intelligence Computing

Our proposed threat intelligence computing framework based
on heterogeneous graph convolutional networks can be used
to mine novel security knowledge behind heterogeneous IOCs.
In this section, we evaluate its effectiveness and applicability
using three real-world applications: profiling and ranking for
CTIs, attack preference modeling, and vulnerability similarity
analysis.

6.1

Threat Profiling and Significance Ranking
of IOCs

Due to the disparity in the significance of threats, it is important to derive the threat profile and rank the significance
of IOCs for demystifying the landscape of threats. However,
most of the existing CTIs are incapable of modeling the associated relationships between heterogeneous IOCs.
Different from isolated CTIs, HINTI leverages HIN to
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model the interdependent relationships among IOCs with
two characteristics: first, the isolated IOCs can be integrated
into a graph-based HIN to clearly display the associated relationships among IOCs, which is capable of directly depicting
the basic threat profile. For example, Figure 3 depicts a threat
profiling sample: an attacker utilizes CVE-2017-0143 vulnerability to invade Vista SP2 and Win7 SP1 devices belonging to
the Microsoft platform, and CVE-2017-0143 is a remote code
execution vulnerability that uses a “SMB.bat" malicious file.
Second, the significance of IOCs in HINTI can be naturally
ranked based on the proposed threat intelligence computing
framework.
Table 5 shows the top 5 authoritative ranking score [35] of
vulnerability, attacker, attack type, and platform, from which
security experts can gain a clear insight into the impact of
each IOC. Degree centrality [33], which describes the number
of links incident upon a node, is widely used in evaluating
the importance of a node in a graph. It can used to quantify
the immediate risk of a node that connects with other nodes
for delivering network flows, such as virus spreading. Here,
degree centrality can be utilized in verifying the effectiveness
of the proposed threat intelligence computing framework in
ranking the importance of IOCs. It is worth noting that both
our ranking method and degree centrality work regardless of
the time of attacks. We compute the degree centrality ranking of IOCs based on the fact that the node with a higher
degree centrality is more important than a node with a lower
one. For instance, if the degree centrality of a vulnerability
is higher, it indicates that this vulnerability is exploited by
more attackers or it affects more devices. The ranking result
of degree centrality shown in Table 5 is consistent with the
ranking result based on the proposed threat intelligence computing framework, demonstrating the capability of the CTI
computing framework in ranking the importance of different
types of IOCs.

6.2

Attack Preference Modeling

Attack preference modeling is meaningful for security organizations to gain insight into the attack intention of attackers,
build attack portraits, and develop personalized defense strategies. Here, we leverage HINTI to integrate different types of
IOCs and their interdependent relationships to comprehensively depict the picture of attack events, which helps model
the attack preferences. With the proposed threat intelligence
computing framework, we model attack preferences by clustering the embedded attackers’ vectors.
In this task, each malicious IP address is treated as an intruder, and its attack preferences are mainly reflected in three
features including the platforms it destroys (including Windows, Linux, Unix, ASP, Android, Apache, etc), the industries
it invades (e.g., education, finance, government, Internet of
Things, and Industrial control system, etc), and the exploit
types it employs (e.g., DOS, Buffer overflow, Execute code,
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Table 5: The significance ranking of different types of IOCs. (CV E1 : CVE-2017-0146, CV E2 : CVE-2006-5911, CV E3 :
CVE-2008-6543, CV E4 : CVE-2012-1199, CV E4 : CVE-2006-4985; AR: Authoritative Ranking, DC: Degree Centrality value.)
Vulnerability

Attacker

Platform

Attack Type

No.

AR

DC

Monicker

AR

DC

Category

AR

DC

Exploit_type

AR

DC

CV E1

0.2713

7,643

Meatsploit

0.2764

549

PHP

0.4562

17,865

Webapps

0.5494

11,648

CV E2

0.2431

7,124

GSR team

0.1391

327

windows

0.2242

13,793

DOS

0.1772

8,741

CV E3

0.2132

6,833

Ihsan

0.0698

279

Linux

0.0736

8,792

Overflow

0.1533

7,652

CV E4

0.1826

6,145

Techsa

0.0695

247

Linux86

0.0623

8,147

CSRF

0.0966

5,433

CV E5

0.1739

5,637

Aurimma

0.0622

204

ASP

0.0382

5,027

SQL

0.0251

2,171

(a) AV DV T AT (P13 )

(b) AV DPDT V T AT (P17 )

(c) AV PV T AT (P14 )

Figure 8: The performance of attack preference modeling with different meta-paths, in which the preference of attacker i is
reduced to a two-dimensional space (xi , yi ) and each cluster represents a group with a specific attack preference.
Sql injection, XSS, Gain information, etc).
Specifically, we first utilize our proposed threat intelligence
computing framework to embed each attacker into a lowdimensional vector space, and then perform DBSCAN algorithm on the embedded vector to cluster attackers with the
same preferences into corresponding groups. Figure 8 shows
the top 3 clustering results under different types of metapaths, in which the meta-path AV DPDT V T AT (P17 ) performs
the best performance with compact and well-separated clusters, indicating that it contains richer semantic relationships
for characterizing attack preferences than other meta-paths.
To verify the effectiveness of attack preference modeling,
we identify 5,297 distinct attackers (each unique IP address is
treated as an attacker) who have submitted at least 10 cyber
attacks. For these attackers, five cybersecurity researchers
consisting of three doctoral and two master students spent
about fortnight to manually annotate their attack preferences
from three perspectives: the platforms they destroyed, the industries they attacked, and the attack types they exploited. To
ensure the accuracy of data labeling, we test the consistency
of the tags for the 5,297 attackers and remove the samples
with ambiguous tags. As a result, we obtain 3,000 samples
with consistent tags. Based on the labeled samples, we further
evaluate the performance of different meta-paths on model-
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Table 6: Performance of modeling attack preference with
different meta-paths.
Metapath

Accuracy

Precision

Micro-F1

P1

74.31

76.22

75.25

P4

71.16

73.27

72.16

P5

69.15

71.43

70.27

P12

72.14

76.46

74.24

P13

79.65

81.31

80.47

P14

77.48

79.34

78.40

P15

80.17

79.76

79.96

P17

81.39

81.72

81.55

ing attack preferences. In the attack modeling scenario, we
only focus on the meta-paths that both the start node and the
end node are attackers. The experimental results are demonstrated in Table 6. Obviously, different meta-paths display
different abilities in characterizing the attack preferences of
cyber intruders. The performance when using P17 is more
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superior than the one with other meta-paths, which indicates
that P17 holds more valuable information that characterizes
the attack preferences of cybercriminals, since P17 includes
the semantics information of P1 , P4 , P5 and P12 ∼ P15 .
In addition, we compare the capabilities of our proposed
computing framework with those of other state-of-the-art embedding methods in terms of attack preference modeling.
Our analysis result shows that the accuracy of attack preference modeling reaches 0.81, which outperforms the existing popular models Node2vec (with precision of 0.71) [1],
metapaht2vec (with precision of 0.73) [11] and HAN (with
precision of 0.76) [42]. The performance improvement can
be attributed to the following characteristics. First, our computing framework utilizes weight-learning to learn the significance of different meta-paths for evaluating the similarity between attackers. Second, the proposed computing framework
leverages GCN to learn the structural information between
attackers to obtain more discriminative structural features that
improves the performance of attack preference modeling.

6.3

Cluster ID

Vulnerability type

Accuracy

cluster1

Denial of Service

80.12

cluster2

XSS

83.53

cluster3

Execute Code

81.50

cluster4

Overflow

76.50

cluster5

Gain Privilege

91.56

cluster6

Bypass Something

71.74

cluster7

CSRF

93.27

cluster8

File Inclusion

61.72

cluster9

Gain Informa

70.42

cluster10

Directory Traversal

69.49

cluster11

Memory Corruption

81.56

cluster12

SQL Injection

80.67

average

#

78.51

Vulnerability Similarity Analysis

Vulnerability classification or clustering is crucial for conducting vulnerability trend analysis, the correlation analysis of
incidents and exploits, and the evaluation of countermeasures.
The traditional vulnerability analysis relies on the manual
investigation of the source codes, which requires expert expertise and consumes considerable efforts. In this section,
we propose an unsupervised vulnerability similarity analysis method based on the proposed threat intelligence computing framework, which can automatically group similar
vulnerabilities into corresponding communities. Particularly,
the vulnerability-related IOCs are first embedded into a lowdimensional vector space using CTI computing framework.
Then, the DBSCAN algorithm is performed on the embedded vector space to cluster vulnerabilities into corresponding
communities. The clustering results are presented in Figure 9.
Figure 9 (c) shows all vulnerabilities are clustered into 12
clusters using meta-path V DPDT V T (P16 ), which is very close
to the classification standard (i.e., 13) recommended by CVE
details, an authoritative database that publishes vulnerability
information. By manually analyzing the training samples, we
find that HTTP Response Splitting vulnerability does not appear in our dataset. Therefore, our cluster number (i.e., 12)
is consistent with CVE Details11 . To further validate the effectiveness of threat intelligence computing framework for
vulnerability clustering, we randomly select 100 vulnerabilities from each cluster for manual inspection to measure the
consistency of the vulnerability types in each cluster, and the
results are presented in Table 7. Obviously, the clustering performance of cluster 8 (i.e, File Inclusion) and cluster 10 (i.e.,
Directory Traversal) is remarkably worse than other clusters.
To explain the reason, we examine our training data and the
11 https://www.cvedetails.com/
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Table 7: Accuracy of vulnerability clustering.

computing framework. We found that the proportion of these
two types of vulnerabilities is too small (cluster 8 is 3.4%
and cluster 10 is 4.2%), making our computing framework
very likely to be under-fit with insufficient data. However,
the proposed computing framework performs well on most
types of vulnerabilities in an unsupervised manner, especially
given sufficient samples (e.g, cluster 7 is 17.6% and cluster 5
is 15.7%).
In addition, by examining the clustering results, we have
an observation that the vulnerabilities in the same cluster are
likely to have evolutionary relationships. For instance, CVE2018-0802, an office zero-day vulnerability, is evolved from
the CVE-2017-11882. They both include EQNEDT32.exe file
used to edit the formula in Office software, which allows
remote attackers to execute arbitrary codes by constructing
a malformed font name. The modeling and computation of
interdependent relationships among IOCs in HINTI facilitate
the discovery of such intricate connections between vulnerabilities.
In summary, HINTI is capable of depicting a more comprehensive threat landscape, and the proposed CTI computing
framework has the ability to bring novel security insights
toward different real-world security applications. However,
there are still numerous opportunities for enhancing these
security applications. Specifically, for attack preference modeling, although each individual IP address is treated as an
attacker, we cannot determine whether it belongs to a real
attacker or is disguised by a proxy. Fortunately, even if the
real attack address cannot be captured, understanding the attack preferences of these IP proxies, which are widely used
in cybercrime, is also meaningful for gaining insight into the
cyber threats. For vulnerability similarity analysis, data imbal-
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(a) AV DV T AT (P13 )

(b) V DV T (P10 )

(c) V DPDT V T (P16 )

Figure 9: Illustration of the vulnerability similarity analysis based on different meta-paths, in which vulnerability i can be reduced
into a two-dimensional space (xi , yi ) and each cluster indicates a particular type of vulnerability.
ance issue affects the performance of model, and inadequate
training samples often result in model underfitting, as shown
in the case of cluster 8 and cluster 10.

7

Related Work

Cyber Treat Intelligence. An increasing number of security
vendors and researchers start exploring CTI for protecting
system security and defending against new threat vectors [28].
Existing CTI extraction tools such as IBM X-Force12 , Threat
crowd13 , Opencti.io14 , AlienVault15 , CleanMX 16 and PhishTank17 use regular expression to synthesize IOC from the
descriptive texts. However, these methods often produce
high false positive rate by misjudging legitimate entities as
IOCs [22].
Recently, Balzarotti et al. [2] develop a system to extract
IOCs from web pages and identify malicious URLs from
JavaScript codes. Sabottke et al. [31] propose to detect potential vulnerability exploits by extracting and analyzing the
tweets that contain “CVE” keyword. Liao et al. [22] present a
tool, iACE, for automatically extracting IOCs, which excels
at processing technology articles. Nevertheless, iACE identifies IOCs from a single article, which does not consider the
rich semantic information from multi-source texts. Zhao et
al. [46] define different ontologies to describe the relationship
between entities based on expert knowledge. Numerous popular CTI platforms including IODEF [9], STIX [3], TAXII [40],
OpenIOC [13], and CyBox [19] focus on extracting and sharing CTI. Yet, none of the existing approaches could uncover
the interdependent relations among CTIs extracted from multisource texts, let alone quantifying CTIs’ relevance and mining
valuable threat intelligence hidden behind the isolated CTIs.
12 https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/
13 https://www.threatcrowd.org/
14 https://demo.opencti.io/
15

https://otx.alienvault.com/

16 http://list.clean-mx.com
17 https://www.phishtank.com
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Heterogeneous Information Network. Real-world systems
often contain a large number of interacting, multi-typed objects, which can naturally be expressed as a heterogeneous
information network (HIN). HIN, as a conceptual graph representation, can effectively fuse information and exploit richer
semantics in interacting objects and links [37]. HIN has been
applied to network traffic analysis [38], public social media
data analysis [45], and large-scale document analysis [41].
Recent applications of HIN include mobile malware detection [14] and opioid user identification [12]. In this paper, for
the first time, we use HIN for CTI modeling.
Graph Convolutional Network. Graph convolutional networks (GCN) [17] has become an effective tool for addressing the task of machine learning on graphs, such as semisupervised node classification [17], event classification [29],
clustering [8], link prediction [27], and recommended system [44]. Given a graph, GCN can directly conduct the convolutional operation on the graph to learn the nonlinear embedding of nodes. In our work, to discern and reveal the interactive relationships between IOCs, we utilize GCN to learn
more discriminative representation from attributes and graph
structure simultaneously, which is the premise for threat intelligence computing.

8

Discussion

Data Availability. The proposed framework assumes that
sufficient threat description data can be obtained for generating comprehensive and the latest CTIs. Fortunately, with the
growing prosperity of social media, an increasing number of
security-related data (e.g., blogs, posts, news and open security databases) can be collected effortlessly. To automatically
collect security-related data, we develop a crawler system to
collect threat description data from 73 international security
sources (e.g., blogs, hacker forum posts, security bulletins,
etc), providing sufficient raw materials for generating cyber
threat intelligence.
Model Extensibility. In this paper, 6 types of IOCs and 9
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types of relationships are modeled in HINTI. However, our
proposed framework is extensible, in which more types of
IOCs and relationships can be enrolled to represent richer and
more comprehensive threat information, such as malicious
domains, phishing Emails, attack tools, their interactions, etc.
High-level Semantic Relations. In view of the computational complexity of the model, our threat intelligence computing method focues on utilizing the meta-paths to quantify the
similarity between IOCs while ignoring the influence of the
meta-graph on it, which inevitably misses characterizing some
high-level semantic information. Nevertheless, the proposed
computing framework introduces an attention mechanism to
learn the signification of different meta-paths to characterize IOCs and their interactive relationships, which effectively
compensates for the performance degradation caused by ignoring the meta-graphs.
Security Knowledge Reasoning. Although our proposed
framework exhibits promising results in CTI extraction and
modeling computing, how to implement advanced security
knowledge reasoning and prediction is still an open problem,
e.g., it remains challenging to predict whether a vulnerability
could potentially affect a particular type of devices in the
future. We will investigate this problem in the future.

9
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Conclusion

This work explores a new direction of threat intelligence computing, which aims to uncover new knowledge in the relationships among different threat vectors. We propose HINTI, a
cyber threat intelligence framework, to model and quantify the
interdependent relationships among different types of IOCs
by leveraging heterogeneous graph convolutional networks.
We develop a multi-granular attention mechanism to learn
the importance of different features, and model the interdependent relationships among IOCs using HIN. We propose
the concept of threat intelligence computing and present a
general intelligence computing framework based on graph
convolutional networks. Experimental results demonstrate
that the proposed multi-granular attention based IOC extraction method outperforms the existing state-of-the-art methods.
The proposed threat intelligence computing framework can
effectively mine security knowledge hidden in the interdependent relationships among IOCs, which enables crucial threat
intelligence applications such as threat profiling and ranking,
attack preference modeling, and vulnerability similarity analysis. We would like to emphasize that the knowledge discovery
among interdependent CTIs is a new field that calls for a
collaborative effort from security experts and data scientists.
In future, we plan to develop a predicative and reasoning
model based on HINTI and explore preventative countermeasures to protect cyber infrastructure from future threats. We
also plan to add more types of IOCs and relations to depict
a more comprehensive threat landscape. Moreover, we will
leverage both meta-paths and meta-graphs to characterize the
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IOCs and their interactions to further improve the embedding
performance, and to strike a balance between the accuracy
and computational complexity of the model. We will also
investigate the feasibility of security knowledge prediction
based on HINTI to infer the potential future relationships
between the vulnerabilities and devices.
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Abstract
In this paper we present a technique for detecting lateral
movement of Advanced Persistent Threats inside enterpriselevel computer networks using unsupervised graph learning.
Our detection technique utilizes information derived from
industry standard logging practices, rendering it immediately
deployable to real-world enterprise networks. Importantly,
this technique is fully unsupervised, not requiring any labeled
training data, making it highly generalizable to different environments. The approach consists of two core components:
an authentication graph, and an unsupervised graph-based
machine learning pipeline which learns latent representations of the authenticating entities, and subsequently performs
anomaly detection by identifying low-probability authentication events via a learned logistic regression link predictor.
We apply this technique to authentication data derived from
two contrasting data sources: a small-scale simulated environment, and a large-scale real-world environment. We are
able to detect malicious authentication events associated with
lateral movement with a true positive rate of 85% and false
positive rate of 0.9%, compared to 72% and 4.4% by traditional rule-based heuristics and non-graph anomaly detection
algorithms. In addition, we have designed several filters to
further reduce the false positive rate by nearly 40%, while
reducing true positives by less than 1%.

1

Introduction

According to the 2019 FireEye M-Trends report [5], the median time to detection of a network intrusion was 78 days.
While this is an impressive improvement from the 418 days
reported in 2011, this still means an adversary would have
over 2 months inside an environment to accomplish their
mission prior to detection. Additionally, nearly half of all
compromises are detected via external sources, indicating
that the tools currently employed by enterprise-level cyber defenders are insufficient for detecting the highly sophisticated
modern-day adversaries.
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Existing systems and techniques for detecting network intrusions rely heavily on signatures of known-bad events [25],
such as file hashes of malware, or byte streams of malicious
network traffic. While these techniques are able to detect relatively unskilled adversaries who use known malware and
common exploitation frameworks, they provide almost no
utility for detecting advanced adversaries, coined Advanced
Persistent Threats (APTs), who will use zero-day exploits,
novel malware, and stealthy procedures.
Similarly, the state-of-the-art behavioral analytics [26] in
use today by network defenders utilize relatively rudimentary
statistical features such as the number of bytes sent over a
specific port, number of packets, ratio of TCP flags, etc. Not
only are these types of analytics relatively noisy in terms of
false positives, but they are also challenging to investigate
due to their limited information and scope. For example, the
fact that a particular host sent 50% more network packets
in a given day could be indicative of many different events,
ranging from data exfiltration, botnet command & control,
to a myriad of other possibilities, most of which would not
indicate a compromise, such as streaming a video.
To address these challenges, our approach is to build an
abstract, behavior-based, graph data model, with key elements
related to the particular behavior of interest we are trying to
detect. Specifically, we model a computer network using a
graph of authenticating entities, and the target behavior we
detect is anomalous authentication between entities indicative
of lateral movement within the network. Lateral movement
is a key stage of APT campaigns when an attacker will authenticate to new resources and traverse through the network
in order to gain access to systems and credentials necessary
to carry out their mission [17, 21]. This is very challenging
to detect as attackers will often use legitimate authentication
channels with valid credentials as opposed to noisy exploitation procedures.
In order to effectively detect lateral movement, we first convert our input data, which is the in form of industry standard
authentication logs, into a representation which will allow for
not only learning about individual authentication events, but
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also the authentication behavior of the network as a whole. To
that end, we construct an authentication graph, where nodes
represent authenticating entities which can either be machines
or users, and edges represent authentication events. Next, we
utilize an unsupervised node embedding technique where
latent representations are generated for each vertex in the
graph. Finally, we train a link predictor algorithm on these
vertex embeddings, and utilize this link predictor to identify
low-probability links in new authentication events.
We apply our technique on two distinct datasets representing two contrasting computer networks. The PicoDomain
dataset is a small simulated environment we developed inhouse with only a few hosts, and spanning only 3 days. The
second dataset is from Los Alamos National Labs (LANL)
[11] and is a real-world network capture from their internal enterprise computer network spanning 58 days with over 12,000
users and 17,000 computers. In both cases, there is labeled
malicious authentication events associated with APT-style
activity which were used as ground truth for evaluation purposes. We were able to detect the malicious authentication
events in the real-world dataset with a true positive rate of
85% and a false positive rate of only 0.9%. In comparison,
traditional heuristics, and non-graph based machine learning
methods, were able to achieve at best 72% true positive rate
and 4.4% false positive rate. Understanding that modern day
cyber defenders are frequently receiving far too many false
positives, we spent additional time building simple filters that
allowed us to further reduce our false-positive rate by nearly
40% on the LANL dataset, while reducing true positives by
less than 1%.
In summary, our contributions of this work are as follows:
• A graph data structure for modeling authentication behavior within enterprise-level computer networks based
on information available in industry standard log files.
• An unsupervised graph-learning technique for identifying anomalous authentication events which are highly
indicative of malicious lateral movement.

2

In this section we will discuss some background on authentication in enterprise networks, how we build our graph structure,
and define the problem of lateral movement.

2.1

The remaining of this paper will be laid out as follows.
Section 2 will provide some background into authentication
protocols, the graph structure, and define the problem of lateral movement. Section 3 will discuss our proposed method
and explain the learning algorithm. Section 4 will discuss our
experimental evaluation and results. Section 5 will discuss
the related work. Section 6 will discuss some limitations of
our approach and our planned future work, and Section 7 will
conclude.
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Authentication

Modern enterprise computer networks rely on the ability to
manage the permissions and privileges of users in order to
maintain a safe and secure network. Users in the enterprise
network will be given explicit permissions to access resources
within the environment ranging from folders and network
share drives, to applications and services. To make this possible, there have been many network authentication protocols
developed through the years, which allow users to authenticate to resources in the network in order to verify that they
have the privileges necessary to perform a certain action.
Common authentication protocols in today’s enterprise
computer networks include protocols such as Kerberos,
NTLM, SAML, and others. Each one is designed to be a
secure way to authenticate users inside an environment, and
each has the ability to be abused. APT-level adversaries are
well-versed in the workings of these authentication protocols,
and they are often abused during an attack campaign. For
example, the well-known "Pass the Hash" attack is a weakness in the NTLM implementation where the hash of a user’s
password, which can often be harvested from system memory,
is used to authenticate to additional resources by the attacker.
Because hackers often abuse existing authentication channels, logs related to these critical protocols are valuable to
the security analyst and detection algorithms. Typically these
logs capture key information such as the account that is requesting to authenticate, the origin of the request, what they
are attempting to authenticate to, as well as the result of that
authentication request. Additionally, as authentication in the
environment is network activity, we have the ability to capture
this critical information from centralized network taps, rather
than requiring expensive host-based log collection.

2.2
• Experiments on two datasets showing the strength of
graph learning for this application domain.

Background & Problem Definition

Graph Structure

There were two main considerations in how we chose to build
our graph data structure. First, we wanted the input data to
be highly accessible to our network defenders. This means
utilizing data that is likely already being collected at the enterprise scale. While some smaller enterprises may have the
luxury of collecting verbose system logs from all endpoints,
larger enterprises are limited to coarse feeds from centralized resources such as network sensors or domain controllers.
Second, we wanted the data to provide clear and concise information related to our target detection of lateral movement.
Therefore, we design our algorithm to utilize network-level authentication logs generated from Zeek sensors [31] (formerly
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servers and file servers (hr-email, hr-fserv, rnd-email, rndfserv). We can see that user Sally is a network administrator,
as she has authentication activity to the Domain Controller service node (DC) in the environment, the email and file server
nodes, as well as her own workstation node (it-win10-1). Note
that for display purposes, the IP nodes have been collapsed
into their representative service nodes.

2.3

Figure 1: Example of an authentication graph for a small
simulated network.
Bro). Specifically, we utilize the Kerberos logging capability,
which generates protocol specific logging on the Kerberos
authentication protocol which is utilized in the majority of
Microsoft Windows domains. The technique is easily adaptable, however, to other authentication logs such as host-based
authentication logs, NTLM logs, Active Directory logs, or
others, providing they can uniquely identify authentication
events between user and system identities in the network.
For Kerberos logs, we extract the client and service principals, which are unique identifiers associated with users and
services in the network, as well as the source IP address of the
requesting entity, which will uniquely identify the machine
from which the client is operating. The destination IP address
will always be the IP of the Kerberos server itself, and thus
does not add valuable information to our graph. Here is an
example of content we extract from the Kerberos logs with
their respective Zeek column headings:
client
jdoe/G.LAB

id_orig_h
10.1.1.152

service
host/hr-1.g.lab

This record shows that the user jdoe of domain G.LAB authenticated to service host/hr-1.g.lab, which is a host in the
network, from IP address 10.1.1.152.

Lateral Movement

Lateral movement is a key stage of APT-level attack campaigns as seen in various attack taxonomies such as the Lockheed Martin Cyber Kill Chain [17], and the MITRE ATT@CK
framework [21]. Figure 2 provides a simplified version of an
APT-style campaign. After some initial compromise, and prior
to domain ownership by the adversary, there is a cycle of lateral movement through the network. In most cases, the system
that is initially compromised will be a low privileged account,
typically a user workstation. This is due to the prevalence
of client-side attacks (e.g., phishing), which are much more
effective on typical, low-privilege users, as opposed to highprivilege IT professionals. Thus, the attacker almost always
gains a foothold on a low privilege system and is thus required
to move laterally through the network to achieve their goals.
Definition 2 Lateral movement is defined as a malicious
path < u, v > conducted by an attacker in an organization’s
network characterized by the authentication graph, where u, v
belong to entity set {IP, user, service}.
For example, in Figure 1, if the user Alice fell victim to a
phishing email and downloaded malware, the attacker would
gain their initial foothold as account Alice on hr-win7-2. As
Alice is a low-privilege account, it is unlikely that the attacker
would be able to do much harm to the enterprise at large, such
as installing ransomware on all the systems in the network,
or exfiltrating highly sensitive business data. Therefore, the
attacker would be required to move laterally to systems and

Definition 1 An authentication graph (AG) is defined as a
graph G = (V, E) with a node type mapping φ: V → A and
an edge type mapping ψ: E → R, where V denotes the node
set and E denotes the edge set, A = {IP, user, service} and
R = {authentication}.
A simple authentication graph generated from a small simulated computer network is shown in Figure 1. We can infer
from this graph that there are two separate organizational units
in our enterprise: the hr unit and the rnd unit, each with two
user nodes (Bob and Alice, John and Mary) interacting with
user workstations represented as service nodes (hr-win7-1,
hr-win7-2, rnd-win10-1, rnd-win10-2), as well as some email
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Figure 2: An APT-style campaign showing the cycle of lateral
movement after initial compromise and prior to full domain
ownership.
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Figure 3: Full algorithm pipeline including offline training of node embeddings and logistic regression link predictor, as well as
online detection via an embedding lookup, link prediction, and threshold-based anomaly detection.
accounts that have higher permissions in the environment.
This can be done by exploitation of vulnerabilities, however,
this is often a noisy and error prone process. More often, adversaries will harvest and abuse legitimate credentials from
the set of compromised systems. In the case of our example,
Alice could harvest the domain admin Sally’s credentials from
the file server hr-fserv which Sally had previously authenticated to, and Alice has privileges to access. Now, with Sally’s
credentials, Alice can authenticate from hr-win7-2 to the Domain Controller (DC). This attack could be characterized by
the lateral movement path: <hr-win7-2, Sally, DC >.

Existing techniques are not well suited to detect lateral
movement within enterprise-scale environments. Most Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) are placed at the border of a
network, and will fail to detect attacker actions after an initial
foothold has been established. Even if the IDS had total visibility, an attacker using legitimate authentication channels would
likely not trigger any alerts. Host-based security software relies almost exclusively on identifying signatures of known
malware, and thus will prove ineffective at detecting APTlevel adversaries who will move laterally through a network
using novel malware or legitimate authentication mechanisms.
Some environments may implement a Security Information
Events Management (SIEM) System, which would allow for
more complex log analytics. However, SIEMs are typically
standard row or columnar data stores such as Splunk [26]
which only allow for relatively basic statistical analysis of the
data. Behavioral analytics implemented in SIEMs are typically simple aggregate trends of low level features such as
bytes over particular ports and protocols.
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3

Proposed Method

In this section we will discuss our proposed method for detecting lateral movement in enterprise computer networks. We
will provide an overview of our machine learning pipeline, followed by detailed discussions of the node embedding process,
the link predictor training, and the anomaly detection.

3.1

Overview

In order to detect lateral movement in enterprise computer
networks, we generate authentication graphs as discussed
previously and apply an unsupervised graph learning process
to identify low probability links. Figure 3 shows the algorithm
pipeline. During the offline training stage (the top half of the
figure), we start by generating authentication graphs, then
create node embeddings via a random walk sampling and
embedding process, and finally train a logistic regression link
predictor using the node embeddings and ground-truth edge
information from the authentication graph.
During the online detection stage (the bottom half of the
figure), new authentication events are processed resulting
in new edges between authenticating entities. Embeddings
for these entities are generated via an embedding lookup,
and link prediction is performed using the trained logistic
regression link predictor. Anomaly detection is performed
via a (configurable) threshold value, where links below a
particular probability threshold will be forwarded to security
experts for investigation.

3.2

Node Embedding Generation

Node embedding generation is the process by which a ddimensional vector is learned for each node in a graph. The
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goal of these approaches is to generate a vector representation
for each node which captures some degree of behavior within
the network as a whole.
For the authentication graph, we use H to denote the set of
node embeddings, H = {h1 , h2 , ..., hn }, where hi denotes the
node embedding for the ith node, and n denotes the number
of nodes in the graph. In the beginning, nodes do not have
/
embeddings, which means hi = 0.
In order to extract latent node representations from the
graph, we utilize an unsupervised node embedding technique
similar to DeepWalk [22], and node2vec [7]. We first sample
our authentication graph via unbiased, fixed-length random
walks. Specifically, for any node v in the graph, we will explore r random walks with a fixed-length l. For a random
walk starting from node v, let vi denote the ith node in the
walk, the node sequence for this walk is generated with the
following probability distribution:
(
1
, i f (x, y) ∈ E
P(vi = x|vi−1 = y) = dy
(1)
0, otherwise
where E denotes the edge set in the graph, and dy is the degree
of node y. This results in a set of random walk sequences
S = {S1 , S2 , ..., Sm }, where Si denotes the ith random walk
sequence, and m denotes the total number of sequences.
With the sequence set of the random walks, we then tune
node embeddings via a Continuous-Bag-of-Words (CBOW)
model with negative sampling as proposed in [18]. In the
CBOW model, we predict the target node provided context
nodes from the random walk sequence. We utilize negative
sampling such that we only update the vectors of a subset of
nodes that were not found in the particular context window
of the target node.
We use the Noise Contrastive Estimation (NCE) loss as
defined in Equation 2:
L = −[logp(y = 1|hT , hI )+

∑

logp(y = 0|hU , hI )] (2)

hU ∈N(hI )

where y denotes the label, hT denotes the embedding of the
target node, hI denotes the embedding of the input node which
is the average of the context nodes, hU denotes the embedding
of a noise node, and N(·) denotes the set of noise node embeddings for that input. This loss function differentiates the target
sample from noise samples using logistic regression [8].
Further, the probability for different labels of negative sampling is defined in Equation 3,
p(y = 1|hT , hI ) = σ(h0>
T hI )
p(y = 0|hT , hI ) = σ(−h0>
T hI )

(3)

where σ(·) denotes the sigmoid function, and h0T denotes
the column vector for hT . Therefore, the final loss value is
calculated by Equation 4.
L = −[logσ(h0>
T hI ) +

∑

hU ∈N(hI )
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logσ(−h0>
T hI )]

(4)

Figure 4: Example embedding space generated from a
random-walk based node-embedding process.

By minimizing the loss value from Equation 4, we are able
to tune our node embeddings such that we are more likely to
predict our target node embedding hT given the context node
embeddings hI , while simultaneously less likely to predict
the negative sample node embeddings hU given the same
context hI . We use Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) to
minimize the loss function. In the end, we generate the output
node embedding set H 0 = {h01 , h02 , ..., h0n }, where hi 0 is the
d-dimension embedding for node i.
In the context of the authentication graph, this process
equates to predicting a user based on the machines and users
found within at-most l-hops away. This will result in node
embeddings where users who often authenticate to similar
entities will be embedded in a similar region. Similarly, systems which share a user base will be found embedded in a
similar region. This provides us the ability to then look at
authentication events as events between two abstract vectors,
as opposed to between distinct users and machines.
Figure 4 provides a 2-dimensional embedding space generated for the graph in Figure 1 using this node embedding
process. We can see that the embedding of the graph corresponds nicely to the organizational units of the various users
and systems. Additionally we see that the servers are clearly
separated from the users and their workstations. Also, the
network administrator is clearly separated from both organizational units. In addition, notice that the user Alice does
not have an edge to the hr-email server in the authentication
graph, despite clearly being a member of the hr organization. Even though this is the case, we can see that Alice is
co-located in the embedding space with other hr users and
systems. This fact will be crucial during the link prediction
process, as even though there is no explicit link between Alice
and the hr-email server, we would like our link prediction
algorithm to predict a high probability for the authentication
event between Alice and hr-email, considering it is perfectly
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reasonable that Alice authenticates to the hr-email server.

4

3.3

In this section we will evaluate our technique for detecting
malicious authentication in enterprise networks. First we will
discuss the datasets we used for evaluation, followed by a
detailed description of the various methods we evaluated, and
an analysis of our results. In an effort to further reduce false
positives, we make some observations about the data and our
results, and update our algorithm accordingly.

Link Prediction

Next, we utilize a traditional logistic regression (LR) algorithm to provide us with a probability estimate that a particular
authentication event occurs between two nodes a and b. Formally, our LR algorithm models:
P(y = 1|h0 ) = σ(h0 ) =

1
> 0
1 + e−w h

(5)

where y is the binary label indicating if an edge exists or not,
the weight vector w contains the learned parameters, and h0 is
the element-wise multiplication of the node embeddings ha
and hb defined in Equation 6, also known as the Hadamard
product.
ha ◦ hb = (ha )i j · (hb )i j
(6)
We train the above model by generating a dataset of true
and false edge embeddings from the ground truth authentication graph. The true edge set consists of all edges in the
authentication graph:
ET = ha ◦ hb ∀(a, b) ∈ E

(7)

with each edge embedding receiving a binary label of 1. On
the contrary, the false edge set consists of all edges that do
not exist in the authentication graph:
EF = ha ◦ hb ∀(a, b) ∈
/E

(8)

with each edge embedding receiving a binary label of 0. Training on these two sets of data would cause significant over
fitting as EF contains every possible edge not in the original
edge set E. Therefore, we down sample EF via a random
sampling process, and only train on the same number of false
edges as found in ET .

3.4

Anomaly Detection

Anomaly detection is achieved by applying our trained LR
link predictor to new authentication events. First, authentication events are parsed into a set of edges between authenticating entities. Next, we perform an embedding lookup for
the node embeddings generated during the training stage. The
anomaly detection function A can be expressed as:
(
1, i f f (ha ◦ hb ) < δ
A(ha , hb ) =
(9)
0, otherwise
where ha and hb are the embeddings for nodes a and b, and the
function f (·) is the logistic regression link predictor trained
on the true and false edges generated from our training graph.
The parameter δ is the threshold for generating an alert. In
this paper, we use a threshold of δ = 0.1, or 10%, which we
will show shortly yields good performance.
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Evaluation

4.1

Datasets

We apply our malicious authentication detection to two
datasets generated from contrasting computer networks. Table
1 provides details on each dataset. We discuss both datasets
in detail below.
Table 1: Dataset Details
PicoDomain
Duration in Days
3
Days with Attacks
2
Total Records
4686
Total Attack Records
129
User and Machine Accounts
86
Computers
6

LANL
58
18
1.05 B
749
99968
17666

PicoDomain is a dataset we generated in-house for cyber
security research. It is designed to be a highly scaled-down
environment which contains only the most critical elements
commonly found in enterprise-level domains. Specifically, the
PicoDomain consists of a small Windows-based environment
with five workstations, a domain controller, a gateway firewall
and router, and a small-scale internet that houses several websites as well as the adversarial infrastructure. A Zeek network
sensor was installed inside the environment and placed such
that it had visibility of traffic entering and leaving the network
from the simulated Internet (north/south), as well as traffic
between local systems in the simulated enterprise network
(east/west). A total of three days of network traffic was captured. During this three day period, there was benign activity
performed in a typical 9-5 workday pattern, such as browsing
the web, checking e-mail, etc. Additionally, on days 2 and
3, we ran an APT-style attack campaign which included all
stages of the kill chain. The attack campaign started with a malicious file downloaded from an e-mail attachment. This gave
the attacker the initial foothold in the network. The attacker
then proceeded to perform various malicious actions typically
associated with APT-level campaigns. This included exploiting system vulnerabilities for privilege escalation, registry
modifications to maintain persistence, credential harvesting
via the tool Mimikatz, domain enumeration, and lateral movement to new systems via the legitimate Windows Management
Instrumentation (WMI) service. At the end of the campaign,
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the attacker was able to compromise a domain admin account,
resulting in full network ownership by the attacker.
Comprehensive Cyber Security Events is a dataset released by Los Alamos National Labs (LANL) and consists
of 58 consecutive days of anonymized network and host
data [11]. There are over 1 billion events containing authentication activity for over 12,000 users and 17,000 computers
in the network. An APT-style attack was performed during
the data capture, and relevant authentication log entries were
labeled as being malicious or benign. No further details were
provided in the dataset as to what types of attacks were performed during the exercise. This is a limiting factor of this
dataset, and, in fact, led to the generation of the previously
mentioned PicoDomain dataset.

4.2

Methods Evaluated

We evaluate two variants of our proposed graph learning methods, as well as four different baseline techniques, which include two non-graph-based machine learning algorithms, as
well as two traditional rule-based heuristics. We will discuss
each below.
Graph Learning with Local View (GL-LV). This is our
graph learning technique configured in such a way as to have a
more localized view in our graph. This means our embeddings
and link predictor will be optimized for nodes within a close
proximity. To achieve this, we generate 20 random walks
of length 10 for every node, and generate a 128-dimension
embedding for each node based on a context window size of
2. This means each node will only consider a neighborhood
of 2-hop neighbors in the embedding process. Our anomaly
detection threshold is set at δ = 0.1.
Graph Learning with Global View (GL-GV). This is
our second graph learning variant which is very similar to the
first, however this time configured to have a more global view
of the graph. This means our embeddings and link predictor
will be optimized for nodes that are further apart in our graph.
To that end we used the same configuration as previously,
however now setting the window size to 5. This means nodes
will consider at most 5-hop neighbors during the embedding
and link prediction process, which will give the algorithm a
much broader view of the graph.
Local Outlier Factor (LOF) [2]. For a non-graphbased machine learning comparison, we implement the LOF
anomaly detection algorithm. The LOF is a density-based
anomaly detection approach, where relative local densities
are compared between each sample, and those which are very
different from their neighbors are considered anomalous. In
order to generate features for this algorithm, we 1-hot encode
the authentication events into an authentication vector containing a dimension for all authenticating entities. For each
event, the dimensions corresponding to the various authenticating entities for that particular record will be set to 1, and all
other dimensions will be 0. We then apply the LOF algorithm
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to these vectors to identify anomalies.
Isolation Forest (IF) [15]. This is a second non-graphbased machine learning comparison technique. The Isolation
Forest algorithm identifies samples that can be easily isolated
from the dataset by simple decision trees as being anomalous.
This is applied to the same authentication vectors as in the
previous LOF method.
Unknown Authentication (UA). This is a more traditional
rule-based heuristic which simply identifies all first-time authentication events as anomalous. During the training period,
a list of known authentications is generated for each authenticating entity in the network. During the testing phase, any
authentication event which was not seen during the training
phase is considered as anomalous. After an anomalous result
is generated the first time, the authentication event is added
to the set of known authentications for the particular entity.
This way we do not generate repeated anomalies for the same
event.
Failed Login (FL). This is a second traditional rule-based
heuristic which considers all failed login events as anomalous.
As this technique does not requiring any training data, we
only evaluate it on the test portion of the datasets.

4.3

Detection Analysis

Next we apply the six different algorithms discussed previously and evaluate their ability to detect malicious authentication in our two datasets. For all techniques, we report the
number of true positives (TP), false positives (FP), as well as
the true positive rate (TPR), and false positive rate (FPR).
PicoDomain. First we apply all techniques to the simulated
PicoDomain dataset. We split the dataset into training and
testing, with the training data consisting of authentication
activity before the APT attack began, and the testing data
containing all other activity. As this is a small dataset focused
on malicious activity, the majority of the time period contains
malicious events. As a result, there was only roughly 20%
clean training data available. Thus our final train/test split on
this data was about 20%/80%. For all 6 detection techniques,
we only generate accuracy metrics on the testing dataset.
Table 2 shows the results for all six techniques. Not unsurprisingly, the UA detector performed very well, with 100%
TPR, and only 1.5% FPR. This means all of the lateral movement associated with the APT campaign involved systems
which did not have authentication activity during the training
period, a characteristic that is likely only to hold in relatively
small and simulated environments. We can also see that the
failed login (FL) rule generated very few results, and only
managed to detect a single event associated with the malicious
activity. This is due to the fact that the APT campaign did
not involve any brute-force password guessing attempts. The
single failed login is likely due to user error during the attack.
Both ML techniques (LOF and IF) struggled to detect malicious events, with TPRs well below 50%, and FPRs as high
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Table 2: Anomaly Detection Results on PicoDomain Dataset
Algorithm TP FP TPR (%) FPR (%)
UA
129 11
100
1.5
FL
1
15
0.8
2.0
LOF
41
19
32
2.5
IF
34
62
26
8.3
GL-LV
102
0
80
0.0
GL-GV
102
0
80
0.0

as 8.3%. This indicates that the pure authentication activity
between entities, without the additional information present
in the graph topology, is not sufficient for detecting lateral
movement.
Our graph learning techniques, GL-LV and GL-GV, performed much better than the comparison ML techniques,
achieving 80% TPR. This shows the strength of the graph
topology for the detection of lateral movement. Additionally,
the graph-learning approaches were able to reduce the FPR
to 0% compared with the 1.5% of the UA detector. A low
false positive rate is critical for anomaly detection techniques,
as will be made clear by the next experiment on the LANL
dataset. Interestingly, we see that the global view and local
view had no effect on the performance. This again is likely
due to the extremely small scale of this dataset. The average shortest path between any two nodes in the PicoDomain
graph is slightly over 2 hops. This means the additional visibility that the GL_GV detector provides will not contribute
significantly more information on the graph structure.
LANL. Here we apply the same 6 detectors to the LANL
Comprehensive Cyber Security Events dataset. In a similar
manner, we split the data into training and testing sets. The
training set consists of 40 days on which no malicious activity
is reported, and the testing set of 18 days with malicious
activity. This is equivalent to roughly 70% training data, and
30% testing data. Due to the large scale of this dataset, it was
necessary that we perform an additional down sampling for
the two ML techniques LOF and IF, which was accomplished
by removing timestamps from the training and testing dataset,
and removing duplicate events. The TPR and FPR for these
two techniques have been adjusted to account for this.
Table 3 shows the results for the six anomaly detectors.

Table 3: Anomaly Detection Results on LANL Dataset
Algorithm TP
FP
TPR (%) FPR (%)
UA
542 530082
72
4.4
FL
31 116600
4
1.0
LOF
87 169460
12
9.6
IF
65 299737
9
16.9
GL-LV
503 146285
67
1.2
GL-GV
635 107960
85
0.9
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The impact of scale is readily evident in these results, with a
significant number of false positives for all detectors, despite
reasonably small false-positive rates.
We can see that the UA detector performs again reasonably
well, with a significant 72% of the malicious authentication
events detected. However, with this real-world dataset, we can
see how noisy this detector is, with a FPR of 4.4% resulting
in over 500,000 false positives. The FL detector again fails
to perform, indicating that for APT style campaigns, simple
failed login attempts are not suitable detectors. Similarly, both
ML approaches generated many false positives, and few true
positives, again showing that simple authentication events
without the added information in the authentication graph are
insufficient for malicious authentication detection.
The two graph learning techniques were able to provide
the best TPR at the least FPR. The GL-LV detector, although
returning less true positives than the simple UA detector,
was still able to detect 67% of the malicious activity, at only
1.2% FPR compared to 4.4% by the UA detector. The best
performing predictor on this dataset is the GL_GV detector,
which was able to detect the most malicious authentication
events with a TPR of 85%, while maintaining the lowest FPR
of 0.9%. For this dataset, the increased context window of
the GL-GV over the GL-LV contributed significantly to the
added performance. The average shortest path between any
two nodes in the LANL graph is roughly 4 hops. This explains
why, in this case, the broader view of the GL_GV detector
was able to capture more information from the graph structure
in the node embeddings, resulting in a better performing link
predictor.
It is important to note here that all of the previous experiments were performed on commodity server hardware. Specifically, we utilized a server with two Intel Xeon CPU E5-2683
CPUs, and 512 GB of ram. This provided enough memory
and compute power to run any of the detectors discussed
on the full 58-day LANL dataset in under 6 hours. We believe that the techniques used here would be supported by the
infrastructure already available to our network defenders.

4.4

Reducing False Positives

As we can see from the previous experiment, and specifically Table 3, the effect of false positives on the datasets of
the scale found in the real-world can be very detrimental.
Even for the best performing detector, the GL_GV detector,
a false positive rate of 0.9% resulted in over 100,000 individual false positive results in the test data. As these results
will ultimately be used by cyber analysts to investigate the
threats, it is important that we do our best to keep the false
positives to a minimum. In this section, we present some of
our observations of the data and results, and design several
filters to further reduce the false positive rate by nearly 40%,
while reducing true positives by less than 1%.
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Figure 5: Impact of various approaches in reducing the number of false positives returned on the LANL dataset.
Observation 1: The malicious authentication events are
predominantly first authentication events.
This observation was made based on the fact that the simple
unknown authentication (UA) detector performed very well
at identifying the malicious events. However, its false positive
rate was far too high to use on its own. Based on this observation, we use the inverse of this detector as a false positive
filter. More precisely, all anomalies generated by the graph
learning approach are passed through a filter based on the
known authentication events. We discard any of the anomalous authentication events that were previously seen during
the training period. This filter corresponds to the "Known
Auth" filter in Figure 5. We can see that we achieved about a
10% reduction in false positives, while reducing true positives
by less than 1%.
Observation 2: The malicious authentication events are
predominantly based on user interactions.
Our authentication graph includes interactions between
users and computers, but also interactions between purely
computers. Some of the interactions are possibly associated
with the red team exercise, however, the labeling scheme utilized by LANL only labeled authentication events involving
user accounts as being malicious. Without further details on
exactly what the red team activity entailed, it is impossible
to label other interactions as malicious or benign that could
have been associated with the red team exercise. Based on
this, we modify our anomaly detection algorithm, and again
add a new filter where the results that are generated and do
not involve at least one user account are discarded. This filter
corresponds to the "User Only" filter in Figure 5. We can see
this had a significant impact on the results, reducing false
positives by over 20% from the original, while not reducing
the true positives at all.
Observation 3: The malicious authentication events are
predominantly related to specific user accounts and systems.
This observation makes sense from a practical standpoint.
When an adversary gains access to a network, it is unlikely
that they have multiple initial footholds. Typically a single
foothold would be established, and then access throughout
the network would expand from there. This means that all
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of the malicious edges in our authentication graph should be
close together, or even form a connected component in the
graph. Based on this observation, we build a third filter, where
all of the anomalous results are chained together based on
their shared nodes and edges. Any anomalous results which
do not form a chain with at least one other anomalous event
is discarded. This filter corresponds to the "Anomaly Chain"
filter in Figure 5. This resulted again in about a 20% reduction
in false positives from the original, and no reduction in true
positives.
To summarize, the last bars labeled as "Combined" in Figure 5 represent the results when combining all of the previous
filters together. We can see this resulted in the best performance, and was able to reduce the number of FPs on the
LANL dataset by nearly 40%, while losing < 1% of the true
positives.

5

Related Work

This section studies the related works in terms of anomaly
detection and node embedding methods.
Anomaly detection for APT identification has been extensively studied. However, the majority of works are based
on expensive host-based log analysis, with the goal of anomalous process activity, indicative of malware or exploitation
[23] [6] [24] [16]. Some go so far as mining information from
user-driven commands for anomaly detection [14]. While host
logs may be available in some environments, it would be a
significant burden for most large enterprises to capture and
store verbose host-based logs such as system call traces.
At the network level, there are techniques for detecting
web-based attacks [13], as well as botnet activity [1] utilizing
anomaly detection algorithms. A highly related technique
[4] combines host information with network information to
detect lateral movement. However, they require process-level
information from hosts, making this technique a poor fit at
the enterprise scale. As lateral movement detection is such
a hard problem, some approaches instead focus on detecting
the degree to which environments are vulnerable to lateral
movement attacks [10].
There are also approaches that look for deviations from
known, specification-driven, rules of how an environment
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should behave, such as Holmes [20] and Poirot [19]. While
these work reasonably well and are able to reduce false positives by explicitly defining what behavior is deemed malicious, they are still based on knowledge derived from a human,
and thus risk circumvention by new and novel attack paths.
In addition, these techniques require constant maintenance
and upkeep to develop new specifications for the constantly
evolving attack surface.
Node embedding methods aiming at learning representative embeddings for each node in a graph have been successfully applied to various downstream machine learning
tasks, such as node classification [22], link prediction [7], and
node recommendation [30]. Existing methods usually take
two steps to generate node embeddings. First, they sample
meaningful paths to represent structural information in the
graph. Second, they apply various data mining techniques
from domains such as natural language processing (NLP),
utilizing technologies such as word2vec [18] for learning
meaningful vector embeddings.
The major difference between existing methods lie in the
first step, i.e., how to mine better paths to capture the most
important graph information. In this context, the early work
DeepWalk [22] applies random walks to build paths for each
node. In order to give more importance to close-by neighbors, Line [27] instead applies a breadth-first search strategy,
building two types of paths: one-hop neighbors and two-hop
neighbors. Further, the authors of node2vec [7] observe that
the node embeddings should be decided by two kinds of similarities, homophily and structural equivalence. The homophily
strategy would embed the nodes closely that are highly interconnected and in similar cluster or community, while the
structural equivalence embeds the nodes closely that share
similar structural roles in the graph. Based on these strategies, node2vec implements a biased random walk embedding
process which is able to model both similarity measures.
There are additionally many other graph neural network
architectures recently proposed, such as the convolution-based
GCN [12], attention-based GAT [28], and many variants based
on both [9]. However, they are mostly designed for semisupervised or supervised tasks, and are not as suitable for
unsupervised learning as the random-walk based approaches
mentioned previously.

6

Limitations & Future Work

Although our results are promising, there are several limiting
factors of our approach. The first limitation is the problem of
explainability, which is not specific to our technique, but rather
a limitation of machine learning techniques in general. When
our graph learning algorithms label an event as an anomaly,
it is relatively challenging to determine why it has done so.
There is current and active research on explaining machine
learning and AI algorithms [3], and many even specific to
explaining the results of graph learning algorithms in partic-
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ular [29]. We may be able to use some of these techniques
in the future which would allow us to identify what nodes
were most important when generating both the embedding,
and ultimately the link prediction scores.
Our detection algorithm is based on the assumption that
we will have historic data for each entity we plan to perform
link prediction on in the future. If we have never seen an
entity authenticate before, then we will not have an embedding generated for that entity, and thus we will be unable to
perform the link prediction. There are many ways to handle
this problem, such as assigning new entities a generic "new
node" embedding, or assigning the new node embedding to
the average embedding of its neighbors (provided that they
have embeddings themselves), however we have not explored
the impact of these various approaches. We believe that, at
least in the case of enterprise network authentication, it is a
fair assumption to believe that for the vast majority of user
accounts in the network, there should be some history of their
behavior provided a sufficiently long historic window.
In this work we focused specifically on log data pertaining
to authentication events. However, there is a myriad of additional data that we could add to our graph and ultimately to
our graph learning algorithms. In the future we plan to add
finer grained detail of actions performed by users, such as
DNS requests and file-share accesses. This will allow us to
also expand our detection algorithm to identify other stages
of the kill chain beyond lateral movement, such as command
and control traffic, which would likely cause anomalous DNS
requests.

7

Conclusion

In this work we discussed the challenging problem of detecting lateral movement of APT-level adversaries within
enterprise computer networks. We explained why existing
signature-based intrusion detection techniques are insufficient, and existing behavioral analytics are too fine grained.
We introduced our technique of abstracting a computer network to a graph of authenticating entities, and performing
unsupervised graph learning to generate node behavior embeddings. We discussed how we use these embeddings to
perform link prediction, and ultimately anomaly detection for
malicious authentication events. We applied our techniques
to both simulated and real-world datasets and were able to
detect anomalous authentication links with both increased
true positive rates, and decreased false positive rates, over
rule-based heuristics and non-graph ML anomaly detectors.
We analyzed the results of our algorithm, and developed several simple filters to further reduce the false positive rate of
our technique.
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Abstract
Previous work showed that reCAPTCHA v2’s image challenges could be solved by automated programs armed with
Deep Neural Network (DNN) image classifiers and vision
APIs provided by off-the-shelf image recognition services.
In response to emerging threats, Google has made significant updates to its image reCAPTCHA v2 challenges that
can render the prior approaches ineffective to a great extent.
In this paper, we investigate the robustness of the latest version of reCAPTCHA v2 against advanced object detection
based solvers. We propose a fully automated object detection
based system that breaks the most advanced challenges of
reCAPTCHA v2 with an online success rate of 83.25%, the
highest success rate to date, and it takes only 19.93 seconds
(including network delays) on average to crack a challenge.
We also study the updated security features of reCAPTCHA
v2, such as anti-recognition mechanisms, improved anti-bot
detection techniques, and adjustable security preferences. Our
extensive experiments show that while these security features
can provide some resistance against automated attacks, adversaries can still bypass most of them. Our experiment findings
indicate that the recent advances in object detection technologies pose a severe threat to the security of image captcha
designs relying on simple object detection as their underlying
AI problem.

1

Introduction

CAPTCHA is a defense mechanism against malicious bot
programs on the Internet by presenting users a test that most
humans can pass, but current computer programs cannot [49].
Often, CAPTCHA makes use of a hard and unsolved AI problem. Over the last two decades, text CAPTCHAs have become increasingly vulnerable to automated attacks as the
underlying AI problems have become solvable by computer
programs [17, 19, 20, 27, 28, 34, 35, 51, 51–53]. As a result,
text CAPTCHAs are no longer considered secure. In fact, in
March 2018, Google shut down its popular text CAPTCHA
scheme reCAPTCHA v1 [23]. Image CAPTCHA schemes
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have emerged as a superior alternative to text ones as they are
considered more robust to automated attacks.
reCAPTCHA v2, a dominant image CAPTCHA service
released by Google in 2014, asks users to perform an image recognition task to verify that they are humans and not
bots. However, in recent years, deep learning (DL) algorithms
have achieved impressive successes in several complex image
recognition tasks, often matching or even outperforming the
cognitive ability of humans [30]. Consequently, successful
attacks against reCAPTCHA v2 that leverage Deep Neural
Network (DNN) image classifier and off-the-shelf (OTS) image recognition services have been proposed [44, 50].
The prior work advanced our understanding of the security
issues of image CAPTCHAs and led to better CAPTCHA
designs. However, recently, Google has made several major
security updates to reCAPTCHA v2 image challenges that
can render prior image classification and recognition based
approaches ineffective to a great extent. For example, the
latest version of reCAPTCHA pulls challenge images from
relatively complex and common scenes as opposed to monotonic and simple images in the past. Through a comprehensive
experiment, we show that both image classifiers and image
recognition APIs provide poor success rates against the latest
reCAPTCHA v2 challenges.
Our experiment also shows that the current version of reCAPTCHA v2 adopts several additional security enhancements over the earlier versions. First, reCAPTCHA v2 has
introduced anti-recognition techniques to render the challenge
images unrecognizable to state-of-the-art image recognition
technologies. For example, it often presents noisy, blurry,
and distorted images. reCAPTCHA image challenges are
likely to be using adversarial examples [15, 46] as a part of
the anti-recognition mechanism as well. Second, it adapts
the difficulty-level for suspicious clients by presenting them
with harder challenges. Third, the improved anti-bot detection mechanism of reCAPTCHA can now detect the popular
web automation framework like Selenium. Apart from those,
reCAPTCHA v2 also added click-based CAPTCHA tests,
which are not explored in the prior studies. We suspect that
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the click-based CAPTCHAs were not available at the time of
publication of the most recent attack on reCAPTCHA v2.
Taking reCAPTCHA v2 as an example, we investigate
the security of image CAPTCHA schemes against advanced
object detection technologies. To this end, we develop an
object detection based real-time solver that can identify and
localize target objects in reCAPTCHA’s most complex images with high accuracy and efficiency. Specifically, our system can break reCAPTCHA image challenges with a success rate of 83.25%, the highest success rate to date, and it
takes only 19.93 seconds (including network delays) on average to crack a challenge. Our economic analysis of humanbased CAPTCHA solving services shows that our automated
CAPTCHA solver provides comparable performance to human labor. Therefore, the scammers can exploit our system
as an alternative to human labor to launch a large-scale attack
against reCAPTCHA v2 for monetary or malicious purposes,
leaving millions of websites at the risk of being abused by
bots [11].
We also provide an extensive analysis of the security features of the latest version of reCAPTCHA v2. First, we
find that the anti-recognition mechanisms employed by reCAPTCHA can significantly degrade the performance of both
image recognition and object detection based solvers. However, our extensive analysis shows that we can neutralize reCAPTCHA’s anti-recognition attempts by applying advanced
training methods to develop a highly effective object detection
based solver. Second, we also find that our system can bypass
many other imposed security restrictions. For example, we can
bypass the browser automation framework restriction by using
the puppeteer-firefox [10] framework. Our findings reveal that
despite all the evident initiatives by Google, reCAPTCHA still
fails to meet the stringent security requirements of a secure
and robust CAPTCHA scheme.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
• Through extensive analysis, we show that prior DNN
image classifiers and off-the-shelf vision APIs based approaches are no longer effective against the latest version
of reCAPTCHA v2. We then propose an object detection based attack that can break the most advanced image
challenges provided by reCAPTCHA v2 with high accuracy and efficiency.
• We provide a comprehensive security analysis of different security features employed by the latest version of reCAPTCHA v2. Our extensive study shows that these features can provide some resistance to automated attacks.
However, adversaries can still bypass most of them.
• Our study indicates that the recent advances in object
detection algorithms can severely undermine the security
of image CAPTCHA designs. As such, the broader impact of our attack is that any image CAPTCHA schemes
relying on simple object detection as their underlying AI
problem to make a distinction between bots and humans
might be susceptible to this kind of attack.
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Figure 1: A reCAPTCHA v2 challenge widget.

2

reCAPTCHA v2 background

reCAPTCHA v2 relies on an advanced risk analysis engine
to score users’ requests and let legitimate users bypass the
CAPTCHA test. Once the user clicks the reCAPTCHA – “I’m
not a robot” — checkbox, the advanced risk analysis engine
tries to determine whether the user is a human using various
signals collected by the system, including different aspects of
the user’s browser environment, and Google tracking cookies
[36, 44]. If the system finds the user suspicious, it asks the
user to solve one or more image CAPTCHA(s) to prove that
he/she is a human and not a bot. In general, a user with no
history with Google services will be assigned to relatively
difficult challenges. In this paper, our system attempts to
solve these CAPTCHAs. Note that, Bock et al. followed a
similar approach to break reCAPTCHA’s audio challenges in
2017 [16].
It is important to note that the third version of reCAPTCHA,
reCAPTCHA v3, was released in October 2018. reCAPTCHA
v3 is intended to be frictionless, i.e., not requiring any users’
involvement in passing a challenge. However, it has raised
some serious security concerns due to the method it uses to
collect users’ information [21, 42]. In this paper, we only target reCAPTCHA v2’s most recent (as of March 2020) image
challenges because it is still the most popular and widely used
version of reCAPTCHA deployed on the Internet. From now
on, we will use the term reCAPTCHA to refer to reCAPTCHA
v2 unless otherwise specified.
Challenge widget. If reCAPTCHA requires the user to solve
a challenge, a new iframe gets loaded on the webpage after clicking on the “I’m not a robot” checkbox. The iframe
contains the actual reCAPTCHA challenge (Figure 1). The
challenge widget can be divided into three sections: top, middle, and bottom. The top section includes instructions about
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Figure 2: Representing a 400px × 400px challenge image as
an R ×C grid. Here, R=No. of rows, and C=No. of cells per
row in the HTML table element holding the challenge image.

3

We assume the attacker’s goal is to abuse Web applications
protected by reCAPTCHA using an automated program. We
also assume the attacker has access to a GPU enabled machine
to deploy an object detection system for cracking CAPTCHAs.
The attacker can launch the attack from a single IP address.
However, having access to a large IP pool will allow the attacker to launch a large-scale attack. reCAPTCHA may occasionally block an IP address for some time. In such a scenario,
the attacker may need to use a proxy service or anonymity
network such as Tor [24] to bypass the IP restriction. In summary, we consider a low-to-moderately resourced attacker
whose goal is to deploy a highly effective automated solver
to break reCAPTCHA challenges for malicious purposes.

4
how to solve the challenge. The section in the middle holds
the candidate images. The user has to select or click on images that contain the target object mentioned in the instruction.
At the bottom, it has multiple buttons, including the “reload”
button, “audio CAPTCHA” button, and the “verify” button.
The images are located inside an HTML table element.
The table has multiple rows, and each row holds the same
number of cells. Each cell has an img tag in it and renders
an image from the URL specified in the tag. If the table has
4 rows and each row has 4 cells, then 16 candidate images
in total will be rendered, from which the user has to select
the right images. However, all these images are pulled from
a single source URL in the challenge widget initially, i.e., a
single image is split across multiple table cells in an equal
proportion. Therefore, this particular challenge image can be
treated as a 4 × 4 grid. Figure 2 illustrates the process of
representing a 400px × 400px challenge image as an R ×C
grid. Here R and C correspond to the number of rows and the
number of cells per row in the table element.
reCAPTCHA CAPTCHA types. The current version of reCAPTCHA has two types of image CAPTCHAs: 1) selectionbased image CAPTCHA and 2) click-based image CAPTCHA.
The selection-based CAPTCHA requires the user to select
the correct grids containing the right object as specified in the
instruction to pass the challenge (see Figure 6 in Appendix
A). It is the common CAPTCHA type that the user would
encounter in a reCAPTCHA-protected site. The click-based
CAPTCHAs have been introduced only recently. In a clickbased image challenge, when the user clicks on a grid, the
image on the grid disappears, and a new image gets generated
in its place (see Figure 7 in Appendix A). The user has to
repetitively click on the potential grids until the target object
is no longer present in any of the grid while submitting a challenge. It takes a relatively long time to solve the click-based
CAPTCHAs than selection-based ones as there is a delay
between the click and image regeneration process.
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Threat model

Our approach

Our automated CAPTCHA breaker consists of a browser automation module and a solver module.
Browser automation module. The browser automation module is responsible for automating different browser-specific
tasks while solving a CAPTCHA challenge. These tasks include locating the reCAPTCHA checkbox, initiating the reCAPTCHA challenge, and identifying the potential HTML
elements on the challenge widget. This module is also in
charge of fetching challenge images, submitting the solution
once the CAPTCHA is solved, monitoring the progress of the
challenge, and checking the reCAPTCHA verification status.
Solver module. The solver module consists of two main components: the base object detector and the bounding box to
grid mapping algorithm. The base object detector takes the
challenge image from the browser automation module and
identifies and localizes objects in it. For each recognized object instance, the base detector returns its class name, the
confidence score, and coordinate information in terms of the
bounding box. The bounding box to grid mapping algorithm
then uses this data to map the bounding boxes holding the
target object back to the grids where they are present.

4.1

The browser automation module

The browser automation module first visits a reCAPTCHAprotected webpage and locates the frame element holding
“I am not a robot” checkbox. It then clicks on the checkbox, which is identified by recaptcha-anchor, to initiate
the challenge. Now our system switches to the challenge widget. Then it primarily conducts the following steps to solve
the challenge.
Extracting challenge instruction. Our system locates the element holding the challenge instruction
rc-imageselect-instructions. The challenge instruction is a multi-line string, and the second line always
refers to the name of the target object. Further, it indicates
the challenge type. For instance, in click-based image
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CAPTCHAs, the challenge instruction always holds the
phrase — “Click verify once there are none left” (See Figure
7). The name of the target object, for which we must solve
the challenge, may not always be in the singular form. If that
happens, we singularize it.
Determining the total number of rows (R) and the number of cells per rows (C). As discussed in Section 2, if we
know the total number of rows (R) and the number of cells
per row (C) in the HTML table holding the challenge image,
we can represent the challenge image as an R ×C grid. We
use JavaScript methods to determine R and C.
Downloading
challenge
image.
The
element
rc-imageselect-tile holds the challenge image.
There will be multiple such elements based on the total
number of grids. Since all the elements link to the same
image, our system downloads the first image only. However,
for click-based CAPTCHAs, it will need to download
dynamically loaded images on the selected grids as well.
Identifying buttons on the challenge widget. To submit the
challenge once it is solved, we need to click on the “verify”
button. Our system locates the “verify” button using its identifiers recaptcha-verify-button.

4.2

Implementation of the solver module

The solver module identifies and localizes target objects in
reCAPTCHA challenge images. Further, the module is responsible for mapping the detected objects back to their corresponding (potential) grids in the original challenge. The two
main components of this module are a base object detection
system and the bounding box to the grid mapping algorithm.
We now discuss each of them in detail.
4.2.1

Base object detector: YOLOv3

We use YOLOv3 as the base object detector after experimenting with several other advanced object detectors, including
Faster R-CNN [40], R-FCN [22], SSD [33], and RetinaNet
[32]. We find YOLOv3 to be significantly faster than all other
tested object detectors when running the detection on a test
image; however, the accuracy of YOLOv3 might be slightly
lower than other object detectors. Since solving CAPTCHAs
is a time-sensitive task, we opt to use YOLOv3 for its superior speed. The feature extractor network in YOLOv3 is
called Darknet-53 because it has 53 convolutional layers, with
shortcut connections. See [39] for details.
Datasets. We use two datasets, specifically developed to
handle object categories found in reCAPTCHA challenges.
The first dataset is a publicly available dataset called MS
COCO [13]. The MS COCO dataset has 80,000 training images and 40,000 validation images with 80 object classes,
out of which 8 classes frequently appear in reCAPTCHA
challenges. The MS COCO object classes common to re-
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CAPTCHA object categories are bicycle, boat, bus, car, fire
hydrant, motorcycle, parking meter, and traffic light. The second dataset is a custom one that we develop by ourselves.
We crawled over 6,000 images from different sources such
as Flickr 1 , Google image search 2 , and Bing image search 3 .
After prepossessing these, we end up with 4800 images. We
also use 2100 images from the original reCAPTCHA challenges for this dataset. We manually annotated and labeled
the object instances in those images to prepare and finalize
the dataset. Our final custom dataset has 11 object categories:
boat, bridge, chimney, crosswalk, mountain, palm tree, stair,
statue, taxi, tractor, and tree.
Training the base object detector. We use two YOLOv3
models trained on the two datasets. We mostly go with the
default architecture of the YOLOv3 network with some minor
modifications for both models. We set up the batch size to 64,
and the learning rate to 0.001 for training. We use the Darknet
[38], an open-source neural network framework written in
C, for training the YOLOv3 models. We train the model on
the MS COCO dataset for roughly 15 days, and the model on
the custom dataset for 2 days. The training is performed on a
server with an NVIDIA RTX 2070 GPU. We then evaluate the
weight files for both models on corresponding test sets and
choose the best weights. Our final model for the MS COCO
dataset has the mean average precision at 0.5 IOU (mAP@.5)
of 57.4% on the testing set. The second model has obtained a
mAP@.5 value of 51.79% on the respective testing set.
Inference or making predictions. We use the Darknet
framework to make predictions on reCAPTCHA challenge
images with our trained models. By default, Darknet does not
provide any localization information. We adjust the source
code to output the bounding box coordinates when running
the inference on an image. The modified prediction output
includes class name, confidence score, and bounding box coordinates for each detected object instance in a prediction
operation. We set the detection threshold to 0.2.
4.2.2

The bounding box to grid mapping algorithm

After detecting the objects with the base object detector in
the challenge image, we need to map the objects back to their
corresponding grids in the original challenge. Our bounding
box to grid mapping algorithm works as follows.
1. Use the R and C parameters from the browser automation module to get an R × C grid representation of the
image.
2. Compute coordinates of each grid relative to the top left
of the image (see Figure 2).
3. Take the prediction output from the base object detector.
1 https://www.flickr.com/
2 https://images.google.com/
3 https://www.bing.com/images/
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Figure 3: A result returned by the bounding box to grid mapping algorithm. Left: An original challenge image (the target
object is a “bus”). Right: The JSON array returned by the
algorithm.

4. For each bounding box with the class label matching the
target object name in the challenge, take the coordinates
of the box and the grids. If any of the coordinates of the
bounding box falls inside a grid, mark it as a potential
grid. Depending on the size of the bounding box, it may
fall within multiple grids. We store all of these grid numbers in an array and call it as the potential grid numbers
(PGNs).
5. For each bounding box, return the class name, confidence
score, and the PGNs.
6. Return the results as a JSON array.
Figure 3 shows an example of the result returned by the
bounding box to the grid mapping algorithm for a sample
challenge image.

4.3

Submitting and verifying challenges

The JSON array returned by the solver module is passed to the
browser automation module. The browser automation module
first extracts the potential grid numbers from the PGNs arrays
and locates the representative grids in the HTML table. It then
clicks on these grids in the challenge widget and finally clicks
the “verify” button when the process is completed.
The system then verifies whether the challenge is passed
or not using the “reCAPTCHA ARIA status messages.” 4 We
further verify the challenges submitted to our own websites
by validating user response token, g-recaptcha-response,
to the reCAPTCHA backend. The g-recaptcha-response
remains empty until the challenge is solved. When a challenge
is successfully solved, it gets populated with a long string. After submitting a challenge to our website, our bot first extracts
the user response token. It then sends a verification request
4 https://support.google.com/recaptcha/#aria_status_message
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Figure 4: The frequency of different object categories in
collected challenges.

to the reCAPTCHA backend server with this token and the
secret key to authenticate the token.

5
5.1

Attack evaluation
Implementation and evaluation platform

The browser automation module is built upon the puppeteerfirefox [10], a node library developed by Google, to control
the Firefox web browser programmatically. The core functionalities of the module are developed using JavaScript. The base
object detector in the solver module is based on the YOLOv3
object detection algorithm. We train and test the YOLOv3
models with a customized version of the Darknet framework
that especially meets our needs. Our bounding box to the grid
mapping algorithm is written in C for efficiency.
We train the YOLOv3 models on a server with 6 Intel R
Xeon R E5-2667 CPUs, an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2070 GPU,
and 96GB of RAM running the Arch Linux operating system.
We compile the Darknet framework against the GPU with
CUDA 10.2 and cuDNN 7.5. We conduct all the experiments
on this machine.
Experimental setting. We use puppeteer-firefox (version
0.5.1) running on top of node library version 14.4.0 for
browser automation. The browser we used is Firefox 65.0. We
run the web browser in a clean state each time, i.e., no caches
or cookies are retained between two subsequent requests. We
do not attempt to obfuscate any aspects of the requests or web
browser properties (e.g., using custom User-Agent header or
modifying the Navigator object properties). Further, unless
otherwise specified, all the requests to reCAPTCHA-protected
websites are made from a single IP address and a single machine.
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Table 1: Performance of image recognition services.
Image Recognition
Service
Google Cloud Vision
Microsoft Azure Computer
Vision
Amazon Rekognition
Clarifai

Success Rate (%)

Speed (s)

19

16.67

34

17.90

47
27

19.68
15.35

Table 2: Performance of object detection services.
Object Detection Service
Google Cloud Vision
Microsoft Azure Computer
Vision
Amazon Rekognition

5.2

Success Rate (%)
36

Speed (s)
9.47

31

10.54

38

9.86

Preliminary analysis

To do the preliminary analysis, we collect 10,385 reCAPTCHA challenges from 8 websites protected by reCAPTCHA service from May 2019 to November 2019. Figure 4 shows frequencies of different object categories in the
collected challenges. As we can see, there are only 19 object
categories, with the top 5 categories representing over 75% of
the total challenges. The top 5 object classes are bus, traffic
light, crosswalk, car, and fire hydrant.
Breaking reCAPTCHA with vision APIs for image recognition. We test 4 popular off-the-shelf online vision APIs
for image recognition. The services we use are Cloud Vision API provided by Google [7], Azure Computer Vision
API provided by Microsoft [9], Rekognition API provided
by Amazon [2], and the API provided by Clarifai [5]. First,
we select some challenge images from different categories,
extract the individual grids from them, and submit those grids
to the image recognition services to analyze the tags (labels)
returned by them. We find that in most cases, one of the labels for a grid holding the target object matches precisely
with the name of the object in the reCAPTCHA challenge
instruction, thus simplifying the process of mapping the tags
returned by an API service to reCAPTCHA challenge object
names while submitting a challenge. However, we find one
instance where the labels are not consistent across various
APIs. For example, Amazon Rekognition API classifies reCAPTCHA’s crosswalk images as “Zebra Crossings,” while
Google’s Cloud Vision API recognizes them as “Pedestrian
crossings.” We do a simple preprocessing that transforms
these labels to name “crosswalk” for consistency.
Next, we develop a proof-of-concept attack and submit 100
live reCAPTCHA challenges separately using each image
recognition API. Table 1 provides the success rate and speed
of attack using image recognition services. The Google Cloud
Vision provides the lowest success rate, followed by Clarifai.
We note that the attack success rate is below 40% for all the
services except for Amazon Rekognition.
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Finally, we manually verify the results and analyze the
failed challenges. We find that the image recognition services’
poor performance is due to the complex nature of the current challenge images, which often contain complex everyday
scenes with common objects in their natural context. For example, we find many instances where a potential grid holding
a “crosswalk” also holds other common objects such as “car”
and “traffic light” in it, and tags returned by an API include
names of all the objects except the primary target. Further, in
many challenges, a single target object spans across multiple
grids, and some of those grids contain only a tiny part of the
whole object. Image recognition services failed to identify
the target object in such a scenario. The earlier version of
reCAPTCHA used to show relatively simple images, usually
containing one disparate object per grid or images with simple
scenes having a monotonic background, making it easier for
image recognition services to analyze the contents.
Breaking reCAPTCHA with an image classifier. We also
perform an attack using a Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) based image classifier. The classifier is trained on
over 98,000 images from 18 classes. These include all object
classes in Figure 4, except the “store front.” Interestingly, the
“store front” class has been phased-out from reCAPTCHA
challenges during the later part of our data collection period.
We then submit 100 live reCAPTCHA challenges using our
image classifier based solver. The success rate and speed of attack are 21% and 16.96 seconds, respectively. After analyzing
the failed challenges manually, we find that the same factors
related to the poor performance of the image recognition APIs
contributed equally (or even higher) to the low success rate
of the image classifier based attack.
Breaking reCAPTCHA with online vision APIs for object
detection. We also carry out a proof-of-concept attack using
three off-the-shelf computer vision APIs for object detection
provided by Google, Microsoft, and Amazon. We customize
our bounding box to the grid mapping algorithm to process
the bounding box results for the objects detected by the APIs.
Like before, we submit 100 live reCAPTCHA challenges using these APIs. Table 2 shows attack performance of each
off-the-shelf object detection API. We can see that the Amazon Rekognition API and Google Cloud Vision API achieve
similar performance, while Microsoft Azure Computer Vision API performs relatively poorly. We analyze the results
to understand why these services are not effective against reCAPTCHA challenges. We find several factors that contribute
to low success rates. First, these services can recognize objects
from certain object categories only. However, most of them
can detect objects that frequently appear in the reCAPTCHA
challenges such as “bus”, “car”, “traffic light”, and “bicycle”.
While the top 5 objects in Figure 4 account for around 70% of
the submitted challenges during this experiment, our manual
analysis shows that the object detection APIs fail to identify
at least one target object in these categories in most of the
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Table 3: The time required to break a reCAPTCHA challenge
by percentiles.
Percentile
Speed (s)

1st
13.28

5th
13.91

95th
39.76

99th
58.65

failed cases. It suggests that the cloud-based vision APIs for
object detection are still in their early stage of development,
and yet to be ready to handle complex images such as those
found in reCAPTCHA challenges.

5.3

Breaking reCAPTCHA challenges with
our system

Success rate and speed of attack. To evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of our approach, we submit 800 challenges
to 4 reCAPTCHA-enabled websites using our automated
CAPTCHA-breaking system. Out of them, 701 challenges are
selection-based, 87 challenges are click-based, and 12 are “no
CAPTCHA reCAPTCHA” challenges, where our system gets
verified simply by clicking on the reCAPTCHA checkbox.
Our system breaks 656 (out of 788) challenges, resulting in a
success rate of 83.25%.
The average speed of breaking a CAPTCHA challenge
is 19.93 seconds, including delays. The delays include network delay to load and download images, which takes about
1~8 seconds depending on CAPTCHA types and artificially
induced delay between each of the clicks. The minimum, median, and maximum time needed to break a challenge are
13.11, 14.92, and 89.02 seconds respectively. Table 3 lists
the time required to break a challenge by percentiles. Our
solver module takes about 6.5 seconds to detect objects in a
challenge image regardless of the number of objects being
present.
Attack on selection-based CAPTCHAs. Generally, the
selection-based image reCAPTCHA challenges appear more
often than click-based ones. The success rate and speed of
breaking selection-based challenges are 84.74% and 17.47
seconds, respectively. Figure 5a shows frequency and success rate for each object category in the submitted challenges.
As we can see, only 19 object categories have been repeated
across all 701 selection-based reCAPTCHA image challenges.
Further, the top 5 object categories constitute over 78% of the
total challenges. If we consider the first 10 categories, this
number goes above 95%.
Note that reCAPTCHA often asks users to solve multiple
image puzzles in a row to pass a single selection-based reCAPTCHA test. However, in 80.81% of passed CAPTCHAs,
our system is required to solve only one image test. In 16.84%
of challenges, it is required to solve 2 image puzzles. The
maximum number of puzzles required to pass a test is 5, and
it occurs only twice.
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(a) Selection-based CAPTCHA.

(b) Click-based CAPTCHA.

Figure 5: Attack performance. Frequency and success rate
for each object category.

We find that in the majority of cases, there are at least 3
potential grids required to be chosen to pass a selection-based
CAPTCHA test. Precisely, in 5.72% of passed CAPTCHAs,
our system is asked to select 2 grids. In 42.59% of solved
CAPTCHAs, it is required to choose 3 grids. In 32.15% of
solved challenges, the system is required to select 4 grids. The
number of selected potential grids in the remaining challenges
ranges from 5 to 14. We also find 2 tests where our system
had to choose 18 grids to pass the challenges. It takes 4.01
seconds to select a grid while solving a challenge, on average.
Attack on click-based CAPTCHAs. We come across only
87 click-based CAPTCHAs in the 800 submitted challenges,
and our system passes 62 of them. The success rate and speed
are 71.26% and 43.53 seconds, respectively. Figure 5b provides the frequency and success rate for different object categories in click-based reCAPTCHA challenges. As we can
see, in click-based CAPTCHA challenges, there are only five
object categories.
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Since reCAPTCHA’s click-based CAPTCHAs are relatively new and have not been explored in the previous study,
we experiment to analyze the security of it further. The study
by Sivakorn et al. revealed that the initial implementation of
reCAPTCHA v2 used to provide flexibility in its selectionbased challenges, i.e., it used to accept 1 or 2 wrong grid
selection(s) along with a certain number of correct grid selections while solving a CAPTCHA test [44]. We investigate
whether reCAPTCHA provides such flexibility for click-based
challenges. We submit some CAPTCHAs by clicking on a
different combination of correct and wrong grids. We submit 50 challenges for each combination. The result of our
experiment is summarized in Table 4. The highest success
rate we achieve is 6% when we click 6 correct grids and 1
wrong grid while submitting the challenges. It suggests that
reCAPTCHA does not usually provide any solution flexibility
for click-based CAPTCHAs.
Table 4: The success rates of different combinations of correct and wrong grid selection in a click-based CAPTCHA
solution.
# of Correct Grid

# of Wrong Grid

Success Rate

3
4
5
6
6
3 (out of 4)
4 (out of 5)
5 (out of 6)

1
1
1
1
2
0
0
0

0.00%
2.00%
0.00%
6.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
2.00%

Impact of security preference. reCAPTCHA allows the
website owners to adjust the security level based on their
needs while deploying it to their websites. There are three
levels in the security preference setting from “Easiest for user”
to “Most secure.” By default, reCAPTCHA uses the security
level in the middle, which we call “Medium secure.” To investigate the impact of these settings on the attackers’ success
rate, we deploy reCAPTCHA on our website and submit 50
challenges for each security setting. We run the experiment
from a network that is isolated from the network hosting our
webserver to avoid any biases. We further follow the same
experimental setting mentioned in 5.1.
The results of our findings are summarized in Table 5. The
difference in the accuracy of our system across three security
preferences is negligible. We have not noticed any obvious
pattern that can distinguish one security preference from others. However, for the “Easiest for user” setting, we find that
reCAPTCHA occasionally accepts a solution even when our
bot misses one potential grid containing the target object or
clicks on a wrong grid along with the correct grid selections.
Further, reCAPTCHA often requires the bot to solve multiple
image puzzles in a single selection-based challenge when us-
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Table 5: The success rates of different security preferences
in the reCAPTCHA deployment setting.
Security Preference
Easiest for user
Medium secure
Most secure

Success Rate (%)
82
78
84

Speed (s)
16.75
14.31
18.79

ing the “Most secure” security preference on the reCAPTCHA
admin panel for our website.
Impact of browser automation software. To study the impact of different browser automation frameworks on the performance of the bots, we develop a bot using the Selenium
[12]. Selenium is one of the most widely used browser automation frameworks, which was also used by prior arts. Selenium
provides WebDriver for both Mozilla Firefox and Google
Chrome web browsers. In particular, we use Selenium Python
bindings (version 3.141.0) with Python version 2.7.18 in this
experiment. For web browsers, we select Firefox 65.0 and
Chrome 78.0.3882.0. To keep the experiment consistent with
our main attack, we run the program from the same machine,
and we access reCAPTCHA-enabled websites from the same
IP address. Further, we clear the caches and cookies each time
we launch the program.
First, we use Firefox WebDriver. We submit 100
CAPTCHAs and notice that most of our attempts fail to break
them. Accurately, the system can solve only 32% of the total
submitted challenges. A careful examination of our system
log reveals that reCAPTCHA rejects many of the potentially
correct solutions. Further, 12 out of 100 requests have been
blocked with the message — “We’re sorry, but your computer
or network may be sending automated queries. To protect our
users, we can’t process your request right now.” Note that
at the same time, we also run our original puppeteer-firefox
based system and verify that it can normally solve the challenges. Next, we repeat the same experiment with Chrome
WebDriver. We recognize a similar pattern as before: the success rate of breaking the CAPTCHAs is below 40%. We also
find that reCAPTCHA shows a significantly higher percentage of click-based CAPTCHAs when we use the Selenium.
Specifically, more than 25% of the challenges that our system
attempt to solve are click-based ones. Furthermore, we also
encounter many noisy images.
Since reCAPTCHA’s advanced risk analysis engine treats
our Selenium based system as highly suspicious, we try to
obfuscate the presence of Selenium and investigate whether
the obfuscation could improve our attack performance. When
using an automation framework, the browser is supposed to
set navigator.webdriver property to “true” according to
W3C specification. However, an adversary may not follow
this specification in an attempt to hide the presence of WebDriver to dodge detection. To experiment with an attacker’s
perspective, we set this property to “false.” Moreover, we ob-
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fuscate different aspects of the browser environment, such as
the user-agent string, the number of plugins used, the number
of fonts, and screen resolution. We then run a series of experiments with these settings. However, none of our attempts
have resulted in any noticeable difference.
Impact of anti-recognition. We conduct a comprehensive
analysis of the anti-recognition techniques employed by reCAPTCHA that have been introduced only recently in an
attempt to undermine AI-based recognition. First, we need
to identify noisy, distorted, or perturbed images. However,
identifying such images is not trivial. A simple approach
could be using Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) measure to
estimate the noise in an image. However, we cannot simply use SNR because we do not have access to the original ground truth images. In this situation, we find scikitimage’s [48] estimate_sigma function to be particularly
useful. estimate_sigma provides a rough estimation of the
average noise standard deviation (σnoise ) across color channels for an RGB image. We calculate σnoise for all 1,048
images that our solver attempt to solve during our experiment. The σnoise for 928 (over 88%) images are all below
2. For the remaining 120 images, the σnoise ranges from 2 to
14.86. By manually analyzing the images, and doing the visual
inspection, we find images with σnoise over 10 appear to be
extremely noisy and distorted, and contains some kinds of perturbations. We find 52 such images, and we use them for our
comprehensive analysis of reCAPTCHA’s anti-recognition
attempts.
We suspect that reCAPTCHA might be using adversarial examples [15, 46], slightly perturbed images maliciously
crafted to fool pre-trained image classifiers. Prior work also
recommended using adversarial examples to limit the impact
DNN image classifier based attacks [44]. We experiment to
validate our assumption. First, we labeled the potential grids
in images with perturbations. We then extract these grids from
the images and submit them to the computer vision services
for recognition.
Table 6 shows the label sets returned by 4 off-the-shelf image recognition services for an actual reCAPTCHA challenge
image. The target object in the challenge is a fire hydrant,
and the potential grids are 1, 3, and 4. Table 7 shows the
result of our experiment. We can see that vision APIs have
misclassified a significant number of potential grids. Clarifai
API has the highest number of misclassifications, followed by
Microsoft Computer Vision API. Google Cloud Vision API
did not return any labels for 32 potential grids. Note that we
consider a label set to be acceptable (A) if at least one of the
tags in the set describes the image’s content to some extent,
even if the name of the target object is not present in it. For
example, a potential grid for the target object car may also
contain other objects like road, traffic light, and crosswalk.
If an image recognition API returns a label set with the tags
crosswalk, street, and traffic light, we consider it acceptable
even though it does not contain the tag for the main target
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object (a “car” in this case). We consider a label set to be
an exact match (EM) if one of the returned labels in the set
matches the name of the target object. A label set is said to be
misclassified (MC) if none of the returned labels in the label
set has any semantic relation with the grid’s actual content.
For instance, as shown in Table 6, Google Cloud Vision API
misclassified the potential grid number 3, which is an image of
a fire hydrant, as an Art (or a Plant). A label set is considered
empty (E) if the API does not return any label. In our experiment, we find many grids that are misclassified by image
recognition services with very high (over 90%) probability,
which is a strong indication that those grids are adversarial.
Generally, non-adversarial perturbation does not mislead a
well-trained image classifier; instead, it degrades the target
class’s confidence score. At the same time, vision APIs for
image recognition return correct or acceptable label sets for
some noisy girds (see Table 7). Hence, based on our findings,
we hypothesize that reCAPTCHA is using a mixture of adversarial perturbations and random noises in some challenge
images. Note that the actual identification of adversarial perturbations or examples is a non-trivial task, and it is still an
open research problem in the AI domain.
Next, we investigate the impact of adversarial perturbations
or random noises on our object detection models. We run our
pre-trained object detection models on the same 52 images to
determine how many target objects they can correctly identify.
Note that, it is not always necessary to detect and localize all
the target objects in a challenge image, i.e., it is sufficient to
pass a challenge if the bounding box to grid mapping algorithm result can capture all the potential grids regardless of
the number of objects present in the challenge image. Our
base object detection models can recognize less than 60% of
the target objects in the challenge images (see Table 8). We
use the object counts as a metric to assess object detection
models’ performance to simplify the analysis.
Next, we apply different data augmentation techniques to
study whether retraining the object detection system using the
augmented data helps increase the system’s robustness against
reCAPTCHA’s anti-recognition mechanisms. We develop a
data augmentation pipeline employing various augmentation
methods such as additive Gaussian noise injection, blurring,
and changing the brightness and contrast, etc. We utilize the
imgaug [31] library for data augmentation. For adding Gaussian noise, we use the AdditiveGaussianNoise function
with scale=(0, .2∗255). We use the following methods for
blurring: GaussianBlur with sigma=(0.5-5.0), MedianBlur
with k=(5, 17), and AverageBlur with k=(5, 17). Figure 8 in
Appendix B shows some examples of data augmentation methods applied to a sample reCAPTCHA challenge image. We
randomly select 30% of training images and apply each data
augmentation method from our pipeline to images. Finally,
we retrain our object detection models using the augmented
training samples. We also collect 500 perturbed images (σnoise
> 5) from the reCAPTCHA challenges and fine-tune the mod-
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Table 6: A noisy image from reCAPTCHA challenge and the labels returned by 4 image recognition services. The target object
is a “Fire Hydrant.” PGNs=Potential Grid Numbers (1, 3, 4).

Image

PGNs

Google Cloud Vision

Microsoft Azure
Computer Vision

Amazon
Rekognition

1

leaf, grass, plant

animal, mammal

art, painting

3

pattern, art

grass, outdoor

hydrant, fire hydrant

pink, toy, action figure

hydrant, outdoor
object, fire hydrant

hydrant, fire hydrant

4

els further by utilizing adversarial training. Note that, even
though we call it adversarial training, some training samples
may not include adversarial noises. Since reCAPTCHA’s
source code and data are not open-source, it is challenging to
do further verification.
Table 8 depicts the performance of our object detection
models. We can see that the object detection models with
augmented data can detect 149 (over 73%) out of 203 target objects in the perturbed images. That is over 17% performance improvement with respect to our base models. It
is also evident that adversarial training provides significant
performance boosts further while using only 500 training
samples. We suspect reCAPTCHA might be generating the
perturbation from a simple data distribution, which enabled
us to achieve such a great increase in performance despite
training against only a small number of adversarial samples.
We expect that adding more perturbed images from original
reCAPTCHA challenges will further enhance the detection
performance. Notice that models have misidentified some
objects after performing data augmentation and adversarial
training. We can reduce the number of misdetections by setting the detection threshold to a higher value (our default is
0.2). However, doing so slightly degrades the overall performance of the object detection models.
We note that advanced object detection systems, such as
YOLOv3, are less susceptible to anti-recognition techniques
employed by reCAPTCHA in general. For example, our base
object detection models (Table 8) perform much better in identifying objects in the perturbed images than vision APIs for
image recognition in Table 7. We assume that reCAPTCHA
mainly targeted image recognition and classification systems
because all of the prior attacks against reCAPTCHA in literature are based on them. In summary, our findings imply
that an effectively trained object detection based solver can
neutralize reCAPTCHA’s anti-recognition attempts.
IP address rate-limit. To study whether reCAPTCHA enforces any IP address rate limit, we set up a 3-day experiment.
We select 3 reCAPTCHA-enabled websites and attempt to
initiate 1000 reCAPTCHA challenges to a chosen website
each day. We limit ourselves to 1000 requests to a site each
day to minimize the impact on the test website. Further, there
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Clarifai
desktop, animal, dog,
people, nature
nature, abstract,
pattern, art
travel, old, art,
desktop

Table 7: Results of noisy grid classification returned by image recognition services. EM=No. of exact match label sets.
A=No. of acceptable label sets. E=No. of empty label sets.
MC=No. of misclassifications label sets.

Service
Google Cloud Vision
Microsoft Azure Computer
Vision
Amazon Rekognition
Clarifai

Labels
A
E
68 32

# of Grids
172

EM
31

MC
41

172

19

82

9

62

172
172

70
27

58
71

0
0

44
74

is a delay of 60 seconds between two subsequent requests. We
perform this experiment with 3 IP addresses: an institutional
IP, a residential IP, and a Tor anonymity network IP.
We experiment with the academic IP first. On the first
day, we can initiate 818 reCAPTCHA challenges, and the
remaining 182 attempts have been blocked. On the second
day, we are able to initiate the reCAPTCHA challenges 801
times, and the remaining 199 attempts have been blocked. On
the third day, none of our attempts has been blocked. The
duration of the blocking period usually ranges from 36 to
95 minutes. Note that getting the IP blocked in one website by reCAPTCHA does not generally restrict that same IP
from initiating reCAPTCHA challenges on other websites,
which is normal behavior. We could initiate reCAPTCHA
challenges more than 800 times from a single IP address to
a particular website in any of the cases. Next, we repeat this
experiment from the same machine but with a residential IP
and observe a similar pattern. Finally, we experiment by tunneling the traffic through the Tor network with the exit node
in Germany (selected randomly by the Tor client). During
this experiment, a significant number of requests have been
blocked by reCAPTCHA. Specifically, at least 30% of our
requests are blocked each day. It is worth noting that the exit
node’s geolocation does not usually make that much of a
difference. We confirm this by repeating the experiment separately with a manually specified exit node in three different
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Table 8: Impact of anti-recognition on object detection models.

Model

Objects

Objects
Detected

Base (B)
B+Basic
Augmentation (BA)
B+BA+Adversarial
Training

203

114

Objects
Detected with
Wrong Label
1

203

149

11

203

167

13

regions, namely North America (the US), Europe (Netherlands), and Asia (Hong Kong). It implies that reCAPTCHA
considers requests originating from an IP within the Tor network to be highly suspicious.
Our findings also indicate that reCAPTCHA’s anti-bot technology follows a relaxed per IP address rate-limit approach
towards regular IP addresses. While it may be reasonable for
a modern web application to allow thousands of requests from
a single client machine with a unique IP address, a webpage
dedicated for the sole purpose of user registration or login
may not want to provide such freedom. Therefore, we recommend letting the website owners set up a custom daily IP
address rate-limit by adding such an option in reCAPTCHA
deployment settings and enforcing the restriction from the
reCAPTCHA backend.

6

Economic analysis

We use five popular human-based online CAPTCHA solving
services to compare their performance with our system. The
services are 2Captcha [1], Anti-Captcha [3], BestCaptchaSolver [4], DeathByCaptcha [6], and Imagetyperz [8]. We
submit 500 reCAPTCHA challenges to each service, totaling 2500 challenges for all the services combined. The average success rate and speed of breaking reCAPTCHA challenges are shown in Table 9. As we can see, our system
outperforms both BestCaptchaSolver and Imagetyperz. While
2Captcha, Anti-Captcha, and DeathByCaptcha perform a little better than ours, they are significantly slower. Our system is more than 3.5x faster than the fastest human-based
CAPTCHA solving service. Further, the adversaries can run
our system with virtually no cost by deploying it on their
machines. Overall, our system’s performance is comparable
to that of human-based online CAPTCHA solving services,
and scammers could use it as an alternative to human workers
to automatically solve reCAPTCHA challenges.

7

Comparing to prior attacks

Sivakorn et al. leveraged online image annotation APIs
to break the earlier implementation of reCAPTCHA (reCAPTCHA 2015) with a success rate of 70.78% [44]. Since
then, reCAPTCHA has changed significantly. In a similar
attack, Weng et al. evaluated the security of 10 real-world
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Table 9: Performance of human-based CAPTCHA solving
services.
Service
2Captcha
Anti-Captcha
BestCaptchaSolver
DeathByCaptcha
Imagetyperz

Success Rate (%)
98.2
92.4
67.2
96.2
73

Speed (s)
73.11
83.99
93.42
78.33
131.4

Our system

83.25

19.93

image CAPTCHAs, including reCAPTCHA 2018 [50]. They
used a CNN-based image classification model to break reCAPTCHA 2018 challenges with a success rate of 79%. Note
that reCAPTCHA 2018 used to show relatively simple images when compared to the current reCAPTCHA challenges.
Further, Weng et al. encountered only 10 image categories
in the reCAPTCHA 2018 challenges, where we come across
18 object categories in the latest version of reCAPTCHA.
Moreover, the anti-recognition mechanism employed by the
current reCAPTCHA was not available in reCAPTCHA 2018
as well.
In summary, we propose a new approach to breaking the
most advanced version of reCAPTCHA using object detection models. Our method significantly outperforms prior approaches as well as off-the-shelf object detection APIs. We
believe the stark difference in the performance between our
solver and off-the-shelf object detection APIs is because we
train our solver to handle reCAPTCHA object categories exclusively. In contrast, object detection APIs are developed for
general-purpose object detection tasks. Further, as discussed
before, we assume that these services are still in their early
development stages.

8
8.1

Discussion
Ethics

We did not affect the security or the availability of the tested
websites during our data collection for preliminary analysis or performing a live attack on reCAPTCHA as we limit
our access within the two iframe elements related to the
challenge. We also disclosed our findings to Google when we
developed our system’s initial implementation in August 2019.
Unfortunately, we have not noticed any discernible changes
to reCAPTCHA by Google that can prevent our attack. Our
system can still break the reCAPTCHA challenges with a
high success rate as of March 2020.
We have not published the source code of our tool due to
concerns over potential abuse by scammers and fraudsters
alike. However, we encourage researchers to contact us if
they want to use our tool for research purposes only.
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8.2

Limitation

We design our attack to break reCAPTCHA challenges specifically. While reCAPTCHA is the most widely deployed
CAPTCHA service on the Web, there are other popular image
CAPTCHA schemes. It will be interesting to see if we could
extend our object detection based solver module to attack a
whole family of similar image CAPTCHA designs. We plan
to conduct a study on the generalization of our attack as a
future extension.

8.3

Countermeasures

While it may not be possible to prevent our attack completely,
we provide several countermeasures to limit it.
Content heterogeneity. Our experiment shows that content
homogeneity has contributed to lowering the accuracy of
image recognition and classification services. However, it has
minimal to no impact on our object detection based solver. As
such, reCAPTCHA’s current approach to resisting automated
attacks does not seem to be working. We recommend using
images from diverse and heterogeneous sources, which will
provide the CAPTCHA designers more flexibility if they need
to expand the total number of object categories.
Incorporate natural language understanding to image
CAPTCHA test. The natural language understanding is considered as one of the three biggest open problems in natural
language processing [14]. This weakness could be exploited
to strengthen the security of image CAPTCHA. We suggest
utilizing the natural language understanding in forming the
challenge instruction so that the direction needed to solve a
challenge must be inferred through natural language reasoning. The current design of reCAPTCHA makes this information readily available to the attacker.
Use spatial properties of the object. The main design flaw
of reCAPTCHA is that an advanced object detection system
can solve its underlying AI problem for telling humans and
bots apart. The problem could be hardened for the machine
by exploiting the object’s spatial attributes, such as shape,
size, orientation, tilt direction, etc. However, it may require
extensive research to determine whether designing such a
CAPTCHA scheme is feasible in practice.

9

Related work

CAPTCHA is an active research area, and there exists an
extensive body of studies in this area. Due to space limitations, we only discuss the works that are mostly related to
ours. Further, we mainly focus on CAPTCHA attack related
research.
Image CAPTCHAs. Golle et al. [29] used support vector
machine classifiers to break Asirra CAPTCHA [26]. Zhu et
al. analyzed the security of various earlier image CAPTCHAs
and proposed attacks to break them [54]. Sivakorn et al. used
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deep learning techniques to break reCAPTCHA 2015 [44].
Later Weng et al. analyzed the security of several real-world
image CAPTCHAs, including reCAPTCHA 2018, and developed deep learning-based attacks that succeeded in breaking
all the CAPTCHAs tested in their work [50]. Osadchy et al.
proposed a new CAPTCHA scheme called DeepCAPTCHA
that exploits adversarial examples in CAPTCHA image generation to deceive DNN image classifiers [37]. Shi et al. proposed a framework for generating text and image adversarial
CAPTCHAs [43].
Text CAPTCHAs. Most text CAPTCHA schemes have been
broken [20,28,34,35,51,52]. Chellapilla et al. proposed using
machine learning algorithms to break earlier text CAPTCHA
designs [20]. Yan et al. used simple pattern recognition algorithms to break most of the text CAPTCHAs provided at
Captchaservice.org with a near-perfect success rate [51]. El
Ahmad et al. proposed a novel attack against reCAPTCHA
v1 2010 [25]. In 2011, Bursztein et al. evaluated the security of 15 CAPTCHA schemes from popular web sites and
concluded that 13 of them were vulnerable to automated attacks [19]. In 2014, Bursztein et al. used a machine learningbased generic attack to break many popular real-world text
CAPTCHA schemes, including reCAPTCHA 2011 and reCAPTCHA 2013 [17]. In 2016, Gao et al. were able to break
many text CAPTCHAs using a low-cost attack that uses LogGabor filters [28]. In 2018, Ye et al. proposed a Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs) based approach to break 33
text CAPTCHA schemes [53].
Audio CAPTCHAs. Audio CAPTCHAs designed as alternative CAPTCHA schemes for visually impaired users
have been subjected to automated attacks over the years
[16, 18, 41, 45, 47]. Tam et al. analyzed the security of audio CAPTCHAs from popular websites by using machine
learning techniques and were able to break many of them,
including an earlier version reCAPTCHA [47]. In 2017, Bock
et al. proposed an automated system called unCaptcha that
could break reCAPTCHA’s audio challenges with an accuracy
above 85% [16]. In 2017, Solanki et al. proposed a low-cost
attack against several popular audio CAPTCHAs using offthe-shelf speech recognition services [45].

10

Conclusion

CAPTCHAs have become a standard security mechanism
for protecting websites from abusive bots. In this work, we
showed that one of the Internet’s most widely used image
CAPTCHA schemes, reCAPTCHA v2, could be broken by
an automated solver based on object detection method with a
high success rate. Our extensive analysis showed that despite
several major security updates to counter automated attacks,
which could invalidate prior image recognition and classification based solvers, reCAPTCHA remains vulnerable to advanced object detection systems. Given the capabilities of the
current object detection systems, we think that reCAPTCHA
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is essentially broken because its reverse Turing tests to distinguish humans from bots are easily solvable by an object
detection based automated solver.
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CAPTCHA challenge.
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Figure 6: Selection-based image CAPTCHA.

Appendix B

Data Augmentation

Figure 8 depicts some examples of data augmentation methods applied to a sample reCAPTCHA challenge image.
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Figure 7: Click-based image CAPTCHA.

(a) Original image

(c) GaussianBlur (sigma=5.0)

(b) AdditiveGaussianNoise (scale=.1∗255)

(d) MedianBlur (k=13)

(e) AverageBlur (k=15)

Figure 8: Examples of data augmentation methods.
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Abstract
Machine learning models are vulnerable to adversarial samples: inputs crafted to deceive a classifier. Adversarial samples
crafted against one model can be effective also against related
models. Therefore, even without a comprehensive knowledge
of the target system, a malicious agent can attack it by training
a surrogate model and crafting evasive samples. Unlike the
image classification context, the banking fraud detection domain is characterized by samples with few aggregated features.
This characteristic makes conventional approaches hardly applicable to the banking fraud context.
In this paper, we study the application of Adversarial Machine Learning (AML) techniques to the banking fraud detection domain. To this end, we identify the main challenges and
design a novel approach to perform evasion attacks. Using
two real bank datasets, we evaluate the security of several
state-of-the-art fraud detection systems by deploying evasion
attacks with different degrees of attacker’s knowledge. We
show that the outcome of the attack is strictly dependent on
the target fraud detector, with an evasion rate ranging from
60% to 100%. Interestingly, our results show that the increase
of attacker knowledge does not significantly increase the attack success rate, except for the full knowledge scenario.

1

Introduction

Nowadays, machine learning techniques are applied to several data-driven tasks: from image identification [22], face
recognition [30], and natural language processing [33] to malware [3, 27], and intrusion detection [28]. Machine learning
has gained importance also in the banking fraud detection domain [6,11,18,26]. Those systems present prominent benefits,
but, unfortunately, they suffer from the typical weakness of
machine learning models: it is possible to significantly reduce
their robustness and alter their performance through adversarial samples [8, 19, 25]. Adversarial samples are inputs crafted
starting by legitimate samples that are iteratively perturbed
to make the detector to misclassify them. There are many
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studies on how to craft adversarial samples that propose different approaches based on the gradient computation, which
have advantages and drawbacks depending on the domain of
application. There are also many works about transferability,
the property that captures the ability of an attack against a
machine learning model to be effective against a different,
potentially unknown, model [17, 23]. This property allows a
malicious user to design an attack against a machine learningbased system also in the case in which he does not know the
target system [16, 24]. AML has been studied mainly in the
field of image classification in which, due to some intrinsic
characteristics of images, researchers obtained remarkable
results. In recent years, many studies applied AML to other
fields such as malware detection, where researchers had to
overcome the challenges of that domain [3, 20].
In this paper, we study the application of AML techniques
to the banking fraud detection domain, which, unlike the image classification one, is characterized by samples with few
aggregated features. This characteristic makes conventional
approaches hardly applicable to this context. Ergo, we present
a novel approach to perform evasion attacks against banking
fraud detection systems that adapts and extends some existent methods for crafting adversarial samples and mitigate
the challenges of the fraud detection domain. We study different threat models characterized by attackers with different
degrees of knowledge: Black-Box, with zero knowledge of
the target system; Gray-Box, with partial knowledge of the
system; White-Box, with complete knowledge of the system.
Using two real anonymized bank datasets with only legitimate transactions, we show how a malicious attacker can
compromise state-of-the-art banking fraud detection systems
by deploying evasion attacks, with an evasion rate ranging
from 60% to 100%. The contributions are the following:
• We present a novel machine learning-based approach to
perform evasion attacks against fraud detection methods
under different degrees of knowledge and simulating the
behavior of different types of fraudsters.
• We study the application of state-of-the-art AML algo-
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rithms in the fraud detection domain, identifying the
challenges of existing approaches.
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• We evaluate of state-of-the-art fraud detection methods
by measuring their performance against evasion attacks.
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In recent years, the use of Internet banking services has increased, allowing users to carry out operations remotely. As
a result, the number of bank frauds has also increased, and
every year banks have losses of billions of euros due to frauds.
Banking Fraud Detection. A banking fraud detection system identifies fraudulent transactions as deviations from historical user behaviors. Current state-of-the-art fraud detection systems are based on machine learning, which can be
divided into two categories: supervised and unsupervised
learning-based. Examples of fraud detectors based on unsupervised (and semi-supervised) machine learning techniques
are Banksealer [10, 11], self-organizing maps [36] and peer
group analysis [34]. The most used technique for supervised
fraud detection are Neural Networks (NN) [6, 18], Logistic
Regression, Support Vector Machines, Decision Trees, and
Hidden Markov Models [2]. However, Random Forest algorithm [35] achieves the best performance in this domain.
AML for Fraud Detection. Adversarial samples are inputs
crafted by iteratively perturbing legitimate instances to make
the detector to misclassify them. Traditional AML algorithms have shown good performances in the image detection
field [8, 19, 25, 29]. In fact, it is possible to obtain an adversarial image that is misclassified by the classifier but at the
human eyes seems identical to the original one. We refer the
reader to Appendix B for an overview of the leading solutions
applied in the area. AML algorithms have also been applied to
other areas, such as malware detection [3,20], achieving good
results. As far as we know, in literature, there are no applications of AML algorithms to the fraud detection domain. The
only security evaluation of a fraud detection system was done
by Carminati et al. [12] through a mimicry attack. Indeed,
there are several challenges in applying AML algorithms to
this domain. As shown in Figure 1, when a user performs
a transaction, this transaction is processed by the banking
system and, then, classified. The result of the processing is an
aggregated transaction, whose features are an aggregation of
the current transaction with past transactions. Existing AML
algorithms take as input the aggregated transaction, and, applying perturbations to the original features, return as output
a new aggregated transaction. Instead, an attacker that wants
to perform an evasion against fraud detection frameworks
attack needs to inject in the banking system raw transactions
(not aggregated ones), since they represent the only input provided by customers in online banking applications. So an
attacker, after applying the AML algorithm, should find the
raw transaction that, after being processed, leads to the same
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Fraud

BANKING SYSTEM

Figure 1: Scheme of the interaction between user and typical
banking system
aggregated transaction returned by the AML algorithm. This
operation is very complicated because, in many cases, the corresponding raw transactions may not exist (i.e., the aggregated
transaction contains linked features with conflicting values).
Therefore, existing AML-based approaches are not directly
applicable for performing an evasion attack against a banking
fraud detection system. We can overcome some limitations
by inserting some constraints in the perturbations allowed
during the execution of the AML algorithm. In Appendix B.1,
we evaluate the theoretical performances of an AML-based
attack considering an internal attacker that directly injects
aggregated transactions into the banking system.

3

Threat Model

An essential step in designing AML-based attacks is to define
the threat model. Thus, we adapt to our domain the attack
taxonomy described in [4, 5, 17]. We describe the attacker’s
goal, knowledge, and capability of manipulating data.

3.1

Attacker’s Goal

We define the attacker’s goal in terms of the security violation,
the attack specificity, and the error specificity.
Security Violation. The objective of the attacker can be: (1)
compromising the integrity of the data (i.e., transactions) or
the model used by the detector, affecting the detection reliability; (2) compromising the availability of the detector, denying
its functionalities to others (i.e., banking customers and analysts); (3) compromising the confidentiality of the data (i.e.,
transactions) and model used by the detector, thus obtaining
unauthorized information such as privacy violating data or
inner parameters of the model.
Attack Specificity. The attack can be targeted if it targets
a specific user or group of users, or a generic if it targets a
generic user or group of users selected randomly.
Error Specificity. In generic multi-class classification problems, the attacker may want a sample misclassified as a spe-
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cific class or as any of the classes of interest. In a binary
classification problem, like the fraud detection one, the attacker wants the detector to classify a malicious transaction
(i.e., frauds) as legitimate or vice versa.
In our threat model, the attacker performs an evasion attack,
which is an integrity violation that can be generic or targeted.
The attacker carries out malicious transactions on behalf of
the user and wants the detector to classify them as legitimate.

3.2

Attacker’s Knowledge

We modeled the attacker with different degrees of knowledge,
extending the characterization of Biggio et al. [5], by adding a
term representing the knowledge the attacker has concerning
the past transactions of users. In fact, in the fraud detection
domain, we need to extract aggregated features to capture
user behavior. To perform transaction aggregation, an attacker
needs the last transactions of the user. In our approach, the
adversary needs just one month of the target victim’s transaction history. Regarding our dataset, one month of transactions
corresponds to observe an average of 18 ± 28 transactions per
victim. The high standard deviation is due to the fact that our
dataset is highly skewed1 , with the majority of users performing few transactions. For example, in a real case, the attacker
retrieves the victim’s transaction history from the banking
application, thanks to a malware injected into the victim’s
devices. We use the following terms to describe attacker’s
knowledge: training data D ; feature set X (i.e., how to aggregate samples); learning algorithm along with the loss function
to minimize f ; trained parameters/hyper-parameters w; past
data (i.e., transactions) of the victim user H . In summary,
the attacker’s knowledge can be characterized by the tuple
Θ = (D , X , f , w, H )2 . Based on the previous assumptions, we
can configure four scenarios:
White-Box. The attacker is assumed to know everything. For
example, he or she is an intern at the bank and collected
all the information. Even if this is a strong assumption, it
is advantageous to perform a worst-case evaluation of the
fraud detectors. It also provides an upper bound that we can
use to compare to other more restrictive scenarios. The tuple
describing this setting is Θwb = (D , X , f , w, H )1 .
Gray-Box. The attacker has partial knowledge about the detection system. In particular, he/she knows how the fraud
detector aggregates data to compute the features (X ) but not
the training data, the learning algorithm, and the trained hyperparameters (D̂ , fˆ, ŵ). As motivated before, we assume that the
attacker has retrieved one month of past transactions (H̃ ) to
compute an estimation of the aggregated features. The tuple
describing this setting is Θgb = (D̂ , X , fˆ, ŵ, H̃ ) 1 .
1 By considering only users with more than 5 monthly transactions, statistics about the number of transactions per user are the following: µ = 18.41,
σ = 27.91, σ2 = 779, median = 11, mode = 6, Q1 = 7, Q3 = 19.
2 The term x indicates a full knowledge of term x, x̃ indicates a partial
knowledge of term x, and x̂ indicates zero knowledge of x.
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Black-Box with Data. The attacker has no knowledge about
the detection system (X̂ , fˆ, ŵ), but he/she has at his/her disposal the same training set used by the target system ((D and
H ) consisting of all the banking transactions of the last few
months. Thank to this dataset, the attacker can compute a precise estimate of the aggregated features. The tuple describing
this setting is ΘbbI = (D , X̂ , fˆ, ŵ, H )1 .
Black-Box. The attacker has no knowledge about the detection system and training data (D̂ , X̂ , fˆ, ŵ). However, as motivated before, we assume that the attacker has retrieved one
month of past transactions (H̃ ) to compute an approximation
of the aggregated features. Also, the attacker has at his/her
disposal a set of transactions different from the ones used by
the target detection system (i.e., an old leaked dataset or a
dataset belonging to another financial institution). The tuple
describing this setting is Θbb = (D̂ , X̂ , fˆ, ŵ, H̃ )1 .

3.3

Attacker’s Capability

This characteristic highlights the power of the attacker concerning the system. It outlines the attacker’s influence of
manipulating data and the domain-specific data manipulation constraints. If the attacker can manipulate only the test
set, the attack is called exploratory or evasion. If the attacker
can manipulate both the test set and the training set, the attack
is called causative or poisoning. In this work, we focus on
evasion attacks. Therefore, the attacker can manipulate the
test set and execute transactions on behalf of the user. Then,
the fraud detection system will process these transactions following the procedure described in Figure 1. State-of-the-art
fraud detectors extract information from the past user’s transactions to compute aggregated features that capture the user’s
spending behavior. As anticipated in Section 2, the attacker
is, therefore, subjected to a strong limitation: he or she can directly modify only some features, while others also depend on
the past behavior of the user. We go deeper into this concept
in Appendix B.1. As anticipated in Section 3.2, our approach
needs just a short transaction history (one month) of the target
victim and the possibility to perform transactions. There are
several ways to recover the data to perform an evasion attack.
The attacker can infect bank customers’ device with a Trojans
(e.g., Zeus, Citadel). Alternatively, the attacker can use phishing techniques to retrieve the victim’s bank access credentials
and One Time Password (OTP). At this point, the attacker can
obtain the transactions carried out by the user and execute
them on his or her behalf. The attacker retrieves the transaction history of the victim from the banking application and
computes aggregated features (e.g., total money spent in one
month, average daily money spent). With this information, the
attacker performs one or more evasive transactions without
being detected. A careful reader will notice that transaction
history can also be obtained by passively observing a user
with a persistent malware sample for a while.
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4

Datasets Analysis and Engineering

Our dataset comes from an important banking group; we
worked on two real datasets that have been thoroughly inspected and cleaned from frauds. Data is anonymized by
removing personal information related to users and replaced
with hashed values that preserve equality. In Table 1, we show
the number of users and transactions for each dataset. The
most relevant features are: the transaction amount (Amount);
the hashed unique ID associated to the user (UserID); the date
and the time of the execution of the transaction (Timestamp);
the hashed IP Address of the connection from which the
transaction is performed (IP); the hashed International Bank
Account Number of the beneficiary (IBAN); the country code
of the beneficiary IBAN (IBAN_CC); the country code and
the autonomous system number from which the connection
comes (CC_ASN); the identifier of a session (SessionID).

4.1

Feature Extraction Strategies

To design a good fraud detection algorithm, a feature selection and extraction strategy need to be chosen [1, 15, 31].
A strategy, which captures the user spending pattern, is a
combination of direct derivable features (e.g., amount, country) and aggregated ones (e.g., average, total). In practice,
it consists of grouping transactions by features and, then,
computing aggregated metrics. First, we selected the direct
derivable features and aggregated features used in previous
works [1, 9, 12, 32, 35]. Then, with the support of the banking
domain experts, we combine them using different strategies
that capture different aspects of user spending profiles. Finally,
for each fraud detector algorithm considered in this work, we
selected the strategies that performed best with our data in
detecting synthetic frauds (see Section 4.2 using the holdout
validation method. In particular, we empirically evaluated
each strategy by using a wrapper approach [21] that maximizes the True Positives (TPs) and minimizes False Positives
(FPs). Table 2 summarizes the three best strategies – we will
refer to them as A, B, and C – that we selected for the fraud
detectors. For an exhaustive description of each feature and
aggregation function, we refer the reader to Appendix A.

4.2

Dataset Augmentation: Synthetic Frauds

To train the supervised learning models considered in this paper, we enrich datasets with synthetic frauds generated thanks

Table 1: Number of transactions and users for each dataset
DATASET

USERS

TRANSACTIONS

TIME INTERVAL

2012-2013

53,243

548,833

01/2012 - 08/2013

2014-2015

58,481

470,801

10/2014 - 02/2015
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to the collaboration with domain experts and based on fraud
scenarios that replicate typical real attacks performed against
online banking users. In particular, we focus on most spread
malicious schemes, which are driven by banking Trojans or
phishing: information stealing and transaction Hijacking. In
the information-stealing scheme, the attacker exploits a phishing campaign or a Trojan that infects the victim device to
steal the credentials and the OTP that the victim inserts in
the web pages of the targeted bank. The attacker can then
use the stolen credentials to perform transactions on behalf of
the victim. The connection comes from the attacker device,
not from the victim one. In the transaction hijacking scheme,
the Trojan infects the victim device and hijacks legitimate
bank transfers made by the user. The main challenge of such
an attack is that connections come from the victim’s device
(i.e., from the same IP, Session ID, and ASN). Typically, a
fraudster may act according to different strategies: he or she
may execute a single transaction with a high amount or multiple transactions with lower amounts. Therefore, to define
these fraud patterns, we use three variables: Total Amount,
the target amount that the attacker wants to steal; Number of
Frauds, the number of frauds in which the attacker wants to
divide the attack; Duration of the Attack, the total duration
time of the attack. So, for example, if the attacker performs an
attack with Total_Amount = e 10,000, Number_of_Frauds =
24, Duration = 1 day, he carries out one fraud of about e 417
per hour for one day. Using different combinations of the
values of these three variables and the two schemes described
above, we inject frauds in the dataset by randomly selecting
the victims. The banking datasets are known to be extremely
unbalanced, usually containing from 0.1% [31] to 1% [11] of
frauds. Therefore, common oversampling and undersampling
techniques are used to overcome this problem. In this work,
we generate about 1% of frauds.

5

Approach

We generate evasive transactions by exploiting an Oracle that
predicts the anomaly of a transaction. The Oracle is not 100%
accurate, and its performance depends on the degree of the
attacker’s knowledge (see Section 3.2. We can use this Oracle
to generate candidate transactions that will likely not be considered fraudulent by the targeted fraud detector. As shown in
Figure 2, our approach is composed of two phases: training
phase, in which we train the Oracle, and a runtime phase,
in which we generate the evasive transactions. During the
training phase, we train the Oracle by aggregating historical
transactions, as described in Section 4.1. In particular, the
Oracle is a surrogate fraud detector that models the spending
behaviors of users. It is based on a machine learning model
that is used in the runtime phase to classify the candidate
transactions that the attacker wants to perform. During the
runtime phase, depending on the attacker’s knowledge, he or
she observes and collects the transactions the victim carries
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Table 2: Summary of the features used in our models. Direct features are data not aggregated. Data is aggregated with several
time-frames; i.e., ‘mean30d’ is the mean computed over 30 days while ‘mean7d’ is the mean computed over 7 days
S TRATEGY

D IRECT FEATURES

A

amount

B

amount,
time_x, time_y,
is_national_iban, is_national_asn,
operation_type, confirm_sms

C

amount,
time_x, time_y,
is_national_iban, is_international,
confirm_sms

AGGREGATED FEATURES
count1h, count1d, count30d, sum1h, sum1d, sum30d,
iban_count1h ,iban_count1d ,iban_count30d, iban_sum1h, iban_sum1d, iban_sum30d,
ip_count1h, ip_count1d, ip_count30d, ip_sum1h,ip_sum1d,ip_sum30d,
distance_from_mean, iban_distance_from_mean, ip_distance_from_mean,
mean, iban_mean, ip_mean, is_new_iban, is_new_ip.
count7d, count30d, mean7d, mean30d, std7d, std30d,
ip_count7d, ip_count30d, ip_sum7d, ip_sum30d,
iban_cc_count7d, iban_cc_count30d, iban_cc_sum7d, iban_cc_sum30d,
asn_count7d, asn_count30d, asn_sum7d, asn_sum30d,
count, mean, std, count_iban, mean_iban, count_session, mean_session, is_new_iban.
count1d, sum1d, mean1d, count7d, sum7d, mean7d, count30d, sum30d, mean30d,
iban_count1d, iban_count7d, iban_count30d,
iban_cc_count1d, iban_cc_count7d, iban_cc_count30d,
ip_count1d, ip_count7d, ip_count30d, asn_count1d, asn_count7d, asn_count30d,
mean, iban_count, iban_mean, session_count,
is_new_iban, is_new_iban_cc, is_new_ip, is_new_cc_asn.

out. Based on the information collected, the attacker generates raw candidate transactions that are aggregated and given
in input to the Oracle. The Oracle classifies each candidate
transaction, and if it labels it as a fraud, we discard it; otherwise, we use it in the evasion attack by injecting it in the user
banking activity.
Assumptions. Our approach is based on three assumptions:
• Assumption I The attacker has a dataset of banking
transactions for training the Oracle (e.g., an old dataset
belonging to the same or a different bank).
• Assumption II The attacker can retrieve or observe the
transactions carried out by the victim and the funds availability.
• Assumption III The attacker can execute transactions
on behalf of the victim.
The first assumption is necessary because the attacker needs
a bank dataset to train the Oracle. In general, we can state
that if the dataset has been obtained from the same bank
against which the attack is carried out, the attack reaches
better performances. As explained in Section 2, the second
assumption is necessary because, depending on the attacker’s
knowledge, to process a single transaction, it is necessary
to aggregate the previous ones. Hence, the attacker needs to
obtain the victim’s transactions. Moreover, the attacker needs
to know the funds availability and if the victim is making
new transactions during the attack so that he or she is always
up to date and can adequately manage those events. The
last assumption is necessary to ensure that the attacker can
carry out fraud in the real banking system. From a feasibility
point of view: the first assumption is more difficult to satisfy
because banks rarely release their data publicly, while the
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second and third assumptions can be satisfied with a banking
Trojan [14].

5.1

Candidate Transaction Generation

Algorithm 1 Find Timestamps. X is the list of timestamps
in which the user has performed a transaction, F is the list of
time windows sizes, ε is a small time delta greater than zero
used to fall in the time window
1: procedure F IND T IMES(X, F)
2:
T ← []
. T initially empty list
3:
for f in F, x in X do
4:
wstart ← x
5:
wend ← wstart + f
6:
T .append(wstart + ε, wend + ε)
. ε < min(F)
7:
end for
8:
return T
9: end procedure
To generate candidate transactions, we efficiently explore
the space of possible values of each transaction feature. In
truth, the raw candidate transaction features that the attacker
can directly control are only the timestamp and the amount.
We assume that IBAN and IBAN_CC refer to the IBAN of
the malicious recipient (i.e., new IBAN never seen in other
transaction) while the IP and the ASN depend on the attacker
strategy. Therefore, the attacker has to choose the amount
to steal at each transaction. The choice of the value depends
on the strategy chosen by the attacker: conservative or risky.
However, a too high amount would lead the Oracle to classify
the transaction as fraud, a too low amount does not allow the
attacker to maximize the profit. In Section 6, we exhaustively
compare different strategies characterized by high, medium,
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Figure 2: Approach Overview
and low amounts. Once the attacker has selected the amount
to steal, he/she identifies the best moment to perform the
transaction (i.e., timestamp). A naive approach would be to
explore all the possible timestamps within the period in which
the attack occurs, but this would lead to a massive number
of transactions. To avoid this issue, we bucketize (i.e., group)
the timestamps based on the historical transactions using the
algorithm described in Pseudocode 1. This procedure takes
in input the list of selected time windows sizes and the timestamps in which the user has performed a transaction – the
attacker has retrieved them from the victim’s historical transactions. Then, for each time-windows size and timestamp, it
builds the aggregated time windows in which the customer is
active. The time windows have the objective of capturing the
user’s short-term, mid-term, and long-term behavior. We look
for the most used sizes in literature [9, 32]: We use one hour
and one day for the short-term, seven days for the mid-term,
and one month for the long-term. The final output of this
step is a raw candidate transaction aggregated with previous
transactions and given as input to the classification phase.

5.2

Oracles and Fraud Detectors.

In our system, we have two detectors. One is the Bank Fraud
Detector used as a simulation of the system that the attacker
is trying to bypass. The other is the Oracle that the attacker
is using to build fraudulent transactions. Both detectors are
based on some of the most used algorithms in literature [2]
and deployed in banking institutions.
Random Forest. [7] model is an ensemble of decision trees.
It combines the concept of bagging where individual models
in an ensemble are built through sampling with replacement
from the training data, and the random subspace method,
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where each tree in an ensemble is built from a random subset
of attributes. Thus, predictions are obtained by aggregating the
outputs from individual trees in the ensemble. Majority voting
is used to determine the prediction outcome (i.e., the label
fraudulent or legitimate). This algorithm, from literature [31]
seems to outperform the other in the field of fraud detection.
Neural Networks. They are learning models built of simple
elements called neurons, which take as input a real value, multiply it by weight, and run it through a non-linear activation
function. By constructing multiple layers of neurons, each of
which receives part of the input variables, and then passes on
its results to the next layers, the network can learn very complex functions. We used the sigmoid function as the activation
function for the output layer in order to use this model for the
classification.
Logistic Regression. It is a widely used technique in problems in which the dependent variable is binary. It computes
the output using a logistic function. Based on a threshold, it
possible to estimate probabilities and classify transactions.
XGBoost. EXtreme Gradient Boosting is based on an ensemble of methods. It trains and predicts using several models at
once to produce a single better output. It exploits the concept
of bagging and boosting to perform the classification. It has
achieved excellent results in many domains [13].
Active Learning. It is a variant of AI 2 [32] applied to the
banking dataset. It is an active learning approach that combines an ensemble of unsupervised learning (i.e., Autoencoder) with supervised learning techniques (Random Forests).
Combining the anomaly scores computed by the unsupervised
models, it ranks transactions and presents them to the analyst
for review; subsequently, the feedback collected is used to
train a Random Forest.
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Banksealer. [11] It represents one of the systems currently
deployed in the banking institution we collaborated with. It
characterizes the users of the online banking web application
using a local, global, and temporal profile built during a training phase. Each type of profile extracts different statistical
features from the transaction attributes, according to the type
of model built. It works under semi-supervised settings and,
once, the profiles are built, it processes new transactions and
ranks them according to their predicted risk of fraud. The
experiments with this system are particularly insightful, since,
as we will see in Section 6.4, they demonstrate that current
solutions are not ready to “smart” attackers.
The Oracle and the bank fraud detector are characterized by
the machine learning algorithm, the dataset used for training
the model, and the feature extraction method. In Table 3, we
show the complete summary of the Oracle and bank fraud
detector models. We assign to each of them an ID that, from
now on, we use to refer to them. For the hyperparameters
tuning of those models, we use the holdout method, in which
we select the last month of transactions as the validation set
and the other data for the training set. For the models O1O2-O3-O4-B1, which are Random Forest models, we use,
respectively, 200, 500, 200, 100, 100 estimators, and a max
depth of 14, 8, 14, 14, 14. The Neural Network (B2) has two
hidden layers with 32 and 16 units and a ReLU (Rectified
Linear Unit) function as the activation function. Finally, there
is the output layer with a Sigmoid activation function. The
two hidden layers have l2 regularizers with λ = 10−4 , the loss
function we use is the binary cross-entropy optimized with
Adam optimizer. The XGB classifier (B3) has 200 estimators and a max depth of 20, with a learning rate of 0.1. The
Logistic Regression classifier (B4) has an l2 regularization
with parameter C = λ1 = 10. The active learning model (B5)
is based on an AutoEncoder with a single encoding layer with
a size of 25 units; it has a dropout regularization with dropout
rate = 0.2. To validate each model, we use the commonly
used metrics of accuracy, precision, recall, and f1-score (see
Appendix C). To estimate the performances of the detectors
under attack, in Table 4, we show the validation scores of
each model. It is interesting to notice that the results obtained
by Banksealer (B6), currently deployed in a real banking environment, are the lowest between the considered algorithms.
This is because it was not possible to tune it like other algorithms, but we kept the parameters left by banking analysts,
which tends to distrust from transactions coming from foreign
countries only.

6

Experimental Evaluation

We evaluate our evasive approach against the state-of-the-art
fraud detectors described in Section 5.2 and simulating an
attacker with different degrees of knowledge that perform
attacks by following different strategies.
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Table 3: Overview of the Oracle (O1-O4) and detectors models (B1-B6). For the feature extraction strategies see Table 2
ID

DATASET

F EATURES E XTRACTION

ALGORITHMS

S TRATEGY
Oracle
O1

2012-13

A

R ANDOM F OREST

O2

2014-15

A

R ANDOM F OREST

O3

2012-13

B

R ANDOM F OREST

O4

2012-13

C

R ANDOM F OREST

Detectors
B1

2014-15

B

R ANDOM F OREST

B2

2014-15

B

N EURAL N ETWORK

B3

2014-15

B

XGB OOST

B4

2014-15

B

L OGISTIC R EGRESSION

B5

2014-15

C

B6

2014-15

6.1

ACTIVE L EARNING
BANK S EALER [11]

Attack Scenarios

As described in Section 5.1 the attacker does not have the
complete control of all the features: the beneficiary IBAN and
IBAN_CC are fixed (usually a money mule), the IP address
is a national address from which the attacker makes the connection (possibly using a VPN), the Session ID is generated
for each transaction. Therefore, the features that can be fully
manipulated by the attacker are the amount and the timestamp.
The timestamps are selected by using the algorithm described
in the Section 5. Regarding the amount, we set up three different scenarios that represent the strategies that an attacker
could use to choose the amount and the number of frauds to
be committed. In this way, we can compare the results of the
approach against different choices of the amount.
Scenario 1. In this first scenario, the attacker has the goal to
execute 20 transactions per user of e 2,500, so the idea is to
do many transactions with a medium-low amount.
Scenario 2. The attacker has the goal to execute 10 transactions per user of e 10,000, so few transactions with medium
amounts are executed.
Scenario 3. The attacker aims to execute 5 transactions per

Table 4: Scores of fraud detectors on validation data
M ODEL ID

ACCURACY

P RECISION

R ECALL

F1-S CORE

B1

99.7%

70.9%

96.2%

81.7%

B2

99.5%

63.9%

86.7%

73.6%

B3

99.6%

69.0%

93.6%

79.5%

B4

98.9%

34.1%

46.2%

39.2%

B5

99.5%

66.1%

89.7%

76.1%

B6

98.4%

8.5%

11.5%

9.8%
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Table 5: Summary of all the scenarios
S CENARIO 1

S CENARIO 2

S CENARIO 3

Total Victims

80

160

320
1600

Total Frauds

1600

1600

Frauds per User

20

10

5

Money per Fraud

e 2,500

e 10,000

e 15,000

Money per Victim

e 50,000

e 100,000

e 75,000

user of e 15,000. The attacker wants to steal as much money
as possible in the short term and tries to execute a few transactions with a high amount.
For each scenario, we inject about 1% (1600) of frauds3 .
We choose the parameters of the three scenarios to maintain
the same overall number of frauds injected and the same total
amount stolen. A summary of the configuration of the three
scenarios is shown in Table 5.

6.2

Metrics

We evaluate the performance using 4 metrics: Injection Rate,
Evasion Rate, Attack Detection Rate, and Money Stolen.
Injection Rate. It indicates the percentage of frauds that the
attacker carries out against the user in relation to the number
of frauds targeted - i.e., it is the proportion of frauds that the
Oracle classifies as legitimate with respect to the number of
frauds that the attacker wants to perform. This metric depends
on the threshold that we set in the Oracle. The Oracle decides
whether or not a fraud is likely to be uncovered. This metric
is also useful to compare experiments based on the level of
confidence. The lower the classification threshold we set, the
lower the injection rate we have. In this way, the risk of fraud
being detected drops within specified limits.
Evasion rate. It is the percentage of frauds concealed from
the fraud detection system with respect to the frauds carried
out against the user.
Attack Detection Rate.. If we consider an attack as the set
of frauds that the attacker performs against the single user,
the Attack Detection Rate is the percentage of attacks that are
detected by the fraud detection system. Therefore, the Attack
Detection Rate can be seen as the probability that the system
detects the attacker if he or she performs the attack against
one single user.
Money Stolen. It represents the money in euro (e ) that the
bank loses. This metric is significant because it is dependent on all three previous metrics and the attack strategy of
the attackers (Scenario). Also, it gives an idea of the monetary impact that these attacks can have on a real bank. With
3 The

1% is chosen because it is a reasonable number of transactions that
the bank can inspect manually with its specialized bank analysts.
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these metrics, we can capture all the main aspects to compare the different experiments and measure the validity of our
approach.
Defined with N the number of the targeted victims, F the
number of frauds that the attacker wants to perform, K the
amount of money for each fraudulent transaction, Xn the number of transactions classified as legitimate by the Oracle, and
Yn with Yn <= Xn the number of transactions classified as
legitimate by the fraud detector, we can define the metrics as
follows:
In jection rate = 1/N · ∑n Xn /F
Evasion rate = 1/N · ∑n Yn /Xn
Attack Detection Rate = ∑n (Xn −Yn )/N
MoneyStolen = ∑n Y n · K

6.3

Experimental Settings

We perform an attack for each scenario and each degree of
knowledge of the attacker. The degree of knowledge of the
attacker are described in Section 3; the scenarios are summarized in Table 5. The combinations of Oracles and detectors
per degree of knowledge are summarized in Table 6. We inject
a number of frauds approximately equal to 1% of transactions
in the dataset, and we use different fraud detectors. In order to choose classification thresholds, we consider that the
bank usually has the workforce to inspect about 1% of transactions that are carried out each month. Thus, after sorting
transactions by anomaly score, we classify the first 1% of
transactions as fraud and the remaining ones as legitimate.
We train the fraud detectors the dataset 2014-15 using months
from October to January, while February is the one subject to
the evasion attacks. We randomly select the victims, excluding those users with less than 5 transactions in the dataset. We
perform each experiment 10 times and compute the average
value for each metric in order to have a more reliable estimate
and not biased by the selected users.
Black-Box. The attacker has zero knowledge of the fraud
detector, but he or she has obtained an old bank dataset (201213), different with respect the one used by the fraud detector.
After having retrieved the transactions performed by the victim in January, he or she uses the model O1 as Oracle to
perform the evasion attack.
Black-Box with Data. The attacker has no knowledge about
the fraud detector and has retrieved the dataset (2014-15)
used for the training both the Oracle and the fraud detector.
Therefore, the attacker uses all transactions of the victim to
train the Oracle, which in this case coincides with model O2.
Gray-Box. The attacker has acquired partial knowledge about
the system. He or she knows how to extract the final features
that the detector uses as input for the machine learning algorithm. Also, the attacker has retrieved the transactions performed by the victim in January. Then, he or she extracts the
same features used by the fraud detector; the attacker uses
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Table 6: Oracle used against each bank fraud detector depending on attacker’s knowledge
O RACLE
ID

DATASET

D ETECTOR

F EAT.

M ODEL

ID

DATASET

F EAT.

M ODEL

B1

2014-15

B

RF

B2

2014-15

B

NN

B3

2014-15

B

LR

B4

2014-15

B

XGB

B5

2014-15

C

AL

B6

2014-15

B LACK -B OX

O1

2012-13

A

RF

BANK S EALER

B LACK -B OX WITH DATA

O2

2014-15

A

RF

B1

2014-15

B

RF

B2

2014-15

B

NN

B3

2014-15

B

LR

B4

2014-15

B

XGB

B5

2014-15

C

AL

B6

2014-15

BANK S EALER

G RAY-B OX

O3

2012-13

B

RF

O4

2012-13

C

RF

B1

2014-15

B

RF

B2

2014-15

B

NN

B3

2014-15

B

LR

B4

2014-15

B

XGB

B5

2014-15

C

AL

W HITE -B OX
B1

2014-15

B

RF

B1

2014-15

B

RF

B2

2014-15

B

NN

B2

2014-15

B

NN

B3

2014-15

B

LR

B3

2014-15

B

LR

B4

2014-15

B

XGB

B4

2014-15

B

XGB

B5

2014-15

C

AL

B5

2014-15

C

AL

B6

2014-15

B6

2014-15

BANK S EALER

BANK S EALER

an Oracle based on the Random Forest algorithm, which has
shown to be the best fraud detection system. We used model
O3 and O4 as Oracles for attacking respectively fraud detectors B1-B2-B3-B4 and B5. We do not perform the Gray-Box
experiment on the fraud detectors B6, since the partial knowledge acquired by the attacker can not be directly applied to
perform the attack. In fact, the feature used by B6 can not
be directly used by the Oracle without re-engineering them.
This is due to the fact that B6 uses a combination of statistical
and machine-learning-based detectors with ad-hoc features.
Therefore, an attacker would resort to the Black-Box attack.
White-Box. The attacker has full knowledge of the system,
including the dataset used for the training. The attacker reproduces the real system and uses it as Oracle so that he or she
can perform a “perfect” attack.

6.4

Discussion on Results

In Table 7, we present the results of the experimental evaluation against the attacks for each scenario and degree of
knowledge of the attacker (i.e., Black-Box, Black-Box with
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data, Gray-Box, and White-Box).
Black-Box. Regarding the Black-Box attack, the best strategy
for the attacker is the one represented in Scenario 3. In fact,
except for the case in which the fraud detector is based on
Logistic Regression (B4) and BankSealer (B6), in Scenario 3
we get attack detection rate values lower than in the other two
Scenarios and much higher values in terms of money stolen.
The values of evasion rate, however, remain stable in all three
scenarios, except in the case where the attack is directed to the
hybrid fraud detector (B5). This detector achieves excellent
results in terms of evasion rate and attack detection rate in
Scenario 1, where the attack is always detected (Attack Detection Rate = 100%). The performances of this fraud detector
decrease significantly with the increase of the amount of the
fraud; in Scenario 3, the Attack Detection Rate is reduced to
36%. The worst fraud detector is B4, which in Scenario 1 is
completely evaded. The performance of the attack against it
remains almost perfect also in the other two scenarios. Models B2 and B3 obtain similar values in all the metrics for all
the scenarios.
Black-Box with Data. Even for this type of attack, the best
strategy for the attacker is the one applied in Scenario 3, in
which the money stolen reaches the highest values. The fraud
detectors that best counteract the attack are B1 and B5. In
Scenario 1, they have an evasion rate of 45% and 57% respectively, while the other detectors have values much higher
76%-89%-99%-99%-94%. Also, in this setting, the fraud detector B4 is easily evaded in all three scenarios, reaching at
most an attack detection rate of 4% in Scenario 3. Models B2B3 continue to be similar, obtaining almost the same values
in all the scenarios.
Gray-Box. Also, for the Gray-Box attack, the best strategy
for the attacker is the one applied in Scenario 3, which obtains
the highest values in terms of money stolen. The worst performances of the attack are obtained in Scenario 2, against fraud
detector B1, which has an attack detection rate of 93% and
an evasion rate of 52%. We note significant deterioration in
detection performances of detector B5, which has an evasion
rate of 90% and a detection rate of 28%, values much lower
than those obtained in other settings. Detector B4 is easily
evaded, with an evasion rate of even 100% in all three scenarios. As in the other settings, detectors B2-B3 are evaded with
an average evasion rate of 85%.
White-Box. Having complete knowledge of fraud detectors,
we can perform perfect attacks. We can effectively test the
robustness of each fraud detector against a perfect attacker,
which steals the maximum amount of money but is never detected. By conservatively tuning the Injection Rate, we were
able to achieve 100% Evasion Rate and 0% Attack Detection
Rate against all detectors in all scenarios. The worst performances are obtained by model B4, which in Scenario 3 leads
the bank to a loss of about 23 million euros. Much better are
the performances of detector B6 that, instead, in Scenario 2
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Table 7: Experimental results for all the evasion scenarios, attacker’s knowledge, and fraud detectors: In green the best results
from the detector point of view, in red the worst result from the detector point of view
R ANDOM F OREST (B1)

N EURAL N ETWORK (B2)

XGB OOST (B3)

L OGISTIC R EGRESSION (B4)

AL(B5)

BS [11](B6)

S CENARIO 3

S CENARIO 2

S CENARIO 1

B LACK -B OX
Injection Rate

58.5%

58.5%

58.5%

58.5%

58.5%

58.5%

Evasion Rate

63%

85%

80%

100%

54%

95%

Attack Detection Rate

93%

44%

69%

0%

100%

6%

Money Stolen

e 650,507

e 1,585,267

e 1,265,751

e 2,329,885

e 339,544

e 2,144,541

Injection Rate

49.6%

49.6%

49.6%

49.6%

49.6%

50%

Evasion Rate

60%

89%

84%

99%

71%

81%

Attack Detection Rate

84%

27%

49%

1%

83%

20%

Money Stolen

e 2,722,586

e 6,356,793

e 5,107,460

e 7,868,793

e 2,330,346

e 5,717,647

Injection Rate

69.7%

69.7%

69.7%

69.7%

69.7%

71%

Evasion Rate

62%

88%

87%

98%

84%

75%

Attack Detection Rate

68%

22%

26%

5%

36%

26%

Money Stolen

e 8,081,496

e 13,954,723

e 13,379,473

e 16,193,353

e 11,774,757

e 11,672,400

Injection Rate

59.6%

59.6%

59.6%

59.6%

59.6%

59.5%

Evasion Rate

57%

89%

76%

99%

45%

94%

Attack Detection Rate

95%

38%

74%

1%

97%

7%

Money Stolen

e 540,849

e 1,764,979

e 1,108,691

e 2,357,735

e 408,383

e 2,145,080

Injection Rate

55.7%

55.7%

55.7%

55.7%

55.7%

56%

Evasion Rate

57%

88%

78%

100%

65%

82%

Attack Detection Rate

83%

33%

59%

1%

77%

20%

Money Stolen

e 3,330,573

e 7,079,843

e 5,391,816

e 8,852,717

e 3,132,262

e 6,694,115

Injection Rate

59.7%

59.7%

59.7%

59.7%

59.7%

60%

Evasion Rate

59%

87%

83%

98%

78%

75%

Attack Detection Rate

66%

24%

34%

4%

45%

30%

Money Stolen

e 6,329,751

e 11,646,219

e 10,498,652

e 13,775,411

e 8,651,346

e 9,504,000

Injection Rate

56.8%

56.8%

56.8%

56.8%

41.7%

-

Evasion Rate

65%

88%

84%

100%

64%

-

Attack Detection Rate

92%

40%

63%

1%

91%

-

Money Stolen

e 697,747

e 1,687,563

e 1,413,702

e 2,261,085

e 500,553

-

Injection Rate

60.5%

60.5%

60.5%

60.5%

42.2%

-

Evasion Rate

52%

85%

73%

100%

78%

-

Attack Detection Rate

93%

40%

70%

0%

49%

-

Money Stolen

e 2,778,662

e 7,370,974

e 5,427,974

e 9,652,461

e 3,739,336

-

Injection Rate

68.6%

68.6%

68.6%

68.6%

63.6%

-

Evasion Rate

65%

93%

93%

100%

90%

-

Attack Detection Rate

66%

17%

20%

0%

28%

-

Money Stolen

e 8,268,764

e 14,634,344

e 14,062,925

e 16,412,751

e 11,777,417

-

Injection Rate

39.3%

68.3%

59.4%

99.5%

30.2%

97.3%

Evasion Rate

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Attack Detection Rate

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Money Stolen

e 1,575,986

e 2,534,932

e 2,378,945

e 3,986,408

e 1,198,900

e 3,892,000

Injection Rate

31.2%

69,1%

57.0%

99%

31.7%

22%

Evasion Rate

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

S CENARIO 3

S CENARIO 2

S CENARIO 1

B LACK -B OX WITH DATA

S CENARIO 3

S CENARIO 2

S CENARIO 1

G REY-B OX

S CENARIO 3

S CENARIO 2

S CENARIO 1

W HITE -B OX
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Attack Detection Rate

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Money Stolen

e 4,978,737

e 10,923,554

e 9,126,239

e 15,830,758

e 5,059,850

e 3,520,000

Injection Rate

32.2%

78.2%

73.2%

96.7%

27.8%

22%

Evasion Rate

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Attack Detection Rate

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Money Stolen

e 7,697,218

e 18,237,258

e 17,567,217

e 23,195,258

e 6,647,723

e 5,280,000
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and 3, significantly reduces the losses of the bank. The results
show that the increase in the degree of knowledge of the attacker does not lead to significant improvements in attack performance. For example, in the attacks against model B2 based
on Neural Network, we have an evasion rate of 85-89-88% for
the Black-Box setting in Scenarios 1, 2, and 3, respectively
and 88-85-93% in the Gray-Box one. The injection rate and
the evasion rate are dependent on the classification threshold
used by the Oracle to determine if a transaction is a fraud or
legitimate and, therefore, to determine if the attacker has to
carry out the transaction. The stolen money depends both on
the injection rate and on the evasion rate and therefore gives
us a basis for comparing the different attacks. Even looking at
the stolen money, we do not notice excessive improvements
in the attacks in which the attacker has a higher degree of
knowledge of the system. So, we can state that the isolated
knowledge of the dataset and the knowledge of the feature
extraction method does not bring significant advantages in
conducting an attack following our approach. However, if the
attacker has both pieces of knowledge and also knows the machine learning algorithm employed by the fraud detector, he
can perform a White-Box attack that instead manages to hide
perfectly the frauds. The experiments also show that the bank
would lose a significant amount of money if many fraudsters
were using this method, but we must take into account that
this attack is not easily deployable in the real world because
there are significant obstacles. First of all, the attacker needs
a banking dataset, which is very difficult to obtain because
the banks keep their data very carefully and do not release
them. Besides, this approach is perilous for the attacker, in
the case of Black-Box the model based on random forest (B1)
has an attack detection rate higher than 68%, this means that
an attacker has about 32% chance of performing an entire
attack without being detected and then prosecuted by law
for the crime committed. One last important consideration
concerns fraud detectors: the results show that if the attack is
performed on a simple fraud detector, with low performance
(e.g., Logistic Regression, B4) also the Black-Box attack gets
excellent results: with an attack detection rate of 0% in the
case of the first scenario, 1% in the second and 5% in the case
of the third scenario. A similar consideration can be made
on the system currently deployed by the banking institution
we collaborated with (i.e., Banksealer, B6). Very different is
the case of the fraud detector based on Random Forest (B1),
which is much more robust detecting 93% of the attacks in
the first scenario, 84% in the second and 68% in the third. So
we can state that the choice of the fraud detector is crucial for
a bank to reduce money losses. In our experiments, the fraud
detector based on Random Forest has a bound of money loss
(determined by White-Box tests) of about one-third of the one
we have with the fraud detector based on Logistic Regression.
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7

Limitations and Future Works

Besides the assumptions made in Section 5, there are few
more thing that needs to be clarified. Even if we had two
real datasets provided by a banking group, we had to rely
on domain experts (bank operators) to enrich our datasets
with synthetic frauds and compensate for the lack of labels.
This represents only a partial limitation; although we did
not have real fraud flagged, we accurately modeled synthetic
frauds, and the standard behavior of users was real and legit.
A possible limitation regards the source of datasets. Both
datasets used in the experiments belong to the same bank but
in different periods. Therefore, we were able to evaluate only
the transferability of an attack in the same domain. Also, this
limited data source partially affects the representativeness
of the experiment and may underestimate real-world fraud
detection mechanisms’ effectiveness. Financial institutions
have significantly more flexibility with training data to build
effective models and re-train them periodically. Interesting
future works can use heterogeneous datasets that span over
a longer time frame, perhaps from two or more banks, to
compare its performance results with the one presented in this
work, also evaluating the impact of the training dataset on the
effectiveness of the approach.
Unlike the current approach that models the spending behavior of each user, future works may investigate the possibility for an adversary to cluster banking customers to generate
a generic model per cluster. This could generalize the results
better and theoretically reduce some of the costs associated
with the attacks. Also, an extension of the present work, which
was focused on study how well the detector performed when
being attacked by evasion attacks, may consist in an evaluation of the impact of the false positives of the different fraud
detection systems employed by banks. Even if some detection
systems are less susceptible to evasion attacks, they may be
characterized by high false-positive rates, thus costing money
in terms of analysis time and might be less likely adopted
by financial institutions. Finally, we believe that a promising future work may explore how the behavior of users can
change over time: in the long term, the change can derive
from variation in the purchasing power of the user, in the
short term there may instead be extraordinary expenses such
as the purchase of a car. This phenomenon is called “concept
drift” and must be taken into account by the fraud detection
system. To manage concept drift, often, the bank adopts an
online-training technique. The model is re-trained with the
last transactions after ensured that these are not frauds. An
attacker could then exploit the Oracle approach to perform a
data poisoning attack. He or she can conceal frauds and consequently shift in his favor the classification boundary of the
fraud detector, creating the opportunities for new frauds. So it
would be interesting to deepen the study of a data poisoning
attack based on our Oracle approach.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we developed a novel approach to perform evasion attacks by overcoming the issues we found in the application of AML techniques to the field of banking fraud
detection. We validate this approach by simulating an attacker
that performs the attack against state-of-the-art fraud detection
systems under different conditions. Our approach assumes
that the attacker has a banking dataset at his disposal and can
control the transactions of his victims. The results of the experiments show that a reasonable evasion rate is reachable even
in the case of a Black-Box attack, in which the attacker does
not have any information on the target fraud detection system.
These results are strictly dependent on the fraud detector and
range from the 60% of evasion rate in the case of a fraud
detector based on Random Forest to the 100% in the case of
a fraud detector based on Logistic Regression. A daunting
fact for a real attacker is that the probability that the attack is
detected after a certain number of successful frauds is about
66% in the case of fraud detectors based on Random Forest,
so it is very inconvenient to use the approach to execute a real
attack. An interesting future challenge would be the study of
a data poisoning attack based on our approach. Since many
fraud detectors use online training (i.e., they retrain regularly
using the transactions that have been classified as legitimate),
it may be possible to apply our approach to conceal frauds and
study how to drift the classification threshold of the detector
in order to compromise the detection performance.
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A

Features extracted

– std. It computes the standard deviation of the transactions amounts in the considered window

The directly derivable features we use are:
• time can be: 1 hour, 1 day, 7 days, 30 days and none, if
we want to aggregate all the transaction regardless of the
time

• amount. Amount of the transaction in euro (e ), without
any type of transformation.
• time_x, time_y. These two features are computed from
the Timestamp. The time is cyclical and we must be
careful when deciding how to encode it as input to the
machine learning model. If we encode hours as integers
we have a problem: the distance computed, for example
between 23 and 22 is 23 − 22 = 1, while the distance
that it calculates between midnight and 23 is 0 − 23 =
−23.We need to change the encoding of the features
such that midnight and 23 are the same distance apart as
any other two hours. A common method for encoding
cyclical data is to transform the data into two dimensions
using a sine and cosine transformation. So time_x and
time_y are:t ← tsh · 3600 + tsmin · 60 + tssec ,time_x =
t·2π
t·2π
cos 86400
,time_y = sin 86400

• time_since_last_group. Indicates the time in hours
elapsed from the last transaction among those obtained
by grouping the transactions by user and by group.
• group_distance_from_mean. Indicates the L1 distance
of the transaction amount with respect to the mean
amount of the transactions obtained by grouping the
transactions first by user then by group.
• is_new_iban. A Boolean value indicating if it is the first
time the user made a transaction to that IBAN.
• is_new_iban_cc. A Boolean value indicating if it is the
first time the user made a transaction to an IBAN from
that country.

• is_national_iban. A Boolean value indicating if the beneficiary’s IBAN is national.

• is_new_ip. A Boolean value indicating if it is the first
time the user made a transaction coming from that IP
Address.

• is_national_asn. A Boolean value indicating if the connection of the coming transaction has a national IP Address.

• is_new_cc_asn. A Boolean value indicating if it is the
first time the user made a transaction coming from that
country.

• is_international. A Boolean value indicating if the connection comes from a country different from the one of
the beneficiary IBAN.
• operation_type. It is one-hot-encoded, so the three operations become respectively op_type_1, op_type_2,
op_type_3
• confirm_sms. A Boolean value indicating if the transaction requires a confirmation sms.
The features obtained by aggregating transactions are:
• group_function_time. Consider function, group, time as
variable. A function is computed on the user transactions
grouped by group for a rolling window of size time.
• group can be: IBAN, IBAN_CC, IP, CC_ASN, SessionID an none, if we want to group only by user and
take all the transactions of that user.
• function can be:
– count. It counts the number of transactions in the
considered window
– sum. It computes the sum of the transactions
amounts in the considered window
– mean. It computes the mean of the transactions
amounts in the considered window
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B

Adversarial Machine Learning Approaches

There are many studies on how to craft adversarial samples.
Szegedy et al. [29] generate adversarial examples using
box-constrained optimization method Limited Memory Broyden Fletcher Goldfarb Shanno (LBFGS). Given an image x
and a function f (x), that maps image pixels vector to a discrete label, and assuming that f has an associated loss function denoted by loss f , their method finds a different image x0
similar to x under L2 distance, yet is labeled differently by the
classifier. They model the problem as a constrained minimization problem: minimize
kx − x0 k22 , subject to f (x0 ) = l
0
n
and x ∈ [0, 1] . In particular, they found an approximate solution by solving the analogous problem: minimize
kx −
x0 k22 + lossF,l (x0 ), subject tox0 ∈ [0, 1]n . The final result is the
the minimum c > 0 for which x − x0 satisfies f (x0 ) = l, where
l is the target label.
Goodfellow et al., proposed the Fast Gradient Sign Method
(FGSM) [19] that is designed primarily to be as fast as possible instead of accurately producing an adversarial sample
(i.e., it is not meant to produce minimal perturbed adversarial samples). Moreover, it is optimized for the L∞ distance
metric. Given an image x, it computes the adversarial sample x0 = x − ε · sign(∇lossF,t (x)), where t represents the target
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Table 8: Success Rate and Transferability of the three AML
methods
SUCCESS RATE

TRANSFERABILITY

G RADIENT M ETHOD

99.3%

16.1%

JSMA

98.2%

16.1%

C ARLINI & WAGNER L 2

12%

9.3%

label and ε is chosen to ensure misclassification without excessively altering the image.
The attack proposed by Papernot et al. [25] is known under the name of Jacobian Saliency Map Approach (JSMA)
and it is based on a L0 distance. This attack is based on a
greedy algorithm in which, at each iteration, a saliency map
is built based on the gradient of the output neural network
with respect to the input image. This saliency map indicates
the impact of each pixel (i.e., how much each pixel influences
the outcome of the classification) and, at each iteration, the
most significant pixel is perturbed. The method iterates until
either the sample is misclassified by the classifier or pixels
are modified more than a threshold.
Carlini&Wagner [8] designed three attacks tailored to three
distance metrics: L2 , L0 , L∞ distances. In L2 Attack, given an
image sample x, a target class t s.t. t 6= C∗ (x), they find w
by solving this optimization problem: minimizek 21 (tanh w +
1) − xk22 + c · f ( 12 (tanh w + 1)), where f , which is defined as
f (x0 ) = max(max {Z(x0 )i : i 6= t} − Z(x0 )t , −κ), is the objective function and κ is a parameter that allows to tune the
confidence of the adversarial sample. In L0 Attack, since the
L0 distance metric is non-differentiable it is not possible to
use the standard gradient descent, so they decided to use an
iterative algorithm. At each iteration they identify, through the
L2 attack, which pixel influence less the output of the classifier
and fix its value so that it will never be changed. By doing this,
the set of fixed pixels grows at each iteration, until a minimal
subset of modifiable pixels is identified. In L∞ Attack, since
the L∞ distance metric is not fully differentiable and standard
gradient descent does not perform, a different iterative attack
is put in place. At each iteration the following optimization
problem is solved: minimizec · f (x + δ) + ∑i [(δi − τ)+ ], in
which if δi < τ for all i, they reduce τ by a factor of 0.9 and
repeat; otherwise they terminate the search.

B.1

Evaluation of standard AML approaches
for Fraud Detection

As highlighted in Section 2, the issues in performing evasion attacks based on standard AML algorithms in the fraud
detection domain are mainly practical. It would be challenging (if not infeasible) for an attacker to perform a real bank
transfer (i.e., a real transaction) representing the adversarial sample returned as output by the AML algorithm. The
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Algorithm 2 Craft Adversarial Samples. X is the benign
sample,sub Y ∗ is the NN output, F is the function learned by
the NN during training, ϒ is the maximum distortion, θ is the
change made to features, C is a confidence parameter
1: procedure G RADIENT M ETHOD(X,Y ∗ , F, ϒ, θ,C)
2:
X∗ ← X
3:
while F(X ∗ ) 6= Y ∗ +C and kδX k < ϒ do
4:
G = ∇F(X ∗ )
5:
S = sign(G)
6:
A = abs(S)
7:
X∗i ← X ∗i +θi s.t. imax = argmaxI (A) · S
8:
δX ← X ∗ − X
9:
end while
10:
return X ∗
11: end procedure

reason resides in which features are modified and how. As
shown in Figure 3, the perturbed features are the aggregated
ones; hence, an attacker, to perform an evasion attack, should
then extract the direct features that correspond to valid, real
transactions under the constraints that, once aggregated, they
produce coherent aggregated features. If we add the practical domain constraints presented in Section 2, this problem
may be not feasible in terms of resources and return for an
attacker. However, for the sake of completeness, we evaluate
AML techniques to measure the theoretical performance of
such attacks in our domain. In particular, we make use of
the following algorithms: Carlini & Wagner l2 [8], Jacobian
Saliency Map Approach [25], and a simple approach based
on the computation of the gradient whose algorithm is shown
by Pseudocode 2.
For this evaluation, we use two models: a Neural Network,
necessary for applying the AML algorithms, and a Random
Forest classifier that acts as the bank fraud detector. We used
the dataset 2012-13 as the training set and the same features
used for the Oracle in the previous experiments, shown in Table 2, to train the Artificial Neural Network with two hidden
layers: the first with 32 units and the second with 16 units. We
used ReLU as the activation function for the hidden layers,
while for the output layer, we used the Softmax function and
two neurons. We extracted frauds from dataset 2012-13, then
we perturbed these frauds using the three AML approaches
that are based on the neural network to compute the gradients. In order to test transferability, we used, as a bank fraud
detector, the model O1 from Table 3, which is trained on
the same dataset as the Neural Network and also uses the
same aggregation method. In order to evaluate our results,
we used the metrics defined by Papernot et al. [24]: success
rate and transferability. The success rate is the proportion
of adversarial samples misclassified by the Neural Network.
The transferability of adversarial samples refers to the random forest (O1) misclassification rate of adversarial samples
crafted using the Neural Network. The results in Table 8 show
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Figure 3: The heatmap shows how much each feature has been perturbed as a percentage of its initial value. For example,
1.0 means that the value of that feature has been doubled, it is increased by 100% compared with the initial value
poor performance, and also, to achieve those results, we need
to apply wide perturbations to the initial samples, as we can
see from the heatmap in Figure 3.

C

Machine Learning Metrics

We present the most common metrics used to evaluate the
quality of a machine learning model. The terms True Positive
(TP), False Positive (FP), True Negative (TN), False Negative
(FN), are used to compare the results of the classifier under
test with trusted ground truth. The terms positive and negative
refer to the classifier prediction while the terms true and false
refer to whether that prediction corresponds to the external
ground truth. In our work, the positive class represents the
frauds, and the negative represents legitimate transactions.
The most used metrics derived with those terms are:
- Accuracy. It represents the percentage of correctly
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classified instances and it is defined as Accuracy =
t p+tn
t p+tn+ f p+ f n .
- Precision. It is also called positive predictive value and
is defined as the fraction of relevant instances among the
retrieved instances and it can be defined as: Precision =
tp
t p+ f p .
- Recall. It is also known as sensitivity or true positive
rate. It is defined as the fraction of the total amount of
relevant instances that were actually retrieved and can
tp
be defined as : Recall = t p+
fn.
- F1-Score. It is the harmonic mean of the precision and
recall. F1 score reaches its best value at 1 (perfect precision and recall) and worst at 0 and can be defined as:
precision·recall
F1 − Score = 2 · precision+recall
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Abstract
Federated learning over distributed multi-party data is an
emerging paradigm that iteratively aggregates updates from a
group of devices to train a globally shared model. Relying on
a set of devices, however, opens up the door for sybil attacks:
malicious devices may be controlled by a single adversary
who directs these devices to attack the system.
We consider the susceptibility of federated learning to
sybil attacks and propose a taxonomy of sybil objectives
and strategies in this setting. We describe a new DoS attack that we term training inflation and present several ways
to carry out this attack. We then evaluate recent distributed
ML fault tolerance proposals and show that these are insufficient to mitigate several sybil-based attacks. Finally, we
introduce a defense against targeted sybil-based poisoning
called FoolsGold, which identifies sybils based on the diversity of client updates. We show that FoolsGold exceeds state
of the art approaches when countering several types of poisoning attacks. Our work is open source and is available online:
https://github.com/DistributedML/FoolsGold

1

Introduction

To train multi-party machine learning (ML) models from
user-generated data, clients share their training data with services, which can be computationally expensive and privacyviolating. Federated learning (FL) [10, 39, 40] is a recent
solution to both problems: data is kept on the client device
and only model parameters are transferred to a central aggregator while training. Clients maintain a basic level of privacy
by computing their model updates locally and independently,
enabling collaborative ML in resource-constrained settings
such as over a mobile network or in IoT(Internet of Things)
deployments [24, 29, 49, 57].
However, FL widens the attack surface of the machine
learning process: clients, who previously acted only as passive
data providers, can now observe intermediate model states
and adaptively contribute arbitrary information as part of de-
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centralized training. For example, adversaries posing as honest clients can send erroneous updates to poison the trained
model [3, 8, 15, 19, 23, 28, 36], invert or reconstruct the data of
honest clients [26, 41, 42, 48, 54, 56], or gain access to models
without usefully contributing [34].
Previous work has shown that adversaries who control
more clients in a federated learning deployment can carry
out poisoning attacks with more damage [52], and they can
mount more elaborate and elusive attacks with coordinated
malicious clients [58]. Such sybil-based attacks [18], in which
an adversary controls multiple malicious clients, have been
mentioned only in passing in existing work on FL [6, 30, 33,
35]. In this paper we focus on sybil attacks and contribute a
taxonomy of sybil strategies that can be used to exacerbate
known attacks against FL. As part of this process we define a
new category of sybil-specific denial of service (DoS) attack
that we term training inflation.
Having defined a space of sybil strategies and corresponding malicious objectives (e.g., model poisoning) in the context
of FL, we consider the defenses. Existing work has explored
several ways to defend the FL training process [9, 50, 60, 61].
We evaluate these defenses in the context of sybil-based attacks. Our results demonstrate that none of these defenses are
effective, particularly against a large number of sybils.
Consequently, we propose a defense called FoolsGold to
counter one class of sybil-based attacks on FL: targeted poisoning by sybil clones. In a targeted poisoning attack, these
clones contribute updates towards a specific poisoning objective. In expectation over the training process, this targeting
reveals sybils through behavior that is more similar to each
other than the similarity observed amongst the honest clients.
FoolsGold’s insight is to use this characteristic behavior to
detect and reject poisoned contributions by adapting client
learning rates based on client contribution similarity.
Our evaluation shows that FoolsGold defends FL from
targeted poisoning by a large number of sybils, with only minimal change to the server-side algorithm and no change to the
client-side algorithms. We evaluate FoolsGold on 4 diverse
data sets (MNIST [31], VGGFace2 [14], KDDCup99 [17],
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Amazon Reviews [17]) and 3 model types (1-layer Softmax,
Squeezenet, VGGNet) and find that our approach mitigates
poisoning attacks under a variety of conditions, including different distributions of client data, varying poisoning targets,
and various sybil strategies.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
? We provide a taxonomy of sybil-based attacks on federated learning, which includes sybil strategies paired with
an objective based on existing work on attacks against
FL. We use this taxonomy to motivate open research
problems in this space, and contribute a new type of DoS
attack that we term training inflation.
? We evaluate existing defenses against malicious sybilbased attacks on ML (Multi-Krum [9], median [62],
trimmed mean [62]).
? We design, implement, and evaluate a novel defense
against sybil-based targeted poisoning attacks for federated learning that uses an adaptive learning rate per
client based on inter-client contribution similarity.
? In the context of colluding sybils, we design and evaluate
intelligent poisoning attacks performed across sybils,
and show that FoolsGold can defend against them, while
suggesting strategies for further mitigation.

2

Background

Machine Learning (ML). Many ML problems are the minimization of a loss function in a large Euclidean space. For an
ML classification task that predicts a discrete class; prediction
errors result in a higher loss. Given a set of training data and
a proposed model, ML algorithms train, or find an optimal
set of parameters, for the given training set.
Stochastic gradient descent (SGD). One approach in ML
is to use stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [12], an iterative
algorithm that selects a batch of training examples, uses them
to compute gradients on the parameters of the current model,
and takes gradient steps in the direction that minimizes the
loss function. The algorithm then updates the model parameters and another iteration is performed. SGD is a general
learning algorithm that can be used to train a wide variety
of models, including deep neural networks [12]. We assume
SGD as the optimization algorithm in this paper. In SGD, the
model parameters w are updated at each iteration t as follows:
wt+1 = wt − ηt (

1
∇l(wt , xi , yi ) + λ||wt || p ) (1)
b (x ,y∑)∈B
i i

t

where ηt represents a local learning rate, λ is a regularization
parameter on an L p norm of the parameters that prevents
over-fitting, Bt represents a gradient batch of training data
examples (xi , yi ) of size b and ∇l represents the gradient of
the loss function.
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Federated learning [39]. We assume a standard federated
learning setting, in which training data is distributed across
multiple clients and the aggregator does not see any training
data.
The distributed learning process is performed by a set of
clients over synchronous update rounds, in which an aggregation of the k client updates, weighted by their proportional
dataset size nnk , is applied to the model atomically.
wg,t+1 = wg,t + ∑
k

nk
∆wk,t
n

Even if the training data is distributed such that it is not independent and identically distributed (non-IID), federated
learning can still attain convergence. For example, federated
learning can train an MNIST [31] digit recognition classifier
in a setting where each client only holds data of 1 of the digits
(0-9).
Federated learning comes in two forms: FEDSGD, in which
each client sends every SGD update to the server, and FEDAVG, in which clients locally aggregate multiple SGD iterations before sending updates to the server, which is more
communication efficient [39].

3

Threat model for sybil-based attacks on FL

Setting assumptions. We are focused on FL and therefore
assume that data is distributed across clients and hidden, such
as in an IoT deployment with multiple devices distributed in
people’s homes. The adversary can only access and influence
the model state through the FL API. They cannot observe
the training data of other honest clients. The adversary can
observe the global change in model state to learn the total averaged update across all clients, but they cannot view individual
honest client updates.
We assume that the server is uncompromised and is not
malicious. In general, sybils can also be prevented nonalgorithmically through techniques such as CAPTCHAs or
device-specific asymmetric keys. We assume that such account or device verification services in the FL system do not
exist, or that the adversary has the means to bypass these
solutions.
Attacker capability. A system like FL, that allows clients to
join and leave, is susceptible to sybil attacks [18] in which an
adversary gains influence by joining a system using multiple
colluding aliases. Sybil attacks are especially prevalent in IoT
sensor networks [44], an emerging use case for FL [13, 33].
In this work, we assume that an adversary leverage sybils to
mount more powerful attacks on FL.
While an attacker’s influence on the system may increase
with more sybils, the information the sybils learn from the
system remains constant: a snapshot of the global model. The
attack strategies are therefore more limited. The same holds
for defenses: since no auxiliary information is assumed, sybil
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Dimension

Poisoner objective
Attack
target

Feature space

Rd

True objective

Figure 1: Targeted poisoning attack in SGD. The dotted red
vectors are sybil contributions that drive the model towards the
poisoner’s objective. The solid green vectors are contributed
by honest clients that drive towards the true objective.
Target
Model
quality
Privacy

Utility

Attack type
Untargeted poisoning [19,59]
Targeted poisoning
[3,6,36,58,§7.3,§7.4]
Data inversion [26,48,56]
Membership inference
[41,42,54]
Model free riding [34]

Resource Training time inflation §5.2
Bandwidth inflation
CPU inflation

Attack objective
Decrease model accuracy
Decrease model accuracy
on target class only
Learn data from clients
Determine if a client has
certain data
Access model without
usefully contributing
Increase training time
Increase bandwidth used
by server/clients
Increase CPU usage at
server/clients

Table 1: Types of attacks against Federated Learning.

defenses based on e.g., information from social networks or
peer-to-peer systems are not applicable [22, 53, 55, 63, 64].
Next, we review different adversarial objectives and examples of attack variants that achieve these objectives in the
context of FL.

4

Attack objectives and strategies in FL

FL is susceptible to a variety of attack objectives and strategies. We now review the attack objectives in Table 1. In Section 4.2 we will review the strategies in Table 2 and discuss
their intersection in Table 3.
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Sybil strategy

Description
Sybils perform optimization
Data
Clones
steps on identical local dataset
Sybils perform optimization
Act-alikes
steps on diﬀerent local dataset
Sybils use synthetic gradients
Clowns
not based on dataset
Coordination Uncoordinated Sybils act without coordination
Sybils coordinate and weakly
Swarm
synchronize states
Sybils coordinate and
Puppets
synchronize on each round
Churn
Sybils join and stay
Remainers
Sybils join and leave
Churners

Table 2: High-level sybil strategies in Federated Learning.

4.1

Attack objectives

Attacking trained model quality. Adversaries may attack
the quality of the model by supplying strategic inputs during training. In untargeted poisoning, the adversary aims to
produce a model with low test accuracy that performs poorly
across all classes [19, 59].
In targeted poisoning, the adversary directs the shared
model towards a more specific objective. The adversary’s
goal is to produce a model where a subset of inputs are classified as a different, incorrect class. For example, this subset
could be a source class (label-flipping attack [5]) or a set of
images with a curated pattern (backdoor attack [3, 23]). To
avoid detection of such poisoning attacks, the prediction accuracy of classes unrelated to the attack should not change. In
FL, each client has an equal share of the aggregated gradient
and attackers can attack any class with enough influence by
generating additional sybils as shown in Figure 1.
Later in the paper we will demonstrate the vulnerability of
FL to targeted poisoning by sybils (Section 5.3) and design
and evaluate a new defense, FoolsGold, to defend against
these types of attacks (Sections 6 and 7).
Attacking privacy of honest clients. Clients in FL possess
a subset of data that is not explicitly shared with other clients.
This enables learning over private datasets [39]. Although
adversaries cannot access the training data at honest clients,
they may attack the model and infer sensitive client information from the changes in the model state. An adversary may
even influence the shared model to have it leak more private
information in future iterations.
In a data inversion attack, the adversary reconstructs the
training data of a targeted honest client [27] by generating a
sample that closely represents the training data of a specific
client. Alternatively, in a membership inference attack, the
adversary determines whether or not a client has a specific
datapoint in their dataset [41].
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Table 2
Sybil strategies

Table 1
Attack types

Churn
Data
Remainers Clones

Churners

Coordination U.Poison T.Poison D.Inversion M.Infer M.Free T.Inflate
Uncoordinated
[41]
FoolsGold
Swarm
§6
Puppets
Act-alikes Uncoordinated
[58]
Swarm
Puppets
Clowns
Uncoordinated
[3,6,36]
[26,48,56] [41,42,54]
[34]
§5.2
Swarm
Puppets
[19,59] §7.3, §7.4
§5.2
All
All
Unexplored

Table 3: Known combinations of sybil strategies (Table 2) and attacks (Table 1). FoolsGold (Section 6) is highlighted as a
contribution in this paper that defends against remainer clones whose goal is targeteted poisoning. The other highlighted+bolded
sections in this paper are new attack variants we contribute in this paper.
Attacking system utility. FL assumes that the utility of
model contributions is equally distributed amongst participating clients: all clients contribute data of relative equal
value to the shared model and receive a similar increase in
utility when gaining access to the shared model. In a model
free-riding attack, the adversary participates in the FL process
while providing contributions of negligible value [34]. When
the training process completes, the adversary gains access to
the shared model, despite providing no value to the system.
Attacking resources in the system. Alleviating resource usage in FL is an active area of research. Recent work has introduced model compression techniques and dropout schemes
to extend FL to resource constrained settings [13].
With this in mind, we propose a class of attacks against the
FL process itself. The aim of these attacks is to inflate the
training time, used bandwidth, or used compute cycles. These
attack variants can be seen as a form of denial of service,
since they waste resources intended for FL at the server and
honest clients. While the utility and efficacy of these attacks
depend on the configuration of the FL system [13], we show
in Section 5.2 that for some standard heuristic of early stopping criteria, sybils can inflate the training time arbitrarily by
influencing these heuristics.

4.2

Sybil attack strategies

There are many ways in which sybils may be used to implement the attacks from the previous section. In this section we
provide a preliminary taxonomy of how an adversary may
mount a sybil-based attack (Table 2). We also provide an
intersection of these strategies and their known attack variants (from Table 1) in Table 3. We consider three dimensions
that we believe are key to understanding sybil attacks (and
defending against them): data distribution among sybils, level
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of sybil coordination, and level of sybil churn.
Data distribution among sybils. In FL, clients, whether honest or malicious, provide updates to the shared model. These
updates are assumed to be the result of an optimization algorithm based on client training data. They may be based on
identical datasets at sybils (clones), different datasets (actalikes), or may even be generated synthetically by sybils
through an algorithm (clowns). Most known attacks on
FL use synthesized gradients to achieve their attack objective [3, 19, 59].
Level of sybil coordination. An adversary that generates an
increasing number of sybils, increases their influence on the
system. This influence may be a type of a brute force strategy
(uncoordinated), in which the honest clients are simply overpowered by the sybils on their desired objective. Alternatively,
sybils may communicate amongst themselves before generating the next series of model updates. The state shared between
sybils may be weakly consistent (swarm), through infrequent
synchronization, or strongly consistent (puppets) through frequent synchronization, enabling more advanced attacks that
require complex computation and communication.
The majority of attacks on FL use uncoordinated sybils.
While some attacks use synchronized strategies [19,59], these
are limited to untargeted poisoning. In Sections 7.3 and 7.4,
we demonstrate the power of these strategies by designing
novel synchronized attacks against our FoolsGold defense.
Churn level of sybils. Although sybil churn is presently not
used by defenses or attacks on FL, the churn level may impact defenses that rely on stateful client tracking during the
learning process. Sybils that remain in the system (remainers)
for an extended period of time may use their stability to build
up their reputation with the server. Sybils that join, leave, and
re-join the system (churners) may use churn to prevent the
server from linking their activity across sessions.
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Existing defenses for FL

In the general ML setting, defenses rely on access to the training data [4] or access to the training process itself [7, 25, 45]
to defend against adversaries. Since FL does not have access
to these elements, FL defenses are limited to those that use robust aggregation schemes, as these operate on the server only.
Several such aggregation techniques have been proposed to
defend against Byzantine adversaries in FL, including MultiKrum [9], median [62], and trimmed mean [62].
At each iteration of Multi-Krum aggregation, the total
Euclidean distance from the n − f − 2 nearest neighbors is
calculated for each client contribution. The f updates with
the highest distances are removed and the average of the
remaining updates is calculated.
When using the median aggregation technique, the
element-wise median (the global update value for a parameter ∆W j is the median of ∆w j ) across all clients is used as
the global update. Similarly, when using the trimmed mean
aggregation technique, the highest and lowest β values for
each feature are removed prior to computing the aggregated
mean.
For all three techniques above, a successful defense requires
an explicit bound on the maximum number of Byzantine
clients. We show that if an adversary can spawn an arbitrarily
large number of sybils, these techniques fail to work.

5.2
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Figure 3: Training inflation attack with 5 sybils on FL with
Multi-Krum when f = 2.

Can current defenses handle sybils?

We show next that, even when only assuming attacks from
uncoordinated clones, current defenses are inadequate in defending FL from sybils.

5.1

Baseline
Adaptive

0.4

20000

Figure 2: Training inflation attack on FL with 5 sybils.

5

Validation Error

Validation Error
L2-Norm

Baseline
Adaptive

0.4

Training inflation attacks by sybil clones

Sybils can attack FL training by performing a training inflation attack. In this section, we show that when typical convergence heuristics are used, sybil clones can inflate the training
time for as long as they wish, consuming shared resources on
both the server and clients.
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An ML training process needs a stopping condition, such
as a fixed-length heuristic like the number of iterations or the
number of training epochs. For better training efficiency, the
process may also use a dynamic early stopping heuristic, typically based on the norm of the gradients [37], or the validation
error [47].
We show both the average L2 norm of model updates and
the validation error across iterations on both a baseline FL system (Figure 2) and an FL system with Multi-Krum (Figure 3).
In evaluating Multi-Krum as a defense, when the parameter f
is greater than the number of sybils, the attack is prevented.
Figure 3 shows that Multi-Krum is ineffective for the case
when an adversary can command more than f sybils.
In this experiment, 10 honest clients with a uniform sample of the MNIST dataset train a 1-layer softmax classifier;
5 sybils join the system and perform untargeted poisoning
that causes the training to continue indefinitely (“Attacked”).
Since this strategy is likely to be noticed by the server, we
also show that sybils may choose to stop poisoning the model,
either by sending negligibly small gradients (“Adaptive”) or
by slowly reducing their own learning rate (“Adaptive Slow”).
In all attack variants, the model either does not converge, or
only converges when the adversary allows it to.

5.3

Poisoning attacks by sybil clones

We demonstrate the ineffectiveness of prior defenses by performing a targeted poisoning attack with sybil clones in a
non-IID FL setting, where 10 clients train an MNIST 1-layer
softmax classifier; each client holds a distinct digit from the
original training dataset.
We perform the attack against a variety of aggregation
techniques: Multi-Krum (using f = sybils, the best case scenario for the defense), median, trimmed-mean (using β =
[10%, 20%]), a baseline evaluation (using the mean across
clients) and FoolsGold, our proposed solution that relies
on client similarity, described in detail in Section 6 (using
FEDSGD and FEDAVG)1 .
1 In

prior work [20], we also performed a targeted sybil-based poisoning
attack against RONI [5], a defense that relies on a validation dataset, but
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Figure 4: Label-flipping attack rate for varying number of
sybils, for FL (Baseline), Multi-Krum, Median, Trimmed
Mean and FoolsGold.

Figure 5: Backdoor attack rate for varying number of sybils,
for FL (Baseline), Multi-Krum, Median, Trimmed Mean and
FoolsGold.

To perform the label-flipped attack, each sybil client holds
the same dataset of 1s, all labeled as 7s. A successful labelflipping attack would produce a model that incorrectly classifies all 1s as 7s. To perform the backdoor attack, we use a
single white pixel in the bottom-right corner as the backdoor
pattern [23]. Each sybil client holds a random uniform subset
of the MNIST data, where each image is marked with a white
pixel in the bottom-right corner of the image, and labeled as a
7. A successful backdoor attack results in a model where all
images with the backdoor inserted (white bottom-right pixel)
would be predicted as a 7, regardless of the other information
in the image.
For both attacks, the number of sybils executing the attack
increases from 0 to 9. Figures 4 and 5 show the performance
of the approaches against the label-flipping and backdoor attacks respectively, where the attack rate is defined as the proportion of targeted examples (originally labeled 1s or images
with the backdoor pixel) in the test set that are misclassified
as 7s (the poisoning objective).
As soon as the proportion of sybil-based poisoners for a
single class increases beyond the corresponding number of
honest clients that hold that class (which is 1 in this case), the
attack rate increases significantly for naive averaging (labeled
as “Baseline”).
The performance of Multi-Krum is especially poor in the
non-IID setting. When the variance of updates among honest
clients is high, and the variance of updates among sybils is
lower, Multi-Krum removes honest clients from the system.
Multi-Krum is unsuitable for defending FL against sybils in
its intended non-IID setting. Similarly, both the median and
the trimmed mean are inadequate once the number of sybils
increases. In all cases, a large number of sybils will skew this
summary statistic, causing FL to fail.
Summary statistics are not a viable solution to sybils.
Clearly, when sybils are present in a FL system, relying on
a summary statistic (such as the mean, median, mode or any
distribution-based summarizing technique) is an inadequate
defense. When the number of sybils is high enough, these

statistics are manipulated by the adversary and in fact will
cause honest contributions to be labeled as anomalous and
removed.
FoolsGold is a defense that does not require explicit parameterization of the number of attackers. The key assumption
in FoolsGold is that: when performing targeted poisoning,
sybils contribute updates that appear more similar than the
expected similarity found between honest clients. When an
abnormally high similarity is observed, those client contributions are penalized with a lower learning rate. We further
discuss the design and motivation of FoolsGold in Section 6.
In contrast to the summary statistics described above, FoolsGold penalizes attackers further as the proportion of similar updates increases, and in Figures 4 and 5 FoolsGold remains robust even with 9 sybils. Since this attack uses clientcontribution similarity, FoolsGold performs the worst when
defending against one poisoner. We mitigate this weakness in
Section 7.7.
In the rest of the paper we focus on targeted poisoning
attacks and defenses in the context of clone-based sybils.

found that RONI was trivially beaten by the sybil-based poisoning attack and
we therefore omit these results for space.
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6

FoolsGold: countering targeted sybil poisoning attacks

We now describe FoolsGold, a defense that uses client similarity to prevent sybil-based targeted poisoning attacks in FL2 .
Unlike other defenses, FoolsGold does not require knowledge
of the number of sybils, does not require modifications to
the client-side protocol, and only uses state from the learning
process itself. The FoolsGold algorithm and motivation are
also described in our prior work [20].

6.1

FoolsGold threat model

In our setting, sybils observe global model state and send
any arbitrary gradient contribution to the aggregator at any
iteration. We assume that some honest clients have unpoisoned training data, requiring that every class in the model
2 System

implementation and experiments are available at https://
github.com/DistributedML/FoolsGold
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Figure 6: Dashed lines are gradient updates from three clients
(2 sybils, 1 honest). Solid lines are aggregated update vectors.
The angle between the aggregated update vectors of sybil
clients (θ) is smaller than between those of the honest client
and a sybil (γ). Cosine similarity would reflect this similarity.
is represented by at least one honest client’s dataset. Without
these honest clients, no contribution-based defense is possible
since the model would be unable to learn anything about these
classes in the first place.
One possible attack strategy involves scaling malicious
updates to overpower honest clients [3, 61]. However, since
state of the art magnitude-based detection methods succeed
in preventing these attacks [9, 61], we do not consider this
strategy in our work.
Secure-aggregation for FL provides privacy by obfuscating
client updates [11]. For any server-side defense to operate
through observation of malicious updates, we must assume
that these types of obfuscations are not used. We also require
that FL is performed synchronously, as is assumed by most
other attacks and defenses in FL [9, 19, 59, 61, 62].
Client-side differential privacy has also been proposed in
FL [21]: from the server’s perspective, the aggregation rules
are performed in the same way. Furthermore, since the algorithm is performed on the client device, we assume that sybils
are not required to respect this protocol when performing
attacks.

6.2

FoolsGold design

In the FL protocol (Algorithm 1), gradient updates are collected and aggregated in synchronous update rounds3 .
When each client’s training data is non-IID and has a
unique distribution, we assume that honest clients can be
distinguished from act-alike sybils by the diversity of their
gradient updates: sybils will contribute updates that appear
more similar to each other than those among honest clients.
Although this assumption is most clear in the federated nonIID setting, FoolsGold does not rely on the data being non3 From

the aggregator perspective, this is true regardless of FEDAVG or
FEDSGD. We show that FoolsGold can be applied in both settings.
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Data: Initial Model w0 and SGD updates ∆i,t from each client i
at iteration t. Confidence parameter κ
for Iteration T do
// Per client learning rate for iteration T
Initialize α
for All clients i do
// Updates history
T ∆
Let Hi be the aggregate historical vector ∑t=1
i,t
// Feature importance
Let ST be the weight of important features at iteration
T
for All other clients j do
Let csi j be the ST -weighted cosine similarity
between Hi and H j
end
Let vi = max j (csi )
end
for All clients i do
for All clients j do
// Pardoning
if v j > vi then
csi j ∗= vi /v j
end
end
// Per-row maximums
αi = 1 − max j (csi )
end
// Normalize learning rates to 0-1 range
α = α/ maxi (α)
// Element-wise logit function
α = κ(ln[(α)/(1 − α)] + 0.5)
// Federated SGD iteration
wT = wT −1 + ∑i αi , ∆i
end

Algorithm 1: FoolsGold learning algorithm.

IID; we also explore FoolsGold’s performance in varying IID
settings in Section 7.2.
FoolsGold adapts the learning rate αi per client4 based on
(1) the update similarity among indicative features in any
given iteration, and (2) historical information from past iterations.
Cosine similarity. We use cosine similarity to measure the
angular distance between updates. This is preferred to Euclidean distance since sybils can manipulate the magnitude
of a gradient to achieve dissimilarity, but the direction of a
gradient is indicative of the update’s objective.
Feature importance. From the perspective of a poisoning
attack, there are three types of features in the model: (1)
features that are relevant to the correctness of the model, but
must be modified for a successful attack, (2) features that are
relevant to the correctness of the model, but irrelevant for the
attack, and (3) features that are irrelevant to both the attack
4 Note

that we use α for the FoolsGold assigned learning rate, and η for
the traditional, local learning rate. These are independent of each other.
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and the model effectiveness.
Similar to other decentralized poisoning defenses [50], we
look for similarity only in the indicative features (type 1 and
2) in the model. This prevents adversaries from manipulating irrelevant features while performing an attack, which is
evaluated in Section 7.3.
The indicative features are found by measuring the magnitude of model parameters in the output layer of the global
model, since this maps directly to its influence on the prediction probability [51]. The updates on these features can be
removed based on a threshold (hard) or re-weighed based on
their influence on the model (soft), and are normalized across
all classes.
For deep neural networks, we do not consider the magnitude of values in the non-output layers of the model, which do
not map directly to output probabilities and are more difficult
to reason about. Recent work on feature influence in deep
neural networks [1, 16, 32] may better capture the intent of
sybil-based poisoning attacks in deep learning and we leave
this analysis as future work.
Update history. FoolsGold maintains a history of updates
from each client by aggregating the updates over multiple
iterations (line 4). To better estimate client similarity, FoolsGold computes the pairwise similarity between aggregated
historical updates instead of the updates from just the current
iteration.
Figure 6 shows that even for two sybils with a common target objective, updates at a given iteration may diverge due to
the variance of SGD. However, the cosine similarity between
the sybils’ aggregated historical updates tends to converge
towards the malicious objective, providing a more accurate
estimate of the client intent.
We interpret the cosine similarity on the indicative features,
a value between -1 and 1, as a representation of how strongly
two clients are acting as sybils. We define vi as the maximum
pairwise similarity for a client i, ensuring that as long as one
such interaction exists, we can devalue the contribution while
staying robust to an increasing number of sybils.
Pardoning. Since we have weak guarantees on the cosine
similarities between an honest client and sybils, honest clients
may be incorrectly penalized under this scheme. We introduce
a pardoning mechanism that avoids penalizing such honest
clients by re-weighing the cosine similarity by the ratio of
vi and v j (line 14), reducing false positives. The new client
learning rate αi is then found by inverting the maximum
similarity scores along the 0-1 domain. Since we assume at
least one client in the system is honest, we rescale the vector
such that the maximum adaption of the learning rate is 1
(line 19). This ensures that at least one client will have an
unmodified update and encourages that a system with only
honest nodes will not penalize their contributions.
Logit. However, even for very similar updates, the cosine
similarity may be less than one. An attacker may exploit this
by increasing the number of sybils to remain influential. We
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Dataset
MNIST
VGGFace2
KDDCup
Amazon

Examples
60,000
7,380
494,020
1,500

Classes
10
10
23
50

Features
784
150,528
41
10,000

Model
1-layer
ImageNet
1-layer
1-layer

Table 4: Datasets used in this evaluation.
therefore want to encourage a higher divergence for values
that are near the tails of this function, and avoid penalizing
honest clients with a low, non-zero similarity value. Thus, we
use the logit function (the inverse sigmoid function) centered
at 0.5 (line 20), to encourage these properties. We also expose
a confidence parameter κ that scales the logit function and
show in Appendix A that κ and can be set as a function of the
expected data distribution among clients.
When taking the result of the logit function, any value exceeding the 0-1 range is clipped and rounded to its respective
boundary value. Finally, the gradient update is calculated by
applying the final re-scaled learning rate to the global model.

7

FoolsGold evaluation

We evaluate FoolsGold on a federated learning prototype
implemented in 600 lines of Python. The prototype includes
150 lines for FoolsGold, implementing Algorithm 1. We use
scikit-learn [46] to compute cosine similarity of vectors. For
each experiment below, we partition the original training data
into disjoint training sets, locally compute SGD updates on
each dataset, and aggregate the updates using the described
FoolsGold method to train a globally shared classifier.
We evaluate our prototype on four classification datasets
(described in Table 4): MNIST [31], a digit classification
problem, VGGFace2 [14], a facial recognition problem, KDDCup [17], which contains classified network intrusion patterns, and Amazon [17], which contains text from product
reviews.
Each dataset was selected for one of its particularities.
MNIST was chosen as the baseline dataset for evaluation
since it was used extensively in the original federated learning evaluation [39]. The VGGFace2 dataset was chosen as
a more complex learning task that requires deep neural networks to solve. For simplicity in evaluating poisoning attacks,
we limit this dataset to the top 10 most frequent classes only.
The KDDCup dataset has a relatively low number of features,
and contains a massive class imbalance: some classes have
as few as 5 examples, while some have over 280,000. Lastly,
the Amazon dataset is unique in that it has few examples and
contains text data: each review is one-hot-encoded, resulting
in a large feature vector of size 10,000.
For all the experiments in this section, we perform targeted poisoning attacks that attempt to encourage a source
label/pattern to be classified as a target label while training
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through federated learning5 . In our baseline experiments, each
class is solely owned by a single client, which is consistent
with the federated learning baseline. In all experiments the
number of honest clients matches the number of classes used
in the dataset: 10 for MNIST and VGGFace2, 23 for KDDCup, and 50 for Amazon. For more-IID settings, we modify
the distribution of client data and consider settings where
classes overlap between clients in Section 7.2.
For MNIST, KDDCup, and Amazon, we train a 1-layer softmax classifier. For VGGFace2, we use two popular pre-trained
Imagenet architectures from the torchvision package [38]:
SqueezeNet1.1, a compressed model of 727,000 parameters
designed for edge devices; and VGGNet11, a larger model of
128,000,000 parameters. When comparing client similarity
for FoolsGold, we only use the features in the final output
layer’s gradients (fully connected layer in VGGNet and 10
1x1 convolutional kernels in SqueezeNet).
In MNIST, the data is already divided into 60,000 training
examples and 10,000 test examples [31]. For VGGFace2,
KDDCup and Amazon, we randomly partition 70% of the
total data as training data and 30% as test data. The test data
is used to evaluate two metrics that represent the performance
of our algorithm: the attack rate, which is the proportion
of attack targets (source labels/patterns) that are incorrectly
classified as the target label, and the test accuracy, which is
the proportion of examples in the test set that are correctly
classified.
The MNIST and KDDCup datasets were executed with
3,000 iterations and a batch size of 50 unless otherwise stated.
For Amazon, due to the high number of features and low
number of samples per class, we train for 100 iterations and
a batch size of 10. For VGGFace2, we train for 500 iterations with batch size of 8, momentum 0.9, weight decay
0.0001, and learning rate 0.001. These values were found
using cross validation in the training set. During training,
images were resized to 256x256 and randomly cropped and
flipped to 224x224. During testing, images were resized to
256x256 and a 224x224 center was cropped.
We showed FoolsGold’s effectiveness both when FEDSGD
and FEDAVG are used by the clients. Since the difference
between FEDSGD and FEDAVG was negligible in Figures 4
and 5, we continued to use FEDSGD for all future experiments.
We report the mean across 5 experiments in all cases. For
each experiment, FoolsGold is parameterized with a confidence parameter κ = 1, and does not use the historical gradient or the significant features filter (we evaluate these design
elements independently in Section 7.3 and 7.5, respectively).

5 For the MNIST, VGGFace2, and Amazon datasets, we evaluated all
source/target class pairs and found that the performance difference between
these attacks was marginal.
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Attack
A-1
A-5
A-5x5
A-OnOne
A-99

Description
1 sybil attacks.
5 sybils attack.
5 sets of 5 sybils, concurrent
attacks.
5 sybils executing 5 attacks
on the same target class.
99% sybils, same attack.

Dataset
All
All
MNIST, Amazon,
VGGFaces2
KDDCup99
MNIST

Table 5: Canonical attacks used in our evaluation.

7.1

Canonical attack scenarios

Our evaluation uses a set of 5 canonical attack scenarios
across the four datasets (Table 5). Attack A-1 is a traditional
poisoning attack: a single client joins the federated learning
system with poisoned data. Attack A-5 is the same attack performed with 5 sybil clients in the system. Each client sends
updates for a subset of its data through SGD, meaning that
their updates are not identical. Attack A-5x5 evaluates FoolsGold’s ability to thwart multiple attacks at once: 5 sets of
client sybils attack the system concurrently, and we assume
that the classes in these attacks do not overlap6 .
Since KDDCup99 is a unique dataset with severe class
imbalance, instead of using an A-5x5 attack we choose to
perform a different attack, A-OnOne. In KDDCup99, data
from various network traffic patterns are provided. Class ‘Normal’ identifies patterns without any network attack, and is
proportionally large (∼ 20% of the data). When attacking
KDDCup99, we assume that adversaries mislabel malicious
attack patterns, which are proportionally small, (on average
∼ 2% of the data) and poison the malicious class towards
the ‘Normal’ class. A-OnOne is a unique attack for KDDCup
in which 5 different malicious patterns are each labeled as
‘Normal’, and each attack is performed concurrently.
Finally, we use A-99 to illustrate the robustness of FoolsGold to a massively powerful adversary that generates 990
sybils to overpower a network of 10 honest clients, all of them
performing the same attack against MNIST.
Since we use these canonical attacks throughout this work,
we first evaluate FoolsGold against each attack on their respective datasets and models. Figure 7 plots the attack rate and
test accuracy for each attack in Table 5. We also show results
for the system without attacks: the original federated learning algorithm (FL-NA) and the system with the FoolsGold
algorithm (FG-NA).
Figure 7 shows that for most attacks, FoolsGold effectively
prevents the attack while maintaining high test accuracy. As
FoolsGold faces larger groups of sybils, it has more information to more reliably detect similarity between sybils. FoolsGold performs worst on the A-1 attacks in which only one
malicious client attacks the system. This is expected; without
6 We do not perform a 1-2 attack in parallel with a 2-3 attack, since
evaluating the 1-2 attack would be biased by the performance of the 2-3
attack.
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Figure 7: Test accuracy (blue bars) and attack rate (red ticks) for canonical attacks against the relevant canonical datasets.
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Figure 8: A visualization of the historical gradient of each
clients on the Squeezenet model, in the non-IID (left) and
IID (right) case. The top 10 rows show the gradient vector
of honest clients; the bottom 5 rows for sybils performing a
targeted 0-1 attack.

Figure 9: The attack rates on the MNIST (with softmax model)
and VGGFace2 (with SqueezeNet model) datasets for varying
sybil and honest client data distributions. 0 means that the
data is completely disjoint by class; 100 means that the data
is uniformly distributed.

multiple colluding sybils, malicious and honest clients are
indistinguishable to FoolsGold.
Another point of interest is the prevalence of false positives.
In A-1 KDDCup, our system incorrectly penalized an honest
client for colluding with the attacker, lowering the prediction
rate of the honest client as the defense was applied. We observe that the two primary reasons for low test accuracy are
either a high attack rate (false negatives) or a high target class
error rate (false positives). We also discuss false positives
from data similarity in Section 7.2.

T
the historical vector ∑t=0
∆i,T in a non-IID setting. Since each
honest client has data corresponding to a unique class, their
gradients are highly dissimilar, and since the sybils have the
same poisoning dataset for a 0-1 attack, their gradients are
highly similar. Therefore, FoolsGold can easily detect the
sybil gradients.
The right half of Figure 8 shows the historical vector
T
∆i,T in a full-IID setting. Despite the honest clients hold∑t=0
ing uniform samples of the training data, the stochasticity of
SGD introduces variance between them. The sybil gradients
are still uniquely distinct as a result of their poisoned data, as
seen in the bottom left corners of Figure 8. Even with only
10% poisoned data, executing a targeted poisoning attack produces fundamentally similar gradient updates in both full-IID
and non-IID settings, enabling FoolsGold to succeed.
To test FoolsGold under diverse data distribution assumptions, we conduct an A-5 0-1 attack (with 5 sybils) on
MNIST and VGGFace2 with 10 honest clients while varying the proportion of shared labels between both the sybils
and honest clients. We varied these proportions over a grid
(Dsybil , Dhonest ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}), where D refers to the
ratio of disjoint data to shared data. D = 0 refers to a non-IID
setting where each client’s local dataset is composed of a single class, and x = 1 refers to a setting where each client’s local

7.2

FoolsGold on varying IID settings

By design, FoolsGold relies on the assumption that training
data is sufficiently dissimilar between clients. However, a
more realistic scenario may involve settings where local client
data distributions overlap more significantly.
To understand how FoolsGold handles these situations, we
execute a VGGFace2 A-5 experiment under varying client
distributions. Figure 8 shows each client’s FoolsGold vector
after 3000 training iterations, where each row shows the flattened historical gradient of a client on their final softmax layer.
The top 10 rows correspond to honest clients and the bottom
5 rows correspond to sybils. The left half of Figure 8 shows
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7.3

Attacks using intelligent perturbations

A set of intelligent sybils could synchronize and send pairs of
updates with careful perturbations that are designed to sum to
zero. For example, if an attacker draws a perturbation vector
ζ, two malicious updates a1 and a2 could be contributed as v1
and v2 , such that v1 = a1 + ζ and v2 = a2 − ζ.
Since the perturbation vector ζ has nothing to do with the
poisoning objective, its inclusion will add dissimilarity to the
malicious updates and decrease FoolsGold’s effectiveness in
detecting them. Also note that the sum of these two updates
is still the same: v1 + v2 = a1 + a2 . This strategy can also
be scaled beyond 2 sybils by taking orthogonal perturbation
vectors and their negation: for any subset of these vectors, the
cosine similarity is 0 or -1, while the sum remains 0.
As explained in Section 6, this attack is most effective if
ζ is only applied to features of type (3): those which are not
important for the model or the attack. The attack is mitigated
by filtering for indicative features in the model. Instead of
looking at the cosine similarity between updates across all
features in the model, we look at a weighted cosine similarity
based on feature importance.
To evaluate the importance of this mechanism to the poisoning attack, we execute the intelligent perturbation attack
7 In prior work [20], we also evaluated FoolsGold against other method
for increased SGD diversity: mixing honest data with malicious data and
using settings with a decreased SGD batch size.
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1.0
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dataset is uniformly sampled from all classes. For all other
cases, clients hold a proportion of Dhonest uniform data and
(1 − Dhonest ) non-IID data from a single class. For sybils, we
first create an honest client using the above mechanism, and
flip all 0 labels to a 1 to perform a targeted attack. Therefore,
when Dsybil = 0, sybils will hold a full dataset of 0-1 poisoned
data, and when Dsybil = 1, sybils will hold a dataset of 10%
poisoned 0-1 data, and 90% uniform data from classes 1-9.
FoolsGold defends against poisoning attacks for all
(Dsybil , Dhonest ) combinations: the maximum attack rate was
less than 1% for both the MNIST and VGGFace2 datasets, using both SqueezeNet and VGGNet. We show these results in
Figure 9. In summary, an attacker cannot subvert FoolsGold
by manipulating their malicious data distribution7 . Instead,
they must directly manipulate their gradient outputs, which
we explore next.
If an attacker is aware of the FoolsGold algorithm, they may
attempt to send updates in ways that encourage additional
dissimilarity. This is an active trade-off: as attacker updates
become less similar to each other (lower chance of detection),
they become less focused towards the poisoning objective
(lower attack utility).
Next, we consider and evaluate two synchronized sybil
strategies in which attackers may subvert FoolsGold: (1) perturbing contributed updates to maximize dissimilarity, and (2)
infrequently and adaptively sending poisoned updates.

Attack Rate
Test Accuracy
Soft Attack Rate
Soft Test Accuracy

0.6
0.4
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0.8

Proportion of Indicative Features
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Figure 10: The performance of the optimal perturbation attack
on MNIST with varying indicative feature ratio.
described above on MNIST, which contains several irrelevant
features (the black background) in each example: a pair of
sybils send v1 and v2 with intelligent perturbation ζ. We then
vary the proportion of model parameters that are defined as
indicative from 0.001 (only top 8 features on MNIST) to 1
(all features).
Figure 10 shows the attack rate and the test accuracy for
varying proportions of indicative features against an A-5 attack. We first observe that when using all of the features for
similarity (far right), the poisoning attack is successful.
Once the proportion of indicative features decreases below
0.1 (10%), the dissimilarity caused by the intelligent perturbation is removed from the cosine similarity and the poisoning
vector dominates the similarity, causing the intelligent perturbations strategy to fail with an attack rate of near 0. We also
observe that if the proportion of indicative features is too low
(0.01), the test accuracy also begins to suffer. When considering such a low number of features, honest clients appear to
collude as well, causing false positives.
We also evaluated the soft feature weighing mechanism,
which weighs each contribution proportionally based on the
model parameter itself. The results of the soft weighting
method on the same intelligent MNIST poisoning attack are
also shown in Figure 10. For both the attack rate and test
accuracy, the soft filtering mechanism is comparable to the
optimal performance of the hard filtering mechanism.

7.4

Attacks with adaptive updates

We devised another synchronized attack against FoolsGold
that manipulates its memory component. If an adversary
knows that FoolsGold uses similarity on the update history,
and is able to locally compute its own pairwise cosine similarity among sybils, they can collude and compute this information themselves, deciding only to send poisoned updates
when their historical similarity is low. We define a parameter
M for the attack strategy that represents the threshold on intersybil similarity for sybils to send a poisoned update. When
M is lower, sybils are less likely to be detected by FoolsGold
and will send their updates less often; however, this will also
lower the influence the sybils have on the global model.
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Poisoning
Success

clients in the system, the proportion of indicative features considered by FoolsGold, and the distribution of data. The exact
number of sybils required to successfully poison the model
is unknown to attackers without knowledge of the number of
honest clients and their honest training data.

Poisoning
Failure [detected]

7.5

Poisoning
Failure [weak]

Figure 11: Relationship between similarity threshold and expected ratio of sybils per honest opposing client for the synchronized adaptive attack stategy against FoolsGold with 2
sybils on MNIST.

An adversary could generate an excess number of sybils for
a successful attack, but given that the adversary is uncertain
about the influence needed to overpower the honest clients,
this is a difficult trade-off to predict for an optimal attack.
To demonstrate this, the intelligent perturbation attack
above is executed by 2 sybils on MNIST, with FoolsGold
using the soft weighing of features in its cosine similarity
(the optimal defense for MNIST against the intelligent perturbation attack). Figure 11 shows the relationship between M
and the resulting expected ratio of sybils needed to match the
influence for each honest opposing client.
For instance, if we observed that the sybils only sent poisoning gradients 25% of the time, they would need 4 sybils
to induce a comparable influence on the model. Given a prescribed similarity threshold M, the values shown are the expected number of sybils required for the optimal attack. The
attack is optimal because using less sybils does not provide
enough influence to poison the model, while using more sybils
is inefficient.
This is shown in Figure 11 with three shaded regions: in
the green region to the right (M > 0.27), the threshold is too
high and any poisoning attack is detected and removed. In
the blue region on the bottom left, the attack is not detected,
but there is an insufficient number of sybils to overpower the
honest opposing clients. Lastly, in the top left red region, the
attack succeeds, potentially with more sybils than required.
With a sufficiently large number of sybils and appropriately low threshold, attackers can subvert our current defense
for our observed datasets. Although this strategy can break
FoolsGold, finding the appropriate threshold is challenging as
it is dependent on many other factors: the number of honest
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Effects of design elements

Each of the three main design elements (history, pardoning
and logit) described in Section 6 addresses specific challenges.
In the following experiments we disabled one of the three
components and recorded the test error, attack rate, and target
class test error of the resulting model.
History. Attacks with intelligent perturbations and adaptive
updates increase the variance of updates in each iteration.
The increased variance in the updates sent by sybils cause
the cosine similarities at each iteration to be an inaccurate
approximation of a client’s sybil likelihood. Our design uses
history to address this issue, and we evaluate it by comparing
the performance of FoolsGold with and without history using
an A-5 MNIST attack with 80% poisoned data and batch size
of 1 (factors which will induce a high variance).
Pardoning. We claim that honest client updates may be similar to the updates of sybils, especially if the honest client
owns the data for the targeted class. To evaluate the necessity
and efficacy of our pardoning system, we compare the performance of FoolsGold on KDDCup with the A-AllOnOne
attack with and without pardoning.
Logit. An important motivation for using the logit function
is that adversaries could otherwise arbitrarily increase the
number of sybils to mitigate any non-zero weighting of their
updates. We evaluate the performance of FoolsGold with and
without the logit function for the A-99 MNIST attack.
Figure 12 shows the overall test error, sybil attack rate,
and target class test error for the six different evaluations. The
attack rate for the A-AllOnOne KDDCup attack is the average
attack rate for the 5 sets of sybils.
Overall, the results align with our claims. For the A-5
MNIST case, we find that history successfully mitigates attacks that otherwise would pass through in the no-history
system. Comparing the results of the A-AllOnOne KDDCup
attack, we find that, without pardoning, the test error of both
the target class and the overall test error increase while the
attack rate was negligible for both cases, indicating a high
rate of false positives for the target class. Finally, for the A-99
MNIST attack, without the logit function, the adversary was
able to mount a successful attack by overwhelming FoolsGold
with sybils, showing that the logit function is necessary to
prevent this attack.

7.6

FoolsGold performance overhead

We evaluate the runtime overhead incurred by augmenting a
federated learning system with FoolsGold. We run the system
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Figure 12: Metrics for FoolsGold with various components
independently removed.
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Figure 13: Running time overhead of FoolsGold as compared
to Federated Learning (baseline of 1), for MNIST (on a CPU)
and VGGFace2 (on a GPU).
with and without FoolsGold with 10 – 50 clients by training
an MNIST classifier on a commodity CPU and a VGGFace2
deep learning model on a Titan V CPU.
Figure 13 plots the relative slowdown added by FoolsGold
for CPU and GPU based workloads. On a CPU, the most
expensive part of the FoolsGold algorithm is computing the
pairwise cosine similarity. Our Python prototype is not optimized and there are known optimizations to improve the
speed of computing angular distance at scale [2]. When training a deep learning model on a GPU, the cost of training is
high enough that the relative slowdown from FoolsGold is
negligible. We profiled micro-benchmarks for the total time
taken to execute the FoolsGold algorithm and found that it
took less than 1.5 seconds, even with 50 clients.
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Combating a single client adversary

We consider the single-shot model replacement attack [3] in
which a single adversarial client sends the direct vector to the
poisoning objective. This attack does not require sybils and
can therefore bypass FoolsGold.
We performed an experiment that augmented FoolsGold
with a properly parameterized Multi-Krum solution, with f =
1. Figure 14 shows the training accuracy and the attack rate
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Figure 14: The performance of Multi-Krum with FoolsGold
when combating a combination of an A-5 attack and the
model replacement attack [3] on MNIST.

for FoolsGold, Multi-Krum, and the two systems combined
when facing concurrent A-5 and model replacement attacks.
We see that Multi-Krum and FoolsGold do not interfere
with each other. The Multi-Krum algorithm prevents the
model replacement attack, and FoolsGold prevents the sybil
attack. Independently, these two systems fail to defend both
attacks concurrently, either by failing to detect the model replacement attack (for FoolsGold) or by allowing the sybils to
overpower the system (for Multi-Krum).
FoolsGold is specifically designed for handling targeted
poisoning attacks from a group of clone-based sybils: we
believe the current state of the art is better suited to mitigate
attacks from single actors.

8

Conclusion

The decentralization of ML is driven by growing privacy and
scalability challenges. Federated learning is a state of the
art proposal adopted in production [40], and is increasingly
being used in mobile and edge networks [33]. However, using
federated learning in such settings has opened the door for
adversaries to attack the system with sybils [44]. We showed
that federated learning is vulnerable to sybil-based attacks
and that existing defenses are ineffective. To defend against
one of these strategies (sybil-based clones that remain in the
system), we proposed FoolsGold, a defense that uses client
contribution similarity. Our results indicate that FoolsGold
mitigates targeted poisoning attacks and is effective even
when sybils overwhelm the honest clients.
Despite FoolsGold’s performance against targeted poisoning attacks, a number of sybil-based strategies are not well
defended by FoolsGold, such as coordinated attacks, some
of which we showed (adaptive attacks, intelligent perturbations) and some of which have been proposed in recent work
(distributed backdoors [58]).
In addition, we suggest that there is a much higher potential
for sybils to be used to execute attacks on distributed multiparty ML systems such as federated learning. We hope that
our work inspires further research on the implications of sybils
on these systems and leads to other defenses that are robust
to sybils.
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A

Convergence analysis

Theorem: Given the process in Algorithm 1, the convergence
rate of the participants (malicious and honest) is O( T12 ) over
T iterations.

βm ≥ 1 −

Condition 2: Regarding the ideal gradients of honest clients,
we assume that the maximum pairwise cosine similarity between the ideal gradient of honest clients is βg . As long as βg
is sufficiently low such that FoolsGold assigns a learning rate
adaptation of 1 for all honest clients, the second condition
of h(i,t) is met. βg is the point at which the logit function
is greater than 1 and is also a function of the confidence
parameter κ:
βg ≤ 1 −

Proof of theorem: We know from the convergence analysis
of SGD [43] that for a constant learning rate, we achieve a
O( T12 ) convergence rate.
Let M be the set of malicious clients in the system and G
be the set of honest clients in the system. Assume that the
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e−0.5κ
1 + e−0.5κ

e0.5κ
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If the above condition holds, FoolsGold will classify these
clients to be honest and will not modify their learning
rates. This maintains the constant learning rate and satisfies (cond2).
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Abstract

In vision-based object classification systems imaging sensors
perceive the environment and then objects are detected and
classified for decision-making purposes; e.g., to maneuver an
automated vehicle around an obstacle or to raise an alarm to
indicate the presence of an intruder in surveillance settings.
In this work we demonstrate how the perception domain can
be remotely and unobtrusively exploited to enable an attacker
to create spurious objects or alter an existing object. An automated system relying on a detection/classification framework
subject to our attack could be made to undertake actions with
catastrophic results due to attacker-induced misperception.
We focus on camera-based systems and show that it is
possible to remotely project adversarial patterns into camera
systems by exploiting two common effects in optical imaging systems, viz., lens flare/ghost effects and auto-exposure
control. To improve the robustness of the attack to channel
effects, we generate optimal patterns by integrating adversarial machine learning techniques with a trained end-to-end
channel model. We experimentally demonstrate our attacks
using a low-cost projector, on three different image datasets,
in indoor and outdoor environments, and with three different
cameras. Experimental results show that, depending on the
projector-camera distance, attack success rates can reach as
high as 100% and under targeted conditions.

1

Introduction

Object detection and classification have been widely adopted
in autonomous systems, such as automated vehicles [1, 2] and
unmanned aerial vehicles [3], as well as surveillance systems,
e.g., smart home monitoring systems [4, 5]. These systems
first perceive the surrounding environment via sensors (e.g.,
cameras, LiDARs, and motion sensors) that convert analog
signals into digital data, then try to understand the environment using object detectors and classifiers (e.g., recognizing
traffic signs or unauthorized persons), and finally make a decision on how to interact with the environment (e.g., a vehicle
may decelerate or a surveillance system raises an alarm).
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(a) Projector off

(b) Projector on

Figure 1: A STOP sign image was injected into a camera by
a projector, which was detected by YOLOv3 [17].
While the cyber (digital) attack surface of such systems
have been widely studied [6, 7], vulnerabilities in the perception domain are less well-known, despite perception being the
first and critical step in the decision-making pipeline. That
is, if sensors can be compromised then false data can be injected and the decision making process will indubitably be
harmed as the system is not acting on an accurate view of
its environment. Recent work has demonstrated false data
injection against sensors in a remote manner via either electromagnetic (radio frequency) interference [8], laser pulses
(against microphones [9], or LiDARs [10–12]), and acoustic
waves [13, 14]. These perception domain sensor attacks alter
the data at the source, hence bypassing traditional digital defenses (such as crypto-based authentication or access control),
and are subsequently much harder to defend against [15, 16].
These attacks can also be remote in that the attacker needn’t
physically contact/access/modify devices or objects.
Among the aforementioned sensors, at least for automated
systems in the transportation and surveillance domains, cameras are more common/crucial. Existing remote attacks
against cameras are limited to, essentially, denial-of-service attacks [11, 18, 19], which are easily detectable (e.g., by tampering detection [20]) and for which effective mitigation strategies exist (e.g., by sensor fusion [21]). In this work, we consider attacks that cause camera-based image classification
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system to either misperceive actual objects or perceive nonexistent objects by remotely injecting light-based interference
into a camera, without blinding it. Formally, we consider creation attacks whereby a spurious object (e.g., a non-existent
traffic sign, or obstacle) is seen to exist in the environment by
a camera, and alteration attacks, in which an existing object in
the camera view is changed into another attacker-determined
object (e.g., changing a STOP sign to a YIELD sign or changing an intruder into a bicycle).
As it is not possible, due to optical principles, to directly
project an image into a camera, we propose to exploit two
common effects in optical imaging systems, viz., lens flare
effects and exposure control to induce camera-based misperception. The former effect is due to the imperfection of lenses,
which causes light beams to be refracted and reflected multiple times resulting in polygon-shape artifacts (a.k.a., ghosts)
to appear in images [22]. Since ghosts and their light sources
typically appear at different locations, an attacker can overlap specially crafted ghosts with the target object’s without
having the light source blocking it. Auto exposure control is
a feature common to cameras that determines the amount of
light incident on the imager and is used, for example, to make
images look more natural. An attacker can leverage exposure
control to make the background of an image darker and the
ghosts brighter, so as to make the ghosts more prominent (i.e.,
noticeable to the detector/classifier) and thus increase attack
success rates. Fig. 1 presents an example of a creation attack,
where we used a projector to inject an image of a STOP sign
in a ghost, which is detected and classified as a STOP sign by
YOLOv3 [17], a state-of-the-art object detector.
Theoretically arbitrary patterns can be injected via ghosts.
However, it is challenging to practically and precisely control the ghosts, in terms of their resolutions and positions
in images, making arbitrary injection impracticable in some
scenarios. Hence, we propose an empirical projector-camera
channel model that predicts the resolution and color of injected ghost patterns, as well as the location of ghosts, for
a given projector-camera arrangement. Experimental results
show that at short distances attack success rates are as high as
100%, but at longer distances the rates decrease sharply; this is
because at long distances ghost resolutions are low, resulting
in patterns that cannot be recognized by the classifier.
To improve the efficacy of our attack, which we dub GhostImage, especially at lower resolutions, we assume that the
attacker possesses knowledge about the image classification/detection algorithm. Based on this knowledge the attacker is able to formulate and solve an optimization problem to find optimal attack patterns, of varying resolutions,
to project that will be recognized by the image classifier as
the intended target class [23, 24]; i.e., the pattern projected
will yield a classification result of the attacker’s choice. As
the channel may distort the injected image (in terms of color,
brightness, and noise), we extend our projector-camera model
to include auto exposure control and color calibration and in-
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tegrate the channel model into our optimization formulation.
This results in a pattern generation approach that is resistant
to channel effects and thus able to defeat a classifier under
realistic conditions.
We use self-driving and surveillance systems as two illustrative examples to demonstrate the potential impact of
GhostImage attacks. Proof-of-concept experiments were conducted with different cameras, image datasets, and environmental conditions. Results show that our attacks are able to
achieve attack success rates as high as 100%, depending on
the projector-camera distance. Our contributions are summarized as follows.
• We are the first to study remote perception attacks against
camera-based classification systems, whereby the attacker
induces misclassification of objects by injecting light, conveying adversarially generated patterns, into the camera.
• Our attack leverages optical effects/techniques, namely,
lens flare and auto-exposure control, that are widespread
and common, making the attack likely to be effective
against most cameras. Furthermore, we incorporate these
effects in an end-to-end manner into an adversarial machine
learning-based optimization framework to find the optimal
patterns an attacker should inject to cause misperception.
• We demonstrate the efficacy of the attacks through experiments with varying image datasets, cameras, distances, and
indoor to outdoor environments. Results show that GhostImage attacks are able to achieve attack success rates as
high as 100%, depending on the projector-camera distance.

2

System and Threat Model

System and attack models are described, including two attack
objectives and the attacker’s capabilities.

2.1

System Model

We assume an end-to-end camera-based object classification
system (Fig. 2) in which a camera captures an image of a
scene with objects of interest. The image is then fed to an
object detector to crop out the areas of objects, and finally
these areas are given to a neural network to classify the objects.
Autonomous systems increasingly rely on such classification
systems to make decisions and actions. If the classification
result is incorrect (e.g., modified by an adversary), wrong
actions could be taken. For example, in a surveillance system,
if an intruder is not detected, the house may be broken-in
without raising an alarm.

2.2

Threat Model

We consider two different attack objectives. In creation attacks the goal is to inject a spurious (i.e., non-existent) object
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Figure 2: Camera-based object classification systems. GhostImage attacks target the perception domain, i.e., the camera.
into the scene and have it be recognized (classified) as though
it were physically present. For alteration attacks an attacker
injects adversarial patterns over an object of interest in the
scene that causes the object to be misclassified.
There are two types of attackers with differing capabilities:
Camera-aware attackers who possess knowledge of the victim’s camera (i.e., they do not know the configuration of the
lens system, nor post-processing algorithms, but they can possess the same type of camera used in the target system), from
which they can train a channel model using the camera as a
black-box. With such capabilities, they are able to achieve
creation attacks and alteration attacks. System-aware attackers not only possess the capabilities of the camera-aware
attackers, but also know about the image classifier including
its architecture and parameters, i.e., black-box attacks on the
camera but white-box attacks on the classifier. With such capabilities, it is able to achieve creation attacks and alteration
attacks as well, but with higher attack success rates.
Both types of attackers are remote (unlike the lens sticker
attack [28]), i.e., they do not have access to the hardware or
the firmware of the victim camera, nor to the images that the
camera captures. We assume that both attackers are able to
track and aim victim cameras [12, 18, 29].

3

Background

In this section, we will introduce optical imaging principles,
including flare/ghost effects and exposure control, which we
will exploit to realize GhostImage attacks. Then, we will discuss the preliminaries about neural networks and adversarial
examples that we will use to enhance GhostImage attacks.

3.1

Optical Imaging Principles

Due to the optical principles of camera-based imaging systems, it is not feasible to directly point a projector at a camera,
hoping that the projected patterns can appear at the same
location with the image of the targeted object, because the
projector has to obscure the object in order to make the two
images overlap. Instead, we exploit lens flare effects and auto
exposure control to inject adversarial patterns.
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Lens flare effects [22, 30] refer to a phenomenon where
one or more undesirable artifacts appear on an image because
bright light get scattered or flared in a non-ideal lens system
(Fig. 3). Ideally, all light beams should pass directly through
the lens and reach the CMOS sensor. However, due to the
quality of the lens elements, a small portion of light gets
reflected several times within the lens system and then reaches
the sensor, forming multiple polygons (called “ghosts”) on
the image. The shape of polygons depends on the shape of the
aperture. For example, if the aperture has six sides, there will
be hexagon-shaped ghosts in the image. Normally ghosts are
very weak and one cannot see them, but when a strong light
source (such as the sun, a light bulb, a laser, or a projector) is
present (unnecessarily captured by the CMOS sensor, though
[31]), the ghost effects become visible. Fig. 3 shows only one
reflection path, but there are many other paths and that is why
there are usually multiple ghosts in an image.
Existing literature [22] about ghosts focused on the simulation of ghosts given the detailed lens configurations, in which
the algorithms simulate every possible reflection path. Such
white-box models are computationally expensive, and also
requires white-box knowledge of internal lens configurations,
thus are not suitable for our purposes. In Sections 4 and 5, we
study flare effects in a black-box manner (more general than
Vitoria et al. [30]), where we train a lightweight end-to-end
model that is able to predict the locations of ghosts, estimate
the resolutions within ghost areas, and also calibrate colors.
Exposure control mechanisms [32] are often equipped
in cameras to adjust brightness by changing the size of the
aperture or the exposure time. In this work, we will model and
exploit auto exposure control to manipulate the brightness

Light Source
CMOS Sensor
Ghost
Aperture

Figure 3: Ghost effect principle
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balance between the targeted object and the injected attack
patterns in ghosts.

3.2

4

Camera-aware GhostImage Attacks

In this section, we will discuss how a camera-aware attacker
is able to inject arbitrary patterns in the perceived image of
the victim camera using projectors.

4.1

Technical Challenges

Since we assume that the attacker do not have access to the
images that the targeted camera captures, he/she will have
to be able to predict how ghosts might appear in the image.
First, the locations of ghosts should be predicted given the
relevant positions of the projector and the camera, so that the
attacker can align the ghost with the image of the object of
interest to achieve alteration attacks. Second, since a projector
can inject shapes in ghost areas, the attacker needs to find out
the maximum resolution of shapes that it can inject. Lastly,
it is also challenging to realize the attacks derived from the
position and resolution models above with a limited budget.

4.2

Ghost Pixel Coordinates

Given the pixel coordinates of the target object G (Fig. 4a), we
need to derive the real-world coordinates A0 of the projector
so that we know where to place the projector in order to let
one of the ghosts overlap with the image of the object. To do
this, we derive the relationship between G and A0 in two steps:
We first calculate the pixel coordinates of the light source A
given A0 , and then we calculate G based on A.
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A(xA , yA )
OI (xO , yO )
G(xG , yG )

Neural Nets and Adversarial Examples

We abstract a neural network as a function Y = fq (x) and
we omit the details of it due to the page limit. The input
x 2 Rw⇥h⇥3 (width, height and RGB channels) is an image,
Y 2 Rm is the output vector, and q is the parameters of the
network (which is fixed thus we omit it for convenience). A
softmax layer is usually added to the end of a neural network
to make sure that Âm
i=1 Yi = 1 and Yi 2 [0, 1]. The classification
result is C(x) = argmaxiYi . Also, the inputs to the softmax
layer are called logits and denoted as Z(x).
An adversarial example [23] is denoted as y, where y =
x + D. Here, D is additive noise that has the same dimensionality with x. Given a benign image x and a target label t, an
adversary wants to find a D such that C(x + D) = t, i.e., targeted attacks. Note that, in this paper, the magnitude of D is
not constrained below a small threshold, since the perceived
images are usually not directly observed by human users. But
we still try to minimize it because it represents the attack
power and cost.

w

A0 (x0 , y0 , z0 )

Light
(a) Capture

Sf
h

OS
S

OI
I

Light
(b) Projection

Figure 4: Capture and projection are reverses of each other.
Based on homogeneous coordinates [33], assuming the
camera is at the origin of the coordinate system, we have
(u, v, w)> = Mc · (x0 , y0 , z0 , 1)> ,

(1)

where Mc is the camera’s geometric model [33], a 3⇥4 matrix.
Mc can be trained from another (similar) camera, and then
be applied to the victim camera. The coordinates of A is then
A = (xA , yA )> = (u/w, v/w)> , by the homogeneous transformation. Note that, A does not have to appear in the view of
the camera, which makes the attack more stealthy [31].
In order to find the relationship of the pixel coordinates
between light sources A and their ghosts G, we did a simple
experiment where we moved around a flashlight in front of
the camera [34], and recorded the pixel coordinates of the
flashlight and the ghosts. Similar to Vitoria et al.’s results [30],
we observe that, for each G, we have AOI /OI G = rG (being
constant), wherever A is, and r 2 ( •, •). This means the
feasible region for the placement of the projector is large; to
attack an autonomous vehicle, for example, it can be located
on an overbridge, on a traffic island, or even in the preceding
vehicle or on a drone, etc. Finally, given A = (xA , yA ), OI =
(xO , yO ) and r, we can derive the coordinates of ghosts as
✓
◆
xO (xA xO )/r
G=
.
(2)
yO (yA yO )/r
With G’s coordinates, the attacker is able to predict the pixel
location of ghosts and try adjusting the position and orientation (which implies the angle) of the light source in the real
world so as to align one or more ghosts with the image of the
object, whose pixel coordinates can be derived using (1), too.

4.3

Ghost Resolution

In our daily life, ghosts normally appear as pieces of singlecolor polygon-shaped artifacts; this is because the light
sources that cause these regular ghosts are single-point
sources of light that have just one single color, such as light
bulbs, flashlights, etc. In this work, however, we find out that
one is able to bring patterns into these ghost areas by simply
using a low-cost projector, a special source of light that shines
variant patterns in variant colors. For example, in Fig. 1, an
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image of a STOP sign that is projected by a projector, appears
in one of the ghost areas in the image; this is because the
pixel resolution of the projector is high enough that multiple
light beams in different colors (got reflected among lenses
and then) go into the same ghost. In this subsection, we study
the resolution of the patterns in ghost areas 1 .
Let us first define the throwing ratio of a projector. In
Fig. 4b, let plane S be the projected screen (e.g. on a wall),
whose height and width are denoted as h and w, respectively.
The distance d = OS OI is called the throwing distance. The
throwing ratio of this projection is rthrow = d/w. The (physical) size of the projected screen at the victim camera’s location
is denoted SO , a part of which is captured by the CMOS sensor
of the camera in the ghost area, and we denote the (physical)
size of that area as S f . Let us also define the resolution of
the entire projected screen as PO in terms of pixels (e.g.,
1024 ⇥ 768), and the resolution of the ghost as Pf . Clearly,
there is a linear relationship among them: Pf /PO = S f /SO ,
where SO = wh. Finally, we can calculate the resolution of
the ghost given d and rthrow :
Pf =

h
w

PO S f
⇣
⌘2 .
d

(3)

rthrow

Here, S f is a constant because the size of the lens is fixed;
e.g., the camera [34] has S f = 0.0156 cm2 .

4.4

Attack Realization and Experiment Setup

According to Eq. 3, if the attacker wants to carry out longdistance and high-resolution GhostImage attacks, he/she
needs a projector with a large throwing ratio rthrow . However, the factory longest-throw lenses (NEC NP05ZL Zoom
Lens [37]) of our projector can achieve a throwing ratio of
maximum 7.2 (which means 9 ⇥ 9 at one meter), and expensive (about $1600). Instead, we use a cheap ($80) zoom lens
(Fig. 5, Right) [36] that was originally designed for Canon
cameras. In our experiments, such a configuration is interestingly feasible2 (Fig. 5), achieving the maximum throwing
ratio of 20 when the focal length is 250 mm, which means
that at a distance of one meter, 32 ⇥ 32-resolution attacks can
be achieved. See Sec. 7.1 for more discussion on lens and
projector selection.
Fig. 5 (left) shows a general diagram of GhostImage attacks,
where the light source (i.e., a projector) is pointing at the
camera from the side, so that the camera can still capture the
object (e.g., a STOP sign) for alteration attacks. The light
source injects light interference (marked in blue) into the
camera, which gets reflected among the lenses of the camera,
resulting in ghosts that overlap with the object in the image.
1 We are interested in the resolution of the projector pixels, not camera
pixels; a projector pixel is usually captured by multiple camera pixels.
2 Because projectors and cameras are dual devices (Fig. 4), their lenses
are interchangeable.
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Accordingly, a photo of our in-lab experiment setup is given
in Fig. 5. The Canon lens was loaded in the NEC projector,
though it cannot be seen in the photo. We will evaluate our
attack on three different cameras (Sec. 6.2.3).
To mount a creation attack, the attacker computes the maximum resolution Pf for the ghost with a distance d based on
(3), and then downsamples the target image to the resolution
Pf in order to fit in the ghost area. The attacker chooses downsampling as a heuristic approach because he/she is not aware
of the classification algorithm.
To mount alteration attacks, in addition to (3) for downsampling, the attacker also needs to consider the pixel coordinates
(Eq. 2) of the ghost because the attacker needs to align the
ghost with the image of the object of interest so that the resulting, combined image deceives the classifier.

4.5

Camera-aware Attack Evaluation

We substantiate camera-aware attacks on an image classification system that we envision would be used for automated
vehicles. Specifically, images, taken by an Aptina MT9M034
camera [34], are fed to a traffic sign image classifier trained
on the LISA dataset [38]. In Sec. 6, we will evaluate classification systems for other applications, with different cameras
and different datasets.
4.5.1

Dataset and neural network architecture

In order to train an unbiased classifier, we selected eight
traffic signs (with 80 instances) from the LISA dataset [38]
(Fig. 12a). The network architecture is identical to [25]. We
used 80% of samples from the balanced dataset to train the
network and the rest 20% to test the network; it achieved an
accuracy of 96%.
4.5.2

Evaluation methodology

We iterated five distances, m source classes, m target classes.
For each target class, we sampled k images randomly from
the dataset. For every combination, we first downsampled
the target image based on (3), and projected the image at the
camera using the NEC projector. We then took the captured
image, cropped out the ghost area, and used the classifier to
classify it. If the classification result is the target class, we
count it as a successful attack. The procedure for creation
attacks is slightly different: Rather than printed traffic signs,
we placed a blackboard as the background as it helped us
locate the ghosts. Given a throwing radio of 20 (thanks to the
Canon lens) we evaluated five different distances from one
meter to five meters. Based on (3), they resulted in 32 ⇥ 32,
16 ⇥ 16, 8 ⇥ 8, 4 ⇥ 4, and 2 ⇥ 2 resolutions, respectively.
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Figure 5: (Left) Attack setup diagram. (Middle) In-lab experiment setup. (Right) Attack equipments: We replaced the original
lens of the NEC NP3150 Projector [35] with a Canon EFS 55-250 mm zoom lens [36].
4.5.3

Results

The results about attack success rates of camera-aware attacks at varying distances are shown in Table 1 (Fig. 6 illustrates two successful camera-aware attacks). For the digital
domain, we simply added attack images D on benign images
x as y = (x + D)/kx + Dk• . Based on these experiments, we
observe: First, as the distance increases, the success rate decreases. This is because lower-resolution images are less well
recognized by the classifier. Second, digital domain results
are better than perception domain one, because images are distorted by the projector-camera channel effects. Third, creation
attacks result in higher success rates than alteration attacks do
because in alteration attacks there are benign images in the
background, encouraging the classifier to make correct classifications. We will address these issues in the next section, so
as to increase the overall attack success rate.

5

System-aware GhostImage Attacks

There are some limitations of the camera-aware attack introduced in the previous section. First, increasing distances
results in lower success rates because the classifier cannot
recognize the resulting low-resolution images. Second, there
are large gaps between digital domain results and perception
domain results, as channel effects (which cause the inconsistency between the intended pixels and the perceived pixels)
are not taken into account. In this section, we resolve these
limitations and improve GhostImage attacks’ success rates
by proposing a framework which consists of a channel model
that predicts the pixels perceived by the camera, given the
pixels as input to the projector, as well as an optimization

formulation based on which the attacker can solve for optimal attack patterns that cause misclassification by the target
classifier with high confidence.

5.1

Technical Challenges

First, the injected pixel values are often difficult to control
as they exhibit randomness due to variability of the channel
between the projector and the camera, thus the adversary is
not able to manipulate each pixel deterministically. Second,
to achieve optimal results, the attacker needs to precisely
predict the projected and perceived pixels, thus channel effects
must be modeled in an end-to-end manner, i.e., considering
not only the physical channel (air propagation), but also the
internal processes of the projector and the camera. Lastly,
the resolution of attack patterns is limited by distances and
projector lens (Eq. 3), thus the ghost patterns must be carefully
designed to fit the resolution with few degrees of freedom.

5.2

System-aware Attack Overview

The system-aware attacker aims to find optimal patterns that
can cause misclassification by the target classifier with high
confidence by taking advantage of the non-robustness of the
classifier [23]. We adopt an adversarial example-based optimization formulation into GhostImage attacks, in which the
attacker tries to solve
D⇤ = arg min kDk p + c · Ladv (y,t, q),
D

(4)

where D is the digital attack pattern as input to the projector, y
is the perceived image of the object of interest under attacks, t

Table 1: Camera-aware attack success rates
Distances
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Creation Attacks

Alteration Attacks

(meter)

Digital

Perception

Digital

Perception

1
2
3
4
5

98%
98%
80%
36%
14%

41%
36%
34%
15%
10%

95%
88%
67%
28%
13%

33%
33%
34%
10%
0%

Figure 6: Camera-aware attack examples at one meter in perception domain. Left: Creating a Merge sign. Right: Altering
a STOP sign (in the background) into a Merge sign.
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Figure 7: Projector-camera channel model
is the target class, and q represents the targeted neural network.
k · k p is an ` p -norm that measures the magnitude of a vector,
and Ladv is a loss function indicating how (un)successful D is.
Here, we aim to minimize the power of the projector required
for a successful attack, meanwhile maximizing the successful
chance of attacks. The relative importance of these two objectives is balanced by a constant c. Sec. 5.4 details (4) in terms
of how we handle D being a non-negative tensor that is also
able to depict grid-style patterns in different resolutions.
More importantly, in (4) y is the final perceived image used
as input to the classifier, which is estimated by our channel
model in an end-to-end style (Fig. 7), in which d 3 is the input
to the projector, and y is the resulting image captured by the
camera. The model can be formulated as
y = g (h f (D) + ho (x)) .

(5)

where h f (D) is the ghost model that estimates the perceived
adversarial pixel values in the ghost. For simplicity we let
ho (x) = x because the attacker possesses same type of the
camera so that x can be obtained a priori, and g(·) is the
auto exposure control that adjusts the brightness. Sec. 5.3
introduces the derivation of (5).
Next, we will first present the channel model, and then
formulate the optimization problem for finding the optimal
adversarial ghost patterns.

5.3

Projector-Camera Channel Model

We consider the projector to camera channel model (Fig. 7)
in which d is an RGB value the attacker wishes to project
which is later converted to an analog color by the projector.
The attacker can control the power (Pa ) of the light source of
the projector so that the luminescence can be adjusted. The
targeted camera is situated at a distance of d, which captures
the light coming from both the projector and reflected off
the object (x). The illuminance received by the camera from
the projector is denoted as I . The camera converts analog
signals into digital ones, based on which it adjusts its exposure, with the final, perceived RGB value being y. An ideal
3 Different than D which is a w ⇥ h ⇥ 3 tensor, d is a single pixel with
dimension 3 ⇥ 1 for the convenience of the analysis.
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Figure 8: Illuminance depends on the RGB amplitude Td , and
the light bulb intensity Ta .
channel would yield y = x + d but due to channel effects, we
need to find a way to adjust the projected RGB value such
that the perceived RGB value is as intended, i.e., to find the
appropriate x given y.
5.3.1

Exposure control

As we discussed in Section 3.1, cameras are usually equipped
with auto-exposure control, where according to the overall
brightness of the image, the camera adjusts its exposure by
changing the exposure time, or the size of its aperture, or both.
We observed from our experiments that, as we increase the
luminescence of the projector (I ), in the image the brightness
of the object (x) decreases but the ghost (d) does not decrease
as much. Modeling such phenomena helps the attacker to
precisely predict the perceived image. For the following, we
will first find out how the illuminance I depends on d and
Pa (the normalized power of light bulb ranging from 0% to
100%), and then analyze how y depends on I .
How does I depend on d and Pa ? We conducted a series of
experiments, where Td = kdk• = maxi di and Pa were varied.
We recorded the illuminance directly in front of the camera
using an illuminance meter, with the projector one meter away.
The results are plotted in Fig. 8, which shows that

I (Td , Pa , d) =

cd Imax
·
,
d2 1 + e t

(6)

where t = a⇥Td +b⇥Pa +ct , and a, b, cd and ct are constants
derived from the data. Imax is the maximum illuminance of
the projector at a distance of one meter. Such a sigmoid-like
function captures the luminescence saturation property of the
projector hardware.
How does the perceived x depend on I ? In the same experiments we also recorded the RGB value of the ghost (d)
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Ienv
g(I ) =
,
I + Ienv

(7)

where Ienv is the ambient lighting condition in illuminance
which differs from indoors to outdoors for instances. From
this equation, we see that in an environment with static lighting condition, as the luminescence of the projector increases,
the dimming ratio decreases, hence the objects become darker.
With (7), the adversary is able to conduct real-time attacks by
simply plugging in the momentary Ienv .
How does the perceived d depend on I ? When x = 0,
ky f k = ky f k• (the lower subplot of Fig. 9) depends on I in
two ways:
ky f k(I ) = g(I ) · r · I .

On one hand, the last term I increases the intensity of ghosts,
but on the other hand the dimming ratio g(I ) dims down ghost,
whereby r is a trainable constant. With this, we can rewrite
the perceived flare as

where Hc is the color calibration matrix to deal with color
distortion, which will be discussed in Section 5.3.2. The term
1/kdk normalizes d. In the end, we have the channel model
✓
◆
d
y = g(I ) rI Hc
+x .
(8)
kdk

g(t) = g(I )t,

Considering a dark background (i.e., x = 0), (8) can be simplified as y = g(I )rI Hc d/kdk, where Hc is a 3 ⇥ 3 matrix (as
three color channels) that calibrates colors. Both y and d are
3 ⇥ 1 column vectors. Hc should be an identity matrix for an
ideal channel, but due to the color-imperfection of both the
projector and the camera, Hc needs to be learned from data.
To simplify notations, we define corrected x and y as
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Figure 9: Perceived RGB values v.s. illuminance.
so that we can write
ŷ = Hc x̂.
We did another set of experiments where we collected n =
100 pairs of (x̂, ŷ) with dark background (to make x = 0), with
d being assigned randomly, and Pa = 30%. We grouped them
into X and Y :
h
i>
>
>
Y = ŷ>
,
ŷ
,
·
·
·
,
ŷ
,
1 2
n

where both X and Y are n ⇥ 3 matrices. We solve
min kY
Hc

XHc k22 .

to obtain Hc , which is known as a non-homogeneous least
square problem [33], and has a closed-form solution:
⇣
⌘>
Hc = (X > X) 1 X >Y .

Plugging Hc back to (8) completes our channel model.

Color calibration

x̂ =

0

0.05

ho (x) = x.

With (8), the attacker is able to predict how bright and what
colors/pixel values the ghost and the object will be, given the
projected pixels, the power of the projector, and the distance.
5.3.2

0.5

0.1

Compared to (5),
d
,
kdk

Paper
Fit: g(I ) = I +Ienv
Ienv

h
i>
X = x̂1> , x̂2> , · · · , x̂n> ,

d
y f = ky f kHc
,
kdk

h f (d) = rI Hc

1

0.15

RGB Values

with a blackboard as background (in order to reduce ambient
impacts), and a piece of white paper (x) that was also on the
blackboard but did not overlay with the ghost. Their data are
shown in Fig. 9, from which we can derive the dimming ratio
that measures the change of exposure/brightness:

ŷ =

y
,
rI g(I )

5.3.3

Model validation

Fig. 10 demonstrates the accuracy of our channel model. In it
the left image is the original input to the projector, the middle
image is the estimated output from the camera based on our
channel model (Eq. 8), and the image on the right is the actual
image in a ghost captured by the camera. As can be seen, the
difference between the actual and predicted is much less than
the actual and original. While blurring effect is apparent in the
actual y, we do not model it but the success rates are still high
despite it. As we will see in Section 6, our channel model
is general enough that once trained on one camera in one
environment, it can be transferred to different environments
and different cameras without retraining.
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E[Zi (y)] are hard to be expressed analytically; we instead use
Monte Carlo methods to approximate it:
(a) Input x f

(b) Estimated y

(c) Actual y

Figure 10: An example of channel model prediction

5.4

Optimal Adversarial Projection Patterns

In long-distance, low-resolution GhostImage attacks there
are only a few pixels in the ghost area. A camera-aware attacker’s strategy is to simply downsample attack images into
low resolutions, but that does not result in high success rates.
While (4) is abstract, for the rest of this subsection, we will
progressively detail it and show how it can be solved in light
of the channel model to improve attack success rates. We will
start with the simplest case where adversarial perturbations
are random noise (Sec. 5.1). Then, single-color ghosts will be
introduced. Later, we will consider how to find semi-positive
additive noise due to the fact that superposition can only increase perceived light intensity but not decrease it. Finally,
we examine the optimization problem to find optimal ghost
patterns in grids at different resolutions.
5.4.1

Ghosts in random noise

Let us consider the simplest case first where the random noise
D is drawn from one single Gaussian distribution for all three
channels, i.e., D ⇠ N (µ, s2 ), where the size of D is w ⇥ h ⇥ 3
with w and h representing the width and height of the benign
image x. This is because the values of each pixel that appear
in the ghost area follow Gaussian distributions according to
statistics obtained from our experiments.
The adversary needs to find µ and s such that when D
is added to the benign image x, the resulting image y will
be classified as the target class t. That said, the logits value
(Section 3.2) of the target class should be as high as possible
compared with the logits values of other classes [24]. Such a
difference is measured by the loss function Ladv (y,t)
⇢
Ladv (y,t) = max k, max{E[Zi (y)]} E[Zt (y)] , (9)
i:i6=t

where E[Zi (y)] is the expectation of logits values of Class
i given the input y. Term maxi:i6=t {E[Zi (y)]} is the highest
expected logits value among all the classes except the target class t, while E[Zt (y)] is the expected logits value of t.
Here, k controls the logits gap between maxi:i6=t {E[Zi (y)]}
and E[Zt (y)]; the larger the k is, the more confident that D
is successful. The attacker needs Ladv as low as possible so
that the neural network would classify y as Class t. Most importantly, y is computed based on our channel model (Eq. 8),
so that the optimizer finds the optimal ghost patterns that are
resistant to the channel effects. Unfortunately, due to the complexity of neural networks, the expectations of logits values
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Ê[Zi (y)] =

1
T

T

Â Zi (y j ),

j=1

where T is the number of trials, and y j is of the j-th trial.
Meanwhile, the adversary also needs to minimize the magnitude of D to reduce the attack power and noticeability, as
well as its peak energy consumption, quantified by s. The
expectation of the magnitude of D is
E[kDk p ] = µn1/p ,

with n = 3wh.

(10)

Putting (9) and (10) together with a tunable constant c, we
have our optimization problem for the simplest case
µ⇤ , s⇤ = arg min
µ,s

subject to

E[kDk p ] + s + c · Ladv (y,t),
s > sl ,

Here, sl is the lower bound of the standard deviation s, meaning that the interference generator and the channel environment can provide random noise with the standard deviation of
at least sl . When sl = 0, the adversary is able to manipulate
pixels deterministically. Therefore, when we fix s as sl in the
optimization problem, the attack success rate when deploying µ⇤ would be the lower bound of the attack success rate.
In other words, the adversary equipped with an attack setup
that can produce noise with a lower variance (than s2l ) can
carry out attacks with higher success rates. Therefore, we can
simplify our formulation by removing the constraint about s,
so the optimization problem becomes
µ⇤ = arg min E[kDk p ] + c · Ladv (y,t).
µ

(11)

For the rest of the paper we will simply use s to denote sl .
5.4.2

Ghosts in single-color

Since in (11) there is only one variable that the adversary
is able to control, it is infeasible to launch a targeted attack
with such few degrees of freedom. As a result, the adversary
needs to manipulate each channel individually. That is, for
each channel, there will be an independent distribution from
which noise will be drawn. This is feasible because noise can
appear in different colors in the ghost areas in which three
channels are perturbed differently when using projectors. Let
us decompose D as D = [DR , DG , DB ], where the dimension of
D{R,G,B} is w ⇥ h, and they follow three independent Gaussian
distributions
DR ⇠ N µR , s2R , DG ⇠ N µG , s2G , DB ⇠ N µB , s2B .
Here, µ{R,G,B} and s{R,G,B} are the means and the standard
deviations (s) of the three Gaussian distributions, respectively.
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E[kDk p ] =

hn
3

p

p

p

µR + µG + µB

i1

p

.

(12)

(10) is a special case of (12) when µ = µR = µG = µB . We
denote µ = [µR , µG , µB ]> . Hence, similar to (11), we have the
optimization problem for single-color perturbation [39]
µ ⇤ = arg min E[kDk p ] + c · Ladv (y,t),
µ

(13)

Attack Success Rate (%)

The expectation of such D is then

Ghost grids

Since projector’s pixels are arranged in grids, the attack patterns are in grids as well, especially in lower resolutions.
We enable D with patterns in different resolutions. Such a
grid pattern D can be composed of several blocks Di, j,k , i.e.,
Di, j,k : {1  i  Nrow , 1  j  Ncol , 1  k  Nchn } where Nrow ,
Ncol and Nchn is the number of rows, columns, and channels
of a grid pattern, respectively, in terms of blocks. In a word,
Di, j,k is the perturbation block at i-th row, j-th column and
k-th channel. A block Di, j,k is a random matrix and its size
h
is Nwcol ⇥ Nrow
, so that the size of D is still w ⇥ h ⇥ 3. Besides,
the elements in the random matrix Di, j,k is i.i.d. drawn from a
Gaussian distribution, i.e., Di, j,k ⇠ N (µi, j,k , s2 ).
The adversary finds the optimal grid pattern D by solving
Dk p )] + c · Ladv (y,t),
M ⇤ = arg min E[R(kD
M

(14)

D) is the softplus function to guarantee that the
where R(D
perturbation is always positive. M = {µi, j,k } is a tensor in
shape Nrow ⇥ Ncol ⇥ Nchn . See Fig. 12a for some examples of
adversarial grids in different resolutions.

6

System-aware Attack Evaluation

In this section, we consider camera-based image classification systems, as used in self-driving vehicles and surveillance
systems, to illustrate the potential impact of our attacks. We
present proof-of-concept system-aware attacks in terms of attack effectiveness, namely how well system-aware attacks perform in the same setup as camera-aware attacks (Section 4.5),
and attack robustness, namely how well system-aware attacks
are when being evaluated in different setups.
We will again use attack success rates as our metric. We
used the Adam Optimizer [40] to solve our optimization problems. There are two sets of results: Emulation results refer
to the classification results on emulated, combined images of
benign images and attack patterns using our channel model
(Equation 8). Emulation helps us conduct scalable and fast
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Figure 11: System-aware creation and alteration

by which the adversary finds µ ⇤ from which D is drawn.
5.4.3

100

Emulated Creation
Emulated Alteration

evaluations of GhostImage attacks before conducting realworld experiments4 . Experimental results refer to the classification results on the images that are actually captured by the
victim cameras when the projector is on.

6.1

Attack Effectiveness

To compare with camera-aware attacks, system-aware attacks
are evaluated in a similar procedure, targeting a camera-based
object classification system with the LISA dataset and its
classifier. The system uses an Aptina MT9M034 camera [34]
in an in-lab environment.
6.1.1

Creation attacks

For emulated creation attacks, all distances (or all resolutions)
yield attack success rates of 100% (Fig. 11), which means
that our optimization problem is easy to solve. In terms of
computational overhead, we need roughly 30 s per image
at 2 ⇥ 2-resolution, and 10 s at 4 ⇥ 4 or above (because of
more degrees of freedom) using an NVIDIA Tesla P100 [41].
Fig. 12a shows examples of emulated attack patterns for creation attacks, along with the images of real signs on the top.
Interestingly, high-resolution shapes do look like real signs.
For example, we can see two vertical bars for ADDEDLANE,
and also we can see a circle at the middle south for STOPAHEAD, etc. These results are consistent with the ones from
the MNIST dataset [42] where we could also roughly observe
the shapes of digits. Secondly, they are blue tinted because
our channel model suggests that ghosts tend to be blue, thus
the optimizer is trying to find “blue” attack patterns that are
able to deceive the classifier.
Interestingly, the all k resulting patterns of solving the optimization problem targeting one class from k different (random) starting points look similar to the ones shown in Fig. 12a.
However, CIFAR-10 [43] and ImageNet [44] yield much different results: those patterns look rather random compared
to the results from LISA or MNIST. The reason might be
that in CIFAR-10, images in the same category are still very
4 Source

code is at https://github.com/harry1993/ghostimage
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Figure 13: System-aware attacks on CIFAR-10 and ImageNet
(a) Emulated creation attacks

6.2

Attack Robustness

We evaluate the robustness of our attacks in terms of different
datasets, environments, and cameras.

32
Resolution

100

CIFAR-10 Creation
ImageNet Creation

Resolution (x, y): CIFAR-10: x ⇥ x; ImageNet: y ⇥ y

4
2

16
6.2.1

8

Different image datasets

Here we evaluate our system-aware attacks on two other
datasets, CIFAR-10 [43] and ImageNet [44], by emulation
only because previous results show that our attack emulation
yields similar success rates as experimental results.

4
2
(b) Experimental alteration attacks

Figure 12: System-aware attack pattern examples.
different, such as two different cats, but in LISA, two images
of STOP signs do not look as different as two cats.
For the experimental results of creation attacks, we see that
as distances increase, success rates decrease a little (Fig. 11),
but much better than the camera-aware attacks (Table 1), because the optimization formulation helped find those optimal
attack patterns with high confidence.
6.1.2

Attack Success Rate (%)

Target Class

Alteration attacks

The emulated and experimental results of alteration attacks
are shown in Fig. 11. Compared with creation attacks, alteration attacks perform a bit worse, especially for large distances (three meters or further). This is because the classifier
also “sees” the benign image in the background and tends to
classify the entire image as the benign class. Moreover, the
alignment of attack patterns and the benign signs is imperfect. However, when we compare Fig. 11 with Table 1 for
camera-aware alteration attacks, we can see large improvements. Fig. 12b provides an example of system-aware alteration attacks in the perception domain, which were trying
to alter the (printed) STOP sign into other signs: they look
“blue” as the channel model predicted. The fifth column is not
showing as it is STOP.
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CIFAR-10 The network architecture and model hyper parameters are identical to [24]. The network was trained with
the distillation defense [45] so that we can evaluate the robustness of our attacks in terms of adversarial defenses. A
classification accuracy of 80% was achieved. The evaluation
procedure is similar to Sec. 4.5.2. Results are shown in Fig. 13.
The overall trend is similar to the LISA dataset, but the success rates are significantly higher. The reason might still be
the large variation within one class (Section 6.1.1), so that the
CIFAR-10 classifier is not as sure about one class as the LISA
classifier is, hence is more vulnerable to GhostImage attacks.
ImageNet We used a pre-trained Inception V3 neural network [46] for the ImageNet dataset to evaluate the attack
robustness against large networks. Since the pre-trained network can recognize 1000 classes, we did not iterate all of
them [24]. Instead, for alteration attacks, we randomly picked
ten benign images from the validation set, and twenty random
target classes, while for creation attacks, the “benign” images
were purely black. Results are given in Fig. 13.
For high resolutions ( 15 ⇥ 15), the attack success rates
were nearly 100%. But as soon as the resolutions went down
to 10 ⇥ 10 or below, the rates decreased sharply. The reason
might be that in order to mount successful targeted attacks
on a 1000-class image classifier, a large number of degrees of
freedom are required. 10 ⇥ 10 or lower resolutions plus three
color channels might not be enough to accomplish targeted
attacks. To verify this, we also evaluated untargeted alteration
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Figure 14: Outdoor experiment setup
attacks on ImageNet. Results show that when the resolutions
are 1 ⇥ 1 or 2 ⇥ 2, the success rates are 50% or 80%, respectively. But as soon as the resolutions go to 3 ⇥ 3 or above,
the success rates reach 100%. Lastly, similar to CIFAR-10,
system-aware attacks on ImageNet were more successful than
on LISA, because of the high variation within one class.
6.2.2

Outdoor experiments

In order to evaluate system-aware attacks in a real-world environment, we also conducted experiments outdoor (Fig. 14),
where the camera was put on the hood of a vehicle that was
about to pass an intersection with a STOP sign. The attacker’s
projector was placed on the right curb, and it was about four
meters away from the camera. The experiments were done
at noon, at dusk and at night (with the vehicle’s front lights
on) to examine the effects of ambient light on attack efficacy.
The illuminances were 4 ⇥ 104 lx, 4 ⇥ 103 lx, and 30 lx, respectively. The experiments at noon were unsuccessful due to
the strong sunlight. Although more powerful projectors [47]
could be acquired, we argue that a typical projector is effective
in dimmer environments (e.g., cloudy days, at dawn, dusk, and
night, or urban areas where buildings cause shades), which
accounts for more than half of a day. See Sec. 7.1 for more
discussion on ambient lighting conditions.
Results (Tab. 2) of the other cases show that the success
rates are 30% lower than our in-lab experiments (the fourmeter case from Fig. 11), because we used our in-lab channel
model directly in the road experiments without retraining
it, and also the environmental conditions are more unpredictable. Moreover, the attack rates on altering some classes
(e.g., the STOP sign) into three other signs (e.g., YIELD)
were 100%, which is critical as an attacker can easily prevent
an autonomous vehicle from stopping at a STOP sign.
6.2.3

Different cameras

Previously, we conducted GhostImage attacks on Aptina
MT9M034 camera [34] designed for autonomous driving. Here, we evaluate two other cameras, an Aptina
MT9V034 [48] with a simpler lens design, and a Ring indoor security camera [49] for surveillance applications.
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Table 2: Outdoor alteration attack success rates
Success rates of

Noon

Dusk

Night

Overall
STOP ! YIELD
STOP ! ADDEDLANE
STOP ! PEDESTRIAN

0%
0%
0%
0%

51%
100%
100%
100%

42.9%
100%
100%
100%

Aptina MT9V034 We mounted system-aware creation attacks against the same camera-based object classification
system as in Section 6.1 but we replaced the camera with
the Aptina MT9V034 camera. Since this camera has a
smaller aperture size and also a simpler lens design than
Aptina MT9M034, for a distance of one meter, only 16 ⇥ 16resolution attack patterns could be achieved (previously we
had 32 ⇥ 32 at one meter). We did not train a new channel
model for this camera, so the attack success rate at one meter
was only 75%, which is 25% lower than the Aptina MT9M034
camera. As the distances increased up to four meters, creation attacks yielded success rates as 46.25%, 33.75%, and
12.5%, respectively. Another reason why the overall success
rate was lower is that even though the data sheet of Aptina
MT9V034 [48] states that the camera also has the auto exposure control feature, we could not enable the feature in our
experiments. In other words, system-aware creation attacks
did not benefit from the exposure control. This, on the other
hand, indicates the robustness of GhostImage attacks: Even
without taking advantage of exposure control, the attacks were
still effective, with attack success rates as high as 75%.
Ring indoor security camera We tested GhostImage untargeted attacks against a Ring indoor security camera [49]
on the ImageNet dataset. To demonstrate that our attacks can
be applied to surveillance scenarios, we assume the camera
would issue an intrusion warning if a specific object type [50]
is detected by the Inception V3 neural network [46]. The attacker’s goal is to change an object for an intruder class to
a non-intruder class. However, we could not find “human”,
“person” or “people”, etc. in the output classes, we instead
used five human related items (such as sunglasses) as the
Table 3: GhostImage untargeted alteration attacks against
Ring camera on ImageNet dataset in perception domain
Index

Benign Class

Rate

Common Prediction

19992
21539
22285
31664
2849
26236

fur boat
sunglasses
sunglasses
sarong
sweatshirt
puncho

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

geyser, parachute
screen, microwave
plastic bag, geyser
jellyfish, plastic bag
laptop, candle
table lamp
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benign classes. We found six images from the validation set
of ImageNet, of which top-1 classification results are one of
those five benign classes. The six images were displayed on a
monitor. For each benign image, we calculated ten alternative
3 ⇥ 3 attack patterns (the highest resolution at one meter by
the Ring camera). Results show that for all six benign images,
system-aware attacks achieved untargeted attack success rates
of 100% (Table 3).

7

Discussion

In this section, we discuss practical challenges to GhostImage
attacks, speculate as to effective countermeasures.

7.1

Practicality of GhostImage Attacks

Moving targets and alignment: The overlap of ghosts and
objects of interest in images must be nearly complete for the
attacks to succeed. In the cases of a moving camera (e.g.,
one mounted to a vehicle), the attacker needs to be able to
accurately track the movement of the targeted camera, otherwise the attacker can only sporadically inject ghosts. Note
that, although aiming (or tracking) moving targets is generally
challenging in remote sensor attacks (e.g., the AdvLiDAR
attack [12] assumes the attacker can achieve this via camerabased object detection and tracking), existing works [18, 29]
have demonstrated the feasibility of tracking cameras and
then neutralizing them. This paper’s main goal is to propose
a new category of camera attacks, which enables an attacker
to inject arbitrary patterns.
Conspicuousness: The light bursts around the light source
in Figures 1 and 6 may raise stealthiness concerns about our
attacks. However, according to our analysis in Sec. 4.2, such
bursts can actually be eliminated because the light source
can be outside of view [31]. Even the light source has to be
in the frame (due to the lens configuration), we argue that a
camera-based object classification system used in autonomous
systems generally make decisions without human input (for
example, in a Waymo self-driving taxi [1], no human driver
is required). Additionally, the attack beam is so concentrated
that only the victim camera can observe it while other humanbeings (e.g., pedestrians) cannot (Fig. 14). Finally, the light
source only needs to be on for a short amount of time, as a
few tampered frames can cause incorrect actions [51].
Projectors, lenses, and attack distances: Based on our
model (Eq. 7) and experiments (Tab. 4), the illuminance on
the camera from the projector would better be 4/3 of the part
from ambient illuminance (to achieve a success rate of 100%).
2
Since Illuminance µ Luminance · rthrow
/d 2 , in order to carry
out an attack during sunny days (typically with Illuminance
40 ⇥ 103 lx), a typical projector (e.g., [52] with Luminance
9 ⇥ 103 lm) should work with a telephoto lens [53] (with a
throwing radio 100) at a distance of one meter. For longer distances or brighter backgrounds, one can either acquire a more
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powerful projector (e.g., [47] with 75 ⇥ 103 lm), or combine
multiple lenses to achieve much larger throwing ratios (e.g.,
two Optela lenses [53] yield 200, etc.), or both.
Knowledge of the targeted system: We assume that both
types of attackers know about the camera matrix Mc and color
calibration matrix Hc . We note that the attacks can still be
effective without such knowledge but with it the attacks can
be more efficient. For example, the attacker may choose to
lower their attack success expectation but the probability of
successful attack may still be too high for potential victims to
bear (e.g., a success rate of only 10% might be unacceptable
for reasons of safety in automated vehicles). This challenge
can be largely eliminated if the attacker is able to purchase
a camera of the same, or similar, model as used in the targeted system and use it to derive the matrices. Although the
duplicate camera may not be exactly the same to the target
one, the channel model would still be in the same form with
approximate, probably fine-tuned parameters (via retraining),
thanks to the generality of our channel model. Lastly, assuming white-box knowledge on sensors is widely adopted and
accepted in the literature, e.g., the AdvLiDAR attack [12].
Also, we assume white-box attacks on the neural network,
though this assumption can be eliminated by leveraging the
transferability of adversarial examples [54, 55].
Object detection: We have assumed that the object detector can crop out the region of the image which contains
the projected ghost pattern(s). Though it cannot be guaranteed that an object detector will automatically include the
ghost patterns, we note that a GhostImage attacker could design ghost patterns that cause an object detector to include
them [27, 56] and, at the same time, the cropped image would
fool the subsequent object classifier.
Attack Variations: Instead of flare effects, we can also
leverage beamsplitting to merge the benign image and the
adversarial one together. Rather than projectors, lasers can
also be used. Please see our full version [57] for more details.

7.2

Countermeasures

The most straightforward countermeasure to GhostImage
attacks is flare elimination, either by using a lens hood or
through flare detection. Lens hoods are generally not favored
as they reduce the angle of view of the camera, which is unacceptable for many autonomous vehicle and surveillance
applications. Adversarial flare detection is challenging as they
are typically transparent [58], and hard to be distinguished
from natural ghosts.
A complementary line of defense would be to make neural
networks themselves robust to GhostImage attacks. Existing
approaches against adversarial examples (e.g., [45, 59–61],
etc.) are ill-suited for this task, however, as GhostImage attacks do not necessarily follow the constraints placed on traditional adversarial examples in that perturbations do not have
to be bounded within a small norm, meanwhile these defenses
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were not designed for arbitrarily large perturbations. As this
work mainly focuses on sensor attacks, we leave the validation
of defenses as future work [12, 25–27].
Another complementary approach of defense is to exploit
prior knowledge, such as GPS locations of signs, to make
decisions, instead of only depending on real-time sensor perception (though this approach would not work for spontaneous appearance of objects, e.g., in the context of collision
avoidance). Sensor redundancy/fusion could also be helpful:
autonomous vehicles could be equipped with multiple cameras and/or other types of sensors, such as LiDARs and radars,
which would at least increase the cost of the attack by requiring the attacker to target multiple sensors. However, a powerful attacker may be able to attack LiDARs [12], radars [19]
and cameras simultaneously to defeat sensor fusion. Finally,
temporal consistency via object tracking (e.g., “the object
should not have appeared from nowhere of a sudden.”) may
also be used to detect the attack, or at least complicate it.

8

Related Work

Sensor attacks Perception in autonomous and surveillance
systems occurs through sensors, which convert analog signals
into digital ones that are further analyzed by computing systems. Recent work has demonstrated that the sensing mechanism itself is vulnerable to attack and that such attacks may be
used to bypass digital protections [15, 16]. For example, antilock braking system (ABS) sensors have been manipulated
via magnetic fields by Shoukry et al. [62], microphones have
been subject to inaudible voice and light-based attacks [9, 63],
and light sensors can be influenced via electromagnetic interference to report lighter or darker conditions [8]. The reader
is referred to [15, 16] for a review of analog sensor attacks.
Existing remote attacks against cameras [11, 18, 19] are
denial-of-service attacks and do not seek to compromise the
object classifier as our GhostImage attacks do. Those attacks
that do target object classification [25,27,64] are either digital
or physical domain attacks (i.e., they need to modify the object
of interest in this case a traffic sign or road pavement, physically or after the object has been captured by a camera) rather
than perception domain attacks [15,16]. Li et al. [28]’s attacks
on cameras require attackers to place stickers on lenses, to
which is generally hard to get access. Similarly, several lightbased attacks [51, 65, 66] fall within the domain of physical
attacks, as opposed to our perception domain attack, because
these approaches illuminate the object of interest with visible
or infrared light. We did not consider infrared noise in our attacks as it can be easily eliminated from visible light systems
using infrared filters. Attacks on LiDAR systems [10–12, 67]
are also related; but they are considerably easier to carry out
than our visible light-based attacks against cameras because
attackers can directly inject adversarial laser pulses into LiDARs without worrying about blocking the object of interest.
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Adversarial examples State-of-the-art adversarial examples can be categorized as digital (e.g., [23, 24]), or physical
domain attacks (e.g., [25, 26, 68]) in which objects of interest
are physically modified to cause misclassification. The latter
differs from GhostImage attacks in that we target the sensor
(camera) without needing to physically modify any real-world
object. Another line of work focuses on unrestricted adversarial examples (so as ours), such as [69], though they are
limited in the digital domain.

9

Conclusion

In this work we presented GhostImage attacks against camerabased object classifiers. Using common optical effects, viz.
lens flare/ghost effects, an attacker is able to inject arbitrary
adversarial patterns into camera images using a projector. To
increase the efficacy of the attack, we proposed a projectorcamera channel model that predicts the location of ghosts,
the resolution of the patterns in ghosts, given the projectorcamera arrangement, and accounts for exposure control and
color calibration. GhostImage attacks also leverage adversarial examples generation techniques to find optimal attack
patterns. We evaluated GhostImage attacks using three image
datasets and in both indoor and outdoor environments on three
cameras. Experimental results show that GhostImage attacks
were able to achieve attack success rates as high as 100%, and
also have potential impact on autonomous systems, such as
self-driving cars and surveillance systems.
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A Illustrative Channel Model Parameters
Table 4 lists all parameters of the projector-camera channel
model. The color calibration matrix is
2
3
0.5 0 0.1
Hc = 4 0 0.5 0 5 .
0
0 0.8
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Abstract
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) are the ground
of control systems, which are however, vulnerable to a variety of cyber attacks, especially for networked control systems. To mitigate this issue, we design PLC-Sleuth, a novel
non-invasive intrusion detection/localization system for PLCs,
grounding on a set of control invariants — i.e., the correlations between sensor readings and the concomitantly triggered PLC commands — that exist pervasively in all control systems. Specifically, taking the system’s Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition log as input, PLC-Sleuth abstracts/identifies the system’s control invariants as a control
graph using data-driven structure learning, and then monitors
the weights of graph edges to detect anomalies thereof, which
is in turn, a sign of intrusion. We have implemented and evaluated PLC-Sleuth using both a prototype of Secure Ethanol
Distillation System (SEDS) and a realistically simulated Tennessee Eastman (TE) process.

1

Introduction

Background. Commodity Programmable Logic Controllers
(PLCs) are proved vulnerable to cyber attacks [1, 2]. Researchers have identified >36.7K PLCs that can be accessed
by scanning the ports of common communication protocols,
such as Modbus and Siemens S7 [3, 4]. Symantec has also
confirmed the feasibility of hijacking a number of missioncritical PLCs [5], such as acquiring credentials of the target
PLC to administer destructive payloads. Keliris and Maniatakos have designed an autonomous process to compromise
PLCs [6], facilitating the executable program injection [7]
or firmware modification [8]. After compromising the PLC,
adversaries can mount a variety of attacks, including but not
limited to:
• Command Injection Attacks. The malware TRITON was
launched remotely in Saudi Arabia in 2017 [9] to disturb
the operations of safety actuators in a petrochemical facility.
These actuators were originally designed to take remedial
actions in case of emergency, while TRITON instead sent
them adversarial commands to shut down the facilities.
• Cooperative Stealthy Attacks. To hide attacks from being
detected, adversaries can even mount advanced stealthy attacks to PLCs, by not only tampering control commands,
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but also cooperatively forging the Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition (SCADA) logs with historical (and normal) data. An example of this stealthy attack is the worm
Stuxnet which damaged hundreds of centrifuges [10]. A
firmware vulnerability of Allen Bradley PLCs exposed in
2017 [11] allows modifying the PLCs’ control commands
and forging sensor readings.
Protecting PLCs Using Control Invariants. To mitigate the
above issues, we design a non-invasive data-driven intrusion
detection system (IDS) for PLCs, which we call PLC-Sleuth.
The foundation of PLC-Sleuth is a set of control invariants
that exist pervasively in all control systems: the control commands issued by PLCs correlate strongly with the concomitant
sensor readings. PLC-Sleuth automatically identifies these
control invariants using system’s SCADA logs, and abstracts
them as a control graph, in which the nodes represent system
variables, such as commands, sensor readings, and control
setpoints, and the weights of edges quantify the strength of
correlations between system variables. PLC-Sleuth then captures the normal behavior of the weights of graph edges using
data-driven approaches, and detects, at runtime, the anomalies
— edges with abnormal weights indicate the control channels
between corresponding system variables have been compromised. PLC-Sleuth has the following salient properties.
• A Cyber-Physical IDS. PLC-Sleuth is built on a set of
physically-induced invariants of control systems, i.e., a
given actuation is always triggered by specific realtime sensor measurements, which can be observed as
the correlations between the time series of issued control commands and the concomitant sensor readings.
This physically-induced correlation (i.e., control invariant)
makes PLC-Sleuth reliable as the correlation will not
change unless the control rules are updated, and pervasively deployable because such control invariants exist in
all control systems.
• A Non-Invasive IDS. Taking the SCADA logs of a control system as input, PLC-Sleuth automatically identifies the control invariants, and uses them to protect the
PLCs thereof, via data-driven approaches without probing/perturbing the system, i.e., PLC-Sleuth is non-invasive
and thus easy to deploy.
• An IDS Localizing Intrusions. PLC-Sleuth, besides detecting intrusions at PLCs, also localizes the compromised con-
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trol loops thereof, facilitating swift repair/forensics of the
PLCs; the control system otherwise remains unreliable no
matter how well the intrusions are detected.
We have implemented and evaluated PLC-Sleuth using
our Secure Ethanol Distillation System (SEDS) prototype
and a representative/realistic TE chemical process. We first
evaluate PLC-Sleuth’s identification of control invariants —
in the form of a control graph — using various volumes of
training data. We then evaluate PLC-Sleuth’s intrusion detection/localization using the constructed control graph against
command injection attacks and cooperative stealthy attacks,
with various deviations from the normal commands. The results show that for SEDS and TE respectively, PLC-Sleuth
identifies system invariants with {100%, 98.11%} accuracy,
detects PLC attacks — even those change the normal commands by only 0.12% — with {98.33%/0.85‰, 100%/0%}
true/false positives, and localizes compromised control loops
with {93.22%, 96.76%} accuracy.
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Preliminaries and Basic Idea

Here we present the necessary background of control systems
and the basic idea of PLC-Sleuth, using our prototype of
an ethanol distillation control system, called SEDS (Secure
Ethanol Distillation System), as an example. Distillation is the
process of separating constituents in a liquid mixture based
on the differences in their volatility. SEDS is a scaled-down
but fully operational distillation plant, which purifies alcohol
from water and is capable of producing alcohol with a purity
of 90%.
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Figure 1: The Secure Ethanol Distillation System (SEDS)
prototype in our lab.
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Figure 2: Sequence of CPU executions in PLC [13].

2.1

SEDS Prototype

A typical control system has four main components organized
as feedback control loops [12]:
• A physical process, e.g., an ethanol distillation process;
• A set of sensors that measure the physical states y of the
process, e.g., the temperature and liquid level of the relevant
distillation tower;
• A set of controllers that generate a set of control commands
u based on the control error x := s − y, i.e., the difference
between sensor reading y and the expected setpoint s;
• A set of actuators that operate as instructed by the controllers’ commands u, e.g., the valves controlling the feeding of materials.
Fig. 1(a) shows our prototype of SEDS, implemented using a control network consisting of sensors, actuators and
a SIMATIC S7-300 PLC, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The PLC
is equipped with a 315-2 PN/DP CPU, one 32bits DI module, two 8 × 13 bits AI modules, one 32 bits DO module,
and one 8 × 12 bits AO module. SEDS’s operation is monitored/logged by a WinCC SCADA system, including 3 setpoints, 11 sensor readings, and 3 control commands. The
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control rules of SEDS are programmed with ladder logic using the Siemens Step7 software. SEDS purifies alcohol from
the water with two basic operations — i.e., tower boiling and
condenser cooling — realized using three feedback loops, as
shown in Fig. 1(c).
• Loop-1 regulates the tower temperature to a pre-defined
level s1 , at which SEDS achieves a high separation efficiency. The temperature controller (TC) generates a command u1 based on the difference between s1 and temperature y1 collected using a temperature sensor (i.e., x1 =
s1 − y1 ), to control the opening/closing of valve V1 (and
hence the fuel flow) to regulate the tower temperature to s1 .
• Loop-2 maintains the flow of the condenser’s cooling water — monitored with a liquid level sensor y2 — around
a pre-defined level s2 to condense ethanol from gas to liquid, which is then refluxed to the tower to improve the
distillation concentration further. Both excessive or deficient ethanol refluxing impede the heat/mass transfer and
degrade the distillation quality. Also, an unstable flow of
cooling water may damage the pump physically. The flow
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Figure 3: Correlations between SEDS’s command u2 and flow difference x2 .
controller (FC) sends a command u2 to the valve V2 to
regulate the cooling water based on x2 = s2 − y2 .
• Loop-3 controls the level of the tower’s liquid material (i.e.,
sensor reading y3 ) to an optimized setpoint s3 , which is also
affected by the ethanol reflux in Loop-2. An unstable liquid
level induces premature flood and thus degrades distillation efficiency [14]. Similar to the TC and FC, the level
controller (LC) of Loop-3 generates a command u3 based
on the difference x3 = s3 − y3 and sends it to valve V3 to
control the distillation tower’s liquid level, by regulating
the input flow.
The specific rules of these control loops are implemented in
SEDS’s PLC, using the Bang-Bang and Proportional-IntegralDerivative (PID) algorithms, which determine the control
signals u based on the current and historical control errors
x [15, 16]. In short, SEDS controls system states {y1 , y2 , y3 }
based on setpoints {s1 , s2 , s3 } using control commands {u1 ,
u2 , u3 }. These interactions among sensors, setpoints and control commands form the basis of all control systems. At the
same time, sensors {y4 , . . . , y11 } provide more information
for system monitoring.

2.2

Attack Model

We consider the following attack model targeting at the PLC
of a given control system:
a) The attacker can mount the command injection attack during the program execution period (see Fig. 2) by downloading malicious code to PLC.
b) Atop the injection attack, the attacker can deliver cooperative stealthy attacks by further replaying normal sensor
readings to the PLC’s process-image input (PII) table. Note
that SCADA reads sensor readings from PII table, which
happens after the execution of malicious code (see Fig. 2).
This way, the attacker can deceive the system monitor to
conclude a normal operation even if a successful attack
has been launched [10].
c) The attacker cannot modify the record of actual commands
issued during system operation, i.e., any forged commands
issued by the attacker will be logged as they are. This is because PIO table logs all commands and remains unchanged
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after the execution of the program [17]. By reading from
the PIO table (see Fig. 2), SCADA obtains control commands that are actually issued.
We next use a cooperative stealthy attack mounted at
SEDS to motivate PLC-Sleuth. The forged commands disturb SEDS’s normal operation, while the faked system logs
deceive the system monitor to conclude a normal system operation during/after the attack. Specifically, let us consider
the case that an attacker aims to degrade the distillation quality by hacking SEDS’s Loop-2 to trigger an unstable reflux.
The increment of command u2 under a normal operation is
proportional to x2 , i.e., a x2 := (s2 − y2 )L/min flow difference
triggers the adjustment of the valve by
∆u2 = −0.01(∆x2 + 0.17 × x2 ).

(1)

By exploiting the PLC’s vulnerabilities, e.g., modifying the
s7otbxdx.dll file of Step7 [10], the attacker downloads a payload to the PLC and implement a malicious control rule of
∆ua2 = −0.1(∆x2 + 0.17 × x2 ),

(2)

thus degrading the stability of the cooling process and causing
oscillations in ethanol reflux. Note that the tower level y3 will
also be affected by this hacked ∆ua2 due to an unstable ethanol
reflux, degrading the distillation quality further. Also, to hide
the abnormal deviations of {y2 , y3 }, the attacker replaces the
sensor logs of {ya2 , ya3 } with historical steady-state records, by
overwriting the PLC’s process-image table. This way, the sensor logs (i.e., {y2 , y3 }) appear normal to the operator whereas
the SEDS is actually manipulated by the attacker.

2.3

Basic Idea of PLC-Sleuth

As stated above, the control command u is generated based
on the control error x = s − y, using the pre-defined control
rules written in the PLC. This incurs strong/reliable correlations between u and x, which we use as the system’s control
invariants. Fig. 3 visualizes such a control invariant between
∆u2 and x2 : when SEDS is attacked as described above, the
control invariant in Fig. 3(a) changes noticeably due to the
malicious control rule in Eq. (2), for both the command injection attack (Fig. 3(b)) and the cooperative stealthy attack
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Figure 4: Different patterns of setpoint, sensor, command variables in SEDS’s Loop-2.
(Fig. 3(c)). PLC-Sleuth uses these control invariants to detect PLC intrusions, by detecting deviations of these control
invariants from their normal behaviors. The challenge is, in
turn, to identify/abstract the system’s control invariants, which
PLC-Sleuth addresses using a control graph.

3

Abstracting Control Invariants

For a given control system, PLC-Sleuth identifies and abstracts its control invariants — defined by the system variables and the interactions thereof — using a control graph.
Specifically, the control graph is defined as a weighted and directed acyclic graph G (V, E, W), where: (i) V is the set of nodes
representing system variables (i.e., setpoints, sensor readings,
and commands), (ii) E is the set of directed edges connecting
nodes in V, representing the correlations among system variables, and (iii) W is the set of edge weights, representing the
strength of the correlations described by E. Specifically,
• V = {S, Y, U} consists of a setpoint node set S, a sensor
node set Y, and a command node set U, which can be obtained/identified automatically from the SCADA logs. Note
that in control systems, the number of nodes in U is no less
than that in S, i.e., |U| ≥ |S|.
y

y

• E = {Es , Eyu } consists of a control error edge set Es connecting nodes in S to nodes in Y, and a control command
edge set Eyu connecting nodes in Y to nodes in U. An edge
exists in E when its two nodes belong to the same control
loop. The commonly used decentralized control scheme —
one sensor is fed back for the generation of one targeted
control command, and vise versa [18] — makes both the
out-degree of nodes in Y and the in-degree of nodes in U
equal to 1.
y

y

• W = {Ws , Wyu } consists of an error weight set Ws for cony
trol error edges in Es and a command weight set Wyu for
control command edges in Eyu . PLC-Sleuth exploits Wyu
to detect and localize PLC intrusions, by monitoring Wyu
in real time and detecting the anomalies thereof. Note that
y
the error weight set Ws could also be used to detect PLC
attacks/anomalies, i.e., the sensor readings Y should be
close to the corresponding setpoint S in a stable control
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system [12]. This approach, however, is (i) vulnerable to replayed sensor logs in cooperative stealthy attacks [19], and
(ii) orthogonal to PLC-Sleuth and thus not discussed here.
Also, the fact that G includes two types of edges/weights differs it from the traditional structure learning graphs [20,21].
Next we explain PLC-Sleuth’s classification of nodes and
edges. For the ease of description, we use si , y j , and uk to
denote nodes belonging to S, Y, and U, respectively, and use
y
u
y
esij and ey kj to represent edges belonging to Es and Eyu .
Setpoint Node Set S. A setpoint node si ∈ S denotes an
expected state of system, which will not fluctuate when the
system is operating, as shown in Fig. 4(a) and Figs. 20(a)20(c) in Appendix.
Sensor Node Set Y. A sensor node y j ∈ Y captures the
system’s real-time state. Because of the environment noise
and the sensor measurement error, the readings of y j show
small but consistent vibrations, as observed in Fig. 4(b) and
Figs. 20(d)-20(n) in Appendix.
Command Node Set U. A command node uk ∈ U reflects
the actuation to achieve the pre-defined system state, and
fluctuates with the readings of the corresponding sensor. The
issued command uk will be smooth to protect the actuator, as
shown in Fig. 4(c) and Figs. 20(o)-20(q) in Appendix.
y

Error Weight Set Ws . The weight of control error edge
y
y
wsij ∈ Ws captures the difference between system state y j and
the corresponding setpoint si over the recent l samples,
(y ,··· ,yd )

wsi 1

l

= | ∑ (si (t) − f (y1 (t), · · · , yd (t)))|,

(3)

t=1

where d is the number of sensors used to estimate the system
state using function f , which can be obtained from control
algorithms’ expressions or binary files [22].
Command Weight Set Wyu . Mutual information (MI) — a
metric commonly used to characterize conditional dependency between variables using their posterior probability distribution [23] — is an intuitive metric to define command
u
weight wy kj ∈ Wyu . Specifically, the weight of command edge
can be defined as the normalized mutual information, i.e.,
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wuy kj =

I(xi , uk )
,
H(uk )

(4)
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However, because a variable’s posterior probability only
depicts static information, MI has limited ability to quantify
the dynamic correlation between sensor measurement y and
command u. Fig. 5 shows the scatter plot of SEDS’s sensor
readings {y2 , y3 } and control commands {u2 , u3 }, showing
their low correlation when only considering samples collected
at a given time instant — the weighting scheme in Eq. (4)
may not work well for PLC-Sleuth.
To mitigate the above limitation, we define a novel transition correlation, using the correlation between the two time
series of ∆u and y, as visualized in Fig. 6 where the closeto-diagonal path indicates much stronger correlation (when
compared to Fig. 5).
Specifically, inspired by the fact that the command uk is
triggered according to the current and historical values of its
corresponding error series xi = si −yi , we define the transition
mutual information (TMI) as,


p(ξ, η)
T MI(xi , ∆uk ) = ∑ ∑ p(ξ, η) log
, (6)
p(ξ)p(η)
ξ∈X τ η∈U 1
where τ is the length of sequences used for characterizing
variables’ transitions. This way, PLC-Sleuth calculates the
u
command weight wy kj as
(7)

The weighting of MI and TMI are compared statistically
in Table 1 of Sec. 5.
Control Graph Example. As an example, Fig. 7 shows the
control graph G (VSEDS , ESEDS , WSEDS ) of SEDS, where
VSEDS = {{s1 , s2 , s3 }, {y1 , y2 , y3 }, {u1 , u2 , u3 }},

ESEDS = {{eys11 , eys22 , eys33 }, {euy11 , euy22 , euy33 }},

WSEDS = {{wys11 , wys22 , wys33 }, {wuy11 , wuy22 , wuy33 }}.
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Figure 6: Transition correlations (calculated according to
Eq. (7)) between SEDS’s commands and sensor readings.

where xi is the control error between si and y j , H(uk ) is the
entropy of the recent sequence of commands uk , and I(xi , uk )
denotes the MI between xi and uk , which is calculated using
the joint probability density function of variable xi and uk
(denoted as p(ξ, η)) as


p(ξ, η)
I(xi , uk ) = ∑ ∑ p(ξ, η) log
.
(5)
p(ξ)p(η)
ξ∈X η∈U

T MI(xi , ∆uk )
.
H(∆uk )
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Figure 5: Static correlations (calculated according to Eq. (4))
between SEDS’s commands and sensor readings.
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Figure 7: Control graph of SEDS.
Note that, again, both the out-degree of {y1 , y2 , y3 } and the indegree of {u1 , u2 , u3 } are 1. The sensor variables {y4 , . . . , y11 },
which are used for system monitoring only, are not shown in
Fig. 7 for clarity.

4

Design of PLC-Sleuth

Fig. 8 presents the logic flow of PLC-Sleuth: constructing
the control graph G (V, E, W) of the system-of-interest by identifying the variable’s connections (i.e., edges E) and the corresponding weight W, and monitoring the time series of weight
Wyu to detect and localize PLC attacks.

4.1

Construction of Control Graph

An intuitive way to construct the control graph is to have
system designers manually extract it from system documents
(e.g., engineering flow diagrams, loop diagrams, logic diagrams, electrical control diagrams, etc.). However, this requires significant human efforts or field-expertise and is errorprone [24]. As an alternative, PLC-Sleuth constructs the
control graph G automatically with a data-driven approach,
using the historical (and normal) SCADA logs.
4.1.1

Identifying Vertex Set

PLC-Sleuth identifies the nodes of G automatically using
the SCADA logs: (i) setpoint variables are of constant values,
(ii) sensor readings are of consistent and small vibrations, and
(iii) control commands are of continuous/smooth values, as
shown in Fig. 4. PLC-Sleuth first identifies the setpoint node
set S by finding the constant variables (i.e. H(si ) = 0). Then
by calculating the vibrations-signal ratio (VSR) of variable y j ,
PLC-Sleuth identifies sensor node set Y from the variables
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On top of the identified nodes, PLC-Sleuth has to identify the
edges and determine their weights. For the ease of description,
let us first consider the construction of control graphs for PLCs
consisting of loops with only a single feedback channel, e.g.,
the three control loops in SEDS. We will later extend the
graph construction to more complex control loops involving
multiple (and likely coupled) feedback channels.
y

• Step-I: Identifying Es Edges. PLC-Sleuth first identifies
y
the error edges in Es , which allows the identification of comu
mand edges in Ey later. It is desirable for control systems to
operate at a steady state that leads to a high system efficiency,
which is achieved in practice by using a set of setpoints for
each feedback loop of the PLC. Hence, we expect the sensor
reading y to be close to its corresponding setpoint s, which
y
steers PLC-Sleuth’s identification of edges in Es . The basic
idea is that, for each node s̃i ∈ S, we identify its corresponding
y
edge in Es by finding the node ỹ j ∈ Y , such that the weight
ỹ j
ws̃i (calculated with Eq. (3)) is the smallest among all the
{s̃i , y j } pairs. Taking SEDS as an example, {s1 , s2 , s3 } are set
as {51◦ C, 4.5L/min, 0.29m}, and the sensor readings {y1 , y2 ,
y3 } fluctuate around {51, 4.5, 0.29}. As a result, the weights
y
y
y
of {ws11 , ws22 , ws33 } tend to be small positive values.
After identifying the edge connecting y j to si , PLC-Sleuth
obtains the corresponding time series of control error xi (t) =
si (t) − y j (t), which are used to identify the command edges
in Eyu , as we explain next.
• Step-II: Identifying Eyu Edges. For each of the above ideny

tified error edges esij ∈ Es , PLC-Sleuth further matches its
sensor node y j to the command node uk of the same control
loop. Typically, a control algorithm regulates an actuator’s
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Figure 9: VSR of fluctuated variables in SEDS.

Combination

Identifying Edge Set for PLCs with Single Feedback Loops

y

fluctuated variables in SEDS

u

with consistent fluctuation. Here we define vibrations as the
curve crests/troughs y j (k) in y j , where y0j (k) × y0j (k + 1) < 0,
and V SRy j as the maximum ratio of crests/troughs in a period
samples of y j . With a 10 persistent samples setting, all sensor
nodes in SEDS have the VSR of 1, as shown in Fig. 9. After
selecting nodes with high VSR (larger than 0.5 in Fig. 9) as
sensor node set, the unclassified variables are classified as the
command node set U.

Sensor
Command
y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6 y7 y8 y9 y10 y11 u1 u2 u3

Slave: Identifying EryEy

Figure 8: Architecture of PLC-Sleuth.

4.1.2

0.5

action based on sensor measurements to minimize the control
error, making a command node uk closely correlated with the
sensor reading y j of the same control loop. We use Eq. (7)
to quantify the correlation between nodes y j and uk , based
y
on the identified Es . Similar to the identification of edges in
y
Es , we match a command node ũk to the sensor node ỹ j of an
ỹ
ũ
identified measurement edge es̃ij , by finding the maximal wỹ kj
(calculated with Eq. (7)) in all the {ỹ j , uk } pairs. This way,
PLC-Sleuth matches each sensor node ỹ j of the identified
y
edge in Es with the most correlated command node ũk ∈ U.

• Step-III: Rematching of Repeated Eyu Edges. A control
command u operates an actuator in the same control loop.
However, the operated actuator does not only affect control
loop to which it belongs, but it may also affect other control
loops due to their physical interactions. For example, the
command u3 in SEDS does not only affect the tower liquid
level y3 , but also the tower temperature y1 , because more
intake of cold materials will cool the tower more. As a result,
both y1 and y3 are likely to be matched with u3 . In general, if a
control system has two or more closely coupled components,
it may happen that a command node u∗k is matched to multiple
y
sensor nodes y j s of different esij s edges, thus violating that
the in-degree of a command node should be 1. We call the
command node u∗k being matched to multiple y j s the repeated
command node. For a repeated command node u∗k , we delete
its edges from G by keeping only the edge with the maximal
weight. An example of the repeated node is u3 of SEDS, which
could be potentially matched to both y1 and y3 . PLC-Sleuth
u
u
u
eventually removes ey13 because wy13 < wy33 .
After addressing all repeated command nodes,
PLC-Sleuth repeats Step-II and III for the remaining
y
unmatched y j and uk , until all edges in Es , or their corresponding sensor reading nodes y j s more specifically, are
matched with a command node uk .
4.1.3

Identifying Edge Set for PLCs with Multiple Feedback Loops

Many real-world control systems use control loops with coupled feedback channels — such as cascade control and ratio
control [18, 25] — to improve their efficiency. These coupled
loops usually operate in a master-slave manner, as illustrated
in Fig. 10. Taking SEDS as an example, to stabilize the reflux
temperature at a setpoint level, we can deploy another temper-
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Figure 10: Examples of coupled feedback control schemes.
ature controller TC to SEDS’s Loop-#2 to adjust, in real-time,
FC’s setpoint, making FC the slave controller of TC.
Transfer node rm ∈ R, where R ⊂ U, is introduced to construct the control graph with coupled feedback channels,
which is responsible for transferring control commands from
master to slave loops (e.g., r2 in Fig. 10). Note that most transfer nodes also act as setpoints of the slave loops. We refer to
transfer nodes that do not act as the setpoints of slave loops
as transmit nodes. PLC-Sleuth identify R from U. Specifically, each control loop of a PLC generates a corresponding
command, all of which form U. Also, only a subset of U are
sent to actuators in the coupled feedback control 1 , and the
remaining commands form the transfer node set R.
In the following, we explain how PLC-Sleuth constructs
the control graph for these multiple channels feedback loops.
• Step-IV: Constructing the Master Loops. Master loops
are those containing a setpoint node in S. We construct a
control graph for the master loops from node set {S, Y, R}.
y
The identification of error edges in Es of master loops is done
in the same way as Step-I. Also, the command edges in Eyr in
master loops are identified similarly as in Step-II and III, by
replacing node uk ∈ U with node rm ∈ R.

• Step-V: Constructing the Slave Loops. The control graph
for slave loops is constructed from node set {R, Y and U − R}.
y
Error edges in Er of slave loops are identified similarly to
(y ,··· ,y )
L
Step-I, by replacing Eq.(3) with wrm1 d = min{|∑t=1
(rm −
L
f (y1 , · · · , yd ))|, |∑t=1 (rm ∗ rn − f (y1 , · · · , yd ))|}. This step
identifies the sensor node ỹ j (and r̃n as well if the ratio control
scheme exists) for the transfer node r̃m . Transfer nodes that
are not matched with a sensor node are treated as transmit
nodes. Based on the identified edges from set R to set Y, command edges in Eyu of slave loops are identified with the same
approach as in Step-II and III.
• Step-VI: Combining the Control Loops. Master and
slave loops are combined using transfer nodes in R. When a
sensor node ỹj in the master loop is matched to a transmit
node r̂n , which transfers the control command but does not
act as a slave setpoint, we further match r̂n with a slave
setpoint node r̃m with the maximal wr̃r̂mn (calculated with
Eq. (7)) in all the {r̂n , rm } pairs. For the command edge
1 Actuators will send received commands back to SCADA system [26,27].
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er̃ỹmj of master loop not constructed by the transmit node, the
sensor node ỹj is matched directly to the setpoint node r̃m
of the slave loop. This process terminates when each of the
transfer node rm of the command edge erymj in master loop is
matched with a slave loop. Then, by comparing the weights
ũ
of wỹ kj and wr̃ỹmj (or wr̂ỹnj ), we determine the specific control
graph (i.e., single feedback loops or multiple feedback loops)
to which the nodes s̃i , ỹ j , r̃m , r̂n , ũk belong.

4.2

Detection/Localization of PLC Intrusions

PLC-Sleuth then detects/localizes, at runtime, PLC intrusions using an online norm model constructed using G .
As illustrated in Sec. 2.3, tampering the control command
will violate the control invariants between commands and the
corresponding measurements. The violations of control invariants will be observed as the changes of weights in G (V, E, W).
PLC-Sleuth uses a sliding window T to construct an online
detector that monitors the weights of edges in Eyu , by:
wuy kj (t) =

I(xi ([t − T,t]), ∆uk ([t − T,t]))
,
H(∆uk ([t − T,t]))

(8)

where xi ([t − T,t]) corresponds to control errors of y j (t) in
window T and uk ([t − T,t]) denotes the PLC’s control commands in the same window.
Intrusion Detection. PLC-Sleuth uses a memory-based
method, such as the nonparametric CUmulative SUM
(CUSUM) [28], to alarm operators if an anomaly is detected
in Eq.(8). CUSUM is defined recursively as
S0 = 0 and St = max(0, St−1 + |νt−1 | − δ),

(9)
u

where νt is the weight error from the expected value ŵy kj (t),
defined as
νt = wuy kj (t) − ŵuy kj (t),
(10)
and δ is a small positive constant, set as δ > |νt−1 | when
the system operates normally, preventing St from increasing
persistently. An alarm is triggered whenever St is larger than
a pre-defined threshold, i.e.,
St > µ,

(11)

at which time the detection will be reset with St = 0.
Intrusion Localization. It is trivial to localize the forged
command if only one abnormal edge is detected, i.e., the
command responsible for that edge is compromised. When
multiple anomalies are detected, PLC-Sleuth localizes the
forged command as the one triggering the anomaly alarm first.
This greedy strategy is intuitive because cascaded anomalies
require a longer time to cause instability to control systems,
when compared to the directly forged command. This can be
well-justified using SEDS as an example: the forged ua2 in
Eq. (2) first degrades the stability of the ethanol reflux in Loop#2, causing alarms at edge euy22 , and then further oscillates the
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Table 1: Weight of SEDS’s command edges obtained with different weighing schemes.
Metric
y1
y2
y3

Score

u1
38918
39006
41192

K2
u2
37101
42114
37648

u3
145
37
5373

u1
-31778
-31253
-24187

LL
u2
-27892
-20940
-24796

u3
-6405
-6484
-787

Accuracy (%)

100
80
60
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MI
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3
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Figure 11: Constructing SEDS’s control graph.
liquid level y3 in Loop-#3 through fluid transportation, which
u
may induce alarms at edge ey33 after the first alarm is triggered.
This way, PLC-Sleuth localizes the forged command as the
one controlling Loop-#2.

5

Evaluation

We have evaluated PLC-Sleuth using both SEDS and a simulated Tennessee Eastman (TE) process, which is a representative benchmark of continuous chemical processes [29].

5.1

Methodology

Our evaluation of PLC-Sleuth consists of two parts. We first
evaluate PLC-Sleuth’s construction of the control graph by
u
comparing it with the cases when defining wy kj ∈ Wyu using
four other metrics proposed in structure learning: (i) Bayesian
scoring metric K2 [30], (ii) Log-likelihood (LL) [31], (iii)
Minimum Description Length (MDL) [32], and (iv) Mutual
information (MI) in Eq.(4). Then, we evaluate PLC-Sleuth’s
intrusion detection/localization under two attack scenarios:
• Attack-1: a control command injection attack implemented by injecting time-varied values to the PIO table
(including those of only slight deviations from normal commands) and tampering the control algorithm parameters.
• Attack-2: a cooperative stealthy attack atop of Attack-1
by replaying normal sensor measurements during attack.

5.2

Evaluation with SEDS

We first evaluate PLC-Sleuth using SEDS.
5.2.1

Constructing SEDS’s Control Graph

We first examine if PLC-Sleuth is able to accurately construct SEDS’s control graph.
Data Collection. We logged a 9.8h operation of SEDS using
its SCADA system, during which a total number of 17 variables are collected at 2Hz, including 3 setpoint variables (i.e.,

340

u1
5183
-4256
-12723

MDL
u2
13628
10942
-9470

u3
82
-100
5420

u1
0.04
0.06
0.27

MI
u2
0.02
0.27
0.13

u3
0.03
0.02
0.88

PLC-Sleuth
u1
u2
u3
0.75
0.08
0.12
0.14
0.85
0.40
0.50
0.51
0.97

|S| = 3), 11 sensor variables (i.e., |Y| = 11), and 3 command
variables (i.e., |U| = 3). We then use these logs to evaluate
PLC-Sleuth’s construction of the control graph. Note SEDS
has three decoupled single feedback loops, as shown in Fig. 7.
Accuracy of Graph Construction. With a training data of
u
u
2h, Table 1 compares the weights of ey kj s (i.e., wy kj s) of SEDS
obtained with PLC-Sleuth and when using K2, LL, MDL,
and MI as the weighting metric, showing:
• PLC-Sleuth identifies SEDS’s command edges euy s accurately and without repeated edges;
• K2 and MDL fail to identify the command edges correctly,
u
due to the falsely matched edges of {ey13 , euy31 } and {euy12 ,
u1
ey2 }, respectively;
• Although LL and MI also match sensor nodes to their corresponding command nodes successfully, they cannot accurately characterize the correlation strength between nodes
u1 and y1 , as evident by their results of wuy11 < wuy31 .
We have further evaluated PLC-Sleuth with varying volumes of training data, as plotted in Fig. 11, where the accuracy is averaged over 1,000 runs by randomly selecting the
start time of training sequences from the 9.8h system logs.
PLC-Sleuth’s accuracy of graph construction outperforms
all other four weighting schemes, and increases with a longer
training data — achieving 100% when being trained with a
system log of 0.5h.
5.2.2

Intrusion Detection/Localization with SEDS

We next evaluate PLC-Sleuth’s intrusion detection/localization under two attack scenarios. The command
injection attacks are launched in two ways, i.e., replacing
output command series with designed attack vector in
PIO table (e.g., replacing u2 = [0.2757, 0.2762, 0.2766]
with ua2 = [0.2967, 0.2968, 0.2969]), and tampering parameters of control rules (e.g., changing K p in the rule of
∆u2 = −K p (∆x2 + 0.17 × x2 ) from K p = 0.01 to K pa = 0.1).
Each of the control loop is attacked 10 times, i.e., a total
number of 10 × 3 = 30 attacks are mounted to SEDS. Besides,
by replaying the corresponding sensor’s normal logs, we
mount another 10 × 3 = 30 cooperative stealthy attacks.
Detection/Localization Accuracy. Table 2 lists the evaluation results, showing that PLC-Sleuth achieves an average
of 98.33%/0.85‰ true/false positive (TP/FP) alarm rate, and
localizes the forged command with 93.22% (i.e., 55 out of
59) positive predictive value (PPV).
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Figure 12: Detecting the two attacks mounted at SEDS’s three control loops.
Table 2: Evaluating PLC-Sleuth’s intrusion detection/localization using SEDS.
Loop
No.
#1
#2
#3

PPV
90%
100%
100%

TP
90%
100%
100%

Attack-2
FP
1.3‰
0.35‰
0.26‰

PPV
66.7%
100%
100%

1
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0
10

20

30

Threshold

(a) TP rate

10

10-4
T=500
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T=1000

5
0
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Threshold

(b) FP rate

30

Latency (s)

Detection parameters: T = 500 for Loop-#1 and Loop-#2, T = 4000 for Loop#3; µ = 7.5; τ = 5.
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Figure 13: Applying PLC-Sleuth to SEDS with varying detection window and threshold.
• Attack-1. The injected forged command incurs instability to
SEDS’s distillation process, as shown with the red dashed
line of the upper subplots in Fig. 12. PLC-Sleuth detects
the weight changes of the monitored edges immediately
after the attack, and thus triggers alarms. Among the 10
command injection attacks against the tower level loop,
Figs. 13(a) and 13(b) plot PLC-Sleuth’s detection results
with various configurations of detection window (T ) and
threshold (µ). Increase of the threshold value hardly affects
the TP rate, but reduces FP alarms noticeably. However, a
larger detection window causes a relatively lower TP rate
due to its insensitivity to parameter changing attacks.
• Attack-2. The cooperatively replayed sensor logs hide attacks from the operators, as shown with the purple dotted
line of the upper subplots in Fig. 12. However, the monitored weight deviates from its normal value noticeably.
Note that one missed TP alarm occurs to Loop-#1, (i.e., the
temperature loop), which has a long control cycle of 1,800s,
causing insensitive variation to variables’ correlation. The
PPV of localization for Loop-#1 is relatively low (when
compared to Loop-2 and 3) for the same reason.
Detection Latency. We have also examined PLC-Sleuth’s
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latency in detecting the PLC intrusions. Although a delay exists for an attack to physically disturb the system, the weight
of control graph changes instantly when the attack is launched,
as shown in the middle subplots of Fig. 12. As a result,
PLC-Sleuth detects these attacks with a short latency, e.g.,
{50, 12.5, 10.5}s for attacks in Fig. 12(a), 12(b), and 12(c),
respectively. Besides, Fig. 13(c) shows that a larger detection
threshold increases the detection latency. On the other hand,
the detection latency decreases with a larger detection window T , because a larger time window facilitates PLC-Sleuth
u
capturing the control invariant (i.e., weight wy kj ) more reliably.

5.3

Evaluation with TE Process

To further evaluate PLC-Sleuth when being deployed at a
large-scale control system, we implement PLC-Sleuth on
a realistically simulated TE process (see Fig. 21 in Appendix) [33]. The TE process contains 12 setpoint variables
in S, 41 measurement variables in Y, 12 terminal command
variables in U, and 14 transfer variables in R. These variables
together form 17 feedback loops, 16 of which form 7 multiple
feedback loops.
5.3.1

Constructing TE’s Control Graph

Again, we first examine PLC-Sleuth’s accuracy of constructing TE’s control graph.
Data collection. Simulating the TE process with Matlab, we
obtained a 72h training data logged at 1.8Hz. The (correctly)
constructed control graph is shown in Fig. 14, in which a total
number of 45 edges need to be identified.
Accuracy of Graph Construction. We have evaluated
PLC-Sleuth with various volumes of training data in different running periods. Fig. 15 plots the results averaged over
1,000 runs.PLC-Sleuth’s graph construction achieves a high
accuracy of 95.76% even when being trained with only a short
trace of 2h, which increases further with a larger volume of
training data. The average accuracy reaches 98.11% with a
20h training data, i.e., PLC-Sleuth accurately identifies almost all of TE’s 45 edges. Note that the construction errors
mainly occur at transfer variables, because of the similarities
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showing that PLC-Sleuth achieves the highest construction
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(µ) on PLC-Sleuth’s attack detection for the reactor level
control in TE.

We next examine PLC-Sleuth’s intrusion detection/localization with two attack scenarios in TE. Each
of the 17 loops is attacked for 10 times in both scenarios.
PLC-Sleuth detects attacks with 100% TP alarm rate,
without any FP alarms. For the 340 alarms, PLC-Sleuth
localizes the forged command with a PPV of 96.76% (i.e.,
329 out of 340). Detailed detecting/localizing results of the
17 × 10 × 2 = 340 attacks are listed in Table 3 of Appendix.

dow and threshold using the 10 attacks against the TE’s
reactor level control, as plotted in Fig. 17, showing that detection window and threshold have limited impacts on the
TP/FP rate, but have significant influence on the detection
latency — the detection latency is inversely proportional
to the window size. This is because the detection data with
a long period of logs is able to capture better the normal
command weight and thus identify the anomalies.

• Attack-1. The forged time series, which are generated by
(i) adding random noise to normal output commands, and
(ii) mixing constant values with random white noises to
hide the attack, are injected to each of the 17 control loops.
u
Fig. 16 plots the weight wy kj under the four example attacks.
u
We can see that the weights of all the edges ey kj corresponding to the compromised control loops change due to the
attack, making them detectable by PLC-Sleuth. Figs. 23(a)
and 23(b) in Appendix present a visualization of the weight
change. We further evaluate the impacts of detection win-

• Attack-2. By injecting the forged command ua into each
control loop and replacing the sensor measurements with
their historical normal records, another 17 × 10 = 170 attacks are performed. These attacks have similar impacts on
u
the TE process as with Attack-1. The monitored weight wy kj
changes significantly regardless of the replayed sensor measurements, as plotted in Fig. 16 and visualized in Figs. 23(a)
and 23(c) in Appendix. Note PLC-Sleuth detects Attack-2
against the reactor pressure control loop with {100%,0%}
true/false positives, as long as the deviation from normal
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(b) wy57 under a stealthy attack with
a 0.16% deviation.

commands (defined as ∑ |ua (k) − u(k)|/ ∑ u(k) × 100%) is
larger than 0.12%, as shown in Fig. 18(a). Fig. 18(b) visualizes the weight change with a 0.16% deviation.
Tolerance to Inaccurate Control Graph

We examine PLC-Sleuth’s tolerance to the few cases of inaccurately constructed control graph. With PLC-Sleuth, falsely
matched edges mainly occur at control loops containing transfer variables, which we call inner-loop fault, such as the edge
connecting node y40 to r2 in Fig. 14. For the control graph
constructed by other learning metrics, falsely matched edges
also include the pairs of nodes from different control loops,
which we call the inter-loop fault, such as edge connecting
node y11 to u8 in Fig. 14. Fig. 19 shows detection results
under the two attack scenarios, by using the control graph
with two different construction errors. The control graph with
inner-loop construction faults still detects the attack, although
with a higher FP rate; the one with inter-loop faults, however,
is not applicable anymore.

6

Discussion

Stealthy sensor attack. Orthogonal to the targeted cooperative stealthy attacks of PLC-Sleuth, the stealthy sensor attacks have been investigated extensively [34–36], which can
be detected effectively using process invariants defined using
the correlations among sensors [28, 37–39].
Sophisticated Evasive Attacks. To evade PLC-Sleuth, sophisticated attackers may carefully forge sensor logs to make
them consistent with expected correlations with the forged
commands. However, it can be challenging to launch such an
attack in practice. First, the attacker would need deep knowledge of not only pairs of correlated variables in the same
control loop but also the control algorithm that governs their
detailed relationships. Second, control loops are interdependent by the laws of physics, thus it is hard for the attacker
to mimic sensors’ behavior, as he needs to jointly model all
the relevant control loops. These limitations make the further
characterization of evasive cooperative stealthy attacks an
interesting topic for future research.
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7

Related work

PLC attacks. Systematic attacks against PLC have been reported. PLC firmware, providing an interface between user
program and PLC input/output modules, has been attacked
in [8, 11, 40]. The compromised firmware separates legitimate control rules from the physical process. A “ladder logic
bombs”, instantiated in IEC 61131-3 languages, was designed
against a PLC user program to activate malicious behaviour
under pre-defined conditions [41]. Besides, a dynamic payload generation against the target physical process has been
proposed in [42] and enhanced by [6]. They generated the
malicious payloads automatically.
Detecting PLC attacks. Against PLCs’ attacks, many detection methods have been proposed based on the following
methodologies: program analysis and system modeling. Program analysis based detections [43–46] monitor the control
flow integrity (CFI) when controller is processing. However,
the CFI checking is time-consuming, which renders it unsuitable for real-time detection in many situations [47]. System
modeling methods that characterize variables’ static invariants
have been investigated [37, 48–52]. Further efforts have also
been made to build dynamic models/invariants [39, 53–55].
In comparison, PLC-Sleuth also mines dynamic invariants
but does so using significantly less a priori knowledge.

8

Conclusion

We have proposed PLC-Sleuth, a novel attack detection/localization scheme grounded on a PLC’s control graph
G . The control graph describes a control invariant of PLC,
with the inherent and essential characteristics of control loops.
Using the constructed control graph, PLC-Sleuth flags and
localizes attacks when weights in G deviates from the norm.
Evaluation results using SEDS and TE process show that
PLC-Sleuth can construct control graph with high accuracy (100% with a log of 0.5h for SEDS and 98.11% with a
log of 20h for TE process). PLC-Sleuth achieves detection
true/false positives of {98.33%, 0.85‰} for SEDS, and of
{100%, 0%} for TE process. In terms of attack localization,
PLC-Sleuth localizes the forged command with a {93.22,
96.76}% accuracy for SEDS and TE process, respectively.
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• Sensor set Y. Sensor readings are of consistent and small
vibrations, shown in Figs. 20(d)-20(n).
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Table 3: Evaluating PLC-Sleuth’s attack detection and localization with the TE process.
Compromised
Control loop
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
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Controlled variable

Command variable

A feed rate
D feed rate
E feed rate
C feed rate
Purge rate
Sep.liq.rate
Strip.liq.rate
Production rate
Strip.liq.level
Sep.liq.level
Reac.liq.level
Reac.pres
Mol%G in stream 11
yA
yAC
Reac.temp
Sep.temp

xmv(3)
xmv(1)
xmv(2)
xmv(4)
xmv(6)
xmv(7)
xmv(8)
Fp
Ratio in loop 7
Ratio in loop 6
Setpoint of loop 17
Ratio in loop 5
Ead j
Ratio in loop 1,r1
0
Sum of r1 + r4
xmv(10)
xmv(11)

Detection
command injection
stealthy attack
TP rate
FP rate
TP rate
FP rate
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0

Localization
command
stealthy
injection
attack
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
50%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
80%
80%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
90%
100%
90%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Controlled variables and command variables are defined in [29, 33].
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Abstract
We present a novel technique to recover robotic vehicles
(RVs) from various sensor attacks with so-called software
sensors. Specifically, our technique builds a predictive statespace model based on the generic system identification technique. Sensor measurement prediction based on the statespace model runs as a software backup of the corresponding
physical sensor. When physical sensors are under attacks, the
corresponding software sensors can isolate and recover the
compromised sensors individually to prevent further damage.
We apply our prototype to various sensor attacks on six RV
systems, including a real quadrotor and a rover. Our evaluation results demonstrate that our technique can practically and
safely recover the vehicle from various attacks on multiple
sensors under different maneuvers, preventing crashes.

1

Introduction

Robotic Vehicles (RVs) are complex cyber-physical systems
(CPS) that continuously change their physical states based
on sensor measurements. Specifically, various sensors monitor the current system’s physical states and the environment.
Based on the measurements, the control components generate
actuation signals to control the vehicle for stable operations
according to the planned behaviors. RVs, such as drones,
ground rovers, and underwater robots [2, 6, 50], utilize multiple sensors of different types. For example, a gyroscope sensor measures angular velocities, an accelerometer measures
linear accelerations, a GPS provides geographic position information, and a barometer measures the pressure outside the
vehicle which is used for altitude calculation. Unlike the traditional cyber attacks, attackers aiming at RVs can compromise
sensor readings through external and physical channels. Since
RVs operate based on sensors, the security of RV sensors has
become a primary requirement and challenge.
Along with the wide deployment of safety-critical RVs,
many physical sensor attacks have been reported recently. For
instance, GPS spoofing [51, 54] is a typical physical sensor
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attack to deceive GPS receiver by injecting incorrect GPS
signals. Gyroscopic sensor attack on UAV systems through
sound noises [49] can disrupt attitude measurements and lead
to crashes. Attackers can manipulate the measurements of
MEMS accelerometers via analog acoustic signal injection
in a controlled manner [52]. In optical sensor spoofing [8],
attackers can acquire an implicit control channel by deceiving
the optical flow sensor of a UAV with a physically altering
ground plane. Attackers in [47] corrupt automobile’s Antilock Braking System (ABS) by injecting magnetic fields to
wheel speed sensors. In [42], researchers presented remote
attacks on camera and LiDAR systems in a self-driving car by
introducing false signals with a cheap commodity hardware.
These physical sensor attacks pose new challenges because
the traditional techniques to protect software are deficient.
To defend the external attacks, many methods have been
published recently [5, 22, 26, 36, 37, 57]. However, they only
focus on attack detection rather than attack resilience, which
is not a complete solution. A canonical counter-measure for attack recovery is to leverage hardware redundancy [29], where
critical components are multiplicated to provide attack resilience. For instance, triple module redundancy (TMR) uses
three sensors to measure the same physical properties and produces a single output by majority-voting or weighted average.
This approach requires additional cost to deploy and sustain
the redundant hardware. Additionally, an adversary can still
attack multiple sensors as all these sensors are exposed to the
same compromised physical environment.
We propose a novel software sensor recovery technique
for multi-sensor RVs to be resilient to physical sensor attack.
Instead of using duplicated hardware, our approach uses socalled software sensors as the backup of the corresponding
physical sensors. Our method can recover when multiple sensors of the same kind or different kinds are under attack. Unlike the transitional physical control systems, the emergence
of computationally powerful CPS allows new opportunities
to deploy more complex software-based control and recovery components. With these advantages, a software sensor
continuously computes and predicts the reading of the corre-
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sponding physical sensor. When an attack is detected on some
physical sensor(s), the corresponding software sensor(s) allow
to isolate and replace the compromised sensors, and recover
the system from corrupted internal states to prevent serious
attack consequences (e.g., crashes and physical damages).
Since our approach is purely software-based, not requiring
any additional hardware (e.g., HW duplication and mechanical shielding), it can be deployed not only at design time but
also to patch existing systems (e.g., legacy systems).
Specifically, our technique builds a precise state-space
model of the vehicle that allows us to predict its physical
states (i.e., expected physical behaviors). The model is largely
determined by the gravity, control algorithms used, and the
physical characteristics of the vehicle (e.g., motor specification, weight and frame shape). We then construct a set of software sensors, one for each physical sensor, by transforming
the predicted physical states (i.e. the model output) into the
appropriate sensor readings using the mathematical conversion equations. In practice, the predicted sensor readings tend
to deviate from the real sensor readings due to various reasons.
Therefore, to compensate for the intrinsic errors (conversion,
model, and external errors), we further develop a number of
error correction techniques.
Software sensor readings and physical sensor readings are
continuously monitored and compared. In normal operations,
both readings are almost identical. Substantial discrepancies
indicate that the corresponding physical sensor is under attack.
The compromised sensor is hence replaced with its software
version. Note that software sensors do not interact with the
(compromised) physical environment, thus allowing the vehicle to continue normal operation (for a certain time duration)
in the presence of the attacks.
Contribution. Our contributions are summarized as follows.
• We propose a novel software-based technique, software
sensors, for recovery from various physical and external sensor attacks. This is the first work on the sensor
recovery for RVs with the software sensors.
• We address a number of prominent challenges, including
how to generate software sensors using system identification; how to recover from individual sensor failures; and
how to improve software sensor accuracy considering
external disturbances for practical usage.
• We conduct a set of comprehensive experiments on multiple RVs, including simulated RVs and two real ones
(a quadrotor and a rover), using various kinds of attacks
on one or multiple sensors. The results show that with
low overhead, our framework can successfully recover
from all the attacks considered for all the RVs, effectively
preventing physical damage to the subject vehicles.
Adversary Model. We target physical sensor attacks that maliciously corrupt sensor signals though external channels. Additionally, we assume that the attacker can compromise multiple sensors at the same time with different attack techniques,
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Figure 1: Feedback control loop with sensor redundancy
resulting in disrupted sensor readings. The state-of-the-art
attacks (Section 6) can inject both noise or sensor values in
a controlled manner. However, we assume that the attacker
does not have access to the internal states of subject RV, such
as the true sensor readings and the intended navigation plan,
thus cannot generate constant deviation (smaller than any predefined threshold). We argue that this is reasonable for the
following. (1) We target physical attack channels, for example, acoustic noise (to attack inertia sensors), under which
achieving fine-grained manipulation is difficult. (2) To ensure
the applied error is consistently smaller than the detection
threshold, the attacker needs to have precise estimation of
the RV internal sensor readings, in the 400Hz (2.5ms) time
unit, which is practically hard by observing external behaviors. Note that while the attacker may use external observation
and modeling to estimate RV internal sensor readings when
the RV operates normally and has a predictable navigation
plan, such estimation becomes infeasible when the navigation
plan is not predictable and the RV’s internal states have been
corrupted by the attack itself. Without precise estimation, the
injected error may exceed the threshold and will be detected
by our technique (see Section 4.3 for an example).
We do not consider traditional attacks on software or
firmware in the cyber domain since those attacks can be effectively handled by existing software security techniques [7,43].
Thus, we assume that our recovery framework – running as
part of the control program – is safe against cyber attack
vectors.

2

Motivation and Background

In this section, we first introduce control loop with hardware
redundancy as background. Later, we use an example to illustrate the physical sensor attack and recovery with the proposed
approach. This example simulates a sensor spoofing attack on
a real quadrotor by artificially inserting malicious signal data.

2.1

Background

A common control mechanism in RVs shown in Figure 1 is
the feedback-loop control which takes system outputs (i.e.,
current physical state) as the input in the loop. The controller
adjusts its control signal to make the vehicle reach the reference state over the loop. Most RVs utilize multi-sensor
measurements to obtain a more accurate view of physical
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state since a single sensor cannot provide reliable data in a
real environment (due to sensor noises, possible sensor failure, etc.). In quadrotors, multiple redundant or heterogeneous
sensors (e.g., gyroscopes, accelerometers, and GPS) enable
the controller to recognize the current physical state and the
environment, and then accordingly control motor signals for
a stable flight.
Sensor fusion [4] is a very common practice in control engineering. The technique combines multi-sensor data to produce
enhanced results. Figure 1 shows typical sensor fusion with
the triple modular redundancy (TMR). A single physical property is measured by multiple sensors, and a fusion algorithm
combines the redundant information to generate a single output with high accuracy in a competitive way (e.g., voting) or
a complementary way (e.g., weighted average). Sensor fusion
is not limited to the same type of sensors. Complex sensor
fusion algorithms (e.g., extended Kalman filter) often utilize
heterogeneous sensor data to reduce uncertainty and produce
more accurate measurements. Although sensor fusion can
improve accuracy and tolerate failures of a subset of sensors
(of a specific kind), it is not effective for physical attacks. For
example, the sensor fusion with TMR utilizes the majority
voting technique in which, if any one out of the three sensors
is compromised or faulty, the other two sensors can identify
and mask the faulty one. However, if two sensors (the majority
of the sensors) are compromised at the same time, it is difficult to identify which sensors are problematic, which is the
Byzantine agreement problem [31]. In case of sensor fusion
with the weighted average technique, any single compromised
sensor can significantly degrade control performance.

2.2

Motivating Example

Preparing Attack ...

Attack On

Attack On

Attack On

Attack On

Attack On

that the attacker cannot access the internals of the target system, but can know the resonant frequency by investigating the
sensors used by a similar system beforehand.
We illustrate our example in three steps: first, we show the
actual crash of the quadrotor under the example attack with
a video; second, we explain the low-level data flow compromised by the attack using a code snippet; and lastly, we demonstrate how our framework effectively recovers the quadrotor
under the attack with a graph of internal state value changes.
Figure 2 shows the video snapshots of the attack consequence. During the stable flight (the first snapshot), the attack, launched from the second snapshot, compromises the
gyroscope sensor measurements of the current angular rate,
corrupts the attitude, and causes a sudden increase in the attitude angle. Specifically, the attack corrupts the roll rate to
0.8 rad/s, and then the controller incorrectly tries to change
the roll rate to -0.8 rad/s, as it "thinks" 0.8 rad/s is the current measurement. Subsequently, in the next snapshots, the
quadrotor under the attack turns over and crashes.
1
2
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5
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main_loop() {
// determines vehicle states
angles = read_AHRS();
// generates target values
targets = navigation_logic ();
// generates actuation signal
inputs = attitude_controller ( targets , angles );
// sends signals to actuators
motor . update ( inputs );
}
read_AHRS() {
// read IMU sensor measurements
for(i =0; i < num_gyro ; i ++) {
gyros [i] = gyro_sensors[i] . read (); // *attack*
// *inserted code for attack recovery*
if(abs(soft_gyro[i] - gyros[i]) > k)
gyros[i] = soft_gyro[i];
// weighted sum
gyro += w[i] * gyros [i ];
}
// return angles
angles = convert2angle ( gyro );
return angles ;
}

Figure 3: Control loop and sensor reading monitor
Figure 2: Sequential snapshots from the video of the gyroscope
sensors attack (the full video is available at [11]).

Sensor spoofing attack [8, 30, 41, 47, 49, 51–54] is a popular physical attack on RVs. The adversaries maliciously disrupt sensor measurements by perturbing the physical environment or directly compromising sensor internals with physical
means. In our example, we use a real commodity quadrotor, 3DR Solo. The vehicle is equipped with three Inertia
Measurement Units (IMU), each including a gyroscope, an
accelerometer, and a magnetometer. Among the different sensors, we aim to disrupt multiple gyroscope readings with a
simulated acoustic sensor attack, leading to a physical crash.
In particular, the attacker intentionally injects acoustic noises
at the resonant frequency of the gyroscopes, causing the gyroscopes to generate erroneous angular rates. Here, we assume
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Next, Figure 3 shows the simplified code snippet in the
quadrotor’s control program. The function main_loop shows
the main control loop, which has a typical feedback control
loop structure [21]. Especially, read_AHRS() shows a fusion
process of gyro sensor readings. It acquires the readings of
the multiple gyro sensors via the sensor hardware interface at
line 19, and consolidates the information by weighted average
at line 26 (various algorithms may use different weights). The
data is then processed to obtain the angles (i.e., internal state
values) which are returned at line 30.
The sensor attack on the gyroscope compromises the angular rate measurements at line 19. Since attitude_controller() generates motor inputs based on the angles from
read_AHRS(), any compromised gyroscope reading would
disrupt the entire control loop. For example, in a stable hover-
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Attack

ing operation, errors between the current and target angles are
minimal. However, the attack compromises the current angles
causing an instant increase in the errors. The controller then
generates motor input to reduce these fake errors, and consequently introduces unwanted maneuvers. Since the compromised sensor cannot provide the actual valid measurements,
the error accumulates over loop iterations.
Our Recovery Approach. Motivated by the sample attack,
we propose a software sensor based defense technique. We
first construct a system model that models the behaviors of the
controller, actuators, vehicle physics and dynamics. Specifically, it predicts the next physical state given the system
input (i.e., reference) and the current state. Software sensors
do not interact with the physical environment such that they
are immune to physical attacks. Instead, they “measure” the
states produced by the system model. In the closed feedback
loop as shown in Figure 4, the software sensors are used as
standbys: they work in synchrony with the real sensors, and
are prepared to take over any time. The recovery switch determines an attack by monitoring the difference between the
real and the software sensors measurements, and replaces the
real sensors with the corresponding software sensors in the
event of an attack. Additionally, if an attack is transient, the
switch determines when the attack ends by continuously monitoring the difference, and switches back to the real sensors.
Our design is particularly suitable for handling diverse attack
scenarios, e.g., attacking one sensor, two sensors (of the same
kind), all sensors (of the same kind), and multiple sensors of
different kinds, because it detects the ones that misbehave
and replaces them with the software version. In contrast, traditional sensor fusion based fault tolerance techniques [4, 16]
(e.g., Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [27]) rely on real physical sensors, including the compromised ones. Therefore, they
have difficulties dealing with attacks that corrupt majority
sensors of the same kind.
Disturbance
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Controller
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(b) Attack with recovery
(a) Attack without recovery
Figure 5: Roll changes under the attack

from the attack. Figure 5 shows the changes of roll angle
(one of the attitude angles) under the attack with and without the recovery modules during the same mission. The red
(star marker) and blue (circle marker) line show the real and
software sensor reading, respectively. Before the attack is
launched (green area), both are almost identical. However, after the attack, the roll angle is dramatically increased without
any recovery action in Figure 5a, whereas with the recovery
module in Figure 5b, the software sensor masks and replaces
the compromised real sensor measurement. Thus, the recovery
modules enable the quadrotor to maintain stable attitude.
Technical Challenges. We should address several prominent
technical challenges to use the approach in practice on multisensor vehicles: we need to (1) efficiently generate multiple
sensor predictions to recover from multi-sensor attacks; (2)
consider intrinsic errors such as model inaccuracy and external disturbances (wind, noises, etc.); (3) isolate the specific
sensor under attack in time not to propagate corrupted measurements to the vehicle’s internal; (4) set proper recovery
parameters such as the recovery switch threshold.
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Figure 4: Feedback control loop with our recovery modules
To describe how the recovery modules work, we inserted
the attack recovery code at lines 22-23 in Figure 3. The code
is placed right after the real sensors readings. At runtime, the
code checks if the difference exceeds a pre-defined threshold
k, and if so, uses the software sensor measurements instead.
The details of software sensor generation and how we distinguish attacks from non-deterministic environmental condition
changes will be described in Section 3.2 and Section 4.2.2.
With our recovery modules, the quadrotor can be recovered
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Figure 6: Overview of our recovery framework
Figure 6 presents a high level work-flow of our proposed
recovery framework. Each kind of RV, such as quadrotor,
hexrotor, and rover, has the same system model template, for
example, a polynomial with a specific order and unknown
coefficients. The system models of different vehicles (of the
same kind) can be considered as various concrete instantiations of the template, that is, polynomials with concrete
coefficients. Hence, as the first step of our technique (Section 3.1), given a model template and operation data (i.e., state
logs) for a target RV, we leverage system identification [32],
a widely used technique to derive system models for the RV.
Intuitively, one can consider that it is a training procedure
to derive the unknown coefficients such that the model behaviors have minimal errors with the operation log. These
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coefficients are jointly determined by the RV’s physical attributes (e.g. weight and shapes), its control algorithm, and the
laws of physics. Once the system model is derived, the framework constructs software sensors (Section 3.2) that operate
on model responses. Mathematically, these software sensors
are also polynomials that take the physical states predicted
by the model as input and produce the corresponding sensor
readings. For example, the framework employs the model’s
angular velocity states to predict the gyroscope sensor’s measurements, thus creating a software-based gyroscope sensor;
the reading of air pressure sensor is derived from the altitude
prediction of the system model. Software sensor is an approximation and has inherent errors (Section 3.3). Such errors
accumulate over time (drifting). Hence, we synchronize the
predicted states with the real states periodically. Also, our
recovery switch utilizes the historical (i.e., accumulated) errors to prevent false alarms and to limit the impact of stealthy
attacks by using a small time window. In the next step, we
determine the appropriate time window size. The window size
is RV specific and hence requires analysis. In addition, we
determine the threshold for the recovery switch, which is RV
specific and sensor specific. Finally, the framework patches
the original control program by inserting the recovery code
(Section 3.4) right after sensor reading acquisition.

3.1

System Model Generation

Operation Data Pre-processing. To generate a system
model, i.e., a mathematical model reflecting RV’s behavior,
we first collect a large corpus of input and output data of the
target RV under normal operations; where inputs are the target states, and outputs are the perceived states for the given
inputs over time. For the derivation of accurate model, we
collect and pre-process the data as follows: First, the data
is collected under different maneuvers to appropriately capture various control properties and dynamics. Our mission
generator produces random missions systematically based on
Mavlink [35] commands. However, since we constrain the
model with a template known a priori, the amount of data
needed by our approach is much less than an ML-based learning approach [26,46] – only those involved in the template are
needed. Second, the data is collected at a high sampling rate
to adequately reflect the highly reactive behavior of the RV to
the surrounding physical environment. However, as the log
system uses substantial system resources for saving values
to memory (e.g., flash card or disk), the typical log update
rates are lower than the control loop frequency with a limited
number of variables. Specifically, various RV components
have different update frequencies - e.g., 400Hz sampling rate
for critical sensors, 100Hz sampling rate for non-critical sensors and RC modules, and 10Hz update rate for the RV’s own
log module. As such, aligning these different data streams
is a prominent challenge. To address the problem, we convert various data streams to the same target frequency us-
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Figure 7: System model in closed loop
ing a resampling technique. It interpolates new data points
within the range of existing sample points by minimizing
overall curvature, resulting in a smooth line that passes the
existing samples. Here, we use spline interpolation, to avoid
Runges’ phenomenon [3] which causes oscillation in high
degree polynomials. Offline resampling enables us to obtain
high frequency data without additional runtime overhead.
Model Construction. The template of an RV’s system model
consists of the state and output equations, i.e., Eq. (1) and
Eq. (2), respectively:
x0 = Ax(t) + Bu(t)

(1)

y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t)

(2)

where u(t) is system input (i.e., the target state as shown in
Figure 7), and y(t) is system output. Output y(t) is measured
by sensors. The model specifies how the physical states x(t)
of the system respond to external inputs and control signals
with the underlying control algorithm and system dynamics.
As shown in Figure 7, the system model (in the blue box)
can be considered a counterpart of the combination of control
algorithm, actuators, and vehicle dynamics (in the red box).
We leverage the system identification (SI) technique [32] for
deriving the system model, which is widely used in different
applications [5, 56]. Given the model template (Eq. (1), (2))
and a large set of collected operation data, SI instantiates the
A, B, C, D matrices so that the resulting equations produce the
best fit for the data. We use the SI Toolbox by MATLAB [34].
Note that the system model is not a software sensor. The
output of the model should be accordingly converted to the
individual sensors with our on-the-fly operation and error
correction technique.
Example. For a quadrotor system, we can generate the models
for individual state variables, defined by the following:


x = x y z φ θ ψ ẋ ẏ ż p q r
(3)
where [x y z] is the position vector, [φ θ ψ] is the attitude angles (roll, pitch, yaw), [ẋ ẏ ż] is the vehicle velocity, and [p q r]
is the vehicle angular velocity. For each variable, we first determine the state and output template equations. Specifically,
we use a discrete-time state-space model template, encoding a
PID controller and dynamics equations known a priori for the
family of the subject RV. Then, for each variable, we specify
a model order (i.e., the degree of polynomial equations). We
then employ SI to instantiate the unknown coefficients of
the template using an iterative prediction error minimization
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algorithm [32]. SI in our technique is not limited to the linear
state-space modeling. A non-linear model can also be derived
from the known template. However, for our purpose (e.g.,
rigid body RVs), the linear-model is sufficient to approximate
the actual higher-order close-loop dynamic, since the dominating system dynamic is a second-order system. Even for an
advanced non-linear control algorithm, the control effort is
mainly from the linear portion, namely proportion, derivative,
and integral [24, 55].
We note that our model construction is generic, since the
same model template can be used to instantiate the models for
a family of vehicles with a similar physical structure. Besides,
our methodology is efficient. Given the profile data and known
model template, SI can optimize the coefficients and derive
a state-space model that accurately predicts the next states
with reasonable computation time (Section 4.2). Our model
construction is different from most SI applications in control
systems, which often focus on modeling the vehicle dynamics,
whereas ours models both dynamics and control algorithm.

3.2

Software Sensor Construction

Software sensor is a software-based virtual sensor which generates the prediction of the corresponding real sensor measurement. It predicts real sensor reading based on the system
model output, i.e., the predicted new physical state. Since
the physical state prediction is completely model-based, software sensors are independent of real sensor measurements
that are vulnerable to physical attacks. Specifically, at runtime, software sensor readings are compared with real sensor
measurements. Once an attack is detected on some physical
sensor (i.e., its real measurement differs significantly from
the predicted one), the corresponding software sensor is used
to replace the real one. An RV often has many kinds of physical sensors. Their software version may require non-trivial
derivation from the system model outputs. In the following,
we explain the mathematical conversions entailed by software
sensors.
Conversion Operation. We provide the conversion operations for various sensors (accelerometer, gyroscope, barometer, magnetometer, GPS).
An accelerometer measures linear acceleration of the vehicle. However, the outputs of our example model contain only
12 states that do not directly include acceleration information.
Therefore, a conversion operation (Eq. (4)) is required.
a(t) = ck

v(t) − v(t − k)
k · ∆t

(4)

where v is the velocity, ∆t is the sampling time interval (temporal distance between two samples), ck is a constant coefficient
and k is the number of equidistant sample points; k is usually much larger than 1 to tolerate the noise induced by high
frequency sampling.
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A gyroscope measures angular velocities which are critical
in maintaining stable movement, especially for aerial vehicles. To obtain accurate measurements, the gyroscope in IMU
operates with a high sampling rate. Other sensors further help
to correct gyroscope sensor errors to estimate accurate orientation state (i.e., attitude angles). Gyroscope intrinsically has
drift error over time due to an integration operation over angular velocities for obtaining angles. In the recoverability test of
our approach under the different combinations of attacks on
multiple sensors (see Section 4.2.2), gyroscope sensor is the
most sensitive and requires accurate prediction for recovery.
In this case, it turns out that using software gyroscope alone is
not sufficient (leading to reduced stability and operation time)
when all the physical gyros are compromised. As such, we
introduce a compensation approach to improve accuracy by
leveraging other types of real sensors. The details are shown
in Section 3.3.
A barometer measures atmospheric pressure, which is necessary to determine altitude. We use Eq. (5) to calculate air
pressure from altitude (position z in the system model states).


−g0 · M · (z − h0 )
Ph = P0 · exp
(5)
R · T0
where P0 is the base air pressure (Pa), g0 is the gravitational
acceleration (9.87m/s2 ), M is the molar mass of Earth’s air
(0.02896kg/mol), h0 is the base altitude, R is the universal
gas constant (8.3143N · m/mol · K), T0 is the base temperature
(K), and z is the current altitude from the model states.
A magnetometer, also known as compass, measures the
strength of the Earth’s magnetic fields in 3-axis, which is used
to calculate orientation (heading) information. The following
equation shows the transformation of the magnetic fields to
orientation status (i.e., the heading direction of the RV):
H = atan2(−my · cosφ + mz · sinφ,
mx · cosθ + my · sinθ · sinφ + mz · sinθ · cosφ)

(6)

where H is the heading direction yaw, and mx , my , mz are
the magnetic field measurements along each axis. Control
systems do not directly use the magnetic field measurements,
but rather rely on the extracted orientation. Therefore, instead
of converting the system model responses to raw magnetic
field sensor measurements, we directly use the orientation
states from the system model.
Global Position System (GPS) measures geometric positions and velocities which collectively enhance the position
and attitude estimation along with other sensors. GPS measurements can be directly acquired from the system model.
Coordinate System Transformation. Based on the system
model responses and conversion equations, we can approximate sensor measurements. Note that internal state variables
and sensor measurements may be aligned with different reference frames. Intuitively, each frame can be considered a different coordinate system. Information can be exchanged/aggregated only after they are projected to the same coordinate
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system [33]. Hence during software sensor conversion, we
have to perform frame canonicalization. Specifically, for an
RV with a rigid body, we commonly use different reference
frames for describing its position and orientation (i.e., pose).
The inertial and body frames are used to provide the pose
in the global and local coordinate systems, respectively. The
inertial frame is an earth-fixed frame, whereas the body frame
is aligned with the vehicle’s body (hence the sensors). The
sensor measurements are usually related to the body frame
where the sensors are attached to, and must be converted from
the body frame to the inertial frame and vice versa. Frame
conversion is accomplished by multiplying with constant conversion matrices. The detailed equations are in Appendix A.

3.3

Error Correction

Software sensors aim to closely predict real sensor measurements. However, the errors between software and real sensors
are intrinsic for the following reasons: (1) the conversion
(from model states to sensor readings) introduces conversion
errors, (2) the system model provides only an approximation
of the real states and hence introduces model errors over time,
(3) external disturbances and noises affect the accuracy of
model prediction, which introduce external errors.
Obtaining an accurate prediction model - thus avoiding
the above errors - through precise modeling of complex realworld effects for a specific system is neither practical nor
generic. Instead, we choose to tolerate model inaccuracies
through integrating additional error correction techniques to
compensate for the errors. Note that our recovery does not
aim to replace the real sensors permanently when the attack is
continuous, but rather aims to isolate the compromised sensor
and provide the needed feedback to the control loop for a
certain time duration so that we can ensure continuous stable
operation for some time without catastrophic consequences
(e.g., immediate crashes) or take an appropriate emergency
action (e.g. safe landing).

(a) Raw measurement
(b) Filtered measurement
Figure 8: Raw and filtered acceleration measurements with software
sensor output

Conversion Errors. Although the concept of comparing software sensor readings and real readings is straightforward, direct comparison is problematic. Specifically, on the software
sensor side, higher-order state variables (e.g, acceleration)
may contain noise at high-frequency. The conversion process
introduces additional errors. As such, directly comparing such
software sensor readings with the real ones leads to numer-
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ous false alarms. To address the problem, we leverage error
reduction techniques [40]. Specifically, to mitigate output inaccuracy caused by numerical differentiation, we can use a
simple finite differentiation method like Eq. (4). However,
with this method, the output tends to be close to zero in the
presence of high frequency noise. To tackle this, we implement a smooth noise-robust differentiator that provides noise
suppression [25].
On the real sensor side, raw measurements have various
kinds of errors, such as noise, bias, and time lags. Figure 8a
shows that a highly fluctuating raw signal is not ideal for
comparison with the software sensor signal. Therefore, we
smooth it out with a basic filter (see Figure 8b). Specifically,
we apply the low-pass filter [40] which is a standard filter to
attenuate high frequencies with a pre-selected cutoff.
Model Errors. The system model approximates the real RV
states. Such approximation contains intrinsic model error.
This is because the model is constructed from a universal template (for a family of vehicles), which does not describe the
details and nuances of a concrete RV. In addition, the model
assumes a simple linear PID controller whereas real RVs may
use non-linear control algorithms. To mitigate intrinsic model
errors, we introduce periodic synchronization and error reset.
Although model errors are marginal at any time instance, they
tend to aggregate overtime, namely prediction drift. Thus,
errors should be corrected periodically.
Specifically, our solution regularly resets software sensor errors, by synchronizing with the real sensor readings to remove
prediction drift during normal operations. To reset errors, we
partition the entire operation duration to small time windows
of a fixed duration and synchronize the software sensor readings with the real ones at the start of each window. Note that
the synchronized readings are then fed to the system model,
eliminating errors in the predicted system states.
Recovery Parameters. We select the recovery parameters
(i.e., window sizes and recovery thresholds) systematically.
The window size (N) for historical error is an important parameter. If N is too large, there can be a significant accumulation
of the error which could cause false alarms. Conversely, if
N is too small, the synchronization of the software sensors
with the real sensors will be so frequent that it would lead
to false negatives. Moreover, the conversion might introduce
a small delay in the generation of software sensor measurement, causing it to not align with the real sensor. Therefore,
to achieve the measurement synchronization at correct timesteps, N should be more than a potential time-displacement
between the software and real sensor signals. We choose N to
be the maximum time-displacement computed from the large
set of operation data using the dynamic time-warping algorithm [45] that computes the optimal alignment of two data
sequences. Once the window size is determined, we calculate
the maximum error between two signals within each window
in the large set of operation data. We select the threshold
T = emax + m, where emax is the maximum accumulated error
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and m is a margin parameter. For example in the 3DR Solo
quadrotor, the main control loop is invoked at every 2.5ms and
we use the 575ms (i.e., 230 loop counts) as the window size
which is chosen as described above. We evaluate the effect of
different recovery parameters in Section 4.2.
Current State

Next Real State

Model Prediction

(a) Hovering with no wind
Next Real State

Current State

wind

Model Prediction

wind

(b) Hovering with wind

Figure 9: External force and external error (state discrepancy)
External Errors. So far, our technique does not model external forces that may introduce errors. For example, when the
wind speed is 5 mph west, it introduces external forces that
move the aerial vehicle to the east. To adapt software sensors
to external disturbances, we calculate an estimation of external force by measuring errors within the previous window.
The key observation is that external forces are likely static
across two consecutive windows in practice as long as the
wind is not drastically changing. Specifically, the time unit is
400Hz (2.5ms), and the window is 2Hz (500ms) less. Within
0.5s, the forces are highly likely unchanged.
Based on our observation, we calculate the average error by
comparing the real state and model prediction within each window. Figure 9 illustrates a simple external error. The quadrotor maintains a stable attitude during hovering. Without wind
(a), the real next states and model prediction are the same
since both cases are affected only by thrust force (the blue
up-arrow). However, with the wind (b), to maintain a stable
state without tilting, the controller increases the right thrust (in
red) such that the drone does not tilt right, whereas the model
(without the wind force) thinks the vehicle tilts left with the
increased right thrust. We use the average error from the previous window as an estimate of external forces in the next
window. The correction result can be found in Section 4.2.2.
Supplementary Compensation. Certain sensor types and usage scenarios require very accurate measurements. As such,
using software sensors alone may not be sufficient, especially
for lengthy operations. To increase an accuracy of these special sensors and to extend the operation time under the recovery mode, we employ additional error correction techniques.
Specifically, we leverage other types of sensors - less sensitive
ones - to reduce the estimation errors. Under this approach, we
can provide real sensor readings in model prediction. Since
model prediction is based on the model and real input, the
real sensor measurement (converted from different sensors)
would contain more realistic feedback with real disturbances
factored in. We present an example of this approach that
estimates angle status from the accelerometer and magnetometer (where angle status is typically measured by gyro)
in Appendix B. Note that this compensation approach is not
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Algorithm 1 Runtime Recovery Monitoring
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:

u control input of the real vehicle
m sensor measurement
x control states of the real vehicle
procedure R ECOVERY M ONITOR(u, m)
y ←C·x+D·u
. calculates model response
x ← A·x+B·u
m ← f ilter(m)
ms ← convert(y)
t ++
if !recovery_mode && t > window then
. checkpoint
t ←0
r←0
e ← error_estimation(r, m, ms )
ms = m
end if
ms ← ms − e
. error compensation
r ← r + |m − ms |
if r > Ton then
. checks residual
recovery_mode ← true
sa f e_count ← 0
end if
if recovery_mode then
m ← ms
. recovers sensor
if r < To f f then
sa f e_count + +
end if
if sa f e_count > K then
. switches back
recovery_mode ← f alse
end if
recovery_action()
. optional action
end if
end procedure

necessary for majority of the sensors. In most cases, using
our software sensors for recovery - without other real sensors
- is sufficient. In our evaluation (Section 4.2.2), among all the
studied scenarios, we leverage this technique only when all
the gyros are compromised at the same time, which is rare.

3.4

Recovery Monitoring

Algorithm 1 describes our proposed recovery procedure. The
recovery_monitor() function is inserted right after the sensor reading code in the main control loop. It takes runtime
inputs and actual sensor measurements as the parameters. It
then computes the predicted new state (x) and output (y) from
the previously predicted states (line 6 and 7). The real sensor
measurements (m) are first filtered to attenuate noises (line
8). The model output is then converted into sensor prediction (ms ) according to the sensor type (line 9). In lines 11-16,
when the current time is a checkpoint, that is, the start of a
new window, the error (e) is calculated using the function
error_estimation() that estimates the model and external
error (see Section 3.3). Error compensation is applied to the
sensor prediction within the window (line 17). At line 18, the
cumulative difference (residual r) is computed by comparing
the values with the real measurement. If the difference exceeds the recovery threshold Ton , then it changes to recovery
mode and starts new sa f e_count (line 19-22). In the recovery
mode, the real sensor measurement (m) is replaced by the
sensor prediction (ms ) (line 24). At the same time, the difference is continuously checked by the recovery-off threshold
To f f (usually, To f f < Ton ) and when the difference is smaller
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than the threshold, the sa f e_count is increased (lines 25-27).
When the difference is below the threshold for more than K
times, we resume using the real sensors, assuming the attack
is over (lines 28-30). If there is predefined recovery action,
we trigger it through calling the function recovery_action.

4

Evaluation

We have developed a prototype that includes a mission generator based on Mavlink [35], a customized log module using Dataflash log system, and a system model construction
component implemented in Matlab. The recovery module is
implemented in C/C++ and includes the software sensors,
recovery switch, error correction modules (i.e., differentiator, low-pass filter and supplementary compensation). The
model validation and parameter selection components using
the profile data are implemented in Matlab. Additionally, we
implemented attack modules to simulate physical sensor attacks that maliciously modify the sensor measurements via a
remote trigger at runtime.

4.1

Evaluation Setting

We evaluate our framework with both simulated and realworld RVs, including quadrotor, hexarotor, and rover. Table 1
shows the subject vehicles. We first evaluate the effectiveness of our technique under various simulated environmental
conditions, since it is difficult to realize different wind effects/conditions in real-world. We then confirm the results
with real vehicles including a 3DR Solo quadrotor and an
Erle-Rover in real-world conditions.
Table 1: Subject Vehicles in Evaluation
Type

Model

Controller Software

Quadrotor
Hexacopter
Rover
Quadrotor
Rover
Quadrotor

APM SITL
APM SITL
APM SITL
Erle-Copter
Erle-Rover†
3DR Solo†

ArduCopter 3.4
ArduCopter 3.6
APMrover2 2.5
ArduCopter 3.4
APMrover2 3.2
APM:solo 1.3.1

G
2
2
2
2
1
3

Number of Sensors
A
M
B
P
2
2
2
2
1
3

1
1
1
1
2
3

1
1
1
1
1
2

1
1
1
1
1
1

* G: gyroscope, A: accelerometer, M: magnetometer, B: barometer, P: GPS
† Real Vehicles

Real Testbed. Our real testbed consists of two commodity
RVs: a 3DR Solo [1] and an Erle-Rover [18]. 3DR Solo is a
typical commercial quadrotor that leverages heterogeneous
and redundant sensors for flight stability. The aerial vehicle is
highly dynamic and can be easily affected by environmental
factors. The 3DR Solo system is implemented in Pixhawk
2 from the open-source autopilot project Pixhawk [44], and
uses APM:Copter, an open-source flight controller based on
the MAVlink protocol and part of the ArduPilot project [2].
Erle-Rover is equipped with various sensors and is a representative ground RV. Erle-Rover is implemented with Erle-Brain
3, a linux-based system provided by Erle Robotics. We use
the open-source control software APMrover 2 for the rover.
Table 2 lists the sensors in 3DR Solo and Erle-Rover. 3DR
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has 12 sensors and the rover has 6. Note that many sensors
are replicated with different hardware to avoid the same type
of failures. For example, 3DR has three gyroscope sensors
manufactured by different vendors. To compromise the entire set of sensors of the same type, the attacker should have
different attack techniques.
Attack and Recovery Setting. To generate the physical sensor attacks discussed earlier (See Section 1), we insert attack
modules into the firmware. Since it is difficult to implement
the actual hardware attacks which require special devices, we
simulate the same effects with the attack modules - but the
actual attack does not access internals. Specifically, we add a
piece of malicious code into the sensor interface that transmits
the sensor measurements to the main closed control loop. The
attacks modify sensor measurements (through attack code)
to mimic the effect of real "controlled attacks" that control
sensor readings (e.g, a sinusoidal wave, random or selected
values). Moreover, we consider continuous attacks rather than
instantaneous attacks since temporary attacks can be easily
recovered by our method. We map Mavlink commands to various attack types to remotely trigger via the ground control.
We say recovery is successful, when after an attack is
launched, the technique detects it and triggers the recovery
logic to ensure the current states are within a certain error
bound of the expected states for a certain period of time:
Rsucc := |Yt − Ȳt | ≤ ε,t ∈ [1...k]

(7)

where Yt is the real output, Ȳt is prediction, ε is the error
margin, t is the timestamp in the recovery mode, and k is
the maximum time to decide recovery success. For example,
ε = 3 and k = 10 indicate that a RV performs missions within
3 meters error for 10 seconds under the recovery mode.
Note that our recovery technique does not consider the
previous maneuvers (at t ≤ 0) since our software sensors
accurately predict the real measurements in the "various maneuvers" (Figure 12). As long as recovery starts with the
accurate initial states via software sensors, subsequent sensor
feedbacks are precise and the control loop can obviously control the vehicle to stable states and recover. Also, our goal is
to prevent immediate crash and provide the transition time for
emergency operation (e.g., manual mode), not to replace the
compromised sensor permanently. Therefore, after recovery
mode on, the vehicle would conduct stable operation (e.g.,
hovering) before changing to the emergency operation.

4.2

Experiments and Results

4.2.1

Efficiency

In terms of the space overhead, we measure the firmware size
before and after our recovery code is inserted. For the runtime
overhead, we compare the execution time of the main control
loop before and after. Specifically, we first measure the (space
and runtime) cost of the original code as a baseline, which
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Table 2: Sensors in 3DR Solo quadrotor and Erle-Rover
Vehicle

3DR Solo

Erle-Rover

Sensors

Manufacturer

Model

Location

Measurement

Data Type

Frequency

Gyroscope1
Gyroscope2
Gyroscope3
Accelerometer1
Accelerometer2
Accelerometer3
Magnetometer1
Magnetometer2
Magnetometer3
Barometer1
Barometer2
GPS
Gyroscope
Gravity Sensor
Compass1
Compass2
Pressure Sensor
GPS

InvenSense
InvenSense
STMicroelectronics
Measurement Specialties
InvenSense
STMicroelectronics
Honeywell
STMicroelectronics
Honeywell
Measurement Specialties
Measurement Specialties
u-blox
Erle Robotics
Erle Robotics
Erle Robotics
u-blox
Erle Robotics
u-blox

MPU6000
MPU6000
L3GD20
MPU6000
MPU6000
LSM303D
HMC 5983
LSM303D
HMC 5983
MS5611
MS5611
NEO-7M
Erle-Brain
Erle-Brain
Erle-Brain
Neo-M8N
Erle-Brain
Neo-M8N

Pixhawk 2 (onboard)
Pixhawk 2
Pixhawk 2
Pixhawk 2
Pixhawk 2
Pixhawk 2
Pixhawk 2
Pixhawk 2
Body (Leg)
Pixhawk 2
Pixhawk 2
Body (Head)
Erle-Brain 3 (onboard)
Erle-Brain 3 (onboard)
Erle-Brain 3 (onboard)
External (roof)
Erle-Brain 3 (onboard)
External (roof)

Angular Rate
Angular Rate
Angular Rate
Acceleration
Acceleration
Acceleration
Magnetic Field
Magnetic Field
Magnetic Field
Air Pressure
Air Pressure
Position
Angular Rate
Acceleration
Magnetic Field
Magnetic Field
Air Pressure
Position

Angular Motion
Angular Motion
Angular Motion
Linear Motion
Linear Motion
Linear Motion
Angular Position
Angular Position
Angular Position
Linear Position
Linear Position
Linear Position
Angular Motion
Linear Motion
Angular Position
Angular Position
Linear Position
Linear Position

400Hz
400Hz
400Hz
400Hz
400Hz
400Hz
100Hz
100Hz
100Hz
50Hz
50Hz
50Hz
50 Hz
50 Hz
10 Hz
10 Hz
10 Hz
50 Hz

does not include the recovery code. Then, for each sensor, we
insert the recovery code including the required libraries that
correspond to the sensor (e.g., filters and utility functions)
and measure the overhead. Finally, we insert all the recovery
code for all sensors to obtain the total overhead (for all the
simulated and real RVs).
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(b) Barometer (pressure)

(c) Gyroscope (roll rate)

(d) Magnetometer (normalized)

Figure 11: Sensor prediction

Figure 10: Space and Runtime overhead
Space Overhead. Unlike traditional computing systems, RVs
usually have limited memory space. As such, code size is an
important performance factor. As shown in Figure 10, the
increase of code size (i.e., additional firmware size needed)
incurred by our recovery modules is marginal. The space
overhead is at most 1.3% when all software sensors are loaded
and less than 0.7% for individual sensors. Note that some
code pieces are shared across software sensors. The simulated
vehicles have negligible overhead since the executables are
relatively larger than those of the real vehicles.
Runtime Overhead. We measure the average per-iteration
execution time of the main loop which includes various control functions and auxiliary tasks. In ArduCopter and APMrover2, the system loop execution frequency is 400HZ and
50Hz respectively. Every 2.5ms or 20ms, the scheduler executes the control functions, and then schedules auxiliary tasks
using the remaining time in the epoch. Basically, all the tasks
should be completed within the hard deadline (i.e., 2.5ms or
20ms). Figure 10 shows the results. The runtime overhead
introduced by the recovery module for single sensor recovery
is at most 6.9%, whereas, for multiple sensor recovery, the
total overhead is at most 8.8%. We also consider the CPU
utilization rate (for real vehicles), which is the iteration execution time over the hard deadline. For the 3DR Solo, the rate

(a) GPS sensor (positon E)

increases from 63.32% to at most 67.68% (i.e., by 4.36%)
for single sensor recovery, and to 68.88% (i.e., by 5.56%)
for multiple sensor recovery. For the Erle-rover, the rate increases from 26.7% to at most 27.8% (i.e., by 0.9%), and to
28.4% (i.e., by 1.7%) for single and multiple sensor recovery,
respectively. Note that the observed overhead does not impact normal operations, as the per-iteration runtime does not
exceed the hard deadline. Real recovery cases in Section 4.3
demonstrate that our technique is practically effective.
4.2.2

Effectiveness

We evaluate effectiveness as follows. (1) We first show software sensors can precisely predict real sensor measurements
under various maneuvers; (2) we show that the error correction techniques can effectively attenuate the prediction errors;
(3) we demonstrate that parameter selection is effective; (4)
we show that our framework can successfully recover from
multiple attacks with real vehicles in real environments; (5)
last, we further evaluate our technique under various environmental conditions and attack scales.
Software Sensors. Figure 11 shows how closely software
sensors predict (blue lines) the real readings (red lines) in
the various maneuvers of 3DR Solo. The figures for other
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systems are similar and hence omitted. It can be observed
that there are errors (e.g. drift and external error) between the
predictions and the real measurements, which we will remove
using the error correction techniques demonstrated below.

sensors can produce accurate predictions after correction.

Selected Parameter

(a) False positives rates

Selected Parameter

(b) False negative rates

Figure 14: Different recovery parameters and FP/FN rates
(a) Roll prediction and accumulated errors without correction

(b) Roll prediction and error correction with synchronization

Figure 12: Drift correction with synchronization and error reset
Error Corrections. Figure 12 shows the drift in the roll angle
prediction before and after error correction. We measure the
roll value and the prediction error during a real flight of the
quadrotor (left of (a)). As shown in (b), at each window start,
the initial state is synchronized, and the accumulated error is
reset. As such, the accumulated error is significantly reduced
(right of (b)). In this experiment, we used 1.0s window size
with the main sampling rate Ts = 2.5ms. The results for other
sensors and vehicles are similar.
wnwn+1

Parameter Selection We study the effect of recovery parameters (i.e., window size and recovery switch threshold) on
the recovery mode activation. We generate 20 missions (i.e.,
a sequence of primitive moves like straight fly, turns, etc.)
with no attack, to measure the FP rates (i.e. how many times
recovery is activated), and 20 missions with the injected attacks to measure the FN rates (i.e. how many times recovery
activation is missed). Figure 14 shows the results for different
parameter values. Observe that, (1) for a given window, the
larger threshold raises less FPs and more FNs; (2) for a given
threshold, the larger window causes more FPs and less FNs.
Also note that the values chosen by our parameter selection
strategy (see Section 3.3) lead to zero FPs and FNs.
Table 3: Attack combination and recovery result
Test#

GPS

Barometer 1 2

Gyroscope 1 2 3

Recovered

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

Compromised
Benign
Benign
Compromised
Compromised
Compromised

Benign
Compromised
Benign
Compromised
Benign
Compromised

Benign
Benign
Compromised
Benign
Compromised
Compromised

X
X
X†
X
X†
X†

X: success, †Supplementary Compensation Applied

Dynamic wind

(a) Constant wind

(b) Dynamic wind

attack

attack

Figure 13: External force (wind) corrections for different winds
Figure 13 shows the external force estimation and correction for when there is wind. Here, a simulated APM quadrotor
is flying north. We use a simulated RV as we need to create
different windy conditions. First, we generate an artificial
wind towards the south with a constant velocity 29mph (i.e.,
a strong breeze in Beaufort scale 6). As the wind pushes the
vehicle to the opposite direction, the real acceleration measurement is lower than the software sensor which does not
model the wind. We correct this external error in software
sensor by subtracting the average error in a window from the
following window predictions (see Figure 13a). Similarly, we
present the error correction under a dynamic wind - composed
of randomly generated wind portions with a random selection
of speed ([10...30]mph), direction (N,S,E,W) and the portion
duration ([2..10]s) - in Figure 13b. Observe that software
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(a) without compensation

(b) with compensation

Figure 15: all-gyroscopes attack recovery and compensation
Multiple Sensor Attacks and Results. We perform combinatorial attacks on heterogeneous sensors of 3DR. For the
same type of sensors, we attack the entire set of sensors at
the same time. Table 3 shows the results. In this experiment,
we observe that the sensors have different sensitivity and importance. When GPS and Barometers are compromised, we
can recover the vehicle. However, when all gyros are attacked
(C3, C5, and C6), the recovery duration was short (3 sec).
To further investigate the gyroscope recovery case, we perform different attacks on the available gyroscope sensors.
Table 4 shows the results and the comparison with a traditional fail-safe mechanism (i.e., TMR). We can recover from
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Table 4: Attack on attitude (gyro) sensors and recovery result
Test#

Gyroscope 1

Gyroscope 2

Gyroscope 3

Proposed

TMR

T1
T2
T3

Compromised
Compromised
Compromised

Benign
Compromised
Compromised

Benign
Benign
Compromised

X
X
X1

X
7
7

X: success, 7: fail to recover, 1: recovery with supplementary compensation

the attack on a single gyro (Test T1) and the attack on the majority gyros (more than half – Test T2) without supplementary
compensation. When all gyro sensors are compromised, we
can recover from the attack with the complementary approach,
leading to increased recovery duration. In comparison, the
traditional fail-safe mechanism fails to recover when the majority of gyro sensors are compromised. In general, some RV
systems are equipped with failsafe modes (e.g., emergency
landing or manual mode). However, those approaches still rely
on the remaining benign sensors, or otherwise they undergo
immediate crashes even with the failsafe mode.
To increase the recovery duration, we leverage our compensation approach described in Section 3.3. Specifically, to
compensate for the accuracy loss, the gyroscope readings are
combined with readings from other types of sensors. Figure 15
shows that the internal state (i.e., roll rate) changes during
recovery without and with compensation. The red curve represents the actual physical state (ground truth roll rate) of the
vehicle in real-world. Under attack, the software sensor (blue
curve) replaces the real measurement (black curve). However,
without compensation, a small error in the software sensor prediction accumulates over time and causes the actual roll rate
to oscillate significantly after a few seconds (see Figure 15a).
Note that our recovery technique prevents an immediate crash
even without compensation applied. Our compensation approach increases the software sensor accuracy by adding the
supplementary measurements, leading to a more stable roll
rate and a longer recovery duration (see Figure 15b). The
video is available at [12]. More discussion of the recovery
cases can be found in Section 4.3.

Threshold

Threshold

(a) Wind Effects

(b) Attack Scale

Figure 16: Errors under different wind speeds and attack scale
Wind Effects and Attack Scale We evaluate the error (i.e.,
the difference between software and real sensors) under different wind speeds and attack scales while the vehicle performs
missions including straight flies and turns. We also measure
the duration of stable operation after recovery, called the recovery duration. Specifically, we artificially inject wind in the
simulation with different speeds from 0 to 35mph. For the
different attack scales, we change the maliciously injected roll
rate from 5 to 90deg/s. To measure the recovery duration, we
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find the value of k in Eq. (7) with ε = 3 and maximum t = 20.
Figure 16a shows that the error (brown area) is small with
small (0-7mph) and moderate (8-15mph) wind, and significantly increases with strong wind (above 20mph). Observe
that the errors are lower than our recovery threshold (=38)
with in most case. Only the very strong wind (above 27mph
- a gale in Beaufort scale) generates errors exceeding the
threshold. However, commodity drones are recommended
not to fly in wind speed exceeding 22mph. And, Figure 16b
shows the error during the gyroscope attack. Observe that it
is significantly larger than the recovery threshold (=38) for
all the attack scales. The magnitudes of errors in the two
figures demonstrate that the our selected threshold value can
distinguish between wind and attack. Lastly, as shown by the
blue curve in Figure 16a, the recovery duration is at least 10
seconds with small/moderate wind. When the wind is strong
(> 20mph), the duration is significantly reduced.

4.3

Case Studies

We present case studies with the two real RVs with four different attacks under various movements: gyroscope and GPS
attacks on the 3DR Solo, two GPS attacks on the Erle-rover.
Gyroscope recovery on 3DR Solo. In this attack, 3DR Solo
takes off from home and maintains its position at a predefined altitude (i.e., hovering). Then, we launch an attack on
its available gyroscope sensors (3 in total). Specifically, we
insert constant values (under the attacker’s control) to disrupt
the gyroscope roll rate measurements. Without our recovery
framework, the vehicle instantly deviates from its hovering
condition and crashes. Figure 17a show the trajectory in red
(top) and roll rate changes (bottom) during the mission. The
green region indicates the normal operation without the attack
while the red region shows the roll rate changes under the
attack. When the attack is launched, the controller uses the
compromised roll rate (∼ 0.6rad/s2 ) and accordingly tries
to reduce the rate to match the target state (zero). This conversely decreases the roll rate leading to overturning and consequently crashing the vehicle. With recovery, the software
sensor prevents the crash by providing the proper feedback
to the control loop under the attack. Figure 17b shows the
real trajectory (top) and roll rate changes (bottom) during the
attack and recovery. During the normal operation, the measurement (blue curve) takes the real sensor readings whereas
under the recovery mode (after the attack), the measurement
takes the software sensor (red curve). Observe the software
sensor introduces a reasonable amount of oscillation that was
not seen under the real benign sensors because of inevitable
inherent errors. However, despite the errors, it still allows the
vehicle to maintain the hovering position under the attack,
preventing the crash. Videos are available at [9].
GPS recovery on 3DR Solo. We compromise the GPS sensor
reading with a more complex mission. The 3DR Solo performs a waypoint navigation mission where it flies through
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Measurement
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(b) Gyro attack recovery
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(a) Gyro attack

5

3

0

Measurement
Software sensor

(c) GPS attack without recovery

(d) GPS attack recovery

Figure 17: Attack and recovery under the sensor attacks on 3dr Solo
five waypoints in a square shape trajectory after take-off. We
launch the attack by modifying the longitude positional information of the GPS measurement - set to 20 meters left
from the actual position. As shown in Figure 17c, the vehicle
deviates from the expected trajectory (black line) and flies to
the right (red star), due to the compromised measurements.
With recovery, Figure 17d shows that the vehicle continues its
planned mission (with a marginal deviation) as the compromised measurements were replaced by the software sensor.
Videos can be found at [10] and [15], respectively.

Planned trajectory

(a) Random Attack
(b) Controlled Attack
Figure 18: GPS attacks and recovery on Erle-rover

GPS recovery on Erle-rover. We conduct two different GPS
attacks on Erle-Rover: random and controlled GPS attacks.
In the random attack, we inject random signals to compromise positional information (i.e., longitude and latitude) while
the vehicle is driving straight. Figure 18a shows the attack
(red star). As depicted, right after the attack, the compromised
measurements (red curve) is replaced with the software sensor (blue curve), allowing the vehicle to continue its intended
trajectory (i.e., straight line). A video is available at [14].
In the controlled GPS attack, the attacker maliciously crafts
the injected signal based on her/his estimation of the rover’s
current physical states. In this case, the rover performs a more
complex mission in which it moves straight, makes a sharp
turn to the left and then drives straight again. During the first
straight movement, the attacker injects a signal that closely
follows the estimated trajectory but has a small constant error, which misdirects the rover gradually. Specifically, we
inject the estimated longitude values with around 0.00001
degrees error, making the attack quite stealthy as it cannot be
directly detected. Under this scenario, the vehicle’s controller
thinks that the vehicle is deviating from the planned mission
as the sensed positional measurement are slightly incorrect.
To correct the error, the vehicle adjusts its behavior by slightly
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moving right. To avoid detection, the attacker makes sure that
the error is less than our threshold by accurately estimating
the changing real states according to the planed move, and
also the effect of the attack. However, during the next maneuver (sharp turn), which is unknown to the attacker, she fails to
precisely estimate the real states. Consequently, our recovery
monitoring successfully detects the attack and activates the
software sensor. Figure 18b shows the planed trajectory (black
dotted line), the actual trajectory (black line), the measurements (red curve) used in the controller, the software sensor
measurements (blue curve), the attack (red star) and recovery
(green star). As shown, during the straight move, the attacker
maintains small error by estimating the planned states and
the vehicle moves right gradually. However, during the turn,
the attack is detected. In this case, the software sensor stops
the drift to the right, but it cannot compensate the error introduced by the lengthy attack. In practice, additional emergency
steps can be taken, such as reboot or estimate GPS location
through external channel (e.g., surroundings and nearby RVs).
A video of this attack and recovery is available at [13].

5

Discussion

Recovery Duration. The drift during recovery is inevitable
since the software sensor is an approximation. Although our
recovery technique successfully prevents sensor attacks temporarily, software sensors cannot replace physical sensors
permanently or for a prolonged duration due to the drift effect.
Our experiment in Section 4.2 shows that the operation time
of the recovery mode can be at least 10 seconds in most cases,
enough for launching emergency operations (e.g., emergency
landing, manual mode switch with an alert) to avoid devastating incidents. The empirical studies in [17, 23] shows that
the takeover time to resume control from a highly automated
vehicle is around 3 to 7s. Our recovery duration is 10 seconds.
Advanced Attack. Our experiment in Section 4.3 shows that
a small-error attack (carry-off attack) can be detected and prevented. The first reason is that the attacker has no access to the
internal sensor readings. However, if the attacker can precisely
model such readings, she/he may be able to manipulate the
error in a way to evade our defense. For example, if the navi-
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gation plan of an RV is extremely simple (e.g., straight-line),
the attacker can estimate the internal GPS reading even after
it is contaminated by the attack through observing the RV’s
velocity and considering the accumulated errors introduced so
far, and accordingly applies the attack continuously until the
goal is reached. One way to defend against this is to avoid any
predictable navigation plan, for example, by proactively maneuvering the RV in a specific and secret way unknown to the
attacker. Second, our detection mechanism utilizes historical
error changes rather than an instant error. This approach can
limit the stealthy attack. Specifically, the error between real
and model states are calculated with accumulated deviation
during a certain time duration. This is distinct from a simple
bad-data detector or estimator.

6

Related Work

Our approach is inspired by both traditional hardware and software fault-tolerant techniques. The traditional redundancybased approach [29] can recover a system when less than
half of the components have a failure. Moreover, hardware
replication requires additional hardware costs. There has been
a lot of work regarding physical attacks on RVs in recent
years. Many external attacks [8, 47, 49, 51, 52, 54] have been
proposedAt the same time, corresponding attack detection
techniques [5, 20, 22, 26, 28, 36, 37, 57] have been proposed.
However, they focus only on attack detection (i.e., significant
anomalies) and do not provide a recovery mechanism for
continuous operations. As such, the RV may still crash even
though it detects the attack.
State estimation [39] has been well researched in control
engineering, aiming to improve the accuracy of noisy sensors.
Especially, secure state estimation [19, 38, 48] was introduced
to handle sensor attacks. However, it mostly utilizes the remaining benign sensors or sensor redundancy to securely
estimate system states in the presence of significant noises
or attacks. They restrict attackers to corrupt only a subset of
sensors in which case the estimation needs to rely only on
the benign sensors. In comparison, our approach uses software sensor based on system modeling regardless of the set
of sensors under attack, which is practical and generic.
System identification [32] is used to detect attacks [5] and
debug RV failures [56]. Similar to our method, they build
models for RVs with SI. However, they only detect extreme
deviations and cannot provide accurate feedback to the control
loop after detection. In addition, we precisely model individual sensor readings while they cannot.

7

Conclusion

We propose a novel sensor attack recovery technique for multisensor RVs. The technique uses generic state-space model
based software sensors as a safe backup of the physical sen-
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sors. Software sensors can precisely predict physical sensor
readings while they are largely isolated from the (malicious)
environment. Evaluation with real RVs demonstrates our technique can recover from single and multi-sensor attacks.
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Appendix
A

Quadrotor Model and Frames

The Figure 19 shows a quadrotor with two frames: inertia and
body frame. The linear position of the quadrotor is defined in
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Figure 19: Inertial and body frame
the inertial frame with ξ (x, y, z). The attitude (i.e., angular
position) is defined in the inertial frame with η (φ, θ, ψ). The
roll(φ), pitch(θ), yaw (ψ) angle (i.e., Euler angle) determine
the rotational angles around the x, y, z axis, respectively. The
origin of the body frame is defined in the center of mass of the
quadcopter. The linear velocities in the body frame is defined
with VB and angular velocities determined by ω (p,q,r). The
rotation matrix R from the body frame to the inertial frame is
denoted as:

CψCθ
R =  SψCθ
−Sθ

Cψ Sθ Sφ − SφCφ
Sψ Sθ Sφ +CψCφ
Cθ Sφ


Cψ SθCφ + Sψ Sφ
Sψ Sθ cφ −Cψ Sφ 
CθCφ

(8)

where Sx = sin(x) , Cx = cos(x). R is orthogonal thus R−1 =
RT . The RT is for rotation from the inertial frame to body
frame. The transformation matrix Wη for angular velocities
from the inertial frame η̇ to the body frame ω is:
ω = Wη η̇,

  
p
1
 q  = 0
r
0

 
φ̇
−Sθ
Cθ Sφ   θ̇ 
CφCθ ψ̇

(9)
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Cφ Tθ
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Also, the Euler angular velocity is then
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Supplementary Compensation.

We present an example of the supplementary compensation
approach that estimates angle status from the accelerometer
and magnetometer. Note that angle status is typically measured by gyro. The conversion equation is the following.
q
2 , z2 )
xacc
acc
q
θacc = atan2(xacc , y2acc , z2acc )
φacc = atan2(yacc ,

(11)

ψmag = atan2(−ymag · cosφ + zmag · sinφ,
xmag · cosθ + ymag · sinθ · sinφ + zmag · sinθ · cosφ)

The conversion errors and the real sensor errors (e.g. sensor
noise, bias) cause fluctuations in the equations’ output. We use
low-pass filter to smooth the outputs. Combining the outputs
from Eq. (11) and our software sensor (using weighted sum),
we acquire more accurate measurements.
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Abstract
Driverless vehicles are becoming an irreversible trend in
our daily lives, and humans can interact with cars through invehicle voice control systems. However, the automatic speech
recognition (ASR) module in the voice control systems is
vulnerable to adversarial voice commands, which may cause
unexpected behaviors or even accidents in driverless cars. Due
to the high demand on security insurance, it remains as a challenge to defend in-vehicle ASR systems against adversarial
voice commands from various sources in a noisy driving environment. In this paper, we develop a secure in-vehicle ASR
system called SIEVE, which can effectively distinguish voice
commands issued from the driver, passengers, or electronic
speakers in three steps. First, it ﬁlters out multiple-source
voice commands from multiple vehicle speakers by leveraging an autocorrelation analysis. Second, it identiﬁes if a
single-source voice command is from humans or electronic
speakers using a novel dual-domain detection method. Finally,
it leverages the directions of voice sources to distinguish the
voice of the driver from those of the passengers. We implement a prototype of SIEVE and perform a real-world study
under different driving conditions. Experimental results show
SIEVE can defeat various adversarial voice commands over
in-vehicle ASR systems.

1

Introduction

Driverless cars, also known as autonomous cars or self-driving
cars, are no longer the things we would only see in sci-ﬁ ﬁlms,
but they are becoming an irreversible trend in our daily lives,
particularly due to the rapid development of sensor techniques
and advanced artiﬁcial intelligence algorithms. For instance,
MIT developed a human-centered autonomous vehicle using
multiple sensors and deep neural networks in 2018 [1]. From
April 2019, all new Tesla cars come standard with Autopilot,
providing the capability of switching modes between manual
driving and self-driving [2]. Waymo’s driverless cars have
driven 20 million miles on public roads by January 2020 [3].
The latest in-vehicle voice control system [4] provides a
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convenient way for drivers and passengers to interact with
driverless cars. For example, we can use our voice to control in-vehicle entertainment systems, set destinations to the
GPS navigation system, and take back the full control of cars
from the self-driving mode [5]. However, the core module of
in-vehicle voice control system, i.e., automatic speech recognition (ASR) module, is vulnerable to various adversarial voice
command attacks [6–14]. Particularly, since most in-vehicle
ASR systems support speaker-independent recognition by
default [15], passengers can voice malicious commands to
ASR systems and thus control critical in-vehicle systems.
Moreover, remote attackers may hide a voice command into
a song [9]. When the song is played through car loudspeakers
or smartphones’ speakers, the malicious voice command in
the song can be recognized by ASR systems. It may cause
unexpected behaviors or even accidents in driverless cars.
A number of countermeasures [16–18] have been proposed
to defend ASR systems against adversarial voice commands.
They leverage short-term spectral features [19,20] or prosodic
features [21, 22] to distinguish different users. However, as
the features of human voices typically are low dimensional,
advanced passengers can imitate a driver’s voice to bypass
existing defense systems [23]. Moreover, existing methods on
distinguishing different users’ identities are generally unreliable in a noisy environment [24], whereas in-vehicle ASR
systems demand a much higher security insurance against
adversarial voice command attacks to prevent possible car accidents. Furthermore, to prevent malicious voice commands
played by speakers, researchers have designed methods to
identify whether the voice commands come from humans or
loudspeakers. They rely on spectral features [18, 25, 26] and
noise features [17, 27] to distinguish between humans and
speakers. They are all based on one underlying assumption
that voice commands come from a single source. However,
in the scenario of driverless cars, malicious voice commands
may come from multiple sources (i.e., multiple car speakers). Therefore, the different features for multi-source voices
and single-source voices may interfere with distinguishing
between human voices and non-human voices [28].
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In this paper, we propose a secure automatic speech recognition system called SIEVE to effectively defeat various adversarial voice command attacks on driverless cars. It is capable
of distinguishing voice commands issued from a driver, a passenger, and non-human speakers in three steps. First, since
legal human voice commands are always single-source signals, SIEVE identiﬁes and ﬁlters out multiple-source voice
commands from multiple car speakers. The multiple-source
detection is based on a key insight that when the same signal
is received multiple times in a short time period from multiple sources, the overlap of the received signals will expand
the signal correlations in the time domain. Therefore, SIEVE
can identify multi-source voice commands by conducting an
autocorrelation analysis to measure the overlap of signals.
After ﬁltering out multiple-source voice commands, the
second step of SIEVE is to check if a single-source voice
command is from a human or a non-human speaker. SIEVE
can accurately detect non-human voice commands by checking features in both frequency domain and time domain. First,
voices from non-human speakers inherently have the unique
acoustic characteristic, i.e., low-frequency energy attenuation.
Such characteristic can be checked with the signal power
spectrum distribution in the frequency domain. However, sophisticated attackers may use low-frequency enhancement
ﬁlters to modulate the voice and thus compensate for the energy loss. To identify such modulated voices, SIEVE also
conducts a local extrema veriﬁcation in the time domain. Our
key insight is that the local extrema ratio for modulated voices
is much greater than that for human voices. Moreover, we
demonstrate that attackers cannot modulate voices to bypass
the detection in both the time domain and frequency domain at
the same time. Hence, our dual-domain check ensures SIEVE
can effectively ﬁlter out various non-human voice commands.
Finally, SIEVE distinguishes the passenger’s voice commands from the driver’s voice commands, since we may only
trust the driver but not the passengers. Our key insight is that
vehicles have ﬁxed internal locations for the driver and passengers. Therefore, we can leverage the directions of voice
sources to distinguish the driver’s voice and passengers’ voice
even if passengers can imitate the driver’s voice. Particularly,
SIEVE measures the directions of voice sources by calculating the time difference of arrivals (TDOA) on a pair of
close-coupled microphones (i.e., a dual microphone). To deal
with some extreme cases when passengers lean forward and
have their head near the headrest of the driver’s seat, we also
develop a spectrum-assisted detection method to improve the
detection accuracy of SIEVE.
We implement a prototype of SIEVE and conduct extensive
real-world experiments on a four-seat sedan (Toyota Camry)
under various vehicle driving states, including idling, driving
on local streets, and driving on highway. The experimental
results show that our system can effectively defeat adversarial
voice command attacks. For example, SIEVE can achieve a
96.75% accuracy on distinguishing human voices from non-
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human voices when the car is driving in noisy streets. It can
further identify the driver’s voice from human voices with
a 96.76% accuracy. Moreover, our system can be smoothly
integrated to vehicles by replacing the in-vehicle single microphone with a low-priced dual microphone and implanting
the detection module in one vehicle electronic control unit.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
• We develop a secure ASR system for driverless vehicles
to defeat various in-vehicle adversarial voice commands
by distinguishing the command sources from the driver,
passengers, and electronic speakers.
• We propose a dual-domain detection method to distinguish voice commands between humans and non-human
speakers even if the voices are carefully modulated to
mimic human voices.
• We provide a method based on the directions of voice
sources to distinguish the driver’s voice from passengers’
voices even if passengers can imitate the driver’s voice.
• We implement a prototype of SIEVE and real-world
experimental results show that our system can effectively
defeat adversarial voice commands.

2

Threat Model and Assumptions

We focus on the adversarial voice command attacks that manipulate the speech inputs to the in-vehicle ASR system. We
assume the vehicle’s electronic control unit (ECU) can be
trusted [29]. We assume the driver can be trusted to not issue
malicious commands; however, malicious voice commands
may be issued from in-vehicle loudspeakers, the speakers of
mobile devices, or passengers.
First, malicious voice commands may come from the invehicle loudspeakers. It is common for people to connect
their mobile phones to car audio systems when playing music
or making phone calls. Also, CDs/DVDs are usually played
through speakers. Since music songs might be downloaded
from various untrusted sources, the attackers may edit the
sound tracks of audio ﬁles to voice the malicious commands
via a single speaker or multiple speakers. Particularly, armored
attackers may hide adversarial commands by minimizing the
difference between the malicious and the original audio samples [7–9]. Moreover, when a phone call is connected to the
vehicle speakers via Bluetooth, the people on the other side
may unintentionally or intentionally issue voice commands
to the ASR systems.
Second, if the driver puts their smartphones on mobile
speakers (handsfree mode) when making phone calls or playing musics, a malicious command may be issued from the
driver’s smartphones. Similarly, a passenger’s smartphone
may be exploited to voice malicious commands. Thus, it is
necessary to identify the voice commands issued from the
speakers of mobile devices such as smartphones.
Third, passengers may issue dangerous or annoying human voice commands to ASR systems. For instance, kids
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Figure 1: Car Internal Structure and the Location and Orientation of a Dual Microphone.
may unintentionally voice wrong commands to the vehicle
or intentionally mess with the recreation systems. Moreover,
we assume malicious passengers may bring or leave some
dedicated portable hardware to launch advanced attacks such
as those in an inaudible frequency range to humans [10–12]
(though the sizes of most dedicated hardware devices may
not be small). It is critical to distinguish the voice commands
from the passengers or their dedicated mobile devices.

3

System Design

We ﬁrst provide an overview of our system and then present
the detailed techniques used in each detection step.

3.1

System Overview

Figure 1 shows the typical internal structure of a four-door
sedan, which has at least four speakers installed in four corners (front/rear and left/right) to achieve good stereophonic
experience. It has four seats for the driver (D), the front passenger (PF ), the rear left passenger (PRL ), and the rear right
passenger (PRR ).
The entire defense system consists of three detection steps.
The ﬁrst step is to identify and ﬁlter out the voices coming
from multiple speakers since human’s legal commands are
issued from single voice source. The second step is to detect
adversarial voice attacks from loudspeakers (i.e., replay attacks), no matter the in-vehicle speakers or mobile speakers.
The third step is to identify the voice source from its direction
by using a dual microphone in the front of the sedan. This
step can distinguish voices from the driver and any passenger.
Step 1: Detecting Voice from Multiple Speakers. When
attackers use multiple vehicle speakers to perform voice command attacks, the reverberation effect is enlarged since a microphone captures the same signals multiple times at different moments. Since the overlapping of multiple copies
of the same signals within a small time expands the signal
correlations in the time domain, the linear prediction (LP)
residual [30] of the signal can be calculated to decide if the
voice commands are received from multiple speakers. Moreover, Hibert envelope and local enhancement techniques are
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used to enhance the signiﬁcant excitation. The basic idea
is that the relative time delays of the instants of signiﬁcant
excitation remain unchanged in the audio signals captured
by the microphones. Therefore, through accumulating the
auto-correlation results over the entire voice command signal,
we can compare the different patterns to distinguish singlesource signals from multi-source signals. Comparing with
other methods [28, 31, 32], we adopt the LP residual method
since it can achieve a higher detection precision.
Step 2: Distinguishing between Human Voice and Voice
from Single Speaker. We develop two new approaches,
namely, power spectrum veriﬁcation and local extrema crosscheck, to detect voice from an electronic speaker. Since
the common speakers can suppress the power of the lowfrequency signals, we use the power spectral density to distinguish the human voice from the replay voice. To escape our
power spectrum checking, the attackers may design an inverse
ﬁlter to compensate the speaker’s frequency response. We can
defeat this armored attack by performing a local extrema veriﬁcation in the time domain. By combining these two checks
on both frequency-domain features and time-domain features,
we can accurately detect the voice coming from loudspeakers.
Step 3: Distinguishing Driver from Passengers. We use a
dual microphone to decide the direction of the voice commands. The dual microphone consists of a pair of microphones (M1 and M2 ) that are close to each other (e.g, 5 centimeters). When a voice is captured by the two microphones,
we use a far-ﬁeld model to measure the time difference of
arrivals (TDOA) [33] since the source-microphone distance
is much larger than the distance between these two microphones. To maximize the detection accuracy, we orient the
dual microphone in a direction that the line connecting the two
microphones is perpendicular to the line connecting the driver
seat and the middle point of the two microphones, as shown
in Figure 1. The cross-correlation function of the two-channel
signals is effective on measuring the time delay between two
channels. As shown in Figure 2, the angle range (inside the
vehicle) can be divided into multiple small pie regions, since
the TDOA measured value and the propagation angle follow a arccosine function (see details in Section 3.4). When
the voice propagation direction is perpendicular to these two
microphones, the measurement can achieve the highest precision on recognizing the driver. It is the reason why the dual
microphone is oriented in Figure 1.
With the orientation of the dual microphone, when a voice
comes from the driver’s direction, the cross-correlation function is almost central symmetric due to the negligible time
delay between two signal channels. When the voice comes
from any passenger, the cross-correlation function would be
left skewed. In Figure 2, the gray areas represent identiﬁcation regions for different passengers. In most cases it can
accurately distinguish the driver’s direction from those of
passengers, and we conﬁrm it in our real-world experiments.
In some cases, it is challenging to distinguish the driver from
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The Hilbert envelop signal can describe the amplitude
change of the original signal. However, the weak peaks in the
Hilbert envelop may lead to spurious high values in the autocorrelation calculation. Thus, we adopt the local enhancement
method to further highlight the high SNR regions. We set a
sliding window to calculate the signal mean value in the local
area. Then, the Hilbert envelop can be enhanced by taking the
square of the original signal over the local signal mean as
h2 (n)
g(n) = 1
,
(1)
n+M
2M+1 ∑k=n−M h(k)

Figure 2: Voice Source Directions to Dual Microphone.

where g(n) is a preprocessed signal of Hilbert envelope and
(2M + 1) denotes the length of the sliding window.

the passenger sitting behind the driver (i.e., PRL ), particularly,
when the driver may lean towards the right side of the driver’s
seat (e.g., resting their arms on car armrests) and the passengers may lean forward and have their head near the headrest
of the driver’s seat. We develop a spectrum-assisted detection
technique that combines the location of a particular voice
with the voice’s speciﬁc spectrum features to improve the
detection accuracy.

Autocorrelation Analysis. When taking a L-length segment
in g(n) as a reference, the autocorrelation function C(s) of
the signal g(n) can be calculated as

3.2

Detecting Multiple Speakers

The basic idea of the multiple speaker detection is that the
reverberation effect occurs since the microphones will capture
the same signal multiple times at different instants.
Signal Representations. In the time domain, the captured
signals x(n) = ∑m
i=1 Ai · s(n − Ni ) are the overlapping of several time-shifted signals with different attenuation coefﬁcients,
where s(n) is the original signal, Ni and Ai denote the time
delay and the attenuation coefﬁcient of the i-th signal, and m
is the number of speakers. The different time delays depend
on the relative locations between microphones and speakers,
which are ﬁxed in vehicles. The only difference between the
signals captured by two microphones is a slight time shift
related to the distance of microphones, so we only need to
process the captured signal in any one of the two microphones.
The time delays can be extracted from the signiﬁcant excitation regions with high signal-noise ratio (SNR). However, the
noise will adversely affect the extraction of the time delays.
Therefore, it is necessary to reduce the noise and amplify the
strong excitations. Also, to reduce the second-order correlations and inhibit the reﬂection, we extract the linear prediction
residuals from the captured signals. According to the parameter estimation model [30], the linear prediction residuals are
p
obtained as e(n) = x(n) + ∑k=1 ak · x(n − k), where ak is the
predictor coefﬁcients and p is the order of the prediction ﬁlter.
Signal Enhancements. The peaks in the linear prediction
residuals are of double polarity, which introduces ﬂuctuations
to the autocorrelation function. For convenient calculation,
linear prediction residuals could be converted into a single
polarity
form by the Hilbert envelope [34], denoted as h(n) =


e2 (n) + e2h (n) where eh (n) is the Hilbert transform of e(n).
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C(s) = 

g(n) · g(n + s)
∑N+L−1
k=N
g2 (n) · ∑N+L−1+s
g2 (n)
∑N+L−1
k=N
k=N+s

, s ∈ [−S, S], (2)

where N is the start index and L is the segment length. The
autocorrelation value is normalized by the square mean of the
segmented signal. The autocorrelation function is calculated
over the interval [−S, S]. S indicates the maximum detection
range that should be larger than the maximum time delay.
S>

Dmax − Dmin
ΔD
· fs =
· fs ,
v0
v0

(3)

where Dmax and Dmin indicate the maximum and minimum
distance between speakers and microphones, and v0 is the
speed of sound in air with a typical value of 345 m/s. fs is
the sampling rate of microphones. Only if S is larger than the
maximum possible time delay, the autocorrelation function
can record all the time delays information for the speakers.
Judgment Criteria. The autocorrelation function will have
several peaks that correspond to the time delays between different propagation paths. For accurate estimation, we judge
the results by multiple signal segments rather than a single one.
For each autocorrelation function, we only extract the most
signiﬁcant peak that corresponds to the most distinct time delay. In the i-th signal segment, the offset of the highest peak in
the autocorrelation function is denoted as pi = arg maxCi (s).
To reduce the effects of noise and spurious peaks, we acquire the statistical distribution of pi with the autocorrelation
functions in multiple signal segments.
For a single voice source, most of pi values are close to zero,
resulting in a concentrated distribution. For multiple voice
sources, the pi distribution is rather dispersed. That is because
the voices come from different speakers have different arrival
moments, resulting in large time delays in the captured signals. Based on these attributes, we can distinguish the patterns
between multiple-speaker signals and single-speaker signals
according to the dispersion of the pi distribution. The dispersion P is measured as the proportion of pi in the interval
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Figure 4: Time-domain Waveform for Voice Signals.

[−d, d], where d is a small number compared with S. λ is the
decision threshold that obtained from multiple experiments. If
P ≥ λ, it means the time delays are centered around 0 and the
voice comes from a single source. If P < λ, the voice comes
from multiple sources due to the dispersed distribution. Since
the voices from multiple sources are most likely adversarial
voices generated by attackers, we can safely ﬁlter out these
multi-source voices in the ﬁrst step.

the power ratio should be greater than a speciﬁc threshold.
However, an ingenious attacker may compensate the loss of
the low-frequency energy by modifying the recording ﬁle in
the frequency domain. By estimating the transmission properties K( f ) of the loudspeakers, an attacker can design an
inverse ﬁlter K −1 ( f ), where K(ˆ f ) · K −1 ( f ) = 1. Then the
attacker can reconstruct the audio ﬁle with K −1 ( f ) for compensating the speaker frequency response, and we call such
voice as modulated replay voice. As the frequency response
of the loudspeaker and the inverse ﬁlter cancel each other
during playback, it is difﬁcult to solely rely on the frequencybased method for distinguishing the modulated replay voice
from the genuine voice. Fortunately, we could combine a
veriﬁcation approach in the time domain.

3.3

Identifying Human Voice

After verifying a voice coming from a single source, we
detect and ﬁlter out the voice that comes from loudspeakers. We solve this challenge by combining two approaches,
namely, frequency-domain power spectrum veriﬁcation and
time-domain local extrema cross-check, to ensure that the
voice indeed comes from humans.
Frequency Domain Veriﬁcation. This approach is based on
a noticeable timbre difference between a human voice and a
replay voice sound from loudspeakers. Human beings voice
commands through the phonatory organ, resulting in a sound
frequency typically from 85 Hz to 4 kHz [35]. However, a
dynamic loudspeaker can suppress the signals in the lowfrequency range due to the limited size, especially under the
frequency of 500 Hz [36]. Thus, even a speaker replays a
recorded human voice that contains the same frequency components, the timbre is totally different from the genuine one.
The main reason is that different power distributions of frequency components lead to different timbre [37].
By leveraging the characteristic of different power distributions, we can distinguish the voice coming from a human
or a loudspeaker. The captured voice will be veriﬁed with
the power spectral density, speciﬁcally the ratio of the lowfrequency power. The frequency of human voice ranges from
85 Hz to 4 kHz, among which the low-frequency components
are dominant, as shown in Figure 3(a). The replay audio sound
from loudspeaker has the similar frequency components; however, the sharp decrease in the low-frequency components increases the relative ratio of the high-frequency components, as
shown in Figure 3(b). In our design, a voice that comes from a
single source is further veriﬁed by evaluating the power ratio
of the low-frequency components (85 Hz - 2 kHz) to all frequency components. If the voice indeed comes from humans,
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Time Domain Veriﬁcation. We observe there are different
patterns in the local extrema ratio of the human voice and
the modulated replay voice. In a 3-length window of timedomain signal, if the midpoint is the maxima or minima in the
window, we deﬁne the midpoint as a local extrema [38]. Also,
the ratio of the local extrema amount to the total signal length
is deﬁned as local extrema ratio. Though the local extrema
are not directly related to the spectrum, the number of local
extrema can indirectly reﬂect some spectrum features.
The attacker can only compensate the voice signals with
the amplitude spectrum. The phase spectrum is hard to be
compensated because of the difﬁculty to measure the speaker
phase response. Due to the phase mismatch errors in the
modulated voice, the time-domain signal will contain extremely small oscillation, namely ringing artifacts (see Figure
4). These artifacts cannot be heard by a human, but the local
extrema ratio of the modulated replay voice is much greater
than that of the human voice in the time domain.
Because the local extrema ratios of the human voice and
the modulated replay voice are different, we can identify
if the voice indeed comes from a human or a loudspeaker
by combining both the frequency-domain power spectrum
veriﬁcation and the time-domain local extrema cross-check.
A veriﬁed human voice command must satisfy two conditions:
(1) the low-frequency power dominates; (2) it complies with
the human voice patterns in local extrema ratio. It is difﬁcult
for attackers to meet both requirements by manipulating the
limited-sized loudspeakers.
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3.4

Identifying Driver’s Voice

In the third step, we identify the voice source via the voice
propagation direction and thus distinguish the commands
voiced from the driver or any passenger.
Time Difference of Arrival. Two spatially separated microphones can detect the voices from different propagation directions using the time difference of arrival (TDOA), as shown in
Figure 5. The distance between M1 and M2 is denoted as D0 .
Since the distance between voice source and microphones is
larger than the distance between two microphones, we use a
far-ﬁeld model [39] to calculate the time difference of arrivals.
The angle between the voice propagation direction and M1 M2
is denoted as α. If α is 0 or π, the propagation direction is
parallel to M1 M2 , resulting in the largest difference of arrival.
If α is equal to π/2, the propagation direction is perpendicular
to M1 M2 , and the difference of arrival will be zero. Due to
the microphone placement shown in Figure 1, zero difference
of arrival means the voice comes from the driver.
In Figure 5, D is the difference of the propagation distances
between the voice source and two microphones. Thus, the
time difference of arrivals can be calculated as Δt = D/v0 =
(D0 · cos α)/v0 . Because the voice is recorded as a digital
signal, the captured voice is discrete in the time domain. In
the captured signal, the difference of arrivals in sampling
units ΔN can be estimated as N0 − 1 < ΔN ≤ N0 + 1, where
N0 = Δt · fs . To simplify the calculation, we approximate ΔN
as ΔN ∝ D. Thus, we can obtain ΔN ≈ D0 · cos α · fs /v0 . The
propagation angle α that calculated as follows will be used to
determine the direction of the voice source.
ΔN · v0
α = arccos(
).
(4)
D0 · f s
Detection Precision. The effects of the ΔN changes on α
are different. When α is approximately equal to π/2, for each
change of one unit in ΔN, the change in α can be calculated
according to Taylor series expansion: Δα = x + o(x), where
x = v0 /(D0 · fs ) < 1. When α approaches 0 or π, for each
change of one unit in ΔN, the change in α can√be calculated
according to Puiseux series expansion: Δα = 2x + o(x).
As a result, if α ≈ π/2, for each unit change of ΔN, Δα will
be less than that one when α ≈ 0 or π. More units are concentrated around α ≈ π/2. Thus, the system becomes more
sensitive to the angle change near the driver’s direction, pro-
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viding the optimal detection precision for the driver’s voice.
Signal Preprocessing. When a sound signal arrives, we ﬁrst
check if it is a usable signal. Since the frequency of speech
signal is between 85 Hz ( fl ) and 4000 Hz ( fh ), a fast Fourier
transform (FFT) is used to obtain the frequency spectrum X(k)
of the captured signal x(n), where X(k) = FFT (x(n)). Then
we judge the speech signal by verifying the power ratio of a
K/2
kh
band-pass signal Rp = ∑k=k
X 2 (k)/ ∑k=0 X 2 (k) > ε. K is the
l
amount of points in the FFT. kl = K fl / fs , kh = K fh / fs ,
where x means the largest number less than x. ε = 0.57 is
a threshold value obtained from our experiments. The signal
will only be processed in this step when Rp > ε, because the
higher SNR signal is suitable for the TDOA algorithm [40].
To reduce high-frequency noise and obtain a smooth signal
waveform, we process the captured signal with a pre-set lowpass ﬁlter in the frequency domain. The smooth voice signal
y(n) can be obtained by the inverse fast Fourier transform
(IFFT). y(n) = IFFT (X(k) · H(k)), where H(k) is a low pass
ﬁlter that inhibits the high frequency components.
Cross-Correlation Evaluation. According to the TDOA algorithm, the cross-correlation function between two-channel
signals is given by the following equation.
C12 (s) =

n0 +l−1

∑

y1 (n − s) · y2 (n), −Sm ≤ s ≤ Sm ,

(5)

n=n0

where n0 is the start index, l is the segment length, y1 (n) and
y2 (n) are the signals captured by M1 and M2 . Sm is the max
shift value that subjects to the constraint Sm ≥ D0 · fs /v0 .
In the cross-correlation function, the shifted sampling
unit with the maximum cross-correlation value indicates the
time delay between two channels. The corresponding offset value of the cross-correlation peak is denoted as s0 =
argmax(C12 (s)). According to Equation (4), the voice propagation angle can be estimated as α = arccos[(s0 ·v0 )/(D0 · fs )].
Note if a voice comes from any passenger, s0 will be a negative value as the propagation angle α is greater than π/2.
In Figure 1, the decision criterion is |α − π/2| ≤ αT if
a signal is recognized as the driver’s voice. αT is an angle
threshold that demarcates the decision boundary. Considering
the relationship between α and s0 , we only need to use the
decision criterion |s0 | ≤ sT with an offset threshold sT . If s0
satisﬁes the above condition, it means the voice comes from
the direction approximately perpendicular to M1 M2 . Thus, the
captured voice can be recognized as coming from the driver.
Spectrum-assisted Detection. In real-world situation, the
driver may lean to the right side on the armrest during driving,
and its voice may fall into the angle range of the rear-left
passenger. To identify the driver’s voice more robustly, we
develop a spectrum-assisted detection technique to allow the
voice of the driver to move within a wider angle range without
sacriﬁcing the detection accuracy. The basic idea is to combine speciﬁc spectrum characteristics of the wake-up voice
command (e.g., "Hi, SIEVE") with the direction of the voice.
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To determine the same voice source (i.e., the driver), we
record the spectrum histogram and the propagation direction
of previous wake-up commands. For the i-th command that
has been successfully recognized as the driver’s voice, the mbar spectrum histogram of the wake-up command is denoted
as vij , j = 1, ..., m, and the propagation angle for the i-th voice
command is denoted as αi . For the next (i + 1)-th command,
the received wake-up command must satisfy two conditions.
First, the spectrum statistics of wake-up commands are similar,
indicating the voice commands come from the same person.
The spectrum similarity can be measured using the root-sumi 2 (1/2) < th ,
square of histogram difference (∑ j (vi+1
1
j − v j) )
where th1 is a similarity threshold. Second, the voice movement is within an acceptable wider range (e.g., the driver’s
voice cannot come from the seats on the right), which is
measured by the angle difference |αi+1 − α0 | < th2 , where
α0 = π/2 is the theoretical measured angle of the driver. And
the angle threshold th2 can be π/4, indicating that the driver
sits on the left side of the car. If a newly received wake-up
command satisﬁes both conditions, we would consider the
voice command is coming from the driver.
With the spectrum-assisted detection method, our system can successfully recognize the driver’s commands even
though the driver is in a different sitting posture. Also, if the
person sitting in the seat directly behind the driver leans forward and has his head near the headrest of the driver’s seat,
our system can still reject his commands since the commands
only satisfy the angle constraint but not both constraints.

4

Experimental Results

In our experiments, a TASCAM DR-40 portable digital
recorder with two spatially separated microphones is used
to capture the voice signals, as shown in Figure 6(a). The
distance between the two receivers D0 is 5 cm. The sampling rate of both microphones is 96 kHz ( fs ). We not only
analyze the data captured in the lab environments, but also
test our system in real world, as shown in Figure 6(b). The
vehicle model is Toyota Camry LE 06 with two Scion TC
XB 6.5-inch speakers and two Kicker 43DSC69304 D-Series
6x9-inch speakers. To test more loudspeakers, we use three
smartphones (iPhone X, Google Nexus 5, and Xiaomi Mi 4)
with their built-in speakers. Since we cannot modify the electronic control unit (ECU) of the vehicle, the system runs in
an environment on a laptop with Intel Core i7-7700, 2.8GHz
CPU with 16GB RAM.

4.1

Accuracy on Detecting Multiple Speakers

In the multiple speakers detection, the linear prediction residuals are obtained by a 12-order linear prediction ﬁlter. A
sliding window with 2001 units length is used to enhance the
preprocessed signals. The length of the signal segments is
512 units, and the maximum offset value is also 512 units
because the maximum distance difference between speakers
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(a) Tascam DR-40.

(b) Vehicle Testbed.

Figure 6: Experiment Setup.
and microphones is 1.5 meter in our experiments. According to Equation (3), S should be greater than 417 units. The
threshold λ is set as 0.33 through 42 experiments. Under this
condition, the total recognition accuracy can reach 83.3%.
We conduct experiments by using different combinations
of speakers. The test audio was originally collected by the
digital recorder with a sampling rate of 96 kHz. One 4-track
audio ﬁle with 15 track combinations (4 combinations for 1
speaker, 6 combinations for 2 speakers, 4 combinations for
3 speakers, and 1 combination for 4 speakers) is edited via
MATLAB vector operations. The test recording ﬁle is ﬁnally
generated by the wavwrite tool [41]. The detection accuracy
of a single or four in-vehicle speakers is 100%, while the
average accuracy of detecting two and three speakers is 66.7%
and 75%, respectively. It is challenging to identify two front
speakers or two rear speakers since in that case ΔD is small
and easy to ignore. However, when considering the voice
from those two speakers as from one source, we still can ﬁlter
them out according to their directions in the third step.

4.2

Accuracy on Detecting Human Voice

By evaluating the power ratio of low-frequency components,
we can distinguish the human voice from the replay voice
sound from loudspeakers. In Figure 7(a), 97.3% of human
voices have the low-frequency power ratio of over 0.995. The
low-frequency power ratio of a replay voice is distributed and
less than that of a human voice. Based on these features, we
can distinguish if the voice commands sound from the driver
or a loudspeaker. In our experiments, the detection accuracy
on replay voices is 99.05% with the threshold of 0.96.
We also conﬁrm that the low-frequency power of the modulated replay voice dominates after the artiﬁcial enhancement,
which makes our frequency-based method unreliable. Therefore, we should also cross-check the voice in the time domain,
where the voice pattern can be obtained by calculating the
local extrema ratio. The pattern difference of the human voice
and the modulated replay voice is illustrated in Figure 7(b).
Because of the ringing artifacts, the modulated replay voice
has a larger local extrema ratio, typically greater than 35%.
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Figure 7: Frequency-domain and Time-domain Features for
Detecting Human Voice. (a) the low-frequency power ratios
between human voice and replay voice; (b) the local extrema
ratios between human voice and modulated replay voice.
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Figure 8: Experimental Results under Different Situations. (a)
cross-correlation functions for 5 propagation angles in a quiet
lab environment; (b) cross-correlation functions for the driver
and three passengers.
1.6

While the local extrema ratio of human voice is typically less
than 35% due to the statistical smooth.
Therefore, we can successfully distinguish the human voice
from the modulated replay voice via the local extrema crosscheck methods. When the decision threshold is 0.35, the detection accuracy can achieve 99.62%.

4.3

x3

0

-0.8
-1.5

Accuracy on Detecting Driver’s Voice

A series of experiments are conducted to distinguish voices
coming from the driver or a passenger. The length of the
signal segments is 512 units. The maximum offset Sm is 64,
which should be greater than the theoretical maximum peak
offset (ΔN)max ≈ 14 units.
We ﬁrst perform experiments with ﬁve basic voice propagation angles (0, π/4, π/2, 3π/4, π) in a quiet lab environment.
Figure 8(a) shows the results of cross-correlation in logarithmic form with normalization, verifying the correctness
of our theoretical analysis. When the propagation angle α
is 0 or π, the absolute offset of the peak |s0 | is 14 units, the
same as (ΔN)max . When α is π/4 or 3π/4, the absolute offset of the peak |s0 | is 10 units, which follows the equation
s0 ≈ (ΔN)max · cos(α). The peak offset s0 is near 0 when the
voice comes from the direction perpendicular to M1 M2 . This
property enables the system to distinguish the driver’s voice
and the voice coming from any passenger. Another intriguing
property in Figure 8(a) is the different detection precision
over various angles. The α changes from 0 to π/4 are presented by 4 units, while 10 units are used to measure the α
changes from π/4 to π/2. Higher precision can be achieved
near the angle of π/2, which means we can get the best detection performance in the driver’s direction. It explains why we
orient two microphones with a 45-degree angle to the vehicle.
We also conduct experiments in a real car to distinguish
the driver’s voice from passengers’ voices. Figure 8(b) shows
the cross-correlation functions of the driver’s voice and three
passengers’ voices. The cross-correlation functions of the
passengers are left-skewed with negative peak offsets since
the propagation angles are greater than π/2. The driver’s voice
has a near-zero peak offset due to the propagation angle of
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Figure 9: The Spectrum Features of the Wake-up Command
for 6 Users in PCA Low-dimensional Subspace.
π/2. The absolute peak offset of PRear-L is 6 units, which is the
closest to the driver. Thus, according to the decision criterion,
SIEVE can distinguish the driver from three passengers with
a decision threshold (sT ) of 2. In the experiments, 2437 signal
segments are tested and the overall detection accuracy can
achieve 96.76%. The false positive rate is 2.86%, while the
false negative rate is 4.44%. The statistics show the system
is accurate and robust when distinguishing the driver’s voice
from the passengers’ voices.
To verify the validity of the spectrum-assisted detection
method, we collect 60 wake-up commands that are issued
from 6 different users. Then we utilize a 10-bar spectrum
histogram (from 0 to 2 kHz) to extract the spectrum features
of the wake-up command. With the similarity threshold th1
of 0.081, the accuracy of correlating two voice commands
can achieve 92.72% (i.e., only 262 out of 3600 pairs are misjudged). After applying the PCA dimension reduction [42],
we can visualize the spectrum features in a 3-D subspace
shown in Figure 9. The features of a single user form a cluster, which clearly differs from other clusters that represent
different users. The PCA subspace veriﬁes the effectiveness
of the spectrum-assisted method. Moreover, it only takes 19
ms to check the spectrum similarity constraints.

4.4

System Robustness

We conduct extensive experiments to study the system robustness, which may be impacted by vehicle driving states, the
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# of Speakers

Idling

Local

Highway

Driving State

Accuracy

1
2
3
4

100%
66.7%
75%
100%

83.3%
58.3%
66.7%
100%

58.3%
66.7%
75%
100%

Idling
Driving on Local Street
Driving on Highway

97.46%
96.75%
94.20%

Total

83.3%

73.8%

71.4%

Table 1: The Detection Accuracy for Different Number of
Speakers Under Different Driving States.
placement of microphones, and driver’s sitting positions.
Vehicle Driving States. Three types of driving states are
tested in our experiments: idling, driving on local streets, and
driving on highway. Idling refers to running a vehicle’s engine but the vehicle is not in motion. The car is in a low-noise
environment during idling. Driving on local streets means that
the car runs at a low speed of around 20 miles per hour, where
the car is usually in a medium-noise environment. Driving on
highway indicates that the car runs at about 50 miles per hour
on highway, with the highest level of environmental noise.
First, when detecting multiple speakers under each driving
conditions, 42 voice segments are collected as the inputs of
the autocorrelation algorithm to judge if the sample comes
from multiple speakers. The experimental results for multiple
speakers detection are shown in Table 1. We can see that
the detection accuracy decreases gradually from the idling
condition to the highway condition. Among them, the most
signiﬁcant change is the single speaker detection accuracy,
which decreases considerably with different conditions. When
driving on highway, the outside noise is so complex and unpredictable that the received signals contain a lot of noise peaks,
which generate spurious high values in the autocorrelation
calculation. Therefore, some signals from a single speaker
may be incorrectly classiﬁed as multiple-source signals. The
problem can be solved by using sound absorption material,
better denoising algorithm, or multiple microphones scheme.
Second, we evaluate the detection accuracy of human voice
under three driving states. Table 2 shows the driving states
have little impact on the human voice detection, since the
signal power is much greater than the noise power. Compared
with the idling state, the detection accuracy only decreases by
3.26% when driving on the highway. Also, we discover that
the driving noise has a higher inﬂuence on the time-domain
veriﬁcation than the frequency-domain veriﬁcation, because
the driving noise mainly affects the waveform in the time
domain, not the statistical values in the frequency domain.
Third, one big challenge for the driver’s voice identiﬁcation is the interference from outside noise. When the received
signals are mixed with strong noise, there will be unexpected
ﬂuctuations in the cross-correlation function. These ﬂuctuations will eventually offset the expected peaks, usually in the
0-offset direction due to the common-mode interference [43].
Table 3 shows the results of distinguishing the driver and the
passengers. In the case of high interference, the driver’s voice
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Table 2: The Detection Accuracy of Human Voice under
Different Driving States.
Voice Source

Idling

Local

Highway

Driver

Mean
Stdev

-0.11
4.15

0.38
3.03

1.09
2.11

Front
Passenger

Mean
Stdev

-11.31
5.98

-10.99
4.67

-8.88
4.75

Rear Right
Passenger

Mean
Stdev

-8.02
4.04

-6.57
3.29

-5.31
5.00

Rear Left
Passenger

Mean
Stdev

-5.36
3.58

-5.30
3.27

-4.57
3.75

Table 3: The Peak Offsets for the Driver and Passengers under
Different Driving States.
can still be distinguished from the passengers’ voice but the
offset discrimination becomes moderate.
Relative Distance and Height from Microphones. In our
scheme, the TDOA model is based on a far-ﬁeld model.A
quantitative experiment is conducted to evaluate the impacts
of the distance between the voice source and the microphones
and the height of microphones relative to the horizontal plane.
To evaluate the impacts of the voice source distance, 25
experiments are conducted and 2728 sample segments are
acquired. In our experiments, 5 propagation angles (0, π/4,
π/2, 3π/4, π) are tested. The testing range for voice source
distance is from 1 foot to 5 feet with a spacing of 1 foot. From
the experimental results illustrated in Figure 10(a), we can
see that the measurement error is less than 2 offset units when
the voice source distance is greater than or equal to 3 feet.
Also, when the distance is less than or equal to 2 feet, the measurement error increases since the assumption of the far-ﬁeld
model is not applicable. However, inside vehicles, most sound
sources are more than 2 feet away from the microphones.
To explore the effect of the voice source relative height
on measurement accuracy, we conduct 20 experiments and
collect 1795 voice segments. We evaluate the measurement
error in 5 different propagation angles (0, π/4, π/2, 3π/4, π).
Because of the far-ﬁeld model, the horizontal distance between the microphones and the testing voice source is set to 3
feet, and the relative vertical height of the testing voice source
is set to 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2 feet, respectively. The experimental
results are shown in Figure 10(b). With the propagation angle
of π/2, the voice source relative height has little impact on
the measuring accuracy, since the relative height does not introduce an additional distance difference. However, when the
propagation angle is not π/2, the measuring error increases
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Figure 10: Measurement Accuracy on Distance and Height.
(a) measurement error vs. relative distance; (b) measurement
error vs. relative height.

Driver’s Sitting Positions. As the driver’s seat can be adjusted according to the driver’s preferences, the driver’s voice
source would move forward or backward. In addition, according to different drivers’ driving habits, the driver’s position
may lean towards left or right side. Therefore, we need to
explore the inﬂuence of the different sitting positions on the
measurement accuracy. As shown in Figure 11(a), the ﬁve
most common sitting positions (normal, front, rear, left, right)
are used to test the measurement accuracy. The microphones
are positioned at a 45 degree angle to the front right of the
driver’s normal position. For each sitting position, 4 sample
instances are tested, and the experimental results are shown
in Figure 11(b). In ideal circumstances, a voice signal comes
from a normal position will have a zero offset value in the
cross-correlation function. However, in the real-world situation, the measurement error is 1 offset value for the voice
coming from the normal position. When the driver moves
forward or left, the voice propagation angle will be slightly
less than π/4, and the voice cross-correlation will have a positive peak offset. When the driver moves back or right, the
voice propagation angle will be a little greater than π/4, and
the voice cross-correlation will have a negative peak offset.
The offset values of the front position are larger than those of
other positions, while the offset values in the right position
are smaller than others. As the absolute offset values in most
cases are less than 3, different sitting positions have little impact on the detection results. Thus, the decision threshold sT
is set to be 2, which can successfully distinguish the driver’s
voice even at different sitting positions.

Performance Overhead

Table 4 shows the the system performance overhead including running time and memory size for each detection step.

4

Rear
Left

Normal
Front

Right

2
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-2
-4

(a)

1

2

Instance

3

4

(b)

Figure 11: Experimental Results of Measurement Accuracy
on Different Sitting Positions. (a) relative position of different sitting positions. (b) offset values of the instances with
different sitting positions.

with the relative height of the voice source because of the
extra distance differences of arrival. The measuring error is
more obvious when the propagation angle is close to 0 or
π. However, the measuring errors in all cases are less than 3
offset units when the relative height of the voice source is not
larger than 2 feet. Therefore, the relative vertical height of the
voice source has minimal impact on our measurement.
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Detection Step

Running Time

Memory

Multi-speaker Detection
Human Voice Detection
Driver’s Voice Identiﬁcation

134 ms
47 ms
33 ms

111 MB
10 MB
23 MB

Total Overhead Costs

214 ms

144 MB

Table 4: Performance Overhead for Detection Step.
Running time is measured as the average processing time for
a single voice sample, and memory overhead measures the
memory space occupied by the running program. The total
running time for a voice sample is 214 ms in single-core mode
with a 2.8GHz CPU, and the total occupied memory size is
144 MB. Since the running time is measured using slow Matlab code, we believe the optimized C code or assembly code
may further reduce the running time.
Our system can be well supported by the modern in-vehicle
computing platforms. For example, the in-vehicle embedded computing devices by Neousys Technology are conﬁgured with 2.3GHz-3.6GHz processor, up to 64GB DDR4
RAM [44]. FPGA-based or GPU-based hybrid Electronic
Control Unit (ECU) can achieve hardware acceleration for
in-vehicle computing [45] [46]. Since the driverless vehicle
can deploy multiple ECU modules for different tasks [47], it
is feasible to embed our system into a dedicated ECU module
to avoid interfering other tasks running on other ECUs.

5

Discussions

Though our system design is customized to one popular sedan
internal structure, it can be extended to other vehicle models
or future driverless car models. In the left-driving countries
(e.g., U.K. and Japan) where the driver’s seat is on the right,
it is easy to adopt our system in those cars by mirroring
the placement of the microphones and adjusting the location
algorithm accordingly. Though most cars have four built-in
speakers installed at four window corners, some models of
cars have different numbers of speakers installed at different
locations [48]. Since our speaker detection mechanism is
effective on detecting the voice coming from more than one
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speaker, it works well on different number of speakers.
Our current system design uses as few as two microphones
close to each other. Thus, it is convenient to be installed as
either built-in or external car microphone system with minor
change on vehicle’s interior design. The microphones in our
prototype can divide the angle change between 0 and π into
28 regions; however, the microphones with a higher sampling
rate may provide a ﬁne-grained angle measurement. Also, a
high-end microphone can reduce the noise in the background
by supporting advanced denoising algorithms such as Fourier
Bessel expansion [49]. It is also plausible to deploy more
microphones (or a microphone array) in the future car designs.
Thus, we can achieve a more accurate localization of the
sound source in the three-dimensional space [50].
Our system integrates several detection methods that can
be generalized and applied in other applications. For instance,
the multiple speaker detection technique may be adopted in
smart home systems to prevent malicious voice commands
from household speakers. In the circumstances where sound
sources have relatively ﬁxed locations, our single voice source
identiﬁcation solution may be useful to determine the identity
of the source. Moreover, our replay voice detection solution
can be applied to enhance the security of voice-activated smart
doors or other IoT devices.

6

Related Work

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) Systems. An automatic speech recognition system converts the speech signal
into recognized words, which could be the inputs to natural
language processing. Since it requires little special training
and leaves hands and eyes free, ASR is ideal for drivers to
issue commands to the vehicle systems. According to the capabilities of ASR systems, an ASR system can support either
isolated word or continuous speech, read speech or spontaneous speech, speaker-dependent or speaker-independent [51],
small vocabulary or large vocabulary, ﬁnite-state or contextsensitive language model [52], and high or low SNR [53].
Attacks on ASR Systems. The ASR systems are vulnerable
to several voice-based attacks. For existing speaker identiﬁcation solutions [54, 55], it remain as a challenge to defeat
armored impersonation attacks [23, 56] and replay attacks
[17, 18, 26]. Speech synthesis attack [57, 58] is a relatively
complex method to perform attacks by a text-to-speech conversion. With the development of adversarial learning, more
sophisticated attacks have emerged. Dolphin Attack [10, 59]
utilizes ultrasonic modulation to move voice commands to an
undetectable frequency band. Psychoacoustic model can be
leveraged to generate the adversarial voices below the human
perception threshold [6]. Voice commands can also be injected into voice controlled devices by laser modulation [60].
Some malicious voice commands can be understood by ASR
systems, but not by humans [61]. Thus, attackers can hide
voice commands in noise-like signals and control the mobile
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voice recognition systems [8]. CommanderSong [9] demonstrates a more practical attack that embeds voice commands
into music songs without being noticed by human beings.
Attacks on NLP module. Threats may also come from the
natural language processing module of the voice control systems. Zhang et al. focus on the intent classiﬁer in NLP module, generating semantic inconsistency by speciﬁc interpretation [62]. Moreover, an attack called Skill Squatting utilizes
systematic error to hijack voice commands on Amazon Alexa
and route them to a malicious third-party application with a
similarly pronounced name [63]. Mitev et al. use skill-based
Man-in-the-Middle attack to hijack conservation between
Alexa and victims [64]. Attackers can also leverage voice masquerading attack to steal users information by impersonating
as a legal application and communicating with the users [65].
Sound Source Localization. The most popular way of sound
source localization is to utilize the time delays of arrival
(TDOA) in different sound receivers [66]. Particularly, the
direction-of-arrival (DOA) can be measured on a pair of microphones [67]. DOA techniques can be used to verify voice
commands for IoT devices [68]. DOA is also utilized to detect
articulator dynamic within a short distance for securing the
mobile ASR systems [69, 70]. The 3-D sound source can be
determined by using an array of multiple microphones [71,72].
With different installations of microphone array, such as planar array [73] or rectangular prism [39], we may use different
location estimation algorithms. An advanced method uses
blind source separation technique to locate multiple sound
sources simultaneously [74]. Moreover, sound source localization can also be achieved by other methods such as Gaussian
mixture models [75] or golden section searching [76].

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a secure in-vehicle ASR system
called SIEVE to defeat adversarial voice command attacks on
voice-controlled vehicles. We utilize the physical attributes of
voices to distinguish the driver’s voice from other adversarial
voices in three steps. First, multi-source signals are ﬁltered
out according to the diffusion of autocorrelation on linear
prediction residuals. Second, voice attacks from non-human
speakers are ﬁltered out by cross-checking both the frequency
domain and time domain. Third, the driver’s voice is determined from its propagation direction with a dual microphone.
We implement a system prototype and conduct experiments
in real cars. The experimental results show our system can
achieve a high detection accuracy in real-world situations.
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Abstract
A large portion of the already deployed Internet of Things
(IoT) devices are bare-metal. In a bare-metal device, the
firmware executes directly on the hardware with no intermediary OS. While bare-metal devices increase efficiency
and flexibility, they are also subject to memory corruption
vulnerabilities that are regularly uncovered. Fuzzing is an
effective and popular software testing method to discover vulnerabilities. The effectiveness of fuzzing approaches relies on
the fact that memory corruption faults, by violating existing
security mechanisms such as MMU, are observable, thus relatively easy to debug. Unfortunately, bare-metal devices lack
such security mechanisms. Consequently, fuzzing approaches
encounter silent memory corruptions with no visible effects
making debugging extremely difficult. This paper tackles this
problem by proposing µSBS, a novel approach that, by statically instrumenting the binaries, makes memory corruptions
observable. In contrast to prior work, µSBS does not need
to reverse engineer the firmware. The approach is practical
as it does not require a modified compiler and can perform
policy-based instrumentation of firmware without access to
source code. Evaluation of µSBS shows that it reduces security analyst effort, while discovering the same set of memory
error types as prior work.

1

Introduction

Recent years have witnessed the proliferation of Internet of
Things (IoT) devices into nearly every aspect of our lives.
According to a recent Gartner report [5], the number of connected IoT devices is expected to exceed the total number of
humans by 2020. A large portion of these devices are baremetal with the firmware running directly on the hardware.
This approach can deliver energy-efficiency, extensible connectivity, and adequate computing power. However, most of
these firmware are implemented in type-unsafe languages
such as C, C++, or Objective-C, that are prone to memory corruption vulnerabilities such as buffer overflows. This creates
a very large attack surface in the IoT ecosystem.
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Given the limited resources of bare-metal devices, traditional mitigation mechanisms for memory corruption vulnerabilities such as Control Flow Integrity (CFI) [24, 44], Address
Space Layout Randomization (ASLR), and security policy
reinforcement [57] are typically infeasible [16]. More importantly, many IoT devices today work in a real-time environment and must remain responsive to external stimuli (e.g., a
health-care system, or a safety system in a car). These systems
cannot accommodate the high run-time overhead incurred by
most mitigation mechanisms. This highlights the importance
of performing a vulnerability discovery process before the
firmware is released, thus at testing time.
Fuzz-testing or Fuzzing is a testing solution for finding
bugs and vulnerabilities. Fuzzing methods execute the application with randomly generated inputs and wait for vulnerabilityexposing behaviors such as crashing or hanging. This behavior is the visible consequences of faulty states triggered by
deployed security mechanisms such as Memory Management
Unit (MMU). Unlike general purpose computers, bare-metal
devices often lack such mechanisms due to their cost sensitivity and resource constraints. Accordingly, fuzzing bare-metal
devices is extremely challenging to debug since memory corruptions may trigger no observable behaviors and thus cannot
be discovered through fuzzing.
To address this problem, Muench et al. [42] integrated the
black-box fuzzer Boofuzz [2] with a set of heuristics to recognize faults due to memory corruptions1 , but experimental results show it has still false positives and false negatives. Even
more important, the proposed heuristics rely on information
extracted from applying reverse engineering techniques and
additional annotations provided manually by the analyst, all
activities that are challenging and time consuming. Furthermore, they need to be applied for each new firmware under
analysis.
Sanitizers [51], can be combined with fuzzing methods in
order to make faulty states observable. Sanitizers instrument
applications with memory check instructions to monitor all
1 In

the interests of brevity we refer to a faulty state caused by memory
corruption simply as a fault for the rest of the paper.
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reads and writes during application execution. There are sanitizers that operate at the source code or compilation level,
such as AddressSanitizer [46], while others, as Valgrind’s
Memcheck [48] that operate on machine code. Considering
that the majority of bare-metal firmware are not open-source,
source-based sanitizers are not the best choice in our context.
Binary sanitization could be done either statically or dynamically. Dynamic binary sanitizers allow instrumentation of
an application at runtime. However, such techniques are not
widely deployable on the bare-metal devices mainly due to
the high performance penalties and special software/hardware requirements. On the other hand, static binary sanitizers
introduces lower overhead by instrumenting application binary statically. Unfortunately, at the time of writing none of
the current binary sanitizers provides support for bare-metal
devices.
This paper presents µSBS, a novel approach that, by statically instrumenting bare-metal firmware binaries, makes
memory corruptions observable. µSBS provides a static binary instrumentation method and uses it for instrumenting
memory instructions (i.e., sanitization). µSBS allows to embed a given memory safety policy and to monitor all memory
accesses, triggering observable warnings when a violation to
the policy occurs. In summary, the paper makes following
contributions:
• We present µSBS, the first static binary sanitizer for baremetal firmware. It avoids the complex and tedious work
of reverse engineering firmware binaries.
• Using µSBS, we make memory corruption faults observable also on bare-metal devices, thus facilitating their
debugging.
• We developed a fully functional prototype of µSBS for
the ARM architecture which is the most widely used
architecture in IoT devices. To foster further research,
we make our µSBS prototype available open source.
• We evaluated the effectiveness of µSBS in catching the
same classes of memory faults of prior work. We assess
the feasibility of µSBS by instrumenting 11 real-world
firmware binaries. Evaluation results show that µSBS
correctly instruments all of the firmware binaries with
reasonable execution over-head and size expansion.

2

Background and Motivation

In this section, we present a brief overview of memory corruption vulnerabilities and fuzzing as an approach to discover
them, and discuss some limitations related to the architecture
of bare-metal devices that motivate the need to extend and
refine faults observability on such architectures.
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2.1

Memory Corruptions and Fuzzing

Low-level systems software such as firmware is typically
written in the C or C++ languages due to their efficiency
and capability to fully control the underlying hardware. In
such programming languages, developers must ensure that
every memory access is valid, that no situation leads to the
de-referencing of invalid pointers. However, in practice, developers frequently fail to meet these responsibilities and cause
memory bugs that can be exploited by an attacker to alter
the application behavior or even taking full control over the
software stack.
In testing the security of such application, security analysts hardly have access to the source code. Fuzzing is one of
the most effective testing methodologies to find memory corruption vulnerabilities in Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS)
applications. Fuzzing executes the application binary file with
random inputs to look for unexpected application behavior
such as crashes that are immediate consequences of faulty
states. The ability of observing such crashes is the prerequisite for fuzzing to work. In general purpose computer systems, equipped with OS security mechanisms and hardware
features such as stack canaries, Data Execution Prevention
(DEP), Memory Management Unit (MMU), and Memory Protection Unit (MPU), memory violations trigger a crash upon
a fault. Possible ways to observe such crashes are: (1) Observing exit status: the execution of the device or application
under test is terminated and an error message is generated
for tracing. (2) Catching the crashing exception: the crashing
signal can be caught by overwriting an exception handler. (3)
Leveraging mechanisms provided by the OS: the OS-level
debugging interfaces such as ptrace can be used in order to
observe application execution and detect crashes.

2.2

Bare-metal Embedded Devices

Among different classes of embedded devices, bare-metal devices are designed for low cost and low power operation. Such
devices are deployed in many application areas ranging from
automotive and industrial control systems to medical devices.
Bare-metal devices execute a single statically linked binary
firmware providing a specific application logic as well as
system functionality without the use of an underlying abstraction such as an operating systems. However, it is challenging
for bare-metal devices to support security properties in practice, due to limited energy, memory and computing resources.
For example, this class of devices rarely provide a Memory
Management Unit (MMU) and firmware modules have access to the entire shared memory space in a privileged mode.
Therefore, compromising one firmware module gives an attacker arbitrary read/write access to the whole system with
no observable side-effects. Unrestricted read/write primitive
enables the attacker to redirect the control-flow of firmware
or directly overwrite sensitive data.
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Table 1: Hardware protection mechanisms supported by representative core families.
Core Family

ARM

PIC
AVR

8051
MSP430

ARM 1 to ARM 7
ARM 7EJ
ARM Cortex R
ARM Cortex M
PIC 10 to PIC 24
dsPIC
ATiny
ATmega
ATxmega
Intel MCS-51
Infineon XC88X-I
Infineon XC88X-A
MSP430x1xx to MSP430x6xx
MSP430FRxx

Hardware Protection Mechanism
MPU
MMU
DEP
7
7
7
7
7
7
3
7
3
~
7
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
3
7
7

3: it is supported by all microcontrollers in the given family.
~: it is supported by some microcontrollers in the given family.
7: it is not supported by any of them.
As a more concrete investigation of the hardware security
feature support (i.e., MMU, MPU, and DEP), we conducted
an analysis of 29 SoC core families. Our selection aims to provide a representative sample of major architectures and vendors in the embedded space across industry verticals including
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), unmanned ground vehicle
(UGV), remotely operated underwater vehicle (ROV), realtime 3D printer controllers and real-time Internet of Things
(IoT) devices.
According to our analysis, none of the SoCs is designed
to employ MMU. A number of SoCs optionally provide basic memory protections using MPU. However, even with the
existence of MPU, configuring it from the application is not
a straightforward task, leading the developers to ignore using this functionality. Table 1 summarizes the results of our
analysis by mapping out core families architectural style and
hardware security functionalities.

2.3

Fault Observability in Bare-metal Devices

Contemporary general purpose computers have plenty of
mechanisms that makes faulty states observable (e.g., segmentation faults caused by an MMU). Most bare-metal devices,
instead, do not have such mechanisms due to their limited I/O
capabilities and architecture. In fact, most memory corruptions events are silent and do not lead to an immediate crash
of the firmware or any observable event. Thus the firmware
can continue the execution with no visible effect or it will
lead eventually to a crash (i.e., I/O error) that is however very
difficult to debug. It is challenging to infer if the crash was
due to an early memory violation or to an I/O error.
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Motivating Example. To better understand the problem,
we use a popular bare-metal firmware, Broadcom Wi-Fi SoC
as a motivating example. This firmware is present in both
mobile devices and Wi-Fi routers for handling the lower layers
of Wi-Fi and Bluetooth protocols. The Broadcom Wi-Fi SoC
executes on ARM Cortex-R processor. As reported by Google
Project Zero [6] in CVE-2017-0561 [4], the firmware has a
remote code execution vulnerability that enables a remote
attacker to execute arbitrary code and escalate to control over
the entire system. In the code snippet shown in Listing 1,
SoC firmware performs a memcpy into the allocated memory
object buffer, using the ft_ie length field. Since the ft_ie length
field is not verified prior to the copy, this allows an attacker
to exceed the buffer and trigger a buffer overflow.
uint8_t* buffer = malloc (256) ;
...
uint8_t* linkid_ie = bcm_parse_tlvs (..., 101) ;
memcpy ( buffer , linkid_ie , 0 x14 );
...
uint8_t* ft_ie = bcm_parse_tlvs (..., 55) ;
memcpy ( buffer + 0x18 , ft_ie , ft_ie [1] + 2) ;

Listing 1: A remote code execution vulnerability in the
Broadcom Wi-Fi firmware could enable a remote attacker
to execute arbitrary code within the context of the Wi-Fi SoC.
As a proof of concept we exploited this vulnerability similarly to [6] and sent malicious inputs that triggered the buffer
overflow vulnerability. Nonetheless, the firmware did not
crash and continued to function normally with no observable side-effects. This is mainly due to the fact that Broadcom
Wi-Fi SoC lacks all basic memory protection mechanisms
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Figure 1: Workflow of µSBS.
including access permission protection by means of either
MMU, MPU or more advance protections like stack canaries.
There exist several approaches to make faulty states observable. Sanitizers [51] monitor the actual execution of an
application in order to observe faulty states as they happen.
They enforce spatial memory safety by detecting dereferences
of pointers that do not target their intended referent, or enforce temporal memory safety by detecting dereferences of
pointers that target a referent that is no longer valid. Sanitizers implement memory safety policies by embedding inlined
reference monitors (IRM) into the application through instrumentation. IRMs mediate and monitor every memory accesses
and memory object (de)allocations instructions. IRMs can be
embedded at either source code or binary level. Source-based
sanitizers [30, 33, 46, 53, 60] are not widely deployable on
bare-metal devices due to the unavailability of their firmware
source code since they are often proprietary.
Binary images of bare-metal firmware are often available
to the analyst since they can be acquired by directly extracting
from the physical device using debugging port (e.g., JTAG
interface) or downloading and unpacking update packages
available on many vendors websites. Thus, binary sanitization [23, 34, 48] is the only viable option for enforcing memory safety in bare-metal firmware. Dynamic binary sanitizers
read application code, instrument it, and translate it to machine code while the application executes. However, these
approaches do not generate a standalone instrumented binary and sanitization process has to be done again each time
the application executes. In addition, they have significant
run-time and space overhead which is a critical problem for
bare-metal devices which have limited processing power and
a small memory space. This overhead can essentially be attributed to the dynamic translation process. This issue can
be addressed by instrumenting applications statically using a
binary sanitizer, which we believe is a promising solution for
our requirements.
Until now, there is no binary sanitizer for bare-metal
firmware. Based on this limitation of previous work, we propose a novel and tailored automated method for making faults
observable in bare-metal devices.
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3

Static Binary Sanitization for Bare-metal
Devices

Figure 1 illustrates a high-level overview of our approach,
with the different components and their interactions. There
are three main phases: the static disassembling, the binary
instrumentation, and the reassembling.
The first step of our µSBS workflow is static disassembling
(§ 3.1). It disassembles the raw binary and decodes instructions using a linear disassembly method. The second phase is
binary instrumentation (§ 3.2) that instruments the firmware
binary based on the sanitization specification. Sanitization
specification (§ 3.3) contains instrumentation information
determining what instructions will be inserted or replaced
in order to embed IRMs and monitor every memory access.
In other words, µSBS statically instruments every memory
access with a runtime check to verify if it is an access to an
allowed address. If not, our fault handler raises a warning
close to the location of the bug to guide the follow-up security
analysis to find out the root cause of the fault. The last step is
the reassembling, that takes the instrumented assembly code
and reassembles it as a working binary using off-the-shelf
assemblers. In the following sections, we describe the most
important and challenging aspects of µSBS design.

3.1

Static Disassembling

Disassembly is referred as the process of parsing executable
region of binary file from beginning to the end and decoding
all encountered bytes into their raw textual representation.
There are two popular types of disassembly approaches: linear sweep and recursive traversal disassemblers [19, 37, 45].
Linear sweep decodes all encountered bytes as instructions
by sweeping the entire code section. Recursive traversal disassembles instructions following control flow transfers (e.g.,
jumps and calls). It is challenging to correctly and completely
disassemble arbitrary code. This is mainly due to the fact that,
in hand-written assembly and modern compilers, code and
data can be interleaved and there is no syntactic distinction
whereby the disassembler may distinguish them. However,
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#include< stdio .h >
void printer_ver1 (float var ) {
printf (" %.10 f\n" , var );
}
void printer_ver2 (float var ) {
printf (" %.50 f\n" , var );
}
void ( * printers [2]) (float) = { printer_ver1 ,
printer_ver2 };
int main (void)
{
static float var = 4e -34;
static int ( ** ptr )(float)= & printers ;
( * ( ptr +1) )( var );
return 0;
}

(a) Source code of running example.

0 x804816c < printer_ver2 >:
...
0 x8048198 :
bl
8048688 <printf >

0 x80481b0 <main >:
...
0 x80481bc :
movw
0 x80481c0 :
movt
0 x80481c4 :
ldr
0 x80481c8 :
add
0 x80481cc :
ldr
0 x80481d0 :
movw
0 x80481d4 :
movt
0 x80481d8 :
ldr
0 x80481dc :
mov
0 x80481e0 :
blx

r3 ,
r3 ,
r3 ,
r3 ,
r2 ,
r3 ,
r3 ,
r3 ,
r0 ,
r2

#64668 ; 0xfc9c
#1
[ r3 ]
r3 , #4
[ r3 ]
#64672 ; 0xfca0
#1
[ r3 ]
r3

(b) Partial assembly code of running example.

Hex dump of section . data :
0 x0001fc90 00000000 28810408 6 c810408 94 fc0100
0 x0001fca0 3 dec0408 00000000 00000000 94 ff0100

(c) Hexdump of .data section.
Figure 2: A running example that covers three main challenges of binary instrumentation and illustrates four general classes of
references (C2C, C2D, D2D, D2C) in assembly code.
Andriesse et al. [18] noted that such cases are exceedingly
rare and disassemblers achieve close to 100% accuracy for
instruction disassembly from compiler-generated binaries.
Therefore, we applied a linear sweep disassembly algorithm
to our evaluation set.

3.2

Binary Instrumentation

The µSBS binary instrumentation component takes the disassembled file and sanitization specification as inputs with
the aim of statically inserting a number of memory check
instructions to catch memory corruption vulnerabilities. However, binary instrumentation introduces challenges that are
not present when modifying source code. Specifically, when
instructions are inserted or removed at the source code level,
the compiler will redo the linking process to rearrange code
and data in memory. In binaries, inserting or removing instructions causes addresses to change and breaks the binary
file due to the lack of linkage information. The symbol and
relocation information, that is used in the linking process to
ensure that application elements can correctly refer to each
other, are discarded by the compiler once finished. In the
following, we provide the details of practical challenges in
designing µSBS binary instrumentation component and our
solutions tackling them.
The core process of instrumenting binaries is the ability
to relocate any binary code without any relocation and metadata information. There are three main challenges in reloca-
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tion procedure to avoid breaking the binary file. To describe
these challenges clearly, Figure 2 shows a running application alongside its disassembly and the hex dump of its data
section. This application declares a float variable var with an
initial value of 4e-34 and prints that with two different formats (i.e., printer_ver1 and printer_ver2). The first challenge
is recognizing static addresses. There is no syntactic distinction to disambiguate between reference and scalar type for
immediate values and updating references to the new targeted
addresses. In our application, the compiler stores 3dec0408
in data section as the binary representation of var. Since our
application has a code section with memory addresses ranging from 0x8000000 to 0x8100000, this immediate value can
be considered as a pointer (0x804ec3d) on little-endian machines; this will irremediably corrupt the image if we update
it after binary instrumentation.
The second challenge is relocating static addresses after
instrumentation. For example, as illustrated in our application disassembly, the printer_ver2 function calls the printf
function with static address 0x8048688. It is clear that the
insertion of instructions into, or removal of instructions from
disassembly code can break this static address. The third
challenge is determining dynamically referenced memory addresses. Contrary to static memory addresses that are explicit,
the target addresses of some references are computed dynamically at runtime and they can not be updated statically. As
shown in our application disassembly, the reference target r2
is computed dynamically.
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To tackle these challenges, we categorize all references
into four general classes: Code-to-Code (C2C), Code-to-Data
(C2D), Data-to-Code (D2C), and Data-to-Data (D2D). In our
application, the ldr r3, [r3] instruction accesses to the address 0x0001fc9c in order to retrieve the printers array address from data section (C2D). 94fc0100 hex value at address
0x0001fc9c is a pointer to the printers array in data section
(D2D). The second element (6c810408) of the printers array
points to the printer_ver2 function in code section (D2C),
which calls the printf function at address 0x8048688 (C2C).
C2D and D2D references. Due to the fact that there is no
need to perform instrumentation on the original data space,
we can preserve the starting addresses of data sections intact.
By doing so, we may easily ignore and handle C2D and D2D
references.
C2C and D2C references. Since insertion of instructions
causes stretched code space, µSBS adds a new expanded code
section (.newsec) at a new entry point. As demonstrated in
Algorithm 1, µSBS iterates all disassembled instructions and
rewrites them intact in the .newsec section. Also, in the meanwhile, µSBS performs instrumentation and inserts new memory check instructions in the .newsec section.
µSBS adjusts all branch instructions target addresses while
rewriting them in the .newsec section. Each direct branch
instruction with an immediate operand can easily point to
the new address by changing its offset statically. However,
indirect branch instructions have multiple possible target addresses and therefore needs some sort of target-prediction
mechanism. Unlike many prior efforts [36, 54, 55], we observe that while it is challenging to statically identify targets
of indirect branch instructions, we can instead perform a dynamic lookup at runtime. It is mainly due to the fact that the
precise target addresses are known at runtime. Specifically, we
provide a mapping table from the old code section to .newsec.
By doing so, we can modify each indirect branch instruction
to search for the new target address in the mapping table after
the old target address has been computed at runtime.
To generate the mapping table, it is first required to know
each instruction size that is present in the .newsec section.
Therefore, we record any changes to instructions and sizes
while rewriting them in the .newsec section. More specifically,
we generate a mapping table from each address in the old code
section to the size of the corresponding rewritten bytes in the
.newsec section. Afterwards, we are able to adjust reference
targets by converting each size record in the mapping table to
the corresponding offset in the .newsec section. Essentially,
we add a level of indirection by replacing all indirect branch
instructions with a direct branch to the mapping routine and
consulting the mapping table for computing the new target
address.
For instance, in Figure 2, the runtime value of indirect
branch (blx r2) target address is 0x804816c. As shown in
Figure 3, µSBS rewrites instructions in the .newsec section
with base address 0x8200000. At runtime, the mapping rou-
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Algorithm 1: Generating a new code section
newsecGenerator (Insts)
inputs :Insts = inst1 . . . instn
output :newsec section
foreach disassemled instruction insti ∈ Insts do
if insti .type is a branch_instruction then
if insti .re f is static then
insti .re f := Ad justTarget(insti .re f );
W riteInst(newsec, insti )
else
W riteInst(newsec, mapping_instructions)
else if SanitizationSpecification(insti ) then
if insti .type is a memory_allocation then
W riteInst(newsec, redzone);
W riteInst(newsec, insti );
W riteInst(newsec, redzone);
else
W riteInst(newsec, metadata_check);
W riteInst(newsec, insti );
else
W riteInst(newsec, insti )
return newsec;

tine looks for 0x804816c entry in mapping table in order to
find the offset of new target address (0x81d0), and then returns new translated target address (0x8200000 + 0x81d0 =
0x82081d0). Finally, firmware jumps (ldr pc, [sp, #-4]) to the
translated address.

3.3

Sanitization Specification

The sanitization specification determines which exact instructions should be instrumented by µSBS. AddressSanitizer [46]
and Valgrind’s Memcheck [48] are the most widely adopted
sanitizers for detecting memory safety violations in practice [52]. Inspired by these approaches, µSBS utilizes a metadata store that keeps the status of allocated memory bytes.
µSBS surrounds every memory value with a so-called redzone representing out-of-bounds memory and marks it as
invalid memory in the metadata store. Then, µSBS instruments every memory instruction (i.e., load and store) in order
to consult the metadata store whenever the firmware attempts
to access memory. Any access to a red-zone or to an unallocated memory region is considered as a memory corruption
vulnerability and triggers a warning close to the location of
the bug.
The current version of µSBS sanitizer enables us to observe
faulty states caused by various types of spatial and temporal
memory corruptions including: (1) Overrunning and underrunning heap blocks. (2) Overrunning the top of the stack. (3)
Accessing memory after it has been freed. (4) Using memory
values that have not been initialized or that have been derived
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draw.io

Rewritten Code Section

Original Code Section
80481d4:
80481d8:
80481dc:
80481e0:
...

movt
ldr
mov
blx

r3, #1
r3, [r3]
r0, r3
r2

+-----------------------------+
Mapping Table
|
|
+-----------------------------+
0x804816c |
0x81d0
|
|
...
|
+-----------------------------+
+-----------------------------+
Values
|
|
+-----------------------------+
r2
=
0x804816c |
|
| base = 0x8200000 |
+-----------------------------+

82081d0:
Rewriting ...
8208300:
8208304:
8208308:
820830a:
820830e:
8208312:
8208314:
8208316:
8208318:

....
ldr
mov
str
mov
bl
str
ldr
add
ldr

r3, [r3]
r0, r3
r0, [sp,#-64]
r0, r3
mapping
r0, [sp,#-4]
r0, [sp,#-64]
lr, pc, #4
pc, [sp,#-4]

Mapping Routine

from other uninitialized values. (5) Incorrect freeing of heap
memory, such as double-freeing heap blocks.

Implementation

We have implemented a proof-of-concept of µSBS for the
ARMv7-M architecture [1], which covers a large share of
microcontrollers (i.e., Cortex-M3/4/7) for embedded platforms [35]. The following outlines the technical details of the
implementation based on the design described in the previous
section.

4.1

Binary Instrumentation

We implemented µSBS binary instrumentation component
with a total of 1609 LOC in Python language using the Capstone framework [3] as our underlying linear disassembler
chrome-extension://pebppomjfocnoigkeepgbmcifnnlndla/index.html
engine. We used the pyelftools [8] and pwntools [7] open
source frameworks for parsing the ELF files and reassembling instrumented assembly code respectively.
As mentioned in § 3.2, µSBS generates a new stretched
code section (.newsec) and executes firmware from its new
entry point. µSBS rewrites all instructions of the old code
section together with new inserted instructions in .newsec.
However, inserting new instructions may push a target address
beyond the reach of the instruction referencing it. To resolve
this issue, µSBS replaces every referencing instruction by
its substitute which allows for larger offsets. For instance,
it replaces b branch instructions with b.w to generate a 32bit instead of 16-bit instruction. Furthermore, it is necessary
to rewrite all branch instructions to handle the challenges
mentioned in § 3.2.
To safely handle reference targets and adjust the binary
layout, µSBS rewrites all direct branch instructions by statically changing their offsets. Thereafter, it rewrites all indirect
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r0 , [sp , # -64]
r0 , label
mapping
r0 , [sp , # -4]
r0 , [sp , # -64]
pc , [sp , # -4]

str
mov
bl
str
ldr
ldr

Listing 2: Rewritten instructions for every indirect jump
instruction with target address label.

Figure 3: Mapping procedure: all indirect branch instructions
(e.g., blx r2) are firstly redirected to the mapping routine
which looks for new offset (0x81d0) corresponding to the old
target address (0x804816c) in mapping table.

4

branch instructions to deploy the dynamic mapping procedure.
To do so, every indirect jump instruction with target address
label must be rewritten by instructions shown in Listing 2.

Similarly, every indirect call instruction with target address
func must be rewritten by instructions shown in Listing 3. To
store the return address, µSBS loads into Link Register (LR)
the address of the instruction following the call to [sp, #-4].
r0 , [sp , # -64]
r0 , func
mapping
r0 , [sp , # -4]
r0 , [sp , # -64]
lr , pc , #4
pc , [sp , # -4]

str
mov
bl
str
ldr
add
ldr

Listing 3: Rewritten instructions for every indirect call
instruction with target address func.
µSBS translates every indirect branch into the mov and
direct call instructions. The mov instruction puts the old target
address into register r0 and the direct call goes to the mapping
routine which searches for the offset corresponding to the
old target in the mapping table. If the search succeeds, it will
jump to the translated target address in .newsec.
Finally, µSBS uses LIEF framework [9] to add .newsec and
mapping routine to the original firmware ELF file. The LIEF
framework modifies the ELF header and creates a new code
segment containing the .newsec code section.
1/1

4.2

Sanitization

We implemented the process of generating a sanitization specification with 687 LOC in the Python language. Once the
firmware binary is disassembled, µSBS extracts all object
allocations and memory accesses (i.e., LDR and STR) and
stores them in the sanitization specification file. The binary instrumentation component interprets the sanitization specification file for instrumenting all memory accesses with memory
check instructions to consult the metadata store. The memory
check instruction computes the address of the corresponding metadata byte, loads that byte and checks whether it is
valid. For efficiency reasons, µSBS deploys a similar metadata management mechanism to AddressSanitizer by storing
1 byte of metadata for every 8 bytes of firmware memory.
In this case, the metadata mapping accords with Formula 1
where meta_base is the base address of the metadata store
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Table 2: Comparison of fault observability between µSBS and
the heuristic-based method proposed by Muench et al. [42].
Memory Corruptions
Null Pointer Dereference
Stack-based buffer overflow
Heap-based buffer overflow
Format String
Double Free

Muench et al.
3
3
3
3
3

µSBS
3
3
3
3
3

and block_addr is the address of the memory block.
meta_addr = meta_base + (block_addr >> 3)

5

(1)

Evaluation

We evaluated µSBS from three different angles: (1) Whether
it can make faulty states observable on binary firmware in
an automatic fashion. (2) Whether it can rewrite the code
section of binary firmware without breaking its functionality.
(3) Assessing the runtime performance and size expansion of
rewritten binaries in practice.
To that end, we investigated µSBS ability to catch the same
class of memory bugs of the state-of-the-art [42] based on
the WYCNINWYC vulnerable application [15, 42] (§ 5.1).
We also conducted an evaluation on 11 real firmware images
to check the correctness of the rewritten binaries by using
the standard test suite that provided by the vendor of each
firmware (§ 5.2). Finally, we measure the runtime performance of our rewritten and instrumented binaries (§ 5.3).

5.1

Effectiveness

We designed and performed this experiment to verify whether
µSBS can successfully make the same class of memory corruptions observable compared to state-of-the-art fault observation method proposed by Muench et al. [42].
Experiment Setup: We used WYCNINWYC application,
developed and used by Muench et al. as a testbench, in order
to obtain comparable results. The WYCNINWYC application
is a vulnerable implementation of an XML parser containing five different instances of spatial and temporal memory
corruptions. Experiments are performed on a same development board, STM32-Nucleo L152RE [14] featuring an ARM
Cortex-M3 CPU.
Experiment Results: We instrumented the WYCNINWYC application using the µSBS sanitizer and collected the
statistics and results, including the observability of faulty
states caused by memory corruptions. As shown in Table 2,
µSBS caught all faulty states without the need for reverse engineering or advanced data-flow analysis techniques as required
by the method of Muench et al. [42].
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5.2

Feasibility

We performed this experiment to verify the correctness of the
µSBS design and its application to large real-world bare-metal
firmware. We rewrote the code sections of 11 binary firmware
images without sanitization and observed whether all rewritten binaries executed correctly and produced identical output
to the original.
Experiment Setup: We selected 11 real bare-metal binary firmware images for different applications, ranging from
cameras to industrial control systems. These are full-fledged
firmware and demonstrate the use of a diverse set of peripherals including an LCD Display, Microphone, Camera, Serial
port, Ethernet and SD card. They collectively cover ARM
Cortex-M3 and Cortex-M4 microcontrollers. In what follows,
we provide a brief description of each firmware.
Audio-Playback firmware is developed for playing audio
files by reading data from USB and sending it to the audio
codec. LCD-Display is a firmware for reading and displaying a series of bitmaps from an SD card to the LCD. LCDAnimate displays animated pictures saved on a microSD card
on the LCD. To create animated pictures, the firmware displays an images sequence with a determined frequency on
the LCD. Camera-USB uses the Digital Camera Interface
(DCMI) to connect with a camera module and display pictures on an LCD in continuous mode while also saving these
pictures on the USB device. FatFs-uSD creates a FAT file
system on the microSD and uses FatFs APIs to access the
FAT volume in order to perform writing and reading of a
text file. TCP/UDP-Echo-Client/Server are four firmware for
running TCP/UDP echo client/server applications over Ethernet based on LwIP, a popular TCP/IP stack for embedded
devices. mbed-TLS firmware runs an SSL client application
based on the mbed-TLS crypto library and the LwIP TCP/IP
stack for the STM32F4 family. PLC (Programmable Logic
Controller) is a family of embedded devices for controlling
critical processes in industrial environments. The ST-PLC
firmware implements a PLC that executes uploaded ladder
logic programs. The ladder logic program is uploaded to the
microcontroller from an Android application via WiFi (ladder
logic is a common PLC programming language).
All of these firmware images are provided with the development boards and written by STMicroelectronics [10].
Experiments are performed on STM32-Nucleo F401RE [11],
STM32F479I-Eval [12], and STM32F4Discovery [13] development boards featuring an ARM Cortex-M4 CPU and
STM32-Nucleo L152RE [14] featuring an ARM Cortex-M3
CPU.
Experiment Results: We executed both the rewritten version and the original version of the firmware on the test suit
shipped with the firmware and compared their functional correctness. All of the rewritten firmware passed the functionality
test and ran correctly, producing the same result as the original
firmware.
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Table 3: Statistical metrics of µSBS binary rewriting when applying to bare-metal firmware.
Firmware
Audio-Playback
LCD_Display
LCD_Animate
FatFs_uSD
TCP_Echo_Client
TCP_Echo_Server
UDP_Echo_Client
UDP_Echo_Server
Camera-USB
mbed-TLS
ST-PLC

MCU

Dir. Inst.

Ind. Inst.

Code (KB)

Rew. Code (KB)

Size Inc. (%)

STMF479I-Eval
STMF479I-Eval
STMF479I-Eval
STMF4Discovery
STMF479I-Eval
STMF479I-Eval
STMF479I-Eval
STMF479I-Eval
STMF479I-Eval
STMF401RE Nucleo
STMF479I-Eval

1853
809
803
575
1407
1384
1341
1310
1003
3218
2275

250
103
103
150
132
132
132
130
163
338
373

132
48
48
23
79
77
76
75
70
171
168

195
57
56
29
91
89
88
87
81
215
231

24
10
10
6
14
14
14
14
13
20
67

Table 3 presents the rewriting statistics and the modifications made by µSBS to the binary firmware images. The column under Dir. Inst. in the table represents the count of direct
branch instructions, including calls and jumps, that are statically rewritten by changing their offsets. The column under
Ind. Inst. represents the count of indirect branch instructions
redirected to the mapping routine by µSBS.
Additionally, columns Code and Rew. Code represent the
sizes of original code section and the rewritten code section (.newsec) respectively. The code section size overhead
correlates positively with the number of indirect branch instructions due to the rewriting procedure that replaces each
indirect branch with 6/7 instructions (§ 4.1). Furthermore,
the fixed overhead of the mapping table and mapping routine
play a significant role in the size overhead of the binary file
(last column). In fact, the size overhead in percent will be less
for large firmware compared to small images. For example,
the original size of the ST-PLC firmware is 1.1MB and has
67% overhead, while mbed-TLS is 3.5MB and has only 20%
overhead.

5.3

6

Performance

µSBS with no sanitization slows down firmware execution for
two reasons. First, the firmware is statically instrumented and
there is an additional direct call added for each indirect branch
instruction to call the mapping routine. Second, µSBS dynamically searches for the new target address of every indirect
branch instruction in the mapping table which incurs runtime
overhead. In this section, we evaluate the execution overhead
of rewritten binaries without sanitization. In addition, we also
measure the execution overhead incurred by our sanitization
procedure and the processing time of µSBS itself.
Each firmware in our benchmark was instrumented and executed twenty times. For example, we executed LCD_Display
original and instrumented firmware for displaying 5 images
twenty times. Figure 4 presents the runtime overhead results.
The average slowdown for our benchmark without sanitiza-
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tion is 8.5%. The second bar in Figure 4 presents the execution overhead of instrumented firmware with the µSBS
sanitizer. It increases the execution overhead to an average
of 32.5% compared to rewritten firmware without sanitization. Audio-Playback, mbed-TLS, and ST-PLC are memoryintensive firmware, and therefore we expected the high overhead results arising from a large number of memory accesses
that are expensive after being instrumented and checked.
While, these overheads are not negligible, we believe that
they are reasonable as this overhead is only incurred on the
devices under security test and not the devices that are actually
deployed on the field.
Figure 5 presents how long it takes µSBS to rewrite and
sanitize firmware binaries. As expected, larger binaries take
more time to be processed. On average, µSBS spends 5.72
seconds on binaries in our benchmark. We regard this as a
promising result compared to state-of-the-art fault observation
method [42]. The efficiency of µSBS makes it a practical tool
for the large-scale sanitization of firmware binaries.

Related Work

This section provides an overview of the state-of-the-art. Related work can be categorised in works related to: (1) fault
observation and (2) binary rewriting.

6.1

Fault Observation

Muench et al. [42] proposed the only existing method for
fault observation in embedded systems by introducing six
heuristics such as heap object tracking. They implemented
these heuristics on top of a combination of the Avatar [61],
PANDA [29], and Boofuzz [2] frameworks. However, these
heuristics suffer from their reliance on a variety of information such as: memory accesses, memory mappings, executed
instructions, register state and allocation and deallocation
functions. This information must be extracted from target bi-
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Figure 4: Performance impact of µSBS on 11 real firmware binaries with and without sanitization.
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Figure 5: µSBS processing time for 11 real firmware binaries.

nary through reverse engineering and advanced static analysis,
which adds both imprecision and complexity. Furthermore,
applying heuristics for fault observation results in false positives and false negatives. Instead, µSBS approach turns out
to be not only lightweight, avoiding heavyweight manual
firmware analysis, but also reliable, being capable of providing platform-agnostic fault observation.

6.2

Binary Rewriting

Binary rewriting refers to the process of modifying one binary
into another while one or more new instructions are optionally
inserted to provide new features or behaviors. Binary rewriting methods can be categorized into two main classes: dynamic and static methods. Approaches [22,40,43] that belong
to the first category transform stripped binaries that are loaded
into memory while they are executing. However, they are not
practical for fault observation on bare-metal devices due to the
high performance overhead and special software/hardware requirements. HALucinator [26] is the state-of-the-art approach
for dynamic binary instrumentation of bare-metal devices. In
addition to the significant performance penalty, HALucinator
only supports a small number of microcontrollers. HALucinator emulates firmware that use a Hardware Abstraction Layer
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(HAL), and it is only applicable when the HAL is available to
the analyst. Consequently, HALucinator is not mature enough
for instrumentation in large-scale stripped firmware binaries.
BinRec [17] is a dynamic binary rewriter that leverages multiple dynamic analysis techniques to lift binaries into LLVM
IR. BinRec is built on top of S2E [25] and QEMU virtual
machine [21] that do not support bare-metal firmware.
There are a number of static binary rewriting approaches
that transform binaries before execution. These approaches
differ from each other in how they transform binaries without
breaking their functionality and semantics. Solutions such as
Bistro [27] and STIR [56] redirect control flow from the original location to trampoline code containing new instructions.
Trampoline-based rewriters are able to preserve application
semantics after instrumentation, at the cost of considerable
performance and memory penalties.
Uroboros [55] presents a set of heuristics for recognizing
references among integer values and converting them into
assembler labels in order to generate a relocatable assembly
code. Ramblr [54], built atop angr [49, 50], is a similar approach that improves Uroboros using a composition of static
analyses and heuristics. Unfortunately, heuristics-based approaches suffer from false positives and negatives that result in
broken reassembled binary. RetroWrite [28] and Egalito [59]
provide an instrumentation method that uses relocation information which is only available in position independent
codes. This is not a practical solution for firmware binaries
that are statically linked. Multiverse [20] leverages a superset disassembling technique [38, 39, 58] and disassembles at
each offset of the binary code to produce a superset of instructions. Multiverse binary rewriter is built on top of the
disassembler to instrument all superset instructions. As noted
by Miller et el. [41], superset disassembly has a substantial
code size overhead (763% on SPECint 2006 benchmarks).
Furthermore, experimental results [59] show that Multiverse
does not support statically linked binaries.
All the above static approaches are designed and developed for the x86 architecture. RevARM [36] is the only static
binary rewriter proposed for instrumenting ARM-based mo-
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Objectives

Uroboros [55]

Ramblr [54]

RetroWrite [28]

Egalito [59]

Multiverse [20]

RevARM [36]

µSBS

Table 4: A subjective comparison between µSBS and stateof-the-art binary rewriting methods proposed for General
Purpose (GP) computers, Mobile (M), and Bare-metal (B)
devices. X and A denote x86 and ARM architectures respectively.

Target
Architecture
w/o Heuristics
w/o Relocation
w/o IR Lifting

GP
X
7
3
3

GP
X
7
3
3

GP
X
3
7
3

GP
X
3
7
3

GP
X
3
3
3

M
A
7
3
7

B
A
3
3
3

bile applications. RevARM lifts binary code to a higher-level
intermediate representation (IR) and performs the instrumentation procedure at that level. As pointed out by Dinesh et
al. [28] lifting a binary to an IR usually misses application
semantics and actual control flows since it is necessary to
precisely model instruction set architecture (ISA) and extract
type information from the binary file. Additionally, RevARM
uses the Uroboros technique for differentiating references and
integer values which is an impractical solution that is unable
to work on non-trivial application binaries. Table 4 presents
a subjective comparison of state-of-the-art binary rewriting
approaches and µSBS.

7

Discussion

In this section, we discuss the limitations in our system and
shed some light for future work.
Supported microcontrollers. This paper focuses on a specific subclass of embedded microcontrollers running a single statically linked firmware—bare-metal firmware. Like all
other static binary instrumentation methods, we do not handle
any dynamically loaded code. Support for sanitizing such
code requires dynamic instrumentation since such code can
only be seen while the firmware is running.
Supported CPU architectures. The current implementation of µSBS supports ARMv7-M architecture as the most
widely used core for embedded systems [35]. Our platformindependent approach can support bare-metal firmware developed for other architectures like x86 with a small extra engineering effort since they are comparable or have more relaxed
requirements for the binary instrumentation purpose [36]. For
example, it is mainly required to change the assembly language of the rewritten and inserted instructions and mapping
function in order to support x86 firmware.
Fuzzing. Although the current µSBS implementation has
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focused on the observation of faulty states due to the memory
corruptions, it may be extended and integrated with fuzzing
methods to uncover new bugs in bare-metal firmware. To be
concrete, µSBS sanitizer can be leveraged to improve the bugfinding ability of fuzzing methods [47, 63]. More specifically,
we may guide the input generation process of the fuzzers
towards triggering µSBS sanitizer checks. Improvement on
IoT fuzzing [31, 32, 62] is orthogonal to this paper, and we
will leave it for future work.
Sanitization. µSBS can potentially observe a wide array
of memory corruptions by applying memory safety policies.
The current implementation of µSBS sanitization process is
inspired by AddressSanitizer and Valgrind’s Memcheck policies. However, other sanitization techniques can be developed
on top of µSBS binary instrumentation component for observing faulty states caused by other types of memory corruption
vulnerabilities. We leave such improvements to future work.

8

Conclusion

Memory corruption vulnerabilities are common in IoT
firmware binaries and can lead to significant damage on baremetal embedded devices that are increasingly intertwined
with critical industrial and medical processes. In this paper,
we have presented a concrete investigation of hardware security feature (i.e., MMU, MPU, and DEP) in a representative selection of IoT SoC families. Our analysis shows
that the IoT fuzzing world lags behind the general-purpose
world. We have also developed and demonstrated µSBS, the
first fully automatic approach for observing faulty states
in bare-metal firmware. µSBS uses a novel combination
of static binary instrumentation and sanitization to validate
memory accesses in a firmware binary, allowing for an improved fault observation mechanism. We evaluated µSBS
using a fault observation benchmark and 11 real firmware
binaries. Our approach correctly sanitized all the firmware
binaries with reasonable run-time over-head and size expansion while discovering the same set of vulnerabilities
as the state-of-the-art. To motivate further research in this
field and encourage reproducibility, we open-source µSBS at
https://github.com/pwnforce/uSBS.
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Many IoT devices are equipped with Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE) to support communication in an energy-efficient manner. Unfortunately, BLE is prone to spoofing attacks where
an attacker can impersonate a benign BLE device and feed
malicious data to its users. Defending against spoofing attacks
is extremely difficult as security patches to mitigate them may
not be adopted across vendors promptly; not to mention the
millions of legacy BLE devices with limited I/O capabilities
that do not support firmware updates.
As a first line of defense against spoofing attacks, we propose BlueShield, a legacy-friendly, non-intrusive monitoring
system. BlueShield is motivated by the observation that all
spoofing attacks result in anomalies in certain cyber-physical
features of the advertising packets containing the BLE device’s identity. BlueShield leverages these features to detect
anomalous packets generated by an attacker. More importantly, the unique design of BlueShield makes it robust against
an advanced attacker with the capability to mimic all features.
BlueShield can be deployed on low-cost off-the-shelf platforms, and does not require any modification in the BLE
device or its user. Our evaluation with nine common BLE
devices deployed in a real-world office environment validates
that BlueShield can effectively detect spoofing attacks at a
very low false positive and false negative rate.

1

Introduction

An increasing number of IoT devices leverage Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE) to communicate in an energy-efficient manner.
As one of the most popular protocols for IoT devices (e.g.,
smart locks, smart lights, or smart thermostats) [36], BLE will
be empowering up to 5 billion devices by 2023 [4]. Given the
popularity of BLE, there is an increasing concern about its security due to the discovery of threats that enable illegal device
access, user fingerprinting, and inference of the device’s sensitive information [13, 20, 26, 37]. While various approaches
have been proposed to mitigate some threats [21, 33], most
of them focus on the protection of the BLE device itself, less
noticed here is the end-to-end communication between a BLE
device and a user device in the network, where a spoofing
attack is a major threat.
∗ The

two authors contributed equally.
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Figure 1: A typical BLE spoofing attack scenario.
Figure 1 presents a spoofing attack where an attacker device impersonates a benign BLE device (e.g., a temperature
sensor) and feeds malicious data to the user device (e.g., a
smartphone). Spoofing attacks are becoming critical, especially given that BLE devices are now widely integrated into
security and privacy-sensitive scenarios [6, 18, 27], including manufacturing plants, medical and health care, and even
physical-security monitoring.
The BLE specification (p. 2798 in [5]) provides a variety of
authentication mechanisms that can potentially be employed
to prevent spoofing attacks. Yet in practice, these mechanisms
fail to serve their purpose due to two reasons: (1) A large proportion of BLE devices are limited by their I/O capabilities,
and hence cannot employ any secure authentication mechanism. Unsurprisingly, a recent study has revealed that nearly
80% of existing BLE devices communicate with their user
devices in plaintext without any authentication [30]. (2) Even
in BLE devices employing different security mechanisms,
there exist a variety of attack surfaces, at both BLE protocollevel [49] and application-level [37], which can be exploited
by malicious attackers to launch spoofing attacks.
Unfortunately, deploying a software-based solution (i.e.,
firmware updating of BLE devices and software patching on
user devices) to prevent spoofing attacks is challenging due
to three practical challenges: (1) Software patching cannot
defend against zero-day spoof-enabling vulnerabilities [49].
(2) Firmware updates to mitigate the vulnerabilities of BLE
devices cannot be uniformly created and applied at a large
scale by the wide range of BLE device vendors [21]. (3) Even
worse, there are millions of (already deployed) legacy BLE
devices in the field that do not support firmware updates due
to their limited I/O capabilities.
An Out-of-the-Box Defense. To address the aforementioned challenges, we propose BlueShield, a vulnerabilityagnostic, legacy-friendly and non-intrusive monitoring system
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to protect BLE devices against spoofing attacks. The design
of BlueShield is motivated by the critical observation that, in a
spoofing attack, the attacker must broadcast advertising packets (containing the BLE device’s identity) on BLE advertising
channels to make itself discoverable by the user device. As
such, BlueShield detects the spoofing attack by distinguishing
the advertising packets transmitted by the attacker and the
benign BLE device.
To collect all over-the-air packets on BLE advertising channels, BlueShield sets up a monitoring infrastructure covering
the physical environment where BLE devices are deployed.
Then, BlueShield inspects a combination of cyber and physical features extracted from the advertising packets of the
target BLE device, and raises an alarm (indicating the presence of a spoofing attack) if it detects any anomaly. Here,
while the cyber features include the advertising pattern and
state transitions of the BLE device, the physical features include advertising interval, the RF (radio frequency) signal
frequency offset, and the RF signal strength (Section 4.1).
The effectiveness of BlueShield against spoofing attacks
stems from its two novel mechanisms: (1) To detect an advanced attacker, such as a software-defined radio (SDR)enabled attacker with the capability to mimic all the physical
features, BlueShield employs a randomized channel switching mechanism (Section 4.3.1) to collect physical features of
the monitored device across different advertising channels.
This mechanism brings forth a “moving target defense” so
that the attacker cannot reliably predict and mimic the correct values of the monitored features to evade the detection.
(2) BlueShield also employs a selective inspection mechanism
(Section 4.3.2) for triggering the alarm: For each received
advertising packet, BlueShield inspects one or more of the
“physical” features which are selected based on the determined
“cyber” features of the BLE device. Then, an anomalous value
is detected by comparing the current physical feature values
with their valid ranges. This mechanism effectively mitigates
the occurrence of false alarms due to unintentional interference in physical features, while performing in-time detection
of spoofing attacks with good precision. As such, the two
aforementioned mechanisms ensure that the selected features
(even individually) cannot be easily imitated or controlled
by an attacker, and hence can be utilized together to robustly
detect spoofing attacks.
We evaluate BlueShield on nine BLE devices (including
temperature sensors and smart locks) covering different types
of devices widely deployed in security/safety-sensitive environments, such as smart homes, museums, and manufacturing
plants. We launch various spoofing attacks with different
strategies and from different locations in a real-world, noisy
office environment. Our evaluation results demonstrate that
BlueShield can effectively detect spoofing attacks with an
average success rate of 99.28% on our tested BLE devices.
Moreover, even in a usage-heavy scenario BlueShield only
introduces less than one false alarm a week.
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Compared with defenses in the existing literature [21, 28,
37], BlueShield provides four practical advantages: (1) Since
the monitoring infrastructure captures and analyzes all traffic on advertising channels, BlueShield supports concurrent
monitoring of many BLE devices. (2) BlueShield is deployable in all BLE networks regardless of the capability of
the BLE device and the version of its BLE implementation.
(3) BlueShield is fully transparent to its deployed environment, i.e., it does not introduce any interference or energy
overhead to the BLE devices and user devices. (4) BlueShield
does not require any firmware modification or reverse engineering of the BLE devices or user devices.
Our major contributions are summarized as follows:
• We propose BlueShield, a generic, device-agnostic monitoring framework to detect spoofing attacks in BLE networks using a novel combination of selected cyber and
physical features of the BLE devices.
• We devise a set of mechanisms to utilize the selected features for detecting spoofing attacks. These mechanisms
not only ensure the robustness of BlueShield against an
advanced SDR-enabled attacker, but also provide good
effectiveness with very low false alarms.
• We have implemented BlueShield using off-the-shelf components and thoroughly evaluated its effectiveness and
efficiency in a real-world environment.

2
2.1

Background and Motivation
BLE Basics

BLE is typically deployed in a network that requires an
energy-constrained low-cost device (e.g., temperature sensor)
to record an attribute/data value (temperature) and communicate the data to a user device (e.g., smartphone) over the
wireless medium. In BLE, three radio frequency (RF) channels (channel-37, channel-38, and channel-39) are utilized
for advertising and initializing the connection with the user
device and are called advertising channels. The other channels are utilized for communicating data and are called data
channels. The typical communication procedure between the
BLE device and the user device can be broadly classified into
four steps: advertising, connecting, pairing, and accessing.
Advertising. The BLE device publicizes its presence and facilitates its discovery by periodically broadcasting advertising
packets on the three advertising channels. Each advertising
packet contains a unique identifier of the BLE device and the
information about services provided by it.
Connecting. The user device scans the three advertising
channels and discovers the BLE device using its advertising
packet. If the user device intends to establish a connection,
it sends a connection request packet. If the BLE device accepts the connection, the BLE device and the user device
start communication at data channels. We note that during
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the connection state, most of the BLE devices stop public
advertising and communicate only with the connected user
devices. However, some BLE devices may keep advertising
even during the connection state.

Advertising
channels

Collectors

2.2

Spoofing Attacks in BLE Networks

Reasons for Successful Spoofing Attacks. Recent studies
have revealed that BLE networks expose various attack surfaces that can be exploited by an adversary to launch spoofing
attacks [2, 33, 37, 46, 47]. Since around 80% of BLE devices
do not perform secure pairing and communicate data without
employing a secure authentication mechanism [30], they are
vulnerable to spoofing attacks. Even for the remaining devices
that employ authentication mechanisms after pairing securely,
there exist zero-day vulnerabilities across different layers of
the BLE stack due to flaws in the design and implementation
of the BLE specification [1, 2, 46, 47]. All such vulnerabilities
can be easily exploited by the attackers to perform spoofing attacks against authentication-enabled devices. In fact, we have
also discovered a protocol-level spoof-enabling vulnerability
that affects major platforms running the most recent version
of iOS and Android [46]. We have responsibly reported it to
Apple and Google1 . Apple has acknowledged the reported
vulnerability and assigned CVE-2020-9970 [14] to it.
Limitations of Existing Solutions. A straightforward solution to prevent spoofing attacks could be to upgrade the BLE
devices with advanced security features, and in the meantime, adopt security patches to fix vulnerabilities. However,
such solutions will not work well in practice due to the extremely fragmented nature of the BLE ecosystem. Specifically, the case-by-case firmware updates and security patches
may not be preferably adopted by different vendors at a largescale, since vendors always tend to sacrifice security for utility.
Moreover, it is extremely difficult for those low-end, legacy
BLE devices (e.g., beacons) with limited I/O capabilities to
adopt any firmware updates or security patches. Furthermore,
a solution that fails to ensure backward compatibility with the
legacy BLE devices is unlikely to be deployed widely. Hence,
these limitations of existing solutions call for a practical and
legacy-friendly defense to effectively alleviate the threat of
spoofing attacks in a more fundamental way.
1 While

Google has confirmed the vulnerability, we have been told that
another researcher reported a similar vulnerability three days earlier than us.
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Pairing. The BLE specification provides multiple pairing
methods to establish a secure channel for communication.
Through the pairing procedure, the BLE device and the user
device can generate a shared key that can be utilized for
encryption and authentication of the communicated payloads.
Accessing. After establishing the connection in each session,
the user device utilizes services provided by the BLE device
by accessing corresponding data values, e.g., a temperature
value provided by a smart temperature sensor.

Advertising
channels

Monitor
Cyber
characteristics
profiling

Profiling Phase

Physical
feature
inspection

Monitoring Phase

User
notification

Spoofing alarm

Figure 2: Architecture of BlueShield.

3

Overview of BlueShield

BlueShield is a monitoring framework for detecting spoofing
attacks and alarming the user in a stationary BLE network.
Specifically, it detects the footprint of spoofing attacks by
noticing anomalies in the unique combination of cyber and
physical features (Section 4.1) of advertising packets containing the BLE device’s identity. Since the nature of a successful
spoofing attack requires the attacker to broadcast the spoofed
advertising packets before the appearance of a victim user,
such activities expose the attacker in advance and provide a
great deal of opportunity for BlueShield to detect before any
actual damage is inflicted on the victim user.
Architecture and Workflow. Figure 2 presents the architecture of BlueShield. For each BLE device in an indoor
environment that BlueShield aims to protect, the workflow
goes through two phases, namely the profiling phase and
the monitoring phase. The profiling phase (Section 4.2) involves the offline procedures to determine the BLE device’s
authentic protocol-level cyber features, such as MAC address,
advertising data, and advertising pattern.
The monitoring phase (Section 4.3) includes runtime procedures to detect spoofing attacks using an infrastructure
consisting of three collectors and one monitor. The three collectors follow a randomized channel switching mechanism
(Section 4.3.1) through which each collector is randomly assigned to collect the advertising packets on one of the three
advertising channels. Since the authentic value of the physical
features (e.g., RF signal’s strength) of the advertising packets would be different at different channels, this mechanism
ensures that even an attacker with the capability to mimic all
the physical features, cannot trick all the three collectors with
correctly imitated values at the same time.
After obtaining the feature values of the advertising packets
gathered by the three collectors, the monitor employs a selective inspection mechanism (Section 4.3.2) which exploits
the cyber features obtained in the profiling phase to select
appropriate physical features for an effective runtime inspection. Thereafter, the monitor determines the valid range of
the selected physical features over each advertising channel.
Finally, if the monitor discovers that the obtained feature val-
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ues lie outside their valid ranges, it alarms the user and/or the
network administrator about a detected spoofing attack.
Adversary Model. BlueShield is subject to the following
assumptions: We assume that the attacker aims to impersonate
a target BLE device and launch a spoofing attack against the
user device. The attacker is capable of passively sniffing the
traffic, and actively crafting and transmitting spoofed packets
on BLE channels (e.g., using a customized BLE device). An
advanced attacker may even employ advanced evasion techniques (e.g., with an SDR) and try to mimic the features of
the wireless signals of the target BLE device. Besides, the
attacker can also exploit the vulnerabilities of the authentication mechanism between the BLE device and user device [2].
However, we assume that the attacker cannot fully control the
target BLE device either physically (e.g., remove/replace the
target device with his own) or remotely (e.g., by corrupting its
firmware). Also, we do not consider the attacker that uses jamming, as the detection of jamming is sufficiently covered by
existing research [32, 48] which are orthogonal to BlueShield.
Lastly, for BlueShield, we assume that the monitoring infrastructure for collecting the advertising packets is secure, i.e., it
cannot be compromised by the attacker.
Scope of Detection. BlueShield focuses on detecting spoofing attacks that target stationary BLE devices in indoor environments. As such, BlueShield covers a wide range of BLE
usage scenarios (e.g., smart homes, museums, and manufacturing plants) [17]. Specifically, a recent report [22] showed
that 15 out of the 18 (83.3%) most popular IoT devices in
smart homes are stationary. We note that spoofing detection
in outdoor environments or for movable devices (e.g., fitness
trackers) is out of the scope of BlueShield.

4

Detailed Design

In this section, we first describe the physical and cyber features inspected by BlueShield. We then elaborate on how
these features are used in the profiling and monitoring phases
for enabling an effective detection of spoofing attacks.

4.1

Inspected Features

4.1.1

Physical Features

Advertising Interval (INT). We define INT as the time
between two consecutive advertising packets on the same
advertising channel. In spoofing attacks, if both the BLE
device and attacker are broadcasting advertising packets, the
real-time INT can be lower than the expected INT value, and
hence can be utilized to detect the spoofing attacks.
Carrier Frequency Offset (CFO). The CFO of a given
device depends on its RF circuit’s imperfections which induce
a unique mismatch/offset between the designated and the
actual carrier frequency of the transmitted signal. As a result,
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Collector-2
Collector-1

BLE Device

Attacker

Collector-3

Figure 3: Locations of the Figure 4: Observed RSSI values
BLE device, the collec- under spoofing attacks (with typtors, and the attacker.
ical channel interference).
CFO can be utilized as a fingerprint of a wireless device [7,
39]. In the case of spoofing attacks, the CFO extracted from
advertising packets can be used to differentiate the packets
generated by the benign BLE device and the attacker.
Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI). RSSI is a numerical estimate of the signal power in the received RF signal,
which depends on the distance and the channel interference
between a transmitter and receiver [19]. In the prior art, RSSI
has been widely used for fingerprinting the location of a wireless device [19, 24, 50]. In the case of spoofing attacks, since
the locations of the BLE device and the attacker are different
as illustrated in Figure 3, the RSSI values of the benign and
spoofed advertising packets can be utilized to discover spoofing attacks. For instance, as shown in Figure 4, the abrupt
change in RSSI values of advertising packets indicates the
presence of a spoofing attack.
4.1.2

Cyber Features

Although the physical features enable BlueShield to detect
spoofing attacks, they share some inherent limitations. Specifically, the INT feature will only work for BLE devices which
persistently transmit advertising packets before and after their
connections with user devices. In the meantime, as shown in
Figure 4, like any feature of wireless signals, the values of
the CFO and RSSI can change due to unintentional signal
interference (e.g., human movements). Hence, continuously
inspecting these two features will trigger a significant number
of false alarms. To overcome these challenges, BlueShield employs additional cyber features that are determined by devicespecific BLE implementation, to support the usage of the
aforementioned physical features.
Advertising Pattern. According to the BLE specification, a
BLE device can illustrate one of the two advertising patterns:
intermittent and persistent. A BLE device with an intermittent
advertising pattern stops advertising after connecting to a user
device. A BLE device with a persistent advertising pattern
continues to advertise even after connecting to a user device.
Operation State. The BLE specification defines that every
BLE device stays active in one of the two states: advertising and connection. In the advertising state, the BLE device
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(a) Authentic RSSI values (in dBm) corresponding to
the BLE device at different advertising channels.

Table 1: An illustrative sample of characteristics of a BLE
device recorded during the profiling phase.

Channel

Collector 1

Collector 2

Collector 3

Characteristic

Value

Channel 37

-60.3

-48.6

-39.2

Device ID & Name
MAC Address
Advertising Data
Advertising Pattern
Lower Bound of INT

1, n097w
0xD1 76 A3 1A F4 7F
0x06 09 4E 30 39 37 57
Intermittent
1280 ms

Channel 38

-63.5

-45.2

-35.8

Channel 39

-58.1

-46.3

-36.9

makes itself discoverable by broadcasting advertising packets
periodically. When the BLE device receives a connection request packet from the user device, the BLE device connects
to the user device and makes the transition to the connection
state. From the connection state, the BLE device returns to
the advertising state if it does not communicate with the user
device for a specified timeout period or disconnects from the
user device. We highlight that for a BLE device with an intermittent advertising pattern, the advertising-to-connection
state transition can be detected by observing a connection
request packet on an advertising channel.
The two cyber features mentioned above naturally support
BlueShield to selectively choose one or more of the physical
features for detecting spoofing attacks. Specifically, for BLE
devices with the persistent advertising pattern, inspecting only
the INT values is sufficient to detect potential spoofing attacks.
For other BLE devices that follow the intermittent advertising
pattern, the attacker can stop the benign BLE device from
advertising by connecting to it. Then the attacker can start
transmitting spoofed advertising packets with the same advertising period as the benign BLE device. To detect such
an attacker, the CFO and RSSI features can be used once
BlueShield detects that there is an advertising-to-connection
state transition in the BLE device.

(b) Assigned channel and corresponding RSSI value during different
time periods at each collector.

Collector-1

Time

Channel

RSSI

T1-T2

38

-45.2

T2-T3

38

-45.2

…

…

…

Tn-1-Tn

37

-48.6

Collector-2

RSSI

37

-60.3

T2-T3

39

-58.1

…

…

…

Tn-1-Tn

39

-58.1

Collector-3

Time

Channel

RSSI

T1-T2

39

-36.9

T2-T3

37

-39.2

…

…

…

Tn-1-Tn

38

-35.8

of INT as the shortest observed INT minus 10 ms, which
represents the lowest possible interval between any two advertising packets on the same channel. Further, the monitor
determines the authentic advertising pattern (i.e., persistent or
intermittent) by checking if it observes the BLE device’s advertising packets after connecting to the BLE device. Finally,
the monitor stores the determined characteristics of the BLE
device along with an assigned device identifier (ID) as shown
in Table 1. The deployment details regarding the profiling
phase are discussed further in Section 7.

Monitoring Phase

After the profiling phase, BlueShield is ready to detect spoofing attacks in its runtime monitoring phase.

Profiling Phase

Now we describe the procedures performed in the offline profiling phase of BlueShield. To obtain the data-of-interest of
a target BLE device, the monitor records and analyzes the
advertising packets of the BLE device. First, from the packet
content, the monitor extracts the device name, the MAC address, and the advertising data which can be utilized to identify packets transmitted by the BLE device. We note that
although some BLE devices employ address randomization
to anonymize their identity (p. 2198 in [5]), some of the fields
(e.g., device name) in their packets remain unchanged and
can be used to relate the packets to the BLE device [13, 20].
The monitor then computes the INT value by subtracting
the time-of-arrival of the current advertising packet from that
of the previous advertising packet. As defined by the BLE
specification (p. 2750 in [5]), the observed INT is equal to a
fixed advertising period plus a random delay between 0 and
10 ms. To this end, the monitor calculates the lower bound
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Channel

Figure 5: An illustration of the randomized channel switching.

4.3
4.2

Time
T1-T2

4.3.1

Feature Collection

BlueShield faces the critical challenge of detecting an attacker
which can attempt to: (1) start the spoofing attack at any time,
(2) transmit spoofed advertising packets at any of the three
advertising channels, and (3) hide by trying to mimic the exact values of the selected physical features. To tackle these
challenges, BlueShield first places the three collectors at three
different locations to comprehensively cover the monitored
environment in space, and then ceaselessly records all advertising packets transmitted at all three advertising channels
using the following mechanism.
Randomized Channel Switching. In addition to the spatial
diversity of the collectors, BlueShield introduces randomness
in the monitoring schedule of each collector. To achieve this,
BlueShield assigns the three advertising channels to the three
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collectors with a uniformly random distribution. After a very
short random interval of time (which is significantly shorter
than the BLE device advertising interval), the monitor shuffles
and re-assigns channels to the collectors. Since the values
of each physical feature (i.e., RSSI and CFO) in different
advertising channels are different, the attacker will not be able
to precisely predict the expected feature values at runtime.
This randomized collection makes BlueShield robust against
advanced attackers (e.g., an SDR-enabled attacker) that try to
mimic all the monitored physical features at the same time.
Figure 5 demonstrates a running example of this mechanism by presenting the randomly assigned channel and the
expected RSSI value at each collector during different periods. As such, since the channel assignment to the collectors
is random, an attacker will not be able to accurately guess the
current “time-channel-collector” mapping. In other words, the
attacker will not know the exact RSSI value that it needs to
mimic for a particular collector at a specific time. We provide
an analytical evaluation of this mechanism in Section 6.2.2.
Runtime Selective Inspection

After retrieving the advertising packets and their features from
the collectors, the monitor proceeds with a runtime selective
inspection of these features for each BLE device. As shown
in Figure 6, the cyber features of the target BLE device allow
BlueShield to adaptively employ the appropriate inspection
mechanism over the physical features. This selective inspection significantly lowers the false alarms caused by signal
interference as will be further discussed in Section 6.2.1.
Now we describe the inspection mechanisms as follows.
INT Inspection. The monitor proceeds with this inspection
mechanism for each received advertising packet from the
BLE device. Recall that by definition, the INT between any
two advertising packets must always be more than the lower
bound of INT. Hence, if the runtime computed INT value is
less than the lower bound of INT, the monitor considers it an
anomaly and raises an alarm.

402

Advertising
State

Persistent
pattern

Figure 6: Usage of the cyber-physical features for selective
inspection of the physical features in BlueShield.

4.3.2

Connection
State

Time
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Figure 7: Illustration of the lookback and observation windows in CFO and RSSI inspection.
CFO and RSSI Inspection. BlueShield ceaselessly records
the CFO and RSSI values of the advertising packets. When
the CFO and RSSI inspection is triggered, BlueShield utilizes
these values and proceeds through the following steps. As
shown in Figure 7, for a BLE device with an intermittent
advertising pattern, we define the lookback window as the
duration of time Tl (with Nl packets) before the advertisingto-connection state transition, and the observation window as
the duration of time To (with No packets) after the connectionto-advertising state transition. In BlueShield, after observing
a connection request packet, the monitor triggers the CFO and
RSSI inspection for advertising packets received from each
collector in each of the three advertising channels. The monitor first utilizes CFO and RSSI values of advertising packets
in the lookback window to compute their valid ranges, then
it inspects these values of advertising packets in the observation window. If the monitor detects an anomaly in either of
these two features, it raises an alarm. Below we elaborate on
the process of CFO inspection. The RSSI inspection follows
similar steps as shown in Appendix A.
The CFO values corresponding to a BLE device follow a
Gaussian distribution [43]. Hence, when the mean and standard deviation of CFO values are denoted by µ0 and σ0 , respectively, the probability distribution function of CFO values
2
2
1
· e−(xi −µ0 ) /2σ0 , where xi
can be computed as fc (xi ) = σ √
0 2π
denotes a CFO sample. In BlueShield, using the Nl CFO
values of advertising packets in the lookback window, the
monitor computes µ0 and σ0 , and then sets their values in the
above function. Now if the advertising packets in the lookback and observation windows are generated by the same
BLE device, the CFO values of advertising packets in the
observation window must statistically follow the above distribution. To verify this, the monitor computes the negative
log-likelihood of the CFO values in the observation window,
o
− log fc (xi ). If the log-likelihood is below a
i.e., Lc = N1o ∑Ni=1
CFO inspection threshold denoted by τc , i.e., Lc ≤ τc , the CFO
values are considered to belong to the benign BLE device.
Here, τc is a design parameter in BlueShield which determines
the valid range of CFO values in the observation window.
However, if the log-likelihood exceeds the CFO inspection
threshold, i.e., Lc > τc , the monitor considers it an anomaly
and triggers an alarm indicating a spoofing attack. The impact
of this parameter is further discussed in Section 6.
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Figure 8: Prototype of a collector utilized in BlueShield.

5

Figure 9: Locations of collectors, BLE
devices and attackers within the office.

Implementation

BlueShield can be readily implemented using low-cost, offthe-shelf platforms. We implemented the collector using an
Ubertooth One radio [41] connected to a Raspberry Pi running
Linux 4.14 (Figure 8). The total cost for such a collector is
around $100. We note that when a collector is deployed on
a custom-designed platform, the per-unit cost could be less
than $5 for a BLE module [40]. The Ubertooth first captures
the packets on advertising channels. Then, to retrieve the
physical features, we modified the Ubertooth firmware to
provide CFO and RSSI values for each received packet. Such
customization is feasible as Ubertooth is an open platform for
Bluetooth research and development. Finally, the Raspberry
Pi communicates the packets along with their relevant features
to the monitor. We implemented the monitor on an Ubuntu
18.04 Desktop PC. At the monitor, all processes including
interacting with collectors, parsing the received information
from collectors, and runtime inspection mechanisms were
implemented with ≈ 3 K lines of Python code.
User Notification. The design of BlueShield supports notification of detected spoofing attacks. To demonstrate this
use case, we have developed an Android application that employs a push-based mechanism to receive notifications from
BlueShield’s monitor through a secure HTTPS connection
(Appendix B). The user can register to BlueShield’s notification service by installing and configuring the app. Then,
whenever BlueShield detects a spoofing attack, the user receives the notification with relevant information, such as the
targeted BLE device’s name and MAC address.

6
6.1

Evaluation
Experiment Setup

Deployment Environment. We evaluated the detection
performance of BlueShield in a real-world environment: a
15m × 10m office hosting multiple graduate students in 20
cubicles. We divided the office space into grids of 1m × 1m.
We deployed BlueShield by placing the three collectors at
selected grid locations within the office as shown in Figure 9.
The office presents a typically noisy and challenging indoor
environment for determining the detection performance of
BlueShield. By recording RF signals within the reception
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Figure 10: BLE devices used in our
experiments.

range of the collectors, we discovered significant channel
interference from 30 other Bluetooth/BLE-equipped devices
(sensors, headsets, smartphones, and laptops), dozens of WiFi access points and a microwave2 . We also observed that
abrupt movements of students within the office significantly
altered channel conditions in the monitored environment.
Device Selection. To exhaustively evaluate BlueShield,
we utilized nine different BLE devices which are shown in
Figure 10. These BLE devices cover the mainstream BLE applications (e.g., temperature sensor, lock, and smoke detector)
and popular manufacturers (e.g., Nest, August, and Eve) with
a variety of Bluetooth chips (e.g., DA14580 and nRF51822).
As shown in Figure 9, we randomly chose nine different locations within the office to place these BLE devices.
Attack Simulation. To carry out different types of attacks,
we utilized four attacker platforms, a Dell Latitude 5480 laptop [15], a CSR 4.0 BT dongle [11], an HM-10 developmental board [25], and a CYW920735 developmental board [12].
These platforms were selected because they provide ease
of access and programmability, and they utilized different
transmit power values. Besides, to thoroughly evaluate the
performance of BlueShield, we launched a variety of spoofing attacks from 12 different locations, some at the center
and some at edges of the office (Figure 9). Further, to enrich
the evaluation of the effectiveness of the CFO inspection,
we utilized different copies of the same BLE device as attackers (in addition to the four attacker platforms). For the
unbiased evaluation of the RSSI inspection, we utilized the
same BLE device as the benign BLE device and the attacker,
and collected its advertising packets by placing it at different
locations within the office environment.
Experimental Data. For each BLE device, benign advertising packets were collected for 48 hours (throughout day
and night). For each attacker platform placed at each location, spoofed advertising packets were collected for around 15
minutes. In total, we collected 5, 507, 978 advertising packets
which are comprised of 80.7% benign advertising packets and
19.3% spoofed advertising packets. This data was utilized as
the ground truth for our evaluation.
2 We

only saved and analyzed the data of BLE devices deployed by us.
We did not record any data from other devices within the office environment.
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Table 2: BlueShield’s detection performance against spoofing attacks (FP and FN are presented in %).
Device
ID

Device
Name

Advertising
Period (s)

Observation
Window (s)

FP

FN

FP

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Nest Protect Smoke Detector
Nest Cam Indoor Camera
SensorPush Temperature Sensor
Tahmo Tempi Temperature Sensor
August Smart Lock
Eve Door&Window Sensor
Eve Button Remote Control
Eve Energy Socket
Ilumi Smart Light Bulb

1.28
0.15
1.28
2.00
0.30
1.28
1.28
0.15
0.10

3.84
0.45
3.84
6.00
0.90
3.84
3.84
0.45
0.30

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.80
1.38
0.56
0.64
1.12
0.77
0.98
0.60
0.88

0.00
17.74
4.46
0.00
4.85
8.17
1.41
1.67
14.28

0.97
3.59
1.43
1.32
1.26
1.64
1.18
0.85
1.48

5.84
21.15
5.22
22.94
1.60
1.46
3.00
1.55
15.73

1.76
4.92
1.98
1.95
2.37
2.40
2.15
1.44
2.35

0.00
3.69
0.23
0.00
0.08
0.12
0.04
0.03
2.25

Average

0.87

2.61

0.00

0.00

0.86

5.84

1.52

8.72

2.37

0.72

6.2

Overall Effectiveness

The detection performance of BlueShield is evaluated in terms
of two metrics: false positive (FP) and false negative (FN)
misclassifications. A false positive refers to the error in which
BlueShield generates a false alarm for a spoofing attack after
inspecting benign advertising packets generated by the benign
BLE device. A false negative refers to the error in which
BlueShield fails to detect a spoofing attack after analyzing
spoofed advertising packets from the attacker.
We highlight that the INT inspection, and the CFO and
RSSI inspection are exclusively employed to detect spoofing
attacks under different scenarios (Figure 6). The INT inspection readily uncovers an attack in which the attacker transmits
spoofed advertising packets while the BLE device is broadcasting benign advertising packets. In such a scenario, the INT
inspection does not introduce any FP and causes negligible FN
in detecting attacks (Appendix C). However, the INT inspection cannot be used to detect an advanced attack where the
attacker first suppresses the broadcast of benign advertising
packets by connecting to the BLE device whose advertising
pattern is intermittent, and then transmits spoofed advertising
packets with the same advertising period. BlueShield employs
the CFO and RSSI inspection to detect this type of attack.
Since BlueShield raises an alarm for a spoofing attack when
either CFO inspection or RSSI inspection detects an anomaly,
BlueShield significantly reduces FN at the cost of a slight increase in FP. Theoretically, since these inspection mechanisms
employ independent features, the overall FN of BlueShield
can be calculated as FNBlueShield = FNCFO × FNRSSI . Also,
the overall FP generated by BlueShield can be calculated as
FPBlueShield = FPCFO + FPRSSI − FPCFO × FPRSSI .
6.2.1

Summary

As shown in Table 2, BlueShield achieves an average of 2.37%
FP rate and 0.72% FN rate on our tested BLE devices. The
results are obtained when the inspection thresholds τc and τr
in the CFO and RSSI inspection are set to 3 and 5 respectively.
The numbers of advertising packets in the lookback window
(Nl ) and observation window (No ) are set to 100 and 3, re-
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INT

CFO
FN

FP

RSSI
FN

Overall
FP
FN

spectively. This means BlueShield is set to report a potential
spoofing attack within three advertising periods, resulting in
an average detection time of 2.61s based on the corresponding advertising period (see columns 3 and 4 in Table 2). Note
that, we present our results with these reasonable values of
parameters to illustrate a setting where BlueShield provides
low FP values while detecting spoofing attacks against all
nine BLE devices. BlueShield can also be employed with
device-specific parameters with minimal effort to achieve
an appropriate trade-off between FP and FN in a real-world
deployment. For example, as shown in the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve in Figure 12, when the true
positive decreases (i.e., FN increases), FP also decreases.
False Positive. As shown in Table 2, while the INT inspection does not introduce any FP, the average FP triggered by the
CFO and RSSI inspection are 0.86% and 1.52% respectively.
Overall, BlueShield achieves an average FP of 2.37%. To better illustrate the real-world impact of the FP rate, we consider
a user device that makes five connections per day with the
light bulb with Device ID = 9. We note that this is already a
heavy usage scenario based on an IoT device usage frequency
report [44]. As shown in Table 2, BlueShield achieves an average FP of 2.35% for this BLE device within an observation
window of 0.3s. Hence, BlueShield will only cause an average
of 5 × 2.35/100 = 0.1175 false alarm per day, which implies
that there will be less than one false alarm during a one-week
deployment. However, we point out that if we ceaselessly
monitor the physical features of all packets transmitted by the
= 6768
BLE device, we would encounter 60×60×24×2.35/100
0.3
false alarms per day. Fortunately, BlueShield employs the
selective inspection mechanism so that the CFO and RSSI
inspection are triggered only when the BLE device makes an
advertising-to-connection state transition. This mechanism
drastically reduces such false alarms. Figure 11 further illustrates the impact of the selective inspection mechanism on
the number of false alarms at different FP rates.
False Negative. In Table 2, we observe that while the INT inspection detects spoofing attacks quite robustly, the CFO and
RSSI inspection achieve an average FN of 5.84% and 8.72%
in detecting spoofing attacks. Overall, BlueShield achieves
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False alarms per day

Table 3: Effectiveness of the CFO inspection in differentiating
packets transmitted by different platforms.
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Figure 11: Number of false alarms per day with and without
selective inspection mechanism in BlueShield.

an average FN of 0.72% which implies a detection rate of
99.28%. Further, we point out that most BLE devices force
a disconnection after a certain time-out (e.g., 30 s). Therefore, to incessantly suppress benign advertising packets and
replace them with spoofed advertising packets, an attacker
may need to trigger multiple connections with the BLE device. As a result, the attacker is exposed to multiple CFO
and RSSI inspections by BlueShield. For instance, if the attacker triggers three connections during a spoofing attack,
BlueShield can fail to detect the attack with an average FN of
only 3.7 × 10−7 % (= 0.00723 ).
6.2.2

Robustness against Advanced Attacker

As mentioned earlier, BlueShield’s randomized channel
switching (Section 4.3.1) ensures that even for an advanced
attacker which can precisely mimic the values of all physical
features, there is barely any chance to evade detection. We
evaluate the detection performance of BlueShield against such
attacks as follows: In the randomized channel switching mechanism, the number of ways in which the monitor can assign Nc
collectors the task to record and cover all the three advertising
 Nc ! (Nc −1)(Nc −2)
c −1
=
channels is given by Nc ! N3−1
. Hence, the
2
probability with which an attacker can correctly guess the
channel assignments over No advertising intervals within the
2
observation window is given by ( Nc ! (Nc −1)(N
)No . For the
c −2)
three collectors (i.e., Nc = 3) recording the feature values over
three advertising intervals (i.e., No = 3 as shown in Table 2),
the probability of correct guesses by the attacker can be calculated as ( 16 )3 ≈ 0.46%. As a result, the average detection rate
of a spoofing attack launched by this type of attack over one
observation window can be calculated as 99.54%. To this end,
we conclude that the randomized channel switching enables
BlueShield to effectively detect attackers that try to mimic all
physical features used for detection.

6.3

Effectiveness of Individual Features

INT Feature. In the INT inspection, an anomaly is detected
when the observed INT is less than the lower bound of INT.
Since each of the benign BLE device’s INT is always larger
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Device
ID

FP

FN
Dev-11 Dev-22 Dongle3 Laptop4 Average

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0.80
1.38
0.56
0.64
1.12
0.77
0.98
0.60
0.88

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
5.41
0.00
0.00
18.97
15.17
0.00
0.02
50.80

0.00
64.46
17.84
0.00
0.41
17.50
5.64
6.67
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
6.33

0.00
17.74
4.46
0.00
4.85
8.17
1.41
1.67
14.28

Average 0.86

0.00

10.04

12.50

0.70

5.84

1. HM-10 Bluetooth chip with expansion shield.
2. CYW920735Q60EVB-01 evaluation kit.
3. CSR 4.0 Bluetooth USB adapter.
4. Dell Latitude 5480 with built-in Qualcomm Bluetooth chip.

Table 4: CFO inspection results while using different copies
of Nest Protect smoke detector as the BLE device and attacker.
FP
Copy-1
Copy-2
Copy-3

0.00
3.85
0.96

Copy-1
N/A
12.32
0.00

FN
Copy-2
16.41
N/A
0.00

Copy-3
0.00
0.06
N/A

than the calculated lower bound of INT, by definition, there
cannot be any FP in the INT inspection. Regarding the FN,
recall that every broadcast of a spoofed advertising packet by
the attacker results in an observed INT value that is smaller
than the lower bound of INT. Hence, by noticing such an
anomaly, the INT inspection detects the spoofing attack with
negligible FN. Due to space limitation, we leave the detailed
theoretical analysis about the FN in Appendix C.
CFO Feature. Through our extensive experiments, we validate two critical characteristics of the CFO feature. (1) The
CFO value of a BLE device is not affected by changing its
relative location to collectors. This is because CFO is a devicespecific feature, i.e., it is related to the device’s RF circuit.
(2) The CFO value is robust against interference from human movements as it only depends on RF signals’ frequency
values rather than their amplitude values. Table 3 shows the results obtained by launching spoofing attacks on the nine BLE
devices by the four attacker platforms. We observe that spoofing attacks can be robustly detected using the CFO inspection
in most cases. Moreover, Table 4 shows the performance of
CFO inspection when using different copies of the same BLE
device as the benign BLE device and the attack device. We
observe that even though the different copies have the same
Bluetooth chip from the same manufacturer with the same
version, the copy used as the BLE device can be readily differentiated from the copy used as the attacker.
In a few cases, BlueShield has relatively high FN values
(i.e., higher than 15%). Our further analysis shows that such
high FN values are mainly caused by the limited CFO reso-
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Figure 12: Receiver operating curve gen- Figure 13: Detection performance vs. dis- Figure 14: Detection performance vs. the
erated by changing the inspection thresh- tance between BLE device and attacker duration of observation window (Device
old (Device ID = 9, To = 0.3 s.).
(Device ID = 9, τr = 5, To = 0.3 s.).
ID = 9, τc = 3, τr = 5).
Table 5: Effectiveness of the RSSI inspection in detecting
packets transmitted from different locations.
Night-time
(8 pm-8 am)
FP
FN

Daytime
(8 am-8 pm)
FP
FN

FP

FN

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1.25
3.00
0.11
0.57
1.68
1.22
1.34
0.40
1.10

0.00
5.82
4.19
3.36
0.46
0.41
0.02
2.88
5.92

0.69
4.18
2.75
2.06
0.84
2.05
1.02
1.29
1.85

9.44
33.62
4.18
37.07
2.12
2.32
5.86
0.05
20.47

0.97
3.59
1.43
1.32
1.26
1.64
1.18
0.85
1.48

5.84
21.15
5.22
22.94
1.60
1.46
3.00
1.55
15.73

Average

1.19

2.56

1.86

12.79

1.52

8.72

Device ID

Average

lution captured by Ubertooth One (the platform we used as
the collector). More specifically, CFO in Ubertooth One is
estimated with a resolution of 5.2KHz (p. 42 in [23]). This
implies that any difference below 5.2KHz between two BLE
devices cannot be detected by Ubertooth One. As such, a
customized collector with a finer resolution will significantly
enhance the detection performance. Nevertheless, even in
these cases, the RSSI inspection alleviates such limitations,
and the BlueShield’s overall FN rate is significantly lower
than the CFO-only inspection.
RSSI Feature. We evaluate the effectiveness of RSSI inspection by analyzing the RSSI values of the attacker’s advertising packets from different locations. Figure 13 illustrates
that spoofing attacks can be readily detected with low FN
using the RSSI inspection when the attacker and the BLE
device are placed at more than 0.25m. Further, we evaluate
the RSSI inspection with (during daytime) and without (during night-time) significant interference from other wireless
devices and human movements. In Table 5, we observe that
while there is no significant impact of interference on the FP,
the FN increases notably with the increase in interference.
For instance, the FNs in detecting spoofing attacks on BLE
devices with ID = 2 and ID = 4 are more than 30% during the
daytime. This is because these BLE devices transmit advertising packets with lower signal power than other BLE devices,
and the high channel interference conceals small differences
in RSSI values of these BLE devices and attackers. We note
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that for these cases, the CFO inspection naturally complements the RSSI inspection in effectively bringing down the
BlueShield’s overall FN as shown in Table 2.

6.4

Responsiveness

The responsiveness of BlueShield is measured by the duration
of the observation window To . Figure 14 illustrates that with
increasing To , FP values of CFO and RSSI inspection do not
change significantly, but their FN values decrease. Recall that
BlueShield is implemented to report a spoofing attack by
inspecting CFO and RSSI values of No advertising packets in
the observation window To (Figure 7). As such, the specific
values of No and To can be determined based on the required
detection performance. We also highlight that since different
BLE devices have different advertising periods, if we set No
to a fixed value for all BLE devices, then To is different for
different BLE devices, and vice versa.
For the results presented in Table 2, we configure
BlueShield to have the same No but different To for different BLE devices. In the worst case, the observation window
is limited to 6 s because of the requirement to achieve good
detection performance for the BLE device (ID = 4) with the
advertising period of 2 s. We point out that when BlueShield
is deployed in real-world usage scenarios to monitor BLE
devices with lower advertising periods, it can be optimized
to have shorter observation windows. Overall, the fast responsiveness of BlueShield enables it to effectively detect the
presence of the attacker before it can potentially spoof the
user device. Such in advance alarms also enable BlueShield to
quickly take other necessary actions (e.g., notify the network
administrator) to prevent any harm to users.

6.5

Monitoring of Multiple BLE Devices

The number of BLE devices which BlueShield can monitor at
the same time relies on the computation and communication
capabilities of collectors and the monitor, and the channel
interference in the monitored environment. We observe that
with an increase in the number of monitored BLE devices,
while the computational overhead at the monitor increases linearly, the computational burden at collectors does not change.
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This is because collectors first need to record all packets on the
three advertising channels and forward them to the monitor.
The monitor is then responsible for classifying advertising
packets belonging to different BLE devices and detecting
spoofing attacks for each monitored BLE device. Our experiments also validate that BlueShield can monitor at least
30 BLE devices at the same time without any degradation in
the detection performance corresponding to the monitored
BLE devices. More detailed results are shown in Appendix D.

7

Discussion

Physical Features. BlueShield exploits the physical features of BLE devices’ RF signals for device characterization.
While some of these features (e.g., RSSI) have been previously employed to detect spoofing attacks in other wireless
networks (e.g., Wi-Fi and ZigBee [10, 16, 35]), BlueShield
augments three novel traits to enhance their effectiveness:
(1) BlueShield employs a randomized channel switching
mechanism that reflects the moving target defense and ensures a robust detection of spoofing attacks launched by an
SDR-enabled attacker that can mimic the selected physical
features. (2) BlueShield leverages cyber features (i.e., characteristics of the BLE protocol) to trigger the RSSI and CFO
inspection at appropriate time instants. Such selective inspection allows BlueShield to significantly reduce false alarms
compared to prior schemes. (3) Different from prior research
which requires customized hardware to provide high-accuracy
values of these features, BlueShield can be implemented using low-cost, off-the-shelf platforms without high-resolution
and high-consistency RSSI and CFO values.
Deployment Considerations. The monitoring infrastructure required for implementing BlueShield (i.e., the collectors
and the monitor) can be conveniently deployed on edge devices such as Wi-Fi/Bluetooth routers [9] which are widely
utilized in indoor environments. These edge devices offer the
natural choice to deploy BlueShield in a non-intrusive and
economical way as they may already be equipped with BLE
transceivers. For profiling a given BLE device, BlueShield
only needs to make a one-time effort and collect a few advertising packets for determining the BLE device’s relevant
characteristics. Hence, the time needed to execute the profiling phase and add a new BLE device to the monitored
environment is short (within a few seconds). Also, the onetime profiling process conveniently supports dynamic addition/removal of BLE devices to/from a BLE network monitored by BlueShield, without affecting other BLE devices in
the network. In other words, there’s no need to re-profile the
monitored BLE devices. Besides, since the protocol characteristics of a BLE device are location-independent, they can also
be securely profiled at an isolated location before deployment
in the production environment.
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Related work

Spoofing attacks against traditional wired and wireless networks have been widely studied in the existing literature
which broadly includes GPS spoofing [42], DNS spoofing [38] and ARP spoofing [45]. In the context of BLE networks, the usage of encryption and authentication mechanisms provided in the BLE specification largely depends on
the application-specific requirements determined by BLE device manufacturers. As such, the BLE devices which do not
employ the recommended security mechanisms are vulnerable to a variety of attacks [3, 8, 13, 34] which can be trivially
launched against their users. Recent studies [2, 49] have also
revealed the design and implementation flaws of the BLE
stack, which can be easily exploited by attackers to perform
spoofing attacks against the BLE devices and their user devices which employ the specified authentication mechanisms.
The detrimental implications of spoofing attacks on user devices have also been partly identified in prior research [26,31].
To defend against spoofing attacks, the existing schemes
largely rely on modifying the BLE protocol or updating the
firmware/hardware of BLE devices [21,37], on a vulnerabilityby-vulnerability basis. Unfortunately, these approaches are
impractical for wide adoption and deployment in the real
world, especially for the millions of legacy BLE devices –
many of which do not even support firmware updates – produced by many device vendors. One prior approach towards
an off-the-shelf solution for protecting the privacy of BLE
devices is BLE-Guardian [20], which mainly broadcasts jamming signals to corrupt the BLE device’s advertising packets that contain privacy-sensitive information. Unfortunately,
BLE-Guardian cannot defend against spoofing attacks. Instead, BlueShield is a practical, device-agnostic spoofing detection framework, which protects user devices against spoofing attacks without any interference or modification to the
conventional BLE devices and user devices.

9

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose BlueShield, an out-of-the-box defense that provides a device-agnostic, legacy-friendly monitoring framework for detecting spoofing attacks in BLE networks. We demonstrate that BlueShield is robust against an
advanced attacker with the ability to spoof the monitored
features of a BLE device. BlueShield can be implemented
using low-cost, off-the-shelf components; and its operation
remains transparent to the communications between the user
device and the BLE device. Our evaluation results illustrate
that BlueShield can effectively and robustly detect spoofing
attacks with very low false positive and false negative rates.
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where µ1 and µ2 represent means of the two components,
σ1 and σ2 represent standard deviations of the two components, w represents a weight parameter, and yi denotes an
RSSI sample. In BlueShield, the monitor utilizes Nl RSSI
values of advertising packets in the lookback window to learn
values of µ1 , µ2 , σ1 , σ2 and w using a conventional expectation–maximization (EM) algorithm [29]. Then, the monitor computes the negative log-likelihood that RSSI values
(yi , ∀i ∈ [1, No ]) of advertising packets in the observation
window come from the model given by equation (1), i.e.,
Lr =

1 No
∑ − log fr (yi ),
No i=1

(2)

Finally, the monitor detects an anomaly if the negative loglikelihood is larger than an RSSI inspection threshold denoted by τr , i.e., Lr > τr . Here, τr is a design parameter in
BlueShield which is further discussed in Section 6.
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A RSSI Inspection
Inspection mechanism. To detect anomalies in RSSI values under the presence of strong signal reflections in BLE
networks, we employ the two-component Gaussian mixture
model. This is because the distribution of RSSI values in
noise-rich environments can be modeled using two normal
distributions [35]. The probability distribution function of
RSSI values can be represented by
−
1
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Figure 15: Sample of a notification of a spoofing attack shown
in BlueShield’s Android app.
We have developed an Android app which communicates
with BlueShield’s monitor through a secure HTTPS connection. If the user registers to BlueShield’s notification service,
the user can receive the notification about the spoofing attack
with relevant information, such as the targeted BLE device’s
name and MAC address (Figure 15).

C Analysis of INT inspection
Here, by theoretically analyzing the INT inspection from
the perspective of the lower bound of INT, we illustrate that
the INT inspection mechanism encounters negligible false
negative in detecting spoofing attacks.
In BlueShield, the lower bound of INT, Tlb , is calculated
such that Tlb ∈ [Tp − ∆, Tp ], where Tp is the advertising period
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Table 6: Comparison of BlueShield’s performance when monitoring 1 BLE device and 9 BLE devices.

Tlb
Tp

t1

t2

Benign Advertising Packet
Spoofed Advertising Packet

Time

Figure 16: Illustration for the INT inspection analysis.
of the device and ∆ = 10ms. In the spoofing attack, when
the device and the attacker broadcast advertising packets simultaneously, the monitor can observe a spoofed advertising
packet between two consecutive benign advertising packets
(Figure 16). We note that the original INT is divided into two
observed INT values, t1 and t2 . This spoofing attack can be
detected if at least one of t1 and t2 is smaller than Tlb . Clearly,
when t1 < Tlb , the attack can be detected. When t1 ≥ Tlb , the
INT inspection can miss the attack if t2 ≥ Tlb . Such a false
negative can be produced under the following condition.
t1 + t2 ≤ Tp + ∆
=⇒
=⇒
=⇒

2Tlb ≤ Tp + ∆ (since Tlb ≤ t1 and Tlb ≤ t2 )
2Tp − 2∆ ≤ Tp + ∆
Tp ≤ 3∆

Packet Loss (%)
1 device 9 devices

Packet Delay (ms)
1 device 9 devices

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

7.50
20.46
6.00
6.35
15.12
8.07
4.57
8.70
8.00

9.35
15.79
5.79
8.81
14.03
8.93
6.29
12.73
10.15

11.43
11.95
11.38
10.32
11.11
6.86
10.15
10.73
11.10

10.42
11.25
10.71
11.16
10.66
8.57
11.51
11.29
10.69

Average

9.42

10.21

10.56

10.70

value is negligible. For instance, when ρ = 10% (which is the
typical packet loss rate observed in our experimental setup as
shown in Table 6), the probability to transmit n = 6 spoofed
advertising packets (in two advertising events) without being
detected is 0.0001%. We highlight that six is an extremely
small number of packets for the spoofing attack to succeed in
a real-world environment.

(since Tp − ∆ ≤ Tlb )

D Impact of Multiple Device Monitoring

The above expression implies that when ∆ = 10 ms, the
attacker can bypass the INT inspection if Tp ≤ 30ms. We
highlight that as per the BLE specification (p.1322 in [5]),
Tp ≥ 20ms. In our experiments (Table 2), since the minimum
value of Tp among the nine test devices is 100ms, we do not
observe such a false negative.
However, the packet loss rate in the BLE network might
affect the false negative of the INT inspection in BlueShield.
Specifically, the INT inspection may fail to detect an anomaly
in the advertising interval when the collector does not receive
the benign advertising packet due to extensive interference,
but it receives the spoofed advertising packet from the attacker.
In this scenario, when the packet loss rate of the benign advertising packet is denoted by ρ, the probability for the attacker
to transmit n spoofed advertising packets without being detected by the INT inspection is ρn . Hence, the resulting FN
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Device ID

We evaluate the effectiveness of BlueShield in monitoring
multiple BLE devices in terms of two metrics: (1) packet loss
rate defined as the ratio of the number of packets received by
collectors and the number of packets transmitted by the BLE
device, and (2) packet delay defined as the time required by
the monitor to retrieve a packet from a collector and inspect
its features. As can be seen from Table 6, our results indicate
that there is no significant difference in the average packet
loss rate (9.42% vs. 10.21%) and the average packet delay
(10.56ms vs. 10.70ms) between monitoring one BLE device
and 9 BLE devices, respectively. Further, recall that in our experiments, BlueShield readily discovered 30 BLE/Bluetooth
equipped devices in our office environment. This indicates
that BlueShield can effectively monitor at least 30 BLE devices, which covers most BLE usage scenarios.
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Abstract
Compromising lower levels of the computing stack is attractive to attackers since malware that resides in layers that
span firmware and hardware are notoriously difficult to detect
and remove. This trend raises concerns about the security
of the system components that we have grown accustomed
to trusting, especially as the number of supply chain attacks
continues to rise. In this work, we explore the risks associated with application security in the presence of untrusted
firmware. We present a novel firmware attack that leverages
system management cycles to covertly collect data from the
application layer. We show that system interrupts that are
used for managing the platform, can be leveraged to extract
sensitive application data from outgoing requests even when
the HTTPS protocol is used. We evaluate the robustness of
our attack under diverse and stressful application usage conditions running on Ubuntu 18.04 and Android 8.1 operating
systems. We conduct a proof-of-concept implementation of
the attack using firmware configured to run with the aforementioned OSs and a mix of popular applications without
disrupting the normal functionality of the system. Finally, we
discuss a possible countermeasure that can be used to defend
against firmware attacks.

1

Introduction

Traditionally, firmware has been perceived as the invisible
software that breathes life into the digital world around us at
the stroke of a button. In addition to firmware’s role of silently
configuring and initializing platform resources, it serves the
purpose of maintaining the health of the underlying hardware
through periodic management cycles.
Although firmware is often regarded as a decoupled entity
from the application layer, the aforementioned management
cycles could be re-purposed to scrape system memory and
therefore undermine the confidentiality guarantees systems
provide for user data. As a result, it is critical to systematically
evaluate the security of systems when faced with adversaries
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that can harness firmware to maliciously scrape memory for
sensitive user data. This is especially important as the number
of supply chain attacks that can result in malicious firmware
being installed on systems continues to rise [1–3].
A significant body of work has explored various attacks
aimed at harvesting sensitive data from system memory
[4–13]. Work by Hizver et al. [4] demonstrated the use of
introspection attacks through hypervisors to extract credit
card data from Point of Sale (PoS) systems running as virtual
machines. Other work examined memory scraping techniques
that involve physical access [6–13]. For example, Halderman
et al. [6] explored how memory modules could be extracted
from a machine and then scanned to recover cryptographic
keys. Similar work investigated the re-purposing of different
hardware ports to collect memory dumps from smartphones
once a device has been stolen [8]. Other work [9–13], considered the use of malicious peripherals to collect memory
dumps through DMA attacks.
Unlike prior work, we propose a novel firmware-based attack that covertly scrapes memory for sensitive user data. Our
attack doesn’t require the use of special hardware or physical
access. It is not limited to environments that employ virtual
machines and can be applied to most computing systems.
However, despite such advantages, the low-level nature of
this subsystem makes it difficult to gain insight into the application layer and how its data is managed. This lack of insight
introduces a layer of complexity for systematically collecting sensitive user data through firmware. Another challenge
relates to the limited execution cycles firmware is allocated
during runtime. Reclaiming compute resources beyond the intended time slice can cause the system to malfunction and applications to become unresponsive. This is especially true for
mobile environments where app responsiveness and energy
efficiency are treated as first order constraints for consumers.
In this paper, we explore the possibility of leveraging system management cycles to collect user passwords from outgoing HTTP requests. We show that periodic system interrupts
that are used for managing platform events, could be harnessed to reliably and efficiently extract sensitive user data
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through the use of malicious firmware. We show that this is
possible even when applications employ the secure HTTPS
protocol. We evaluate the effectiveness of this approach across
desktop and mobile systems by extensively testing popular
web services and mobile apps, such as Instagram, Facebook,
and Linkedin running on different hardware configurations.
We characterize the robustness of our approach under stressful app usage conditions while considering a diverse set of
applications from six different categories. We build a proof of
concept for our proposed attack using real system firmware
that is configured to run with Ubuntu 18.04 Linux and Oreo
8.1 Android operating systems combined with a mix of popular web services and apps. We devise a mechanism that
achieves low overhead across both x86-64 and ARMv8 architectures. We accomplish this by limiting memory scans to the
user accessible dirty pages in memory that obviates the need
for parsing the entire memory subsystem. Finally, we discuss
a possible hardware-based countermeasure that can be used
to defend against such attacks.
Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:
• Presents a novel attack that leverages platform management cycles to collect sensitive data from HTTP requests
even when HTTPS is used.
• Conducts a proof-of-concept implementation of the attack using real firmware configured to run with Ubuntu
Linux and Android Oreo operating systems.
• Characterizes the robustness of the proposed approach
while running a diverse set of popular web services and
mobile apps under different platform configurations.
• Demonstrates how firmware can efficiently leverage
page tables to covertly extract sensitive information without disrupting the normal functionality of desktop and
mobile systems, and discusses a possible countermeasure
that could be employed to defend against such attacks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides background and motivation information for our attack
based on experimental data. Section 3 illustrates the threat
model. Section 4 details the design and algorithms for the proposed attack. Section 5 presents an experimental evaluation.
Section 7 details related work; and Section 8 concludes.

2
2.1

Background and Motivation
System Firmware

System firmware is an essential component that abstracts
away hardware details from the OS as a way of providing
a common OS agnostic view across multiple platforms. It
can be divided into two phases: boot time and runtime. The
boot time phase is responsible for initializing the platform’s
hardware resources during in preparation for launching the
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CR3/TTBRx
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Figure 1: A high level overview of the address translation
process from virtual to physical memory.

OS. Although the main responsibility of system firmware
entails discovering and initializing the hardware resources,
it also plays a role in providing runtime services to the OS.
Since the OS doesn’t have enough insight about the details of a
given platform, it relies on firmware to perform certain actions
on its behalf. Such actions include the gathering and handling
of machine state information in response to hardware events,
as well as housekeeping tasks that include power management
[14, 15] and system authentication [16].
Transfer of control from the OS layer into system firmware
is achieved through a special hardware interrupt. This mechanism enables firmware to conduct platform management tasks
transparently from the OS. Therefore, before passing control
to the OS, it is incumbent upon firmware to configure the
underlying hardware to generate a set of manageability interrupts. This mechanism prompts the interrupted core to invoke
firmware execution and put the processor into a special mode
that we will refer to as management mode. This mode grants
firmware access to system resources. In addition, this mode
shadows resources away from the OS and application layers.
As such, any transactions issued by firmware would not be
visible to upper layers.

2.2

Virtual Address Space

Virtual address space is a fundamental component that provides isolation between processes while presenting each process with the illusion that it has access to the entire address
space. The OS accomplishes this through paging, a mechanism that maps process virtual addresses into physical ones.
Virtual address transactions issued by a given process result
in the kernel walking a series of translation tables that it uses
to determine the target physical address of the mapped page.
The physical addresses that mark the start of such tables are
tracked through dedicated CPU registers. x86 systems make
use of a single register (CR3) to maintain both user and kernel space addresses, while ARM uses separate registers for
mapping user and kernel space addresses (TTBR0 and TTBR1).
Translation tables are organized in a directory like structure
often consisting of a page directory table (PDT) followed by
page table entries (PTE). However, this directory structure can
consist of multiple levels that include intermediate directories.
The page table entries serve an important role since they hold
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the physical addresses of the pages that represent their virtual
address counterparts. In addition, each PTE contains different
flags that describe the properties of the page it’s associated
with. Typical flags include bits that are used to indicate the
presence of a page in memory, whether a page is dirty, and if
a page is accessible from user space. A high level overview
of the address translation process is illustrated in Figure 1.
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According to Shane Wall, the director of HP Labs [17], compromises at the firmware level are attractive to attackers since
malicious firmware remains persistent regardless of OS reinstallations and storage reformatting, often necessitating a
hardware replacement. Since our attack relies on the presence
of malicious firmware on the system, we discuss possible
ways this could be accomplished.
Pushing malicious firmware to systems can be performed
through the software supply chain process by compromising
live update utilities that are shipped with systems to accommodate future updates. Such an attack was demonstrated by
Operation Shadow Hammer that was discovered in 2019 by
Kaspersky [3]. Similar attacks can also be performed after
deployment by exploiting vulnerabilities in the firmware update process administered by the OS. For instance, prior work
explored how vulnerabilities could be leveraged for injecting
malicious firmware including the use of remote updates that
can be performed from user space while bypassing existing
safety measures, such as secure boot [18–24].
Unfortunately, firmware related vulnerabilities show no
sign of abating as this component continues to evolve to promote features such as remote access and over the internet
updates. Such features could be harnessed by cybercriminals to enable sensitive data collection across a multitude of
platforms that span mobile devices, computer systems, and
network infrastructure. Figure 2 summarizes this trend by
showing the number of firmware related Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) reported by the national vulnerability database [25]. On average, 437 firmware CVEs are
reported every year with 39 of such CVEs detailing potential
exposure to malicious firmware updates. This trend highlights
the increased susceptibility of systems to untrusted firmware
and the importance of understanding the impact of such risks.

2.4

((a)) Overall Firmware

The Case for Firmware-based Attacks

The Case for HTTP Attacks

An indispensable technology that pre-enables the delivery
of cloud-based services is the Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTTP). HTTP supports two primary mechanisms for issuing requests: GET and POST. Data transferred through the GET
method is accomplished by embedding the information directly within the Uniform Resource Locator (URL). For example, http://www.mypage.com/form.php?name1=value1&
name2=value2 can be used to send input value1 and value2
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((b)) Firmware Update

Figure 2: Number of Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures
(CVE) per year for (a) all firmware vulnerabilities and (b)
vulnerabilities only affecting firmware update.

for form fields name1 and name2 to www.mypage.com. On
the other hand, transferring data through POST is achieved
through a body section that is appended to the header portion
of a given HTTP request.
Service requests initiated by users are typically performed
through web browsers and mobile apps using POST. Such
transactions often involve sending login information over
HTTP to allow service providers to authenticate their users.
Although HTTP is employed for sending sensitive information such as login credentials, the protocol itself is not designed to provide confidentiality guarantees. Instead, confidentiality guarantees for application data sent over HTTP is
accomplished through the Transport Layer Security (TLS)
which is implemented between the application and transport
layers. TLS is designed to make data exchanged between
a client (browser/app) and a server (service provider) cryptographically secure (HTTPS). Unfortunately, this layered
approach for securing data is susceptible to adversaries that
can intercept sensitive HTTP data before it is encrypted by
the underlying TLS layer.
In order to evaluate the feasibility of recovering sensitive
data, we characterized two popular services, namely Facebook and Instagram. In the first experiment, we focused on
collecting Facebook usernames and passwords after logging
into the service through a Chrome web browser that ran on
an Ubuntu 18.04 system configured with 4 CPU cores and 8
GB of memory. Upon logging into Facebook, we collected a
snapshot of the memory subsystem and analyzed its contents.
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During this process, we discovered different occurrences of
our Facebook login credentials in memory. For instance, we
were able to locate the password embedded in the relevant
form fields of the actual Facebook page that was rendered by
the local browser. In addition, we found the HTTP request
associated with sending our Facebook username and password information over the network. A sample of this HTTP
request is shown in Figure 3(a). We observed that the body
of the POST request collected from memory consisted of the
email and pass parameters xyz@gmail.com and pass123,
but presented in URL encoding instead.
The second experiment entailed using Instagram. However,
this experiment focused on collecting the credentials for this
service after using Instagram’s mobile app. We downloaded
the Instagram app onto an Android Oreo 8.1 system that
ran on a system configured with 4 CPU cores and 4GB of
memory. Similar to the Facebook experiment, we collected a
snapshot of the memory subsystem and analyzed the contents
after we had logged into the app. We observed multiple occurrences of our Instagram password in formats that conform
to a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). In addition, we were
able to locate the HTTP POST request that was used to send
out the authentication information using the JSON format.
This information is illustrated in Figure 3(b).
The aforementioned Facebook and Instagram experiments
demonstrate the feasibility of extracting authentication information from HTTP requests that are issued through either
web browsers or mobile apps. Similar experiments show that
we were able to successfully collect usernames and passwords
across other popular services such as Gmail, Twitter, Facebook Messenger, and LinkedIn. Such findings underscore
the potential for maliciously leveraging system firmware to
covertly parse HTTP headers and extract secret data.

3

Threat Model

This study assumes a threat model that is consistent with prior
work on firmware attacks. More specifically, we assume the
attacker has the ability to install malicious firmware onto a
system. A large body of work has demonstrated the ability to
inject malicious firmware into a system [18–24]. For example, [21] demonstrated how to update the firmware directly
from Windows by exploiting vulnerabilities in the firmware
update process. Furthermore, an attacker could compromise
the supply chain of the system manufacturer and in turn leverage the manufacturer’s live update utility to push malicious
firmware across a large number of systems as in the case of
Shadow Hammer with ASUS systems [3] which led to 57,000
users having a backdoored version of the live update utility.
An attacker could also use spear phishing techniques as was
recently done with LoJax [26], a malicious application that
runs code that infects the platform’s firmware.
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Host: www.facebook.com
Method: POST
Path: /login/device-based/regular/login
Content-Type:
application/x-www-form-urlencoded
jazoest=2697&lsd=AVrRLRxH&e
email=xyz%40gm
ail.com&pass=pass123&timezone=300&lgndim=
eyJ3IjoyNTYwLCJoIjoxNDQwLCJhdyI6MjU2MCw

((a)) Facebook
Host: i.instagram.com
Method: POST
Path: /api/v1/accounts/login
Content-Type: application/json
{"phone_id":"2ecdfcef-30d8-4678-a771-424d
2161f602","username":"xyz@gmail.com","de
vice_id":"android-f74b7d8d404d1cbe",
"password":"pass123","login_attempt_coun

((b)) Instagram

Figure 3: Login patterns obtained from HTTP authentication requests for (a) Facebook web service and (b) Instagram
Android app.

4

Attack Prototype

Our attack is designed to explore the security risks associated
with modern firmware and their impact on computing environments that range from mobile devices to computer systems.
To this end, we devise a mechanism that transparently undermines the confidentiality guarantees provided by the upper
layers and devise a framework that can systematically collect authentication information from HTTP requests without
impacting normal execution. We developed system firmware
using the Universal Extensible Framework Interface (UEFI).
An overview of our prototype’s execution flow is outlined
in Figure 4. We use a daisy-chained multicore approach for
parsing HTTP requests present in memory. This approach
allows for efficient streamlining of the search process across
multiple cores. It also minimizes the number of cycles each
core is taken away from the user.
The execution flow starts by invoking the lowest numbered
core (core 0) into firmware through a periodic management
interrupt. The periodic interrupt is configured in hardware
through our firmware during the platform initialization phase
and prior to the OS taking ownership of the system. This
is depicted as step 1 in Figure 4. During this phase, the
core consumes a set of predefined rules that it uses for parsing
HTTP requests present in memory. HTTP requests are located
by parsing each page for a pattern that begins with a valid
request-line of an HTTP header (starts with "POST" and ends
with CR + LF). The body of the request is then searched for
formats that use either key/value form fields or JSON. As
a proof of concept, the parameters of the body are parsed
against keywords such as username, email, and password.
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Figure 4: Main components of our firmware prototype for
extracting user credentials from HTTP requests.

This is shown as step 2 . Once step 2 is started, the core
initiates its search for possible user credentials based on the
rules it previously consumed. The core continues parsing
memory until its time slice expires. When this occurs, the
core halts the search and issues an inter-processor interrupt
(IPI) to the next core (core 1) that will be responsible for
resuming the search (step 3 ). However, before this newly
invoked core (core 1) resumes the search, both cores (cores 0
and 1) undergo a synchronization phase to share information.
This includes sharing the address of the last memory location
that was parsed by the exiting core (core 0), a pointer to the
last PTE that was referenced (both PTE and PDT information),
as well as, a pointer to the next data structure that should be
used for storing recovered credentials (step 4 ). Once the
synchronization phase is complete, the previous core (core
0) is relinquished by firmware to resume normal execution
while the newly invoked core (core 1) resumes the search (step
5 ). This process of having cores resuming memory searches
followed by IPIs to the next available core, continues until
the last core in the system is invoked into firmware. Once the
last core completes its time slice, system firmware becomes
inactive and awaits the next periodic management interrupt to
occur. The execution flow from Figure 4 restarts again with
step 1 once hardware issues the next periodic management
interrupt.
A challenge with re-purposing manageability cycles for extracting user credentials relates to performance. Full memory
scans require time to complete and varies as a function of
memory capacity. This can lead to user applications to malfunction or become unresponsive. To reduce the performance
impact on the overall system, our attack relies on walking the
OS’s page tables and examining the page table entries before
scanning any pages. This process is illustrated in Figure 5.
Whenever the initial core (core 0) receives the very first man-
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agement interrupt, it copies the physical address of the page
tables from the CPU register and begins walking the structures.
For every encountered PTE, the firmware examines the PTE
flags to determine if the page should be parsed. The firmware
only parses a given page if its dirty, user/supervisor, and write
flags (D/U/W) are set. Otherwise, the page is skipped. This
approach greatly reduces the number of manageability cycles
used by firmware and makes the design dependent on the
number of launched apps instead of the memory capacity of
the system.
Furthermore, our design makes use of memory that is available through runtime services to save collected data. Unlike
memory allocated through boot time services, the OS doesn’t
reclaim memory regions that are reserved through runtime
services, and therefore, remain available to firmware after
the OS has taken ownership of the system. We utilize this
memory for buffering recovered passwords from HTTP requests before they are saved to non-volatile memory. The
saved data can then be ex-filtrated to a command-and-control
(C&C) server through firmware’s own network stack during a
reboot of the platform. To enable this, we include the UEFI
network stack within our firmware and dispatch it during boot
to enable communication with a C&C server.
Although our attack relies on reboots for ex-filitrating data,
we discuss how our design could be extended to ex-filtrate
data while the OS is running. This approach, however, requires additional support across firmware’s boot time and
runtime phases. The aforementioned entails dispatching the
network stack as a runtime module during boot and strictly
consuming memory available through runtime services. This
ensures that any resources that are consumed by the network
stack are not reclaimed after control is relinquished to the
OS. Sending data over the network while the OS is running
requires an additional step. Specifically, firmware must invoke
all CPU cores from the OS to avoid any contention over the
network device. This can be achieved by having the master
core that receives the management interrupt generate an IPI
to the remaining cores in order to synchronize them within
firmware. Data can be sent over the network once the cores
have been synchronized, then relinquished back to the OS

PTE Flags

Walk Page
Tables

Phys. Address

D

U

W

Page

Parse

Phys. Address

D

U

W

Page
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Phys. Address

D

U
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Page
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Figure 5: Example of firmware-based attack selecting pages
for parsing according to their page table entry (PTE) flags.
Pages that do not have their dirty (D), user/supervisor (U),
and write (W) flags set are skipped to improve performance.
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after the data has been transmitted. This process can repeat as
needed over a predefined period (e.g. once every 24 hours).
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We conducted experiments using several applications across
desktop and mobile platforms. To ensure test coverage of our
solution under different application requirements, we used a
diverse set of applications from six categories: social, communication, productivity, travel & local, health & fitness, and
entertainment. The aforementioned categories and their corresponding applications are summarized in Table 1. In order to test our desktop system, we downloaded and installed
commonly used applications for each category including productivity programs such as Office suite, Android Studio, and
Eclipse that were configured to run on Linux. In addition, we
launched common web services such as YouTube, Google
Maps, and TripAdvisor through Google Chrome on the same
platform. In the case of our mobile system, we downloaded
several Android apps from Google Play store. Since computer
systems are used in the context of productivity, we tested
our desktop environment (Ubuntu) against more productivity applications compared to the Android apps used with our
mobile platform (Android). We used a synthetic workload
from [27] to serve as a stress application across both desktop
and mobile platforms. Each stress application consisted of
memory allocations that were used to increase the pressure on
the memory subsystem and induce low memory conditions.
We used Ubuntu 18.04 LTS for running our linux-based
desktop system and the Android Open Source Project (AOSP)
8.1 release for running Android. We installed Termux with
BusyBox version 1.22.1 on Android in order to launch the
stress apps from [27]. We used the QEMU 3.0.50 release for
building our desktop and mobile platforms. This allowed us to
test multiple hardware configurations as part of characterizing
the robustness of our attack. In addition, we created a test
harness using Python 3.6 that collected and analyzed memory
snapshots through QEMU’s debug monitor at different intervals.
These snapshots were used for analyzing the outgoing HTTP
requests and constructing the username and password rules for
different web-based services and Android apps. Examples of
such patterns are shown in Figure 3. The test harness was also
responsible for generating management interrupts to invoke
firmware using different interrupt rates.
We developed system firmware using the Universal Extensible Framework Interface (UEFI) that we built from the
Tianocore open source project. Finally, we used the gem5
simulator [28] to collect cycle accurate information and analyze the performance overhead of our attack. We modeled
a 3.7GHz x86-64 processor and 2.1GHz ARMv8 processor
with DDR4 memory. The parameters of the hardware configurations we modeled are summarized in Table 2.

8
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Figure 6: Summary of credential information persistence as a
function of newly launched apps after user login.

5.2

Persistence vs. Application Usage

We first tested our firmware’s ability to extract authentication
credentials at runtime from memory under different app usage
conditions. To this end, we enabled our firmware with a set of
rules based on HTTP requests, Facebook’s web service, and
Instagram’s Android app issue for authenticating their users.
We analyzed several memory dumps of the running services
and determined a reliable set of rules that could be used. We
then characterized the ability of our firmware to retrieve Facebook’s credentials on a desktop platform after launching 50
applications. We also conducted a similar experiment with
Instagram after launching 20 apps on a mobile platform. The
categories used in this experiment are listed in Table 1.
Characterization entailed constructing six app mixes according to Table 3 to simulate the persistence of login credentials under different app use cases. For each test instance, we
logged into Facebook/Instagram (desktop/mobile), launched a
different sequence of mixes, and then assessed the persistence
of the login information after each app launched from a given
mix while using our firmware. The experiments consisted
of dividing 50 apps (desktop) and 20 apps (mobile) into six
app mixes where each app mix consisted of all six categories
that were run in a round robin fashion. The order of the apps
launched in each category conformed to the same order listed
in Table 1. Apps in each mix were used to generate system
activity through actions, such as streaming videos, playing
games, opening files, getting directions to an address, and
reading emails for a duration of 30 seconds.
Figure 6 shows the results of the persistence experiment
across our desktop and mobile platforms under different mem-
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Category
Social
Communication
Productivity

Travel & Local
Health & Fitness
Entertainment

Desktop Applications (Ubuntu)
Corebird (Twitter), Reddit, LinkedIn, Pinterest,
Ramme (Instagram), Tumblr, Nextdoor, Wattpad
Slack, Skype, Signal, Whatsdesk (WhatsApp), Discord, Viber
Calc (Excel), Impress (Power Point), Writer (Word), Draw (Visio), Gimp,
PDF, Overleaf, Gmail, Thunderbird, Calendar, Dropbox, Box,
Peek (Screen Recorder), Everpad (Evernote), Android Studio, GitKraken,
Eclipse, VirtualBox, Toggl, Qualtrics
Airbnb, Google Maps, TripAdvisor, Expedia Travel, Uber,
Yelp, Lyft, Grubhub
WebMD, LiveStrong, MyFitnessPal
YouTube, Angry Birds, Candy Crush, Spotify, Steam

Mobile Applications (Android)
Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin, Pinterist
WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, Google Chrome
Gmail, Dropbox, Calendar, Todoist

Google Maps, TripAdvisor, Uber, Yelp
Google Fit, MyFitnessPal
Bitmoji, YouTube, Wordscapes

Table 1: Summary of desktop (Ubuntu) and mobile (Android) applications tested for each category.
ory configurations and app mixes. A study from [29] suggests
that the number of daily apps used by consumers is 10 with
such consumers spending over 50% of their digital time on
Hardware Configuration
4
x86-64, ARMv8 (64-bit)
3.7GHz (x86-64),
2.1GHz (ARMv8)
IL1/DL1 Size
32KB
IL1/DL1 Block Size
64B
IL1/DL1 Associativity 8-way
IL1/DL1 Latency
2 cycles
Coherence Protocol
MESI
L2 Size
2MB
L2 Block Size
64B
L2 Associativity
16-way
L2 Latency
20 cycles
Memory Type
DDR4-2400 SDRAM
Memory Size
1GB, 2GB, 3GB, 4GB,
8GB, 16GB, 32GB
Cores
ISA
Frequency

Table 2: Summary of hardware configurations.
Mix
1
2
3
4
5
6

Category Sequence
social, communication, productivity,
travel & local, health & fitness, entertainment
communication, productivity, travel & local,
health & fitness, entertainment, social
productivity, travel & local, health & fitness,
entertainment, social, communication
travel & local, health & fitness, entertainment,
social, communication, productivity
health & fitness,entertainment, social,
communication, productivity, travel & local,
entertainment, social, communication,
productivity, travel & local, health & fitness

Table 3: Summary of application mixes used for credential
persistence testing.
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mobile devices [30]. As such, our study assumes a baseline
of 10 daily apps per platform for the average user.
On our desktop platform, we observed that the number of
apps that could be launched while still having the ability to
retrieve credentials ranged between 4 to 49 apps. On average,
our firmware could locate login credentials after utilizing 22.3
apps. Figure 6(a) summarizes the persistence of credential
information as a function of launched apps averaged across
the six mixes from Table 3. Overall, the vulnerability factor (finding credentials) increased by 3x when doubling the
memory size from 4GB to 8GB. However, this vulnerability
factor plateaued once the memory capacity reached 8GB. For
instance, systems with 8GB, 16GB, and 32GB memory capacities had the same average, tolerating 26.7 apps before the
login credentials could no longer be found. A closer look at
these results revealed that the gaming app, Steam, consistently
caused our Facebook credentials to be evicted. This behavior
was consistent across all the app mixes listed in Table 3. As a
result, we conducted an additional experiment using our stress
app to better characterize the vulnerability factor as a function
of memory capacity. The results of this experiment revealed
a strong correlation between memory capacity and the number of apps that could be used before credential eviction. We
successfully located our password after launching 120, 279,
and 570 apps on platforms configured with 8GB, 16GB, and
32GB, respectively. Even though applications, such as Steam
can result in passwords being evicted, our overall attack is
robust in desktop environments and can reliably retrieve credentials after running a variety of application mixes.
Figure 6(b) illustrates the results of the persistence experiment on our mobile platform. Overall, our attack performs the
best against larger systems that have 3GB and 4GB memory
capacities. We observed that the number of apps that could be
used while still being able to retrieve Instagram’s credentials
ranged between 1 to 12 apps depending on the memory size.
On average, our firmware could locate login credentials after
utilizing 5.7 apps. We observed a strong correlation between
the device’s memory capacity and the number of apps used.
This suggests that reasonably modern smartphones from 2015
that have larger capacities, such as Samsung Galaxy S6 and
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Figure 7: Summary of credential information persistence as a
function of memory consumption.

HTC M9 are more prone to this attack. For instance, we observed that for a 1GB configuration, we could only retrieve the
login credentials after 1 app has been used, with the password
consistently deleted after a second app is launched. Further
analysis shows that the vulnerability factor for a 2GB configuration increases to 3.2x relative to a 1GB configuration. The
2GB system allows for user credentials to still be detected
after 2 to 5 apps have been used. The attack performs the best
on the 4GB system showing a 10x increase in the relative
vulnerability factor. The 4GB system allows for the login
information to remain in memory after 7 to 12 apps have
been used which is in line with the average number of daily
apps consumers use. This is slightly higher than the 3GB
configuration which remains vulnerable after using 8.8 apps.

5.3

Persistence vs. Memory Consumption

In order to evaluate the persistence of authentication information under different memory consumption profiles, we tested
our attack with a configurable stress app. Using a stress app
from [27] allowed us to systematically vary the amount of
memory consumed in the system. Each experiment entailed
first logging into Facebook/Instagram (Desktop/Mobile) and
then launching the stress app. The memory footprint of the
stress app was gradually increased in 100MB increments every minute. We then tested for the presence of the user’s credentials through firmware after every memory increment. We
also ran multiple apps in the background including WhatsApp
and Gmail to further stress the memory subsystem.
Figure 7(a) shows the results of the memory consumption
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experiment for different memory capacities on our desktop
platform. Although the number of launched apps has an impact on the persistence of credential information in memory,
the persistence of such information strongly depends on the
amount of memory a given app consumes. On average, we
observed that for the 4GB system, the credentials remained
in memory until the stress app consumed 1.2GB beyond the
physical memory capacity. Evictions occurred after an additional 50%, 75%, and 78% of memory was consumed beyond
the total physical memory of the system when configured
with 8GB, 16GB, and 32GB, respectively. In other words, a
significant amount of swap space had to be consumed before
the credentials were evicted. Figure 8 illustrates this trend by
showing the probability of finding credentials as a function
of memory activity during our stress experiment on a 4GB
system. The credentials on our desktop system remained in
memory for 104 mins. Firmware failed to find the credentials
after this 104 min duration which occurred after 900K pages
have been evicted, as shown in Figure 8(a). We also observed
that the system goes through different page-out rates. This is
illustrated in Figure 8(c). We can see that at the beginning a
steady page-out rate of about 3 pages per second occurred.
However, a more aggressive page-out rate was observed before the credentials could no longer be found in memory.
Figure 7(b) shows the results of the memory consumption
experiment for our mobile platform. Although the number of
launched apps has an impact on the persistence of credential
information in memory, the persistence of such information
strongly depends on the amount of memory a given app consumes. On average, we observed that for the 1GB system,
the credentials remained in memory when the stress app consumed less than 300MB. On average, this threshold increased
to 1.3GB for a 2GB capacity, 2.3GB for a 3GB capacity, and
3.5GB for a 4GB capacity before the credentials were evicted.
In general, Android’s MMU played a significant role in the
retention of credentials with the MMU’s allocation policy
varying as a function of memory capacity. The MMU allocated memory more aggressively for background apps as
the capacity was increased from 1GB to 4GB. Furthermore,
Android doesn’t use swap space. As such, background apps
are terminated more frequently and the associated pages are
freed. Unlike the desktop case, we can see in Figure 7(b) that
password evictions occurred before the amount of physical
memory was exhausted. Moreover, Figure 8 illustrates the
probability of finding Instagram’s credentials as a function
of memory activity during our stress experiment on a 4GB
system. We observed that the credentials remain in memory
for 74 mins. Firmware failed to find the credentials after this
74 min duration which occurred after 68K pages were evicted
from memory. We found that Android frees 70K pages within
83 minutes compared to 310K pages in a desktop environment. Although the page-out rate in a desktop environment
is 4.4x higher than what we observed for Android’s page-out
rate, password evictions occurred much sooner on an Android
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Figure 8: Probability of finding authentication credentials over time as a function of the total number of pages evicted (a) desktop
(b) mobile and the page-out rate in pages per second for (c) desktop and (d) mobile.
platform. Figure 8(d) summarizes Android’s page-out rate
over time. Unlike desktop systems, faster password evictions
occurred in Android. We observed that Android initially freed
pages at a relatively steady rate that is 3x higher compared
to what we observed for a desktop system when excluding
abruptly high page-out rates that are in excess of 1000 pages/s.

5.4

Performance Overhead

Our firmware-based attack is designed to selectively examine
a limited number of pages in order to covertly extract sensitive data from HTTP requests without disrupting the normal
execution of the system. Therefore, to better understand the
suitability of our solution for desktops and mobile devices, we
conducted runtime experiments across different applications
and platform configurations. In this section, we examine the
overhead of our solution compared to a solution that parses
HTTP requests through full memory scans.
Figure 9 shows the number of searched pages as a function
of launched applications and their respective runtimes. Since
our previous experiments show that login credentials remain
in memory well beyond 1 hour, we set up our management
interrupts to ensure the completion of a full memory search
cycle over a one hour period. Figures 9(a) and 9(b) summarize
the number of user pages as a function of launched applications across our desktop and mobile platforms, respectively.
We observe that the total number of pages that have their
dirty, user/supervisor, and write flags set (D/U/W), varies as
a function of launched apps and platform type. In general,
our mobile platform running Android had 1.9x more D/U/W
pages compared to an Ubuntu-based desktop platform. On
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average, our firmware scanned 380 and 725 D/U/W pages
for every desktop and mobile application, respectively. This
correlates to each core spending a total of 180 µs – 3.1 ms
every hour (3 µs – 52 µs per minute) scanning memory when
running 10 to 30 desktop apps and between 3.3 ms – 5.1 ms
every hour (55 µs – 85 µs per minute) when running 10 to
30 mobile apps. The Ubuntu-based desktop overhead is relatively lower than the Android-based mobile overhead due to
the reduced number of PTEs that have their D/U/W flags set.
We also observe that by limiting our search to only D/U/W
pages instead of all user pages, we eliminate scanning an additional 48K pages which corresponds to a 4.7x performance
improvement, on average. Finally, we didn’t observe a significant difference between user pages that are writable and those
that have become dirty. On average, we recorded across our
tests 128 pages that were writable, but not dirty. While this
figure is dependent on the application type, scanning pages
that have their D/U/W flags as opposed to U/W presents another level of optimization for reducing the overhead of our
attack.
Figure 10 illustrates the performance of an attack that uses
a full memory scan approach and how it compares to our optimized solution. We measure the performance across different
memory capacities, launched applications, and platforms. Figure 10(a) shows that the overhead increased linearly as a function of memory capacity when performing a full search. On
our desktop system each core spent 23 s and 180 s scanning
memory in order to complete a full search on 4GB and 32GB
memory configurations, respectively. As such, this naïve approach doesn’t scale well to larger memory capacities. On the
other hand, we observe that our page table-based attack sig-
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Figure 9: The number of searched pages as a function of launched applications (a) Desktop (Ubuntu), (b) Mobile (Android), and
the runtime as a function of launched applications (c) Desktop (Ubuntu) and (d) Mobile (Android).
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Figure 10: Runtime of full memory search as a function of memory capacity (a) Desktop (Ubuntu), (b) Mobile (Android), and
speedup of our attack relative to a full memory search as a function of launched apps (c) Desktop (Ubuntu), (d) Mobile (Android).
nificantly improves the search time relative to a full memory
search approach. We observe a relative speedup that ranges
between 514x and 4.1· 103 x when running 10 apps across
memory capacities 4GB – 32GB on a desktop. The speedup
was reduced to 31x and 245x when running 30 apps across
memory capacities 4GB – 32GB on the same platform. This
reduction was due to an increase in the number of candidate
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pages our firmware scanned with 30 apps running on a desktop. This is summarized in Figure 10(c). Our results suggest
a similar trend for mobile systems. This is shown in Figures
10(b) and 10(d). On our mobile system, each core spent 1.6 s
and 6.3 s in order to complete a full search on 1GB and 4GB
memory configurations, respectively. On the other hand, the
speedup while using our optimization ranged between 8x –
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32x when running 10 apps across memory capacities 1GB –
4GB and a speedup of 5x – 20x when running 30 apps across
memory capacities 1GB – 4GB. Overall, our results show that
our attack is suitable across mobile and desktop systems and
shows that the overhead only increases as more applications
are launched, irrespective of the memory capacity. The overheads of our optimized solution are shown in Figures 9(c) and
9(d).

5.5

Algorithm Robustness

We conducted several hours of testing on our firmware. The
attack ran reliably and consistently under multiple workloads,
load levels, and platforms. One of the stress experiments we
conducted entailed evaluating the reliability of our firmware
algorithm while searching memory in management mode.
The experiment included continuously invoking firmware to
search memory every one minute over a period of one week
while we monitored the system for any crashes. The aforementioned steps were carried out on 8GB and 4GB systems
that were already booted to the Ubuntu and Android OS’s,
respectively. The experiment also included interacting with
each booted OS every one minute over an SSH connection.
Both systems ran successfully without any crashes until the
experiment was stopped.

6

Discussion

In this section, we discuss a possible countermeasure against
firmware attacks. Since firmware operates at the lowest layer
of the software stack, we consider a hybrid approach that
entails the OS and hardware layers cooperatively restricting
the processor from accessing non-firmware owned memory.
To achieve this, the OS must register the memory ranges it
will manage during its boot process, leaving out any regions
already claimed by firmware. To support this, the hardware
could expose a write-once table that we will refer to as the
memory protection table (MPT).
During boot, the OS writes the memory ranges it owns into
this table and validates that the intended ranges were properly
programmed into the MPT. The OS raises a warning to the
user in the event that it is unable to program the table as a
possible indication that firmware has already programmed the
ranges to purposely overlap with the OS’s memory. Furthermore, any memory accesses issued to the ranges present in
the MPT while the processor is executing firmware will result
in an exception.
A challenge with the aforementioned approach is that the
OS often relies on firmware to perform legitimate platform
tasks on its behalf through runtime services. Since runtime
services are in the form of code that belongs to firmware, it is
conceivable that such services could be leveraged to collect
secret information from memory. As a result, the OS must
program the MPT with ranges that are owned exclusively by
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the OS, excluding any ranges that are shared between the
firmware and OS layers. This is because runtime services often require data to be exchanged with the OS through shared
regions. Therefore, to support the countermeasure without
breaking any legitimate runtime service functionality executed by firmware, we propose augmenting the processor’s
load/store queue (LSQ), the entity responsible for issuing
memory transactions. In this case, the LSQ would serve the
purpose of validating the program counter (PC) corresponding
to the load/store instruction being executed and the address of
the memory being accessed. To avoid triggering exceptions
due to speculative instructions that may be squashed and never
visible outside the processor, we propose waiting until a given
entry within the LSQ is selected for retirement. At this point,
the countermeasure checks the PC and the address of the
memory transaction against the MPT containing the ranges
originally programmed by the OS. An exception is raised if
the PC corresponding to the load/store instruction isn’t found
in the MPT (not within the OS’s exclusively owned range)
and the address for the memory transaction is within the MPT
(within the OS’s exclusively owned range).
Detecting firmware accesses to memory through
load/stores while the processor is in management mode
would follow a similar approach to that of dealing with
runtime services. When a management interrupt is issued
to the processor, the mode will be set to reflect that it is in
management mode. However, the same solution applies. The
code executed in management mode belongs to firmware and
as such would fall outside of the range programmed into the
MPT. To this end, an exception would be raised in the event
that the PC corresponding to the load/store instruction isn’t
found in the MPT and the address for the memory access is
found within the MPT.

7

Related Work

Our related work is divided into: (1) prior work that relates to
our attack, namely memory attacks and (2) prior work against
the firmware subsystem that our proposed attack builds upon.
Memory Attacks. For many years, system memory has been
a prime target for stealing secret information [31–35]. In response to these challenges, researchers have explored various
attacks that aim to expose the security risks associated with
this subsystem [4–13]. Prior work [4] demonstrated the use
of introspection through hypervisors for extracting credit card
data from Point of Sale (PoS) systems that run as guest machines. However, such attacks are limited to environments that
rely on hypervisors. Firmware attacks, on the other hand, are
more dangerous, since firmware exists on every computing
device. In addition, unlike hypervisors, firmware doesn’t have
the ability to trap memory accesses. As a result, our study
explores a different set of challenges associated with covertly
recovering data belonging to the application layer.
Other work examined the risks of memory scraping through
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physical access [6–13]. For example, Halderman et al. [6] proposed using cold boot attacks to recover sensitive data from
memory. The authors showed that a cooling agent could be
applied to preserve the content of memory modules extracted
from a stolen laptop, then later scanned on another machine
to recover cryptographic keys. Muller et al. [36] proposed
a similar approach against Android smartphones that could
recover photos, personal messages, and passwords, in addition
to cryptographic keys. Re-purposing available hardware ports
is another technique that was used to collect memory dumps
from smartphones. For instance, Munro [8] showed that the
JTAG port on smartphones could be used to communicate directly with the system-on-chip and read out memory without
the use of a cooling agent. Other attacks [9–13], considered
installing malicious peripherals for reading arbitrary memory
regions through DMA attacks. Virtually, all of these attacks
require physical access or the presence of special hardware
on the system. Unlike the aforementioned work, our attack
is firmware-based and can be carried out remotely through
software supply chain attacks or compromised live update
utilities [1–3].
Firmware Attacks. Different forms of attacks against
firmware have been explored [18–24, 37–53]. This includes
crafted remote updates issued from user space to bypass safety
measures such as secure boot [18–24]. For example, Kallenberg and Wojczuk [19] demonstrated the ability to overcome
flash write-protection mechanisms and overwrite firmware at
runtime by exploiting a race condition within the manageability chip. Other work [24], explored leveraging the presence of
unused reference code that could be activated through integer
overflows to initiate malicious firmware updates. Additional
techniques include bypassing secure boot features by exploiting unsigned fragments such as company logo placeholders
that are designated for OEM customization. Matrosov and
Rodionov [54] demonstrated that malicious firmware could
be launched in the presence of security features such as secure
boot. Our work leverages the aforementioned attacks to insert
untrusted firmware into the system and explore the risks associated with such malware. More importantly, we examine how
such a component could be re-purposed to undermine the confidentiality guarantees the system provides to the application
layer in the presence of such untrusted firmware.

8

Conclusion

In this work, we propose a novel firmware attack that leverages platform management cycles to extract sensitive data
from HTTP requests. We develop a proof-of-concept of our
attack using firmware that was configured to run with both
Ubuntu 18.04 LTS and the Android Oreo 8.1. We show that a
page table-based approach is sufficient to efficiently extract
sensitive data from outgoing HTTP requests without disrupting the normal execution of launched apps. Our approach is
up to 4· 103 x faster compared to a full memory search imple-
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mentation. Our attack claims limited execution cycles from
the application layer making the attack difficult to detect even
in mobile environments where app responsiveness is closely
by consumers. Finally, we discuss countermeasures that could
be employed to defend against such attacks.
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Abstract
Software diversification is one of the most effective ways
to defeat memory corruption based attacks. Traditional software diversification such as code randomization techniques
diversifies program memory layout and makes it difficult for
attackers to pinpoint the precise location of a target vulnerability. Some recent work in the architecture community use
diverse ISA configurations to defeat code injection or code
reuse attacks, showing that dynamically switching the ISA on
which a program executes is a promising direction for future
security systems. However, most of these work either remain
in a simulation stage or require extra efforts to write program.
In this paper, we propose HeterSec, a framework to secure
applications utilizing a heterogeneous ISA setup composed
of real world machines. HeterSec runs on top of commodity
x86_64 and ARM64 machines and gives the process the illusion that it runs on a multi-ISA chip multiprocessor (CMP)
machine. With HeterSec, a process can dynamically select its
underlying ISA environment. Therefore, a protected process
would be capable of hiding the instruction set on which it executed or detecting abnormal program behavior by comparing
execution results step-by-step from multiple ISA-diversified
instances. To demonstrate the effectiveness of such a software framework, we implemented HeterSec on Linux and
showcased its deployability by running it on a pair of x86_64
and ARM64 servers, connected over InfiniBand. We then
conducted two case studies with HeterSec. In the first case,
we implemented a multi-ISA moving target defense (MTD)
system, which introduces uncertainty at the instruction set
level. In the second case, we implemented a multi-ISA-based
multi-version execution (MVX) system. The evaluation results show that HeterSec brings security benefits through ISA
diversification with a reasonable performance overhead.

1

Introduction

Software diversification has proven to be a very effective
way to defeat software memory corruption attacks [42]. By
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diversifying the target application memory layout, these diversification techniques are capable of randomizing vulnerable
code locations [3, 8, 35, 36, 40, 63, 78, 81], detecting abnormal
program behaviors (i.e. attacks) [15, 38, 51, 57, 58, 72, 73, 83],
or hiding the secret data [39, 41]. The uncertainty brought
about by a diversified program effectively raises the bar for
launching a successful attack.
The “end of Moore’s Law” [21, 25] has forced chip vendors to advance performance and energy efficiency boundaries elsewhere, in particular by designing radically different
hardware: multicore and manycore chips [11, 56, 61]; CPUs
with heterogeneous micro-architectural properties [34, 53],
partially overlapping ISAs [32], and various forms of accelerators and programmable hardware [22] that exploit heterogeneity. CPUs with heterogeneous-ISA cores – studied by the
academic research community [4, 44, 52, 69, 71] – are another
point in the architectural design space that are now available
as commodity hardware – e.g., Intel Skylake processor with inpackage FPGA [28,29] enables synthesizing RISC-V and x86
soft cores; AMD’s new generation x86 processor integrates
ARM cores; commodity smart NICs integrate ARM [24, 49],
MIPS64 [64], or Tile cores [48].
Recently, some research efforts explored using multiple,
heterogeneous-ISA CPUs to secure the application execution. For example, architecture researchers have proposed
systems that implement heterogeneous ISAs over one single chip to achieve inter-ISA program state randomization
with higher entropy [70, 71, 76]. Another recent work leverages the distributed, heterogeneous-ISA machines to detect
program vulnerability exploits [73]. Specifically, it simultaneously runs multiple instances of the same application on
heterogeneous-ISA machines to detect execution divergence
caused by eventual security attacks (a.k.a., multi-variant execution [15]). However, programming on such a distributed,
multi-ISA environment is not easy, as it requires tremendous
efforts to synchronize program states over differential OS
kernels and instruction sets.
In this paper, we make the first step towards applying
software-based diversification concepts to a real multi-ISA en-
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vironment, aiming to secure software execution with ISA heterogeneity. An ISA-diversified program can have additional
randomness in its code and data memory layout, register usage, instruction orders, and micro-architecture behaviors. Furthermore, the diversified program variants could potentially
leverage some architecture-dependent security extensions,
making it even harder for attackers to bypass a single layer
of protection. To achieve this goal, we propose HeterSec, a
software framework that facilitates securing applications with
multiple ISAs. Unlike existing simulation-based approaches,
HeterSec bridges real heterogeneous-ISA machines. HeterSec works at the operating system and process runtime level,
giving processes an illusion of running on a CMP machine
while possessing the ability to dynamically select the underlying instruction set or cross check program state between two
ISA-diversified program instances.
To demonstrate its effectiveness, we have built two security
applications on top of HeterSec. The first security application enables the target program to randomly execute between
machines with different ISAs, implementing a moving target
defense (MTD) system [31]. The second security application
implements a multi-variant execution (MVX) system [15, 38].
A traditional MVX system runs multiple variants of an application with non-overlapping address space [15, 83]. On
detecting abnormal runtime behaviors from the variants (e.g.,
unmatched system call return values, segfault), a MVX monitor could deduce there is likely an ongoing exploit. Variants
generated from the ISA heterogeneity can automatically obtain an additional level of diversity, making attackers even
harder to successfully launch an attack. Overall, we explored
the research space in securing software execution with diversified instruction sets. To that aim, we made the following
contributions:
• We built a software framework that can manage the process execution over coupled multi-ISA machine nodes
for security purposes.
• We implemented two security applications on top of
such a framework, namely multi-ISA based MTD and
multi-ISA based MVX. The multi-ISA MTD randomly
changes the execution ISA, hiding the precise target hardware features from attackers. The multi-ISA MVX uses
ISA diversity as an additional dimension to differentiate
program instances so that it is even harder for attackers
to bypass the violation check.
• We demonstrated the potential of such multi-ISA based
security systems with real-world evaluation; the results
show that the additional layer of ISA diversity increases
the cost for attackers, adding about 15% overhead for
Nginx and Redis server applications in real-world scenarios.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides some background information of multi-ISA systems.
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We then describe the design, implementation and case studies of HeterSec in Section 3. The evaluation is presented in
Section 4. Afterwards, we summarize the related works in
Section 5 and conclude the paper in Section 6.

2

Background and Threat Model

In this section, we briefly introduce the background on moving target defense and multi-variant execution; next we describe our motivation by summarizing recent multi-ISA systems and the security implications; we then proceed to define
the threat model at the end of this section.

2.1

MTD and MVX

Moving Target Defense (MTD) Most information systems
are built on relatively static platforms. Many defense techniques also involve static integrity checks and introspection.
The static nature of such defense mechanisms gives attackers
the time to thoroughly study the target system and launch
the exploit [31]. The goal of MTD is to break the static nature of the target systems, with deviation of existing defense
mechanisms and adaptations over time. MTD is an abstract
concept, leaving options open with regards to how it is implemented. Thus realization of its design philosophy can be
demonstrated in many ways. For example, dynamic systems
or network configuration [30, 31], dynamic application code
and data [13, 81], etc. In this paper, we demonstrate the security benefit and performance cost of running processes with
dynamic execution on multiple ISAs using HeterSec.
Multi-Variant eXecution (MVX) Another interesting way
to secure applications with multiple ISAs is through multivariant execution systems [15]. MVX is a software security technique that runs multiple functionally equivalent programs (variants) with differing memory layouts. Some examples of such memory layout differences and deltas include
non-overlapping memory maps [38, 57, 83], reverse stack
growth [58], etc. By executing the diversified variants with
the same inputs, the MVX engine is capable of detecting
when an attack happens if one of the variants fails. That being said, existing MVX techniques might not be met with
as much success when attempting to detect attacks based on
relative addresses [23, 27, 73] or architecture level vulnerabilities [37, 46, 82]. With HeterSec, we built a prototype to use
multiple ISAs as the source of variation between variants and
prove a multi-ISA MVX system is still capable of obtaining
reasonable performance despite the overheads involved.

2.2

Multi-ISA Systems and Security

Heterogeneous CPUs have been widely adopted in both
data centers and end devices. On mobile platforms, ARM
big.LITTLE technology uses two types of processor to
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Figure 1: Comparison of multi-ISA security systems: (a) HIPStR with simulated multi-ISA chip [70, 71]; (b) HeterSec; (c)
DMON on completely decoupled machines [73].

achieve a dynamic balance between maximum power efficiency and maximum compute performance [1]. On data
center servers, heterogeneous ISA processors are being used
in different scenarios. For example, GPUs and TPUs are often equipped to accelerate machine learning workloads [33].
ARM based PCIe-pluggable SmartNIC cards are used to offload network applications for improved throughput and security [67, 68]. In academia, there have been several works exploring the benefit and cost of building single-chip multi-ISA
systems [20,70,71]. DeVuyst et al. [20] first demonstrated the
possibility of building a multi-ISA chip on a simulator, showing the ability to migrate processes between different ISAs.
Venkat et al. [71] further expanded on the idea by proposing
that applications running on multiple ISA could have benefits
in reducing power consumption and accelerating computation
speed, which they called ISA affinity. Their findings proved
that an application can have lower power consumption (or
better performance) by being split into code phases. Based
on the ISA affinity of each code phase, the application code
can be selectively executed across a heterogeneous ISA chip.
In terms of security, HIPStR explores using multiple ISAs to
increase code entropy, which makes return oriented programming (ROP) attacks difficult to launch [70]. The difference
between these works and our system is that they are all built
on top of CPU simulators (gem5 [9] and QEMU [55] as shown
in Figure 1 (a)). The simulation-based approach makes it hard
for security researchers to investigate the security benefits of
using a multi-ISA architecture.
A recent concurrent work, DMON [73], uses distributed
heterogeneous-ISA machines to generate and host program
variants (a distributed version of N-Variant Execution [15]).
The variants run on completely separate machine nodes
and each variant communicates with the counterpart variant
through a lightweight UDP-based network protocol (Figure
1 (c)). Although lightweight network protocols can provide
low latency communication cost to exchange data between
distributed nodes, the use of ptrace interface to intercept
system calls brings extra context switches. For example, running Lighttpd web server on DMON will have 5.43x performance overhead [73]. Furthermore, DMON does not provide
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generally sufficient abstraction to secure applications with
multi-ISA machines. Therefore, it may provide less extensibility for developing multi-ISA based security applications
which require timely execution of ISA switches. HeterSec
instead focuses on building a generic framework to secure
applications with the multi-ISA architecture. To this end, HeterSec adopts a hybrid approach – it runs on top of the real
ISA-heterogeneous hardware; but the protected process has a
unified view of system resources as if it runs on a multi-ISA
CMP platform (Figure 1 (b)).

3

Design and Implementation

3.1

System overview

HeterSec aims to secure process execution by utilizing ISA
heterogeneity to, for example, randomize the process execution environment over heterogeneous machines. To achieve
this, HeterSec provides a per-process HeterSec execution environment. Specifically, it allows the protected process to be
executed on machines running with different ISAs as if it
were running on a single machine.
Figure 2 shows an overview of HeterSec with its new components added to an existing computer system stack. The
components introduced by HeterSec include both the kernel
and the user-space runtime as shown in blue. Figure 2 also illustrates two security application scenarios on top of HeterSec.
In the first scenario, HeterSec switches the underlying ISA out
from under the protected application, increasing the entropy
of possible program states by masking the ISA switch and preventing attackers from divining underlying hardware details.
In the second scenario, HeterSec launches multiple variants
of the program, monitors the variants’ execution states (e.g.,
return values of system calls, or segfault), and raises an alert
on any execution divergence caused by a potential attack. The
HeterSec kernel provides additional functionality to control
the target process at runtime, such as the process interception,
per process shared memory and fast inter-kernel messaging.
For example, the HeterSec distributed operating system kernel maintains a synchronized page table for each protected
process. The page tables are synchronized during each ISA
switch, giving the HeterSec process a unique view of the
memory. Secure application scenarios can be implemented
as loadable kernel modules that interact with the target process execution. Since HeterSec only intercepts and interacts
with the target process, it introduces nearly zero performance
overhead to other processes running on HeterSec 1 .
HeterSec has a concept of master OS. The master OS is the
OS where the HeterSec process is initialized and launched.
Correspondingly, the OS that works as the counterpart to the
master OS is called the follower OS. The master HeterSec OS
exports the view of system resources to the HeterSec process
1 Except

for a few in-kernel checks to verify the process status, HeterSec
kernel does not bring extra code paths for non-HeterSec processes.
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Figure 2: The architecture overview of HeterSec with two security application scenarios. The components in blue indicate
modifications over existing software stack.
running on follower OS. Such system resources are often
unique for each process, for example, open file descriptors,
sockets, or event poll descriptors. For consistency reasons,
HeterSec has to ensure that only one copy of such resources is
maintained across OSes, maintaining a single source of truth
for in-kernel state. When necessary, the master OS also helps
to initialize and build the virtual address space for the follower OS’ process. Virtual memory areas (VMAs) and pages
are synchronized between the two OSes. All the inter-OS
communication requests are registered with an inter-kernel
messaging API so that messages can be less expensive as they
avoid going through the complicated network stack. All the
software components mentioned above are running on multiISA machines, connected over InfiniBand. In the following
section, we describe the details of each component.

3.2

HeterSec distributed kernel

The HeterSec distributed kernel can be considered as a special
implementation of multikernel systems [7]. Instead of running
on a multi-core NUMA machine, HeterSec runs on a heterogeneous ISA multi-domain “machine”, with each computing
domain connected with a high-speed network connection. By
using this approach we could avoid to use simulation or dynamic code translation, so that code can be executed at nearly
native speed. However, there are two problems with such a
heterogeneous ISA multi-domain “machine”: first, there is
no memory coherence guaranteed between multi-ISA nodes,
which raises programmability issues if we intend to leverage
the heterogeneous ISA, multi-domain capabilities to implement security applications. Second, it is hard to manage the
distributed resources (e.g., opened descriptors, network connections) on top of the heterogeneous instruction sets.
To solve those issues, HeterSec does not maintain global
state for all OSes, but instead chooses only to maintain some
HeterSec process specific states, synchronizing them on de-
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mand. To be compatible with existing software stacks, the
HeterSec distributed operating system is designed as several kernel extensions and is built based on the Linux kernel.
There are three major components that facilitate HeterSec
processes running on heterogeneous ISA machines: the perprocess page table synchronization, secure applications, and
the system resource sharing service.
The first component is a per-process page table synchronization handler. HeterSec provides a synchronized page table for each HeterSec process. The state is then synchronized
across the x86_64 and ARM64 machines on demand. Before the process is started as a HeterSec protected process,
the secure application (a kernel module) has to be loaded
and subsequently pass the defined security policy to the process runtime. Such security policies include how frequently
to switch the instruction sets, which system calls are used
to synchronize and check the program states in the multivariant execution. The runtime then executes the protected
process accordingly - for example, randomly running processes across multi-ISA nodes or concurrently executing variants with cross-ISA lockstep state checking. In short, based
on the secure application scenario, the HeterSec kernels maintain the synchronized memory views across the multi-ISA
nodes. In the current design, HeterSec leverages a dedicated
kernel thread to synchronize the pages in the background. It
maintains a simple read-duplicate write-invalidate protocol
for the shared memory pages [80].
Another essential component for HeterSec is the system
resource sharing service. HeterSec maintains a single view of
the system resource from the HeterSec process perspective.
That means for each HeterSec process, there should be only
one set of the network sockets, opened file descriptors, etc. Unfortunately, system resources such as file descriptors, sockets
and event descriptors, are difficult to be shared across machine
boundaries due to the difficulty in splitting the in-kernel state.
One potential solution could be using a Network File System
(NFS) to share and synchronize the file systems across the
OSes. However, this will introduce potential issues for those
pseudo-files located in /dev/tty, or /proc. Architecture dependent shared libraries also use different instruction formats
and EFL binary contents. Naively synchronizing those files
will cause runtime errors and crashes in these programs. To
address this problem, HeterSec combines an implementation
of system resource remote procedure call (RPC) and a virtual
descriptor table (VDT).
Before starting the process, the secure target application
can be specified with a white list of files that should be loaded
locally. By default, we put the standard output (i.e., stdout
and stderr), the shared libraries and configuration files in
the white list. During the protected process’s runtime, the
follower OS will build up a VDT. For each table entry, it
indicates whether a descriptor should be accessed locally or
remotely on the master node. For instance, we do not want to
create two sockets for a single connection request on HeterSec
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MVX. Therefore, the HeterSec kernel running on follower OS
have to simulate the socket creation by placing a fake socket
descriptor in the virtual descriptor table and mark that entry
as virtual (V). On the contrary, descriptors of the opened
library files and a stdout are marked as real (R) as they
should be accessed locally. For system resource requests that
have to be handled on the master OS, a system call RPC
mechanism is provided. A system call server on the master
OS handles the remote system call request, sets up the buffer
value on the virtually shared pages, and returns the result to
the caller on the follower node. The virtually shared pages
are synchronized between nodes by the HeterSec kernel, as
mentioned above.
We also support some termination signals (e.g., SIGINT)
on the master node. On receiving a termination signal during the remote system call context, the master side HeterSec kernel replies a negative system call return value (i.e.,
-ERESTARTSYS) back to the follower kernel. The follower kernel then stops the HeterSec processes on the follower node.
When the termination signal comes within the master kernel
context, the master forwards the signal to the follower. Correspondingly, the follower terminates the execution loop. The
master then stops itself by calling do_exit().

3.3

Handling the cross-ISA code execution

Executing code on the multi-ISA “machine” as if on a single
machine is challenging, since it requires several architecturedependent code generation and state exchanges. HeterSec requires the architecture-dependent binaries generated from the
same source code (e.g., same application source code and library code). This can unify most of the cross-ISA code execution behaviors, such as system call sequences. The generated
binaries contains all the necessary information to run a protected process across ISA-different nodes. This information
consists of instructions and data emitted by the compiler for
each ISA. It may also carry some additional information such
as the program state transformation routines. The types of
information are decided by each individual security scenario.
For example, cross-ISA randomized MTD execution would
require information to transform the execution state from one
architecture to another. This is because fine-grained program
state (e.g., the variables on stack) must be synchronized accordingly as each architecture has its own specification for
stack layout and register usage (Section 3.4.1). Security applications such as multi-ISA MVX require less information in
metadata as each program instance is mostly self-contained on
a single machine. The system call parameters (i.e., userspace
buffers) and the opened descriptors are synchronized by the
distributed operating system kernels mentioned above. It simplifies the system call simulation which is commonly used in
existing MVX techniques (Section 3.4.2).
HeterSec introduces a new system call (i.e., sys_hscall)
to identify the protected process and enable it to run on multi-
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ISA nodes. That system call sets up a bit in the process descriptor (task_struct in Linux); after that, the HeterSec
code path in the distributed kernels will be triggered to support
cross node process execution. For example, when defending
the protected process in the MVX mode, we can initiate that
system call to launch two process variants on both nodes. The
in-kernel MVX engine checks the system call sequences and
return values and raises an alert on any execution divergence.
More details are discussed in Section 3.4.2.

3.4

Case Studies

We have built two security application scenarios on top of
HeterSec, which can fully utilize the instruction set diversity.
3.4.1

Multi-ISA MTD

The first security application is a heterogeneous-ISA based
MTD system. Unlike most existing MTD or code randomization techniques [19, 30, 31], HeterSec randomizes the code execution path by switching ISAs at runtime. From the protected
process’s perspective, it runs on top of a dynamic hardware
environment with ISA diversity. Therefore, it would be hard
for an attacker to prepare the exploit payload, for example,
finding the correct ROP gadget chain or accurately measuring
the hardware timing for side-channel attacks. When the process execution encounters a potential ISA switching point, the
runtime will randomly decide which ISA the process will execute on in next step. Those ISA switching points are similar
to the randomization points in existing code re-randomization
works [8, 81], except existing randomization techniques update the code pointer references while HeterSec updates the
architecture related states (e.g., stack slots, register set). Although the implementation sounds straightforward, there are
some subtle issues when implementing such a system on
multi-ISA architecture.
Pointer and architecture specific structure handling is one
such case. Some system calls return with data updated to
the userspace. Linux handles block data copying between
userspace and kernel with pointers and helper functions such
as copy_to_user(). When calling a system call across
nodes, the follower OS context has to make sure any userspace
memory updates are synchronized to the local node. In our implementation, most of the userspace memory updates caused
by remote system calls will be synchronized correctly with
the help of on-demand page synchronization. However, we
noticed that Linux maintains slightly different format of some
data structures on ARM64 and x86_64. The struct stat
and struct epoll_event are two such cases. The struct
epoll_event on x86_64 Linux is enforced to have the same
alignment as that structure in 32-bit Linux (with packed attribute) in order to make 32-bit simulation easier. On the other
hand, the ARM64 kernel does not enforce such alignment.
To solve this issue, we converted the structure formats in
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Figure 3: Program flow for an example fstat system call
executed on the follower node.

musl-libc headers on the follower node to mimic the layout
of the master’s format. When the follower OS issues a system
call RPC, the master OS handles the request and updates the
memory references in its own address. The page synchronization handler forwards the change to the follower OS. Figure 3
represents the different stages a system call like fstat goes
through when called on the follower node. First, the syscall
enters the kernel on the follower and calls the RPC stub in
Step 2. This RPC stub then communicates to the syscall server
on the master node over the messaging API in Step 3. Next,
in Step 4 the syscall server calls fstat on behalf of the follower, which subsequently completes and returns to the stub
as shown in Step 5. It also copies the data to the master’s
userspace memory. This userspace data is synchronized to
the userspace of the follower through page synchronization
shown in Step 6 to maintain the illusion to the user program
that its own kernel performed the syscall operation.
Randomization and transformation library: As a working
proof of concept for the Multi-ISA MTD idea, we implemented an MTD randomization library. It makes decisions
on whether a process should execute on a particular node
based on random numbers generated from /dev/urandom.
The probability threshold is also read in from a configuration file (in root mode) at runtime. This enables us to modify
MTD switch probability without needing to recompile the application. We leverage the transformation library in Popcorn
compiler framework to transform the code execution states
between multi-ISA nodes [4].
ISA-switching point insertion, modular compilation, and
MTD region activation: When compiling these production
level applications the main goal was to make the process as
unobtrusive as possible, only generating required metadata
in relevant or vulnerable functions and files. The HeterSec
framework allows the user to compile specific source files and
generate stack transformation metadata for only those sources,
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effectively enabling MTD functionality for certain parts of the
program. While this functionality only works on a file-based
granularity, one step of the compilation process includes an
LLVM pass to add in calls to the randomization library mentioned in the previous section. These calls are added to the instrumented function prologues and epilogues and can be individually activated on each architecture through configuration
files specifying the individual call-sites to activate. Once activated, whenever the program enters or exits these functions it
checks with the MTD randomization library if it should switch
ISAs, giving us granularity at a function level. We select the
source code that contains the critical path for most of the work
(e.g., the event loops), and compile them with ISA-switching
points instrumented. For example, on Nginx we selected function call paths like ngx_process_events_and_timers() in
event/ngx_event.c. For Redis, we selected similar functions in event loop path, for example processTimeEvents()
located in ae.c that calls the serverCron(). These functions are called at a frequency of server.hz which defaults
to 10 hz. By targeting where we place these checks across the
program through this modular compilation, we avoid unnecessary calls to the MTD randomization library, reducing the
overhead of the HeterSec framework.
3.4.2

Multi-ISA MVX

The second security application is a heterogeneous-ISA based
multi-variant execution system. Similar to a traditional MVX
system, the HeterSec MVX also has one leader variant and
one follower variant. The leader runs on the master OS with
full access to system resources, while the follower is only
allowed to execute computational and memory-related code.
Since there is only one valid copy of system resources (i.e.,
opened file, socket and event descriptors), the MVX engine
should have the ability to guarantee two program variants
can execute simultaneously over a single set of system resources. The HeterSec MVX engine uses system call simulation to synchronize the state across the variants. Specifically,
an MVX monitor intercepts the selected system calls from
the leader variant’s execution and forwards the system effects
(e.g., memory update) to the follower. The MVX monitor verifies the system call return values between the running variants
and also captures any memory fault to detect divergent (and
potentially malicious) behaviors.
In HeterSec, the MVX engines are located inside each distributed kernel as shown in Figure 2. At runtime, the MVX
engine on the follower OS verifies whether a system call
should be simulated or directly passed through to the local
kernel. For system calls tagged for pass-through, the follower
OS serves the HeterSec process as usual. For system calls
that access the per process descriptors, the HeterSec runtime
will verify the descriptor against the virtual descriptor table
(described in Section 3.2). Currently, sockets and event poll
descriptors are marked as virtual descriptors, meaning that
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those descriptors accesses will be simulated on the follower
variant by replaying the system call effects from the master
OS. For example, the MVX engine will simulate the system
call sys_recvfrom(int sockfd, void *ubuf, ...) for
the follower variant by coping the ubuf data from the leader
variant to the ubuf address in the follower variant. Unless
specified, file descriptors by default are marked as real descriptors and they are accessed locally. Similar to the files handled
in MTD scenario, variants executed on heterogeneous-ISA
nodes have to load shared libraries in different ELF formats.
We require the user to manually copy all the necessary files
before starting the application as a MVX process. This procedure can also be made automatic by using a NFS to synchronize these files across nodes.
There are other subtle issues when implementing MVX on
multi-ISA nodes. One issue is the default libc libraries on two
nodes could potentially cause differing system call sequences.
To prevent false positives, we compile the application source
code and link the object files with the musl libc library generated from the same source. As a result, the system call
sequences are almost the same across the binaries on different
architecture, with the exception of a few thread initialization
functions such as set_tid_address(int *tidptr). In this
case, we just ignore performing comparisons on such system call executions. In addition, the system call numbers
(and some names) are different in ARM64 and x86_64 architectures and therefore cannot be directly mapped across
multi-ISA nodes. For instance, the ARM64 Linux kernel has
replaced the open system calls with openat. This is also the
case for several other system calls with "at" suffix. Consequently, we cannot forward a system call directly across machines using its number on any particular architecture. Instead,
we maintain a system call number translation table, so that
any system call (number) being sent to the counterpart node
for simulation will be translated to the corresponding system
call number first. In our current MVX engine implementation,
we do not handle multi-threaded applications. However, we
believe a deterministic multi-threading library [47] can be
used in HeterSec to solve that issue.
We implemented two types of multi-ISA MVX where the
monitor resides (1) in a separate process using ptrace to
check the application and (2) in the kernel as a Linux kernel module. The ptrace-version MVX monitor is used as
the developing mode, as it is easier to debug the monitor
code without rebooting the operating systems. Similar to
some existing MVX works, the ptrace version MVX uses
the ptrace parent process as the MVX monitor, leveraging
ptrace primitives to intercept and simulate the system calls.
It implements a shared ring buffer to pass events (e.g., the
syscall return values, or the modifications of data structures)
between nodes using a FIFO queue policy in order to maintain
sequential consistency. The kernel module version of MVX
can be used for deployment because of the better performance.
The MVX engine in the kernel intercepts the system calls by
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wrapping and instrumenting the system call handlers. It also
registers the MVX engine code with the HeterSec message
layer for fast cross-node messaging. As a result of moving
the implementation inside the kernel scope, the system call
interception cost and communication latency are both lower
than the ptrace-based prototype (in Section 4.2).

3.5

Implementation

We implemented a prototype of HeterSec on a x86_64 and
ARM64 machine pair, connected using a Mellanox ConnectX4 InfiniBand network. The synchronized address space was
implemented by placing hooks in the page table handler in the
kernel virtual memory subsystem (e.g., hooking the vma and
pte operations [17]). When the protected process is executed
on the follower OS, the follower OS kernel handles the page
fault by fetching pages from the master OS. The master OS
kernel maintains a vma server and page server which work
together to serve the missing pages for the follower OS and
invalidate dirty pages (those replicated pages being written).
Thus any updates on HeterSec protected process space are
synchronized across machine boundaries. HeterSec uses a
fast in-kernel message handling layer to send messages across
nodes. Since it directly involves the kernel network drivers
(e.g., RDMA over Gigabit Infiniband), the cost of switching
between user-space and kernel-space is eliminated. Sending
messages back and forth are relatively cheap between nodes.
For example, the round-trip latency averages 17µs on RDMA
in our micro-benchmark test, as described in Section 4.2.
We also implemented the system call RPC server to communicate over a fast message handling layer which similarly rides
on RDMA over Infiniband. Similar to cross-node page and
VMA handling, the master OS kernel registers a system call
server in the message handling layer. The first time a process
issues the sys_hscall system call (either an MTD or MVX),
both master and follower kernels will mark that process as
a HeterSec process (we introduce a flag in task_struct).
For system calls that manipulate cross-node state (e.g., file,
socket and event poll), the follower OS kernel verifies the file
descriptor against the VDT to decide whether to invoke the
remote system call handler in the master OS or execute them
locally. Note that the follower kernel will only check system
calls of HeterSec processes, any other processes will be free
from this inspection.
To enable cross-ISA program state transformation, we
leverage the open source Popcorn compiler [4–6] to embed all
the ISA related metadata into the executable. Such information includes the ISA specific instructions, the state relocation
mapping, as well as the ISA-switching points. The state relocation mapping is used at each ISA-switch point, with which
a translation library transfers the currently running process
state (e.g., register states, stack slots, etc.) from one ISA to
another. The compiler was built on LLVM, and all the ISA
specific code instrumentation was implemented as several
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middle-end and backend passes. When compile applications
into ISA-specific binaries, we use the same LLVM IR to generate the assembly code for each architecture. Therefore, the
stack variables in different architecture can be mapped based
on the same origin in IR.

4

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the HeterSec prototype as well as
its two applications in terms of the security benefits and the
performance overhead. All the experiments were evaluated
on an x86_64 and ARM64 machine pair. The x86_64 server
contains an Intel Xeon E5-2620v4 CPU with the clock speed
of 2.1GHz. The ARM64 server contains a Cavium ThunderX
CPU (ARMv8.1) with clock speed of 2.0GHz. The two machines are equipped with 32GB and 128GB of DRAM respectively, and they are connected using Mellanox ConnectX-4
InfiniBand with a bandwidth of up to 56 Gbps.

4.1

Security Analysis

Similar to existing diversification-based defense systems, HeterSec also leverages randomized and unknown target process
address information (a.k.a ASLR) for the baseline security.
However, heterogeneous-ISA based approaches could bring
an additional layer of ISA diversity for the process, making it
harder for attackers to generate payloads that fit both architectures. Similar to most of the existing diversification systems,
we assume the attackers have remote access to the target
process with a known interface (e.g., connection sockets).
However, HeterSec provides a black box of ISA diversified instances to attackers. With HeterSec, we can leverage the ISA
divergent hardware and compilation toolchain to generate program instances with differing instruction sets. The generated
application instances also possess different calling conventions, variable register usages, and differential stack layouts.
For example, ARM64 allows at most 8 general-purpose registers (x0 - x7) to be used for passing function call parameters;
while x86_64 only has at most 6 general-purpose registers
for passing parameters. In terms of the system call, ARM64
uses x8 register for system call number and x0 for system
call return value; while x86_64 uses rax for both system call
number and return value. Furthermore, most security essential
system calls have different system call numbers in the two
architectures (e.g., the system call number of execve is 59
on x86_64 and 221 on ARM64). This altogether brings extra
difficulties for attackers to launch an attack by, for example,
return oriented programming.
One observation is that stack operations behave differently
on ARMv8 and x86_64. ARMv8 stores the frame pointer
(FP) and the link register (LR) both on the lowest address
of the stack frame. Whereas x86_64 pushes the instruction
pointer (RIP) and the stack base pointer (RBP) into the highest address of the stack frame. The slight difference in control
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pointer location will make it hard for most of the stack based
control flow hijacks to work on both instances. To further
prove that the ISA diversified instances will have differing
memory layouts, we wrote a tool utilizing ptrace and capstone [65] to dump the code and data pointers of a running process. We examined the potential pointers in .data, .stack,
and .heap, and found 7846 pointers in the x86_64 version
of lighttpd while there were 10385 pointers in a lighttpd web
server running on ARM64. Despite the large number of pointers found in each binary we only found 3 pointers which had
overlapping addresses between the two lighttpd processes
running on these different ISAs. In the above mentioned experiment, we only examined the pointers with their relative addresses from the base of code segment. That means in reality,
there will be almost zero chance of overlapping pointers, since
ASLR disturbs the base code addresses of those program instances [2]. In addition, we also examined some real-world exploits on HeterSec environment. One example is CVE-20132028, in which an integer overflow and a buffer overflow in
the Nginx ngx_http_read_discarded_request_body()
function are used to gain control over the execution flow
and carry out ROP attacks [10]. To trigger the vulnerability
an attacker first sends a HTTP chunked request with a large
chunked length, resulting in a negative integer to be casted to
an unsigned size_t type. Subsequently this causes a recv
call to read in a value larger than the buffer size from the
client, leading to a buffer overflow. We ran a ROP attack
script leveraging the CVE-2013-2028 buffer overflow [74]
and while it was able to execute and trigger the vulnerability on an x86_64 machine, the script failed on the ARM64
machine and caused the Nginx process to crash and restart.
The stack layouts between architectures differ therefore the
address at which the overflow gains control over the program
control flow are not the same.
Another interesting benefit of a multi-ISA security system
is that it could potentially raise the bar for micro-architecture
attacks [37, 46]. This is due to the fact multiple attack primitives have to be implemented differently on different architectures. For example, cache timing measurement and cache flush
have different implementation details. In terms of cache timing measurement, attackers could use an unprivileged rdtsc
instruction on x86_64 hardware. However, the similar performance counter is only accessible in kernel space on both
ARMv7 and ARMv8 processors. Similarly, attackers can
directly flush the cache line with clflush on x86_64, but
have to carefully construct a memory access footprint that defeats the cache replacement policy in order to flush the cache
line on ARM processors [45]. The run-time cache layout
and timing diversities increases the cost to launch such attacks. Besides the diversified instance memory layout and the
micro-architecture behaviors, multi-ISA software diversification could also allows the protected process to hybridize the
architecture specific features for increased security. For example, the protected process running on x86_64 can potentially
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4.2

Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the performance impact on multi-ISA security
applications, we first report the costs involved in cross-node
operations such as remote system calls and ISA-switches.
Next, we evaluated HeterSec with real-world applications.
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switch to ARMv8 and validate whether the pointers were
modified by attackers with ARMv8 pointer authentication,
while still making use of the Intel MPK or MPX hardware
features to secure memory page accesses and check boundaries [43, 50, 54, 77].
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Micro-benchmark To get a breakdown of these costs, we
implemented a simple micro-benchmark to execute code remotely on the follower node, which triggers 100,000 ISAswitches. We measured the network latency on an ARM64
machine node using a x86_64 node as the follower. As shown
in Table 1, a remote system call like getpid() imposes an
additional ∼17.6 µs overhead when being called compared
with the native execution of the getpid() system call. The
primary reason for this overhead is the unavoidable communication cost brought by the dual-node architecture. The
result matches the raw network ping-pong micro-benchmark
(∼17.62 µs), in which we wrote a simple kernel module sending 100,000 short messages back and forth between the two
machines. Interestingly, this cross-node network latency is
much smaller than the network latency observed using Linux
ping command (∼112 µs). This is because the HeterSec messaging APIs are implemented in the kernel, thus it avoids the
complicated TCP/IP network stack and the user/kernel context switch cost. We also observed the ISA switching cost (∼
504.85 µs) in our micro-benchmark is higher than a remote
system call, this is mainly caused by the cross-ISA program
state transformation and the page synchronization.
Table 1: The cost (in µs) of remote system call and ISA-switch
compared to local getpid() system call on x86_64.
Operations
Latency (in µs)
getpid()
0.47 ± 0.01
remote getpid()
18.09 ± 0.36
raw network ping-pong 17.62 ± 0.33
ping latency
112 ± 15
ISA-switch
504.85 ± 4.70

Application Benchmarks We selected the nbench benchmark suite [12], two web server applications – Nginx and
Lighttpd, an in-memory database Redis server and a file compression utility GNU gzip. We used nbench to measure the
performance of HeterSec on CPU and memory intensive
workloads. Nbench is a compute, FPU and memory intensive benchmark suite containing some common computation
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Figure 4: Performance of nbench with the probability of
20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100% to switch to the counterpart
ISA respectively. The numbers are normalized with zero ISA
switch, execution on the x86_64 node.
workloads, such as string sorting and neural network back
propagation. We measured the performance overhead of using
multi-ISA hardware under the security scenarios mentioned in
Section 3.4 and reported the performance overhead incurred.
We first measured the performance impact of running
nbench under variable probabilities to switch to the counterpart node with different ISA (lthe MTD scenario). In the
experiment, we started the nbench program on the x86_64
node; the code will be executed randomly on each node afterwards. We measured the execution time of each test case
and normalized to zero probability of ISA-switch (all code
executed on x86_64 node). We show the normalized performance overhead numbers in y-axis of Figure 4. As expected,
the performance decreases as the probability to perform an
ISA-switch increases. This is because the ISA-switch is a relatively expensive operation; the higher chance of ISA-switches
during application execution, the more overall performance
overhead each application could have. When the first time program execution switches to the counter part node, HeterSec
kernels have to load the code and setup the kernel data structure. This explains the reason that some benchmarks lose 50%
performance even under 20% chance of ISA-switch. Overall,
execution transfer across nodes contributes mainly for the performance degradation. Since the nbench is CPU and memory
intensive, any latency incurred during the execution will have
significant impact on relative performance.
To prove the feasibility of HeterSec on real-world applications, we evaluated the performance impact of executing
Nginx and Redis in HeterSec MTD mode. Nginx and Redis
are applications which are used in various commodity systems
and best reflect the types of overheads which would be seen
when deploying HeterSec in the field. We used ApacheBench
to generate the HTTP requests to the web servers and queried
for a web page of 4 KB size for 1 million times. We first run
ApacheBench on a laptop located in the same LAN of the
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target HeterSec machine pair. The laptop and the target machine pair are connected using a 10Gbps Ethernet with about
0.4 ms latency. We also run our test with artificial network
latency of 10 ms and 40 ms respectively. The 10 ms latency
is to emulate the typical latency seen in Edge Computing
scenarios [14], while the 40 ms network latency could be seen
as the minimal network overhead between two availability
zones of the same region in the Amazon Web Services (AWS)
cloud [66]. We manually configured the randomization probability at each ISA-switching point, and ran each test case 5
times. The average value and the standard deviations are reported in Figure 5. With a local network connection, Nginx on
HeterSec performs at only about 11% throughput compared to
the baseline. This is because internally an ISA-switch brings
some additional costs of cross machine communication. Although the inter machine communication has been optimized
by using fast in-kernel message API, the time spent on inter
machine communication dominates the total request handing
time. However, if we consider a real network scenario such
as edge or cloud, HeterSec incurs a reasonable overhead. For
example, we only observe a 10%-20% performance overhead
depending on the frequency we trigger the migrations under
10 ms network latency (the edge computing scenario in Figure
5). At 100% ISA switch probability this equates to 5 switches
per request, or about 3800 ISA switches per second. When
testing on network designed to emulate the cloud (40 ms latency), the throughput of Nginx shows a very small drop in
performance even with a 100% probability to switch ISAs (the
cloud scenario in Figure 5). Note that HeterSec kernel brings
minimal performance overhead to non-HeterSec processes.
For example, the vanilla Nginx performs 22357.5 req/s on
vanilla Linux kernel, whereas it performs 22273.8 req/s on
HeterSec kernel (∼0.37% overhead).
We observed similar results when running redis-benchmark
to measure the throughput of Redis SET instructions. As
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Figure 5: Performance of Nginx (requests/s) with variable
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Figure 6: Performance of Redis (SET instructions/s) with
variable probabilities to switch ISAs at every ISA-switching
point.
shown in Figure 6, Redis performs about 30% throughput
when running on HeterSec compared with the native execution. However, the overhead drops to 15% and 2% when
running the benchmark over edge and cloud computing cases
respectively. We set the ISA switch points in a periodic job for
the Redis evaluation which resulted in about 20 ISA switches
per second, pegged to the server.hz value. Interestingly
enough, we saw a slight throughput improvement when we
increased the ISA-switching probability threshold from 80%
to 100%. This is likely due to the deterministic execution flow
transfer avoiding destroying the branch prediction. The results
show that although the frequent ISA-switch is expensive, it is
feasible to use for server applications in real-world scenarios.
Next, we report the performance of two heterogeneous ISA
multi-version execution prototypes. As mentioned in Section 3.4.2, the ptrace version multi-ISA MVX prototype is
used to find out all the necessary system calls for simulation,
as it is easier to debug with an userspace MVX engine. The
MVX engine running in HeterSec kernels can achieve better
performance. In our experiment, both MVX prototypes use
the ARM64 node to launch the master variant, and offload the
follower variant to the x86_64 node. The cost of MVX are
mostly from the program state synchronization in between
the two variants. For example, the master variant has to wait
the system call simulation to be finished on the follower side
in order to continue the execution (a.k.a., lock-step check).
We evaluated the two MVX prototypes with nbench, gzip
and Lighttpd web server. Gzip and Lighttpd are two I/O intensive applications. In gzip test case, we randomly generate files in different size from /dev/urandom. We also used
ApacheBench to generate workloads for Lighttpd web server.
We run all the benchmarks with both kernel-based MVX and
ptrace-based MVX prototypes. Figure 7 shows the normalized
performance evaluation results using the vanilla application
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Figure 7: Relative performance of nbench, gzip, and Lighttpd
running on the HeterSec kernel-based MVX and the ptracebased MVX.
running on the ARM64 node as the baseline. For most of the
CPU and memory-intensive workloads, kernel-based MVX
and ptrace-based MVX have similar performance overheads.
This is because most of the system calls in computationintensive applications do not need to be simulated in the MVX
engine. For I/O-intensive applications, both MVX engines
process and check on descriptor related system calls such
as read/write(v). Overall, both multi-ISA MVX engines
introduce about 10% overhead for the gzip benchmark. Since
we duplicated the files on both nodes, there is no need to
transfer data between nodes. For the web server application,
the MVX engines have to simulate a number of network I/O
related system calls, including accept4, socket, sendfile
and recvfrom, etc. In general, the HeterSec kernel-based
MVX engine pulls down the Lighttpd throughput to about
50% of its native performance. However, that performance is
still better than the ptrace-based MVX engine (∼10x) and the
MVX engine in DMON (∼5.43x) [73].

5

Related Works

The first category of related work is the various techniques for
software diversity [42]. An important assumption for a software attack is the attacker could have the information of the
target system [16, 59, 60], or at least by chance to obtain such
information by, for example, brute forcing [10,59]. It makes attacks easier if the code itself and the defense mechanisms are
static. Software diversity provides uncertainty for the target
system, which breaks the static nature of the target and thus
increases the cost of an attack. For example, one of the notable
software diversification techniques is ASLR (for most cases,
in the form of code randomization) [3, 8, 13, 26, 36, 63, 78, 81].
Previous research demonstrated the effectiveness of code randomization at program module level [63], page level [3], func-
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tion level [36], basic block level [13, 78], or even instruction
level [26]. Some latest research further show the feasibility
of ASLR at runtime, making the code layout re-randomized
for a given period of time [8, 13, 81]. HeterSec extends this research line by exploring the feasibility of using heterogeneous
instruction set to diversify the program.
Multi-version execution is another concrete technique of
software diversity. Instead of randomizing a single code instance, MVX engines run multiple variants of program instances simultaneously [15, 38, 51, 57, 58, 72, 73, 83]. Those
variants are different in memory layout, so that a malicious input might trigger the vulnerable code in one variant but likely
to fail on other variants. Such memory layout differences
could be non-overlapping memory map [38, 57, 83], reverse
stack growth [58], etc. Recently, researchers also proposed
to apply MVX inside Linux kernel, to detect kernel bug exploits [83]. DMON is a very recent and concurrent work using
distributed heterogeneous-ISA machines for multi-version execution [73]. DMON shows that MVX with heterogeneous
ISA setting can achieve better effectiveness for advanced code
reuse attacks, such as the position-independent ROP [23, 73].
As we have compared in Section 2.2, DMON focuses on
a heterogeneous-ISA MVX engine only, whereas HeterSec
is proposed as a general framework. The multi-ISA MVX
engine is a showcase of the HeterSec application scenarios.
Another category of the related work includes the splitinterface systems [18, 19, 62, 75] and the multikernel OSes [4,
6, 7, 79]. The split-interface systems normally leverage two
compartments to separate and isolate program code execution or secret data access. For example, proxos [62] splits the
application execution into trusted and untrusted parts. The
trusted part of the execution is isolated in a separate private
VM, while the untrusted code can only communicate with
the trusted code through a proxy OS. Nested kernel [18] and
SecPod [75] split the OS kernels into isolated components for
enhanced kernel security. Isomeron [19] on the other hand
splits the code execution between two diversified variants. By
randomly “flip-coin” selecting the next function to be executed, Isomeron randomizes the execution path to mitigate
conventional code reuse attacks [19]. HeterSec shares the
same idea of splitting interface to secure application execution, but HeterSec further enhances the execution security by
split-executing code on two ISA-diversified nodes.
The multikernel OS treats a multi-core machine as a distributed network of independent cores. A number of systems leverage multiple OS kernels to manage the heterogeneous and multi-core machines in a divide and conquer
way [4, 6, 7, 79]. For example, Barrelfish [7] runs multiple OS
kernels on top of a multi-core machine in order to make multithread application performance scalable. Similarly, fos tackles
the scalability issues by factoring the OS into micro-kernel
components [79]. Popcorn Linux is a most similar work that
runs multikernel on heterogeneous hardware [4, 6]. Popcorn
Linux focuses on single-threaded HPC applications migra-
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tion; on the other hand, HeterSec targets a not well explored
research area – the feasibility of securing an application execution with ISA diversity. Furthermore, server applications
and multi-threaded applications are supported with HeterSec.

[4] Antonio Barbalace, Robert Lyerly, Christopher Jelesnianski, Anthony Carno, Ho-Ren Chuang, Vincent Legout,
and Binoy Ravindran. Breaking the boundaries in
heterogeneous-ISA datacenters. In ACM SIGPLAN Notices, volume 52, pages 645–659. ACM, 2017.

6

[5] Antonio Barbalace, Binoy Ravindran, and David Katz.
Popcorn: a replicated-kernel os based on linux. In
Proceedings of the Linux Symposium, Ottawa, Canada,
2014.

Conclusion

In this paper, we explored the missed research space of securing application execution with ISA diversity. We described
the design and implementation of HeterSec, a framework to
improve application security with ISA heterogeneity. HeterSec enables HeterSec processes to leverage the diversified
ISAs as an additional layer of dynamic defense. HeterSec
was built with several compiler and kernel extensions to facilitate processes running on heterogeneous hardware in a
security enhanced manner. The two security applications built
on HeterSec show that it is feasible to leverage the existing
heterogeneous hardware to improve application security.
The source code of HeterSec is publicly available as part of
the Popcorn Linux project at http://popcornlinux.org.
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Abstract
Reducing the attack surface of the OS kernel is a promising
defense-in-depth approach for mitigating the fragile isolation guarantees of container environments. In contrast to
hypervisor-based systems, malicious containers can exploit
vulnerabilities in the underlying kernel to fully compromise
the host and all other containers running on it. Previous container attack surface reduction efforts have relied on dynamic
analysis and training using realistic workloads to limit the
set of system calls exposed to containers. These approaches,
however, do not capture exhaustively all the code that can
potentially be needed by future workloads or rare runtime
conditions, and are thus not appropriate as a generic solution.
Aiming to provide a practical solution for the protection
of arbitrary containers, in this paper we present a generic
approach for the automated generation of restrictive system
call policies for Docker containers. Our system, named
Confine, uses static code analysis to inspect the containerized
application and all its dependencies, identify the superset of
system calls required for the correct operation of the container,
and generate a corresponding Seccomp system call policy
that can be readily enforced while loading the container.
The results of our experimental evaluation with 150 publicly
available Docker images show that Confine can successfully
reduce their attack surface by disabling 145 or more system
calls (out of 326) for more than half of the containers, which
neutralizes 51 previously disclosed kernel vulnerabilities.

1

Introduction

The convenience of running containers and managing
them through orchestrators, such as Kubernetes [13], has
popularized their use by developers and organizations, as they
provide both lower cost and increased flexibility. In contrast
to virtual machines, which run their own operating system
(OS), multiple tenants can launch containers on top of the
same OS kernel of the host. This makes containers more
lightweight compared to VMs, and thus allows for running
a higher number of instances on the same hardware [30].
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The performance gains of containers, however, come to the
expense of weaker isolation compared to VMs. Isolation between containers running on the same host is enforced purely in
software by the underlying OS kernel. Therefore, adversaries
who have access to a container on a third-party host can exploit
kernel vulnerabilities to escalate their privileges and fully compromise the host (and all the other containers running on it).
The trusted computing base in container environments
essentially comprises the entire kernel, and thus all its
entry points become part of the attack surface exposed to
potentially malicious containers. Despite the use of strict
software isolation mechanisms provided by the OS, such as
capabilities [1] and namespaces [18], a malicious tenant can
leverage kernel vulnerabilities to bypass them. For example, a
vulnerability in the waitid system call [6] allowed malicious
users to run a privilege escalation attack [70] and escape the
container to gain access to the host.
At the same time, the code base of the Linux kernel has
been expanding to support new features, protocols, and
hardware. The increase in the number of exposed system calls
throughout the years is indicative of the kernel’s code “bloat.”
The first version of the Linux kernel (released in 1991) had
just 126 system calls, whereas version 4.15.0-76 (released
in 2018) supports 326 system calls. As shown in previous
works [40, 50, 51, 80], different applications use disparate
kernel features, leaving the rest unused—and available to be
exploited by attackers. Kurmus et al. [50] showed that each
new kernel function is an entry point to accessing a large part of
the whole kernel code, which leads to attack surface expansion.
As a countermeasure to the ever expanding code base
of modern software, attack surface reduction techniques
have recently started gaining traction. The main idea behind
these techniques is to identify and remove (or neutralize)
code which, although is part of the program, it is either
i) completely inaccessible (e.g., non-imported functions from
shared libraries), or ii) not needed for a given workload or
configuration. A wide range of previous works have applied
this concept at different levels, including removing unused
functions from shared libraries [56, 58, 66] or even removing
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whole unneeded libraries [47]; tailoring kernel code based on
application requirements [50, 80]; or limiting system calls for
containers [8, 68, 69, 75]. In fact, one of the suggestions in the
NIST container security guidelines [59] is to reduce the attack
surface by limiting the functionality available to containers.
Despite their diverse nature, a common underlying
challenge shared by all these approaches is how to accurately
identify and maximize the code that can be safely removed.
On one end of the spectrum, works based on static code
analysis follow a more conservative approach, and opt for
maintaining compatibility in the expense of not removing
all the code that is actually unneeded (i.e., “remove what
is not needed”). In contrast, some works rely on dynamic
analysis and training [8, 50, 68, 69, 75, 80] to exercise the
system using realistic workloads, and identify the actual code
that was executed while discarding the rest (i.e., “keep what
is needed”). For a given workload, this approach maximizes
the code that can be removed, but as we show in Section 4, it
does not capture exhaustively all the code that can potentially
be needed by different workloads—let alone parts of code that
are executed rarely, such as error handling routines.
Given that previous efforts in the area of attack surface
reduction for container environments have focused on dynamic
analysis [8, 68, 69, 75], in this work we aim to provide a more
generic and practical solution that can be readily applied for
the protection of any container without the need for training.
To that end, we present an automated technique for generating
restrictive system call policies for arbitrary containers, and
limiting the exposed interface of the underlying kernel that can
be abused. By relying on static code analysis, our approach
inspects all execution paths of the containerized application
and all its dependencies, and identifies the superset of system
calls required for the correct operation of the container.
Our fully automated system, named Confine, takes a
container image as its input and generates a customized system
call policy. Containers, once initialized, run a single application for their entire execution time. We use dynamic analysis
to capture all binary executables that might be invoked during
container initialization. This initial limited dynamic analysis
phase does not depend on the availability of any workloads,
and just pinpoints the set of executables that are invoked in the
container, which are then statically analyzed. We have chosen
Docker as the main supported type of container images, as it is
the most widely used open-source containerization technology.
We experimentally evaluated our prototype with a set of
150 publicly available Docker images, and demonstrate its
effectiveness in deriving strict system call policies without
breaking functionality. In particular, for about half of the
containers, Confine disables 145 or more system calls (out
of 326), while at least 100 or more system calls are disabled
in the worst case and 219 in the best case. This is in stark
contrast to Docker’s default list of 49 (plus four partially)
disabled system calls. More importantly, disabling these
system calls effectively neutralizes 51 previously disclosed
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kernel vulnerabilities, in addition to the 25 vulnerabilities
mitigated by Docker’s default Seccomp policy.
The main contributions of our work include:
• We propose a generic approach for the automated
generation of restrictive, ready-to-use Seccomp system
call policies for arbitrary containers, without depending
on the availability of source code for the majority of the
target programs.
• We performed a thorough analysis of Linux kernel
CVEs, mapping them to functions in the kernel code. We
identified which system calls can be used to exploit each
CVE, and used this mapping as the basis for evaluating
the effectiveness of our approach.
• We examined more than 200 of the most popular publicly
available Docker images from Docker Hub [7] and
present an analysis of their characteristics.
• We experimentally evaluated our system with the above
images and demonstrate its effectiveness in generating
restrictive system call policies, which neutralize 51
previously disclosed kernel vulnerabilities.
Our Confine prototype is publicly available as an open-source
project from https://github.com/shamedgh/confine.

2

Background

The attack surface of the OS kernel used by containers can be
reduced by restricting the set of system calls available to each
container. In this section, we describe how Linux containers
provide isolation to different “containerized” processes, and
how SECure COMPuting with filters (Seccomp BPF) [23] can
be used to reduce the kernel code exposed to containers.

2.1

Linux Containers

Linux containers are an OS-level virtualization approach,
which can be used to execute multiple userlands on top of
the same kernel. The Linux kernel uses Capabilities [1],
Namespaces [18] and Control Groups (cgroups) [3] to provide
isolation among different containers.
Namespaces are a kernel feature that virtualizes global
system resources (specifically: mount points, process IDs,
network devices and network stacks, IPC objects, hostnames,
user and group IDs, and cgroups), providing the “illusion” of
exclusive use of these resources to processes within the same
namespace. Control Groups allow processes to be organized
into hierarchical groups, whose usage of various types of
resources (e.g., CPU time, memory, disk space, disk and network I/O) can be limited, accounted, or prioritized accordingly.
Containers use cgroups to provide “fair” usage of resources.
Docker [7] is a platform that employs the software-as-aservice and platform-as-a-service models for developing,
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2.2

Seccomp BPF

User-space applications communicate with the OS kernel
through the provided set of system calls , i.e., a pre-defined
API that allows access to specific kernel functionalities
programmatically. More importantly, however, applications
typically need only a subset of the available system calls to
function properly, i.e., most applications do not make use of
all the provided system calls.
Nevertheless, although a program may not use all of the
provided system calls, the complete set is available to all
processes. This modus operandi has two issues: (1) a compromised application may use additional system calls (from what
the author of the application originally intended) to carry out
malicious operations that require access to system resources
(e.g., filesystem, network) that the application never meant
to access; and (2) a malicious (or compromised) application
may invoke unused system calls to exploit underlying kernel
vulnerabilities (typically related to the implementation of a
given system call) for privilege escalation [45, 46], thereby
gaining access to every process and container on the host.
Seccomp BPF [23] is a mechanism for restricting the set
of system calls that are accessible by a given application.
Specifically, Seccomp BPF uses the Berkeley Packet Filter
language [55] for allowing developers to write arbitrary programs that act as system call filters, i.e., BPF programs that
inspect the system call number (as well as argument values, if
needed) and allow, log, or deny the execution of the respective
system call. Docker containers can be executed with Seccomp
BPF profiles, allowing users to provide allow/deny lists of permitted/prohibited system calls. The specified allow/deny list is
applied to the entire process namespace, limiting all processes
executed inside the respective container. We use this mechanism to reduce the kernel code available to each container.
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ngx_http_file_cache_manager
function cfg

deploying, and running containers. Every Docker container
launched is based on a Docker image, which is a file built in layers, encapsulating the entire environment (including a whole
Linux distribution, libraries, and support utilities) required to
execute the containerized application(s). The specification of
the Docker image is described in a text file, called Dockerfile.
The Dockerfile essentially contains all the commands required
to assemble the respective image. Docker uses Linux namespaces and cgroups to provide isolation between containers.
Docker Hub [7] is a central repository of both communitybased and official Docker images, which has drastically
popularized container use among system administrators. More
importantly, by building streamlined services with a minimal
code base, Docker has enabled corporations to increasingly
switch to the use of microservices. Each microservice can
be configured as a Docker image once, and then multiple
instances of it can be launched.

BB1:
call @ngx_shmtx_lock

BB2:
icmp cache_size, limit
jge BB4
T

ngx_http_file
_cache_force
d_expire

F

BB3:
call @ngx_time_update
jmp BB5

BB4:
call @ngx_http_file_cache_forced_expire

ngx_http_file_
cache_delete

unlink

unlink
system call

Figure 1: Example of control flow in Nginx that is missed by
dynamic analysis. Ovals represent functions, while rectangles
represent basic blocks. Dashed branches and blocks are not
executed during training.

3

Threat Model

We consider a local adversary who has full access to a container
running on a third-party host. This access may be granted either
legitimately (e.g., as a regular user of a cloud service), or as a
result of compromising a vulnerable process running on the
container. Potential victims include the OS kernel of the host,
as well as any other containers running on it. We specifically
focus on preventing the attacker from escaping a container—
preventing the exploitation of an application running on a
container is not the focus of our work. Any exploit mitigations
and defenses deployed on the host or individual containers are
orthogonal to our approach, as it does not rely on any additional
protection mechanisms being in place at user or kernel space.
Confine limits the set of system calls an attacker can invoke.
In case of vulnerability exploitation, this means that exploit
code (e.g., shellcode or ROP payload) or malicious programs
run by the attacker will have more limited capabilities, as
they cannot rely on system calls that are not needed by the
container. More importantly, by preventing access to less
frequently used and less tested system calls—the kernel
code of which may contain vulnerabilities that can lead to
privilege escalation [53]—an attacker cannot trigger those
vulnerabilities to compromise the kernel, as the respective
system calls cannot be invoked in the first place.

4

The Need for Static Analysis

Previous works [8, 68, 69, 75] have used dynamic analysis to
derive the list of system calls used by a container. However,
dynamic analysis is not sound, and thus can miss system
calls along execution paths that were not exercised during
the training phase. To demonstrate this issue, we manually
analyzed Nginx and discovered three examples of system calls
that would be missed if only dynamic analysis were used. For
our evaluation, we use Nginx with the Cache Management
and Auto Index features enabled.
Nginx spawns a separate cache-manager process to handle
cache management. This process clears the older cached
files when the cache is full using the unlink system call.
Dynamically analyzing Nginx would capture the initialization
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of the cache-manager process, but would likely fail to capture
the deletion of older cached files, and therefore fail to capture
the use of the unlink system call. As the unlink system call
is not invoked anywhere else during the normal execution of
the program, relying on training alone would cause it to be
marked as unused. Moreover, extending the training phase
for a longer duration would not solve the problem because the
deletion of older files is triggered only when the cache is full.
Training would need to request enough new files to fill up the
cache. Correctly setting up the training process to handle such
situations is thus challenging. Figure 1 shows the parts of the
control flow that are not discovered during training.
Another example of failure to capture a system call is
the use of lstat when displaying directory listings. Apart
from this functionality, lstat is not used in any other part
of Nginx. As listing a directory is usually triggered by users
who manually type a URL, and not by following any existing
URL on a website, it is unlikely that a training-based approach
would be able to capture this system call.
In yet another case, the Nginx binary can be updated with
a newer version without dropping client connections. The
system calls getsockopt and getsockname are used to hand
over the existing socket connections to the new process, and
are not used anywhere else in the code, making it challenging
for dynamic analysis to discover them.
The above examples are indicative of the trade off between
fragility and overapproximation faced by dynamic and static
analysis. Relying on dynamic analysis alone would require the
training to be comprehensive enough to anticipate and capture
all above corner cases. In contrast, static analysis results are
guaranteed to be sound, but may include system calls that are
never invoked by certain workloads. As we aim for a practical
and generic solution, we opt for using static analysis to capture
the superset of system calls used by an application.

5

Seccomp rules that limit the system calls that may be invoked.
Confine currently supports Docker containers running on a native Linux-based host, but similar analysis could be performed
for other container environments and operating systems.

5.1

Although containers are usually specialized to run a single
application or service, they typically invoke many other utility
and support programs prior to executing the main program. For
example, the default MongoDB Docker image [16] invokes
the following supporting programs to set up the environment:
bash, chown, find, id, and numactl. To generate system call
policies, we must thus identify all programs that can potentially
run during the lifetime of a container. Confine relies on limited
dynamic analysis to capture the list of processes created on the
system. A profiling tool records every application launched
within a configurable time period (30 seconds by default)
since the creation of the container—long enough to capture
both system initialization, as well as the “stable” state of the
system. The obtained set of applications is then used to derive
the corresponding system call policy. We further discuss the
completeness of the derived list in Section 8.
Our approach is different from previous works that rely
on dynamic training using various workloads to derive a list
of allowable system calls [75]. In our approach, the goal of
the dynamic analysis is merely to identify the set of binary
executables to be analyzed—the system calls invoked by these
programs are then derived statically.
The above dynamic analysis is meant to be a convenient
and automated way to carry out the batch analysis of multiple
container images. For containers that may include applications
that are not launched from the beginning, our system supports
manually provided external lists of executables that should
be included in the analysis.

Design
5.2

Our goal is to reduce the kernel attack surface available to
a malicious tenant of a container service by limiting the
number of system calls available to each container, which
can potentially be of use for malicious purposes (either as
part of exploit code, or as a gateway to exploiting kernel
vulnerabilities). To achieve this, Confine “hardens” the
container image once it has been fully configured by the user,
by limiting access to only those system calls that are actually
needed for the proper operation of the container.
Identifying the system calls that are necessary for the correct
execution of the container requires addressing the following requirements: 1) identify all applications that may run on the container; 2) identify all library functions imported by each application; 3) map library functions to system calls; and 4) extract
direct system call invocations from applications and libraries.
Figure 2 presents a high-level overview of our approach,
which, given a container image, automatically generates
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Identifying Running Applications

Static Analysis

Dynamic analysis often fails to exercise all possible code
paths, especially when comprehensive workloads are not
available during training. To ensure complete code coverage,
once we have the list of applications that are executed on the
container, we perform static analysis to extract the system calls
that are needed for the correct execution of each application.
Libc User programs typically invoke system calls through
the libc library, which provides corresponding wrapper functions (e.g., the libc function read invokes the system call
SYS_read). Confine analyzes the source code of libc to derive a
mapping between exported functions and the system calls they
invoke. For the rest of the programs and libraries on a given container, however, Confine only needs to analyze their binaries.
A libc function may have multiple control flow paths to the
actual system call. To correctly identify which system calls are
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Figure 2: Overview of Confine’s system call extraction process. A one-time dynamic analysis phase that does not require any
application-specific workloads is used for the sole purpose of identifying the applications running in the container. Each application
is then statically analyzed to identify all the library functions that it uses, and the system calls it relies on.
invoked by a given libc function, we thus need to analyze these
control flow paths. To that end, Confine statically analyzes the
source code of libc to derive its full call graph, and accurately
map each function to its respective system calls.
Function pointers are used widely in libc. However, performing accurate points-to analysis has significant scalability
and performance issues [29, 42]. To avoid having to perform
points-to analysis, we follow a more conservative approach
and retain all system calls that are invoked through any
function that has its address taken. In Section 6.1 we discuss
the technical challenges we encountered during this process.
Having an accurate mapping between libc functions and
system calls, it is then straightforward to analyze each program
(main executable and libraries), identify all imported libc
functions, and derive the set of all possible system calls the
program may invoke. It is important to stress that this phase
is performed only once per libc version—the derived mapping
is then saved and used across all containers.
Direct System Call Invocation In addition to using libc
wrappers, applications and libraries may also invoke system
calls directly using the syscall() function, or using the
syscall assembly instruction. Although the number of
applications and libraries which use this approach are limited,
for the sake of completeness, we use binary code disassembly
to extract any directly invoked system calls. We describe
in detail this process in Section 6.2. Some applications
developed in languages other than C/C++ also require special
considerations which we discuss in Section 6.3.

5.3

Hardening the Container Image

Once we have generated the list of system calls needed to run
the container, we can proceed to harden the container image.
Docker containers support the use of Seccomp filters to limit
the system calls accessible from the container. The user can
launch the container with a custom ruleset which specifies the
system calls that can be accessed by the container. This ruleset
can be either in the form of a deny list or an allow list of system
calls prohibited or permitted. For Confine, we use a deny list
of system calls that the container is not allowed to invoke.
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Based on the analysis performed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, we
use an automated script to derive the list of prohibited system
calls, and construct the corresponding Seccomp profile. If any
new application needs to be executed on the container after
this process, the administrator must run the analysis on the
application to update the Seccomp profile.

6

Implementation

6.1

Mapping Libc Functions to System Calls

To ensure correctness, a precise function call graph is required
to identify and filter unused system calls. Based on our analysis
of more than 200 popular Docker images from Docker Hub [7],
we found that even though most containers use the popular
glibc library as their main user-space libc library, musl-libc [17]
was also used in 12 occasions. Although both musl-libc and
glibc provide implementations of the C standard library functions, and applications should be able to use both interchangeably, we discovered that the system calls used by standard libc
functions some times differ between musl-libc and glibc.
To maximize compatibility, we analyzed both libraries independently to extract their call graphs and their corresponding
function-to-system-call mapping. Moreover, due to certain
differences between glibc and musl-libc, which we discuss
next, we had to use a different toolchain for the analysis of
each of these libraries.
6.1.1

Musl-Libc

Musl-libc [17] is a lightweight C standard library which has
a smaller codebase compared to glibc. For our analysis, we
compiled musl-libc with the LLVM [14] compiler toolchain
and implemented an LLVM pass to extract the complete call
graph. This pass operates on the intermediate representation
(IR) of the code and records each function call. To identify
system calls, in addition to recording each function call, we
make special note of calls to the syscall function. Using the
extracted call graph, we create a map between each exported
function in musl-libc and the system calls it invokes. We
modified the compiler toolchain to invoke the pass before
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any optimization to prevent the loss of precision due to
optimizations and code transformations.
Musl-libc uses a weak_alias macro to define weak
symbols for functions. Weak symbols can be overridden by
strong symbols having the same name, without name collision
errors. Our LLVM pass keeps track of these aliases as well.
6.1.2

Glibc

Glibc is the most popular libc implementation used in most
containers. Glibc heavily relies on multiple GCC [11] features
which are not implemented in LLVM. Due to this issue,
we implemented a second analysis pass to extract the call
graph and system call information from glibc, based on the
GCC RTL (Register Translation Language) Intermediate
Representation. Our call graph extraction implementation
is based on the Egypt [38] tool, which operates on GCC’s
RTL IR. We discovered that there are three main mechanisms
through which glibc invokes system calls.
System Call via Inline Assembly and Assembly Files
This is the most straightforward mechanism for invoking system calls. Functions such as accept4(), which is responsible
for accepting incoming socket connections, contain inline
invocations using the x86-64 syscall instruction. Given the
source code, the Egypt tool constructs the function call graph
for any given application or library. We augmented Egypt to
iterate over every call instruction in the RTL IR and record
any native x86-64 syscall instruction. Similarly, assembly
files also contain syscall instruction. Therefore, we analyze
the assembly files and extract all syscall instructions.
System Call Wrapper Macros In addition to directly using
the syscall instruction, glibc also uses macro expansion
to generate wrappers to system calls. Other glibc routines
use these wrappers to invoke system calls. Because these
wrappers are implemented as architecture-dependent (in our
case x86-64) macros, they cannot be retrieved by analyzing
the RTL IR. Moreover, the parameters to these macros are
provided by a bash script during compile time.
The syscall-template.S file contains the macros
T_PSEUDO, T_PSEUDO_NOERRNO, and T_PSEUDO_ERRVAL,
that define wrappers to system calls. The list of system calls
to be generated, along with other information, such as symbol
names and the number of arguments, are provided in the
syscalls.list file. The Bash script make-syscalls.sh
reads this file at compile time, generates the correct macro
definitions, and invokes the expansion of the macros in the
syscall-template.S. This script is invoked as part of the
build process of glibc. During the compilation of glibc, we
trace the execution of this script and record the relevant macro
definitions observed during its execution. Using these macros
and macro definitions, we derive the mappings between these
wrappers and their respective system calls.
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Weak Symbols and Versioned Symbols Similarly to musllibc, glibc uses the weak_alias macro to define weak symbols
for functions. GCC supports symbol versioning, and glibc uses
this feature to support multiple versions of glibc. The versioned
symbols are defined using the macro versioned_symbol.
Both weak_alias and versioned_symbol provide aliases
for functions. Other functions within glibc, as well as the
applications using glibc, can invoke these aliased functions
either through the original function name or its alias. We
analyze the C source code to extract these aliases, and add
them to the call graph.

6.2

Binary Analysis

To capture a trace of all invoked executables, we leverage
Sysdig [26] to monitor the execve calls made during the
initial 30 seconds (configurable value) of the container. After
we generate the list of programs the container runs, we further
perform static analysis to extract the list of system calls
necessary for the correct execution of the container.
6.2.1

System Call Invocation Through Libc

After extracting the list of binaries, we recursively find any
other libraries (except libc) that are loaded by them, and then
use objdump to extract the superset of imported functions
across all main executables and libraries. This analysis gives
us the list of libc (glibc or musl-libc) functions that are
imported by an application and its libraries. Then, using the
libc-to-syscall map generated as described in Section 6.1, we
derive the list of system calls required by the application. In
addition to these, the Docker framework itself needs certain
system calls to run. Consequently, after deriving the required
system calls for all the programs of a container, we combine
them with the list of system calls which Docker requires by
default to launch the container.
6.2.2

Direct System Call Invocation

We further encountered a limited number of libraries and applications that invoke system calls directly through either the libc
syscall() interface, or the native syscall assembly instruction. Analyzing such invocations requires deriving the values
of the arguments being passed to the system call. Fortunately,
extracting the first argument, which specifies the system call
number, is straightforward, as it is typically set by the (few) instructions preceding the syscall instruction or the syscall()
function invocation. We therefore use binary code disassembly
to identify the system call number by extracting the values assigned to the RAX/EAX register for the syscall instruction, and
the RDI/EDI register for the syscall() function. Confine currently supports only x86-64, but adding support for other platforms is straightforward by following their calling conventions.
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6.2.3

Dynamically Loaded Libraries

An issue that requires special consideration is dynamic loading,
a mechanism through which applications can load modules on
demand throughout their execution. The dlopen(), dlsym(),
and dlclose() API functions are used to load a library,
retrieve its symbols, and close it, respectively. Because
these operations are performed at run time, any libraries
loaded in this way cannot be identified by looking at the
application’s ELF binary header. For instance, Apache Httpd
uses this feature to load libraries based on the user-defined
configuration. Quach and Prakash in [65] have shown that
only around 3% of the 3174 programs and 2% of the 4292
libraries analyzed in their dataset used these features, all of
which loaded the required libraries during initialization.
To identify such dynamically loaded libraries, we monitor
the list of libraries loaded by the application at run time
through the /proc virtual file system, which provides this
information for every process. In Section 6.3 we discuss how
we use the same technique of monitoring the procfs to detect
the list of libraries used by Java applications.
One consideration is that if an application dynamically loads
libc, we cannot identify the individual functions imported
by the application, and would have to retain all system calls
made by libc. However, it is unlikely that libc will be loaded
in this fashion, as dynamic loading is used for modules that
provide additional functionality to the application. We did not
encounter any such case in our experiments.

6.3

Language-specific Considerations

Different languages have different software stacks, and
therefore different analysis techniques to extract the system
call policies. The programming language of the containerized
application has an important effect on the analysis methods
used to identify the system calls required by a given application.
In this section, we describe the different techniques we used to
handle applications written in programming languages other
than C/C++, which we encountered during our study of the top
200 Docker images. In Section 7 we present statistics on the
usage of these languages across the container images studied.
Go Applications written in the Go language consist of
command packages and utility non-main packages. Go
applications can be compiled into executables using two
build-modes: default, and c-shared. When compiled with
the default build mode, all main packages are built into
executables, and all non-main packages are built into a static
.a archive that is linked statically with the executables. Go
applications use system call wrappers provided by Go’s
syscall and runtime packages to invoke system calls.
When compiled with the c-shared build-mode, the main
package relies on the standard libc library to invoke system
call wrapper functions.
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The analysis of our dataset shows that most of the Go
applications in the studied containers are built using the default
build mode. Therefore, unlike C/C++ applications which
rely on glibc, these applications use the Go core packages,
syscall and runtime, to make system calls. Consequently,
for containers that include Go applications, we require the
source code of all running Go applications to identify their
system calls. We use the callgraph tool [19] to build the call
graph of Go applications and all their dependencies, which we
have extended to record all calls to the system call wrappers
specified in the syscall and runtime packages.
Java/NodeJS Both the Java and NodeJS runtime applications use libc as a shared library to invoke system calls. The
Java compiler compiles Java source code into Java bytecode
and uses its own virtual machine (JVM) to interpret the
bytecode. Java programs are not compiled to machine code
and a binary is thus not generated. The interpreter and JVM
is provided by the java binary, which is launched via an
execve system call. To find the system calls of a container
that hosts a Java type application, in addition to analyzing all
other running binaries, we also analyze the java binary that
contains this JVM, and any other libraries that are dynamically
loaded, as described above. Similarly, we handle the system
calls invoked by the node-js runtime.
Purely Interpreted Languages Scripting languages, such
as Python and Perl, are purely interpreted and require the
respective interpreter to run. We extract the required system
calls for these types of containers using the same approach
used for other binaries, by applying our method to the
interpreter binary and all its required libraries.

6.4

Seccomp Profile Generation

We automatically generate Seccomp policies by classifying
all system calls not present on the final list of required system
calls as “not-permitted,” and assigning them to a deny list.
The Docker Seccomp ruleset requires the name of the filtered
system calls, while our analysis of the containers generates
system call numbers. We map all the available system calls
in the kernel to their respective number by using the symbol
information related to the names of the system calls from the
procfs pseudo-filesystem. Based on the sys/syscall.h
header file, we map the system call name to its number, and use
it to convert the prohibited system call numbers to their names.
We create the Seccomp profile with a deny list containing
these system calls and apply it to the container.
Docker uses a JSON file to define the permitted system
calls. Listing 1 shows a sample ruleset which only disables
the pwrite64 system call. The default action for this ruleset
is to allow all system calls, except those specified under
the syscalls tag. Each system call is specified by three
arguments: its name, the action, and its arguments.
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Listing 1: Example of a Docker Seccomp ruleset file.
1

{
" defaultAction ": " SCMP_ACT_ALLOW ",
" architectures ": [
" SCMP_ARCH_X 86_64",
" SCMP_ARCH_X 86",
" SCMP_ARCH_X 32"
],
" syscalls ": [
{
" name ": " pwrite 64",
" action ": " SCMP_ACT_ERRNO ",
" args ": []
}
]

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

}

7

Experimental Evaluation

We evaluated Confine with a set of 150 publicly available
Docker container images available from Docker Hub [7]. We
conducted experiments to get insight into the characteristics
of popular container images, assess the effectiveness of
our system call policy extraction approach, and evaluate its
security benefits in terms of attack surface reduction.

7.1
7.1.1

Analysis of Publicly Available Containers
Dataset Collection

Docker Hub [7] provides a set of 153 “official” container
images that are maintained by the service, along with many
other community-maintained images. For our evaluation,
we collected a data set comprising i) the 153 official Docker
Hub images, and ii) the top 200 most popular communitymaintained images. Due to the overlap between the two lists,
our initial data set consists of 209 unique Docker images.
Out of these 209 images, 193 are available for free and
can be used without any paid licensing requirements—we
exclude the rest from our data set. Out of the remaining 193
images, 43 require some form of manual effort to setup, such
as launching prerequisite containers (e.g., rocket-chat), or
specifying complex configuration settings. We leave these
images out of the scope of our work due to the complexity of
the manual steps required to run them. Our final data set thus
comprises 150 Docker images (122 official and 28 unofficial)
that can be automatically processed by our system.
7.1.2

Container Statistics

Docker Hub assigns a popularity metric to each of the official
images based on its number of pull requests (downloads).
We retrieve this number through the official Docker Hub
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API for the 153 official images (the returned value is zero
for most of the non-official images). Figure 3a shows the
popularity distribution in terms of number of downloads for
the 153 official Docker Hub images. We can see that 15% of
the Docker images account for most of the downloads, while
the rest are much less popular. This implies that including
more images to the evaluation set would not increase the
significance of the dataset in terms of container popularity.
In Section 6.3 we discussed how we tackle applications
written in languages other than C/C++. To gain some insight
about how commonly these languages are used, we gathered
some statistics about the programming languages used by the
containers in our dataset. The most common programming languages used in containerized applications include C/C++, Java
and Go. As shown in Table 1, many well-known server applications (e.g., Nginx, Apache Httpd, and MySQL) fall into the
C/C++ category, which comprises 61% of the containers. There
are, however, 22% images hosting Java-based applications,
such as Apache Cassandra (NoSQL database), Apache Solr
(open-source search engine platform), and Apache Tomcat.
Since Go has been used to develop many of the management
tools used in the Docker ecosystem, Go-based containers also
account for a considerable number of images (14%).
We classify containers as Java-based or Python/Perl-based
depending on the presence of the corresponding language
runtime in the container. Since most containers contain small
utility tools, such as sed, grep, and find, which would cause
a container to fall into the C/C++ category, Confine only classifies a container in the C/C++ category if it does not run any
other program written in some other programming language.
For example, the Cassandra [2] container invokes both sed
(a C program) and the java application. Instead of classifying
this container in both the C/C++ and Java categories, we only
consider it as a Java container for the results of Table 1.
As discussed in Section 6.2, we extract the list of executed
binaries in each container and retrieve their loaded libraries.
Figures 3b and 3c show the distribution of the number of
binaries executed and libraries loaded by the tested containers.
About 75% of the containers execute fewer than 16 binaries,
and 75% require fewer than 47 libraries.

7.2

System Call Filtering

We used the set of 150 Docker images to evaluate the
effectiveness of our approach in filtering unused system calls.
First, Confine automatically analyzes each container and
extracts the list of system calls required by its binaries based
on the analysis described in Section 6.2. Then, it generates
a Seccomp filter to prohibit the use of all remaining system
calls. Finally, we run the container on a Docker Engine, along
with our filter, to validate the correctness of our analysis.
We assess the effectiveness of our approach by measuring
the number of filtered system calls per container. Each
system call is an entry point to some kernel functionality,
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Figure 3: Cumulative distribution of number of downloads, executed binaries, and loaded libraries per container.
Table 1: Breakdown of Docker images according to the
programming language used for the main hosted application.
Language
C/C++
Java
Go
JavaScript
Python
Perl

# Img.
92
34
21
6
5
2

Example Applications
Nginx, Apache Httpd, MongoDB, MySQL
Cassandra, Solr, Tomcat, Sonarqube, JRuby
Traefik, Registry, Telegraph, Metricbeat
Kibana, Ghost, Hipache
Celery, Plone, Hylang, Hipache, ROS
Nuxeo, GitLab Community Edition

and thus disabling a system call is equivalent to preventing
the exposure of vulnerabilities in all relevant code of that
kernel functionality (in addition to prohibiting the use of that
system call as part of malicious code)—we have measured the
degree of attack surface reduction in terms of known CVEs
that become neutralized and present our results in Section 7.3.
We leave the actual removal of the kernel code related to
each system call as part of our future work, but the number
of filtered system calls is indicative of the amount of kernel
code that could potentially be removed.
Figure 4 shows the cumulative distribution of the number
of filtered system calls for the 150 successfully analyzed
containers. For about half of the containers, Confine disables
145 or more system calls (out of the 326 currently available in
Linux). Even in the worst case (leftmost part of x axis), 100 or
more system calls are removed. This means that at least twice
or more system calls can be disabled compared to Docker’s
default Seccomp filter, which includes 49 system calls.
Confine filtered 148 system calls on average for the top-15
ranked Docker images that were successfully analyzed. The
list includes many popular applications, such as Nginx, PostgreSQL, MySQL, and MongoDB. For Nginx, we observe that
160 system calls are required for its operation (166 are filtered
out of 326), whereas Wan et. al [75] identified only 76 through
dynamic analysis. The complete list is shown in Table 2.
7.2.1

Validation Methodology

To ensure that the generated system call policies do not break
any functionality, we performed additional validation runs.
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Table 2: Number of filtered system calls for the top-15 images
with the highest number of downloads.
Image Name
oracle-database-enterprise-edition
oracle-serverjre-8
mysql-enterprise-server
couchbase
db2-developer-c-edition
oracle-instant-client
redis
ibm-security-access-manager
mongo
ubuntu
busybox
node
postgres
nginx
mysql

Filtered
Syscalls

Popularity
Rank

138
190
128
140
100
190
171
110
143
184
142
150
133
166
135

1
2
3
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

General Validation First, we check if the container is
launched properly with the specified Seccomp profile.
Unless we filter system calls that are required by the Docker
framework itself, this step will succeed.
The Docker image is specified using a configuration file,
called Dockerfile. The Entrypoint attribute in the Dockerfile
specifies the application the container must invoke upon
launch. If this application exits (or crashes), the container
exits, and thus we verify that this does not happen.
Even if the application remains running, however, it
might still encounter errors. For example, it might encounter
exceptions that are gracefully handled by the application, but
still cause problems in its correct operation. To capture these
cases, we check the log files generated by the container. Docker
provides a streamlined process of reading the logs produced by
the containerized application. We compare the logs produced
by the hardened container with the default container. Because
values in the logs, such as timestamps and process IDs, might
differ between different executions, we ignore these values.
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7.2.2

Validation Results

Based on the above process, we verified that 146 out of the 150
containers run successfully, while 4 failed for the following
reasons. First, Confine failed to extract system calls for three
Go-based images, because the Go call graph tool (discussed
in Section 6.3) could not be applied on the source code of Influxdb [12] and Chronograf [4] due to numerous dependencies,
while the source code of Sematext [25] was not available.
Second, Java provides the option of accessing OS interfaces
directly through its Java Native Interface. We would need to
analyze the Java code of each program to extract JNI-invoked
system calls. Elasticsearch [9] is the only example we saw in
our Java dataset which used this feature, and thus we did not
invest the time to implement this capability.
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100%
Cumulative % of Containers

In-Depth Validation We further validated the soundness
of the profiles generated for some of the ready-to-use Docker
images, by testing them with available benchmark suites for
the corresponding applications. For this validation effort,
we focused on the most popular Docker images due to the
manual effort required. We collected a set of benchmarking
tools applicable to 10 of the top-50 Docker images. These
include domain-specific benchmarking tools, Selenium [24]
scripts, and the CloudSuite benchmarks [60]. We applied
the benchmarks to the following Docker images: MongoDB,
PostgreSQL, MySQL, Redis, Wordpress, PHP, Memcached,
Nginx, Apache Httpd and MediaWiki.
The web-serving benchmark of CloudSuite [60] is based
on the open-source social networking site Elgg [10]. Elgg is a
PHP-based application that uses MySQL as the database server.
It also provides a media-streaming server running on the Nginx
server. Finally, it also provides a benchmark for Memcached.
We derived system call policies for containers running these
benchmarks and verified that the benchmarks successfully ran.
For MongoDB, we used mongo-perf [15], and applied
all the test cases in the simple_insert and simple_query test
suites on one thread for 10 seconds. For PostgreSQL, we used
pgbench [20], which first creates a new database and then
prepares and runs the test cases. For MySQL, we used the
sysbench tool [48]. After initializing a new database, we ran
the OLTP read and write tests using 16 threads on 10 tables.
For Redis, we used redis-benchmark [22], and ran multiple
tests changing the type and number of requests, number of
clients and size of data being loaded in each test.
Wordpress and Mediawiki run on Apache Httpd. We
ran a hardend MySQL container as their database and used
Selenium [24] to create content through automated user
interaction. We applied scripts created based on online
tutorials prepared and released by Azad et al. [28]. Through
these scripts, different operations, such as creating users,
posts, applying images and modifying them were performed.
All operations were performed successfully and no irregular
impact was identified through the logs or the script outputs.
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Figure 4: Cumulative distribution of the number of filtered
system calls, as a percentage of all tested containers.

7.3

Security Evaluation

Previous works in the area of software debloating [41, 47, 66]
mostly focus on the amount of code (and number of ROP
gadgets) removed as the main measure of improvement. In
contrast, our approach does not remove any code, but merely
restricts the system calls that a malicious container can
invoke, i.e., it reduces the attack surface of the host’s kernel by
reducing the number of system calls it exposes to (potentially
malicious) applications.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in reducing
the attack surface, we evaluate how removing unused system
calls can reduce the risk of privilege escalation attacks. To that
end, our starting point was the vulnerabilities used in a previous
study by Lin et al. [54]. These vulnerabilities are exploitable
despite the use of container isolation mechanisms, such as
namespaces [18], cgroups [3], and capabilities [1]. To gain
a better understanding of the impact that filtering individual
system calls has in neutralizing potential kernel vulnerabilities,
we mapped each CVE to its corresponding system calls.
7.3.1

Mapping Kernel CVEs to System Calls

To perform our analysis, we crawled the CVE website [5]
for Linux kernel vulnerabilities using a custom automated
tool. The tool parses each commit in the Linux kernel’s Git
repository to find the corresponding patch for a given CVE,
and retrieves the relevant file and function that was modified by
the patch. After mapping CVEs to their respective functions,
we built the Linux kernel call graph and analyzed which parts
of it can be exclusively accessed by a given system call.
We constructed the Linux kernel’s call graph using
KIRIN [78]. This allows us to map which functions in the
kernel are invoked from which system call, and therefore
reason about which part of the kernel’s code will never be
invoked when a set of system calls are filtered.
We discovered that while there are only a few CVEs
directly associated with the code of filtered system calls, many
CVEs are associated with files and functions that are invoked
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Table 3: CVEs mitigated by removing unneeded system calls.
System Call(s)
# CVEs
CVE Examples
CVE Type
# Imgs.
Docker Image Examples
set_thread_area
1
CVE-2014-8133
B
146
Nginx, MongoDB, Apach Httpd, MySQL
mq_notify
1
CVE-2017-11176
D
146
Redis, CouchDB, Apache Httpd, MySQL
sched_getattr
1
CVE-2014-9903
I
146
Postgresql, Nginx, Memcache
io_submit
1
CVE-2010-3066
D
142
Rethinkdb, Apache Httpd, Nginx, Redis
rt_(tg)sigqueueinfo
1
CVE-2011-1182
Other
140
MongoDB, Nginx, Apache Httpd, MySQL
clock_nanosleep
1
CVE-2018-13053
O
140
MongoDB, Nginx, Apache Httpd, MySQL
ioprio_get
1
CVE-2016-7911
P,D
131
Redis, Nginx, Apache Httpd, MySQL
waitid
2
CVE-2017-14954, CVE-2017-5123
B,P,I
114
Nginx, MongoDB, CouchDB, MySQL
inotify_init1
1
CVE-2010-4250
D
101
Nginx, Apache Httpd, MySQL
semctl
1
CVE-2010-4083
I
97
Nginx, CouchDB, Redis
inotify_add_watch
1
CVE-2019-9857
D
77
Nginx, Apache Httpd, MySQL
shmctl
2
CVE-2009-0859, CVE-2010-4072
I,D
71
Iojs, Hylang, Rethinkdb
semget, msgget, shmget
1
CVE-2015-7613
P
62
Julia, Iojs, Clearlinux
splice
1
CVE-2009-1961
D
57
MongoDB, Rethinkdb, Oraclelinux
epoll_ctl
1
CVE-2012-3375
D
48
Crux, IBM-db2-warehouse-cc, Adminer
setsockopt
5
CVE-2016-4997, CVE-2016-8655
P,M,O,D
22
Euleros, Clearlinux
([f,l]remove,[f,l]set)xattr
1
CVE-2011-1090
D
22
Clearlinux, Fluentd
ioctl
26
CVE-2010-2478, CVE-2009-0745
I,P,B,O,D
1
Nats
madvise
2
CVE-2012-3511, CVE-2017-18208
D
1
Busybox
I: Obtain Information, P: Gain Privileges, B: Bypass a Restriction, O: Overflow, D: Denial of Service, M: Memory Corruption

exclusively by the code of filtered system calls. By matching
the CVEs to the call graph created by KIRIN, we were able
to pinpoint all the vulnerabilities that are related to the set of
system calls filtered by a given container. This provides us with
a quantifiable property to assess the attack surface reduction
achieved by our method, i.e., the number of CVEs that would
have been neutralized for a given container, if the respective
system call policy generated by Confine was applied.
7.3.2

CVEs Mitigated by Confine

Our results are summarized in Table 3. Linux kernel CVEs are
assigned a category depending on how their exploitation can
affect the underlying system. While privilege escalation has
the most severe outcome, others are important to consider as
well. Using a denial-of-service attack, the attacker can disrupt
the functionality of all containers and applications running on
the same host. The “Bypass a Restriction” category includes
attacks which allow the attacker to directly or indirectly bypass
isolation mechanisms. Similarly, exploiting a vulnerability in
the “Obtain Information” category could cause the leakage of
sensitive kernel data which endangers the isolation guarantees
provided to other containers.
Based on our analysis, in addition to the 25 CVEs mitigated
by Docker’s default Seccomp policy, 51 CVEs across all studied containers are effectively removed (i.e., the respective vulnerabilities cannot be triggered by the attacker) by applying our
generated policies. These include CVEs that an attacker could
exploit to perform denial-of-service attacks against the kernel
(CVE-2012-3375, CVE-2016-7911, and CVE-2017-11176),
perform privilege escalation attacks (CVE-2017-5123, CVE2016-7911, and CVE-2015-7613), or leak sensitive kernel information (CVE-2017-14954 and CVE-2014-9903). Of these
51 CVEs, seven were removed in more than 130 containers.
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Discussion and Limitations

As shown in Table 3, the system calls filtered by our technique
are not very commonly used, but at the same time mitigate a
large number of previously disclosed kernel vulnerabilities.
We must emphasize that although system calls such as execve
and mmap are used as part of user-space exploits, any system
call associated with a kernel CVE can be used to exploit
the kernel. For an attacker seeking to escape a container,
exploiting commonly used system calls such as execve or
mmap provides no additional benefit over exploiting system
calls such as waitid, which are used less frequently.
In addition to launching applications from scripts and
the command line, most programming languages give the
programmer the ability to launch applications using special
library calls, such as execve. As it is not guaranteed that such
invocations will occur within our monitoring window, our
approach may fail to analyze any executables launched in
this way. Currently, the developer is expected to provide a list
of binaries executed using such library calls. Our approach
provides an initial list of applications for the user to build
upon, which can further reduce the manual effort required.
A better alternative would be to statically analyze the source
code of all invoked applications to identify process creation
events. This can easily be done for applications written in
interpreted languages, as they are typically supported by many
static analysis tools (e.g., php-ast [62] for PHP, or the built-in
AST [21] functionality for Python). We executed php-ast on
the Wordpress Docker image and validated the correctness of
extracting paths of binaries which could be passed to any execlike function (e.g., php_exec, shell_exec). This could easily
be extended to applications written in different languages. We
leave the full implementation of such a capability as part of
our future work, since it only requires engineering effort.
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Although not recommended, some Docker images use cron
jobs to run periodic tasks in the container. In these cases we
expect the user to provide the list of programs which can be
executed through cron, although again such cases could be
automatically handled by parsing the crontab file.

9

Related Work

Static source code analysis for deriving system call policies
has been a widely used approach in the fields of sandboxing
and host-based intrusion detection [33–35, 43, 49, 61, 67, 74].
Our work mainly falls in the area of software debloating, and
we thus discuss related works in this context.

9.1

Container Security and Debloating

Wan et al. [75] use dynamic analysis to profile the running
applications on a container and generate corresponding
Seccomp filters. DockerSlim [8] is an open source tool which
also relies on dynamic analysis to generate Seccomp profiles
and to remove unnecessary files from docker images. As
discussed in Section 7.2.2, all required system calls cannot be
reliably extracted through dynamic analysis alone—especially
for cases that handle exceptions and errors, which are typically
not part of the common execution paths. Therefore, dynamic
analysis cannot guarantee complete coverage of all the
system calls required by each application. Our system, on the
other hand, provides a more comprehensive static analysis
mechanism for extracting the system calls used by a container.
Speaker [52] separates the required system calls into two
main phases, booting and runtime. It dynamically extracts the
required system calls for each phase and filters them based
on the necessity of each state. Cimplifier [68] splits containers
running multiple applications into multiple single-purpose
containers using dynamic analysis. Rastogi et al. [69] propose
improvements to Cimplifier [68] through symbolic execution.
Previous works have also focused on container security
form the perspective of software protection mechanisms and
vulnerabilities. Lin et al. [54] provide a dataset of security
vulnerabilities and exploits which can potentially bypass the
software isolation provided by the Linux Kernel. One of their
recommendations is the use of stricter Seccomp policies for
containers. Shu et al. [71] have created a framework for performing vulnerability scanning on images found on Docker
Hub. Combe et al. [31] explored the security implications of using containers, by considering adversary models which assume
complete access of an adversary to one container on a host.

9.2

Application Debloating

Most of the prior works in the area of debloating have focused
on removing unnecessary code from individual processes.
Mulliner and Neugschwandtner [58] proposed one of the
first approaches for library specialization, which identifies
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and removes all non-imported library functions at load
time. Quach et al. [66] developed a modified loader and
compiler to perform shared library specialization by removing
unnecessary functions extracted through call dependency and
function boundary identification at compile time. Agadakos et
al. [27] perform similar library specialization, but at the binary
level. BlankIt [63] only loads library functions upon request,
keeping the program and only parts of the library which are
required at that moment in the process address space. Song et
al. [72] used data dependency analysis to show the potential of
fine-grained library customization of statically linked libraries.
Shredder [56] and Saffire [57] restrict the arguments passed
to critical system API functions to only legitimate values
extracted from each application’s code. Qian et al. [64] use
training and heuristics to identify basic blocks which can be
removed from a binary, while Ghaffarinia and Hamlen [36]
restrict the control flow of the binary, instead of removing the
extra code using a similar training approach.
Sysfilter [32] uses binary analysis to identify the set of required system calls for a given application, and restricts access
to them through binary rewriting performed by Egalito [76].
While Confine mainly relies on the libc call graph generated
through source code analysis, Sysfilter relies on the binary,
which could cause loss of precision and overapproximation in
identifying the set of required system calls. Temporal system
call specialization [37] disables system calls according to
the execution phase of server applications, allowing many
security-critical system calls (e.g., execve) to be disabled
after the application finishes its initialization phase.
Other works explore the potential of software debloating
based on predefined features. CHISEL [41] is a framework for
shrinking software using a reinforcement learning approach
based on test cases provided by the user. The overall approach
is driven by the test cases, reducing the code size while
ensuring that none of the test cases fail. TRIMMER [39] uses
inter-procedural analysis to find unnecessary parts of code
based on user-defined configuration data.
Other works in this area have also focused on different
programming languages [44, 73, 77]. Jred [77] performs static
analysis on Java code to remove unused methods and classes.
Jiang et al. [44] propose feature-based debloating for Java
programs using data flow analysis.

9.3

Kernel Debloating

Several works focus on debloating the kernel and customizing
it according to user requirements. KASR [79] and FACECHANGE [80] use dynamic analysis to identify unused parts
of the kernel and use virtualization mechanisms to limit each
application to its profile. Kurmus et al. [50] propose a method
for tailoring the Linux kernel to special workloads through
automatic generation of kernel configuration files.
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Conclusion

[12] Influxdb - Docker Hub. https://hub.docker.com
/_/influxdb.

Our work was motivated by the lack of a generic solution for
the automated generation of restrictive system call policies
for container environments—one that does not rely on training
with realistic workloads, which is a cumbersome and errorprone method. We believe that the results of our experimental
evaluation demonstrate the practicality of the proposed
approach, as Confine managed to disable (without breaking
any functionality) 145 or more system calls for more than half
of the analyzed containers, neutralizing this way 51 previously
disclosed kernel vulnerabilities. As part of our future work,
we plan to address the limitations of our prototype and explore
the generation of more fine-grained system call policies.
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Abstract
Modern OSes provide a rich set of services to applications,
primarily accessible via the system call API, to support the
ever growing functionality of contemporary software. However, despite the fact that applications require access to part of
the system call API (to function properly), OS kernels allow
full and unrestricted use of the entire system call set. This not
only violates the principle of least privilege, but also enables
attackers to utilize extra OS services, after seizing control
of vulnerable applications, or escalate privileges further via
exploiting vulnerabilities in less-stressed kernel interfaces.
To tackle this problem, we present sysfilter: a binary
analysis-based framework that automatically (1) limits what
OS services attackers can (ab)use, by enforcing the principle
of least privilege with respect to the system call API, and
(2) reduces the attack surface of the kernel, by restricting the
system call set available to userland processes. We implement
sysfilter for x86-64 Linux, and present a set of program
analyses for constructing system call sets statically, and in
a scalable, precise, and complete (safe over-approximation)
manner. In addition, we evaluate our prototype in terms of correctness using 411 binaries (real-world C/C++ applications)
and ≈38.5K tests to assert their functionality. Furthermore,
we measure the impact of our enforcement mechanism(s),
demonstrating minimal, or negligible, run-time slowdown.
Lastly, we conclude with a large scale study of the system
call profile of ≈30K C/C++ applications (from Debian sid),
reporting insights that justify our design and can aid that of
future (system call-based) policing mechanisms.

1

Introduction

Software is continuously growing in complexity and size.
/bin/true, the “tiny” command typically used as aid in
shell scripts, was first introduced in the 7th edition of the
Unix distribution (Bell Labs) and consisted of zero lines of
code (LOC); by 2012, in Ubuntu, true has grown up to 2.3
KLOC [28]. Likewise, the bash binary has gone from 11.3
KB (Unix V5, 1974) up to 2.1 MB (Ubuntu, 2014) [28].
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This constant stream of additional functionality integrated
into modern applications, i.e., feature creep, not only has
dire effects in terms of security and protection [1, 71], but
also necessitates a rich set of OS services: applications need
to interact with the OS kernel—and, primarily, they do so
via the system call (syscall) API [52]—in order to perform
useful tasks, such as acquiring or releasing memory, spawning
and terminating additional processes and execution threads,
communicating with other programs on the same or remote
hosts, interacting with the filesystem, and performing I/O and
process introspection.
Indicatively, at the time of writing, the Linux kernel (v5.5)
provides support for 347 syscalls in x86-64. However, not
every application requires access to the complete syscall
set; e.g., ≈45%/65% of all (C/C++) applications in Debian
“sid” (development distribution) [86] do not make use of
execve/listen in x86-64 Linux. In other words, roughly
one-half of these applications do not require the ability (and
should not be permitted) to invoke other programs or accept
network connections. Alas, the OS kernel provides full and
unrestricted access to the entirety set of syscalls. This is not
only a violation of the principle of least privilege [76], but also
allows attackers to: (a) utilize additional OS services after seizing control of vulnerable applications [69], and (b) escalate
their privileges further via exploiting vulnerabilities in unused,
or less-stressed, OS kernel interfaces [33–35, 43, 65, 66].
To mitigate the effects of (a) and (b) above, we present
sysfilter: a framework to (automatically) limit what OS
services attackers can (ab)use, by enforcing the principle of
least privilege with respect to the syscall API [69], and reduce
the attack surface of the OS kernel, by restricting the syscall
set available to userland processes [43]. sysfilter consists
of two parts: system call set extraction and system call set
enforcement. The former receives as input a target application, in binary form, automatically resolves dependencies to
dynamic shared libraries, constructs a safe—but tight—overapproximation of the program’s function-call graph (FCG),
and performs a set of program analyses atop the FCG, in order
to extract the set of developer-intended syscalls.
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The latter enforces the extracted set of syscalls, effectively
sandboxing the input binary. We implemented sysfilter in
x86-64 Linux, atop the Egalito framework [95], while our
program analyses, crafted as “passes” over Egalito’s intermediate representation, are scalable, precise, and complete.
sysfilter can extract a tight over-approximation of the set
of developer-intended syscalls for ≈90% of all C/C++ applications in Debian sid, in less than 200s (or for ≈50% of
these apps in less than 30s; § 5). Moreover, sysfilter requires no source code (i.e., it operates on stripped binaries,
compiled using modern toolchains [26, 67]), and can sandbox
programs that consist of components written in different languages (e.g., C, C++) or compiled-by different frameworks
(GCC, LLVM). Importantly, sysfilter does not rely (on any
form of) dynamic testing, as the results of this approach are
usually both unsound and incomplete [62].
Further, we evaluate sysfilter across three dimensions:
(1) correctness, (2) performance overhead, and (3) effectiveness. As far as (1) is concerned, we used 411 binaries from
various packages/projects, including the GNU Coreutils (100,
672), SPEC CINT2006 (12, 12), SQLite (7, 31190), Redis (6,
81), Vim (3, 255), Nginx (1, 356), GNU M4 (1, 236), GNU
Wget (1, 130). MariaDB (156, 2059), and FFmpeg (124,
3756), to extract and enforce their corresponding syscall sets;
once sandboxed, we stress-tested them with ≈38.5K tests.
In all cases, sysfilter managed to extract a complete and
tight over-approximation of the respective syscall sets, demonstrating that our prototype can successfully handle complex,
real-world software. (The numbers A, B in parentheses denote
the number of binaries analyzed/enforced and the number of
tests used to stress-test them, respectively.)
Regarding (2), we used SPEC CINT2006, Nginx, and
Redis—i.e., 19 program binaries in total. In all cases, the
sandboxed versions exhibited minimal, or negligible, run-time
slowdown due to syscall filtering; we explored a plethora of
different settings and configurations, including interpreted vs.
JIT-compiled filters, and filter code that implements sandboxing using a linear search (within the respective syscall set) vs.
filter code that utilizes a skip list-based approach. Lastly, with
respect to (3), we investigated how sysfilter can reduce
the attack surface of the OS, by inquiring what percentage
of all C/C++ applications in Debian sid (≈30K binaries in
total) can exploit 23 Linux kernel vulnerabilities after hardened with sysfilter. Although sysfilter does not defend
against control- or data-flow hijacking [87] our results demonstrate that it can mitigate attacks by means of least privilege
enforcement and (OS) attack surface reduction.
We conclude our work with a large scale study of the syscall
sets of ≈30K C/C++ applications (Debian sid), reporting
insights regarding the syscall set sizes (i.e., the number of
syscalls per binary), most- and least-frequently used syscalls,
syscall site distribution (libraries vs. main binary), and more.
The results of this analysis not only guide our design, but can
also aid that of future syscall policing mechanisms.
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2

Background and Threat Model

Adversarial Capabilities In this work, we consider userland
applications that are written in memory-unsafe languages,
such as C/C++ and assembly (ASM). The attacker can trigger
vulnerabilities, either in the main binaries of the applications
or in the various libraries the latter are using, resulting in memory corruption [87]. Note that we do not restrict ourselves to
specific kinds of vulnerabilities (e.g., stack- or heap-based
memory errors, or, more generally, spatial or temporal memory safety bugs) [59,60] or exploitation techniques (e.g., code
injection, code reuse) [13, 78, 79, 87, 97].
More specifically, the attacker can: (a) trigger memory
safety-related vulnerabilities in the target application, multiple
times if needed, and construct and utilize exploitation primitives, such as arbitrary memory writes [16] and reads [81];
and (b) use, or combine, such primitives to tamper-with critical data (e.g., function and vtable pointers, return addresses)
for hijacking the control flow of the target application and
achieve arbitrary code execution [83] via means of code injection [97] or code reuse [10, 13, 24, 29, 32, 78, 79]. In terms
of adversarial capabilities, our threat model is on par with the
state of the art in C/C++/ASM exploitation [41, 87]. Lastly,
we assume that the target applications consist of benign code:
i.e., they do not contain malicious components.
Hardening Assumptions The primary focus of this work
is modern, x86-64 Linux applications, written in C, C++, or
ASM (or any combination thereof), and compiled in a positionindependent [64] manner via toolchains that (by default) do
not mix code and data [3, 4], such as GCC and LLVM.1 In
addition to the above, we assume the presence of stack unwinding information (.eh_frame section) in the ELF [12]
files that constitute the target applications.
In § 3, we explain in detail the reasons for these two
requirements—i.e., position-independent code (PIC) and
.eh_frame sections. However, note that (a) PIC is enabled
by default in modern Linux distributions [14, 95], while
(b) .eh_frame sections are present in modern GCC- and
LLVM-compiled code [3, 95]. The main reason for (a) is full
ASLR (Address Space Layout Randomization): in positiondependent executables ASLR will only randomize the process
stack and mmap- and brk-based heap [7]. Moreover, PIC in
x86-64 incurs negligible performance overhead due to the existence of PC-relative data transfer instructions (%rip-relative
mov) and extra general-purpose registers (16 vs. 8 in x86). As
far as (b) is concerned, stack unwinding information is mandated by C++ code for exception handling [49], while both
GCC and LLVM emit .eh_frame sections even for C code to
support interoperability with C++ [95] and various features of
certain libc (C library) implementations—e.g., backtrace
in glibc (GNU C Library).
1 Andriesse et al. [4], and Alves-Foss and Song [3], have independently
verified that modern versions of both GCC and LLVM do not mix code and
data. icc (Intel C++ Compiler) still embeds data in code [3].
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Lastly, we assume a Linux kernel with support for
seccomp-BPF (SECure COMPuting with filters) [36]. (All
versions ≥ v3.5 provide support for seccomp-BPF in
x86-64.) Every other standard userland hardening feature
(e.g., NX, ASLR, stack-smashing protection) is orthogonal
to sysfilter; our proposed scheme does not require nor
preclude any such feature. The same is also true for lesswidespread mitigations, like CFI [9,96], CPI [40,53], code randomization/diversification [38, 41, 94], and protection against
data-only attacks [68].

3

the over-approximation as tight as possible and construct the
syscall set in question. Note that the tasks above are performed
statically and the syscall set returned by the extraction tool is
complete: i.e., under any given input, the syscalls performed
by the corresponding process are guaranteed to exist in the
syscall set—this includes syscalls that originate from the
binary itself, libc, or any other dynamically-loaded shared
library. The latter part enforces the extracted set of syscalls,
effectively sandboxing the input binary. Specifically, given a
set of syscall numbers, the enforcement tool converts them to
a BPF program [54] to be used with seccomp-BPF [36].

Design and Implementation

Approach sysfilter aims at mitigating the effects of application compromise by restricting access to the syscall
API [52]. The benefits of this approach are twofold: (1) it
limits post-exploitation capabilities [69], and (2) it prevents
compromised applications from escalating their privileges further via exploiting vulnerabilities in unused, or less-stressed,
kernel interfaces [33–35, 43, 65, 66].
The main idea behind (1) is that applications need to interact with the kernel—and they primarily do so via the syscall
API—in order to perform useful tasks. Indicatively, at the
time of writing, the Linux kernel (v5.5) provides support for
347 syscalls in x86-64. (This number does not include the
syscalls needed for executing 32-bit x86 applications atop
a 64-bit kernel, or 64-bit processes that adhere to the x32
ABI [50].) However, despite the fact that applications only
require access to part of the aforementioned API to function
properly (e.g., non-networked applications do not need access
to the socket-related syscalls), the OS kernel provides full
and unrestricted access to the entirety set of syscalls.
This approach violates the principle of least privilege [76]
and enables attackers to utilize additional OS services after
seizing control of vulnerable applications. By restricting access to certain syscalls, sysfilter naturally limits what OS
services attackers can (ab)use and enforces the principle of
least privilege with respect to the syscall API: i.e., programs
are allowed to issue only developer-intended syscalls.
As far as (2) is concerned, multiple studies have repeatedly
divulged that the exploitation of vulnerabilities in kernel (or in
even lower-level, more-privileged [19,99]) code is an essential
part of privilege escalation attacks [33–35, 43, 65, 66]. To this
end, sysfilter reduces the attack surface of the OS kernel,
by restricting the syscall set available to userland processes,
effectively providing defense-in-depth protection.
Overview sysfilter consists of two parts (see Figure 1):
(1) a syscall-set extraction component; and (2) a syscall-set
enforcement component. The former receives as input the
target application in binary form (ELF file), automatically
resolves all dependencies to dynamic shared libraries (.so
ELF objects), and constructs a safe over-approximation of
the program’s FCG—across all objects in scope. Finally, it
performs a set of program analyses atop FCG, in order to make
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3.1

System Call Set Extraction

3.1.1

Analysis Scope

The input to the syscall-set extraction component of
sysfilter is an (x86-64) ELF file that corresponds to the
main binary of the application (see Figure 1A). sysfilter
requires PIC as input, which is the default setting in modern Linux distributions [14, 95]. Once sysfilter verifies
that the main binary is indeed PIC, adds it to the analysis
scope, and proceeds to resolve dependencies regarding dynamic shared libraries. This is accomplished by first checking
the PT_INTERP header, which conventionally contains the
path of the respective dynamic linker/loader (e.g., /lib64/ld-linux-x86-64.so), followed by iterating the .dynamic
ELF section for DT_NEEDED entries that correspond to the
names of the required shared libraries. Each of these libraries
is added to the analysis scope and their .dynamic section
is also scanned, recursively, to recover additional (library)
dependencies. The process stops when all explicit dynamic
library dependencies are resolved and the related ELF files
have been added to the analysis scope.
In addition to the above, it is also possible to provide as
input a set of implicit dynamic shared object dependencies to
sysfilter: i.e., a list of additional .so ELF files that need
to be added to the analysis scope, irrespectively of whether
they exist in any of the loaded objects’ .dynamic section (see
Figure 1B). This functionality is important in order to support
the analysis of binaries that have run-time dependencies to
shared objects (e.g., via dlopen) or use LD_PRELOAD.
3.1.2

Function-Call Graph Construction

Once every ELF object is added to the analysis scope,
sysfilter proceeds with the construction of the functioncall graph (FCG) of the whole program. The FCG contains
parts of the code (functions) that are reachable, under any
possible input to the corresponding process. Note that for
every included .so ELF object in the analysis scope, not all
of their code is used: e.g., applications that link with libc,
libpthread, libdl, etc., do not make full use of the latter;
usually, only part of library functionality is utilized [1, 71].
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Analysis Scope

Call Graph Construction

binary
code (PIC)
.dynamic
.eh_frame

Entry points
Functions

libc
code (PIC)
.dynamic
.eh_frame
A

lib...
code (PIC)
.dynamic
.eh_frame
lib...
code (PIC)
.dynamic
.eh_frame

Syscall Set Construction

C

...
mov $0x1,%eax
syscall
...
mov $0x3,%eax
syscall
...
Implicit dependencies
B libplugin
code (PIC)
.dynamic
.eh_frame

...
mov $0x2,%eax
syscall
...
mov $0x0,%eax
syscall
...

BPF filter gen.

E
...
BPF_JUMP(BPF_JMP|BPF_JEQ|BPF_K,
0, 3, 0);
BPF_JUMP(BPF_JMP|BPF_JEQ|BPF_K,
1, 2, 0);
BPF_JUMP(BPF_JMP|BPF_JEQ|BPF_K,
2, 1, 0);
BPF_JUMP(BPF_JMP|BPF_JEQ|BPF_K,
3, 0, 1);
BPF_STMT(BPF_RET|BPF_K,
ALLOW);
BPF_STMT(BPF_RET|BPF_K,
DENY);

F

Injection
libsysfilter.so
code (PIC)
.dynamic
.eh_frame
binary
code (PIC)
.dynamic
.eh_frame

D

{0,1,2,3}
JSON output
System Call Set Extraction System Call Set Enforcement

Figure 1: The sysfilter Architecture. The tool consists of two parts: the system call set extraction part (left) and the system
call set enforcement part (right). The former receives as input the target application in binary form, automatically resolves all
dependencies to dynamic shared libraries, constructs a safe over-approximation of the program’s FCG—across all objects in
scope—, and, finally, performs a set of program analyses atop the FCG, in order to extract the set of developer-intended syscalls.
The latter enforces the extracted set of syscalls, effectively sandboxing the input binary, using seccomp-BPF.
Precise Disassembly Obtaining the complete and precise
disassembly of arbitrary binary programs is an undecidable
task [91]. The problem stems from two main reasons: (a) not
being able to decisively differentiate code from data [91];
and (b) not being able to precisely identify function boundaries [5, 6]. Fortunately, modern toolchains, like GCC and
LLVM, (1) do not mix code and data [3, 4] and (2) embed
stack unwinding information to (x86-64) C/C++ binaries [95].
sysfilter takes advantage of (1) and (2) in order to precisely disassemble the executable code from all ELF files in
the analysis scope, without requiring symbols or debugging
information (If such information is available, sysfilter will
use it, but our techniques are designed for stripped binaries.)
More specifically, for each .so object in the analysis
scope, sysfilter uses the stack unwinding information
(.eh_frame section) to get the exact boundaries of all
functions in executable sections (e.g., .text, .plt). Moreover, special care is taken to correctly identify functions of
crtstuff.c (libgcc), which are compiled into the sections
.init and .fini, as well as into crtbegin.o. Armed with
precise information about function boundaries, and given the
strict separation of code and data, sysfilter performs a linear sweep, in all code regions that correspond to identified
functions, to disassemble their executable code. The resulting
disassembly does not contain any invalid instruction, due to
data treated as code or incorrect function boundary detection, nor it misses instructions due to unidentified code—the
resulting disassembly is complete, precise, and accurate.
Direct Call Graph Building upon the precise disassembly
obtained during the previous step, sysfilter proceeds to
construct the FCG of the input program. First, it puts together
the direct call graph (DCG): i.e., the part of the FCG that corresponds to directly-invoked functions/code. This is achieved
by first adding to the DCG the entry point of the main binary,
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followed by all the functions whose addresses are stored at the
subsequent (ELF) sections: .preinit_array, .init_array,
and .fini_array; the code/function in .init and .fini is
also added to the DCG. Subsequently, the same process is
repeated for every other .so ELF object in the analysis scope.
At the end of this step, a set of initial functions are added to
the DCG, which correspond to the entry points of the code
that is executed during the initialization/finalization of the
respective process by the dynamic linker/loader (ld.so). It
is also possible to provide as input a set of implicit function
dependencies (see Figure 1B). Again, this is required to aid
the analysis of binaries that have run-time dependencies to
certain functions (e.g., via dlsym) or use LD_PRELOAD.
Next, the code of each such function in the DCG is scanned,
linearly, to identify direct call instructions that target other
functions in the respective ELF objects. Branch instructions,
like (un)conditional jmp, which cross function boundaries
are also taken into consideration as they are typically used
for implementing tail-call elimination [84]. Each identified
target function (callee) is also added to the DCG, and the
process is repeated until no additional functions can be added.
Cross-shared library calls, via the Procedure Linkage Table
(PLT), are handled by inspecting the .dynsym, and .dynstr,
sections of the ELF files in scope and “emulating” the binding
(symbol resolution) rules of ld.so.2 (Direct cross-.so object
calls via PLT are treated as direct intra-.so function calls.)
The net result of the above is the construction of the part
of the FCG that contains the entry point(s) and the initialization/finalization functions of the ELF objects in scope
(plus the implicitly-added functions, if provided), followed
by every other function that is directly-reachable from them
(i.e., reachable by following the targets of direct call/jmp
instructions and resolving PLT entries).
2 This

is analogous to executing ld.so with ‘LD_BIND_NOW=1’.
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Address-taken Call Graph The aforementioned process
does not take into consideration functions targeted-by indirect
call/jmp instructions. Such instructions have as operand a
(general-purpose) register, or a memory location, which stores
the target address (i.e., address of the callee), and are typically
used for dereferencing function pointers (C/C++) and implementing dynamic dispatch (C++) [77]. Resolving the target
addresses of indirect call/jmp instructions, statically, is a
hard problem [72], mostly due to the imprecision of points-to
analysis [44]. (Note that resolving target addresses using dynamic testing is even more problematic, as the results of this
approach usually lack soundness [62].) Starting with DCG,
sysfilter proceeds to over-approximate the FCG by constructing, what we refer to as, the address-taken call graph
(ACG). The process of constructing the ACG is complete:
i.e., it never excludes functions that can be executed by the
program (under any possible input).
The first step in the construction of the ACG is the identification of all address-taken functions: i.e., functions whose
address appears in rvalue expressions, function arguments,
struct/union initializers, and C++ object initializers, or
functions that correspond to virtual methods (C++). The set of
all address-taken (AT) functions is a superset of the possible
targets of every indirect call site in scope. This is because indirect call/jmp instructions take as operands (general-purpose)
registers, or memory locations, which can only hold absolute
addresses; therefore, in order for a function to end-up being
invoked via an indirect call/jmp instruction, its address much
first be “taken”, and then loaded in the respective operand (be
it a register or memory location).
sysfilter leverages the fact that every ELF object in the
analysis scope is compiled as PIC, in order to identify all AT
functions. More specifically, locations in code, or data, ELF
regions that correspond to absolute function addresses must always have accompanying relocation entries (relocs), if PIC
is enabled [14]. sysfilter begins with identifying all the relocation sections (i.e., sections of type SHT_REL or SHT_RELA)
in the ELF objects in scope. Next, it processes all the relocs,
searching for cases where the computation of the relocation
involves the starting address of a function (recall that we have
already identified the boundaries of every function in scope,
during the construction of the DCG). Every such function,
whose starting address is used in relocs computation, is
effectively an AT function. The same function can have its address taken multiple times in different locations (e.g., function
arguments, rvalue expressions in function bodies, or as part
of global struct/union/C++ object initializers). Relocations
that are applied to special sections (e.g., .plt, .dynamic) are
ignored, as they are only related to dynamic binding.
Armed with the set of all AT functions, sysfilter proceeds with computing the reachable functions from (each one
of) them using the same approach we employed for constructing the DCG. ACG effectively contains as “entry points” the
discovered AT functions, followed by every other function that
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is directly-reachable from them. The combined set of functions in DCG and ACG is a superset of the set of functions in
the program’s FCG: i.e., V [FCG] ⊆ (V [DCG] ∪ V [ACG]).
Vacuumed Call Graph Although DCG ∪ ACG is a safe
over-approximation of FCG, it is not a tight one, as every AT
function included in the considered call graph is (potentially)
“polluting” it in a considerable manner by bringing in scope
every other function that is reachable from itself. In order to
keep the over-approximation as tight as possible, sysfilter
prunes the ACG using a technique for software debloating [1,
71]. In particular, we begin with the observation that each
time the address of a function is taken, a code pointer is
created. By taking into account the location (ELF section) that
such code pointers are created, sysfilter further separates
those found in code (e.g., .text) and data (e.g., .(ro)data)
regions. For the former, it iterates every function that has been
deemed as unreachable, and checks if the address of an AT
function is only taken within functions that are (strictly) not
part of the call graph. If this condition is true, it removes
the respective AT function from ACG, which may result in
additional removals (e.g., everything directly-reachable from
the removed AT function); sysfilter iteratively performs
the above until no additional functions can be pruned.
For the latter case, sysfilter cannot prune AT functions
using the same approach, as the resulting code pointers can
be part of encapsulating data structures whose usage cannot
be tracked without access to access to symbol (or debugging) information. However, if such information is indeed
available—note that modern toolchains (GCC, LLVM) include symbols in the resulting ELF objects (.symtab section)
by default, while popular Linux distributions provide symbols for their packaged binaries—, sysfilter can (more
aggressively) eliminate AT functions from data sections as
follows. First, it leverages symbol information to identify the
bounds ([OBJ_BEGIN - OBJ_END]) of global data objects
(i.e., symbols of type OBJECT/GLOBAL). Next, it checks for
relocs that: (a) correspond to AT functions; and (b) fall
within the bounds of any global object. The net result of
this approach is the identification of statically-initialized arrays of code pointers or data structures that contain code
pointers. Lastly, sysfilter iterates every function that has
been classified as unreachable, and checks if OBJ_BEGIN is
taken only within such functions. Again, if this condition is
true, it marks the AT functions that correspond to the object
beginning at OBJ_BEGIN as unreachable, and iteratively performs the purging process until no additional functions can be
classified as unreachable. We refer to the pruned ACG, combined with DCG, as vacuumed call graph (VCG). Specifically,
VCG = DCG ∪ ACG0 , where ACG0 denotes the pruned ACG
using the approach outlined above (see Figure 1C). Again,
VCG is a complete, tight over-approximation of the true FCG:
i.e., sysfilter only excludes functions that can never be
executed by the program (under any possible input); more
formally: V [FCG] ⊆ V [VCG] ⊆ (V [DCG] ∪ V [ACG]).
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

#define ctor __attribute__ (( constructor ))
typedef void (* fptr )(void);
void
ctor
void
void
void
void
void
void

f10 (void) { ... }
void f9 (void) { ... f10 (); ... }
f8 (void) { ... }
f7 (void) { ... f8 (); ... }
f6 (void) { ... }
f5 (void) { ... fp_arr [n ](); ... }
f4 (void) { ... f5 (); ... }
f3 (void) { ... }

fptr f2 (void) { ... return & f4 ; }
fptr f1 (void) { ... return & f3 ; }
fptr fp ;
fptr fp_arr [] = {& f6 , & f7 };
int main (void)
{
...
fp = f1 ();
...
fp ();
return EXIT_SUCCESS ;
}

Figure 2: VCG Construction Example. Without symbol
information V [VCG] = {main, f1, f3, f6, f7, f8, f9, f10},
whereas with symbols (or debugging information) available,
V [VCG] = {main, f1, f3, f9, f10}.
Figure 2 illustrates a C-like program, which we will be
using as an example to demonstrate the VCG construction. sysfilter will initially include main (ln. 19) and
f9 (ln. 5). DCG will also include all the directly-reachable
functions from the above initial set: f1 (reachable from
main, ln. 22) and f10 (reachable from f9, ln. 22). Hence,
V [DCG] = {main, f1, f9, f10}. Next, sysfilter will proceed with the construction of the ACG, which, initially, will
include all the address-taken functions: f3 (ln. 14), f4 (ln. 13),
and f6 and f7 (ln. 17). ACG will also include all the directlyreachable functions from set of AT functions: f5 (reachable
from f4, ln. 10) and f8 (reachable from f7, ln. 7). Thus,
V [ACG] = {f3, f4, f5, f6, f7, f8}.
sysfilter will then continue with pruning the ACG as
follows. First, it will remove f4, as its address is only taken
in function f2 (ln. 13), which is unreachable. This will also
result in removing f5, as it is only directly-reachable from f4
(ln. 10). If the respective ELF object is stripped, the pruning
process will terminate at this point, resulting in the following
set of functions: V [ACG0 ] = {f3, f6, f7, f8}. If symbol (or
debugging) information is available, then sysfilter can
perform more aggressive pruning by identifying that fp_arr
is not referenced by any function in scope. Therefore, the AT
functions f6 and f7 can also be removed, as well as f8 that
is directly-reachable only from f7 (ln. 7). The net result of
the above is the following set of functions: V [ACG00 ] = {f3}.
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To summarize, without symbol information, V [VCG] =
V [DCG] ∪ V [ACG0 ] = {main, f1, f3, f6, f7, f8, f9, f10},
whereas with symbols (or debugging information) available,
V [VCG] = V [DCG] ∪ V [ACG00 ] = {main, f1, f3, f9, f10}.
Interested readers are referred to the appendix (§ A) for more
information about how sysfilter handles GNU IFUNC and
NSS symbols, overlapping code, and hand-written assembly.
3.1.3

System Call Set Construction

The x86-64 ABI dictates that system calls are performed
using the syscall instruction [30].3 Moreover, during the
invocation of syscall, the system call number is placed in
register %rax. Armed with the program’s VCG, sysfilter
constructs the system call set in question as follows.
First, it identifies all reachable functions that include
syscall instructions, by performing a linear sweep in each
function f ∈ V [VCG] to pinpoint syscall instances. Once
the set of all the reachable syscall instructions is established, sysfilter continues with performing a simple valuetracking analysis to resolve the exact value(s) of %rax on every syscall site. The process relies on standard live-variable
analysis using use-define (UD) chains [2, § 9.2.5]. Specifically, sysfilter considers that syscall instructions “use”
%rax and leverages the UD links to find all the instructions
that “define” it. In most cases, %rax is defined via constantload instructions (e.g., mov $0x3,%eax), and by collecting
such instructions and extracting the respective constant values,
sysfilter can assemble system call sets. If %rax is defined
via instructions that involve memory operands, sysfilter
aborts (or issues a warning, if invoked accordingly) as the
resulting system call set may be incomplete [72]. The output
of the syscall-set extraction component is the collected set of
system call numbers in JSON format (see Figure 1D).
We opt for applying the analysis above in an intraprocedural manner, as our results indicate that this strategy
works well in practice (see § 5); system call invocation is
architecture-specific, and typically handled via libc using
the following pattern (in x86-64): ‘mov $SYS_NR, %eax;
syscall’, where $SYS_NR = {$0x0, $0x1, ...}. One exception is the handling of the syscall() function [48], which
performs system calls indirectly by receiving the respective
system call number as argument. If syscall() is not-address
taken in VCG, then sysfilter first identifies the reachable
functions that directly-invoke syscall(), and performs intraprocedural, value-tracking on register %rdi (first argument,
system call number). If the address of syscall() is taken
in the reachable VCG, then sysfilter aborts (or issues a
warning, if invoked accordingly) as the resulting system call
set may, again, be incomplete.
3 Performing syscalls via software interrupts (e.g., int $0x80), or
sysenter, is only supported in x86-64 Linux to allow executing 32-bit applications over a 64-bit kernel. sysfilter focuses solely on 64-bit applications
(i.e., it does not consider syscalls via int $0x80 or sysenter).
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18

#define
#define
#define
#define

ARCH
NRMAX
ALLOW
DENY

AUDIT_ARCH_X86_64
( X32_SYSCALL_BIT - 1)
SECCOMP_RET_ALLOW
SECCOMP_RET_KILL_PROCESS

struct sock_filter filter [] = {
BPF_STMT ( BPF_LD | BPF_W | BPF_ABS ,
( offsetof (struct seccomp_data , arch ))) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JEQ | BPF_K , ARCH , 0, 7) ,
BPF_STMT ( BPF_LD | BPF_W | BPF_ABS ,
( offsetof (struct seccomp_data , nr ))) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JGT | BPF_K , NRMAX , 5, 0) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JEQ | BPF_K , 0, 3, 0) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JEQ | BPF_K , 1, 2, 0) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JEQ | BPF_K , 15 , 1, 0) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JEQ | BPF_K , 60 , 0, 1) ,
BPF_STMT ( BPF_RET | BPF_K , ALLOW ),
BPF_STMT ( BPF_RET | BPF_K , DENY ) };

Figure 3: Classic BPF (cBPF) Program. Compiled-by
sysfilter, enforcing the following syscall set: 0 (read),
1 (write), 15 (exit), and 60 (sigreturn). The filter checks
if the value of field nr (syscall number) ∈ {0, 1, 15, 60} via
means of linear search.

3.2

System Call Set Enforcement

The input to the syscall-set enforcement component of
sysfilter is the set of allowed system calls, as well as the
ELF file that corresponds to the main binary of the application
(see Figure 1E). Armed with the set of developer-intended
syscalls, sysfilter uses seccomp-BPF [36] to enforce it at
run-time. The latter receives as input a BPF “program” [54],
passed via prctl, or seccomp, which is invoked by the kernel on every system call. Note that BPF programs are executed in kernel mode by an interpreter for BPF bytecode [54],
while just-in-time (JIT) compilation to native code is also supported [11]. In addition, the Linux kernel provides support for
two different BPF variants: (a) classic (cBPF) and (b) extended
(eBPF) [46]; seccomp-BPF makes use of cBPF only.
The input to seccomp-BPF programs (filters) is a fixed-size
struct (i.e., seccomp_data; see Figure 8 in Appendix B),
passed by the kernel, which contains a snapshot of the system
call context: i.e., the syscall number (field nr), architecture
(field arch), as well as the values of the instruction pointer
and syscall arguments. sysfilter performs filtering based
on the value of nr as follows: if (nr ∈ {0, 1, ...}) then
ALLOW else DENY, where {0, 1, ...} is the set of allowed
system call numbers. Given such a set, sysfilter compiles
a cBPF filter that implements the above check via means of
linear or skip list-based search. Figure 3 depicts a filter that
uses the linear search approach to enforce the following set of
syscalls: read (0), write (1), exit (15), and sigreturn (60).
Ln. 7 – 12 implement a standard preamble, which asserts that
the architecture is indeed x86-64. This check is crucial as
it guarantees that the mapping between the allowed syscall
numbers and the syscalls performed is the right one.
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For instance, suppose that this check is missing, and
getuid (102)—a harmless syscall—exists in the allowed set.
If the target process (x86-64) is compromised, and the attacker issues syscall no. 102, via int $0x80 (or sysenter),
then the filter will allow the syscall but the kernel will execute socketcall instead: i.e., the syscall with number 102
in x86 (32-bit), effectively giving the attacker network-access
capabilities. The check in ln. 9 rejects every architecture different from x86-64, while the check in ln. 12 rejects syscalls
that correspond to the x32 ABI [50].4 The bulk part of the
enforcement/search is implemented in ln. 13 – 16 (BPF_JEQ
statements). Note that cBPF does not allow loops, and therefore sysfilter implements the linear search using loop unwinding (i.e., ‘if-else if-...-else’ construct). In case
of a non-permitted syscall, sysfilter terminates the processes (ln. 4, SECCOMP_RET_KILL_PROCESS). Figure 9, in the
appendix (§ B), illustrates a cBPF filter that uses the skip list
approach to implement the search.
sysfilter injects the compiled filter as follows.
First, it generates a dynamic shared object, namely
libsysfilter.so. Next, it links the aforementioned
shared object with the main binary, using patchelf [61];
libsysfilter.so includes only a single function,
install_filter, registered as a constructor. The net
result of the above is that ld.so will automatically load
libsysfilter.so, and invoke install_filter, during
the initialization of the main binary (see Figure 1F).
install_filter attaches the compiled cBPF filter, at loadtime, using the seccomp system call [47]. Importantly, before invoking seccomp (with SECCOMP_SET_MODE_FILTER),
the no_new_privs attribute of the calling thread is asserted,
via invoking prctl (with PR_SET_NO_NEW_PRIVS), disabling
the acquisition of new privileges via further execve-ing programs that make use of set-user-ID, set-group-ID, or other
capabilities. Lastly, install_filter passes the argument
SECCOMP_FILTER_FLAG_TSYNC [47] to seccomp for making
the respective filter visible to all executing threads, while it
also uses SECCOMP_FILTER_FLAG_SPEC_ALLOW [47] to disable the speculative store bypass (SSB) mitigation. Note that
the latter is configurable; however, the SSB mitigation is
only relevant when BPF programs of unknown provenance
are loaded in kernel space to further assist mounting Spectre
attacks [37] (variant 4 [25])—sysfilter cBPF programs are
not malicious nor attacker-controlled.
Once the filter is installed using the method outlined above,
the respective process can execute only developer-indented
syscalls. Note that ld.so is included in the analysis scope,
and hence the initialization/finalization of additional libraries,
at run-time (e.g., via dlopen/dlclose), as well as any other
ld.so-related functionality, is supported seamlessly.
4 If the target binary is going to be executed atop an x86-64 Linux kernel
that does not support x86 emulation (CONFIG_IA32_EMULATION=n) nor the
x32 ABI (CONFIG_X86_X32=n), then sysfilter can further optimize the
generated filters by omitting the arch-related preamble.
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Crucially, no_new_privs guarantees that filters are pinned
to the protected process during its lifetime—i.e., even if the
process is completely compromised, attackers cannot remove
filters. Recall that the filtering itself takes place in kernel
mode using only the syscall number as input; the syscall
arguments are not inspected, and user space memory is not
accessed, thereby avoiding the pitfalls related to concurrency
and (wrapper-based) syscall filtering [17, 92]. In addition,
applications that make use of seccomp-BPF are seamlessly
supported as well. BPF filters are stackable, meaning that more
than one filter can be attached to a process; if multiple filters
exist, the kernel always enforces the most restrictive action.
Handling execve sysfilter prevents enforcement bypasses via the execution of different programs. Specifically,
even if a (compromised) process is allowed to invoke execve,
it still cannot extend its set of allowed syscalls by invoking
a different executable that has a (potentially) larger set of
allowed syscalls; the same is also true if the process tries to
craft a rogue executable in the filesystem, which allows all
syscalls (or some of the blocked ones), and execute it. Filter
pinning and stacking are essential for ensuring that processes
can only reduce their set of allowed syscalls, in accordance to
the principle of least privilege [76], but they do interfere with
execve as they are preserved process attributes.
For example, suppose that programs P1 and P2 have
the following syscall sets. P1: 0 (read), 1 (write),
15 (exit), and 59 (execve); P2: 0 (read), 1 (write),
2 (open), 3 (close), 8 (lseek), 9 (mmap), 11 (munmap),
56 (clone), 61 (wait4), 79 (getcwd), 96 (gettimeofday),
102 (getuid), 115 (getgroups), 202 (futex), 292 (dup3),
and 317 (seccomp). If P2 is normally-invoked, then it will
operate successfully. However, if P2 is invoked via P1, then
the resulting process will not be able to issue any other syscall
than read, write, exit, and execve (the last two are not even
required by P2). To deal with this issue, sysfilter supports
two different execve modes: (a) union and (b) hierarchical.
In union mode, given a set programs {P1 , P2 , ..., PN }
that can be invoked in any combination, via execve, with
SY S1 , SY S2 , ..., SY SN being their allowed sets of syscalls,
sysfilter constructs a filter that enforces the union of
SY S1 , SY S2 , ..., SY SN and attaches it to all of them. This
will result in each process functioning correctly, as it has
support for the syscalls it requires, but overly-approximates
least privilege—every program effectively inherits the privileges (with respect to the syscall API) of all others in
the set. In the example above, union would result in executing both P1 and P2 with the following syscall set:
{0 – 3, 8, 9, 11, 15, 56, 59, 61, 79, 96, 102, 115, 202, 292, 317}.
In hierarchical mode, sysfilter begins with the
same approach as above, but further rectifies (reduces)
syscall sets each time a process invokes execve. In our
example, this would result in executing P1 with the set
{0 – 3, 8, 9, 11, 15, 56, 59, 61, 79, 96, 102, 115, 202, 292, 317},
further reduced to {0 – 3, 8, 9, 11, 56, 61, 79, 96, 102, 115, 202,
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292, 317} right before execve-ing P2. Note that the hierarchical mode still results in certain processes being a bit more
privileged (with respect to accessing OS services), but not all.
If special treatment regarding execve is required for a particular (set of) program(s), then a recipe can be provided to the
enforcement tool, along with the respective syscall sets, which
describes how sysfilter should operate on execve calls.
If union mode is specified, then sysfilter merely splices
together a set of different syscall sets (provided via separate
JSON files), and compiles a single filter that is attached to all
programs in scope. In case of hierarchical mode, the recipe describes the (execve) relationships between callers and callees,
allowing sysfilter to construct different filters, one for each
program in scope, which adhere to the model above.
More importantly, our results (§ 5) indicate that recipe
creation can be automated, to some extent, by employing
static value-tracking analysis to resolve the first argument of
execve calls. However, note that sysfilter is not geared towards sandboxing applications that invoke arbitrary scripts or
programs (e.g., command-line interpreters, managed runtime
environments); other schemes, like Hails [21], SHILL [56],
and the Web API Manager [82], are better suited for this task.

3.3

Prototype Implementation

Our prototype implementation consists of ≈ 2.5 KLOC of
C/C++ and ≈ 150 LOC of Python, along with various shell
scripts (glue code; ≈ 120 LOC). More specifically, we implemented the extraction tool atop the Egalito framework [95].
Egalito is a binary recompiler; it allows rewriting binaries
in-place by first lifting binary code into a layout-agnostic,
machine-specific intermediate representation (IR), dubbed
EIR, and then allowing “tools” to inspect or alter it.
We implemented the extraction tool as an Egalito “pass”
(C/C++), which creates the analysis scope, constructs the
VCG, and extracts the respective syscall set, using the techniques outlined in § 3.1. Note that we do not utilize the binary
rewriting features of Egalito; we only leverage the framework’s API to precisely disassemble the corresponding binaries and lift their code in EIR form, which, in turn, we use for
implementing the analyses required for constructing the DCG,
identifying all AT functions for building the ACG, pruning
unreachable parts of the call graph for assembling the VCG,
identifying syscall instructions, performing value-tracking,
etc. We chose Egalito over similar frameworks as it employs
the best jump table analysis to date.
The enforcement tool is implemented in Python and
is responsible for generating the cBPF filter(s), and
libsysfilter.so, and attaching the latter to the main binary
using patchelf (see § 3.2). Lastly, during the development
of sysfilter we also improved Egalito by adding better
support for hand-coded assembly, fixing various symbol resolution issues, and re-architecting parts of the framework to
reduce memory pressure. (We upstreamed all our changes.)
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Application
FFmpeg
GNU Core.
GNU M4
MariaDB
Nginx
Redis
SPEC CINT.
SQLite
Vim
GNU Wget

Version
(124)
(100)
(1)
(156)
(1)
(6)
(12)
(7)
(3)
(1)

4.2
8.31
1.14
10.3
1.16
5.0
1.2
3.31
8.2
1.20

Syscalls

Tests

Pass?

167
148
70
153
128
104
82
139
163
107

3756
672
236
2059
356
81
12
31190
255
130

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Table 1: Correctness Test. The numbers in parentheses count
the different binaries included in the application/package.
“Syscalls” indicates the number of system calls in the allowed
set; in case of applications with multiple binaries that number
corresponds to the unique syscalls across the syscall sets of
all binaries in the package. “Tests” denotes the number of
tests run from the validation suite of the application.

4

Evaluation

We evaluate sysfilter in terms of (1) correctness, (2) runtime performance overhead, and (3) effectiveness.
Testbed We used two hosts for our experiments: (a) runtime performance measurements were performed on an 8core Intel Xeon W-2145 3.7GHz CPU, armed with 64GB of
(DDR4) RAM, running Devuan Linux (v2.1, kernel v4.16);
(b) analysis tasks were performed on an 8-core AMD Ryzen
2700X 3.7GHz CPU, armed with 64GB of (DDR4) RAM, running Arch Linux (kernel v5.2). All applications (except SPEC
CINT2006) were obtained from Debian sid (development
distribution) [86], as it provides the latest versions of upstream
packages along with debug/symbol information [93].
Correctness We used 411 binaries from various packages/projects with sysfilter, including GNU Coreutils, Nginx,
Redis, SPEC CINT2006, SQLite, FFmpeg, MariaDB, Vim,
GNU M4, and GNU Wget, to extract and enforce their corresponding syscall sets. The results are shown in Table 1. Once
sandboxed, we stress-tested them with ≈38.5K tests from
the projects’ validation suites. (Note that we did not include
tests that required the application to execute arbitrary external
programs, such as tests with arbitrary commands used in Vim
scripts, Perl scripts in Nginx, and arbitrary shell scripts to
load data in SQLite and M4.) In all cases, sysfilter managed to extract a complete and tight over-approximation of
the respective syscall sets, demonstrating that our prototype
can successfully handle complex, real-world software.
Performance To assess the run-time performance impact of
sysfilter, we used SPEC CINT2006 (std. benchmarking
suite), Nginx (web server), and Redis (data store)—i.e., 19
program binaries in total; the selected binaries represent the
most performance-sensitive applications in our set and are
well-suited for demonstrating the relative overhead(s). We
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also explored different settings and configurations, including
interpreted vs. JIT-compiled BPF filters, and filter code that
implements sandboxing using a linear search vs. filter code
that utilizes a skip list-based approach (§ 3.2). In the case
of SPEC, we observed a run-time slowdown ≤1% under all
conditions and search methods.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 illustrate the impact of sysfilter
on Nginx (128) and Redis (103)—the numbers in parentheses
indicate the corresponding syscall set sizes, while “Binary”
corresponds to skip list-based filters. We configured Nginx
to use 4 worker processes and measured its throughput using the wrk tool [23], generating requests via the loopback
interface from 4 threads, over 256 simultaneous connections,
for 1 minute. Overall, sysfilter diminishes reduction in
throughput by using skip list-based filters (compared to linear search-based ones) when JIT is disabled, with maximum
reductions in throughput of 18% and 7%, respectively. The
differences in compilation strategy appear to be normalized
by jitting, which showed a maximum drop in throughput of
6% in all conditions. We evaluated Redis similarly, using the
memtier tool [73], performing a mix of SET and GET requests
with a 1:10 req. ratio for 32 byte data elements. The requests
were issued from 4 worker threads with 128 simultaneous
connections, per thread, for 1 minute. sysfilter incurs maximum throughput reductions of 11% and 3%, with and without
JIT support, respectively. Lastly, toggling SECCOMP_FILTER_FLAG_SPEC_ALLOW [47] (for enabling the SSB mitigation)
incurs an additional ≈10% overhead in all cases.
Effectiveness To assess the security impact of syscall filtering,
we investigated how sysfilter reduces the attack surface
of the OS kernel, by inquiring what percentage of all C/C++
applications in Debian sid (≈30K main binaries) can exploit
23 (publicly-known) Linux kernel vulnerabilities—ranging
from memory disclosure and corruption to direct privilege
escalation—even after hardened with sysfilter. A list of
the number of binaries in our dataset affected by each CVE is
shown in Table 2. Depending on the exact vulnerability, the
percentage of binaries that can still attack the kernel ranges
from 0.09% – 64.34%. Although sysfilter does not defend
against particular types of attacks (e.g., control- or data-flow
hijacking [87]), our results demonstrate that it can mitigate
real-life threats by means of least privilege enforcement and
(OS) attack surface reduction.

5

Large-scale System Call Analysis

We conclude our work with a large scale study regarding the
syscall profile of all C/C++ applications in Debian sid, reporting insights regarding syscall set sizes (e.g., the number of
syscalls per binary), most- and least-frequently used syscalls,
syscall site distribution (libraries vs. main binary), and more.
The results of this analysis not only justify our design, but
can also aid that of future syscall policing mechanisms.
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Figure 6: Number of Syscalls per Binary.

We consider packages from the three major Debian repositories, namely main, contrib, and nonfree. At the time of
writing, the Debian sid distribution contains over 50K packages listed for the x86-64. We exclude, however, packages
that do not contain executable code, such as documentation
packages (*-doc), development headers (*-dev), and debug
symbols (*-dbg, *-dbgsym); meta-packages and virtual packages; architecture-agnostic packages that do not include x8664 binaries; and packages containing only shared libraries.
Note that shared libraries and other excluded packages can be
installed during processing, as dependencies of main application packages. We processed a total of 33829 binaries across
8922 packages, 30398 (91.3%) of which could be analyzed
successfully. The median runtime for the extraction tool is
about 30s per binary, with 90% of binaries completing within
200s. For a single FCG pass, the median runtime is reduced
to about 10s per binary.
Number of Syscalls per Binary Many binaries only use a
small portion of the syscall API. Figure 6 shows the distribution of the number of syscalls used by each binary processed.
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Figure 4: Impact of sysfilter on Nginx.
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Figure 5: Impact of sysfilter on Redis.
Out of the total set of 347 syscalls, the maximum number
of syscalls used by one binary is only 215 syscalls, which
represents 62% of the total syscall API. We observe that this
distribution has a long tail: i.e., the median syscall count per
binary is 90 syscalls, with the 90th percentile at 145 syscalls.
With one exception, we find that all binaries processed use
at least 40 syscalls. The sole exception is the statically-linked
binary mtcp_restart that uses only 17 syscalls—this binary
performs syscalls directly, without using any library wrappers.
In the general case, even the simplest of programs, such as
/bin/false, utilize 40 syscalls due to the paths included by
initialization functions that load shared libraries: e.g., mmap
and mprotect are ubiquitous as they are always reachable
from _start, even before main is invoked.
Syscalls from Libraries When extracting syscalls from each
binary, we record which of its shared libraries contained a
syscall instruction for each invocation. After libc, the second most common library is libpthread (used by 68.7% of
binaries), in which we observe 40 syscalls—upon further investigation we found that this is due to glibc’s use of macros
to directly invoke syscalls. The next most common libraries
that invoke syscalls directly are libstdc++ (37% of binaries),
which invokes futex (202) directly; libnss_resolve (32%
of binaries, 3 syscalls), and libglib-2.0 (17%, 5 syscalls).
While we leave a comprehensive analysis of library syscalls
to a future study, we note a few common themes. Libraries
tend to directly invoke syscalls with no libc wrapper function available, such as futex, and gettid. We also observe
many libraries directly invoking syscalls specific to their core
functionality, perhaps to handle circumstances where existing wrappers are unavailable or insufficient. For instance,
we note cryptographic libraries, such as libgcrypt and
libcrypto, directly invoking cryptographic-related syscalls,
like getrandom and keyctl.
Effectiveness of FCG Approximation Figure 7 shows the
number of syscalls we extract from each binary using the three
FCG approximation methods (§ 3.1.2): DCG, DCG ∪ ACG,
and VCG, sorted by the count for the VCG. Each binary represents three points on the figure (i.e., one for each method).
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CVE

Syscall(s) Involved

Vulnerability Type

Binaries (%)

CVE-2019-11815
CVE-2013-1959
CVE-2015-8543
CVE-2017-17712
CVE-2013-1979
CVE-2016-4998
CVE-2016-4997
CVE-2016-3134
CVE-2017-18509
CVE-2018-14634
CVE-2017-14954
CVE-2014-5207
CVE-2018-12233
CVE-2016-0728
CVE-2014-9529
CVE-2019-13272
CVE-2018-1000199
CVE-2014-4699
CVE-2014-7970
CVE-2019-10125
CVE-2017-6001
CVE-2016-2383
CVE-2018-11508

clone, unshare
write
socket
sendto, sendmsg
recvfrom, recvmsg
setsockopt
setsockopt
setsockopt
setsockopt, getsockopt
execve, execveat
waitid
mount
setxattr
keyctl
keyctl
ptrace
ptrace
fork, clone, ptrace
pivot_root
io_submit
perf_event_open
bpf
adjtimex

Memory corruption
Direct privilege escalation
Type confusion
Memory corruption
Direct privilege escalation
Memory disclosure
Memory corruption
Memory corruption
Memory corruption
Memory corruption on suid program
Memory disclosure
Direct privilege escalation
Memory corruption
Memory corruption
Memory corruption
Direct privilege escalation
Memory corruption
Register value corruption
DoS
Memory corruption
Direct privilege escalation
Memory corruption
Memory disclosure

19558 (64.34)
19558 (64.34)
19128 (62.93)
19057 (62.69)
18968 (62.40)
17360 (57.11)
17360 (57.11)
17360 (57.11)
17416 (57.29)
16775 (55.18)
14064 (46.27)
11412 (37.54)
3356 (11.04)
2827 (9.30)
2827 (9.30)
127 (0.42)
127 (0.42)
121 (0.40)
79 (0.26)
58 (0.19)
51 (0.17)
35 (0.12)
26 (0.09)

Table 2: Effectiveness Analysis. The column “Binaries” indicates the number (and percentage) of binaries observed in the large
scale analysis on Debian sid applications that use the system calls related to the respective vulnerability. (Underlined entries
correspond to vulnerabilities that involve namespaces.)
For all binaries, the count for the VCG is always in between
that of DCG and DCG ∪ ACG. Thus, for our dataset, VCG
represents a safe, tight over-approximation of the FCG.
dl{open, sym} and execve By employing our valuetracking approach (see § 3.1.3), sysfilter can resolve
≈89% of all dlsym arguments, ≈37% of all dlopen arguments, and ≈30% of all execve arguments. We observed a
few cases in common libraries where value-tracking fails,
which may benefit from special handling (§ A): e.g., ≈50%
of dlsym failures relate to NSS functionality, while ≈5% of
dlopen failures involve Kerberos plugins. Lastly, we found
two isolated cases where sysfilter was unable to construct
syscall sets: Qemu and stress-ng contain arbitrary syscall
dispatchers (like glibc’s syscall()), which is expected
given their functionality. Otherwise, we find that syscall sites
follow strictly the pattern ‘mov $SYS_NR, %eax; syscall’.

6

Related Work

Syscall-usage Analysis Tsai et al. [88] performed a study
similar to ours (on binaries in Ubuntu v15.04) to characterize the usage of the syscall API, as well as that of ioctl,
fcntl, prctl, and pseudo-filesystem APIs. Their study focuses on quantifying API complexity and security-related
usage trends, such as unused syscalls and adoption of secure
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APIs over the legacy ones. Our study focuses specifically on
the syscall API as a means of evaluating our extraction tool.
We consider this work complementary, and focus on making
the analysis more scalable, precise, and complete. Specifically,
and in antithesis to sysfilter, the call graph construction
approach of Tsai et al. does not consider initialization/finalization code nor does it identify AT functions that are part of
global struct/union/C++ object initializers.
Static System Call Filtering Syscall filtering has been extensively studied in the past, in various contexts. Indeed,
sysfilter shares many of the problems, and proposed solutions, with the seminal work by Wagner and Dean [89],
which uses static analysis techniques to model sequences of
valid syscalls as a non-deterministic finite automaton (NDFA).
This work, as well as others from its era [22], aim at building
models of program execution for intrusion detection purposes.
In contrast, sysfilter focuses on building optimized (OSenforceable) seccomp-BPF filters by determining the total set
of syscalls, independent of ordering, which provides a more
compact representation and eliminates the challenges related
to control flow modeling. Moreover, sysfilter employs
binary analysis, whereas Wagner and Dean’s work requires recompiling target binaries and shared libraries, which severely
limits the deployability of their scheme.
Shredder [55] performs static analysis on Windows binaries to identify API calls, and arguments, used by applications.
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Figure 7: Syscall Count for Different FCG Construction
Methods. The number of syscalls reported for each binary is
shown, sorted by the count for the VCG.
Specifically, it restricts calls to syscall wrapper functions, via
trampolines, but requires CFI for effective protection. Independently and concurrently to our work, Ghavamnia et al. proposed Confine [20]: a (mostly) static analysis-based system
for automatically extracting and enforcing syscall policies on
“containerized” (i.e., Docker) applications. Confine requires
access to C library code (e.g., glibc or musl), while its call
graph construction approach considers every function in nonlibc code within scope. In addition, it relies on objdump, and,
hence, requires symbols for precise disassembly. sysfilter
can operate on stripped binaries, while our FCG construction
approach produces much tighter syscall sets.
Similar to sysfilter, Zeng et al. [98] identify valid sets
of syscalls using binary analysis, but their approach lacks
soundness: its call graph approximation method relies, in part,
on points-to analysis to resolve the targets of function pointers.
In antithesis, sysfilter identifies all address-taken functions
in order to avoid the impression issues associated with this
method. Further, Zeng et al. perform the enforcement using a
customized Linux kernel to provide per-process system call
tables, whereas our seccomp-BPF based approach is available
in stock Linux kernel v3.5 or later.
Dynamic System Call Filtering Systrace [69] uses dynamic
tracing to generate system call policies and implements a
userspace daemon for enforcement. Mutz et al. [58] and
Maggi et al. [51] develop statistical models for host-based
intrusion detection, which as a design choice inherently gives
false negatives, potentially impeding valid program execution.
Ostia [18] provides a system call sandboxing mechanism
that delegates policy decisions to per-process agents, while
a plethora of earlier work on container debloating [90], and
sandboxing [42, 90], also relies on dynamic tracing. In contrast, sysfilter does not rely on dynamic syscall tracing or
statistical models, which can generate incomplete policies—
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instead, sysfilter safely over-approximates a program’s
true syscall set and thus will not break program execution.
seccomp-BPF in Existing Software Firefox [57],
Chrome [8], and OpenSSH [63] use seccomp-BPF to sandbox themselves using manually-crafted policies, while container runtimes, such as Docker and Podman, allow the use
seccomp-BPF policies to filter container syscalls. By default,
Docker applies a filter that disables 44 syscalls [15], and Podman has support for tracing syscalls dynamically with ptrace
to build a profile for containers. Both also fully support userspecified filters [75]. sysfilter can be seamlessly integrated
with such software, providing the apparatus for generating
the respective syscall sets automatically/precisely.
Binary Debloating sysfilter shares goals and analysis approaches with recent software debloating techniques.
Quach et al. [71] propose a compiler-based approach that embeds dependency information into programs, and uses a custom loader to selectively load only required portions of shared
libraries in memory. TRIMMER [80] specializes LLVM bytecode based on a user-defined configuration, while the work of
Koo et al. [39] utilizes coverage information to remove code
based on feature directives. C-Reduce [74], Perses [85], and
CHISEL [27] use delta-debugging techniques to compile minimized programs using a series of provided test cases. Unlike
previous approaches, Razor [70] does not require source code,
and implements a dynamic tracer to reconstruct the program’s
FCG from a set of test cases. The analysis used by Nibbler [1]
is the most similar to sysfilter. However, Nibbler requires
symbols, whereas sysfilter operates on stripped binaries.

7

Conclusion

We presented sysfilter: a static (binary) analysis-based
framework that automatically limits what OS services attackers can (ab)use, by enforcing the principle of least privilege,
and reduces the attack surface of the OS kernel, by restricting the syscall set available to userland processes. We introduced a set of program analyses for constructing syscall
sets in a scalable, precise, and complete manner, and evaluated our prototype in terms of correctness using 411 binaries,
from various real-world C/C++ projects, and ≈38.5K tests to
stress-test their functionality when armored with sysfilter.
Moreover, we assessed the impact of our syscall enforcement mechanism(s) using SPEC CINT2006, Nginx, and Redis, demonstrating minimal run-time slowdown. Lastly, we
concluded with a large scale study about the syscall profile
of ≈30K C/C++ applications (Debian sid). We believe that
sysfilter is a practical and robust tool that provides a solution to the problem of unlimited access to the syscall API.

Availability
The prototype implementation of sysfilter is available at:
https://gitlab.com/brown-ssl/sysfilter
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A

VCG Special Cases

GNU IFUNC GCC, along with the GNU Binutils and glibc,
provide support for (a GNU-specific feature, named) indirect functions. Such symbols are of type STT_GNU_IFUNC
and have an associated resolver function that will “return”
the actual/target function to be used in lieu of the indirect
(IFUNC) symbol [31]. The resolution takes place via PLT,
at run-time; IFUNCs are typically used for customizing the
symbol resolution of ld.so, and selecting among different
function implementations that use processor-specific features.
sysfilter links every call via an IFUNC PLT entry with:
(1) the respective resolver function, and (2) all its potential
targets in VCG—the latter are easily identifiable as they are
functions whose address is taken in the resolver.
GNU NSS The Name Service Switch (NSS) [45] is used by
glibc to select among different name resolution mechanisms
(e.g., flat-file databases, DNS, LDAP). Specifically, glibc
consults nsswitch.conf to determine the mapping between
various databases (i.e., passwd, shadow, group, hosts, etc.)
and resolution mechanisms (e.g., files, dns, ldap). Each
such mechanism corresponds to a different dynamic shared
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object (e.g., libnss_files.so, libnss_dns.so, libnss_ldap.so), which provides a specific implementation of the
NSS API. Depending on the contents of nsswitch.conf,
glibc loads the analogous .so ELF file, using dlopen, and
invokes the relevant functions (NSS), after obtaining their addresses via dlsym. sysfilter parses nsswitch.conf, and
makes use of the implicit library/function dependency mechanism to add the matching ELF object(s) and function(s) in
the analysis scope (§ 3.1.1) and VCG (§ 3.1.2), respectively.
Overlapping Functions Certain versions of glibc include
functions whose body overlaps with that of other functions. In
particular, in v2.24 of glibc, ≈ 30 functions are completely
embedded inside others (e.g., connect wraps __connect_nocancel). In cases where, say, f1() overlaps with f2(),
and &f1() < &f2(), both functions can be (in)directlyinvoked by others, but if f1() gets executed, f2() will be
invoked as well, as the execution will fall through to the latter.
sysfilter supports such cases by carefully inspecting function boundaries (.eh_frame section; § 3.1.2), and connecting
the respective functions in DCG, accordingly.
Hand-written Assembly ASM code is not problematic for
sysfilter as long as it adheres to our hardening assumptions
(§ 2). sysfilter does not support non-PIC objects (§ 3.1.1);
hence, if ASM code that is embedded in binaries is analyzed,
it will be PIC (by construction). If .eh_frame records (for
hand-written ASM) are missing, or code and data are mixed,
then the precision of our analyses will be affected. Thankfully,
however, the (hand-written) ASM code that is linked-with
popular binaries/libraries oftentimes contains annotations to
support stack unwinding and (C++) exception handling [49].
Lastly, if partial information regarding function boundaries
is available, sysfilter will resort to using a combination of
linear and recursive disassembly techniques, and state-of-theart heuristics [94], for approximating function boundaries.

B

Enforcement Details

1 struct seccomp_data {
2
int nr ;
/* syscall number
3
__u32 arch ;
/* architecture (x86-64)
4
__u64 instruction_pointer ; /* IP value
5
__u64 args [6]; /* syscall arguments
6 };

*/
*/
*/
*/

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

#define
#define
#define
#define

ARCH
NRMAX
ALLOW
DENY

AUDIT_ARCH_X86_64
( X32_SYSCALL_BIT - 1)
SECCOMP_RET_ALLOW
SECCOMP_RET_KILL_PROCESS

struct sock_filter filter [] = {
BPF_STMT ( BPF_LD | BPF_W | BPF_ABS ,
( offsetof (struct seccomp_data , arch ))) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JEQ | BPF_K , ARCH , 0, 7) ,
BPF_STMT ( BPF_LD | BPF_W | BPF_ABS ,
( offsetof (struct seccomp_data , nr ))) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JGE | BPF_K , 61 , 11 ,
0) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JGE | BPF_K , 8,
5,
0) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JGE | BPF_K , 2,
2,
0) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JEQ | BPF_K , 1,
19 , 0) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JEQ | BPF_K , 0,
18 , 19) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JEQ | BPF_K , 3,
17 , 0) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JEQ | BPF_K , 2,
16 , 17) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JGE | BPF_K , 11 , 2,
0) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JEQ | BPF_K , 9,
14 , 0) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JEQ | BPF_K , 8,
13 , 14) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JEQ | BPF_K , 56 , 12 , 0) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JEQ | BPF_K , 11 , 11 , 12) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JGE | BPF_K , 115 , 5,
0) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JGE | BPF_K , 96 , 2,
0) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JEQ | BPF_K , 79 , 8,
0) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JEQ | BPF_K , 61 , 7,
8) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JEQ | BPF_K , 102 , 6,
0) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JEQ | BPF_K , 96 , 5,
6) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JGE | BPF_K , 292 , 2,
0) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JEQ | BPF_K , 202 , 3,
0) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JEQ | BPF_K , 115 , 2,
3) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JEQ | BPF_K , 317 , 1,
0) ,
BPF_JUMP ( BPF_JMP | BPF_JEQ | BPF_K , 292 , 0,
1) ,
BPF_STMT ( BPF_RET | BPF_K , ALLOW ),
BPF_STMT ( BPF_RET | BPF_K , DENY ) };

Figure 9: Classic BPF (cBPF) Program. Compiledby sysfilter, enforcing the following syscall set:
0 (read), 1 (write), 2 (open), 3 (close), 8 (lseek),
9 (mmap), 11 (munmap), 56 (clone), 61 (wait4),
79 (getcwd), 96 (gettimeofday), 102 (getuid),
115 (getgroups), 202 (futex), 292 (dup3), and
317 (seccomp). The filter checks if the value of field
nr ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 11, 56, 61, 79, 96, 102, 115, 202, 292, 317}
via means of (deterministic) skip list-based search. The
BPF_JEQ statements assert if the value of nr is one of the 16
allowed syscalls, whereas BPF_JGE statements implement the
“shortcuts” in the search process.

Figure 8: struct seccomp_data. Passed by the Linux
kernel to seccomp-BPF filters on every syscall. The field
nr is filled with the system call number, while arch and
instruction_pointer are filled with the respective architecture, and value of the instruction pointer, during the time
of executing syscall (i.e., AUDIT_ARCH_X86_64 and %rip,
in x86-64). Likewise, args[6] is a six-element array, filled
with the syscall arguments (i.e., the values of registers %rdi,
%rsi, %rdx, %r10, %r8, and %r9, in x86-64).
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